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AB STRACT OF PHD. TIIESIS

This thesis analyses the emergence of new ideological
colony of N.S.!ù" prior to
social structure of N"S"I{.

construction of new ideo-
d constructing new forms

ogies of power emerged to
ety composed not onlY of
increasingly of sPecialised

capital and wage labourers. The press played a catalytic
roie in this piocess and is the central object of this thesis-

The formation of the new ideology of the colony \'\7as

articulated in the press of this period as a need to liberate
individuals from viôlent, oPPressive power relations of a
personal kind they associated with monarchical-aristocratic
iegimes. I argue, following Foucault,that this humanitarian
deñand for the-removal of violence, particularly state violence,
from the perceptual field of everyday_ life was in fact part
of the prõgressive rationalisation of state Po\^7er and porver
relations ln general. Under the guise of reducing the violence
of social conlrol mechanisms, theie was occurrÍng a demand for
Ëhe qualitative transformation of_povrer; for its movement
a\^¡ay-from an idiom and from rituals which personified it.
Instead of power gaining its majesty and its mask as an
extension of the Èenevolent character of those who wielded
it, there was a demand that pohTer reside in structures rather
than in persons, that poI^7er assume a certain rational anony-
nity and' that it reside in imper_sonal ap-paratuses, mechanisms
and- institutions. This demand for the decentralisation of
po!üer viTas often phrased, in the press, -as a s-truggle- to
äevelop efficient and effective mechanisms _of power by basing
them oã a ne\,rl rrscientifict' undelstanding of human nature.
Overall I am concerned with documenting how discussions in
the press, relating for example to the family, philanthroPY,
the ãconomy and the nature of democratic state institutions
!íere part óf ttre formation of a nehT ideology of the -state inearly-N"S.I,J". This ideology was one which su-pported the
institutionalisation and bureaucratisation of bourgeois
pedagogic influence and took its character qs- a- particular
ärtiõuiation of the relationship of power with knowledge.
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PREFACE

ThÍs thesis analyses the strucÈure of discursive prac-

tices and the changes in this strucÈure in the penal colony

of N.S.!ü. as it moved from being based solely on authoritarian,

hierarchical relations centred aror¡nd the Govelnor to a more

democratic capitalist society. The focus will be newspaper

discourse between 1803 and 1830, though I will also draw on

private and official correspondences and published and unpub-

lished manuscripts. The year f830 is a convenient "cut-off

date": just before the beginning of large-scale working class

inrnigration into N.S.W. and just before the changes in govern-

ment policy which câme with the new l{trig British governments

appointment of the liberal Governor Bourke.

Nervspapers vlere the main producers of public texts in

N.S"!,1". They rrrere Ëhe arena within which an embryonic intell-

igentsia expressed its class concerns. The Monitor, 11- May

L827, claimed: "Editors are the only men in the colony who

live by literature"o Through the publication of letters,

overseas ne1¡Is, book revíews, and Ëhe views of its editors ,

N"S.Vü. ne\^IsPaPers provided the main public medium within r'¡hich

bourgeois society could reflect upon itself. The ruling class

of N.S"tr{" articulated its relations of domination by treating

certain subjugated groups (aborigines, \â7omen, convicts, and

the poor) as problematic objects of public knowledge" The

power to objectify, that is to make individuals ínto an object

of critical scrutiny, is in itself a statement of relations

of domination and subordination in society"

Above aLL else, newsPapers provided the medir¡n within

which the ruling class and its fractions could work out crit-
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ically the nature and future development of PoI^7er. 
'Nearly

all forms of public knowledge which involved proposals for

the coordination and evaluation of strategies against sub-

jugated groups, T¡ras at some stage articulated through news-

papers. The first book published in N.s.!ü., in 1802, T^7as

a copy of Government regulations; mos¡ books dealing with

the poliËical controversies of N.S.W. Iôtere published in

Britain.l' There was very little development of street lit-

erature in early l{.S"!ü". In cornparison with contempo¡a¡y

Britain, very few pamphlets hTere published and broadsheets

ürere printed only occasionally and mostly from ne\ÀTsPaPer att'

icles.2' Since the nr¡nber of printíng presses r^7as always

small, it was difficult for unauthorised productions, protected

by the cloak of anonymity, to emerge. The only diffuse form

of subversive literature lüere the "pipesrr: letters passed,

Ehrown or left anonymously in publ-ic or private places, gen-

erally satirising opponents and authorities'3'

Despite the prominent ideological role which colonial

nelfspapers occupied in N,S.!ü. ' many historians have looked

at ne\^rspapers merely as additional sources for the document-

ation of events occurring elsewhere. Alternatively, Lhey have

wriEten an insËitutional history of newspapers or explored

their role in certain important constitutional issues. But

neriüspapers are important ideological phenomena in their own

right" Their articles possess internal ideational structures

which have a certain autonomy that lends itself to structur-

H.M" Green, A Histort/ o f Australian Literature, P.10-64.

G.C" In$leton, True Patriots All, PP.260-268"

H. Maver

1

2

3 ,ttAusËxal ]-
Commonwea
lrlilkes and J"C" Rej-d, P" 3b"
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alist, semiotic and other interpretive forms of approach.

These internal ideaËional structures are not simply reflective

of the wider social economic and political conËext, but also

conEribute to the formation, constituÈion and composition of

these contexts. Their ability to exert such a signíficant

influence emerged partly out of the fact that at an instit-

utional level N.S.lI. nehTspapers represented the centralisation

of the means. of cultural reproduction, which in turn was fac-

ilitated by the mechanisaËion of printing. No doubt, such a

centralisation of pedagogic influence r¡r7as viewed as necessary

in a penal colony: hence the imposition of censorship on

1.N.S.l'I.'s first newspapêr, the Sydney Gazette. Indeed this

centralisation of cultural influence was sponsored by the

government with it providing the printing equipment, the build-

ing and a salary of Ë60 f.or the Sydney Gazette's first printer,
't

George Howe.-'

The discursive approach which I adopt has emerged prim-

arily out of the work of Michel Foucault. Here nel^Tspaper

statements are not questioned in terms of their propositional

content, that is the extent to which they conform Èo a logical

model of truth or a scientific-legal criteria of eviden"".3'

Inbtead, statemenËs are interrogated with a view to drawing

out those historically relative criteria and assumptions which

gave statements the semblance of truth, which .provided them

with the right 'to be made and circulated as truth.4' Nor are

1" Mayer, gP.:J.i.!.", 
P

New SouEñlElfes 1
.10; R.B" !'Ialker, The Newspaper Press in

, P"4"803- L920

2" Vüalker, op"cit", P"3"
3. M" Foucault, The Archaeolo of lhowledse , pp.84, 107-108.

4" Ibid", pp.175-191; Seg alsg J.__Dunn_"The ldeltity of the
El_stoiy'àf Iáeas", Philosôphv, VoI.XLIII, L968, pp.87-88, 95"
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statements in a discursive analysis reduced to problems of

authorship or the subjectÍve motivati-ons of authot".1" It

would be difficult to know who the authors of letters to the

N.S.'r,ù. press lúere, let alone who the authors of letters and

articles reprínted from overseas nel^TsPaPers were. Authorship

is not relevant Ëo the style of analysis which I prefer. This

is one which atÈends to the context and contextualising form

of the argument or statement itself. StatemenËs assume Lheir

significance within the structure of a discourse and are non-

arbitrary either in their selection or in their consequences

in the articulation of a debate.

More important than the authors are the díscursive straE-

egies themselves; how these obey a certain regularity, a

certain constancy which allows one to group disparate state-

ments together inÈo oPPosing or allied concePtual manoeuvres

in a field of power relations.2' John Dr¡nn has captured the

essence of Foucaultts and my Position when he points ouE that

to wriËe the history of ideas is to write the history of an
a

activity.J' Even if arguments are false or even if a wriLer

contradicts himself, this is not as important as the existence

of the argument and iËs form and use. None of these asPects

is random.

1o the extent that I emPloY the term t'discursive strat-

egies", it should be noted that I do not use it in the symbolic

interactionist sense, which places a personal meaning and goal

Foucault, op:98. , pp.27 -29 .

Ibid., pp.64-70.
Dr:rrn, cp.ci.!.. , pp. 87 , 94.

1

2

3
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behind each statement or action. Rather I use it in the more

Marxian and Foucaultian sense'of relating the statement to its

social structural and cultural horizon, to what global inter-

ests it serves there. Here, the statements of individuals

become the bearers of processes and meanings outside of

their olrn specific inÈentionality. Such a conception of

action does not posiE a conspiratorial view of the world so

much as a processual view which seeks to grasp how a series

of isolated discursive acts merge into "a coherent, raËional

sËrategy, but one for which it is no longer possible to iden-

tify a person who conceived itt'.1'

My enquiry examines how colonial N.S.lü. nehrspapers formed

one of the prirne sites for articulating a series of discursive

strategies, whose prograû¡rnaÈic effecË $las to foster the pro-

gressive rationalisation of N.S.lü. society and culture. The

gaze which the press directed at N.S.!ü. society will be viewed

as part of the progressive application of rational schemata

upon society, that is as Part of the reduction of all social

and cultural relations to a utilitarian calculus. However,

I also adopt Foucaultts advice by not treating this Process

in N.S.lü. in a wholistic and primarily theoretical manner,

as Max tr{eber, Herbert Marcuse and Jürgen Habermas have done

with Europe and AmerLc^.2' The latter writers have all

treated rationalisation as a global process bor:nd up I^7ith

the birth and growth of capitalism and science; and in

particular with capitalism's reduction of all social and

cultural relations to scientific means-ends relationships.

1. l'I. Foucault, Power/Knowle dge , p"203"
2" M. Foucault, "Thg Subject and Power", in H"L" Dreyfus and

P " Rabinow, Michel Foucault: Be
Hermeneutics , P"

ond Structuralism and
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The important point they nake is thaÈ the idiom of technology,

that is the identificaËion of Reason with the pursuit of an

optimum effect through Ëhe most economic means, though having

its origins in capitalism's appropriation of science in
Índustry, has also been progressively diffused throughout

society" -It has permeated and structured a whole series

of domains remote from i-ndustry.l' These, ês this thesis

will show, have included penal praxis, philanthropy, state

violence, the family, çhe economy, state bureaucracy, and

indeed nearly the whole framework within which all public

knowledge could be expressed in N.S.W..

This is why Foucault's advice that "iÈ may be wise not

to Eake as a whole the raËionalisation of society or of culture,
but Ëo analyse such a process in several fierdsf is appropríate?'

IË is especially appropriate for N.S"W. newspaper discourse

insofar as this is a domain where one sees a rudimentary class-

ification and separation of topics and spheres of everyday

1ife. N.S.W. ner^rspaper articles b-ecame increeasingly special-

ised, such that one had separaËe articles on the religious

'lFirsË, producËion processes r^rere revolutionized by scient-
ifíc methods " Then expectations of Lechnically correct
fr¡nctioning were also transferred to those areas of society
that had become independent in the course of the industrial-
ization of labour and thus supported planned organisation.
The power of Ëechnical control over nature made possible by
science is extended today direcËl-y to society: ior every
isolatable social system, for every cultural area that has
become a separaÈe, closed system whose relations can be
analysed inrrnanently in terms
a nerí discipline emerges in

"'ïSee also K" Lowi rh
48-49, 51-56" Hab
PP .9I-L22; Th
and the E u

s

stems
ciences " J. Habermas,

.56. See also M. trlebeT, The
c Organisation Pp. l-23, 338r-339;

pP "2
Chap

5-26,29-43,
ter 6,

Communication

of presuppo
the social s

sed sy goals,

espec a

2 Foucault, op.cit., p.210.
v ter 6, pp.119

Marcuse, One
-138.
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education of the poor, \^7omen, convicts and Aborigines; ari'-

icles on government economic and secular educational policies

towards these distinct groups; and articles on the relation

of the family to each of these grouPs.

The increasingly sPecialised character of N"S.I^I. ne\^7s-

paper articles, as this thesis will show, reflected in part

an effort to develop and give autonomy to particular technol-

ogies of power which \^7ere being articulated within these spec-

ific cultural and social domains. It reflected a concern vüith

refining the application of power in each of these specialised

domains, with rendering Por¡ler more effective by making it more

consistent with the nature of its object. In effect, nehTs-

papers in N.s.!ü. provided the programmatic knowledge for a

rationalisation of power, which was in part a Process of spec-

ialisation. This is not to sâI, that a corulection T^7as not

often made in any given ne\^TsPaper article between more than

one of the above specialised areas: such links hTere often

made. But it is to assert that within the overall institut-

ional r:nity of any given N.S.l{. neIrTSPaPêÏ, one finds within

its colurnns a Lendency towards the progressive multiplication

of knowledge and power in an increasingly comPlex society'

There is a specificity to the concrete forms which discussions

about the nature of power in particular realms assumed. These

need to be analysed in terms of their own internal logic, as

well- as in terms of what they reveal about the general- organ-

isational development of power and truth in modern society"

This thesis is divided into two volumes. The logic

which informs this division relates to my primary emphasis

on a discussion of ideological processes in the N.S"W" Press.
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My argument is that the historical development of capitalism

is shaped through an ideological discourse. The first volume

examines this process by analysing the role of the press in

Ëhe cul-tural construction of a working clas,s. These ideolog-

ical practice, ""r, 
b" largely understood independentLy of a

detailed knowledge of the processes of capital accumulation

in N.S.Vü.. This is not to say that such. an empirical under-

standing is r:nimportan.t. Indeed, I assume much of the import-

ant historical scholarship that has been done in this field.

However, I believe the reader will benefit more by having a

detailed t<nowlòdge of the processes of capital accumulation

given Ëo him in the beginning of the second volume. It is

in this second volume that I deal with the uncensored Press'

where a public politicisatíon of the N.S.!ü. state emerged in

a contexç of competition between class fractiolls" This pol-

itical struggle promoËed the bureaucratisaËioñ of the state

and the rationalisation of political discourse.

Before beginning to analyse the cultural construction of

a working class in N.S.!ü., in the next chapter I c1-arify how

processes of bureaucratisation and rationalisation in the

British reform movement T¡rere part of a similar class strategy

in Britain. They lfere also Partly resPonsible for the emerg-

ence of N.S.I¡[. as a colony. My aim is to show how the trans:

portation system emerged aiongside, and mediated, the develop-

ment of a whole series of wider social and cultural transform-

ations in British society. The transPortation system came to

incorporate within the internal structure of its praxis a

r¿hole series of wider social and cultural contradictions,

which only time would a1low to be historically developed and

exposed in N.S.!ü.. The history of, class conflict in early
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colonial N"S.Ì{. ûrd, esPecial-Iy, the ideological foims this

conflict assumed, would be determined by the conÈent and

polar sËructure of the contradictíons encoded in the praxis

of the pena} system. The next chapter, therefore, will de-

lineate their Presence 1n penal practice; while Ëheir hist-

oricaL arËÍculation within N.S.üI. remains the task of latter

chapters.
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(A) INTRODUCTION

Between January 1788 when the first fleet landed and

1841 when transportation to N.S.'t^I. ended over 80,000 convicts,

67 ,g8O men and L2 1460 womenr$Iêre transPorted to N. S.I,rI. .1'

This was about half of the 163,000 convicts sent to Australia

as a whole up until 1868.2' úIestern Australia rltTas the last

sËate to receive convicts. Much recent historical work has

explored the possíble economic and imperial moËives, which

rnight have underlain Lhe British governmentrs decision tobegin

transportation to Australia. These approaches have often oPp-

osed those approaches which argue thaL penal reasons only under-

lay the initial choice of Botany 8"y"3" trlhilst not seeking to

detract from Ëhe scholarship that has gone into this work, I
have some sympathy for Connell and lrvingts criticism that the

debate has simply pointedout "the mul-tiple roles of the state ".4

Developing this criËicism further, I would argue, the debate

has ignored the problem of ideology: lhe fact that it is

almost iurpossible to distinguish economic from penal motives

once punishment has been defined ideologicaily as v¡ork.

So much emphasis has been given recently to economic

motives, that I find it necessary to reinvigorate the penal

explanation of transportation to N"S.W..5. Hot"ver, in doing so,

my analysis is not confined to a search f.or initial motives;

o

1. L"L. Robson, The Convict Settlers of Australia , P.4.
. rbid".
. Much of this debate up ttrtil L977 has been compiled conven-

iently in G. Martin (ed" ), The Founding of Australia.

2

3

4

5

R.!ü" Connell- and T.H. Irving, Class Structure in Australian
His tory , P"31.
A. Fro
Bayt',

st, "The East India ComPany and th
Hisrorical Studies, Vo1.16, L975,

e Choice of Botany
pp.606-11; "The

choice of Botany Bay", AEHR, Vol.15. T975. pp.]--20.
G. Martin, "Economic Motives behind-the Fóuirding of Botany
BaÍ", AEHR, Vol.16, L976, pp.L2g-L43.
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or to an unproblematic definition and acceptance of punishment

and reformation as siurply penal goals. Rather I want Ëo re-

view the meanings aÈtached to pr:nishment and reformation during

this period of changing class strategies in Britain and to use

this Ëo explore how both the decision Ëo for¡nd a penal colony

in N.S.I^1. and the policies of transportation in subsequent

years r^rere both r:nderpinned by wider social and cultural crans-

formaËions. It was in the penal system that new theories of

man first manifested themselves as neT^r strategies in the dev-

elopment of class poÌ,tler. These new theories of man underpinned

: the reform movemenËs seeking to restructure the staters involve-

ment and relationship to society. By exploring such issues,

the reader will gain a background knowledge of the changing

structure of European civil-isation at the time, something which

is essential for a full appreciation of the conËent and sÈruct-

ure of N.S"W" nehTsPaPer articles.

To r¡nderstand the Èransportation of convicts to N.S.W.,

sonre understanding is needed of how the transportation system

fitted into a series of parallel transformations occurring in

the British criminal justice system towards the latter half of

the eighteenth century" These included: the reducLion in the

use of violent public pr:nishments, as evidenced in the declin-

ing number of executions; the transformation of imprisonment

from a period of deËention prior to the trial to the dominant

form of punishment; the growth of a centralised bureaucratic

police force and prison system; and lastly the emergence of

attempts to completely axiomatise Ehe judicial-political

system as a whole"1'

See L. Ra
A

dzLnowLcz, lish Criminal Law
and i

I

I

f1

or orm"
nis trat

A Histo
o e vemen
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These transformations occurring in the system of criminal

justice can in turn be r¡nderstood as part of the changing

structure of class relations in Britain: with the industrial

revolution a new fraction of the capitalist class was becoming

-gominant. In the course of its development there emerged new

mechanisms of social control organised around the factory, the

school, philanthropy, the police force, methodism and, as 1l7e

shall see, Ëhe prisorr.l' These mechanisms \^lere concerned lesq

with repressing the lower class through violence and fear, as

with ideologically incorporating them into the social and

cultural structures of urban capitalism'

The kincls of concerns outlined above emerge from a Marxist

view of the legal system. Instead of viewing the legal or

penal system as a neutraJ. auÈonomous domain of truth and just-

ice, the MarxisË approach which I pursue stresses the fr:nction-

ing of law as ideology, that is as the discursive means by

which class relations are justified and reproduc 
"d.2 

' Here

the formalism of law is crucial to its fr.rnctioníng as ideology:

its formalism, above all else, is that which creates those

notions of disembodied justice that are crucial to the legal

systemrs wider acceptance. This has been aptly put by Douglas

H.y, in his discussion of the eighteenÈh century legal system.

1 A" Silver, "The Demand for 0ider in Civil Societ tt in
Police ed" Bordua, J.D", especially pp"10-1 5 Chinbal-1
rchron I cies of the Gallows: A Social History of Crime
Reporting" in The Sociolo of Journalism and the Press,.
(ed.) H. Christ âû, P.

2. Those stressing the functioning of 1 ar^r as ideology include
; R. Quinney, The
son. llhies and Hunters;

v
S

A. Turk, Criminalit and Le Order
Rea oSociaI

n, ers
T

p of the Image.
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The punctilious attention to forms, the dispassionate
and legalistic exchanges between counsel and the judge,
argued thaË those administering and using the laws
submitted to its rules" The law thereby became some-
Ëhing more than the creature of a ruling class - it
became a po$rer with its own claims, higher than those
of prosecutor, lawyer, and even the great scarlet-robed
assize judge himself " . " ültren the ruling class aequitted
nen on technicalities they helped iústil a belief in the
disembodied justice of the law in the minds of all who
watched. In short its very inefficiency, its absurd
formalism, was part of its strength as ideology" 1"

Furthermore the MarxisË approach I assume, goes beyônd a

view of the British penal sysÈem as simply reflecting, within

the structural arrangements of its own mírrors, processes which

r,íere occurring elsewhere. Here, I agree wíth Poulantzas in

rejecting the notion of 'base' and 'superstructure' for under-

sËanding the relationship of the state to the rest of socie Xy.2'

Such an approach suffers from the defect of treating the penal

system as peripheral to its social context, It makes it con-

tinually an exPression of society rather than, alternatively,

part of the production of a partÍcular kind of society.

Accordingly, the "reformed" penal system of the nine-

teenËh century - and afterwards - t with its emphasis on

labour and disciplinary regimes, can be treated as the more

coercive arm of a philanthropic movement engaged in the

cultural formation of a rvorking class.3' Ït was perhaps

no accident that some of the first factories in England

1. D
P

P
b
a
o

. Hay, "Property, Autho-rity and the C

. Liirebaugh, and E.P. Thompson (eds.)

.33. The notion of ideology residing
ut in the very forms that legal concep
tically put forward by_8.B.Pashukanig,
f Law ânä Marxism" in C. Arthur (ed. )

riminal LaTnI" in D. H"y,
Ibions FaLal Tree

not j-n con ent
ts take, r^tas system-
"The General Theory
Law and Marxism.

2. Poulantzas, State, Power, Socialrs pp. 16-19

3 on rhe role of the regal svsrem åårilår:"fiåi:i: ,Ji'.ä:,ïf,.. ?f ,

TfrTC on the role of Phil-
ation of a working class. see

pp. 385-404.
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and Europe began in Bridewells and Houses of Correction.l"

The formation of these state pedagogic insËitutions, as

FoucaulË poinËs out, was Part of the creation of suitably

docile subjects who could be inserted into the machinery of
2

. çgpitalist production.

The next section begins by exploring those cultural

notions of crirninality which underpinned the exercise of

polder in the existing penal system and in the prison reform

movement. tüe will explore that "othernesstr with which the

criminal threatened bourgeois sOciety. I{hat was the naËure

of that hr:manity which the criminaL embodied that it required

either his execution, transportation or imprisonment?

I S. Pollar
M. Ignati
and O. I(i
pp .4L-52.

ement pp.16 3-L64;
ef ust sure o a P. G. Rusche
rchhe cial Structure,
d, The Genes is of Mo

M. Foucault,
242-243; and

Disc line and Funis pp.l38, L64,221,
p. l4l.

t
t

2
e sto o exua
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(B) I}ÍPRISONMEM AND A CI'LTURE OF CONSIIMPTION

(i) Impris onment and Desire

IË has been estinated that the nr¡rrber of capital statutes

increased about four-fo1d between the middle of the seventeenth

century and 1820, from about 50 to over 200. Most of this ex-

pansion occurred in the realm of protecting ptop"try.I' This

expansion involved only parËly extending the deterring terror

of the scaffold to cover new illegalities. Often the new

statutes did not create new capital crimes, but elaborated in

greater detail upon the particular offences against proPerty

which more broader statutes had encomp"s".d.2' Very few of the

ner^r statutes ürere used: the old ,crirnes of murder, burglary and

housebreaking, and forgery accor¡nted for two-thirds of all exec-

utions in England and lJales in 1810.3'

,r {'
The new statutes $/ere more an exercise in pedagogics than

a ne\^r f,ound corrnitment to an expansion of state violence. They

occurred within a context of intensified class struggle, âs

Èhis Ëook the atomised form of increased "ti*e.4' trthat lends

support to the pedagogic argument is that though the number of

1. Radzinowicz, :op. cit. , Vol.1, Pp.4-5 , 49'74,
Appendix 1, pþ3IT:0s1.

see also

A.G.L. Shaw, Convicts and the Colonies pp.25-27 .

. Radzinowi-cz, op . cit " , Vol " I, p. 155.

J.M. Beattie, "The Pattern o'f Crime in England 1600-1800",
Past and Present, 62, February L974, pp.47-48, 78. After
ffitpub l-ished annual sta tistics for England
and tüales. The nunrb er of indictable committals for rop-
erEy offences rose f rom 4,196 in 1805 to 5,601 in 18

2

3

4

4;
ir rhen rose steePlY between 18f5 and 1817 with the release
of men from the NaPo leonic Vüars to I2,45L in 1817 and to
20,284 Ln 1837. In relative terms, the number of indictable
corffili ttals to trial Per thousand rose from 44"L in 1805 to

P
1

in 1815, then rose steePlY to 109.4 in 1817 and 134.351" B
in lB37; V.A.C. Gatrell and T"B" Hadden, "Criminal Stat-
istics and their InterPretation", in Nine
Society , (ed. ) E "4. lürigley, pp " 336- 397 .

teenth Century
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capiÈal offences and capital convicËions increased, executions

declined dramatically. It is estimated that in the early

sevenLeenth century something like 2,000 executions took place

annually in England and that by the latter half of the eight-

eenth century this decLined to less than 200.1' The number of

prisoners executed in London and Middl-esex dropped from 365

out of 527 sentenced to death for the ten years 1749'1758 to

220 executed out of 747 sentenced to death for the ten years
tL79O-L799.'' This trend became more pronounced in the first

half of the nineteenth century, with only 123 prisoners being

executed out of. 939 sentenced to death in London and l4iddlesex,

between Ëhe years 1800-18f0.3' In terms of ratios, two-thirds

of the prisoners capitally convicted were executed for the

10 years 1749-1758, whilst between 1800 and 1810 inclusive

only one-seventh urere executed. ,

j"

The expansion of capital offences in combination with the

reluctance to use them served to justify the expansion of

Iesser pr:nishments and, indeed, the transportation of offenders

out of Britain under an ideology of merciful benevolence. In

L7L7, the Brifish Government passed a statute allowing trans-

portation to the American colonies. In the Preface to the

statute, mercy and a shortage of labour in the colonies vTere

given as the statute's rational".4' By the late 1760's about

70 per cent of al1 sentences at the old Bailey involved trans-

portation either for 7 or 14 years or for 1ife.5'Th" American

Shaw, op.cit., pp.28'29; Radzinowicz, op"cit., Vol"1,
pp.L39-L42.
Radzinowicz, op. cit. , VoI. l, p.151.
Ibid., p.152.
C"M.Il. Clark, Select Documents in Aus trafian Historv Vol " 1,

1

2

3

4

5

pp.104-105.
Ignatieff , op. cit" , pp. L9-_20; See also J.T. Sellin,
an4 the PenãÎ$tem , p "97 "

Slavery
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tüar of Independence effectively ended transPortation to

America, resulting in overcrovTded British prisons and a search

for new penal colonies. Transportation to AuStralia developed

from this situation.

-,rr ,." , ,i ,t , t' '.

Both ËransPortation and the death sentence had in cotnmon

the permanent banishment of the offender. !üe should not be

surprised if contemporaries regarded them as alternaLives.

Each relied for their terror on the destruction of the off-

ender's social existence amongst close associates. In effect,

they lrTere manipulating the social order of Britain so as to

remove its potentially subversive elements. Both pr-leishments

r,rere justified in terms of the moral irrecLaimability of the

offender:

the peace of society,. and the slf,ety of innocence'
r"q.rir" that such persons should be- restrained by the
i;ä;-;i punishmentl "ttd_if, 

not reclaimable, that they
should ¡.ìã*oreð úy exile or death from the society
they disturb or molest. l.

Transportation was however more than-a tlhumanitariantt

fo:-r of banishment.2' It no doubt fitted within the old penal

logic premised on the permanent exclusion of the offender.

However, transPortation \^7aS also part of an emerging set of

penal practices based on disciplining and Ëraining the offender.

The new aim here was to render the act of punishment and the

offender useful Eo society and the state. Thus, transPortation

imposed work as a condition of exile. The prison reformer,

Howard, in criticising executions and suggesting imprisonment

as an alternative, complained: "many are brought to a prem-

I

2

A. Ferguson,
Vo,l. l, p.163.

Princip

Sharv, op. cit. , p.2I.

les of Moral and Po litical Science
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ature end, who might have been useful Ëo the state"..l' In

a similar vein, Eden praised the beginning of transportation

to N.S.I^I. on the gror:nds that: t'criminals when their lives

or liberties are forfeited to justice become a forlorn hope,

and have always been judged a fair stibject of hazatdous ex-

periments, to which it would be unjust to expose the more

valuable members of a state".2'

There is a sense in which the transPortation system

became important because it was able to handle, indeed subsume,

a whole series of struggles Eaking place over the direction

which Ehe penal sysËem should be assuming. It fused together

the existing deterrent aims of punishment r^7ith new reformative

aims, which ¡{ere based on the non-corporal punishments of work,

solitude and discipline.3" ülork, especially, as both drudgery

and discipline, could punish wiËhout marking the body; it

could deter, while morally reclaiming the individual. I'Iork,

thus functioned as both erçiation and salvation; it made

',,amends for past sins whilst seeking to deliver the prisoner
' from a fuÈure propensity to sin. This was why, on the first

official seal sent ouË to N"S"lü" in L79L, the first Judge

Advocate, David Collins, praised the appropriateness of its

"representation of convicts landing aÈ Botany Bay, received

by industry, who, surrounded by her attribuÈes, a bale of

merchandise, a beehive, a pick axe, and a shovel, is re1-easing

1. J. Howard, The State of Prisons,
thesis Ir^ti@s
book" It contains extracts from
where further information on the
documented bY Howard"

2" VJ" Eden, The Histo of New Holland (1787), pp.v-vi; see
also Heat o c t., P.

p.26L. Throughout this
Library edition of this
ltAn Accorrnt of Lazarettos",
conditions. of prisons is

,

3 Colquhoun
pp .32- 33.
revised I
run into
in 1800,

Trea ise on the Poli of the l{etr ol S

ut st s eus ng
800 edition of this book. This book had by 1

five editions and appeared again, though enl
1805 and l-806.

(L796)

797
arged
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them from their fetters, and poinLing to oxen ploughing and

a Ëo\^m rising on the surmnit of a hilLrt.l"

Through hard work the penaL system vras. seeking Ëo form

the prisoner into a man of character, by internaLising within

him notions of order, regularity and res traín1.2' These qual-

ities r^rere seen as necessary for the production of disciplined

producers but also disciplined consumers. To possess char-

acter in this age T^ras to possess the quality of self-

discipline. Sennet has surnmed up this self-denial of consump-

tion in Protestant, capitalist culture in these terms:

By denying oneself pleasure in concrete experiences ' one
sirows,-onã is a real person. The ability to delay gr?t- ?ification is the sign, supPosedly of a strong personalityí'

In 1753, Fielding suggested the sense-deprivation punishments

of solitude and fasting as a means of correcting the reckless

exËravagance of criminals;

There can be no more effectual means of bringing the most
Abandoned Profligates to Reason and Order than those of
Solitude and Fasting; which latter is often as useful to
a diseased mind as Ëo a distempered body" 4.

l,ltrat upset refor,mers of the existing Prison system vlere

precisely Ëhe sensuous scenes of pleasurer' diss.,ipation, free

association, drinking, gambling, Prostitution and play to be

found there.5' Reformers demanded a new bureaucratic prison

with disciplíned austerity and dietary regLmes. Prison reform

\^ras more than an attempt to produce disciplined habits of work.

1. D. Co
lrlales

11ins, An Account of the 1i-sh Co1 in l{ew S

(17e8), o , P.
. Ignatieff, op.cit. , p.67.

R. Sennet, The Fall of Public }{an , p. 333.

. Quoted in Ignatieff , op.cit. , p.46.

. Ignatieff, oÞ.cit., p.33; Howard, op.cit", PP.L3-L7.

2

3

4

5

rh
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It can also be seen as an atterilPt to discipline those acts

of inrnediate sensuous self-indulgence Idhich knew no moral

bor¡ndaries and to which the scaffold had traditionally been

the ultimate answer.

.trlhaÈ does the criminal rePresent for Ëhe eighteenth

century, if not the unresËrained logic of its own individualism

and atomistic tendencjes: the purepursuit of sensuous egoir*.l'

Hence the fascination r^rith the criminal in contemPorary novels

and street literature;z' and the long queues outside Newgate

and Tylburn waiting to see the more abandoned, capitally con-
'2

vicÈed criminals.J' In the criminal, that inner logic of human

nature, self interest but also freedom, arot¡nd which bourgeois

society sought Ëo organise its social institutions, could be

found working iLself out to the point at which it transgressed

the boundaries of social-ity, the sacred, and ultimately, even

that of the welfare of the individual concerned. Crime l¡as not

just a transgression of external, sacred and secular laws, but

a deformity in human nature: it rePresented unrestrained ego-

tistical emotions:

Crimes, or actions of the highest demerit, are such as
proceeð from malice, under any of its ordinary forms,
whether of enrry, enulation,
such as proõGl rromTffia
covetousness, sensuality, o
ffiïõE-Lñã c r iniããfTãfi c c a
on the rights, oE to disËur
creatures" 4.

R. Hillard, ttDesire and
Fiction" ín SËudies in E

1

2

pp.357-370, esPec
theme on p.86-89,

1841)" inThe Yearbookas a Narrative S

of Enelish Studies

the Structure of Eigh teenÈh CenEurY
f th Cent Cult e Vol"9,

e return o this
95- L02, t26-L27.

s, The Invention of the Self p.50. R. Hillard,
M. earance as th: The Literature

a vp.
96,

ystem (1660-
I, pp "29-48 "Vol"I

3. D.D. Cooper, The Lesson of. the Scaffold, PP.3-2L"
4" Ferguson, 9p"ci.!.", Vol"1, p"L62"
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trrlhat partly disturbed contemporary middle-class thinkers

abouË Lhe poor, what made the unemployed poor so threatening,

rras ÈhaË they rúere existing outside of the ne¡¡ly emerging

regimes of discipline in the workpla"".1' To escape from

work was Ëo become a prisoner of undisciplined desire"

Idleness is a never-failing road to criminality...when
it has unfortunately taken hold of the hr.rman mind,
unnecessary wants and improper gratificatíons, not known
or thought of by persons in a source of industry, are
constantly generated: hence it is, that crimes are
resorted to, and every kind of violence, hostile to Èhe
laws, and to peace and good order, is perpeËuated. 2.

There was a consËant concern with viewing the unemployed poorts

lifestyle as one of abandoned profligacy and debauchery; a

life dominated by the excesses of alcohol, vice, gambling, and

idleness.3' Thus, Ímplicit in the whole aËtack upon crime,

whether through punishrnent, reformation or policing, r^ras also

an attack upon the growth of a whole hedonistic sub-culËure

of criminality in the urban context.4' rn Ëhe imagination

of the dominant class, social disorder arose "from the ill-
regulated passions of vulgat lif.".5'

rgn
and

atieff
Facto

pp. 30-35 ;
rial Capi

, op.cit., p.
ry Discipline

E.P. Thomps
talisrn", Past

62;
tt

on

t{. McKendrick "Josiah !üedgwood
Vo1.iv, L96L,

ine and Indust-

2. Colquhor:n, U.i.!.., pp.94-95; Heath, op.cit., p.270.
3. E.J. BrÍstow, Vice and Vigilance, pp.11-71. H. Amory,

"Henry Fieldin@-t äþisration of L75L'-52" ,
Philogical Queftç¡lf, Vol.50, April L97I, No.2, pp.1B3-

and Present Vo1.38, L967, pp,I9-43.

185.
4. U.R.Q. Henri

System of Pr
pp . 6l- 70.

ques, "The Rise an
ison Disciplinê",

d Decline of the
Past and Present

Separate
, Lrv, (1972),

5. Colquhor:n, op.cit., p.347.
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The relation of the mind to the undisciplined body was

very much the metaphor of class relationships. At the symbolic

level of the individual unenployed poor were collectivelY

represented as that impulsive and unreflective aspect of human

nature which was continually responsible for manrs fall from
1Grace.t' They r,üere creatures of abandoned and profligate
thabits.¿' They constituted the irrational in man, the animal

part of his constitution, a self without a conscience. Ferguson

characterised the bulk of huriran beings as involved in external

Sensuous activity which often destroyed their po\,rrers of

reflection.
to be little

es of organ
ings, but incap-
flection or
suse, or by

their senses, 'lose or impair Ëhe powers o
resented to
reflection.

p
f 3"

Crime was seen to result from a failure to supervise the

senses and oneself , consequently pr:nishment would increasingly

become imprisonment in the form of unceasing supervision by

others. It was because the penal system sought to develop in

the prisoner the quality of self-discipline, of possessing a

conscience, that it came to increasingly reconmend for him the

punishment of solitary confinement. For solitary confinement

."would rnrean him from. . . the love of that turbulent, precarious

1ife, in which his vices had engaged him; would raise up in

hirn reflection on the folly of his choice and dispose his mind

to s.uch better and continued penitence, as might produce a

1. R. Paulson, "The Pilgrimage and
Lhe Novels of Fielding and Smol
ed. G.S. Rousseau and P.G. Bouc
op.cit. , p.364.

2" Howard, op.cit., p"26L.
3" Ferguson, op.cit", Vo1.1, p.4"

the Family: Structure in
lett" in Tobias SmolleËt
e, pP.66 -bl; HiIliard,
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in the principles of his conduct."l' Reflection,rdas .seen to

have the power to suspend the inertia of bad consumpEive and

idle habits and, in doing So, to render them susceptible to

reformulation. trüork was also seen to have similar moral re-

storative pohrers. 
--" 

i,-,- l, i ¡ , i ' '' '- ' -

Man was seen to be a creature of habits. Though he might

be a victim of his habits, he was also responsible for them.2'

It was not so much that reformers sought to destroy this

quality as to shape it; to create a neI^7 set of unreflective

dispositions as the basis of social order?' Thus Howard crit-

icised keeping prisoners in the intendedpenitentiary houses for

periods of I Eo 2 years, arguing that it was not I'possible to

think of any reformation in a convictts behavior¡r, that is

likely to prove lasting in the coupass of a year". He thought

they should remain .for at least 5 y"tr".4' He also thought

that because criminals $/ere mostly in the adult stage of their

lives, they would be "strong enough in constitution to

bear rhe trial of thoroughly breaking their bad habíts".5'

The increased ideological emphasis on solitary confinement

in the penal system was an emphasis on the pohrer of reason to

conquer the passions and those unreflective bad habits, which

proceeded more from the undisciplined body than frorq reason

1. W. Paley,
osophy (L7

2. Ibid. , p.37.
3. rbid. pp,37-40;

s ön Philos
assmore, Pp.

4. Howard, op. cit. , p.26L.
5. Ibid., pp.269.

The Princi les of Moral and Political Phil-
), p.

See also John Priestly, Pries tly I s
Science and Politi cs, (ed.) J. A.
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itself. To be free was to conquer the body, its desires.

The body was the site of that determinism which often 1ed

to the loss of freedon. Hence the asceticism of this age and

why it was so closely bor:nd up with morality and individualism.

One was able to appear free by demonstrating through asceticism

that one had conquered oners body and its desires. This was

the significance of the disciplinary regimes which reformers

imposed not only on prisoners but also upon themselves and

their children.l' Solitary confi-nement, as sensory depriv-

ation, IüaS a form of asceticism, as l¡tas work. Asceticism

vras the external form given to Ëhe idea of what it means to

be a moral being, whilst having a mind imprisoned in a body.

As Cassirer has aptly put it: "the rule of the rational will

over all desires of sense, over aPPetites and passions, PIo-

claims and expresses the freedom of man".2'

A more detailed examination of this ideological construct-

ion of criminality in relationship Èo the categories of desire,

reason and freedom will be undertaken in the next chapËer on

N.S.hl. execuËions. For the time being, I want to explore the

ideological relationship of criminality to the wider society,

as this qnderpinned the formulation of penal proposals.

1 Ignatieff,
anËhropy:

2. E. Cassirer, The Philos

op. cit. , pp .49-52; R. Mor
ññã-Foward Recons idered",

vine Phil-
, 62,L97 7, p.390.

gan, "I)i
History

of th Enli tenment , p.105.



1,9 .(ii) Imprisonment and the Production of Culture

During the eighteenth century there emerged amongst the

urban rniddle classes and certain sections of the t'labour aris-

tocracytr, its Èradesmen and shopkeepers, a perceived crÍsis

in Èhe moraL fabric of society, which was seen to threaten the
\. 1 

1

""\ very for:ndations of society.t' Images of vice r^7ere assocÍaËed

closely with images of social disorder. Reformers were con-

cerned with the iumorality of the lower classes, with the

growth of a vicious people who stood outside society and God"2'

Producing this moral crisis, as the basis of their own exis-

tence and expansion, were a growing nunrber of philanthropic

societies concerned with improving the morals and manners of

the lower clas""r.3
,ri ; '

In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries,

voluntary emigration T¡ras promoted by private philanthropists

with the aim partly of morally reclaiming ex-criminals who had

been imprisoned for debt.4' I consider that ËransPortation

by the staËe and the criminal justice system in general reP-

resented the more coercive pedagogic arm of the dominant class.

It supplemented their more private and fragmented hegemonic

endeavours, through philanthropy, to break up those collective

forms of sensuality, pleasure and idleness which l^tere aSSoc-
5

iated with crime and the moral decline of the lower orders. -

Vlhat reformers were criticising were the effectiveness of

.L4-L6; Ignatieff, W.i!.., PP"58, 62;
4-25.

Radzinowicz, op.cit. , Yo1-.2, especially pp.2'3.
these philanthropic societies, see

.LL-L}; Radzinowicz, op. cit., Vo1. 3,
, English Philanthropy t660-1960,
itre Ëntightenment An^ ÎnEþffiion,

II: The Science@:224.
Owen, ep.cit., pP.62'63.
The other interesting process going on t the time, designed
to prevent the spontaneous congregation of a crowd, vlas
urban planning; see Sennett, op.cit", pp.54-55.

I

2

3

Bristow, op.cit., pp
Heath, opE pp.2

On the activities of
Bristow,, op.cit., pP
pp.14I.204; D. Owen
pp.1-133; P. GraY,
VoI

4

5
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exisËing methods of social control. Part of their criticism

of executions was Ëhat they \^7ere providing the occasions f'ot

thosê corlective scenes of ribaldry, drunkenness, satire and

laughter, which the austere middle class found so disturbing

' and threatening; they were creating the very scenes of dis-

order they should have been preventing'

During the latter half of the eighteenth cenLury, there

emerged increased demands for the coordinaÈion and system-

atisation of controls around the poor, in effect, demands

that the supervision of the poor should become a state
)

activity.z' This was expressed in a rene\^7ed and expanded aÈt-

ack upon crime as evidenced in the agitations for, and in the

actual growth of, a cenËralised police fot""3' and a more Pro-

fessional, judicial system in urban .t."r.4' These attacks

upon crime can be seen as an aÈtempt by the dominant class to

reassert its authority and control over the distribution of

rewards in everyday life by etiminating those illegalities

which allowed the working class to maintain an independent

existence outside of the market place. In short the attacks

upon crime v/ere part of the production of a. working class

dependent on the sale of its labour f,or its livelihood.5' But

T a descrip tiori of those scenes, ts. Mandeville, A4see
uent

1. Fo
En i-nto the Causes of the Executions at urn

, PP. ;Ra z, t., o ,PP. 7

2" S" & B" l,lebb, ish Prisons r:nder Loc Government, p.110;
Colqr.thoun, c, pP.

3. Tobi as,
Silver,

Crime and Police in En land 1700-1900
.c . t P. , CZ, .c o.,

ÞÞ.44-54i
.2, pp .L7I-20L.

4. Salaried magisLraÈes also began operation in London from
the middle of the eighteenth century; see M.D. George,
Lpndon Life, pp.5-8; Radzinot¡Lcz,op. cit. ,Vol .2,pp. f 89 ,L92-4.

5. 0n the attempt to transform into crimes lho,sg aspects of
rural existeäce (eg. hunting and fishitg) whicÞ allowed the
pðoi to mainËain-añ indepenáent existenõe outside of the
ioage labour market, see n.p. Thompson, tr'Ihigs and HunÇers,
p"22" One could argue that a similar process Yas- gorng on
irittr respect to attãmpts to crack dor^rn on the informal econ-
omy of the poor in th-e urban context" Gambling, for-example,
v¡ai att¿rckeã because it sustained a large criminal class-by
redistributing more evenly the wealth piovided periodically
by a successful criminal oPeration"
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it was more than this, iË was also increased police activity
in the surveillance and supervision of collective forms of

working class structure, in order ttto give the mind of the

people a right bías".1' Pol-iee reformer Colquhoun argued that:
Since recreation is necessary Èo civílized society, all
public extribitions should be rendered subservient to the
improvement of morals, and to the means of ínfusing into
thä rnind a love of thi: ConstiÈution, and a reverence
and respect for the Laws - How easy would it be under the
guidancã of an appropriate Police, to give a right bias
through the mediurn oi Public amusemenÈb to the dispos-
itionð of the People. How superior this is to the odious
pracËice of besotting themselves in Ale-houses, hatching
óeditious and treasonable designs, or engaged in pursuits
of the vilest profligacy, destructj-ve to health and
morals. 2.

The point to be noted here Ís that imprisonment and trans-

portation to N.S.!ü. \^lere part of a generalised expansion of

the hegemonic mechanisms through rvhich the dominanL class in-

creasingly policed the production of working class c.rltur..3'

This is the significance of Colquhoun's demand "that all Public

Exhibitions should be rendered subservient to the improvemenË

of morals". It was precisely this demand that had some in-

fluence in structuring the pedagogic role of newspapers in

the penal colony of N.S.Vü. and in Britain.4'

N.S.I^I. and British nerÀIsPapers became the vehicles of a

moral education which was partly an attempt to incorporate the

"lower orders" into the ethos of the dominant class. The em-

ergence of an increasingly popularist press \^7as also the pro-

I Colquhoun,
ition of

e

Colquhoun, op.cit., p.348.
The increasing role of the modern state in the
of culture raã something which F. Nie.tsche gras

p.347; see also E.S. Furniss, The Pos-
urer r-n a stem of Nationalism,

e a s an t , PP. 54

, P.

. cit. ,

t
pp. 151-2;
4.

2

3 p roduction
ed in his
8.On the Fut of Our Educat ion Institutions

p
3

4. On the role of the British Press as an instrument of class
control, see G. Boyce, J. Curran, D. llingate (ed. ) News-

er Histor From the Seventeenth CentPa
, êSP v Pp.

to the Present
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cess of appropriating the production of working class culture

into the institutional structures controlled by the dominant

class, a lüay of producing mass culture without assembling the

1. li',, 't ,',.¡
nasses

The increased police attacks on collective forms of work-

ing clasS culture l^Iere more than atterpts to discipline the

act of consumption; Lhey vlere also atteÍPts to individualise

the act of consumption; to privatise it' It is too early to

take upthe roleof the state and the Press inN.S.if. in seeking

to construct the family as an individualising unit of consump-

Eion, âs a private space of domesticity where labour finds

its Ërue rewards and meaning, This will require a separate

chapter of its o!{rt. BuË we can, for the time being, point to

how punishments in Britain were being designed: to fragment

and prevent the formation of working class solidarities. They

acted Eo maintain crime i-n an individualised format compatible

with the judicial system's olrn ideological treatment of crime

as an instance of personal moral fault.

I,'Ihat disturbed contemporaries in Britain were the

increasingly organised forms which crime was assuming with the

formation of a professional, urban criminal c1""".2' Paley

believed that the criteria for selecting c::iminals for severe

punishment ought to be those of repetition, cruelty and com-

1. As Sennet points out, the assemblage of the crowd in
European sóciety from the 1at9 gighteenth century vüas

beinþ constructed, from a whole series of directions,
one ðf wtrich was urban planning, into a specialised
event; op.cit., PP.54-56, 2L4'2L8.

2. Colquhor:n, PP .L2-L6, 22,
uhoun

75-79, 95; Paley,
pp 42" Colq claimed that in Londonop " cit

alone there vlere 3, 000 receivers of stolen goods and
possibly 6,000 in the whole country. He estimated the
amount of propert
that from ships a

vt about 700,000 Pounds annually; op.cit.,
tolen in London alone, not including

p.
Th

'10; see also Tobias ,

le f-Taker General.
op. cit. , pp.7 -L2; G. Howson,
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bi¡ration:

...with respect to the last circr¡nsÈance, it may be
observed, that when thieves and robbers are once collected
into gangs, their violence becomes more formidable-, -the
confeãerãtes more desperate, and the difficulty 9f def-
ending the public against their depredations guch greater,
than ln the- case of-solitary adventurers. 1.

Both he and the L778 House of Commons Conurittee on Gaols sugg-

ested the esËablishment of public works for ex-convicts in

order to "effect the two Purpo ses of emplo rruent and dispers-
tion".¿' Paley also advocated the introduction of gradations

in the punishment of offences "perpetuaËed by a multitude or

a gang", depending on the degree of their'involvement in the

crime, in order "to separate...the ring-leader from his follow-

ersrr and to render "it difficult for the confederates to settle

who shall begin the attack, to find a man amongst their number

willing to expose himself to greater danger than his associates"?'

The Beachamp Comrittee Report in 1785, which reconrnended the

extension of the transportation system to oÈher parts of the

globe apart from America, gave as one reason thaÈ: "the Trans-

portati-on of Criminals...tended to break, in their infancy,

those Gangs and Combinations which have since proved so

injurious to the Corununiay".4'

One of the criticisms of existing overcrolùded prisons vras that

they facilitated the organisation of crime. Howard claimed:

1. Paley, op.cit., p.536.

2. Ibid., p.546.

3. Ibid., p.536.

4. Quoted in Clark, op.cit., P.32.
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"half the robberies conrnitted in and about London are planned

in the prisons".l' Another criticism Iâlas tha¡ by not separ-

ating the young from the o1d, ltomen from men, the worst off-

enders from minor offenders, the tried from Ëhe untried, so

prisons facilitated the transmission of a culture of criminal-

ity, they fostered raËher than preventeã the corruption of

*or"I".2' Transportation along with many other punishments

became part of an increasing concern with breaking up the

formation and transrnission of a criminal sub-cultt""'3' lÙe

should note that the relatively new punishment of solitary

confinement was beÍ-ng advocaÇed because it would "seclude the

criminal from the society of his fellow prisoners, in which

society the worse are sure to corrupt the betteril and it would

also "rnrean him from .the knowledge of his companions".4' Indeed,

throughouÈ the whole history of transportation to N.s.hI. sol-

itary confinement was continually proposed as a more efficient

alternative.

In short, the penal system was bei4g formulated as a class

weapon aimed at fragmenËing and atomising all those dangerous

solidarities and organised resistances which l{ere emerging'

especially in the urban context. I am no\^7 in a position to

investigate more closely the ideological moments, which the

humanitarianism reforming the penal system vTas a bearer of;

and review the manner in which the individualising non-corporal

pu:rishments of suffering 'introspection and work, which human-

itarian reformers were suggestingt r¡üere bound up with the in-

trusion of science into the governmental Process.

1

2

Howard,
Horvard,

p. 8.
P:5 ; Priestl

bl_

o,

Commons presented bY
y, op. cit. , P .279;
r.Cl s-n-¡ury (c1779)

Ilouse of
in House

of Cornrnons Ses sional Pa ers o f
POrtS an aPe fS, o

3. Henriques, op.cit., P.64.
4. Paley, op.cit., P.544i cf., P.545.

, P.
teenth Centur
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(c) IMPRIS ONMENT AND A SCIENCE OF MAN

The decision to transport convicts to N"S.I,I. following

the American !,Iar of Independence can too readily be explained

by the fact that Britain had inadequate prison accormnodationl'

The Hulks, according to this argument, provided a temPorary

solution, but they too became overcrowded. Parliament also

demonstrated anunwillingness toundertake the cost of building

Ehe twonew penitentiaries ithad agreed to Ln 1779. TransporL-

aÈion to N,S,1,ü. is presented as the,sol.ution to the pressing

social and heaLth probtems posed by overcrohrded prisons. The

problem with this argumenË is that it begs the question of

why imprisonment and penal servitude had emerged during the

late eighteenth century as the main form of punishment. l'las

not transportation imprisonmenË in exile? The convicts in
?

the hulks were regarded as rrtransports in suspenset'.-' The

argument also begs the question of why the medical health of

prisoners should have also become suddeitrly so imporËant.

Too often historians view the emergence of iuprisonment

and transportation as residual side-effects of an increasing

reluctance by juries, the judiciary, and the Crown to impose

the death sentence for the more trivial of the growing number

of capital statutes. VJhilst not.incorrect, this argument

nevertheless tends to treat imprisonment and transportation

as a natural, but also accidental, consequenee of increased

humanitarianism; rather than a positive manifestation of

those major new underlying transformations in power and know-

ledge which humanitarianism was a bearer of. The label

I
2

op. cit-. , PP. 55-57 ; Clark, Historv, Vo1. 1,

H.J. Klase,
p. 98.

Shaw

The Eng lish Hulks pp.3-4; Sellin,
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tthunaniÈarianismf t, by proViding a convenient shorthand term

for Ehese underlying transformations, often acts Èo Prevent,

rather than facilitaÈe their anal-ysis.1' This is despite

the frequenÈ use of the term by conteurporaries "

Foucault has argued that trthe reduction in penal severiÈy

in the last 200 years" should not simply be "regarded in an

overall r^ray as a quanËitative phenomenon: l-ess cruelty, less

pain, more kindness, more respect, more rhumanityr. In fact,

these changes are accompanied by a displacement in the very

object of the punitive operation, Is there a diminution of

intensity? Perhaps. There is certainly a change of object-

ive".2' Foucault believes the body was increasingly being

replaced by the mind as the primary focus of penal stratagi"r.3

In our time, it is often forgotËen by those who are dazz-

led by the humanitarian ideology of penal reforrners, that when

they sought to replace the execution with hard l-abour, trans-

portation and solitary confineme4t, they did so because they

\^/ere concerned with the construction of more efficient regimes

of punishment.4' They liTere concerned not so much with the

elimination of punishment as rendering it effective by render-

ing it non-corporeal and systemati".5' Thus, for instance,

Howard thoughË "gentle discipline counnonly more efficacious

1

2

3

4

Foucault,
rbid. .

rbid. .

Dis ci

For reformers concerned with increasing Ëhe effectiveness
of punishment see llenriques, op. cit. , P.63; S. ¿Y B ' ftIebb,
English Prisons, pp. 2L-22.

Radzinowicz, op.cit., Vo1.1, pp.399-424; Friestly, op.cit.,
p.278.

line and Punish p.7 ,

5
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than severity", and believed the penal system should proceed

by "softening the mind in order to aid its amendmenttt.1'

If reformers criticised the eighÈeenth century penal

system it was for its arbitrary application of pr.urishment. In

England it relied on the capital conviction of many individuals

and the extensive use of the reprieve to spread the terror of

Lhe scaffold over the largest nr¡nber of possible crimes, while

_1!_the same time maintaining that economic use of violence

whigh reformers demanded. Paley sr-rrnned up the logic of this

system when he argued that its economy of punishment \^7as not

designed to reflect gradations of guilt, but the difficulty and

,,necessity of preventing the repetition of the offence".2'

The law of England is constructed_uPon a different and
a beËter polióy. By Èhe number of statutes creating
offences,^ it sieeps- in the net every crime, which
,-¿ãi- arry possiblä circuûtstances may merit .tþ. punish-
menË of iteättr: but when the execution of this sentence
comes io-Uã-deliberated Poû, a small proportion of each

è general character, or the
whõde crímes, render them fit
eo By this exPedient few
ilst the dread- and danger of
f urany. The tenderness of
dvantâge of. The life of the

subject is spared, as far as the necesgily of restraint
and intimidating permits, yet no one will adventure,upon

.: ih; ¿;*trission õf'any enormous crime, from a knowledge
'1 that the l-aws have nôt provided for its pr"nishment" 3'

In other words, the'strength of the old penal system rested

on the selecti,ve use of terror; Èhe uncertainty of punish-

ment r^ras part of the ecortomical use of terror and bolstered

its effect.

1. Horvard, op. cit. , pp. 39-40.
2. Paley, op.cit., P.527¡^-see also Heath, U.i!.', p"65;

Priestl@.., p.280.

3. Paley, op.cit., p.533; Tobias, -oÈ.cit.,_p.-139. .On Parl-
i_arneirlafrupport f,or 'Pa1ey's views see Radzinowlcz,
op.cit., Vo1.1, pp.506, 513.
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Reformers criticised the existing penal system for rely-

ing on the severity of punishment to make up for its own lack

of consistency. They believed reprieves, by destroying the

certainty of punishment, also reduced iËs deterrent qualitie"l'

They often argued that the severity of pturishment by producing

a relucÈance in judges and juries to convict crininals, \^Ias

'actually producing rather than prevenÈing crite.2' Victims

of crimes also became increasingly reluctant to prosecute

criminals, there was a growing feeling about Èhe injustíce

of inflicting tTie death sentence for property offences.

Capital punishment T¡las seen to violate the principal of equal-

ity esúodied in the adage: an eye for an eye and a tooth for

a tooth. 3'

There was also a gradual idenLification of violent public

pnnishment with arbitrary, monarchical povtet.4' It was perhaPs

no accident that some of the strongesÈ critiques of capital

pr:nishments came from the manufacturing t="."5' - the areas

where democratic attitudes were strongest. Most prison re-

formers 1nrere also active in the parliamentary reform movement9'

Indeed, the increase in the number of reprieves as the eight-

1" Hearh, S-€1!", p.65;
2. On the reluctance of

for Petty crime, see

Radzinowicz, op . cit" , Vol. 1 , pp .L25-L28 "

uries to capitallv convict offenders
aley, op . cit. , pp-. 550-55 3; Colquhoun,
laclcs tone ,op.cit., p .,
Cockburn,

r27 -L28.

i
op. ciÈ. ,ffi24Vol.1, pp
Assizes 1

p.2-6, 43.
; Priestly
92-93. J. S

p
1

ß

,

5 58-L7L4, PP

On the claim that severity ofpunishment was producing-rather
tt.tt preventing crime Colquhoun, oP"ci!", pP.3-4, 59; 

.

Hansard XIX, Mãrcin 29 , 1811, Col.658T-Prióst1y, U.i.!.. ,

p.280; Ignatieff, oP. cit. , P "28.
Ignatieff, op.cit., P.19"3

4

5

6

Ibid
TTç
Radzinowicz, op.cit, Vo1. l, pp.512-513, 526-521 '
Ignatieff, op " cit. , p. 63.

pp.73-741 Radzinowicz, op"cit., Vol"1, pp"270, 274,
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eenth century drew Ëo an end was not coincidental. The ex-

tensive use of the reprieve was one hray in which the Crown

sought to handle the process whereby the use of state violence

was becoming an increasing political problem. As we will see

in the next chapter, the reprieve converted the occasion of
an, execution into a means of ideologically buttressing mon-

archical power. Douglas Hay has argued that because reprieves

were obtained through informal patronage networks the reprieve

acted to ideologically buttress a class structure of pohrer

which ernphasised personal rather than irnrpersonal bureaucratic
1relations. -'

The critique of hanging and the reprieve as arbitrary
forms of pr:nishment was part of the bureaucratisation of the

penal system, that is the demand for its organisation around

the sysËematic application of abstract formal principles. This

\^7as also the significance of the demand by reformers that pun-

ishment be proportionate to the crime and their concern with

codifying the rights of prisorr"=".2'

It would be better if, there r,.rere a dieË table painËed
and hung up in every hu1k, f.or the inspection of the
convicËs; and if they vrere permitted to choose Ëwo of
their number to see that justice is done to them... .

proper scales, l eights and measures ought to be kept
for their uses... A gentleman of reputation should be
appointed as commissary, to whon the prisoners, in case
of cruelty or injustice, might irnmediately appeal; and
who also should see that the money allowed by Government
at the end of their t,erm, be given them. 3.

Reformers r^rere especially critical of the arbitrary private

pohTer of gaolers in the olri p::ison system" They criticised

llay, op " cit. , pp . 62-63 "

E. Halê ,
Morgan, 5-

I
2 pp.64-66;

78.

3. Howard, .op" cit", p"257 
"
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them for selling female prisoners to other prisoners and to

outsiders; for allowing free rrromen and retailers to visit Èhe

prison; and for selling alcohol and food to prisoners, some

gaolers even held liquor licences. They wanted gaolers to no

longer derive their income or fees from their duties, but to
be salaried state officials, who would be regularly inspected

by other outside officials.l' These inspectors would ensure

that prisoners r^rere being pr:nished and that they were not re-

ceiving any pr:nishment additional to their sentence. Reform-

ers wanted the penal system to be part of a self-monitoring

bureaucratic s tructure.

The concern with bureaucratising the power of the warden

boÈh in England and in the N.S.lü. Opposition Press acted as

a metaphor supportive of the wider politicaL interests of an

urban commercial class" The critique of the personal arbitrary

po\^rer of the warden was consistent With a broader critique of

state pohrer and in particular with state Po\^ler centred on the

paËronage and arbitrary personal j-nfluence of the monarch. !ühat

penal reformers, like parliamentary reformers, were demanding

\^ras the rule of law. Thus Colquhoun, criticised the reprieve

on the gror-:nds thaL, âS the monarchical susPension of the prev-

ious legal process, itlnras "a tacit disapprobation of the 1aws".2'

The demand for the rule of 1aw, as a demand for certain

and consistent punishment, came to receive increasing justif-

ication Ëhrough Ëhe new science of psychology. Penal reform

would increasingly be phrased in terms of the psychologicaL

principles governing the association of ideas and sensations,

1.. Morgan, op" cit" , PP "397 , 399 
"

2 " Colquhor.:n, op. cit. , P " 59 .
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Beccaria,both in the minds of the prisoner and the spectator. 1

along with the other reformers, wanted the state to play a new

role in associating Ëhe ideas of good and evil with those of

pleasure and pain. They htere demanding the incorporation of a

science ,of mind into the staters responsibil-ities for morality.

Their critique was based on the psychological principle that

brief but intense moments of pain are less efficient, in tertns

of both reformation and deterrence, thaf.¡ weaker but more f'te-

quent representaEions of punishmenÈ; that a relationship of

ceftainÈy is much more effective in uniting the ideas of crime

and pr:nishment than a relationship of severity"2'

It is not the intenseness of the pain that has the greaË-
est effect on the mind, but its continuance; fo! our
sensibility is more eaéily and more pol^t-erfully affected
by weak bui.repeated irupressions, than by a violent, but
momentary, t-mPulse. rhe poTder of habit is universal over
every r"nåiUfä being" As'it is by that we learn to speak,

to walk, and to satisfy our necessities, so the ideas
of morality are stamped on our minds by repeaËed impress-
ions" The death of a criminal is a terrible but momentary
spectacle, and therefore a less efficacious method of
deterring others, than the continued example of a man
deprived-of his liberty, condemned,. as a beast of burden,
to- repair, byhis l-aboui,-the injury he has done to societ-y.
If I óomrit such a crime, says the sPecÈator to himself,
.I shall be reduced to Èhat miserable condition for the
rest of my life. A much more powerful preventative than
the fear of death, which men always behold in distant ob-

, scurity. 3.

Reformers wanted pgnishment to be subject to a certain

economy, not only in the old sense of being cheap to administer

and serving national objectives, but also in the new sense of

a frugal use of violence. Accordingly, they emphasised the

prevention of crimes and punishment" Transportation hTaS viewed

as one such preventive device, as well as a merciful puni-shment.

L" hlhitney, Primitivism
-205.

2. Radzinowcz, op.cit., Vol.1, pp.2B0-283.

3. Beccaria, Essays ofr Crimes and Punishments, gUoted in
Heath, op.cit., p.134.

1. Halêvy, op.cit.,
and the Idea of

PP .56, 59, 64;
ress, pp.l7 1P
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The demand for greater economy in the act of pr:nishment

was due Lo the growing influence of utilitarianism, which

associated Good with the realisation of the maximum amount

of happiness and the minimum amount of misery, whilst Evil

r¡ras the opposite of this.1' However, this ldas a materialist

definition of good and evil.2' As such, it was also a mor-

ality dependenÈ on an act of quantification, which rendered

paLn and pleasure conmensurable in order to subject them to

a moral ari-thmetic.3' The point I am making is that it is

too easy to treat transportation to N"S.W" as merely a product

of increased humanitarianism, Such a view overlooks how

humanitarianism represented a demand for State pol^ler to be

ideologically gror.rndeä in materialist views of man" This in

turn represented part of the increasing secularisation of

state por^ter.

I{alêvy has noted that most utilitarian reformers lrere

Associationalists"4' Associationalists sought to derive

complex moral ideas and-judgements from the more primary

mater:i-al base of siurple sensations, which included those of

pleasure and pain.5' The principles of assocíation and

utility r¡rere viewed as analogous Ëo Newton's principle of

universal- attractio.r"6' In viewing man as a creature and

a product of his experiences, Associationalists also saI^7

1. Heath,'op.ci! 2,pp"24, 64; Col-quhoun , p"72; Halérry,
op. cit. , W2t, 65.

2. R. Conway, The Gr t Australian S

3. Halêvy, op.cit., PP"xv, 65, Il7"
4, Ibid., pp.xxvii, 8.

T , p.57 
"

5. L
P

Primitivism and the ldea of Pro ess in En
terat o t

lthitney
ular Li teent

6 . Ilalévy, op. cit. , p.6; Gray, op. cit. , p. 181.

, PP.
Iish
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him as capable of perpetual improvement. l" Along these

lines the utilitarians sought to associate the sensations of
pleasure and pain with socially beneficial or undesirable

actions respectively" These associations could be best real-

ised only in a situation where total control over the inmate's

experience \das possible. Associationalist psychology thus

underpinned thebirth and diffusion of total institutionary
practíces throughout society.

In effect, reformers hTere employing the principles of a

moral calculus at the level of images and sensations; they

r^rere concerned rsith organising man's experiences into the

simplest and most primary components in order to recombine

then for the most efficient moral results. One of the

principles they hit upon was the principle of certainty" In

the penal system this meant that the most economic use of

violence would be that which was weak, but constant" No doubt,

nnderlying this was the idea of man as a creature of habits.

However the principle of certainty can be interpreted as the

ideological form through which a bureaucratic demand was able

to express itself by using the syinbol of a nerv science. The

demand for certainty may also be viewed as a bureaucratic

demand for the systematic application of polder, that it

should be evenly and consistently disËributed within its

social space and that it, above all, should aPPear non-

arbitrary.

1. B.B. O'berg, "David HartleY and the Association of Ideas",
, VoI.XXXVII , L976, PP.452"Journal o f rne His of Ideas
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(o) PSYCHOLOGY AND THE SECULARISATION OF MORALITY

The emergence of a science of mind, which I referred to

in the previous section, denotes a fundamental historical

transformation in the notion of the self. The self in the

eighteenth century rÁras no longer simply the soul, that immaterial

force which transcended buË was also corrupted by corporeal

being. Increasingly, the self became the mind, which was re-

garded partly as a material phenonena inseparable from the

body and as such could become a scientific object of study'

The self was seen to be fundamentally bor:nd up with man as an

experiencing being, as a creature of perceptual and nervous

sensations; especially those of pleasure and pain.l" This

\^ras essenËially an attemPt Eo define the self as consciousness

mediated through the instrumentality of the body". Locket s

An Essav Concern ine Human Understandine and I{ume's A Treatise

of Human Nature , both illustrate some aspects of this ideo-

logical process.

Self is that conscious th
Faãce made uP (whether s
or comPounded, it matters
conscióus of Pleasure and
or misery, and so is conc
that consciousness stands. 2.

For my part, when l enter most intimately itttg what I
call mv'serf , I alwals. stumble on soPg particular per-
cepriõã-Eóther, of ,heat or cold, light-or shade, love
or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never will myself at
a¡¡y time ritttont a þerception, and never can observe
anything but the PercePtion. 3.

1. S. Moravia, "From Honnne Machine to Hourne Sensible:
EighÈeenth CenturY Models of Mants Image", Journal
HisEo of Ideas Vol.XXIX, L978, PP. 45-60, especially

sea, ttNerves irits and Fibres:

Changing
of the

p
T
p. ,SP

iËy"owards the Origins of Sensibil in Studies in the
Eieh teenth CenturY VoI. III, pp

Quoted in Lyons, oP.cit., P.20.
Quoted in Lyons, oP.cit., P"2T"

2

3

" 140-157 "
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The increasing identification of good and evil wiLh

pleasure and pain was bourd up with this materialist tendency.

No longer rrere good and evil being defined sirply by an all-

egiance or a transgression of a divine moral- code that came

from ouËside of oneself . Increasingly, ,mants experience of

the world was becomíng the measure of all things moral in

this vrorld. Humanitarianism contains a tendency to derive

moral notions of good and evil from a particular construction

of human nature. !,lhat this process represented was the sec-

ularisation of morality through man! s humanity, as man gained

an autonomous secular material being subject to the seParate

laws of nature. This is not to say that the laws of nature

were not often seen to be manifestations of God, but it is

símply to assert that between man and God another and ín-

creasingly secular ontology was emerging to mediaÈe their

relationship. l' ,

Thus humanitaríanism, as Ëhe grounding of ethics in man,

r^ras intimately bound up with the emergence of psychology and

medicine, becausè it was these new sciences which \^lere giving

man's thoughts andbeing alogic and autonomy of theirolùÏl' that

hTere not, directly divine. tr'Iithin the scientification of the

bodyr 
2. rh"r" rüas occur tLng partly a secularisation of evÍr?' rt

I P"M. Heimann, t'Voluntarism and Immanence: Con
Journal

tions of
the

cep
ofNature in Eighteenth Century Thought",

History of Ideas, Vol.XXIX, L978, pp.2

2. 0n the scientificisation of the body, see C. I The
Medical I¡Iorld of the Eiehteenth Century ch.

3. On the role of the medicine in the transformation of evil
from a Lranscendental phenomena into a phenomena that was
part of nature, see L.S. King, The Philoso

S

2
K
3

n8,
4.

The Early Eighteenth Century, pP.
of Medicine:
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vras not so much that the body, in the eighteenth century,

stopped being seen as the site of evil. But that the evil

embodied in the body Idas no longer simply the internal ex-

pression of a transcendental evil, such as rlr7e find in the

following portion of a sixteenth century sermorr.l'

The body is the food of the Dewil: the body is !h"..
snare o-f the Devil, the body is the trap of the Devil,
with which he sets an ambush for the soul, which later
he catches as with a hook. The body is an engine with
which he throws to the gror:nd the soul t s virtue: it
is a battering ram with which he stoutly shakes the
soul's walls . 2

In fact, I would argue, that one of the underllzi¡g reasons

why punishments lüere so bloody and violent, prior to the latter

half of the eighteenth century, vlas partly because they rlrrere

attacking above all else the site of a transcendental evil

within man. They vrere attacking the site of that servile will

which led men to deny and neglect their ultimate destiny?' The

point is,.that it was only in a particular hisËorical context,

involving a view of man in relationship to the Devil, that

the notion of a violent repressive state gained its legitima "y!'
It was in the conËext of a view of man as engrossed in the evil

sensuality of their own bodies, as inherently depraved, that

men ltere seen to understand no other punishments except those

which afflicted the body. . 
'State coercion and violence became

a necessary, externally iinposed evil designed to save men from

their own inner shortcomings.

On the christian notion of the body as the orig
pp.283-2see P. Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Evil

n
9

i
II 1VIeof

2. S. Bar
Preach

oo, Sermones (after f508) quoted in J.ll. Blench,
n and in the Late Fifteenth and Sixteen rh

3

t es P.
"The place of puni
contamination", Ri

shnent is also a place of temptation and
coeur, op.cit., p"284.

4" On Lhis point see A.O. Hirschrnan,
Interests , pp.14-15.

The Passions and the
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During the eighteenth century, less emphasis was placed

on the Devil tempting and seducing one to evil and more on the

environmental circunstances responsible for the impressions

reaching individuals, The noËion of personal moral fault

r¡¡as still strong" It is only in our oüln time that it has been

seriously quesÈioned by the human scienc"".tr' The notion of

the "externality" of evil also remained. But insËead of the

Devil serving this rqle, trlore material forces, such as society

and previ-ous life. circr¡uìstances, hrere ireld accountable increas-

ingly for that external- presence within man vthich leads him to

be a prisoner Of hirnself . ''P.icoeur succintly captures the

Christian theme of the servile will and of the externality of

evil, themes which have dominated our culture.

The second schema of-the servile will is that of "extern-
ality"; however i-nternal guilt may be, it is only reflect-
ed il the symbol of its ohrn externality. Evil comes to a
¡nan as the í'ouËside" of freedom, as the other than itself
in which freedom is taken captive. "Every man is teurpted
by his own lust, which draws and entices him" (Jan 1:14).
fhis is the schema of seductÍon; iË signifies that evi1,
although it is something that is brought about, is al-ready
there ãnticing. This eiternality is so essential Ëo hr:nan
evil that manl KanË seys, cannot be absolutely wicked,
cannoË be the Evil 0ne; his wickedness- is always second-
ary he is wicked through seducËiorr." 2.

The body continued to be seen in the Christian sense of

the source of a corrupting influence. But the corruPting tend-

encies of the body were also seen increasingly in the eight-

eenth century to be capable of serving the purposes of moral

good; privatà vices could produce public good.3' It was not

no\^r a question of destroying the body, mutilating it, but of

,r"irry its preferences for pleasure over pain in order to
I. This is the imp

Human Understan
ortance of

t69
o t

yons, o .c

Locke'-s book
; see also

teenth Cent
pp.

An Essa Concerni
e T,

Philos herlven
Pp. ,

. Ricoeur, op. cit. , p. 155.2

3 Hirschman. op.cit'+Fable of the Bees
pp.14-20, 40-
Private Vices

; B. I4andeville, The
Public Benefits; -:-4L,

A
c

Srnith,
entury B

B. !üilley , The Eiehteent h
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insËil moral notions in the prisoner.l' The laws governing

hr¡nan sensibility would be used to produce an artificial

identification of interests between society and potential
.,

transgressors.o' It was nor^7 a question of organising social

space in such a way that the individual pursuing the logic

of his own inner egoism could not help but be good.3' Thus

Paley, Howard and Bentham had all suggested giving prisoners

a share in Ëhe products of their own labour.4' In N"S.!ü.,

this view made itself felt in an emphasis on granting well-

behaved and hard-working prisoners remissions in their sent-

ences, as well as plots of land at thç end of their sentences.

Justifying these, the first Judge Advocate of N.S.!ü. claimed

that the fear of punishment v/as not a sufficient motive to

good conduct amongst the convicts. Nor sreqe these people "in

general actuated by that nice sense of feeling which draws its

truest saiisfaction from self approbation; Èhey looked for

someËhing more substantial, something more obvious to the

external senses".S' : '

Bound up in this use of rewards was an attempt to make

Lhe experience of work pleasurable. It was also an attemPt

to teach the prisoners the individual nature of their own

economic being: to make thèm look to their own labour as

-the basis of their sustenance and pleasure. This penal

1. L.I. Bredvold, History of Sensibility, pp.48-50;
Radzinowícz, op.cit., VoI.I, pp.37L-37 3.

2. Halérry, op.cit., p.74"
3. I,ühitney, op.cit., p.193; Bredvold, op.cit., PP.49-50.
4. J. Bentham, "A View of the Hard Labour Bill" (L778) in

The trlorks of Jer Bentham , êd. by J. Bowring, p.L2;
a êY, .c t p. ard, op. cit. , p.265.

5. Collins, op. cit. ,
First Four Years,

Vol . l,
p.39.

p.L79; see also lü. Tench, Sydney' s
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strategy sras reflecËed in the colurrrs of the government-

controlled newspaPer, the Sydhey Gazette' Thus the Sydney

Gazelte in 1803 stressed that properËy, especially familial

property, because iË rendered the act of consutPtion dependent

on the act of production, had the effect of bounding and dir-

ecting Ëhe freedom and self-interest of the individual' It

had "the effect of aËtaching him to his situation, of augment-

inghisenergy,andofreconcil.inghiutoa]-ifeoflabour
and hardshiP"'1"

ThepoinËisthattransPortationtoN.S.!t.andthe.role
of the state in N.S.lü. should' be seen in the context of a

transfor-mation in the ideology and organísation of state poü7er'

From the seventeenth centurY, the state was being moved Pro-

gressively away from an associatÍon with the images of violence

and death, bound as these $7ere wíth the notion of saving the

soul for an after life, and towards an association with the

images of the forces of lífe and producËion in this world"2'

ThisProcesswasboundupwiththegrowthofcapitalismand
the belief that the development of society rested not on re-

pressing hrrman nature, such as the fundamental motive of

self-ínterest,butonusingitforthepublicgood'Human
nature \,fas increasingly sornething not to be denied, but to

be developed. This concern that the state should work with

and through the principles of human nature !üas to become a

major ideological theme in. the N'S'l^t' opposition press'

1" Svdney Gazette, 5 March 1803.

Sexuali Pa2" Foucault,
Over Life"
The Great

espec a 1v
n

288-289.
Insta atio

rt Five, "Right of Death and Power
pp.136-i37; see also-C. lrTebster,
^ 'Ctt.4 , especiallY PP .246-250 ,
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It was in the context of this gradrral transformation in the

ideology of the state that the penal system became concerned

less with shedding the bodyr s blood and more concerrled with

"the body as a machine: its disciplining, the optimization of

its capabilities, the extortÍon of its forces, the parallel

increases of its usefulness and its docility, iÈs integratíon

inËo systems of efficient and economic controls, all this was

ensured by the procedures of power that characterized the
1"disciplines". - "

The diffusion of disciplinary regimes throughout modern

socíety, noÈ only in prisons, but also in hospitals, mental

asylums, schools, factories, and workhorrses,2' was bound tp,

as the above quoËation from Foucault indicates (the body as a

machine), with the scientificisation of ah. body.3' The new

material-ist theories of man justified the expanding Po\^ler over

inmates, which the new secular knowledge professions, espec-

ially medicine were acquiring.4' Under their influence the

state hras extending Èhe area of its moral inEervention and

developing new technol-ogies of power" Thus, there was ârl êtll-

phasis on Èhe formation of non-violent strategies against the

body and it was here thaÈ medicine was to play an important

role. Medicine I^Ias an important Part of the philanthropic move-

ment,5' The founder of Methodism, John lüesley, for example,

v/rote amedical bçok Primitive Physick in 1747, which ran.into 23

see also Discipline and Punish,1. Foucault, op.cit., P'139;
Part 3, i'oñfþ-fine", PP. r-35-190.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Ignatieff, op. cit. ¡ pp.5B-63.

E. , p.67.
Ibid. , pp.68-69.
King, op.cit., pp.3l, 34.
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editions prior to his death in 1791.1' There tilas no greater

syurbol of productive life whích could have been juxtaposed

against Ëhe power of a bloody and víolent state than that of
medicine.2' Within the penal system this process manifested

itself in aconcernwith the health condiËions of prisoners,

that "their diet is at. the same tíme low and scanty; they

are generally without firing; the powers of life soon became

incapable of resistlng so many causes of sicknesses and despairt'].

Bad gaols and the hulks l^Iere criticised for injuring the health
of prisoners a¡rd destroying.their productive capacity.4' This

concern with the physical preservation of the prisonerts body

rüas also partly the demand for the removal of torture from

the prison system. Unmotivated torture, as a product for
example of living conditions, hras regarded unjust, for it
inflicted a non-judicial punishment incidental to Lhe crime.

Thus medicine became a means of re-asserting the rule of
llaw. .:'t

t^
'l

Moreover, through his concern with hygiene, the docËor

TÁras responsible for the diffusion of disciplinary regimes
(

throughouË society"' " Hygiene being the medical and scientific

forrn that disciplinary regimes assumed in the context of an

increasingly secular society, trThese doctors regarded the

hygienic reform of institutions as a moral, îo less than a

medical crusade. The sicknesses of the poor T¡rere interpreted

1. Ibid. , p.34.
2. On the close relationships between prison reformers and

medicine, see lgnaËieff, op.cit., pp.44-45, 59-60.
3. Howard, op.cit., p"258-259, (my emphasis).
4" Ibid., p.19"
5. Ignatieff, op"cit", p.45"
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as the outward sign of theír inward want of discipline, moral-

ity and honour."1'

...The most cleanly men are always the most decent and
honest, and the moêt slovenly and dirty the rnost vicíous
and irregular. 2"

I{trat characterises the language of penal reformers I^7as the

identificaÈion of .moral with medical concerns, the transform-

aÉion of the pr:nitive function into a curative oPeration' This

Curative operation r¡Ias símultaneously directed aÈ the crirninal'

at bringing him back to moral health; and at society, at re-

moving a corrupËing moral gangrene from the social body. Trans-

porÈation to N.S.W. combined both of these aspects.

.In the next section, I will e:çlore how transportalion

to N.S.trü. emerged in a context where reform movements sLressed

nan as a creature of society, so that society itself could be

reformed.

1. Ignatieff, op.cit., cf. pp.59-60.
2 " Iloward, op. cit " , pp "256-257 .
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(E) PHILANTHROPY AND THE EMERGENCE OF A POLICING STATE

Out of the materialist view of man as a product of his

environment, Èhere emerged a series of critiques of society

as being responsible for man's continued fall from Grace.l'

Reform at thís tirre was directed not only aË the individual,

but also at social institutions. 'Underlying this was a more

optimistic vis'ion of man: man vlas noË necessarily condemned

by his own inner nature ,2' ,bu, possessed a rational faculty

which was susceptible to unlimited improvement.3' There was

increasing stress in the eighteenth century on man being

fundamentally good.4' Hence, partly the concern of the late

eighteenth century with imprisonment, with removing the pris-

oner from the world, with isolating him in a space of intro-

spective conËemplation. Contained in this was also an ass-

ertion of the individual judgement as the basis of moraliËy.5

The view of man as containing the Possibility of being

good rather than pennanently condernned to evil accounts partly

for the eighteenth centuryts concern with Noble Savages. Im-

plicit in the utopian descriptions of far ar,tay paradises by

travellers rÀras the notion of a return to an original state of

1

L.I. Bredvold,
p.4s.

2. C. Vereker, Eighteenth Century 0ptimism, pp.13,14; Blench,
op. cit . , p.32O.

Bredvold argues that a "mechanistic conception of human
nature was the favourite starting point for the revolution-
ary moral and social speculations of the eighteenth century";

3

4

5

The Brave New !üorld of the En1 htenment

Brissenden, Virtue in Distress

Fgrguson, op.cit., Vol.II, p "L72; Halévy, op.cit., p.2O;
lv-hitney, op. cit " , pp . 169-170 "

Brissenden, op.cit., pp. 67-68"

P.2L.



innocence and good, but aLso a critique of existing European

soeiety as not being in accordance with the t'Èruet' inner

nature of r.r.1' There was a growing belief, that through

the exercise of reason men could reûþve evil fron the world

and could shape their environments so as to develop and

perfect themselv"".2' It was Ëhis critique based on an

optimisEic vision of man that came partly to be embodied in

philanthropy.

During the eighteenth century, philanthroPy I^7ent beyond

an atÈempt to save both the body and soul of the Poor, a

general form of moral and social charity Lhat merely aimed

aË alleviating distress"3' It unde::hlent a Process of special-

isaËiOn4'as it came increasingly to locate the causes of

social distress no longer exclusively wíthin Èhe general moral

make-up of its clients, but in their specific social circum-

stances: their poverty, lack of educa|ion and "bad" social

influences (gambling, drr¡nkenness, bad examples and company).

Offences of every description have their origin in the
vicious and inrrotal habits of the peoPle, and in the
facilities which the state of manners and society, part-
icularly in vulgar life afford in generating vicious
and bad habits.

5

Encoded in thi-s view of society as an accomPlice to the

crime was also ûhe birth of the conceP t of Social evil. This

process, by which Ëhe concept of evil moved progressively

a\^ray from the concePË of personal moral fault and towards

44"

op.iit., p.73"1. !üi1ley, op. ciL. , p "L2; Brissenden,

2. Vereker, op.cit., p.113; Dickinson,
p.20t.

3. Gray, op.cit., P"174.
4" Ibid., pp.85-86.
5" Ibid" , pp.L74, 282;

6" Colquhoun, op"cit., P.31f.

Liberty and Property
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the concept of social responsibílity was only in its initial

stages of formulaËion during the Late eighteenth century"

HÍstorically this process has been bound up with not only

the secularisation of the concept of evil, but also with the

birth of the social sciences and the emergence of an ideology

of non-cuIpability. This secularisation perhaps should not

be overemphasised, for many laËe eighteenth century refOrmers

were relígious. However, ês Tuveson points out, religious

reformers at this time placed greater stress on the fall and

redemption of mankind as a collective entity and did not only

emphasise the redemption of the indívidual. Redemption thus

became bound up with the concept of ptogt."".1'

f,lithin this hol-istic conception of man's fall, there was

a growing recognítion by philanthropy of its own limited powers

tci intervene to alter the social circr.rnstances of its clients,2'

Because of this, philanthropy was becoming increasingly trans-

formed during the latter half of the eighteenth century into

a political movement which sought Ëo transform iËs benevolent

activities into state responsibilties.3' It attempted to make

tshe state and Ëhe uPper classes resPonsible for the social

conditions of the lower classes. These reform movements r^lere

concentrated on prisons, penal- 1aw, education, slave trade,

facËory acts and Poor 1"t".4"

" Gray, op"cit, PP.L7I-I72, L74"

E.L. Tuveson, I'fillenium and Uto , pp.155-156.
. Ibid., pp.L7L-172.

I
2

3

R.G.
Laws

Cowherd,
, P.2.

4 Po litical Economists and the lish Poor
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The conversion of the philanthropist into a political
agitator, demanding the expansion and intervenËion of the state

into society, coincided with his emergence as a bearer

of specialised knowledge about society.l' IÙhen we look at

the form that agitaËions assr¡ned, iL was that of the claimed

exposure of abuse, the discovery of hidden evidence. This was

despite the fact, for example, that the overcrowded, unsanitary

and undisciplined state of prisons had been well known before

Howard soughÈ to systemaËically docr.ment them in his book TLre

2SËate of the Prisons L777 'Hord are rüe then Ëo interpret
Howard! s eurpiricism; his visits to over 300 pr:i-sons in England

and l,lales, his sysÈematic recording of the number of inmates and

their condition?3' Howardis use of statistics can be seen as

part of a hr¡manistic critique of the state using thaÈ new

language of legitinacy, scÍence.4' As such it was also an

attefirpË to incorporate phílanthropy, as an embryonic social

science, into the organisation of state activiti"".5'

Kirkman Gray has been Perceptive in regarding the first
census of 1801 as also part of this pto"""".6' But what this

process also represented was the emergence of a ne$t relationship

between the state and society, ín which the state has becorne

progressively responsible for the policing of everyday life.
Speaking of the 1801 Census, Gxay says:

1. Gray, 9.È.É!. , pP "L7L-L72, 280-282; Amory, glg!!", p.L82.

Morgan, op.cit., pp.338-389.2. Ignatieff, op.cit., p.52i

3. Morgan, gI.:j,i,!.., p.405.

4. Ibid. , p.392.

5. Halêvy, op.cit., P.209;
,cracy, pp.4L-42.

6. Gray, op.cit., P.284.

L.J. Hume, Bentham and Bureau-
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\^7e mistake its significance if we test ít by thg
amount or the accuracy of the information it affords"
This census hTas the first official recognition of the
duty of the state to know in detail the vital, cultural
and- economic condition of the whole nation" The nation
had once and for all assumed the responsibility of
knowing. And social knowle_dge, which is itself a kind
of socIa1 action, impels of ñecessity too much doing of
many sorÈs. 1.

Po1icing, for the eighteenth century, meant nore than its

presenË narrow meaning of detecting offences, it meant any

regulative state activity which aimed to maintain and promote

the internal workings and strength of the nation.2' Part of

this involved state responsibility for the production of scien-

tific knowledge about societY.3"

Noticeable in I'l.S.LI., was a continual series of musters;

a continual collection of state sEatistics not only of pris-

oners and soldiers, but of free setÈlers, children, vTomen'

land, cattle, sheep, horses, grain, houses,ships and manu-

facturers. This collection of statistics lras indicative

of an attetrpt to go beyond the old notion of the state as

being simply resPonsible for supressing disorder, f.or providing

the framework of non-violence from which society then emerged

as the spontaneous contractual relationships between free

individuals.4' tr{hat emerged, both in Britain and I{.S.!ü., vlas

a policing notion of the state, of the staËe as responsible
5for the production of societv. This was why the collect-

ion of statistics coul.d and was .rapidly politicised.

Constítutional Bureaucracy

4. P. Laslett rf lntroduction" to
Government , pp.L24'126, 130-1

t. Ibid., see also H. Parris,
p.275-277 .

2. J. Donzelot, The Policing of Far,niliçs, PP.6-7; Gtay,'oþ'.cit
p.280-282; Silver, op.cit., p.L2-LJ.

3. Halevy, gP.c:!q. , P. 109.

5. Gray, op.cit., P.285.

John Loc e Two Treatises of

.t'
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For statist ics created a "political barome ter" to rvhich the

state could be readily referred Ëo for its ovrrr survival and

justification. Bentham, for example, regarded the collection
of criminal statistics as a rìray of the sÈate rneasuring "the
moral health of the cormnrniÈytt"1'H" 'also believed. that through

staLisÈics the state could monitor, not sirply the populaËion

as a whole, buË also the effectiveness of its olrn intrusions

and mechanisms within that populatioo.2' No doubt, the refine-

ment and specialisation of state functions and por^rer in our

o\^m time has been closely bound up with the emergence of

these circular feed-l¡ack information sysÈems. They are also,

as Bentham points out, the necessary corrnterpart to a state

aware of the need Èo court public opinion.

of these returns is a measure of excellentThe o
use 1.

rdering
n furnishing data for the legislator to to workgo

olitfõñ-a1 ther a kind of icalupon. They will toge
effehich the cË ofyv7

lat
every
may b

1 s a ve
operation re ive to the subject e indicated and
urade palpable" 3.

In the next secËion I will analyse the egalitarian
political ideology which partly, underlay reformers demands

for a new policing state.

I. Bentham, "Hard Labour 8i11", p.29.
2. Ilume, op.cit., pp.4L-42, L27,I52-I53, 236, 252.
3. Bentham, op.cit., p.29.
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(F) EGALITARIA}IISI4 AND THE EMERGENCT OF A

PHII-ANTÏROPIC STATE

(i) Utilitarian Individual ism and Philanthropv

If philanËhropy was actively involved in the formation

of the modern policing state, it needs to be remembered that

its rationale in this process $/as Ëhe promotion of the welfare

of the individual; the quality of his living conditÍons.

The expansion and specialisation of state activities, from the

turn of the nineteenth century, has to be seen in the context

of that reformulation of utilitarian ideology as represented

by Bentham, Adam Srnith and Malthus. The concern with the

welfare of society as a whole became replaeed gradually by

that of the welfare of the individual.l' More accurately, what

this utilitarian individualism did was to equate the welfare

of the nation with the aggregate welfare of each of its citizens

through the moral principle I'the greaËest happiness for the

greatest nu:nber""2' It was precisely this formulation that

the old holistic form of utilitarianism denied. Its major

paradox was that of demonstrating how the welfare of the

nation as a whole was consistent with the poverty of the

majority of its inhabitants; indeed, dependent on it to

force them to work and for the purposes of trade competitiorr.3"

At the level of penal theory, the holistic form of util-

itarianisrn manifested itself in a concern with deterrence, in

which the body and life of the prisoner $lere expendable Íor

1. For a discussion of these tT^7o forms of utilitarianism, see
Furniss, op.cit., pp.5-7, 29-30.

2. Ibid. , p.26; Halevy, p.28.
Furniss,

e Rise o
. cit .t

ita
PP
1i

.37 -3
P

8, ILI ; R.H. Tar'rney, Religion and
.270; C.B. Macphersoni Thesm

3

Polítical Threory' of Possessive Tndividuali'sm , P.2N
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the well being of society as a whole. On the other hand, the

emergence of the principle "the greatest happiness for the

greatest nr-rrrber" manifesËed itself in penal reformerst increas-

ing concern with reformation and with criticising the physical

condition of prisons. The maximum realisation of good would

be that pr:nishment which added to the welfare of society also

the welfare of the individual priso.r"t.1'

At the level of society as a whole, there perhaps \^ras no

greaÈer bearer of utilitarian individualism than medicine.

Some subtlety is required when dealing with the growing med-

icalisation of social space from the late eighteenth century

and the increasing intrusion of medical notions into the state.

This was partly responsible for the increased emphasis on the

classification of crimes and punishment along the lines of a

nosography. However, the importance of the doctor also re-

sided in the fact that he supplied, in a rudimentary form,

that quantification of the body's sensations (pleasure and

pain) so essential to the moral calculus of the utilitarian.

Arithmetic and medicine - these are the branches of art
and science to which, in so far as the maximum of happiness
is the object of his endeavours, the legislature musL look
for his means of operation:- the pains or losses of
pleasure produced by a maleficent act correspond to the
symptoms produced by a diseasê¡... 2.

The emergence of an individual with a political right to consume,

with an egalitarian minimumright to life andhappiness, has been

one of the most profound transformations in our own culture;

onewhichwearestilllivingwith.3' It was this theme which

1. Heath, op.cit., pp.7, 57-58.

2. Benlham, Ifolþ, Vol. iii , p.224 quoted in Ha1evy, op. cit. ,p.29.
H. Ardent,
pp" 115-140.

3 On Revolution , Ch.3 "The Pursuit of Happiness",
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ran behind Brit¿sh. reformei"s attempts to improve the living
É1 ,

conditions of prisoners. Each ship .departi-ng for N.S.I^I. bad

a surgeon who vlas resPonsible for the health of the convicts.l'

Governors in N.S.W. continually discussed in their dispatches

the state of arrived convicts. During periods of scarcity in

N.S.Iü., Governor Phillip,ordered convicts to receive the same

rations as himself and the military.z' As we shall see the

demand for an egalitarian minimum standard of living u-nderscored

the opposition newspapers' critiques of the N.S.W. state" This

ideological theme is evidenced in the fotlowing argument made

by the British radical, Colbett, and reprinÈed :i-n the }{onitor.

It criticised the holistic forms of measuring wealth which

ignored the unequal distribution of couutodities amongst in-

dividuals for the realisation of happiness.

The great cause of error, in this case, is that men
take-it for granted, that the whole of the cormnrni-ty
have their dúe share and proportion of the exciseable
couurodities; that every rr n-and wonan, has, at all-
times, a due proportion-of aIl- that is consumed; and
that, therefoie, the whole amor¡11t of the consump-ti-on
is the criterion of the comfort and happiness of the
people and of the consequent prosperity of the nation.
ff tn. premises were trúe theie ni-ght b9 99nelhing in
it"-"onälusion; but the premises ãre wholly false;
ã"ã ã. rnischievous a falsähq?d.it is as ever was sucked
down by a credulous people. {rio far from every Person
in the'conrnunity enjòyiirg a due share of the articles
consuned, it is- notórious that during the four )'ea.rs
ãbã.r"-r"átioned, hundreds of thousanãs vrere upon -thepói"t of starvingr-and- thousands actualLy starved;
änd that, too, wñile the quantity of exciseabl-e comn-
odities consuáed was actuä1ly inäreasing. How did this
happen, then? !Jhy, âD une-quâL distribution of the
exèiseable cormodities took place;. . .

Monitor, 10 February L827.

The point to be emphasised is that the politicisation of the

state in N.S.W., in the late 1820's, incorporated the r:nder-

1 C. Bateson, The Convict Ships 1787-1868 , PP.36-54.

2. M. B. Eldershaw,
Collins . oP. cit

Phillip of Australia, PP.108, 165¡
VoI.1, p.146.
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lying structure of utiLitarian philanthroPic assumptions

which rdere reforming the penal system and the British state

aE the time.l'

A closer analysis reveal-s that a formal egalitarianism

r,tras a necessary ideological compónent of the new utilitarian

concern. Founding a science of legislaËion on a calculus

of pl-easures and pain, meant that one did not treat one sub-

jective experience of pleasure or pain as qualitativeLy diff-

erent from the pleasure and pain experienced by another in-

dividual.2' Any differences between individuals in these

sensations have to be treaEed as quantitaËive differences of

a more. homogenous subjectivity. Paradoxically, though Ben-

thamrs utiliËarianism renders the happiness of the social

whole dependent on the happiness of all its parts and thus

creates a concern r¿ith individual happiness, iÈ is onLy able

to do this by denying the individuality of any exPerience at

a qualitative leve1. Individuality becomes a quantitative

phenomenon. The roots of materialÍst, consumer culture with

all its acquisitive individualising aspects acquires some of

its egalitarian significance from this ideological source.

I will now turn to examine briefly tþ-e relationship of

egalitarianism to philanËhropy at Èhe level of class reLation-

ships. Thís will provide the basis for an examination in the

next section of how penal .reform \^las part of a fractional

struggle within the dominanË class to reformulate the state.

1. On the close relationship between utiliEarians and t'the
theorists of representative democracy and universal
suffrager', see Halévy, op.cit., p.xv.

2" Halévy, op.cit., p.117.



(ii)

1

The growth of philanthropy during the eígTrteenth century

needs to be related to the changing structure of class relations

in Britain. PhilanEhropic reform Ìtas not sirnply the result of

the growth of an urban unemployed poor but also of the rise

of an urban bourgeoisie. Many merchants and industrialists,

as well as srnall urban craftsmen and tradesmen, played a large

part in philanthropyl'. It rvas also these same grouPs which

rÁrere active in the parliarnentary reforrn movement after i-760'2"

Indeed, the conversion of the philanthropist into a political

agitator can novr be understood as a struggle between competing

fractions of the dominant class, âS their relative economic

importance I¡Jas upset by the industrial revolution, and as they

came to be bearers of different ideas about the role of the

state in societY.

I,'re can detect both in prison reformer Howard's wri-tings

and throughout the philanthropic movement that same spirit

of egalitarianism which was behind the parliamentary reform

movement. This egalitarianism manifested itself in Howard's

belief that all men are f,aIlible, that is, have a capacity to

sin because they share a contrnon human existence through the

sin of an original ancestor. It is this capacity for sin

which renders all men equal before God, which makes them a

congregation of sinners.3' It was this equal capacity for

sin, which excited the compassion of the middle class phil-
anthropist for the vice, i-mbecility and utËer destitution of

Philan c lass Relat ions and Eealitarianism

S. & B. tüebb,
66,72. Ignat
p.14.
Ignatieff, op.cit., p.63.
Howard, op.cit., P.L0; Ignatieff, op.cit., P.56.

53.

PP.33,
e

lish isons Under Local
.c t. , pp. s tor,ü,

2

3

t
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the- prison population, both in Britain and in N.S.I^I.. It is,

in other words, in this feeling of sympathy for the sinful and

the oppressed that one of the hisLorical roots of egalitarian-
ism in AusÈralian society is to be sought. Howard wrote of

himself : t'hearing the cry of the miserable, I devoted my time

to Ëheir relief".I' In N.S.I{., it was the Monitor newspaper

which took up the Christian egalitarian benevolence of phil-

anthropy.

Hence to the convicts of New South !üales, whose misery,
vice, and degradation
the Monitor journal w
proËector, and advoca
Ëhe reproach of many
us the very reason wh
towards the prison po
their vice, their mor

ragged ruiment. It is because
worthiness, nor amiableness, or
them. To pity such a class of
not respectable Christians, is

naturally strip them of fríends,
il1 never cease to be the apologist,
te. This very thing which makes us
clever men ín this colony, is with
ich causes our friendship to flow
pulation of this country - namely,
al imbecility - in short, their

they have no merit, nor
attraction that we pity

men, with us who are Bible,
the first of duties. -TË

state õffi tter destitution, save as to bare food and

is añffiEltlimitation which we feel bor¡nd to attempt of
the conduct of him before whom all Adamts race stand
convicted of infinite demerit. Monitor, 20 April L827.

This feeling of sympathy for the oppressed sought to make

society as a whole responsible for the redemption and salv-

ation of mankind. Imprisonment and transportation represent

historically the increasing secularisation of the Christian

ideology of redemption;2 its transformation under the in-

fluence of a materialisË conception of mind and matter into

a state affair"3'

Transportation and imprisonment, through their concerrì.

with reformation, also rePresented the emergence of the indiv-

1. Howard, op.cit. , p.267.
2. Ignatieff, op. cit. , pp.55'57 .

3. Ibid., pp.66-68, 118, L46.



idual as a pol.itical entity.l' He became, it N.S.I^I. and

Britain, Ëhe ultimate reference point which justified the

expansion of the state into a whoLe new series of power

relations known as social weLfare. To undersËand the

radicaL nature of the new state measures which reformers

rüere demanding some prior anaLysis of the existing English

politicaL context is required.

55.

rtance of this process in mo dern society see
, especiaLly hisThe Politics of Authenticit

ersona

1. On the impo
M. Berman,
'rlntroduction:
Lyons, op.cit. , P.2-3.

is Po iticalr', pp.xiiilxxii;
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(G) CI.ASS RELATIONS AND THE CITANGING S OF THE

STATE IN BRITAIN

There is a general consensus amongst historians that
after 1688 the House of coumons became increasingly oligarch-
ical, representing the interests of the same few families who

owned large ruraL estates.l: Thís occurred parËly at the

relative expense of the smal-ler gentry in the cor¡ntryside,2'

buE also aË the relative expense of the expanding and in-

creasingly economically powerful commerçial and industrial

classes in the cities and towns.3'

The tr-arge landlords controlled the House .of Cormnons

and they l,\7ere suspicious of any proposals which might tnduly
expand the role and influence of central government at the

expense of their local authority 4'- hence their opposition

.to the estabrishment of a standing army and a centralised
r

police force.l' Indeed, what you had after 1689 as the

counterpart Ëo political oligarchy !ùas the decentralisaEion

of the state as effective political power moved back into
the hands of locar authoritie",6' which often meant in the

1. J.A. Cannon, Parliamentary Re.fgrm, L640-I832, Ch.2
ially pp.36-3
Modern Englis

6, 40. See also H.J.
h Society, 1780-1880, .P. Todd, Members

Perkins,
P.39; G

, espec-
igins ofThe 0r

of Parliament 1734- L832, p. 71.
2

3

4

Cannon, op.cit., pp.36, 38-39, 43, 51.
IbÍd, p.49, FooËnote 1, Ch.3, pp.47-72.

Per\ins, op. cit. , p.67 ;
p"18

J. Norris, Shelbourne and Refo rm

5. Radzinowicz, op. cit. , VoI. 1, p.28; Tobias , op. cit. , p.7.7 .

6. Norris, 9p.cit., p.292.
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countryside the Large landlord.1' At a legislative level,

this suspicion of all centralising tendencies manifested

itself in a reluctance by parliament to Pass laws of a general

nature which would invest greater Pohrer in a central bureau-
tracy.t' This meant that legislation during the eÍghteenth

century was largely of a private and loca1 nature "setting up

local agencies, such as turnpike, paving, enclosure, or improve-

ment comnissioners where such things appeared to be desired

by preponderant local interests".3' Most of the expansion in

the number of capital statutes for property crimes which

occurred along these lines l^lere ¡lrivaËe member's bills.4' It

r^ras precisely against this legislative trend that utilitarians,

like Bentham, I¡Jere arranged with their demands for a science

of legislation. 5'

The oligarchical trend in the House of Conmons reached

its peak in the L760's,after which Ëhere emerged a "popularist

movement" which sought to al-ter the size and distribution of

electorates in order Èo take greater account of the expanding

urban centres.6' This'popularist movement, which was led by

vrealthy merchants and industrialists, tras basically an attemPt

by them to gain control of the state by seeking political

For the manner in which the emphasis on local government,
when coupled with the criteria of properËY, favoured the
growth of the political power of the landlord at the local
ievel, see Perkins, op.cit., pp.40-42, 67.

2 . F .I,ü. Mai tland , Constitutional His tory o f Ensland. pp . 382- 384.

3. R. Pares, Geo e III and the Politicians 3 quoted in
; Vtr. S . Holds -
7L.

H. Parris, st

H"y, op.cit. , P.2I.
Halévy, op.cit., C}:..L,2, PP.5-87.
Cannon, op.cit., PP.47-72,

I

worth, AHist o
ona reaucrac

s
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representation for the vote of an expandíng and increasingly

politically militant, petËy bourgeois class of small shop-

keepers and trad""r.r,.1' The emergence of t'popularism", as

the politicisation of the lower classes in a contexÈ of comp-

etition between sections of the don-inant class (agricUltural

versus urban capital), would also be a phenomenon that would

come to be repeated in N.S.W" during the late 1820'""2"

In representing an attempt to shift the control of the

state ar'üay from a parochial landed elite, British parlia-

mentary reformers also wanted to move the state a\^lay from

the diffuse organising lines of patronage and personal in-

fluence and towards a more centralised state, organised along

more impersonal bureaucratic lines.3" They wanted to move

politicaL power al,üay from the controL of Local. individuals

and autonomous bodies, whether these be rural in character or

not,4'where its use r47as seen to be fragmented and ineffici"ttf '

1. Cannon, op.cit., pp.47-49, 52-53.
2. Ibid. , p.23.

3. For the relationship between the critique of Petronage and
parliarrentary reform movements, see Cannon, op.cit. n pp.73-78,
80,85,151-155. Hume, 9p.c:þ. , p.262; Dickinson, op. cit,. ,
pp: 195- 196 ; silver, oÞ]ffi, pÞ .9-L2 .
On the Ímportance of patronage for recruiting i-ndividuals
and organising the affairs of the state prior to the full
scale establishment of a permanent civil service in the
mid-nineteenth century,
pp"15-80; L"B. Narnier,
Accession of George_III,
FFZ-ffi.

see: Parris , op. cit. , Ch"L, 2 ,
The Structure-õf litics at the

I should also point out that some conservative politicians,
such as Burke and Fox, suPPort
as a !'ray of reducing what they
influence of the King; Cannon
Pares, op.cit., p.130; Parris
On the relationship between civil reform, that is the
reorganisation of þolítical poI^Ier at the local level and
parliamentary reform, see Cannon, op.cit., p.22.

pp "L64-L82; Perkins, op. cit.,

4

5
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This attempt to centralise and bureaucratise the state,

to subject it to a science of legislation, If,as also an attempt

to professionalise the staÈe. It was also, I suggest, a

process ot placing the developmenË and application of staÈe

porder under the central conËrol of newly emerging bodies of

scientific knowledge, which r^7ere concerned noË simply with

studying man, but with perfecting him.

Though it was not until 1832 that the really major reforms

in state administration \^7ere implemented,I' nevertheless, I

consider that centralising Ëendencies !ùere already present

in the late eighteenth century agitations of urban uriddle-class

philanthropists for penal and police refo:m.2' Part of the

decentralised nature of the state during the eighteenth century

rüas its tendency Ëo "farm out" many of its administrative tasks

to private, profit-making individuals. Prisons and gaols

hrere not exempt from this.3. Indeed, Part of the rationale

behind giving masËers a property right to the labour of

prisoners assigned to them ryas in order to encourage them to

take their management off the state's hands. IË was precisely

this use of the profit motive as an administrative device

that philanthropists I^Iere criticisirrg.4' For it rvas ess-

entially the eighteenth centu:y gaoler's concern with profit

that led to: "the use of irons and chains for safe custody,

I Sir D.I. Keir, Constitut 1 Histo of Mo rn Brit IN
r48s-1951,
Relation B

pp.4
etween Law and Publ

2

teenCh Ceñtury, PP. 62-64.
On the centralising tendencies in the
anthropists, see Henriques, 9p:É. , p
p. 1B5.

a8
.6

itations of phil-
2; Gray, Ui.!..,

3.
4.

S. & B. l'lebb,
S. & B. lfebb ,
op.cit., pp.61
262.

.5-I2; Henriques, op.cit., p.6f.

.L8-25, 28-29, 36-37; Henriques,
d, op.cit., pp.25-27,30, 33, 42,
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instead of walls and warders; the irmtring in underground

dr-rngeons and windowless garrets, and the herding together in

roofless yards, of prisoners of boEh sexes and all ages,

healthy and sick, irutocent and guilty; hence also the indes-

cribable lack of sanitary accormodation, the scarcity of water,

and the non-provision of food, clothes, or firingtt.l" The

attempt to exclude the profi-t motive was partly a concern

to free the penal system for the elaboration of a whole nev¡

range of non-corporal concelrrs based on classification, suPer-

vision and isolation, which philanthropists were developing.

The significance of the Penitentiary Act of L779 (19

Geo. III, c.74), which authorised the building of two penit-

entiarieé, lies in the fact thaË i-t was the first major leg-

islative act to involve a recognition by the state of its

direct responsibilities for the management of prisons. The

building of the two national peniEentiaries tnras not begun

until 1812. But the same act which auËhorised their con-

struction àLso provided the legal conditions for transport-

ation to other parts of the globe apart from North America.2'

Transportation to N.S.I^I. $Ias a state responsibility; there

was not already in existence in N.S.üI. in 1788 an established

landlord class qr oËher groups of capitalists to whom the con-

victs could be assigned on arrival; nor hTere there any free

settlers in the first fleet; nor were the first convicts

transported by private merchants, who had a property right

in the labour and who could sell Ëhat right at the end of
the journey.

1. S. & B. trIebb, op.ciL., p.19.
2. Ibid., pp.39-40, 46-47; Radzinowicz, op.cit., Vo1.l, p"ll0.
3. Bateson, op.cit., pp.5-6.
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In Ëhe circr¡mstances which I have delineated the question

is raised: cannot the incorPoration of philanthropic concerns

into the British state, especially through the penal system,

be used to explain the extensive and pervasive nature of the

state in N.S.W.? The interesËing thing about N.S.W. rltTas that

the state was initial-ly almost identical with society" It

supervised and regulated the activities of N.S.I^1. i-nhabitants

in a much motîe detailed and encompassing manner than it would

have been politically possible for it to do back in Britain.

Even after a free population had emerged, the pervasive in-

fluence of the state provided Ëhe basis for much of the con-

flict between the two. The full significance of this can be

appreciated only when \^7e recognise that de.tailed, central

control was not a normal feaËure of prison administration in

the eighteenth cenËury. Moreover, the detailed conÈrol of

Ëhe N.S.I{. staËe extended beyond disciplinary measures necess-

ary for the adequate supervision of convicts. It also in-

cluded government responsibility for the success of agriculture

and cormerce, for the establishment of the faurily, roads, to\,'7n

planning, churches, hospitals. Sorne of these things no doubt

indirectly served penal Purposes. Holnrever, they also reflect

changes in the nature of the assumptions encoded in the penal

system as it came to be influenced by: (1) Ëhe new policing

notion of the state as responsible for the production of

society, and (2) by the philanthroPic noÈion of reformation

through total control.
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(H) PENAL RXTORM AND A PHII.OSOP}IY OF TIIE OT}MR

(i) Total InstiËutions and the Other

Imprisonment (and to some extent transPortation since

it is imprisonment in exile) marks the emergence of the

educator into a position of dominance and control in modern

1

society. r' Prisons offered educators Ëhe firsÈ ideal instit-

uÈional space for realising or putting into practice their

pedagogic ambition oI a total control- of the environment of

those selves they wished to transform and perfect.

a method of becoming a master
appen to a certain number of

?:3H3":n:ä å:u:" "5?.",,,connections and of all the
. circumstances of their lives, so that nothing escaPe,

nor could oppose the desired effect, iË -cannot be
doubted that- a method of this kind would be a very
powerful and a very useful- instrument which governments 2-
inight apply to various objects of the utmost importance.-'

Irlhat they demanded was a total institution which would en-

compass the whole life of the prisoner: his eating, his

sleeping, his work, his recreation and subject all this to

a detailed regime for providing as Goffman says rra natural

experiment on what can be done to the self".3' The main

feature of this total i-nstitution was a belief in the reform-

ative value of discipline through total control. Hence the

architectural principle of Bentham's Panopticon to create a

. circular space in which nothing coul-d be concealed from an

observer at its centre.

1

2

Haléwy, op.cit.,,P.q3. O+ how the educative notion of
the statãEs-behind !{higrs attempt to reform the State,
see lgnatieff, op.cit., especially Pp.67, 74.
J. Bentham, "Panopti-con", quoted in Halêvy, pp.82-83.

3. E. Goffman, As Iums: Essa s on the Social Situation of
Mental Patien san ot T ' P.
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To be incessantly under the eye of- the.insåector is to
lose in effect the po!,Ier to ãó-evil- and thä thought of
wanting to do it. 1.

Let me digress briefly to explore how the total instit-

ution works to realise the educator's dream. The very way

it organises space allows it to restructure the subj ective

d.ispositions of its inmates - their self-identity. For the

aim of total visibility extends beyond that of ensuring an

enforcement of the rules; its aim is to control thought

itself. If the total institution creates a permanent field

of visibility around the prisoner, it is in order to deny

the inmate a world of concealed action that might allow the

formation of private identity, a world of self-knowledge

independent of the Other. The architecture of Panopticon,

in its remitting gaze, states to the prisoner that: "you can

only know yourself as the Supervising Other knows you"" Its

very architecture was an attempt to deny the prisoner an

intimate space of truth he could call his orlrrn; a space of

intimate self-knowledge which he previously shared only with

God. The individual self in the Christian tradition gained

its ultimate and full identity only before the all-encomPassing

eye of God; only He knew the full imperfections of individuals,

even when individuals chose not to recognise those imperfections.

Here we are at the real implicit meaning of the Panopticon.

The PanopLicon represents the secularisation of God, both as

Divine Onrriscience and as. the Holy Other? Indeed Bentham

compared; the, centre of the Panopticon to the ormriPresence of

God.l' llhereas, previously, the ultimate and all enconpassing

1. Bentham,"Panopticon", p.45; see also Halérry, op.cit., P.84.
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knowledge of onels self from which one could noL hope to

escape \^7as divine in origin, with the Panopticon it becomes

increasingly secular i a product of the l^tay sPace itself is

organised.

The Panopticon, as a total institution, represented the

consËruction of a PohTerful technology of moral conversion,

which placed the prisoner in the PennanenE Gaze of a Secular

Other in order that he take this Gaze as his cons"i"rr"".1' To

the extent that the Panopticon I^7as a secularisation of the

Holy Other, it was also a secularisation of that sense of

guilt and rnoral fault, which cornes from an internal under-

standing of oneself as inadequate from the standpoint of the

Other.

A further point to be made ís that the attempt to make

pr:nishment non-corporal took the form in the penitenËiary of

making pr:nishment self-inflicted, Ëhe product of the power of

conscience. Through this strategy, Ëhe dominant class was

able to 'distance itself from the increasing embarrassment it

rtras feeling about corporal punishment. In the next section

I examine the growing revulsion which was being experienced

at the sight of pain and which partly underlay the growing

humanitarianism of the age.

(ii) Svmpathy. Mo ralitv and Horror

Rousseau has pointed to the increasing materialist view

of the soul as residing in the brain, which was made up of

nerves, of sensations as underlying the growing humanitarianism

1. 0n the importance of the gaze of the other in contemporary
literature for the construction of a moral being, see
Bredvold, His to ry of Sensibility , pp. 19-22.
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1

of the age.r' SimilaxLy Lyons has pointed out that the in-

creasing identification of the self with corPoreal being gave

rise to a pathos of the flesh" I'The sense that the physical

self is part of the essential being is behind uruch of the

humanitarian agitation of the eighteenth century" Physical

suffering leads to Pathos if the flesh of man (and by exten-

sion animals) is no longer considered as merely a terÎporary

husk of the soul."2' This experience of the self was behind

the emergence of the "man of feeling" as a major aesthetic

figure in literature, as well as that whole stream of moral

philosophy which sought to derive a knowledge of good and

evil from man's capacity to feel sympathy for the other: his

ability to make the pleasures and pains of the other his ot,,.3

Man only of all Creatures urtder Heaven, God has given.
Èhis quätity, to be affected with the Good and with the
Job of thosä of his own kind; and to feel the Evils
which others feel, that rn7e may be t¡niversally disposed
to helP one anoÈher " 4"

But the identification of, good and evil with pleasure and

pain was also the formulation of a right to happir,""".5 " I,rIe

can nor¡r reinterpret the fascination of the eighteenth century

with the egoism of the criminal, a point raised at the beg-

inning of this chapter"6" A great deal of eighteenth century

Iiterature l^ras concerned with the lives of crimin^L",7" with

how their pursuit of happiness at the expense of the interests

Fining the Orig
ttNerves , Spirits, and
ins of Sensibility" in

Fíbres: Towards De-1. G.S. Rousseau,
Studies in the Ei t-

eenth Cent Vol III (eds.) R.F. ss an a
pP.

3

2.

4. tr{. Claggett, Of the Humanit and Charit of Christians,
(1686), p.4 quote ane, .c t. p.
Bredvold, op.cit., PP.6-B; Sennett, op.cit., pp.89-90.
See p.14.
Lyons , op. cit. , Ch.6 , especially pp. Bl,'86.

Lyons, 9p.cft., P.13.
R.S. Crane, "suggestions Towards a Genealogy of !4".'Man of
reeiing"', 4$,-Yo1, L,..L934, pp.?01:239i. A.o. Aldridge,
"The Pleaáui6 of Pity", ELH, vol.16, L949, W.76-87.

5

6

7
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of others, defined both their individuality and their fate in

society. This literature can be understood as experimenting

with the possibilities of the human experience of hpppiness,

and in Ëhe course of doing so, exploring the moral bor¡ndaries

of that right. 1' More importantly, Evil r^ras no longer being

defined as the violation of Godts corrnandments, but increas-

ingly as the violation of the Otherrs right to happiness.

Such ideological tendencies help one to comprehend the

changing strategies of punishment from the 1750's, whereby

the penal sysÈem became explicitly concerttld with prese::ving

the physical health of its prisoners, whilst subjecting them

to tedious discipline. Punishment was becoming not so much

the infliction of pain rather than Ehe denial of happir,"rr,2'

property (especially in one's labour), and the fulfillment of

desire. It was becoming less the violation of the natural

rights of the prisoner to life and increasingly a violation

of those rights to liberty and happiness which society guar-

antees.3' To the extent that the prisoner attacks the rights

of others, so to that extent he attacks society, and in doing

so, pr:nishment becomes a suspension of that which society

guarantees.

I have already stated. that one of the major principles

of hrmran nature seen in Èhe eighteenÈh century to form the

basis of morality was manrs capacity for sympathy, his ability
to make the pains, pleasures and opinions of the other his otrl"

1" Bredvold, op"cit., p"6.
2" Howard, op.cit., p"44.
3" Foucault, Disci line and Punishment, p"Il.
4. Hume, A Treatise on Human Nature (L739),

Smith ,oP . cit. , pp.I-13.
pp "204-207 ;
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ülhen this gaze of the Other was directed inwards towards oners

self, as a way of grasping onets own moral inferiority, then

iE was seen to provide the basis for reformaËíon and moral

guidance: "If we salf oursel-ves in the light in whích others

see us, or in which they could see us if they knew al-l, a

reform¡tion would generally be unavoidable."l' In fact, I

would argue nohr that Ëhe Panopticon was the rational realis-

ation, at Ëhe level of architecture, of this moral philosophy

of sympathy. But when this Eaze of sympathy was directed out-

wards from oneself, ês a means of conËemplating the pLight and

situations of others, then it became transformed into phil-
,,

anthropy. '' It was this philosophy of sympathy of making

the pain of the other onets o\^74, of readily weeping for

him, that hras, r would argue, behind the growing judicial

reluctance to use the death senËence and also behind that

growing inability to stomach not siurply the sight of mangled

corpes, buË also their thought. Thus, when describing exec-

utions in Holland, John Howard was reluctant to go into a

detailed description of "ho\n7 the malefactor is broken on the

wheel; or rather on a cross leid flat upon the scaffold...

which is finished by a coup de grace upon the breast" out of

a fear that this "would not be agieeable to any of his

readers " . 3'

Paradoxically, the literary genre of horror emerged at

the same Ëime as the cult of sentimentality was growing and

producing a grohting revulsion in public spectacles of blood

1. Adam Smith quotecl in Bredvold, op.cit. , p.20.
2. On the emphasis of this philosophy of sentimeqtality on

good work-s see Crane, op.cit., pp.211 , 2L7-2I8;
Brissenden, op. citn , pp. 33 , 79 .

3. Ilorvard, op. cit. , p .47 .
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and pain. I,las there any contradiction in this or was the

growth of horror stories after 1750, as Bredvold suggests,

siurply the other side of sentimentalism?1' For Horror is

not so much the opposite of squeamÍshness or sensibility as

its other half - the drawing forth of a bloody fear, buË

also a curíosity, in a "forbidden" realm of experience and

thought. In other words, úlas not the literary genre of

Horror the deliberate and calculated transgression of a norm

of sensibility, which renders our perception and knorvledge

of the images of death all the more intense and effectíve by

resÈricting their circulation? Horror is in its very nature

paradoxical, iË does not so much deny our feelings of sens-

ibility as attacks them by using them against themselves 
"

It asserts them in the very act of offending them.

It was precisely this paradox of Horror that reformers

of the criminal justice used to question rvhether the violent

public images of death could remain effective as moral lessons,

so long as Ëhey remained frequent in the reaLm of everyday

perception. There was a growÍ-ng belief that the process of

making Ëhe prisoner's pain one's .ov'm tnras not fostering the

corn¡non good by promoting deÈerrence. Instead the frequency

of violent spectacles hras seen to be destroying the moral

fabric of society by hardening audience capacity to feel

sympathy for the plight of others.2' Severe punishments

In particular Horror vras part of Èhe search for the ultim-
ate Other through which .to experíence oneself : t'Horror
sras at last sought not only in these scenic backgrounds,
but in the morbid developnânÈs possible to the human soul";
Bredvold. oD.cit.. p.78. Horror stories to Ëhe extent that
they expÍoreEã poèsibility of what it means to be human
need to be understood in the context of the rise of anthro-
pology, of a conceïn with other cultures as variations of
what it means to be human; See Lyons, oÞ.cit., Ch"6, ês-
pecially p.88.

I

2. Howard, op.cit., p.263; Colquhoun, op.cit",
Fieath, op.cit., pp.65, BB, 260-26\, 268'269,
Radzinoffiþ!!!!. , 

. VoI.1, p. 341

pp. 59, 7L;
280-28Li
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vrere also accused of destroying the publicls abhorence of

crime by inculcating in them sympathy for the criminal.l'

iühereas in the early eighteenth century the concern vüith

producing horror had led to the invention of even more painful

punishments, such as those advocated in 1701 by the anonymous

author of the pamphlet, Hanging, Not Punishment Enough ,''b, the

end of the eighteenth century, under the influence of a science

of mind which partly argued that as you increase the frequency

of an intense sensation so you decrease its likely effects,

there emerged increasing demands for an economic use of public

violence.3' Too much horror was seen as being self-destructive

of its owî. moral ends, because it was self-destructive of it-

self, of its own ability to apPear frightening by appearing

,,rrrrrrral.4' Out of the process of this questioning penal re-

formers were to demand a proliferation in the qualitative

number of punishments available to the legislator in order to

preserve the effectiveness of any given punishment.5" Trans-

portation to N.S.I^I. hras one such punishment. It was also part

of the process by which horror movBd out of the realm of every-

day perception and into the'.realm of fiction"

1" Heath, oP " cit. , P .26t "

2 " See Radzinorvicz , oP " cit " , Vol. l, pp .23L-238 "

3. Radzinowicz, oP.cit", Vol"1,
pp "268-269 "

p"283; Heath, oP.cit.,

4 Heath, op. cit., pp "76-77, L3L-L32, 134-135,' 196, L97-L98'

:ll.'rlt;"., r", seem advisable to res,t the whore oÍ the
pr*iãtrãnr altogether upot the.ground oI terror, since
iãitói_is oUfitãrated by familiãrity. To make up a uni-
form complement of pr:ni-shment, it is for¡nd necessary to
have recourse 

-to 
otÈrer cirucmðtances of distress; such

;; the hard diet appointed by this bill. This consideration
makes iË the less nècessary to be at any inconvenient ex-
pense in screwing the sentiment of terror up !9_!1Ì. highest
;iï;h.; BãnthamT "A View of the Hard Labour Bill", P'11;
å"ð "iro Radzinowicz, oP.cit., Vol.l, pp.39r-393'

5
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Iùtrat also disturbed penal reformers was the emphasis

on capital punÍshment, which by lumping together as equiv-

alent under one pr.urishment a number of qualitatively diff-
erent crines, lras acting to desÈroy al-L notions of gradations

1in guilt.'' Here one can notice a subËle yeË radÍcal shift
in the perceived pedagogic function of punishment. Reformers

wanted pr.rrishment to not just teach the lal'r using the strong-

est methods available. They wanted a system of punishment

which would reflect within its own internal hierarchy, a hier-

archy of guilt. Pu¡rish¡rent now should no 1-onger simply teach

the consequences of Èransgression, buË must measure the depth

of that Ëransgression, lJhat it must teach and explore is the

depth of evil in man.

t Radzinowicz,
pp.150-151, I

op.cit., Vol.1, p"347; Heath, ôp.cit.,
78, 190-191-.
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(r) CONCLUSION

This chapter has explored the changing context of class

relations and ideological practices in BriËain, towards the

end of the eighteenÈh century, so as to provide a background

for later chapters deal-ing with similar processes in colonial

N.S.I^I.. lttri-lst not rejecting the search for imperial motives

behind the beginning of transportation to N.S.!ü,, I have sought

to reinvigorate the penal explanation of N.S.W. origins

by exploring how the changing cultural definitions of punish-

ment and reformationwere part of a wider struggle to reorgan-

ise the modalities for deploying class pohTer. Increasingly,

scientific constructions of humanity were being taken up by

the dominant class ín the formulation of new class strategies.

A new fraction of the capitalist class was emerging into a

position of dominance with the industrial revoluÈion. It and

its intellectual supporËers \^7ere applying science not simply

to the production process but also to governrnental Processes,

including Ëhe penal system. Above all, it was, in the newly

emerging science of psychology that one finds a strong emphasis

on the view thaÈ knowledge is Poü7er.

..,it may be said of mankind in general, that an extension
of knowlêdge is an accession of power...To man there is
a subject óf study...of more iunrediate concern than the
soil Ítom which he raises his food, or the mechanical
resistance which he may wish to overcome: His own mind
is a province of more importance, and more entirely
subject to his government. 1.

tr{Lrat characterised many major contemporary philosophical

treatises on morality and law was that they often began with

1,
ri

1. Ferguson, op.cit., Vo1.
The-Theoiv-ffi-oral Sen

pp.2-3; see also Adam Smith,
ments (1759) , p.3.
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universal statements abouÈ manf s intellectual capaciti"".l'

Psychology Ì¡nderpinned their epistemol-ogical theories " 
2'

Their probl-em !,tas not one of creating a myth or a metaphysícs

to account for the origin of evil, but rather a problem of

psychological know}edge; of how one is to recognise good

from evi1.3' Some authors expl-ained this abil-ity in terms of

a natural moral sense in man, others Í.n terms of his caPacity

for sympathy, and others in terms of his preference for pleas-

ure over pain. However, hrhat most of. these treatises had in

colmþn was thaÈ they sought to ground a science of ethics in

Ëhe universal structure of manr s materiaL being, in his caP-

acity for intellectual and emotional e)rPerien""".4' This was

why they were fundamental-try errpirical, concerned with history
'(

and anthropology.f,' This whole ideological thrust, of which

Ift¡te, Adam Smith and Bentham were perhaps the most famous

exponents, rePresented an attempt Ëo creaËe a science of leg-

islation and morality modelled on Newtonts successful reduct-

ion of Nature to first principles.6' It represented some of

the first attemPËs to use scientific method as po1-itical id-

eology. Pale5 in a letter, justified this. scientificisation

1. Bredvold, Enliehtenment , pp.42-44.
2"

3. N. Capaldi
Mankind, t'

(

R.F. Brissenden,
op.cit", Ch"L,2
ããTEe Understa

E" Cassirer, The PhilosoPhY of Enlightenment,
pp"93-133, espeiialLY 93-94"

Ch. III ,

ed. ), The Enli tenment: The Pro er St of
Introduc on P.

4. Brissenden, op.cit", Ch"z" The word sentiment referred to
perpetual,' eñffinal and intelleitual experiences; gener-
äffy to those intellecÈual-ised_ emotions such as Pity whicþ
\^rere seen as the basis of morality; ibid", PP"16-18, 40-43.
Hr¡me, op. cit. , p. 30

op " cit
võrÐ20;

Vol"1
Becker,
, P.1;

o , pp" 87-88;
p"113; Hume,

6 Virtue in Distress,
, êSP

39; Halevy,
On Human Natureecially p"

, (ed" ) A.
o; D"

Pp " 35-
Hume,

ndin Flew, pp.7 , 31"
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of ethics in his oldn work by stating |tthe whatever renders

religion more rational renders it nore crediblet'.1'

In short, what I am arguing is that PoI^ler and discourse

in late eighteenth century Britain were r:ndergoing processes

of scientific raËionalisation and that hunanitarianism, which

is the grognding of moral notions in hr¡man sensations, vTas an

imporËant parË of this Process. One forn which this process

of rationalisation took was the íntroduction of principles of

economy into the realm of human sensations, especially with

respect to mi:rimising the production of pain and maximising

the pursuit of pleasure. A growíng cult of sensibility perm-

eaËed Ëhe hr¡maniËarian movement and manifested itself in the

:ieluctance shown by juries, judges and the Crown to inflict

the death sentence" The humanitarian movement was bound up

with Utilitarianism and an increasing concern wi-th rendering

pr:nishment productive to society and the criminal through an

increasing definition of punishment as râlork, trncreasingly,

the penal system became a preventative attack upon those dis-

orderly habits of desire and idleness seen to be responsible

for crime. PeniEentiaries and transPortation to N.S.trü.,

through their isolating qualities, Iùere proposed as hTays of

attacking the formation of a criminal subculture anå the in-

creasingly organised forms which crine was assuming. Through

ascetic regimes and work, the penal system sought not simply

vengeance, but the increasing incorporation of prisoners into

disciplined notions of order.

This chapter also explored the role which the science

of psychology and humanitarianism played in bureaucratising

1. hl. Paley, The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy
(1785) , P.].1a.
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the British state and how this Process was especially pro-

nounced in the penal system. The increasing asser¡ions by

doctors and legal reformers that individuals had rights to

life and happiness lüas Part of a dernand and a struggle for

the exPansion and centralisation of state activities and in-

stitutions. It was also part of Ëhe increasing Íncorporation

of individualising forms of knowledge and PohTer into the state"

In later chapters I will map out the emergence and form which

structures of individualisation assumed in N"S"!ü". As we

shall see, N.S.l{" history was an embodiment of that Process

whereby spectacular displays of violence htere increasingly

giving way to views whieh demanded that po\^¡er assume noñ-

violent pedagogic forms.

In the next chapter, I will use material from N"S.!ü. nevls-

papers, primarily on execuËions to e>çlore in more detail how

views of pgnishment and criminality structured the ideological

formulation of state-class por¡¡er. Even in public executions,

organised aror¡nd the drama of shame, there r^7ere nevertheless

ideological moments which had as their content something more

than the disfiguring of the body. In<leed, the disfiguring of

the body !.ras part of a more general personification of state-

class poT¡'er in which the relationship of upper Ëo lower "i""
individuals was concePtu.alised through the metaphor of the

relationship of reason and sensibility to the disorderly

effects of unrestrained and undisciplined passions. The beg-

inning of the first chapËer established the presence of this

metaphor in Britain, the next chapter will explore its role

ín creating a culture of terror which was simultaneously the

personification and deificaËion of political po\^7er in N"S'Vü"
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(A) INTRODUCTION

This chapterrs concern with public executions lies in

how they reveal the r¡nderlying ideological asstmpËions form-

ulating and legitirnising the staters relationship to the

indívidual. In breaking Ehe taken-for-granted assr:urptions on

which social reality reste{, Ëhe prisoner often forced those

in authority Ëo reveal what those assurrptions Ìsere in the

process of reinstltuting them. Contained in Èhe assumptíons

underlying staËe po!¡er !{as a theory of man.

The substantial sPace which crime literature occupied in

the early N.S.W. press has been noted by historians, who have

mostly attributed and dismissed it sinply as horror stories,

sensationalÍsm and cautionary tales.1' My main argument is

that crime literature, like the crininal justice system it

reported, üras a form of anthropology: an exploration into

the social and moral possibilities of hr.rman existence;2' a

philosophical search for hr.rman nature in the particularities

of its aberratio.r".3' The aesthetic quality and popularity

of crime literature, its sensaËionalism, r,r7as derived from

its perceived arËiculation of universal hr¡nan "truths", qual-

ities and attributes within the moral particularities of any

The Press in Australía1 H. May
Clark,

€f,
A s o a CL

, pp.10, L2-L31'
o1.I, pp.207-208

c. M. H.
257;

es 1803-R. B.
L920, pp.3, 2

s poinË, with respect to
t of Biblical Narrative,

bib-lical tales,
p.157.

see R. Alter,

eÌ^7S a T ess in New South I{a
,I

2. On thi
The Ar

3. 0n this theme in contemP oTaÍ philosophy, see C.L. Becker,
The Heavenl cir of the E Ëeenth-Cen Philos hers
Pp.
E.

s
Ruthstein, sËems of Order and

con emporary rature, see

Eighteenth Cen v c on , P.
in Later
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actual individual deviati-orr.1" This claim to universality

allowed the audience to participate in the story' They could

explore, in the objectified medium of its narrative events,

a sense of their own Christian fallibilíty as human beings.

One of the phenomenological characteristics of reading,

as Magliola poinËs out, is that at the same time as "readers

apprehend represented sPace, they ficticiously transpose

Ëhemselves into the literary work's centre of orientation,

and to a certain extent forget Ëheir ovtn centres".2' I am int-

eresËed in the specific ideological effects produced by the

possibility of incorporat.ing the reader into the narrative

sEructure of execution texts. I am also interested in the

nanner in which these texts involved a cultural construction

of human evil, which rvas in part an aestheticising of terror?'

This aesËheticisation took place within an ideological struct-

ure which legitimated the state and, moreover, the general

personal idiom which pohTer assumed in coLonial N.s.!ü..

It is all too easy aqd tempting Èo represent the history

of N.S.Ìü" as the replacement of terror with ideological hegemony"

In such an approach, this chapter would explore the role of

force in constructing class relations and the following

1. "The work of art is
r¡niversal because i
go". M. Dufrenne,
iençe, p "482.

that singular es
t takes singula4i
The Phenomenology

sence which attains the
ties as far as it can
of Aesthetic Exper-

Novak has argued, that the popularity of streeË crime lit-
erature in England during the eighteenth century as, com-
pared to the ñovel, I^Ias that its-explo_Iations I^lere based onï'truthtt, on the "actualtt, rather thän t'fictionalt' condition
of man. M.E. Novak, "'Appearance of Truth': The Liter-

I

2. R"R" Magliola,
ion, p "122 "

Phenomenology and Literature . An Introduct-

3. M" Taussig,
Casement I s
Torturett;
p. 47t.

"Culture of
Putumayo ReP
Comparative S

Terror Sp ace of Death. Ro ger
ort and the Explanation of
tudies in Societv and Hi s torv L984,
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chapters, which deal with the faurily, education and philan-

thropy, would deal with the incréasing emergence of processes

of ideological incorporation" The problem with such an

approach is that it deals with terror and vÍolence as materíal

attributes whích are qualitatively different from those

pedagogic mechanisms which dominate men by capturíng their

minds. I,ttrat this ignores however is how terror is created

and mediated by culture; how it gains it symbolic power and

efficacy as terror within a particular cultural construction

of the self. This chapter of the Ëhesis wilL explore the idea-

tional structure of that culture of state terror which N.S.Iü.

newspapers helped creaËe and circul-ate " Ideological hegernony

will not be treated as supplemenLing the use of terror, but as

being arËiculated throúgh it.

My interpretative approach is thus different from Alan

Atkinson's treaËment of corporal pr.rnishment in N.S.I^1.. He

viêws ideological hegerþny as that which preceeds and ends

with the beginning of viol-ence. Pr-rnishmenË is treated as a

site of force, while the preceeding Ërials are viewed as

ideological: "Terror - always â poor method of controlling

labour was supplemented in the counËry areas by an ideolog-

ical hegemony manifest mainly in the Courts".l' In my aPP-

roach violence is noL treated as non-concepËual, as pure

irraËional energy which operates only at the material level

of the body. Instead I treat the violent disfigurement of

the body as a powerful ideological idiom in a context where

por,rer relations took on a personal form.

1. A. Atkinson "Four Patterns of Convict Protestrr, Labour
History, Vol.37, November 1979, P.30"
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I wish to conclude this introductory section with a

note on sources. I{hile I will be making some reference to

books written by those in authoríty á.nd to official corr-

espondences, mosË of the maEerial for this chapter comes

mainly from Australia's first nel^/sPaPer, the Sydney GazeBte ,

which began publication on 5 March 1803. Operating partly

for the private profiÈ of its printer, ex-convict George

Howe, the nerÁrspaper I^ras also an organ of the state: being

pririted on a goverrrment press, using government paper and

ink, with Howe being paid an official salary.1' Initially
Ëhe Sydney Gazette was printed at Government House in a small

rpom, later iË was moved to a building built by the govern-

ment at Macquarie Street"2" Prior to October L824, the Sydney

GazetÈe was under strict censorship, sometimes carried out by

the Governor himself, but ûþre often by the Colonial Secret-
2ary.'' Above iËs masterhead, on the front page, it printed

the words f'Published by AuËhorítyrr. The Sydney Gazette was

thus a najor instrusìent for producing and and disseminating

official staËe ideology.

Executions Tdere also reported frequently in The Aust-

ralian and The Sydney Monitor when they began publication

in the rnid-1820's. Though Ëheir reports were often struct-

ured similarly to the Sydney Gazettets , I will not be drawing

as extensively on Èhem because both became the Opposition

Press. Indeed both these nelvspapers focussed increasingly

upon publíc sËaËe violence as a means of criticising the

1. hialker, op.cit., p.3.
2. Clark, op.cit., Vol.II, p.161.
3. Yayer, op . cit. , p . 10 ¡ _ lrlalker, op. cit. ,Gazette, 6 February 1828.

p "4; Sydney
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organisaË1on of political poÌ{er in Ëhe colony. Their

critique is analysed in chapters ten and el-even, when I can

deal with it as part of the emergence of a eapitalist sector

with democratÍc synpathies.
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(B) VIOLENCE AND SOCIETY

(i) Public Punishmen ts and Social Hierarchv

Before N.S.!ü. press reports of publíc executions and

the trials preceeding them can be analysed, it is necessary

to extend the analysis of criminality and punishment begun

in the preceeding chapter, by locating my argument within

the specific ethnographic context of N.S.I^1. rather than

Britain. Executions in N.S.l{. represented the aPex of. a hier-

archy of qualitatively different pr:nishments, nearly all of

which ürere public and designed to fuse shame with terror.

These lesser punishments and degradation riËualsl' gained

their ultimate justificaÈion from capital pr:nishment, on the

grounds of preventing its exercise. There was a range of such

pr:nishments: placement in the stocks, sometimes with the ears

nailed to the pillory; being publicly whipped, anything uP to

1,000 lashes was reported frequently in the êarly Sydney

Gazette; being branded with a hot íron; having one's head

shaven or being forced to r,rear dístinctive clothing; hard

labour on public works or in remote penal colonies; solitary
confinement; and finally being execuÈ"d.2' Reflected in
this hierarchy, or in Ëhe length and severity of any of these

'pr:nishments, oE in their combination, r^ras an atËempt to quant-

ify evil; to measure (1) the disorder the prisonerts

violence introduced into society; and (2) the subjective dis-

order from which the prisonerfs violence was seen to emanate.

I

scheme of soci
Successful Deg
Sociology, 6L, March L956, p.420.

2. For a description of ttr.is hierarchy of terror, see Sy,dnev
Gazette, 10 June L824.

Harold Garfinkel has defined a degradation ceremony as:
"Corrnr:nicative work directed Ëowards transforming an in-
dividual's :i-dentity into an identity lower in the group' s

al types." lt. Garfinkel, "Conditions of
radation Ceremonies". American Journal of
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This hierarchy of punishments in N.S"üü" made possible

the appropriation of convict labour, both by the Crown and

by an emerging class of capitalists. In 1833 there vrere

23,357 male convicts in N.S"I^I" and 5,829 reported cases of

corporal punishment" Nearly 33 percent of the corporal

puníshments l,.Iere listed as punishments for Absconding and

Absenting. Disobedience, Disorderly Conduct, Neglect and

Idleness, and Insolence accounted for another 46"9 Percent,

with the average flogging being 41 lashes"l' lfhilst masters

could not legally pr:nish their o\^/n convicts, the magistrates

who could order corporal punishment, fikà other judicial

functionaries, I^/ere mostly lüealthy private citizens or milit-

ary and civil officers. Capital punishments hTere initially

handed out by the Court of Criminal Jurisdiction" It was

convened by the Governor, hrho also appointed its members. It

consisted initially of a Judge Advocate and six military off-

ic.r".2' In 1823 a Supreme Court was established ancl capital

punishment,s came under its jurisdiction, the jury hearing such

trials beíng made up of 7 rnilitary officials. The main change

consisted in the position of judge and prosecutof being sêpn

arated, with the Attorney General prosecuting crlminal ""r""1'
Since milÍtary officers I^rere allocated convict servants as

parË'payment for their duËies,4" they had a general interest

in maintaining duËifulness and submissiveness amongst servantts.

Military officers, like nearly all other judicial officials

hTere also often landholders or owned some other significant

Shaw, ep. cit. , p.202.
For a description of thi-s Court, see Collins, op.cit.,
Vol.1, pp.9-L2.

. I^I.G. McMinn, A Constitutional Historv of Australia , P.20.

I
2

3

'4 Bigge,. R.pgf!,
I October 1814

Vo1.3, p.96; Sydney Gazette, 3 September,
"Government anffis".
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form of property which distanced them from the bulk of the

population.

Convicts \ârere asseuibled frequently to witness execuLions,

with the miliËary often arranged under arms in a circle around

the condemned prisoner, who was often of convict origi"''lo

Executions, for theft, l7ere often justified on the grounds

Ëhat the crime had been connnitted by a servant against his

o\^n mast "r.12' 
IncreaSed terror was Seen aS neCessary partly

because of the difficulty of preventing such offences; and

also because the prisoner! s depravity was seen to be all the

more greater because he had abused a relationship of "con-

fidence" "

The JUDGE ADVOCATE. . .exPi
ity of his offence; .obse
att-t h. must necessarilY h
to-Purloin his naster's P
artifices \^lere unsusPecte
which ít was almost imPos
of protecting a propertv. which b,einq,*i:lil^li?,pottt
*""'also in ñis ôharge, he had abused the conrrdence
iãposed'it--nfor, an¿_ Etråreby evin"-"g t- depravity of mind
whïch now left'hiur little hope of leniencY:

SvdneY GazetEe, 11 June 1809'

Such prisoners hTere also spãüen of as having "violated a sacred
L

trust""-' Servitude was a duty individuals owed to their masters

and was analagous to the obedience they owed to their Maker,,S'

Both forms of obedience r^7ere founded upon "fear and tremblingt'.

According to one religious tract printed in Sydney, the fear of
political authorities and masters was an extension of the fear

1. For a description, see C.i,t. Tench,
Years (L789) , p.44.

Sydney's First Four

2. Sydney Gaz4Ie, 19 February, 19 August, 25 November 1804,
ll May 1806, 19 June 1808.

Sydney Gazette 4 September 1808.

19 August 1804.Sydney Gazette,
. On the construction of the relationship of the individual

to God rvithin a master-servant idiom, se e Notes on a Sermon

3

4

5

Delivered, delivered by Rev. I^1.P" Crook, c.
mãffir Sydney, ML, Doc. 578.

ATTA.
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of God.1" Coercive class relationships r'rere justified on the

religious grounds that "Ëhe God of Israel said, he that ruleËh

over men must be jusË, ruling in the feat of Godll.2"

l{ith the emergence of a private ProPertied class in NoSollo,

the criminal justice systemfs role increasingly became the

violent protection of those propertied relations which under-

pinned private capÍtal accumulation. Between the years 1819

and 1824 inclusive, of the 95 individuals executed only 16 were

for murder, 42 were for "highway robbery or putting in fear

and stealing in a dwelling houser', 15 for burglary, 18 for

stealing livestock, and 4 for forgery"3' These figu:ies show

that nearly 84 per cent of the criminals T^rere executed for off-

ences against property. In the early Sydney Gazette, crimes

against lives'tock and money r^lere presented as attacking the

future progress of the colony.4' In a speech to a capitally

convicted prisoner, the Judge Advocate spoke of forgery as a

crime which ttstruck at the very root of conrnerce independently

of the losses it entailed on those who were its inrnediate

sufferers".5:

It was not just by attacking the distribuÈion of properEy,

Ëhat the prisoner hindered the realisation of economic progress

1. Anon., Relative duties according to the Holv Scripture
(1817) , pP.1-4 , 16-l-7 .

2" Ibid. , p"2.

Brisbane to Bathurst, 28 January 1825, IIRI!, Vo1"XI,
(enclosure), p.479.

Sydney GazetEe , L7 July 1803, 5 April 1807, 5 September LBI2'

3

4

5 Sydney Gazette , 16 February 1811.
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in N.S.t{. " It was also because his crime in N"S.W. denied the

efficacy of the state's mechanisms for producing norality.

Improvements in morality were seen to be closely bound up with

the ability of the colony to prospqr.l'

The enlargement of the mind, _and improvement of the
*arrrrers aie objects worthy of our most serious and un-
limited attentLon, as not only the credit but the pros-
perity and welfare of. posteríty are irmnediaÈely depend-
ang Svdnev GazeLte 31 July 1803, "Amicus".

By couurittíng a crime in N.S"!ü.,the prisoner t'had con¡rnenced a

new caïeer of guilt" and in doing so he t'gave sufficient evíd-

ence thaÈ a life of crime obtained with him a preferen"u".2'

Referring to three condenrted críminals on the scaffold, the

Sydney Gazet't'e , L7 April 1819, made the point thât "Ëheir

corporal appearance in the last stage of suffering betrayed

not the appearance of wanL". The prisonerts crime was Seen

as his alternative to industry and reformaËion. IÌe was

presented as I'the unprincipled locusË, who only regards

society as a cornmon Prey, and whose only inclination is to

r^7rest from others, that which he has no desire by industry

to obtaittt,.3' In short, he was a syurbol of unproductive

egorsm.

Like the crime of escaped convicts, Ëhe condemned pris-

onerls crime was often presented as an irrational yet freely

chosen rejection of an ideal state. The realisaËion of that

happiness, which their station in life allowed them, required

See also p.284.

Sydney Gazette 16 November 1816.

L7 July 1803.

I
2

3. Sydney Gazette,
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only work, -'

Though capable by.""industry and moderate exertion of
procuring every comfort suited to their respgctive
äin¡urstañ""t and conditions, Yet they nevèrtheless pre-
ferred those courses which could not fail eventuall-y
to bring an ignominious and untinell end"- Svdnev Gazette, 4 SePtember 1808"

The prisoner's capital crime was the ultimate rejection of

society's possibilities for self-realisation.2' He was there-

fore represented as a Person moved by irrational freedom, that

is by a preference for self-destruction.

dulgence - Unhappily however, You P
conduct" sydney GazeEEe, L

87.

country; and here,
, \Á7ere you placed in
sen in the esteem of
of favour and in-

referred a contrary
9 August 1804.

such an ideology of freedom justified the legal system's

process of individualisation; whereby the prísonerts crimewas

removed from the social circumsÈanees within which it emerged

and was made to reside in a subjective choice between good and

evil. Ttris ethical choice removed socíety from any resPonsib-

ility for Uhe crime" As we have seen, Ëhis choice between

good and evil r^ras openly equated with the choice between in-
dusËry and idleness"

As a symbol of the evil of u:rproductive egoism, the con-

denrred prisoner ran counter to the interests and production-

I See also Sydney Gazette, 7 August-1803,
theme in ãffiTG oñ caPed convicts,
26 February, 10 June 1804.

ttPhilott. For this
see Sydney Gazette,

, p"54. Nadel has
tarian ethic in N " S .!ü "lity of experience of

t that it was also produced
partly by the new economic gPPortr:nities for mobility
which the new colony offered.
For the idea of
rejection of so
see L" Bersani,

2"

crime, iil contemporary literature, as a
ciety's possibilities for self-realisation
A Futurä for Astvanax, P-66.
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Thisist ideology of an emerging capitalist class in N.S.VJ..

productionist ideology was aPtly sumned up in the "Prospectus"

of the Australian Agricultural Society in 1823, namely thaL

"there is no Eden in nature; all is from the industry of

ran".l' The condermred prisoner also ran Counter to that re-

formaÈive ideology of work, whÍ-ch underpinned the penal system

and which was Partly responsible for his transportation to

N.S.I^1.. This ideology occupied a prominent place in the

N.S.!í. press. The Sydney Gazette, 3 February L823, justified

a nelú system of penal discipline, which was organised around

stricter notions of employment, on Èhe grounds thaE:

where there is no relish for indusËry, there can be no
reverence for virtue; and where there is no remaining
seed of virtue, reformaÈion becOmes a hopeless CâllSêo n o

I,Ie advocate no unlawful rnethod to Propel- man to work,
but we say every legal severity should be resorted to,
in order to attemPt a transformation of the indolent,
drunken, and dishonest, inÈo industrious, sober and
honesÈ characters.

!ùith respecË to the free wage labourer, work was seen

to provide him with 'real' independence and liberty"2" In

contrast, the condeurted prisoner was sometimes Seen aS a

prisoner of himself, precisely, because he broke the necessity

to consume only what one produced. He removed the restraining

influence exercised by production over consr:rtption" In doing

so he unleashed the enslaved freedom of unresÈrained habítual

desire 
"

1 Svdnev Gazette 24 AprlL 1823.

2" "In all countries must the labourer, be h
whaÈ it may, suPport his independer-tce Þy
átt¿ ttt"tt hä'onc?:- degenerates into indolen
ence totters, and his claim to liberty is
Sydney Gazetxe, 18 March 1804;- see also
ffiig, "The Girdle".

is profession
his industry,
ce his independ-
annihilated. "

dn Gazette,
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o o oLhe
brough
which
co se
a e

Sv ey e
ort aèce

Junel

ir crimes , which in the instance of Gory -h7ere
i-"" bv an incautious use of spirítual liquors,
roãn Uäottn" habitual and leading him into a

lerated hís ruÍn. ".
813 (my emPhasis).

!,lork was seen as a disciplining structure capable of saving

the individual from his ovrn appetites" The sydney Gazette,

26 February 1804, claimed that Ít was because the youngman "lost

sight of his duty" that he "ultimately fell a vicËim to the

gratification of licentious appetites". In reporÈing the

escape of 13 convicts from their place of employment at Castle

Hill, rhe Sydney Gazette , 5 March 1803, describes Ëhat '!in Mrs.

Bean's house they gave alose to sensuality, equally brutal

and unmanly. ResisËance was of no avail, for their rapacity

was unbridled".

Part of the spectacle of the prisonerrs trial and exec-

ution was its psychological exploration into the prisoner's

self-destructive qualities: 'what led him to become "Lhe author

of his own.cala*ity", 
l' thaË is what led him to become boËh a

victim and prisoner of his own freedom.

Strange, very strangg that man shoufd,frimgglf-prePare
the dreadful storm whoie rage must f.aLL uPon himsälf
al-one . 2.

Rarely was the devil invoked as the dírect source of

self-imprisonment. Though religion figures prominently in

ner^Tspapers, I have not found any Press use of the chrietian

notion of the sensuous body as the site of a personal trans-

I c Gazette, 29 July 1804, "Simplex"; see also Sydney

azette, une 1804.
21 October 1804; though re2. S dne Gazette

s art c eto
also, I be lieve,

ferring in
Gazette was

of criminalitY.

escaped convicts the
in general characte

S

S

dn
pro em



cendental evil (the devil), as in the following sermon:

great purpose of the gospel is to subvert and expel that

90"

"the

spirit of sensuality whereby the devil leads and governs

those who are taken cap tive by him at his will" 1
(my emphas is ) i '

In the early censored press, Evil was viewed more as inrnanent

than Ëranscendental; iË came more from within the individual

than from outside of him. Indeed, there was a strong emphasis

on secular, psychological accounts of evil.

To the very mind itself, therefore, disaster must be
traced, for there the li ttle springs originate which
if noË tinely checke
down the preciP ice w

strength, and ro
,I lus

rresistib le"
d acquire
ith fury i

S Gazet-Ee 29 July 1804, "SiuPlêx"o

As the above quote illustrates, the prísonerts crime was

often seen to have its roots in irrationality. The writer
ttMentortt, Sydney Gaze|te, 4 March 1804, stated that he "hoped

Ëo pronounce Vice to be offensíve to our Nature, and Ínaccess-

ible to the mind until the rnild governmettt oí Reason is sub-

vertedt'.2' The Sydney Gazett-e , 2L July 1803, argued that:

"Fortunate for the world it is, that a depravity of mínd ís

generally accompanied by .a shallowness of understanding,

for Ëo .Ëhe association of vice and Folly Society is prínc-
?

ipal1-y indebted for its securityt"-'

The prisoner became a prisoner of himself, precisely

because he freely denied the rational aspect of his humanity;

that gift of his Creator that distinguished hirn from lower

I,I. G. Broughton A char de livered to the Cler of the
Archdeaconryo

,
f eT^7 t a ES p.u

See also Sydney Gazette; 29 July 1804, "Simplex",

1.

2"

3. S)¡dney Gazette, 24 JuLY 1803.

p
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forms óf life. I

No longer than we adhere to Èhe prilciples of justice can
r,üe act reasonably; and every conscious deParÈure from
those principles is a voluntary, a thankless dispensation
with the choicest gift of Ehe Creator,- Reason - the
sublimest of all facilities, that stamPs superiority over
any other terrestrial being.

Sydney GazetBe, 4 September 1808"

Similarly the Dfonitor, 6 June L826, spoke of "the God-like

faculties of the mind of man" which needed to be cultivated
so as to avoid "returning to our primit.j.ve nothingnêssrr.

In freely denying the use of his rational faculties, the pris-
oner denied the use of thaÈ which would have allowed him

to control- his r¡nbridled passions " His vras 'often rralr act per-

petuated in the impulse of a moment when the ebullition of rage

had overcome reflections and the mind night naturally be con-

sidered Eo have been agitated by excessive passion".2'

The specËacle here rras sÈill the paradox of the servile
will: ttnamely the concept of a man who is responsible and

captive, ot rather a man who is responsible for being captive.'3
However, I would argue, it rüas not siurply freedom as the source

of captivity Lhat rrTas the spectacle, buË also of freedom as

captivity; of freedom without sociarity and Reason becoming

a prison of Ínfinite self desire: thaË is self-destructive

1. t'Sad indeed is the reflection, that a human being, possessed
of every rational faculty with which nature has in cormnon
endowed his species, should of his ol,rrR accord and inclínation
reduce himself to the miserable refleqtion, that he can be
no further ugeful to his fellow creatures, than by an untimely
end to excite in others terror and distrust"o' .l¡ldney Ga49.tEe,
19 June 1808" See also Sydney Gazette, 26 Febx
12 October 1806

2. Sydney Gazette I June 1811.

3. Ricoeur, cP.c.L!.., p.101 , cf. P"151.

uary 1804,
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anarchy born ouÈ of being a prisoner of excessive unrestrained

passion. Thus the Sydney Gazette, 4 September 1808, spoke of

a condenrted prisoner aS having |ta relish for intenperancet',

thaË is, for excessive indulgence of a habitual appeËite: "He

had long addicted himself to evil habits, which produced an

indifference to his masterf s interestsfr.

The prisonerts execution in some instances could emerge

Ëo become a form of release from the prison of one's self as

the source of sin. David Collins, describing the last minuËes

of a prisoner, stated: "He appeared desirous of death, declar-

ing that he knew he could not live without stealing".l' Col-lins

also gave the example of James Bennet who "confessed that he

had often merited death before he committed the crime for

which he was then abouË to suffer, and that a love of idleness

and bad connexions had been his ruin".2' Similarly, Gough,

I'repeatedly in the ce1ls expressed his satisfaction at the

terminatíon of his r:nhappy career. I,lhen he entered the yard,

he knelt down, and with much emotion, kissed the little aPart-

ment in which he was presently to be deposited and Ehere to

rest till reanimated y the voice of the great Archangel. He

seemed to us by this act to signify, that he was glad to die.

He also kissed the rope.t'3'

Contained in the above execution articles and many others

IáIas a critique of absolute freedom as a form of self-impris-

1. Collins . op. cit. , Vol.1, P.200.
2. Ibid. , p"27

3. Monitor
.L827 "

, 24 September 1827; see also Austr4lian, 26 September
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onment bordering on irrati-ona1ity.l" In chapter eleven, I

will analyse the use of this critique by the Sydney Gazette

against political opponents" For the time being, I want to

point out that the relation of subjugation between Reason

and the Passions, which was seen as necessary for the form-

aËion of. a raËional free moral being, hlas used as a metaphor

for r¡nderstanding the relationship of the state to the indiv-

idual. In the political ideology of the time, the ultimate

embodiment of Reason was the state. Law was often spoken of

as the perfection of Reason" On the other hand, the lower

orders r/rrere often equated with the passions and irrationaliÈy.

Judge Advocate Collins, expressing the precarious relation-

ship of the lower orders to reason, exclaimed: "So easy is

it to impose on the minds of the lower class of the peop1""'2'

Such statements served Ëo justify the necessity for external

forms 'ôf¡ authority to the individual" They r^rere part of a

political ideology which parÈly conceived of reason as an

external yoke imposed upon man.

Reason his Yoke, deny the facÈ who can; 'And I lthe Yoke]' to i:hee [the pig] whaú Reason is to tnanl'

State violence, in the form of punishment, was part of

this external yoke which had to be imposed as a check on the

natural depravity of man. Phillip, of the day his conrnission

vras read, told the convicts that he "feared, that among such

l. This point has been made by Hilliard in his analysis of
conternpoxary crime fiction, op. cit " , p. 366 

"

2. Collins , op. cit. , p.40.
3 . Svdnev Gazet te , 6 July 1806, "The Pig and the Neck Yoke""
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a Nr¡rrber of Delinquents, there are some innately bad and

incorrigible, who are deterred from pursuing their vicious

inclínations onLy from the Fear of Pr¡nishnenL".l' Part of

the religious justification of state power in'N.S.!ü. in-

volved the argunrent of the necessity for coercive earthly

authority to counteract that evil which men carried with

them as the inheritors of Adam's first transgression.

The laws of God are so truly perfect, that I^/ere they
adhered to with proPer deference, the necessity of human
jurisprudence would soon be superseded; but it is in con-
sequence of manfs disloyalty and ingratityde to an All-
wis-e and bor¡ntiful Being that hman laws are rendered
indispensibly requisite Lo the prese_rvatio_n of_ goo-d- order,
and til the côunteraction ol that influx of evil, which
lmants first disobediencet introduced into this once
Paradisaical world, and which is handed down to Ëhe remot-
esE posterity. Sydney Gazette, 18 March 1824.

Discussing contemporal.y European literature, Bersani has

made the poinÈ that the construction of a. character into a

symbol of irrational desire served to legitimate the power of

external agencies and of society over him"2' This, I believe,

\Àras ver-y much the irnplicit meaning of stories in N"S.W. which

constructed convicts and the lower classes as creatures of

irraËional habitual- desires " The S Gazette 2I November

I8L2 gave the example of thTo men gambling away all their money

and clothes and then gambling Ëo see who would hang the other"

In the same issue, it also gave the case of a man who died from

the overconsump¡ion of gin. He was engaged in garnbling how

much he could drinlc. Judge Advocate Collins in his first

book described how the convicts began stealing corn as it

ripened. He wrote that "nothing seerned to deter them, and

C. trlorgan, Journal of First Fleet Surgeon, p.24.
Bersani, op. cit. , P.56.

1

2
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they nor^r cortrnitted thef ts as if they stole from principle;
for at this time they received the full ration, in which no

difference Ìüas made between them and the governor, or any

other free person in the colony,,.1.

The correctness of collins t observation about egalitar_
ian consumption is not relevant for my analysis. l.ltraË is
relevant was his construction of convicts as r:ndisciplined

consumers: "among the convicts there rÍere many who linew not
how to husband their provisions". As further proof he gave

the example of a convict who frmade his weekrs allowance of
fiour (eight pounds) into eighteen cakes, which he devoured
at one meal; he was soon after taken speechless and senseless,
and died the following day at hospital, a loathsome putrid
object"tr2' LaËer on, he gave the example of the death of a

rrTornan, rrho hâd overloaded "her stomach with flour and g{eens,
of which she had made a mess".3? He also gave the opposite

example of irrationar self-destructive desire amongst the
convicts. This was also occasioned by the excessive pursuit
of desire, hohrever, here it was not spontaneous and impursive
desire which was being contemplated, but desire in its fixated
form, which denied the individual immediate satisfaction and

ultimately the right to exist without its fulfilment. This
slas the case of a convict found dead from starvation and heat
exhaus tion.

It appeared that he h¿d no
eaten his allov¡ance of pro
in his box. IË was proüed
he was accustomed to- deny
necessary to hís existence,
and selling them for money,

1

?_

Co1lins, op.cit., Vo1.1, p.L46.

28 August 1803
Collins, op.cit., Vol.1, p.89.

see also the
Sydnev Gazett

3

e
example
,
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somehrhere concealed, in order to purchase his Passage
to England when his time should expire. 1"

Such a convicË manifested the irrational accumulative desire

of the miser, something which I will examine briefly in the

nexL chapter. Drunkenness l^7as often seen as a Source of a

criminal career which might ultimately lead to an execution.

Let us look at a portrait of Lhe drr¡nkard as another concrete

personal symbol of infinite and unsatisfiable desire.

. . .he [ttre drr:nkardl is perpetual-ly licking or smacking
his lips, as his Pa1ate were dry and adust" His is a
thirst that water will not qu€nch. He rnight as well
drink air" The whole world is contracted into a calker.
He would selI his soul, in such extremity, v/ere the black
bottle denied him, for a 8u1p of Glenbuet" Not to save
his soul from eternal firé, would he, or rather coul-d he,
if left alone with it, refrain from pulling out the plug,
and sucking awav at u"tttü:ål:å;, 

30 March , LBzg.

I want to expl-ore more closely why the prisoner was often

seen to be a prisoner of infinite Desire, of his ol{rl psycholog-

ical being" It is only then that Ìrre can'understand more fully

the cultural meaning of staËe violence: the fact Ëhat terror

rüas seen to inËroduce into the prisonerts lífe I'convictiont'

in place of his "loose enjoyments"?' For desire and violence

seemed Lo form two mutually related aspects of a temporal

existence, which in their struggle marked out its durationl'

The one, desire, introducing disordered violence into society;

the other, societyrs violence, being the introduction of order

into desire.

Ibid., p.48.
Sydney Gazette 17 July 1803, "Simplex".

1

2

3 . Desire as a part of temporal existence was opposed to
"that blessed state where 'they shall hunger no more,
neither thirst any morer"; Sydney Gazette, 26 June I
"Report of the soôiety fo r B@ndition an
Increasing the Comforts of the Poor".

803,
d
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Apart from a strong percepEion of the condenned prisoner

as being without reason; he was often seen as being without

memory. It was the failure of previous punishments to leave

an iurpression upon his mind that vras often used to justify

his death: "the dangers of the Past are unhapPily obviated

in an uncontrolled relish for inËemperance".1' Collins,

speaking of the failure of past punishment to deter convicts,

sEates that: "they appeared to be a peoPle wholly regardless

of the future, and not dreading anything that was not immed-

iately present to their own feelings".2'

Through this lack ofmemorY, the criminal is a prisoner of

the momentarY of impulr""?'4" such his desires are fulfilled

only momenËarily. Each ner^r Inoment Presents itself anew to him

as a neI^I question for self-fulfilment. His lack of memory

prevents the satisfaction of past moments from acting so as

to provide contentment and a break on any future pursuit of

desires. The result of thj-s conjuncture of a lack of memory

and impulsive desire was to produce the prisoner as a symbol of

infinite or unsaÈisfiable desire. The resù1t was also to

produce him as a symbol of fragmented being, in which the

present is incapable of unifying the existing self with the

synthesis of its past moments and its impending future.4'

Sydney Gazette , 4 September 1808.I
2

3

Col1ins, op. cit. , Vo1.1,

Thus the SYdneY Gazette,
"an unbriUled and horrib
may have been hurried in

97; see also P.473.
ctober 1805, states that bY
mpulse this unfortunate man
hê blackest of crimesl'.

to the construction of Per-
and literature at the time

a Self: Autobio and

p.1
60
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tot

4. On the relationshiP of memory
sonal identi inP hilosophy
see P.M. Spa Inl-n
Novel in Ei en
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The execution operates within the implicit psychological

view of the causes of criminality delineated above. The em-

phasis on deterrence in the penal system was an attempt to

create a being that remembers. AsNietzschepoints out, pun-

ishment is the social construction of memory.l' This was why

the conderrred prisoner would often be reprieved at the last

possible monent, after he had ascended the scaffold and was

apprehensi-vely awaiting the moment of death.2' A reprieved

prisoner might also be made to witness the execution of

fellow conspirators. These \^7ere atteûPts to deny the corrod-

ing influence of time on the mental faculties.

The three r^¡ho lÀrere respited attended the suff erers " . .
reading by them as theY -walked,of a sþectacle which under their
less hâve made an imPression tha

Sydney

and were the near witnesses
circt¡srstances must doubt-

t time cannot obliterate"
GazeÈte. 2l December f806.

This was also why the prisoner should ideally be executed as

sootr as possible after the discovery of hís crime;3' sometimes

ai the spot at which he committed his crime;4' and why "the

store attendants were indiscriminately ordered to attend on the

occasion, to be spectators of the pr:nishment of Robert Jillet,

who robbed the Kingl s sLore of salted porlc valued at I0
5'

shillings".-' a¡

F. Nietzsche, The Genea of Mo , pp .66-68.
On this point see
Political Philoso

The Princi les of Moral and

Australian, 18 October L826.

1

2

3

4

I/ü. Paley,
, PP .543

"By an order from the Governor, !h9 house in which the
murder was conrnitted was on thé,saturday pulled-down, and
ñ|f,t-to ashes i a temporary gallows wa-s èrected upon the
same spot..." Letter bY Rev.
Hardcastle in Some Letters o

Richard Johnson to JosePh
f Rev. Richard Johnson B"A"

First Chaplain of New South !üa

p. 38.

5. Svdnev Gazette, 17 APril. f803.

ES , êd. by G. Mackannes,
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These $/ere all mimetic devices for the social construct-

ion of memory: the first used time, the second sPace, and

the Èhird the social position of the sPectators as a badge

of identification. All aimed aL identifying more c1-osely

the ideological relationship between the ideas of crime and

pr:nishment. In doing so they rendered Ehat rel-ationship less

phenomenologically arbittary than it uright other:wise have

appeared.

(ii) Egoism and Hierarchv

The condenned prisoner, as a symbol of unrestrained, dis-
ordered individualism, represented the tyranny of egoism. As

such he represented those anarchic elements at the base of
society, which threaËened to reverse the interdependent

arrangement of its elements, if not to deny hierarchy itself.
In general, he violated that symmetry along which society was

organised"
Society may be compared with a magnificent sÈructure,
which êtep by step ascends to its most elevated and
exalted pinnâcle, the syunnetry of what is equally depend-
ent upon all its parts; in eiÈher of these if an imper-
fection be discovered, it must for the benefit of the
whole, be rooted out" Sydney GazeLte, 7 August 1803,

"Phi1o".

The execution was the radical removal of this evil, designed

to protect society from its own members.

As the tree that bareth evil fruit should be cut down, so
also lrere it fit thaË he should be cut off from Society,
to which he could not otherwise be useful, than by example
to deter others from treading in his fooËsteps. 1"

The GazeÈter s ideolo gy r¡ras ilirected towards fhe

presentation of notions of hierarchy as indispensable to the

1" Sydney G4zette, 16 February 1811"



nainÈenance of order and progress. 0n the 26 June 1803,

reprinted an extract "From the Reports of the Society for

100 
"

1r

BetËering the Condition and Increasing the ComforËs of the Poor",

which stated in part Ëhat:

it is...of infinite consequence that the poor should have
the fu1l benefit of RELIGION: that they should be ÈaughÈ,
in the sanctuary of GOD, the use of those gradations of
rank and weaLth, which in infinite wisdom he has thought
fit to establish in thís transitory lífe, ês stimulants
to the indusEry and energy of man.

Governor Darlingrs wife, in a manual intended to guide servants,

srrote:

Obey the orders which masters or misËress give ]ou". "alwâys remenbering it is their place to cotrmand and
your duty to obey, and that it is the great God himself
who appoints to all persons their stations and duties. 1"

Similarly, a religious tract in Sydney argued thaE: "there

is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of

God", " lfherefore curse not the King, noË in thy thought, noË

the rich in thy bed chamber".,Ëhe Lord naketh poor and maketh

rich".2'

It would be fruitless to go on multiplying examples of

Èhe pervasive nature of this ideology of hierarchy and its
religious justífication. I.lhat should be noted was its Holism;

its view of society as a set of interdependenÈ specialised

parts functioning Ëhrough hierarchy to proirote production and

the w-elfare of the whole. Society here was linked together by

a system of God-ordained reciprocity, which aLso constítuted

"one of the greatest benefits peculiar to mants superior naEur"r'.3'

1 E. Darling,
Humble Life

òI le Rul-es for the Guidance of Persons in
more art ar or oun T s t

q n n u e an t e
tlolonial Philanthrop v in Australian hlelfare

Historv, ed. R. Kennedy, p.24.
2" Anon" Relative ducies. " " , PP"T,4,5"
3" Sydney Gazet-t.e , I April 1804; Sydney Gazette , 6 March L824"



In this system of reciprocity "the portion of obligation

under to society depend upon our o$ln utility'í.1' The dutie

the poor rùere noË to be a burden upon others, but to be self-
)

sufficient. -' The prisoner's crime, as a manífestation of
egoism, broke this system of reciprocity: "his coutmerce with

society was solely-pointed to its disadvanEage and most serious

3.r-nJury".

Vüithin this hierarchícal model of socieüy, order was

dependent on each part fulfilling its allotted task" This

meant the t'cheerful accePËance of our providential allotment"Í'

Thus the writer "Lnquisitive Observer" i-n the Sydney GazeLte

1 May 1803, cri-ticised the mobility offered to the lower classes

by trade on the grounds that it was "the duty of every indiv-

idual to confine hirnself to his professional talents" ".and to

improve his ability in Ëhe branch to which he has been bred, as

he can thereby, and thereby only,.hope to render himself import-

ant to society."5' Similarly, Lieutenant-Governor Foveaux

claimed in the Sydney Gazette , 28 August 1808, to learn "with

equal indignation and surprise, that Men who have been Prisoners

in the Colony have so far forgotÈen their former condition as

to obtrude themselves into Courts of Justice in the character

of Counsellors and Advocatesrr. This was a practice he was deter-

mined to prevent, it was not only I'destructive of Justicer', but

"injurious to decency".6' Similarly gaurbling amongst the lower

, 31 July 1803.

" rbid..
. Sydney Gazette 16 November 1816"

. Sydney Gazette , 29 June 1829 "The Friendly VisiËant".

see also the article o
ovember 1808"

ists
y did
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n

1. Sydney Gazety-'e

2
3

4

5 . This criticism, I would claim, rlTas directed at emancip
becoming involíed in trade" This ideology- of hierarch
not dísãppear with Governor Macquarie and his favourab
aËtitudes toT¡rards emancipists .

Gazette, 15 APril 1804;

are

6" s
ty Gazette, 13 N
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orders r,,las criticised because it "formed a leading incentive

to enorraity'r, that is it caused the individual to think of

himself larger than his allotted tol..1' A Sydney religious

tract warned servants: rrPut not forth thyself in the pres-

ence of the King, and stand not in the place of great men".2'

Part of the fascination with crirninality in the literature

of the time was its exploration of the spectacle of egoisqr

which did not know its place in society" The sPectacle being

partly the problem of a man v¡ho conceived and desired more than

he could socially realise" As Hilliard sees it: "The typical

eighteenth century villain can be described largely ín relation

to the earthly paradise" Restless and mobile, governed by

impulse rather than tprinciplet, he ís incapable of connnitting

himself to atfixedt place in society, and thus to a rfixed'
t

selftt." This is evidenced in his desires to assume roles and

positions he was not born into" He, ín a sense, abrogates to

himself the power of self-definition which ought to reside in

the hands of others

This theme is evidenced in the Sydney Gazette's narration

of the "true" criminal career of Dick Smith, who at the age of

eighteen "comnenced the notion of being a gentleman. Having

been reared to no particular profession""4'Di"k Smith lacked

the necessary criteria needed to become a gentleman, namely:

"a moral recitude of conduct; secondarily, an English Educ-

ation; tertonally fsic.] , a knowledge of those languages

which distinguished men in the upper classes of society;

. Sydney Gazette, 15 April 1804.

. Anon, Relative Duties..., p.4.
Hilliard, cP.c:!q. , p.364.
Sydney Gazette, 1 JanuarY 1820.

1

2

3

4
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fourthly, the address that consumates the gentlemanly char-

acter; and fifthly, the obligingness of manners that concil-

iates man to man.rr His want of these qualities led respecË-

able men to exclude him from their corrpany, upon which Dick

Smith associated with those below himself and conmenced

upon a life of vice" This combined with his fashionable ex-

travagance led to the bankruptcy of an aunt and a nr¡nber of

gentlemen, whose 13 children \,{ere forced uPon the parísh as

orphans" Dick Snith managed to escaPe from England, where

he was wanted, only to be seized as a slave in a ship near

Spain, where upon he I'rntent off to expiaËe his crimes among

Ëhe Arabs".1'

This story Ilras part of a larger discursive strategy in

which Imagination disturbed the social order by allowing the

individual to think of possible forms of consturption not

suited Èo his means and social condi-tion. Vice and Foible

rúere seen to f'both originate in the romantic meanderings of

the imagination unguided by the torch of reasott".2' Specul-

ation, the writer "Moderatiotl" claimed, led the individual

to lose himself in "thaÈ vast variety of character thaË marks

the peculative man, and bends him Ëo so many shapes and figures

as ultimately to leave the world in darkness as to his original". 3

Imagination was thus that realm within which man risked losing

himself . IË was also a realm which knew no limits: "TnIe some-

times sacrifice to the blessings of composure and tranquility

to indulging in the anticipations of unbridled fancy'.'.4' It

Sydney Gazetle
Sydney GazeBte

Sydney Gazette,

1 January 1820.

29 JuLy 1804, "Simplex".
19 October 1811, "Moderationr'"
7 August 1803, "Philo".

1

2

3

4 " Sydney Gaziette,
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I^ras that realm within which man removed himself from the dis-

cÍplining reality of his social existerice. The Sydney Gazette,

10 April 1803, stated that "!ve know of nothing that can be

deemed more prejudicial to Civil Society, than a desire to

soar above the region to which our circunstances ought to limit

us". It went on Ëo conclude that it would be better for Lhe

individual to "suppress the chimerical plan of aerial casËle-

building in its infancyt', Ëhat wreËchedness always falls upon

"the thoughtless and exËravagantr'. .These arguments suggested

to the reader that discontents originated in the mind, rather

than in actual circumstances;1' and that críme had its origins

in the desires of an individual fuelled by imaginative .ambÍtion.

The Sydney Gaze1te¡ 23 October 1808, discussing íllicit dis-

tilling stated that:

the notion of rraking money at a rapid pace
intoxicate the-Er?Eãffiscinated with th
those lawful pursuits which r^lere moderatel
ncust of necessfty give way to the theoreti
and neglected industry very soorl presents
retrosPect at which reflexion sickens.

Imagination was thus viewed as the root of unrestrained

individualism in which egoism only knew its own inÈernal con-

straints. The criminal over-realises himself, in doing so he

becomes a syuibol of autonomous indi-vidualism, which to the

extent that it is self-defining is also sel,f-defeating. As

Hilliard has aptly Put it: frattempts 4t self-extension result

in an imaginary freedom or autonomy thaÈ is itself the l^lorse

sort of confinementtt.2'

In opposition to the self-çontained and seLf-defining nature

of criminality, the ideology of hierarchy stressed the individual

1, See letter bY I'Philo", Sydney

is
ei
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apt to
llusion
roductive
chimera;

us with a

'2 
" Hilliard, oP. cit. , P "362 "

Gazette 7 August 1803.
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discovering hís rneaning and moral identity only in relationship

Ëo the whole. Thus ttËhe man whose characteristic indolence

denotes him to be useless to society cannot be esteemed morally

useful to himsel¡""1' This ideology emphasised duty and

altruism, oD men foregoing theír Present self-inËerests and

making sacrifices for the benefit of all. It stressed char-

acter, of men discovering Ëheir identity in the estimations

of others.2' For it is through Ëhis means that they escaPe

egoism and are rendered social and moral creatures.

Life is itself a continual series of obligations,
which the various orders of Mankind are united in e

Ereat Order of Socíety: the present happiness of everY
dual ds dire y on the oP inion that othêrs

by
rh

indivi
entertain

depen
of him

ctl
and thi s opinion is shaped by his

S GazeLte 8 April 1804,
cus

conduct in discharging his coûmon duÈY.

The importance of public estinaËÍon in this ideology of

hÍerarchy goes a large way to explaining, I believe, the cult-

ural meanÍngs underlying the public nature of punishmenËs.

Their terror lay partly in the sense of shame they sought to

produce" Executions hTere frequenÈly referred to as "ignomin-

ious". Shame, âs distinct from guilt, is Èhe estimation of

oneself from the standpoint of the Other as morally at fault.3'

lltrilst guilt is the internal self-perception of oneself as

morally blameworthy.4' I would argue that in the execution

the sense of shame emerges partly out of the prisonerts loss

of control over his bodily functions and movements in his last

t Sydney Gazette 12 August 1804.

is morality
ourselves
one, can have

s Ëhey are more
so far as our
, L6 September

1804.
3" M" l{atanson,

pp"35-36.
A Critique of Jean-Paul Sartrel s

2. t'Character is as essential in civil society as
Ëo Ërue Religion". "The opinion vre entertain of
tho' few of us are apt to enterËain a very bad
but little influence uPon our circumstances, a
or less affected by the conceP
worthiness becomes its theme""

Èion of others,
Sydney GazeLt.

4 . Ricoeur , gP.c:!q. , pp " 81- 82 , 103- 104 ' L45 
"

e

Ontology
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moments. The body is in its nature public, its imPortance

for the construction of the self lies not sirnply in Ëhat I

disclose my identity to the other through my body, but that

I also apprehend myself through the other apprehendíng me

Èhrough roy body. Indeed, as Sartre points out, the Other

always has a more total vi-ew of one's own body. This means

that the sel-f is partly dependent on the other's percePËion

of the body for its own self perception. In short, mY body

becomes that site at which the consÈruction of my identity

is no longer my own but an intersubjective Proces.'1"

As he struggles Èo breathe, dancing at the end of a rope,

so also the prisoner loses control over that material synrbol,

which in everyday life he controls in order to manage his

relationships and identity with oLhers. As such he symbolic-

ally reproduces the causes of his own criminality in Ehat

servile will which emerges from an uncontrol-Ied body. His

death became an objectification of the way he lived: sPont-

aneous, momentary nerve impulses responding uncontrollably to

the world and totally subordinate to the body as a biological

organisn. The dancing of the body is a metaphor of disordered

being and a sign of its disordering actions.
. " "after a few moments struggli the unfortunate crirn-
inals Ìtrere no longer conscious what passed around

oB,
of

them. Death was not long Ín seizing on his victim.
During the Èirne prescribed by law the bodies continued
suspended as the sPor t of the winds.

Sydney Gazette 12 August L826"

The execution was also f.ot a moment, consciousness trapped

within a body it cannot control. It, to use a phrase of George

Sirmnel's, attacked t'the perceived domination of the mind over

1. J Sartre, Being and Nothirtgness, pp"460-463"
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the circumference of our being".l' As such, it attacked that

internal hierarchy of dominance which determines the ability

of an individual to control the emergence of the self in

everyday life.

But punishment rdas also seen as the resËoration of

bala¡rce to the world for evil done. If the prisonerts crimes

attacked the social hierarchy, then society would respond

equally by attacking the internal- hierarchy of his own being"

Violence is often instrumental in degradation ceremonies,

it is able to effect a transition in staËus, destroying the

individual's control of his public identity, by desÈroying his

conErol over his body. Violence destroys the graterial object

which mediates the intersubjective Process. Here we need to

remember that to possess character at this time was to possess

the quality of self-discipline. "For self-command is not

only in itself a virtue, but frorn it all the other virtues

seem to derive their principle lustres".2' If transportation

v¡as regarded as an alternative to the death sentence, it was

parEly because it also involved the loss of control over onets

body, in this case the ownership of oners labour. To be pr:n-

ished was to lose possession and conËrol of onets self. But

whereas transportation T^7as the disciplining of the mind

through the body, the executiol'l l^7as the release of the soul

from an undisciplined body.

A terror of shame also underpinned the infliction of add-

itional punishments on Èhe dead bodies of more notorious crim-

G. Sinrnel, "The Aesthetic Significance of the Faceil
Essays On Sociology, Philosophy and Aesthetics, ed"
K.H. !'Iolff , p"277.
Sydney Gazetxe, 20 l4ay L824.
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inals. Such as in the body of a murder being given to the

medical profession for dissection and in the practice of

hanging dead bodies in chains.l' ThÍs was Partly an attempt

to produce torture without pain. This fragmentation and de-

composition of the body above the ground can also be inter-

preted as an aËtack upon the wholeness and integrity of the

self by attacking the body as the public symbol of that

wholeness. In other t^Iords, this fragmentation of the body

represents an objectification of that inner fragmentation

of self which was seen to define Èhe prisonerrs crimínality"

The destruction of the prisoner! s body after his death was

also a staEement that even in death he did not regain Poss-

ession of hímself. The state pursued its rights to his body

beyond the grave, indeed to the point of denying the body a

grave.

1. The fact that these punishments w the
fiison.r's apprehension of-himsel f
the Other "att'be 

gathered from th 6 '
The Australian stated that Ëhe su
appeãffi-hãìñ that horri{Ying ef' n
tiris country as elsewhererr. It g act
that in N.S'.W. "the unfortunate c ly
far removed fronn kindred and earl ere
there are no friends - tno vTomen he
becomes indifferent as to the disposal of his body after
death".
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(cl EGALITARIA¡{ISM Al{D THE SACRIFICE

Having dealt with the ideological context within which

punishment gained its cultural meanings, I wil.l now Ëurn to

an analysis of the criminal trial which preceeded Ëhe execuËion.

It formed the first sËage of a degradation ceremony culminaËing

in the hanging. The Judge Advocate in the early years o,f the

colony was both Judge and Prosecutor. He claimed to speak for
society as a whole and from this position, ãt the end of the

Ërial, he often denounced the convicted prisoner as an I'out-
1sider",-" but more especially, a symbol of irreclaimable evi1"

offence that oncemore devotes you is of the same heinous nature
with that to which I Painfully allude:- The charitable
designs of u already have perverted, and are
no more rüor mercy you have abused. Do not then,
I now conjure Ioü, deceive Yourself with a false hope,
which terminating in disappointment, nay dash that amp 1e
sincerity of repen tence which must suPport you under
affliction, and constitute the only path of for veness
l-n an ever lastin$ wor ld, wherein I hope you wil obtain

Mercy
unpro le fullythat which here you cannot crave. Let not a moment

Pas s fitably by: and may your s
ind"oPerate uPon the minds of those I

18 May 1806.Sydney tte

"Tlre denouncer must publicly claim and manage the status
of bona fide representative of the group of witnesses" and
"from this position he must name the perpetrator as anroutsider' ". Garfinkel, op. cit " , p.1.
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As the above speech illustrates, the prisoner hTas Presented

generally as having stubbornly refused to mend his "vicioust'

vrays, as having "an unconquerable Ínclination to abominable

coursest'.1' Líghter punishments on him, and also others, had

failed to produce moral reform, something more drastic was now

necessary if oEhers were to be saved from iunrorality, crime

and the ga1lows.2'

His Crimes rüere very numerable, and his puni
quenÈ, till aË length he unhappily became no
in society, than by a melancholy example to

Sydney Gazette, L6

7 January 1807, speech by Governor; J"

shments fre-,
further use

Trtarn others. " .July 1814"

The prisoner's present capital offence was ofËen presented as an

abuse and lack of sensitiviËy Ëo previous merciful judicial

decisions; it was thus furLher proof of the prisonerrs under-

lying depravity and irreclaimability.
The designs of clemency he had unhappily perverted, and
callous to every grateful sentiment that should have
produced reformaËion and amendnent, he resumed his vicious
courses. Sydney Gazette, 27 AprLL 1806.

ExecuËions in NoSotrilo $rere particularly susceptible to this type

of interpretation because Ëransportation from Britain was jusË-

ified as a compassionate alternative to the death senten""" 3'

The execution, unlike the prisonerts violence, r^7as not

regarded as the rupture of social relations and order, but

as the restoration of a sacred order through violence. It
r^ras often spoken of within the religious idiom of an act of

I Sydney Gazette, 18 May 1806.

2" The justi.fication of harsh violent punishments on the basis
of piisoner's abusing previous leniency-emerged vgry early
in Ñ. S "I^1. " 0n the dãy- Governor Phillip's Conmission and

the laws by which the Colony was Ëo be governed r^rere read:
'lHe Lold them that he was . sorry to find he could no longer
govern them by Lenièncy " ; I,lorgan, op, cit" , p "29 "

3. For an explicit justification of transportatio_n_ -1s a human-
itarian aiternative to the death sentence in N"S.I^Ï., see

Voyaee of Governor Phillip to Botanv Bav
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,,atoIìemen¡,'i.IEwasa1sooftenreferredtoasa''@'';

for it was that síte at whÍch the cornn¡¡¡tity spilled the blood

of one of its members so thaË it could continue to exist' As

Girard points out "the sacrifice serves to Protect the entire

conrnrmity frorr its own vio1"rrce".1' The use Of the term "sac-

rifice" to characterise state executions denoted the union of

church and state and their close partícipation in the carrying

out of this politico-religious ritr¡al. For Ëhe prisoners crime

1nTas a violation of both sacred and secular laws. The Monitor,

L7 February L827, referred to a public execution as:

another signal instance of the ar¿fuI consequ-elce? of
*rUriat"d lassion - in which the shedder of blood is
called to make atonement to the outraged ordinances of,
trir-U.t"r and the enactments of man, Eor the safety and
well-being of societY.

The blood spiLt was partly to aPPease an angry God.

Heaven" was seen Ëo direct the "Hand oÈ Justice".2"

particularl-y the case in murders, where ít was cLaimed that

blood demanded blood and God was often seen to play a role in

revealing the murderer:;3''

The grea
crimes,
l¡orld. . .

BuË the execution was also a sacrifice to socieÈy and to a

Legal system conceived of in transcendental terms: "the pains

of death Ìilere a retribution which the law required; the present

situation of the Colony was unforËrurately such as to render

t Al-l-ruling providence whÍch had- e:çosed his
ánd brought-hin to condign punishnelt in this

Sydney Gazette, 17 December 1814"

I'Avengi4g

This was ¿

1. R. Girard, Violence and the Sacred

2. GiazeBEe , 28 August 1803.

3. Itev. Richard Jo
Some Letters of

hnson to Joseph Hardcastle,

p. 8. N

26 August 1799,
II, (ed. )

c SS, P'
Rev Richard Johnson , Part
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example necessary to the security of Society".l' Governor

Macquarie, for example, justifíed in the Sydney Gazette, 3

April 1813, the execution of Èwo murderers as an I'Awful Sac-

rifice", demanded by Public Justice and sanctioned by the

Ahoighty so as to'deter nen from "â conËinuance in Habits of

Licentiousness and Irregularityr'. In short, the execution

becane a lùay of employing evil to combat evil.

It was because the prisoner died Partly for others, thaË

a sense of guilt might develop in the courËroom, as indicated

in the tears that might be shed for a prisoner. A sense of

guilt, which, I would suggest following Girard, binds the

audience to the sacrificial victim through a common recogniÈion

of their orün participation ín Èhe procedures of death"2"

His Honorts speech was so impressive, and went so directly
to Èhe heart, that Èhere r^las scarcely a dry eye in the
Court; feelings of compassion for thq depravity of human
nature minglin['with those of sorr,olâ/ for the necessity of
making such dreadful examPles.

Sydney Gazette, 18 MaY 1820.

Describing the court trial in which 9 men rüere accused of líve-
stock stealing, the Sydney Gazette , 25 March 1821, r^Irote that:_
I'it presented Ëo the pitying eye of the spectator a melancholy

picture of calamity.. "His Honour in a most impressive speech

drew all the prisoners ínÈo a sense of contrition in which

he especially was much effected in his admonition to one

wretched youth, who under a good guidance night have made a

fine young mant'o

Sydney Gìazette , 31 August 1806; see also 25 June 1807.1

2 Girard, op.cit., p.8.
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If the Judge cried for the prisoner, it was not simply,

as Hay says, in order to "deepen the effect" of terror and to

point to his own submissiveness before the demands of God and
1Justicel' For the Judge, th.e audience and the prisoner cried

partly together for Ëhemselves as a coûtmunity of sinners 
"

Like the niddle-,class philanEhropists of Britain, who searched

for their own humanity in the fallen state of the poor, in the

feelings of pity and compassion that these scenes evoked, so

too the Judge Advocate and the courtroom audience often entered

into sympatheÈic conrnunion wíth the prisoner, recognising a

corm¡on fallible hunanity in his depravity.2'

Implore forgiveness and so endeavour to make Peace with
yoirr offendãd God, who alone can judge ihe hearts of men,
whose actions are buË fallible.

Sydney Gazette, 29 Juné l-814 (my emphasis).

The Judge Advocate's concluding speech sometimes became

parLly a denial or reversal of the previous trial procedures.

These had sought to produce a sense of coumunity by morally

and physically separating the prisoner from the rest of society.

Society here gained its identity through a ielationship of

moral outrage and hierarchical opposition Èo the prisoner. In

particularly atrocious crime and in the case of the unrepentent

criminal, Ëhis relaËionship.of rernrlsion and outrage between

the prisoner and the audience would be deliberately cultivated
by the judiciary and even the Governor. But often the Judge

Aclvocate's speech would be directed towards reintegrating

the prisoner back into society; producing a sense of commun-

ity by constructing the repentent prisoner into an object of

1. Hay , op. cit. , p .29

2. 0n this theme in British literature, seeBrissenden, op.cit.,
pp.79-83.
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piÈy and sympathy,

There is , in the courtroon scene, and al-so Later on at

the scaffold an element of egaLitariani.sm" The perception

of all men as sinners before God might Lead the audience to

feel pity for the prisoner, to participate in his guilt.1"

It was perhaps this egalitarian ideology that convicts listened

to attenËively; an Ídeology which cut across class lines by

allowing the Judge AdvocaÈe to pity the prisoner as a symbol

of fallen hr:manity. The seeming Paradox of the execution was

that it articulated the theme of egal-itarianism, at the same

time, as it sought to restore hierarchy and order" This ambig-

uity, I would argue, Iiüas Ëhe power of the executionls message

that allowed its message Ëo successfully bridge the cultural-

divisions separating convicts from their masters.2"

I woul-d suggest another interpretatíon for the executíonrs

sacrj-tl-ct-al asPecËs, aPart from the fact.that the prisoner dies

in order that others might be saved. ImpliciÈ in the audience

becoming identified with the prisoner, I suggest, lá7as the idea

that they also symbolically died on the scaffold and were ex-

pected to be morally reborn. To the extent that ttre audience

identified with the depravity of the prisoner and saw them-

selves as part of a community of evil, So also was that aspect

of evil symbol.ically destroyed in them when the prisoner \^7as

1. Ignatieff has made a similar point with respect,to criminal
trials in Britain, oÞ.cit., P. 5"

2. The cultural divisions between the t!,ro \^rere partly evidenced
in that separa¡e t'f lash language"; which Tench clairned
"marked thä convicts on their õutået in the colony". So
distinctive rvas this language that interpreters had
sometimes to be used in the courts to translate the
evidence of witnesses. Tench believed that "an aboli'tion
of this unnatural jargon ¡¡ould open the path to reform-
ationr', op. cit. , P.297 .
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destroyed.l' This, I consider, I^7as the symbolic meaning of

that profound silence which was seen to envelop the audience

and the prisoner, both in the courtroom before the Judge pro-

nounced the death-senËence and in the executionrs final moments'

This awful silence lúas partly an anticipation of deaËh, but it

may also have represented the symbolic death of the audience'

This was explicitly stated in the rePorting of the execution

of Margaret trrlish art , taken from a London nelüsPaper, by the

Monitor"

At length it was necessary_to inform her, that the time
fixed õy the sentence was- fas! expiring: she-faintly
answereã: ttTvto minutes, Yet,tt and after a solermt-pause
lifting up her face to Heâven,- she gave the signal- - 

- 
the

drop fãffl and in a moment, after one or tr^ro convulsive
motions, she was a corpse " The as'sembled rnultitude

':i'-
Ëhe crowd retiring from the scene.

Monitor, 22 Noverber L827, (my.emphasis).

This interpreËation, of the execution as containing within itself

the symbol-ic death of the audience, is further evidenced in the

execution of Black Tommy" The Sydnêy Gazette, 2l January L828,

reports that t'Ëhe fate of Tonrry seemed to make the desired irn--'

pression upon the minds of the tribes who had assembl-ed upon

the occasion; for it was observed, when the drop fell, that

they all unvoluntarily shuddered".

1. On this point with respect to sacrifices in general, see
Girard, op"cit., p.8.
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(p) THE DEATH SENÎENCE AI{D A PHILOSOPHY OF SENSIBILITY

As Foucault points ouË, a sense of shame has increasingly

surrounded the act of punishment.l'. In N.S.I,ü. the judiciary was

nearly always presented as reluctanËl-y resorting to the death

sentence. It was for the Judge AdvocaËe "the last and most pain-

ful duty of his office", something which was essentially in con-

flicË with his own private humaniËarian consideratiorr"?" It was

a necessary public duty, resorted Fo in order to Prevent the

state of chaos likely to follow if the present raËe of crimes

should go unpunished or puníshed leniently. Governor Macquarie

claimed in the Sydney Gazette on 3 April 1813 to seek consol-

aEion in attstrong Sense of Public Duty, and in the sacred

NaËure of the Trust reposed in Him for the Benefit of the Cormn-

unity.. "for those painful but necessary ExerËions which Public

Justice may require at his Handsrt.

The aesthetic figure that the Judge AdvocaÈe and Governor

Macquarie lsere playing above was that of "the man of feeling".3'

The benevolent virtuous man who readily rÀ7eeps because of his

enormous capacity to feel sympathy. "Ileeping", as Becker

points out, I^taS taken at the Lime aS t'the outward evidence

of inward grace".4'

To cry r^/as to express the depth of one's humanity. Thus

the Monitor, 11 July L827, reporting an execution states that

"many an eye \^ras f illed with water; and as for the chain Eânß,

t
2

3

Foucault, gp.c:l-.!. , pp. 9- 10.

Sydney Gazette, L9 FebruarY 1804;
TFJuné 1808.
Crane, op.cit. ; lldridge,
Dramatic Form I 6 6 0 - L7 60 :

see also Svdnev Gazette

L. Brown, English
in Generic History,

4

pp.100, L46, 185.
Becker, 9.p Æ.i.!.. , p .42.
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they, strange as it may appear, wêpt aloud. I,Ie never sarñr the

poor ruffians look so much like human beingsl" Sinílarly
Collins reports that at a service given by Mr. Johnson to the

female convicts he "with much proprieËy, in his discourse,

touched upon their situation, and described it so forcibly as

Ëo draw tears from nany who were the leasÈ hardened among them".l

Melancholia held a fascination for meuibers of the dominant

class both in Britai#en¿ N.S.W.3'. ïhrough it they soughÈ to

culturally articulate their class positions as positions of

moral authority. Through melancholia the dominant class could

presenÈ themselves as morally sensitive hr.¡nan beings alienated

from the more vulgar world of the lower class. Solitude was

their only painful futile es'cape.

Here if I keep my room, it nought avails,
A sullen death-like silence ror.rnd pqevail-s;

,ií :l:,'J:'3iåJ:å ,}iffi'of;:no;:åi"f"ïåå: 4

This theme of virtue in dístress rnras in the case of the authôr-

ities involved in the death senËence, the thème of innaËe

emotional goodness strained by the practical necessity of living
in a world filled with other men's inhr:uranity,5'" rorld which

Birthday".
Brissenden, op.cit., pp.130-133.

1. Collins, U.i.!.", Vol.1, p.121"
2" For the theme of melancholia in English literature, see

Brissen<Ien, ôp. cit. , pp. 100- 101"

3" The theme of melancholia in the I{.S.I^1" press was especially
evidenced in poetry, see Sydney Gazette, 4 March 1804, 'tThe
VisionofMe1äncholy'';2@04,''TheI'IativeMourner'';
7 October 1B04, "Ingratitude - Extempore"; 20 Jenuary 1805,
"The Tomb"; 19 June 1808, "The Bodings of Fancy";
18 November 1815, "Lives Occasioned by a Late }lelancholy
Event"; 13 November L823, "By a Lady""

4. Syd¡ey Gazette, 25 September 1808, "Lines Ï,lritten on My

5
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forced one to be cruel in order to be virËuous. I

These themes úrere also being reproduced in the senËimental

novels which became popular in Britain during the eighteenth
tcentury.'' These novels r,trere concerned with the subjective

lives of their characterr.3' Especially the emotional Ëurmoil

Ëhey experience as they faced moral dileumras which forced them

to employ subtle eËhÍcal distinctions.4'
I¡tlhat distinguished these sentimental heroes and heroines
was not only their highly developed awareness of their own
processes of disgriminaËion, but also their belief in the
sanctity and auÈhority of their private judgemenËs" 5.

The Judge AdvocaËers speech was such an occasion" He had

to reconcile "the Almighty Godts commanding justice" and to

some extenË His demand for vengeance with ttHis blessed attribute
of Mercy".6' The Governor was faced with the same paradox when

deciding whether to grant a capitally convicted prisoner a
1Reprieve.'" In being aware of this paradox and through resolv-

ing it, those in Authority could assert the superiority of Ëheir

moral sensitivites. The Judge Advocaters speech was not simply

an occasion for egalitarÍanism" It was the impressive eloquence

of his speech, as well as its profound silences, that evolced

feelings of compassion in others" Thus the Sydney Gazette, 18

August I82L, spoke of a Judge Advocaters speech to 23 condemned

1" 'rlt. " . becomeô every man t s province 'to aid in
work of suppressing crime, and thereby preven
necessity of punishment, unwillingly resorted
ently f-ndispensable to the ends of justicerr;
25 YIay 1806.

2. Brissenden, op.cit", Ch.4,5, pp.65-166.
3. Ibid., p.98.
4" Ibid., p.119.
5. Ibíd. , p.24"
6" Sydney GazeEte, 25 March 1821"

the benevolent
ting the sad
to but frequ-
Sydney Gazette

7 " See especially Sydnev Gazette , L2 December L825.
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men as having been "delivered with that energy and pathos so

peculiar to the mind from whence pure sympathy flowst'. Hay

gives the following example from an English Judge's diary of

him being overcome by the dignity and power of hís olÙn speech.

Before I pronounced the sentence I made a very proPer-
speech exlempore and pronounced it with dignity, iî which
I'was so affãcted that the tears hrere gushing out several
times agaÍnst my will" IË was discerned by all c-omPany
which wãs large- - and a lady gave me her handkerchief
dipped in lavender water to help me" '1"

The Judge Advocaters speech and his tears canbe seen

as part of an increasingly secular experience of sin. This

defined man's capacity for good and evil in the more psycho-

logical terms of the presence or absence of the Other within

Consciousness. That is, in terms of a natural, innate capacity
,,to comniseraÈe the misfortunes of a fellow being".2' There

was perceived to be a very cl-ose relationship between sensibility,

mant s ca aci to er ence the world and the Other, and his

moral capaciËy.3' A "shríne of sensibiliËy "was seen to provide

a natural moral ".rrr"r4' which "nature has fortunately sown in

every breast" in order that men might discriminate "good from

evil; and although habit nay diminish yet it never can wholly

eradicate it""5" The concept of sensibility represenËed that

process where in a knowledge of morality came no longer simply

from outside of man, whether in the form of the clergy or the

bible, but was seen increasingly also to reside within him"6'

1. Quoted in Hay, op.cit., P.29.
2. Sydney Gazette 23 October 1803.

. On this theme in Literature see Brissenden, op.cit., pP.57-58.

. Sydney Gazette, 11 September f803.
Sydnev Gazette , 28 August 1803.

3

4

5

6. See
Cen
Cen

also J.B. Radner, "The Ar
tury British Moral Thought

Culture Vo1.9, L979,
assion: An

Sympathy in E
Studies in Ei
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Historv of
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p.1
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Sympathy and Humanitarianism",
Ideas, 3V, L976, pp.I95-2L8.
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Sensibility is not (abstractedly speaking) religion,
but it certainly is a gift from heaven, most worthy
Ëo be esteemed in others, and cultívated in ourselves.

Sydney Gazette, I June 1824"
@".

L20 
"

th the crime of
or mercy, it is

Aus tralian,

Through a philosophy of sensibility those in authority

sought to sanction their hierarchical sÈatus in society by

grounding their moral authority in nature; in mants God given

capacity to feel, to experience the other through the senses"

This grounding of morality in the body, in biology, vlas part

of the underlying ideological basis of racism in N.S.I4I" " It

also inplicitly underlay the construction of an ideology of

moral ascendance (which we will investigate in later chapters),

whereby free setËlers sought to politically dominate not only

convicts but also ex-convicts. The lower classes in N.S.l^I.

vrere often defined by the upper classes in terms of their

inability to feel. Judge Collins gave credence to this ideo-

logy r^rith the example of how the lower orders had flocked to

aËtend the dissection of a rturderer"

It couLd scarcely be supposed, that among the description
of people of which the lower class was formed in this place,
any would have been for¡nd sufficiently curious to have
aËtended the surgeons on such an oêcasion; but they had
no sooner signified that the body was ready for inspection,
than the hospiËal was filled with people, men, women,_ and
children, to the nr¡nber of several hundred; none of whom
appeared moved with pity for his fate, or in the least l
deþree admonished by the sad spectacle before their eyes" ^'

Condermred criminals were often spoken of as lacking in feeling,

sympathy and pity" For this reason they themselves T¡rere often

denied Èhe benefit of those same emotions.2'

1. Collins, op.cit., Vol"1, p.492"
2. "If men in their situation, and covered wi

which they have been convi-cted, can hope f.
because they have shown mercy to others";
23 February L827.
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In
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a crime like Ëhis t
reful aggravations o
sposition, savage, s
ecluded him from the
s torù.

hen, so fraught with the most
f a horrible offence, argued a
anguin
píty

ary and unrelenting, and
ít was not his nature to

dn Gazêtte 25 January 1807.

The task of the Judge Advocate's speech a¡rd the terror of

the execution was parÈly Ëo resensitise the hardened individual;

that is to "shake the nerves of some of the stoutest offenders".1

"By impressive eloquencêSt', the Judge Advocate, ttendeavoured to

arouse him from the want of sensibility whi-ch must have accom-

panied aËtrocities like his".2' This was also why the Judge

Advocate night tell a prisoner to hold out no hope for mercy

that the frequency and nature of his crines makes a reprieve

r:nlike1y; Ëhat he hoped "the awful sentence of the law...would

. . . strongly irnpress upon his rnind a just sense of his unhappy

condiËion, and induce him to seek remission in the hour of death,

and hope Salvation in the day of EÈernal Judgement".3' This was

why a minister would visit the prisoner in his solitary cell

prior to his execution, warning him of the dangers in a future

world of noË confessing. This was why a prisoner would some-

times be conveyed seated on his owri coffin.4' I{hy the exec-

ution, to excuse a bad prrn, üIas stretched out, with Ëhe prisoner

often walking the last distance to the scaffold; and why Ëhe

prisoner would be reprieved at the last possible moment.5' The

aim was partly Ëo arnplify the fear of crine by adding to the

. Australian, 18 October L826.

Svdney Gazette 25 November 1804.

. Sydney GazeEEe , 19 February 1804.

For an example of this, see Sydney

I
2

3

4

5 Paley, op.cit., pp.543-544.
Gazette 17 April 1819.
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physical act of punishment those soleurrities, which Benthan

sarù as having the capacity of increasing iÈs terror, whilst

economising on the acËual use of pain.l' But the aim was Ëo

also make the prisoner sensitive to the finiteness of his

being; to remove him from all worldly concerns; to make him

sensitive to the infinite signifícance of each remaining moment,

as a l-ast moment of Ëruth, as a last moment of discovery and

disclosure of himself.

If the prisoner began Ëo show signs of emoËion, even those

of fear and terror, Ëhen he was seen Ëo be on the road to moral

reform" The ultimate symbol of irreclaimable evil was the un-

repentent criminal, who did not just siurply deny his guilt and

God, but who experienced no terror or fear about death even

r:ntil the last moment.2' As lrl.H. Auden says: "His pathos is

his refusal to suffer" and if he does not suffer how can he be
t

forgiven"J' Such a prisoner denied the whole logic of terror

underlying Ëhe execution. I{e symbolised that form of crimin-

ality which had its inmoral origins in a denial of human

3. I,ü. H. Auden, The Dyer's Hand and o ther essays , p.L52.

4" For other examp les see Sydney Gazette

feelings.
In few instances have we witnessed such stupor or indiff-
erence either to religion or to the attentions paid to him' by the minister or gaól attendants " I^Iith a conËracÈed brow
aid eyes iumo_veably-fixed_on the grg-und, hg stood,- botþ
beforê and afËer hê ascended the gallo\üs, firm and motion-
less - no s)ruptoms of fear or appiehension, still less of
remorse or þarticipation in the sacred rites which r^7ere
performing Ïor his- spiritual benefit. Such was the demèan-
our of Fiðherts murdãrer, in whom covetousness, (for he
possessed of this world'S oods a comfortable portion)_
ängendered the idea of mur êf, and -which bging controuled
(síc.) by no kindness of h arL, ended in the fogl críne for
which he- suffered" Monitor, 10 February L827 " 4"

1" Heath, op.cit., p.222.
2" On the fascination in literaËure towards the end of the eight-

eenth century with t'criminals who are rnysteriously incapable
of repent,encä t', see Bredvold, ôÞ. cit. , P.83 "

op"cit., pp" 44,59 "

L2 June f803; Tench,
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Some prisoners would go even further in showing their

contempt for death and the symbols of te:iror. In their cells,

the prisoners !üilliam Langford and Thomas Hill "had endeavour-

ed to destroy themselves by cutting the veins and arteries of

the arm, the hands, and each instep". On the scaffold, Lang-

ford, who was more unrepentent of the two, lept off before

the platform fell; in effect he denied the judiciary the sat-

isfaction of Vengeance and control over himl' In another case,

the prisoner Hutchinson and his companion showed their uncon-

cern by talking to each oËher and by joining hands as they

lrere launched off. The prisoner Hutchinson even "gave direct-

ions to the executioner respec|ing the adjustment of the aPP-

aratus; both made repeated frivolous observations"?" To laugh

at the fear of God was to become one's "or^rn bitter and irrecon-

cileable enemy forever, both in this lrorld, and in the next".3'

This denial of sensibility was seen to render a prisoner

similar to the Aborigine. His violence I\las sPoken often in

similar Ëerms to that of "the brutal ferocity of these unfeeling

"".r"g."it 
. 
4'

The criminal a
condition, and
sËate" From a
ordinary habit
have iurbibed t
toËa1 want of human feeling"

Sydney Gazette , 27 NIay 1804.

In denying the human capacity to feel, such prisoners also

denied the ontological basis of sociality and norality within

1.
2.
3.

Sydney GazeEte

Sydney G,azette,
GazetiLe

2 March 1816.
2 March 1811.

er ngt
4

, 2 April 1803, tExtract from Society for Bett-
ition and Incráasing the Comforts oi the Poor"

, l0 June 1804.Sydney Gazette
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for sensibility was the oËher perceived restraining force

on ttungovernabLe passionst'. Like Reason, it was God!s gift of

social order to man through nature.l'

...the Ourripotent Master of the Universe hath given reason
unto man to be useful and noË Ëo be despised:- And, he
hath conmanded him to do unto his neighbour, ês he would
have that neighbour do unto hinself.

Sydney GazeËte, 4 September 1808.

Thus Ëhe prisonerts crime was not always regarded as Ëhe

suspension of reason. There was a group of crimes which T^rere

judged to be particularly atrocious precisely because the pris-
oner eurployed reason for evil p.rtpo""".3' Such criminals rdere

judged Ëo be far worse than those who conmttted their crimes

out of passioo.4' The fascination here was with rational evil,
with the planned and premeditaËed nature of atrocities. Such

trials represented statements of how reason needed feeling and

sensibility in order to be virtuous. As such they r,rere asserË-

ions of innate emotions as the basis of social and politícal
hierarchy. They acted to justify that personification of state

pov/er which emerged from equating the judiciary with the human

moral emotions of sensibility, whilst the lower orders of the

population were often viewed as vicious. In effect, the

internal hierarchy needed to govern a human being was used

as the metaphor for class relations.

On this theme in contemporary
Primitivism and the Idea of

philosophy, see L. l,rlLritney,
Progress, pp "24-25 "

tt" 
" "an obstinate adherence to a life of crime is the evidence

2

1

2

3

4

of a weak head and a corrupÈ heart";
May 1809"

Sydney Gazette L4

See the Judge Advocaters sp
27 },larch 1813 

"

".fohnson's crime did
villany, as if he ha
his offence seems to
passion; and Lhere
spread among the spe
swings for murd-er";

eech ín the Sydney Gazette

not rank him so high in the scale of
d been a cool and premeditated mur<lerer
have been excited during the whirl of

consequenËly rùas more pity for his fate,
ctators, than is usual when a culprit

Australian , 26 March 1828.
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Let us explore the logic of criminality, as the denial

of sensibility, a little bit further. In lacking a capacity

to feel so prisoners were some.times seen to be not amenable

to punishmenË: ItSo hardened in wickedness and depravity are

many of them [convícts] that they seem insensible to the fear

of corporal punishment andeven death itself".1" But it was

not just pr:nishment but also rewards that the condenrted pris-

oner rüas seen to be indiff erenË to.

No punishment however exemplary-, no rel^7ard however great,
couid operaËe on the minds-of these -r¡nthinking people"
Equally'indifferent to t_he pqin which the former might
oËcasiôn, and the gratification thaË the other might.
afford, Lhey blindly pursued the dictates of their vicious
inclination-s, to whâtèver they prourpted; " " " 2 '

In lacking the sensations of pleasr¡re and pain what is the

prisoner if not a being thrown in upon itself; pure subject-

ivity which has no reference to the outside world" This is the

significance of Collins' description of capital crimes as

emerging from beings who "blindly pursued the dictates of

their vicious inclinationsft" The condemned prisonerrs self-

contained nature denied the existence of the sËaters inner

reformative role, bor:nd up as this was with the external

structuring of social space through rehrards and pleasures. How

could the prisoner be made to value the advantages of pursuing

good when he only knew the stubbornness of his own habitual

desires. The momentary and habitual nature of criminal desire

meant that the prisoner denied, and could not conform to, the

calculative logic underlying state practices. He was Present-

ed as a being who could not project Past warnings or gratific-

ations into the future to control and understand the full con-

sequences of his actions. Thus, he was viewed as someone who

was not able to balance short-term gain against long-term

advantages or disadvantages.
l. J. llhite , Journal of a Voyage to New South l{ales , P. 118.

2. Collins, op.cit., Vol.1, P-473.
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It was mgch to be regretted that these people [ex-convict
settlers] were so bllnd to Èheir own adïantage, most of
them sacrificing to the dissipation of the moment what
would have affoided them nuch comfort and conveníencer l
if reserved for refreshment after the fatigue of the day.-

Increasingly, the right to be regarded as human and the right

to life rÁrere defined in Lerms of an ability to engage in a

proper sensual calculus. As Ignatieff has put it: "Crime,

therefore, was not sin but improper calculation".2'

In often being a creature closed off from the outside world

of other ments feeli-ngs, the hardened criminal was one of the

ultimate syrnbols of anarchy, that of the subjectively

autonomous individual" This vlas, I would suggest, the under-

lying symbolism in the case of tlilliam Reagan, who murdered

a companion servant on his master's property,3'

The wretched man, on being taken back Ëo the Gaol after
conviction on Friday, resolved on Èasting nothing; he
would not even take a draught of r^rater, and in answer to
a question put to him, why he would not take nourishment,
he observed that his own saliva rùas quite sufficient
nourishment for such a one as him.

Monitor, 7 YIay L828.

The prisoner r,vas also reported as never once praying on his

knees in his cell. He was indifferent to the large nr¡nber of

specLators at his execution and he did not address them. He

Tdas eager to go to his death and proclaimed himself as the sole

murderer of his companion. But the radical individual nature

of this prisonerts evil (rrfor such a one as him") vras expressed

in his claim that he could feed off himself, off his own saliva.

His rejection of foodwas realLy a symbolic statement of his

rejection of society as the basis of his existence. In his

"solitary abodert he was self-sufficient, a symbol of solipsism

1. Collins, op"cit", Vo1"1, p.24L"
2. Ignatieff, op"cit., p.67.
3" l{onitor , 7 NIay 1828"
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as the basis of anarchy. I would suggest that part of the

underlying symbolism $ras also Ëhat l{illiam Reagan through his

crine had consurned so much of the world that he now Ëranscended

iËs material requirements. In feeding off hinself in his sol-

itary cell, this prisoner rejected his situation of materíal

dependency. From a positÍon of self-debasement he also rejected

Ëhose relaËions of reciprocity which were seen to link society

together and which constituted "one of the greatest benefits

peculiar to manrs superior nature".l' In brief, he was a

symbol of excessive individualism, of anarchic independence

which denied sociality¡ âS the source of evil. As such he was

similar Ëo the individual who "withdraws himself from the Body

corporate, and by pursuits inimical to the general interests,

erects that species of lawless independence wÍthin himself that

characterÍses the piratical state, which, dependent solely upon

its own capacity, must singly stand of fo11y".2'

In this chapter I have so far dealt with the cultural

construction of criminality in the N.S.tr{. press as this

formed the basis for coercive state intervention designed

to ensure the ideological reproduction of class relations 
"

In the next sections I want to turn fron the crimes and

trials reported in the Press to analyse those ideological

effects which emerged during the ceremonial performance of

execuÈions and the Press repgrting of them"

Sydney Gazette 8 April 1804.
13 July 1611.

I
2 Sydney Gazette,
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The moral philosophy, which underlay the N.S.I^1. press'

Cultural construction of criminaliLy was also important in

structuring its interpretation of the prisonerst performance on

the scaffold, Before Ëurning to the 1-atter, let me recapitulate

briefly the'outlines of this moral þhilosophy. It was a combin-

ation of religl-ous and maËerialist views of the self. It sËressed

man as a creaËure of experience and reason, but in turn saw Ëhese

capacities as God-given. Man as a manifestation of nature con-

taíned within himself divine attributes; as such his knowledge

of Good and Evil srere partly seen as residing within an empirical

investigation of himself. Thus, self-knowledge or reflection

was very often regarded as the basis for being a moral being.1"

This idea underpinned both the emergence of solitary confine-

ment as a punishment and also the strong requirement that

the prisoner produce a confession on the scaffold, that he make

his own life inÈo an object of knowledge. Before proceeding

furËher with the analysis, le! us look firstly at an execution

report "

On Tuesday morning last at 8 orclock, John Dennis
and s hMo were t

the three first
r,rere to be laurt

having. as
ched, the

Kareen, trüilliam Masen,
þTileof@

fo
pursuance o r sentence: when

cende d the cart from which they
JUDGE ADVOCATE entered the circle,

e duty
n-
proper
dtt;

and announced the extension of the Royal lÍercy in favour
of Joseph Moreton,
hadffii n consideration of

to which act of clemency
the offenders youth,

His Excellency

on condition of hi s becorning a transport for life. The
others submitted with seeming resignation to their unhappy
fate - the spectacle \das awful and impressive; they r^rere
conveyed to the place of atonement in two carts, their feet
resting upon the coffins which ürere to receive their remains:-
they piayãd and sang alternately on the way, and with be-
coming fêrvor supplicated the Remis,sion of their crimes,
which-it is a courmon duty to hope they may have received"
Murphy was most exerpla,ry in his contrition:- not a
nomãñf passed unprofltably by and when about to leave the
world, àcknowledged the perpetration of various offences,

I'In every station of life reflection is an indispens
of humanity: for this purpose we receive the gift o
tellect, and he who applies the Divine donation to i
use avoids the evils with which Lhe prisoner is puni

ab1
fi
ts
she

1

S dne ette 26 February 1804.
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of which others he was fearful might fall under suspicion.
In addition to the crime for which he suffered he likewise
declared hiurself 'Ehe only actual perp eËrator o that in the
house of Mr. !üi11iams, and having disburdened his conscience
apP eared in his last moments to enjoy a tranquility of mind
to which he had long before become unhaPpily estrange d. His

and the place tivity
f Murphy beíng only assr¡ned,
wãilñãdon, somewhere in the

real name was that o

environs of Smi thfield. He rvas Perfectly illiterate, and
to th:i-s total neglect of his juven ile norals and education
rdas doubtless in a great measure the unreleased
depravity of his riper years, o f he has in these

,çÀ

owlng
which

settlements given such r.mdoubte d testimony.
Svdney GazeBËe 2 November 1806.

As we can see, the scaffold became for r;rany prisoners a

hegemonic site for expressing a radical moral conversion. The

walk to the scaffold often assumed the mythical ritual qualities

of a spiritual pilgrimage. It became a moment of truth before

God and other men, within which a lost soul might struggle for

salvation. Repentence and confession \^7ere presented to the

conderrred prisoner as the means of possible redernption in the

next world, "from those pains which the r¡nrePentent sinner can

alone look forward to".1" Contained in the solemrity of his

last religious acts: prayer, confession, requests for heavenly

and secular forgiveness, warnings to others, I^7as an acCeptance

by the prisoner of the inevitability of his own death" A "good"

prisoner acknowledged the justice of his sentence by preparing

for it. He often became a willing participant in his own death;

he might even give a speech justifying his execution and the

right of the judicial-political systemrs resort to violence.

On the gallows, the redeemed prisoner confirmed the penal systemrs

ideology of man as free to choose between good and evil.

Sometimes he further demonstrated his new for:nd freedom and

moral conmitment by revealing oüher crirninal Participants " Due

Sydney Gazette, 29 June 1814; see also Sydney Gazette,
@; many of these themes were coñtãined in
the lðtter written by Samuel Peyton to his Mother, 24

1

June 1788, in Tench, oP.cit., pp.62-63.
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to Ëhe construction of the execution as a moment of truth,

such accusations lùere often taken seriousty.l' Not all pris-

oners would reveal the names of Ëheir accompliceç, some such

as Bradley would hesitate over making an open "avowall of all

their errors through lifett out of a fear that to reveal names

and incidences would be to reveal those whose warníng his sad

fate was directed to.2' Indeed CollÍns claimed that convicts

"r,sere rarely known to stand forward in bringing offenders to
â

pr:nishment".'' Those that did, however, served the purpose of

helping to fragment and atomise solidarities anongst the lower

classes, by spreading a suspicion of the r:nreLiability of

criminal confederacy"4'In the confession, the exposure of

clandestine relationshi-ps, secret oaths, and inuroral eompacts

served the purpose of validatÍng a notion of omniscient,

sacred and secular justice.5' It also helped maintain that

individualised view of criminality'at the heart of the crim-

inal justice system: for in these final moments stood a man

who rejected worldly associations out of a recognition that

he alone sËood before God.

G'lven that many convictions $tere based on circumstantial

evidence, the importance of the confession was partly that it
ttr,üas presumed to arise from a consciousness of guilt, and

rendered every further evidence unnecessary".6' "Testimony. . .

proceeding from the lips of a dying man, whose only probable

Collins , 9p.c:Lll. , p.61 ; Sydney Gazette, 2 October 1803.

Monitor, 25 October, 1828.
Collins, op.cit, VoI.1, p.197, cf pp.36, 59.

See Sydney Gaàette , 3l June, 20 October 1803, 11 March 1804.

See Sydney Gazette , 25 NIay 1805.

1

2

3

4

5

6 dne Gazette 26 October 1806.
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concern it was to ease his burdened conscience in the hour

of death, should at once remove all doubt , if such remained""l'

The execution in effect often became a second trial which deníed

or confirmed the truth of the first. Accordingly, the Monitor,

L7 February L526, reported a "gentle contest" on the scaffold,

as the priest sought to prevent the prisoner, Clines, from

malling a public statement of his innocence: "the worthy

priest entreating him.not to comnit a breach of charity which

he strongly apprehended, but to abstract his mind from worldly

concerns and forgo [sie.] "tty public declaration". The pris-

onerts refusal to confess \^7as taken as a refusal to transcend

corpoïeal being, so as to recognise that his ultimate signif-

icance lay in a realm r^rithin which all artifice is rendered

obsolete.2' It appears that some prisoners maintained their

innocence out of a hope for a Reprie.r".3'

The spectacle, the press reporÈed, htas not so much the

actual process of death, the struggling body, but more whether

the prisoner repented; whether his depravity $ras so inflexible

as to consume him until the moment of his death.

There was an obscure and dim mistaking .in his tortured
spirit, of his sentence, as the mere judgement of men,
instead of the doom of the Eternal, whose great law he
violated; he denied demon-like, the rightousness of
the fiat, "blood for blood;" and in the blackness of
hís face, you read wrath against wrath, that of a wicked
rùorm against the Holy of Holies, wickedness struggling
with cõnscience, and crime, fearstricken and appalled,
yet loath to give way to penitence, thoggh prayed_ol by-
remorse Þlonitôr, 30 March 1829, "Anatomy of Drunl'.-

enneGil (from Blaclc¿ood's Magazj-ne) .

Some prisoners \Átere seen to meet death with "counterfeit couraget'

and I'false bravadott, which was "known to result from the deepest

t" Sydney Gazette, 2 October 1803"

2" For examples of men who protected the
scaffold,see Monitor, 3 January L829,

ehtir innocence at
Sydney Gazette

13 March, L827 
"3, Australian , L2 July L826"
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"

depravity, and under the worse influence of moral Èurpitude"l'

For example, John Brennan concluded "not only falsely, but

wickedly and ignoranËly, that the world will be disposed to

give him credit for bearing the dreadful event as a cortrnon
t

calamityrr.''

Not all prisoners denied so openly Èhe execution's rel-

igious framework and the experience of suffering. A few

pri-soners Ëook up other possible interpretations of the mean-

ing of suffering to subvert this political ritual. These

prisonerrs often presented themselves in Lhe role of mar,Ëyrs,

or in the role of Christ crucified by an unjust ignorant

world. They professed a humanity so great as to be capable

of forgiving those in authority who were executing them.

Such was the case rePorted bY the Australian , 29 AprLL 1826,

of "the ill-fated beíng who forgave, with the utmost feeling

of sincerity, all who may have been accessory to his faËe".

Similarly the prisoner Riddle, who "rejected the proferred

assistance of religious consolation to the last moment of

his existence", ran up the scaffold and addressed the crowd:

My goo
I now

d friends and fellow
stand in, innocent o

p
f. what I am

risoners, look at. the state
going to die for

but I fo
I prefer

ve my Prosecutors,
ath to living in chains an

orgive everyone"
d fetters in such

T8L
de

andlf

a country as this.
Austral tan 24 Marcjr. L829 "

Such prisoners played out the role of sacrifice, but completely

transformed its meaning" They constructed themselves more as

the innocent victims of a social system' rather than of theír

own subjective disPositions "

1 Sydney Gazette, 24 April 1819"

2"' rbid" 
"
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Another group of prisoners used the scaffold's moment

of truLh to denounce the horrors of the penal system. Murphy

stated that he and his companion "had committed the murder

Ëo terminate a life of misery". Halfway through his state-

ment about starvation he was interrupted by the Sheriff, who

told. him to be silent.l' Such public criticisms increased

in the late 1820's after Ëhe Bigge Report, which resulted in

a tightening of prison discipline and an increased use of

isolated secondary places of punishment such as Norfolk

Island and Moreton Bay. At a Supreme Court trial for mutiny

at Norfolk Island, one prisoner staÈed that: "so hopeless

and wretched is our condition at the Island, that plans have

been projected to coumit murder, IN ORDER T0 GET UP TO

SYDNEY TO BE HANGED,"2" The prisoners Begman and Matthew

similarly denounced the horrors of }[oreton Bay as a "He1l" " '

upon earthrr. Bergman blamed his inability to call witnesses

from Moreton Bay, for his conviction. He repeatedll" declared

himself innocent yet willing to suffer. He also agreed with

the dying declaration of his courpanion Matthew, who warned

assembled prisoners to avoid Moreton Bty; and that they I^7ere

better off in their chain gangs.

If you go to Moreton BaY, (said the c it), you areulpr
therruined beyon d redenrption. You are ei flogged to

death or r^rorked to death. I have knov¡n many bright men

murdered letely murdered by the ill-usage of over-
seers, cons

comP
tablês, and those above them. Take warning

by me take warning never run from Your road gangs
on Bay,or iron gangs. It ¡nay perhap s send you to Moret

and then You are a 10st fnan. The last time I was flogged
T^7as for steal
hundred sever

ing a
e lash

few gr
es. 0h, fellow p

ains of wheat. I received a
risoners, avoid

Moreton BaY. Australian 21 April L829 
"

1" Monitor,
2" Monitor,

12 January 1831"

24 Septeurber LB27;
L827.

see also Australian, 26 October
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It is difficult, if not impossible, to know what the sub-

ordinate classes ín N"S.üI., who Left so few documents, thought

of these publ,ic moments of protest and inversion. tr'Ias the un-

repentent sinner their hero, as !.las sometimes the case in

Britain? 1' Or was he morally condemted by Ëhe audience as the

Sydney Gazetxe 24 AprLL 1819, stated in the case of the unrep-

entent John Brennan? The Arrstralian, 21- April L829' suggests

thaË nany meu¡bers of the audience came especially for these

displays of final resistance. It reported the case of the

prisoner, l4atthew, who accused the Judge and the Jury of

see\ing to murder him. The large crowd of spectators at his

execution, the Austr lian attributed to his violent outbursts

at his trial and to the expectation thaË "souething out of the

cotmon woUld occur during the scene of execution". During the

execution of Charles Butler, the Australian , 5 August L826,

reported the Reverend Cowper ¿s attacking the "foolish and a

very general idea with ma'ny persons r:nfortunately situated like

himself" Èhat they would not obtain the sympathy of the sPec-

tators if they confeSsed their crimes and justified their pun-

ishment as necessary "Èo appease the laws of outraged justice".

The above article reveals amongst prisoners and spec-

tators precisely the opposite of the official ideology es-

poused by the press, namely that it was through the confess-

ion and self-condeurration that the prisoner would be morally

rer¡nited in sympathetic communion with the audience. This

official ideology rdas very clearly stated by Governor Macquarie

1. For evidence that in Britain the audience cheered on the
prisoner who
I,t.E"H. Lecky,

contempt for the fear of
of and i-n the

showed
Histor

death, see
eenth Cent

105; AT .c o, p. ere e quoVol"1, p"
Fielding's Inquirv into t e te Increase of Robbers "

om
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in a case where Ehe prisoner failed to undertake the expected

- L.
Perrorlnance"

The GOVERNOR cannot reflect, but with the greatest
Abhorence, on the unparalleled Depravity exhíbiËed by
one of the late1y executed Malefactors, namely Dennis
Doncivan. at the instant he was about to be prêcffited
i[tCo ffiernity, for Crimes of the blackest and most detest-
able Nature.-'At such an awful DIoment, all Artifice, all
Disguise is supposed to cease, as being no further useful
in this l,Iorld ,êo d the unfortunate Criminal is expected

, on1y, of makíng his Peace lrith his offended
Creator by an open Confession of his Guilt accompanied
¡'¡ith a fervent PraYer, to the throne of Grace, for MercY.
Such a Line of Conduct would naËurally excite general
Coumiseration for Ëhe wretched Man, however depraved his

f such Confession,

esting
of th

former Life had been: but instead o
.Humiliation, and Contrition, this Malefactor (shocking
to relate), went out of Life, prot l-n the most
soleunr nanner, his total Innocence e Murders of the
two unfortunate men... Sydney Gazette, 23 July 1814.

In general, Ëhe execuEiori's concluding momenËs were

expected to assume the narrative form of a spiritual auto-

biography. A work of 'Ëruth', which through its everyday

secular detail, sought to account for the prisoner'S present

Eragic predicament"2' It was like nany of the convict novels,

a moral tale through which the prisoner di-sclosed hidden

aspects of his identity.3' He might reveal his real name,

"that of Murphy being only assumedfr; his place of birth,

"somewhere in the environs of Srnithfield"; that his parents

rdere respectable. The prisoner might then draw out of Ëhe

unstable and frâgmentary character of his life, characterised

as it oftenvrasby periods of physical and noral v¡anderirg,

Ëhose initíal youthful instances of moral corruption, which

l. See also Collins, op.cit., VoI.1, p.473,
2. For spiritual autobiographies in Britain during the eight-

eenth òentury and how the incorporation of everyday exper-
iential detail into them was part of their secularisation,
see R. Bel1 "Metamorpho*ses of Spiritual Autobiographyrt, ELH,
44, 1977, pp.l19-L25.

3. A. Conlon, "Mine is a Sad Yet True Story", JRAHS, Vo1"55,
March L969, p"45"
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led him Ëo begin his departure from the path of virtue. He

would use his present nisforËune to altruistically hTarn the

audience of fhe reckless and abandoned habits which result

from breaking the sabbath, drunkenness, gambling, idleness,

not caring for morals and education whilst young. At such

points, the prisoner manifested the full hegemonic power of

the execution. He became a spokesman for a bourgeois critíque

of that hedonistic culture through whích the working classes

resisted rniddle class as-ceticism" The t'we11-behavedf' prisoner

rrould also sÈress the inescapability of punishment:

declaring that from the age of infancy his crimes had
involved him in pains and suffering; for that providence
had constantly persecuted him for his offences and left
him no shelter from the penalties of his iniquities.

Sydney Gazette, 16 July 1814,

Sometimes the condermred prisoner might single out partic-

ular members of the audience to address his 'sermon' to, but

more often than noË, it was addressed to a11"1" He might also

ask the audience to pray for him, All these acts were seen to

incorporate the audience into his experience of atonement.

This was evidenced in the speech of Bradley who spoke of the

audience as his "friendstt and asked them to pray also for them-

selves.

My friends, all I have nor^r to beg of Iou, is, and thi
the request thaÈ you will offer your
prayers to have'c assion on us a11
to save our

Monitor, 25 October 1826, (my emphasis).

It was the prisoner who was conscious of the awfulness of his

situation, who "clung to the hope set forth in the Gospel",

SLS

and

1" Australian 9 March L826"
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that excited the sympathy of the crowd and drew from them many

trsilent tears ". 1'

The prisonerts nroral tale was taken as evidence of his

moral conversion. Here was a self-acknowledged sinner working

for the benefit of society as a who1e, subordinaËÍng all his

worldly concertrs for those of others. It lsas at this point,

when the p,risoner discovered the final meaning of his life
in others, that he once again began to acquire moral character.

He became reincorporated back into society when he began to

behave altuistically" He assuned the role of a Inan, "!,lho in
the last stages of disaster, by an open declaration of his

penitence, endeavours to mitigate the censure of mankind by

proposing hinself as a beacon to rdarn others against the

dangers of vice and prof1lgacy" "2'

The prisonerts autobiography hTas not simply a narraËion

of successive events. Instead it linked the fragmentary

naËure of his past life into f'a career of crimett.3' It was

a synthesis of order, which accor¡nted for his life!s disorder.

Nor did the prisonerrs autobiography obey sfunply the paradigm-

atíc structure of a myth continually reenacted in everyday

life, such thaË each transgression by the prisoner symbol-

ically reproduced the myth of Adam's fall. Such a narrative

tradition treats each transgression only as the reenactment

of an original, yêt universal condition. This is essentially

1. AusÈralian, 18 October 1826"

2 dne GazeEte
pr soner on t e
S Gazexte
c tments Ë

however borrowe
as a metaPhor f

23 April 1814; this quote is not from a

sãaffold but from a wiiter who wrote to the
wãinittg about the dangers of exten¿flg one's
ough "ñ .tg"gement in-appearances. This wriEer
¿ ãne posiiion of the prisoner on the scaffold
or his owrt situation.

3" Monitor, 20 September L828.
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the paradigmatic structure of confessions in the Augustine

religious tradition. As Bell points out, this narraËive

tradition takes a story out of time by transforming the

history iË narrates ínto myth, oÍ more accurately the rep-

etition of a myth. l' The effect being to downplay the temp-

oral and secular causal connecËions between sinful events

and to emphasis the atenporal universal meanings which all
events assume before Ène gaze of God.2'. In contrast Ëo the

Augustine narrative tradition, the condenmed prisoners auto-

biography fitted more into the genre of contemporary novels

whÍch hTere concerned 'in their plots wiÈh the unique and ex-

ceptional nature of life historíes.

He [Co,rgtJ has had hair-breath escapes without number,
and his life would be a more extraordinary tale. than half
those invent
stating that
Colony, and
Libêrty was

ed in Novels.. . The Prisoner set out by
he had been at every penal settlement in the

had been severly flogged at various times i q
always when he had ever sought and only sought"'

As is indicated above, the prisoner's autobiography obeyed

more the form of a novelistts plot, whose interest lay:in the

originality of what it brought together in time" 4' This plot's

paradigmatic structure often treaËed the prisonerts first trans-

gression as the basis for a cumulative and hierarchical involve-

ment in nore sin.
My friends, you are come to see a nan die; I would
advise you to take warning by me. The first beginning

king; it led me into bad
and orchards; and from

se-breaking, and that has
5.

1. 8e11, op.cit., pp"111-112"
2. E. Auerbach, Mimesis The resentation of Realit IN

I,Iestern Li terature , P.
3. From a Supreme Court trial for Murder printed in the

Monitor, 24 September L827 
"

4" On this point with respect t_o the emergence of the eatLy 
_

novel anã its biographical form, see Lyons, 9P,.cit., p.50.

5. Sydney Gazette, 13 November 1819, reprinted from Tines
ffi.
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The prisoner!s autobiography also reflected Tnrithin its unique

and eventful naËure the historical- growth and development of

evil in man: from a situation in which evil begins as an

initial act of freedom and transgression to a situation in

which evil dominates the individual, such as to imprison him

in the consequences of hÍs own freedom.

They appeared, indeed, to have become so besotted in crim-
inal indulgencies, that they had been led on, steP by
step, tiIl no escape s eemed nor^r open from condign punish-
ment. Sydney Gazette 17 March 1821.

It was perhaps this autobiographical moral tale which

captivated some members of, the audience and drew them to

the gallohrs, This is evi-denced in a quarrel which broke

out between two condemned prÍsoners over whether to gratify

the spectators.

Shortly before the cart was driven off, Lynch addressed
the spectators in a becoming manner, and hoped thaË this
melancholy fate would operate on the minds of others as
a caution agaínst falling into famil-iar vices: but in
this last voluntary effort of contrites he was interr-
upted by his unrelenÈing companion, who harshly desired
him not to gratify the spectators o ". "Sydney Gazette , 2 October 1803.

The repentant prisonerrs life-history \^las palt of a

general fascination rvith autobiographic accounts in the

early N"S.W" press. These auËobiographies were often of great

men occupying prominenÈ Posítions in socieÈy, yet who l^7ere also

fatally flawed. Such was the case of Napol.orr.l' Crime

fiction, I would argue, tras the autobiography of the lower

class anti-hero, who, as we saw in the case of Dick Smith,

struggled for a greatness which was not his due.

Following Marx, I would argue that the unique eventful

nature of these histories, characterised as they often rnrere

ee,s
816

1 For examples of such biographies
March 1814, 3 August, 15 June 1

19
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1nríth spectacular accidental happenings, served ideological

purposes" As Marx points out, it is the seeming accidental

nature of conditions of tífe r¡nder capitalísm that creates and

promotes mystifying notions of freedom, of everyman possess-

ing a destiny of r¡nlimited possibilitíes'1' IË was, I would

argue, within a context in which caPitalism de-territorised

individuals, freed Ëhem from their cournr:nities and threw them

upon the sale of Lheir labour in diverse.contexts, or on the

forcible euployment of their labour in remote unfamiliar col-

onies, that the prisonerts eventfuL auËobiography assurned a

hegernonic fascinatÍon tor its audience" The prisoner's event-

ful auËobiography became perhaps a symbolic sËatement abouL

the tragic consequences of freedom under capitalism; that is

it became perhaPs a symbolic statement of the audiences o!ün

life hisËories, whereby each member of the audience could

equate Ëheir ovrrt eventful lives and even their Presence in

N.S.Vü. with that tragic freedom made up of the prisoner's

historical struggle for the pursuit of happiness in diverse

contexts "

The importance of these life histories is that they re-

presented the emergence of secular techniques of individualisation.

No longer was identity being defined only in terms of the in-

dividual's presence before the onrriscienË Baze of God" In-

creasingly the unique and historical nature of experience was

emerging as the measure of identity. Having said that, I

want to emphasise Ëhat religion was still important as a

technique of individualisation. Indeed I want to turn to

analyse how it operated as such during the last revelatory

moments of the execution.

l" K. Marx, The German Ideolo pp " 87-88.
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Out of the distance separatini man from the sacred, the

prisonerts confession emerged as an attempt to escape from

sin in the act of recording tt. Through Ëhe act of self-
condeumation, the realisation of his self as flawed and sep-

arated from Èhe sacred, Ëhe prisoner strove to be rer:nited with
Ëhe sacred" Perhaps this accounts for the extended elaborate

form of the confessíon" The confession never stopped with

sinply a confirmation of the crime that led to the execution.
rt often became an exhaustive investigation of the self, with
the prisoner sometimes bringing forward long lists of new crimes

for which he had not been discovered, but "of which others he

r^ras fearful might fall under suspicion".

The follorving declaraÈions T¡rere made by the late executed
and truly penitent Murphy, shortly previous to his death:
that he hoped to depart in peace with all mankind, and
found it a duty to his conscience to declare his guilt
in Ëhe following offences, while he sincerely advised
all his survivors against taking to the woods, a folly
from which no single good could be derived, but from which
unnunrbered ills aiose-- He had stolen 1 sheep from the
Rev, Mr. Marsdents f,arm at the Field of Marsl several
fowls from Elliot at the Northern Boundaryi a goat from
Richard Partridge; a sheep and two pigs the property of
G" Blaxcell Esq"; several goats from Èhe lumber yard at
ParramaËta; sundry geese from the farms of Major Johnston
and l"lr. Laycock; slaughtered a calf in the Government
sËock yard at Toongabbee i a lamb and kid, or two kids
at Leadbeaters', Toongabbie; stolen several articles of
wearing apparel from a house at Seven Hil-ls; names he
knew not - but the pot may be probably recovered upon
applícation to the Printer of Èhis Paper.

Sydney GazeEEe, 9 November f806.

Through his autobiography the prisoner assuned the pos-

ition of an objective observer, that is he struggled to ob-

serve himself from the standpoint of the Absolute Other,

God, who was represented here on earth by the Judiciary

and the Church. Self-knowledge, "next to the knowledge

of God", hras "the most useful and comprehensive attainment in

the moral system".I' Here it was not just a man confronted

1" Sydney Gazette 20 May L824"
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$rith the imminent reality of his own physical death that was

the spectacle. But that of a guilty man engaged in a lonely,

agonising quest for complete and total disclosure of himself,

so thaË others and he himself might know hinself as God knows

him.1'

llhat Ehe priest and the Judge Advoçate sought to do in

their visits and speeches was to give the prisoner self-
knowledge and in the process a knowledge about God" Man was

made in the image of God. For this reason he could be redeemed

if he could only be made to discover himself. This was why

guilt played such a large part in the performance of execution

and criminal tríals. lrlhereas shame is the loss of one's

identity in public, guilt is the private rediscovery of one's

self, its basis is self-knowledge. The spectacle of the ex-

ecution, I would argue, was man striving to transcend himself

through self-scrutiny. IÈ was also parÈly man striving for

onrriscience through Ëhe act of self-knowledge.

In being made in the image of God, the prisonerts crime

was not just a transgression against God and Society, but

also against his own fundamental being" He becomes alienated

from himself and consequently experienced ltthe agonies of

reproaching conscience'i. 2'

Our natures are so constituted, that r^Ie cannot but aPProveh areof kind and benevolent actions, and abhor those whic
malevolent and cruel"- Ever¡rman, by an ill-natured conduct;
must expose himself to the hatred and contempt of others.
By an i-11 natured conduct; a tnan would be exposed to the
upbraidings of his own mind.

Sydney Gazette 20 May L824"

1 On this theme in Christian theology,
p"85,

see Ricoeur, op.cit",

2" Sydney G4ZsIte, 26 l"Iarch 1803; see also
6 October 1805"

dn GazeXte
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In hís final moments the prisoner was often made to judge and

condenn himself. He was made to punish híurself through his

conscience: "Conscience tis make cowards of us a11".1' It was

through his acts of self-punishment that he uright be forgiven

by the audience prior to his death.2' There l.ras Partly an

emphasis in the execution on the need to make Peace with onets

self before one could make Peace with God.3'

Conscience, th
to be appeased
eternity"'. "

Sydney Gazetrte 12 Octobe

e livin g scourge Ëo hrrman guilt, requires
before rde dare to tr:rn our thoughts

t

uPon
r 1806"

It was no accident thaË the prisoner àrticulated his

moral history in the form of firsË-person narration. Symbol-

ised in the relationship of exteriority, yet identity, which

exists between tbe narrator and the hero of an autobiographic

story $ras the relationship between an individual and his con-

science, which is itself symbolic of the ,relationship 
between

an individual and God. Here the punishment inflicted by con-

science upon the criminal was partly an anticipation of future

punishments" The Sydney Gazette, 9 November 1816, spoke of

death as that moment when t'conscience will predominate - will
seize its ascendant PoI^7er in the mind, and an earnest, whilst

yet r^re live, of what we are to apprehend when dead".

Sydney GazetEe 26 May 1805.1

2 vicÈim to offended j usÈice makes a con-
and b of contrition admits the

tt. . .when the
fession of h
jus
fee

unhapPY
is guilt y symPtoms_

hich cuËs htice of that sentence w
lings of humanity and thy

im off from socie thetI,
1fare awakened in beha ofsymPa

softhe errors and infirmitie natufe, almost forge tting the
offence in the awful situa tion in which the offender stands. ll

Svdney Gazett-e 24 ApríL 18 19"

Lyons has treated this distinction as palt of an historical
tíansformation bound up rvith the increasing secl¡laris*tion
;i-;Ë-;;ii. iiB.fo=" tire fulcrum of the rnid-eighteenth century
Lt.-pãiri oi personal narrative autobiography was to make
p.".ä tittt Goã; afterv¡ards it was to make-one's peace rvith
himself." Lyons, oP.cit., P.55.

3
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As he moved closer to the future, to the brink of eternity,

so the prisorr.its past sins acquired a renewed ethical importance,

which the present moment, through ttan r¡nfeigned repenËancet' must

seek to alleviate.l' "sincere contrition and undisguised repent-
ance could alone afford to him the baln of consolation, and the

hope of happiness hereafte:-".2' The aesthetic quality in exec-

ution stories emerged from .the tension created between an exist-
íng self alienated from its past, yêt having to publicly re-

concile and acknowledge iÈs relevance for its existing and

future situation. rt was this temporal fragmentation of self
that the synthetic act of self-knowledge sought to overcome.

It can be seen as parË of I'the tr{ordworthian quest for lost time

and for the redemptive pohTer of memory".3' rt was also however,

directed towards the future" rt was thus a quest for Ëemporal

wholeness.

But more Èhan this. During the confessions there was a

movement frour a context in which the er<perience of shame was

dominant to a context in which the experience of guilt became

increasingly dominant, even though at the end of the execution

the experience of shame would violently reassert itself. The

task of the previous trial and the Judge Advocater s speech was

to redefine the prisoner, to take his subjective ídentity out

of his hands by defining him objectively as morally blameworthy,

Here society imposed its truth upon the prisoner; within its
truth mechanism it claimed to have uncovered the ,prisoner's

true identity. During the confession, however, this relationship

becomes revised, as the prisoner through his autobiography, and

Svdnev Gazette 20 Nl,ay 1804"
Sydney Gazett 31 August 1806.

1

2

3 G"D" McConnell, The Confessional ImaginatÍon , PP.3-4"
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especially, through the revelation of new secrets, âsserts his

control over his identity. At this point the prisoner often

experiences that terrífying anguish which goes with making the

sÈandpoint of the other (the judiciary and the audience) his

oro.l' It is at this poinË that the prisoner transforms

publicly his experience of shame into a self-punishing form
o

of guiltÍ' Let us turn to an example.

2. In guilt, as M. tr'les 1 states, "I approve the other's dis-
approval of me.'.'

tpha
This is why guilt represents an interna I

Ísation by the individual of the judicial-political sys tem ts

generalis ed other. M. üIestPhal, ttP
lf throug
henomenol

h the eyes o f themorality. He stares back at himse
o of Guilt and

Theology
and Exist

of For
ential

sl-vene"Phi1o sst' in Crossc ents in henomenolo

A man name trlright, Ì,vas also executed for a robbery on
the Saturday previously; he made a confession of his
former culpability. He stated in the outset thaË his
conduct Ëhrough life had driven his aged mother to despair
and suicide. Then, whlle his whole frame appeared con-
vulsed with agitation, he stated that he had something
still more horrible to relate" He essayed to speak; bUt
such was the dreadful tremour which seízed his frame, he
could not divtrlge the terrific seciet. Becoming more
composed, he proceeded to relate, that he had been a
sailor on board a man of war, and whíle in the Basic roads,
the vessel (the Boyne, 28 guns) captured the Dolosa, French
Sloop-of-r^rar" A Ìk. Goulbee, the master of the Boyne, rùas
put on board in charge of the prÍze. Before they left the
roads, the crelÀr muËined, and he, l,lrighÈ, wíth a blow of an
axe on Ëhe head, ururdered that unfortunate gentleman, and
threw hÍs body overboardl I The príze viTas then run aground
on the French coast. He also confessêd to a number of
Sheep robberies. Monitor, 24 July L827 

"

In revealing his Ëerrific secrets, the prisoner, I¡Iright,

also reveals what alienates hÍm from other men; he reveals

the sources of his individuality in those hidden evils, which

1" The emergence of the prisoner's anguish-by staritg-at himself
from the-position of the audience is made-clearly in the
following quotation:!'Ihis lad was about sixteen cried Tu9h,
and althõugtr tris Rev" Pastor endeavoured to tear his mind
from such unavailing grief, yet he cast his eyes wístfully

. around him, and when they met the view of any one in the
crowd in which sympathy for his fate was depicted, he would
again burst into a fit of ungovernable gríef"; Monitor,
27 December 1828.

8v
P

B. lüilshire, p"2 45"
soohv Vo 7, e R" Bruzina and
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go to define and make up his subjective and moral solipsi"*.1'

The radical nature of trlright's individuality is symbolised in

the fact that his moral flconduct through lifet' acted to cut

hin off from his ovrn biological origins by destroying one of

his parents - "his aged mother". This set him further adrift

morally and physically. As a sailor he participated in a

mutiny and a murder. His solipsism is further evidenced in

the fact that as he approaches the secrets abouÈ hírnself so

also does he become increasingly disengaged from the world

and begins Ëo experience the conrnrlsion of his own body. He

finds it difficult to speak" SimilarLy, the Sydney Gazette,

13 Novenber 1808, reports tihat a female Prisoner on being told

by the Judge AdvocaËe to search for "a true knowledge of her

r:nhappy condition. ".fell uPon her knees and appeared most

sensibly affected" In this supplicating posture, the pohTer

of speech forsook her". Ttre prisoner here becomes removed

from a world of intersubjectivity into a silent world of self-

realisation, which in the above case of l,Iright he escapes only

with some difficulty. Some prisoners never escape their

"melancholy silence" and, aS a consequence, are seen to suffer

all the more for it. Such is the fate of Townsend who |tremained

silent, and appeared to endure much mental agony" Regardless

of surror:nding objects his thought seemed buried within him-

self, and now and then a gleam of horror saddened his Pale

cheekl"2' The prisoner "Quinn remained comPosed while the

The prisoner's secret life was seen to define his true self.
"It is to be feared, that among such a Nr:¡nber of Delinquents,
there are some innately bad and incorrigible, who are deterred

I

from pursuing Ëh
of Punishment;
be so secretly"rl
Day of his Couimi
Surgeon, p "24 "

eir vicious inclinations only from the Fear
and who will still be villanous, when they can

Reported speech b on the
ssion; C" tr"lorgan,

2.s dn Gazette, 23 June 1813.

J
y Governor Phillip
ournal of First Fleet
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minister was with him, but left to himself, he relapsed into

apparent mental agony, evidenced by his voice sgpplicating

divine mercy with a fervency almosL conrnrlsive".l'

IL was in his privaËe world that the prisoner, I'iright,

lost his composure, his public presentation of himself. It
was precisely this loss of control that also acted to define

this private realm as a realm of in¡rer truth. A world which

rAras not geared to the outside contained no possibility of

artifice. The truth about himself I'ras exPressed before he

started to speak, in "Ëhe dreadful trenour.which seized his

framerr. This tremour acted to legitirnate the confession which

followed-and externalized the prisonerrs internal disorder.

It allowed the audience to take a glinpse inÈo the prisoner's

own inner turmoil. The turmoiL which comes from self-knowl-edge

l-ocked up within itself . ÍJtrat the prisonerts conrnrl-sion exposed

!f,ere the paralysing terrors of self-realisation; "a mind at war

with itself "' 2'

Irltren arrived aË the fatal spot which was destined to be the
goal of their journeyings andvicisitudes in this_ f.ife,
eollins, while in the act of supplicating his offended
Maker, $ras so wholly overcome by the sense of feelÍng which
occupied his afflicted urind, that he fainted off and for
.some moments appeared lost to all recovery; but afËer an
interval of a few minutes. . .returned, with a sense of horror
that rendered hiui to the spectators one of the most miser-
able objects that ever fell a crimes. That
spi.rit i¿ttictt had so...raged.. subdued so

"ä Èo reduce him to a state o repidity
which could not fail of excit ommiseration
in the mind of all who beheld ow creature
so dreadfully circumstanced. . .

Sydney Gazette, 24 December 1814.

1. MoniÈor, 19 June L827.

2. Svdnev Gazette. L2 October 1806. On this theme in liter-
ffi-Dussinger, The Discourse of the Mind in
Eiehteenth Century Fiction , p. 39.
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Eurotions played a very large part- in constructing Èhe

prisoner's lasË noments i-nto moments of truth" These are not

moments for the trir:mphant parade of Reason, but moments

l'Iithin which maR's inner moral sense, based on sensibility

could demonstrate their Power. This was I^7hy the presentation

of guilË often assumed non-discursive forms, residing in the

posture and movemenË of the prisonerrs body, the way he clutched

his Bible, fell down on his knees and prayed, the tears he shed,

Ëhe conr¡trlsion which shook his body. lJtrereas language is social,

intersubjective, always involving and implying the othern this

is not necessarily so for gestures. In comparison and con-

trast with speech, Bêstures can be more readily seen aS ex-

pressions and symptems of inner being.l' As Susan Langer says:

Language is primarily symbolic and incidently symptomatic;
excl-amation is relatively rare. GesLure, on the contrary,' is far more important as an avenue of self-exçression than
as ttÌrrordtt. An expressive r^rord is one that formulates an
idea clearly and aptly, buË a highly exPressive gesture í" I
usually taken as to be one Ehat reveals feeling or emotionl'

It is only when speech begins to approach poetry and song, as

it so often did in executions, thaË it begins to gain the same

private meanings which gestures so readily assr¡med" This was

why the prisonerts final utterances \{ere sonetimes described as

"fervent ejaculations", that is within the idiorn of uncontrolled

sexual gestures.3' They became the physical, uncontrolled sPurt-

ing forth of speech. tr{ith gestures it is the very lack of control

which an individual exercises over them that makes them vehicles

for the expression of private, inner staËes of being which

rrt, see also l'1. Dufrenne, The Phenomenolo of
xperience, p " 130.

S. Langer, Feel and Form, p .180. I am indebted to
ointing out the relevance
erpreting the performative

1

2

this poi
sthetic E

0n
Ae

Professor Bruce p erer orp
of Susan Langer's work for int
structure of rituals

3. Sydney Gazelte, I JanuarY L827, L7 January 1829;
1829.Australian, 13 June L828, 28 April



define the "true" nature of the self.1' Speech can only

approach this ability to appear as "knowledge of the heart",

rather Èhan "knowledge of the headrr, when it assumes the

quality of spontaneity.2' I,lhen it appears to emanate d.irectly

immediated from inner-subjective being. Similar verbal ejac-

ulations to the condesrted prisoners have been analysed by

E.P. Thourpson amongst MeËhodisÈs. Though I have some res-

ervations about Thourpsons psychoanalytic interpretations,

I nevertheless agree with the general thrust of his argument

that the sexual idiom formed an important Part of an ideology

whích stressed spontaneous direct conrnunication with God and

not "head knowledgerr. The tendency of this ideology was to

democratise religious knowledge and to const:iuct the indiv-

idual as the source of truth.3"

Historically, the notion of truth as lying within oneself

T¡ras given impetus by the epistemological individualism of

Locke which grounded all knowledge in experience. Lyons has

argued that it is only when truth no longer resides outside

the self but within the realm of the individual's experience

that the devout are then "moved by enthusiasm and zeaL to

confirm - even earn - Ëheir sal-vation""4' It was this quality

1" "The most diverse texts, in our literary tradition, con-
firm this association of the prisonerts descent into the
self with the quest for a truth for

r49.

iden-
Rom-tity.'r v.

antic Metap
Brombert t'The Happy
hor" in Romanticism,

, even the quest
Prison: A Recurr
ed" D" Thorburn

ing
and

G" Hartman, p.73.
2" "The movement of heart, will and intellect is, for the tl:ue

Protestant confessant, a single act of speech; and if it
fails to become such, if it fragments itself into 'head-
knowledge' as opposed to theart-knowledger, then the con-
fessant knows that something is rùrong, that his election
is not yet complete"" MacConnell, op.cit. , P"4.

3. Thompson, English tr'Iorking Class, pp.399-41L.
4. Lyons, op.cit., pp.8-9.
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thaË the prisonerts confession had to reproduce in order to

be considered sincere.

The confession represented the r¡nburdening of the prisonerts

conscience. It sometimes allowed hiur in his final moments "to

enjoy a tranquility of mind to which he had long before been

qnhappily estranged!'.1' These acts of sincerity,'âS Ricoeur

points out, are acËS of syurbolic purification.2' Paradoxically,

the restoration of order within the prisoner and in socíety was

often seen to lie in the very discomfort, in the very disorder,

.he experienced in his final moments. I would suggest that the

prisoner in these last momenËs symbolically takes into his o!ùn

person the disorder he introduced into society. For this

reason his destruction can be a restoration of balance to the

world.

Given the analysis so far,I would criticise Foucault's

general thesis in Discipline,ahd PunishmenË that executions

t{ere directed towards corPoreal being, whilst the modern penal

system is directed towards Èhe custody of the soul or mind'3'

More recently, Foucault has modified this historical thesis by

pointing Ëo the increasing secular aPpropriation of pastoral

por"r.4' ExecuËions can be interpreted as the initial secular

appropriation by the state of the individualising aspects of

pastoral po!{er. Executions embodied within their performative

Structure the emerging nehT solitary confinementrs technology

of suffering introspection. What the penitentiaries did was

. Foucault, Discip line and Punishment pp.10-17"

see also Sydnev Giazette,1

2

3

4

Sydney Gazelte, 2 November 1806;
@rs July L820.

R.icoeur, op. ciú. , P.46.

. M. Foucault, "The Subject and Porrer",
Sunrner L982, pP .782'185.

Critical Inquiry,
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to apply the principles of science and architecture to trans-

form this old religious technology for producing guilt into

a state sysËem for its mass productiorr.l' As Bentham put it:

"Reformation...is a species of manufacture: like all oÈher

manufactures, it requires its Particular capital or stock in
q

tradert.t' As ËhÍs technology l^7as increasingly appropriated by

the state, the consequence has been its secularisation" Guilt

in N.S.W. executions r,tras not simply an anticipation of secular

or divine punishment, but had become pr-mishment itself. In-

deed, executions became for some N.S.lü. prisoners a means of

escaping "the terrible reproach of conscience".3' The quot-

ation which folLows, for example, can be interpreted as an

anticipation of thaË spate of suicides which would meet Lhe

new penitentiary system as it began to alienate individuals

from themselves.

It would a r also that from the fatal moment whichppea
himconsigned to the terrible reproach of conscience he

entertained no other wish than to atone for his offence
by yieldíng blood for blood: the emot ion that choked his
utterance aÈ Ëhe bar of justice; his acquiescence and

Passive acknowledgements of the facts upon which he was
condenned, and his resignation at the approach of the
awful cris is that was to usher him into etern lty, r^7ere

combined in testimonY that l-ife \^7as no longer desirable,
and no more to be endured. Sydney Gazette, 6 October 1805.

By now it should perhaps be clear that the execution is

organised around a paradox" It gains its justification as the

expulsion of irreclaimable evil from society; yet it also

seeks to morally rehabilitate those whom it expels. The

1" For a discussion by Marx of the origins of the penitenti?ty
notion of pr:nishmeit in Christiarrity and in.Hegelrs penal
theory, see l{" Cain and A. Hunt (
Lav¡, pp.192-193.

ed. ) Marx and Engels on

2. J. Bentham, "Panopticon versus New South l,Iales : or The
Panopticon Penitentiary Syste_m_ an4 the Penal Colonisation
Systãm, compared" in trrlorks , Vo1 . IV, p . 175 

"

3. Sydney Gazette, 6 October 1805.
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reprieve often operated as a pro9TamnaËic solution to this

paradox, for iE was generally given, both in Englarrdl' and
,

N. S .lt. ,- 'to prisoners Ílho behaved peni tently .

...the two remaining críminals were respited, âs they
were the least corrupted, and had discovered symptoms
of sincere remorse fór the part which they had taken
in the late oPerations. 3.

It was also given to young criminals who were seen to be not

yeË hardened by crimes and who had the possibility of reform.

As we will see in the nexË section, through the reprieve the

authorities arËiculated their commitment to the reformative

terror of the cross and Èhe scaffold, whilst siunrltaneously

constructing thernselves within an ideology of benevolent

paternalism" As Douglas Hay has aPtly Put Lt:

trühere auÈhority is embodied in direct personal relation-
ships men will often accePt _por^ler,, even enormous des-
p_otic poryef , when it comes from the 'good Kitg', the 4.father-of his people, who tempers justice wíth mercy. ''

1. Douglas Hay with,respect to Britain has stated that "the
convict who heard the deaËh sentence with no sign of'
repentence and who instead danmed the judge, could hope
for no pardon"" Hay, op.ciË., p"51.

2. D.D. Mann, The Present Picture of N.S.I^1. (1811) , p"L4"
3. Sydney Gazette, 2l October 1804;

13 November 1808.
4. Hay, op.cit., P.39.

see also Sydney Gazette,
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(F) REPRIEVES

In this section I analyse how the Governor's relationship

to the symbols of life and death was often structured during Ëhe

performance of an execution so as Èo produce ideological

staÈements about the nature and virÈue of the centralised and

personalised form which political power assumed in this penal

colony. Political porder, until the N.S.lü. Act of L823,

which established a Legislative Council, \^7as largely vested

j-n the Governor. He had the poI^/er to make laws which \^/ere

binding not only on prisoners and the military, but also on

free settlers whether they vTere ex-convicts or emigrants' He'

¡ad the po1íer to appoint and dismiss officials; to distribute

land, convicts, governnent ContIâCts; to fix the price of

grain and labour; to raise taxes.l' llriting in 1828, the

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court characterised the l{.S.I^i.

state as patriachal in character, something which he attrib-

uted to its initial origins as a penal colony containing no

free setËlers.

...everything necessarily centred in the governor as the
primum urobilð of the machine - the Pllice, the roads,
Èhe markets, the importation of supplies, the cultivation
of provisions, Ênd ãven the prices of every article of
daiiy consumptiôn, T¡rere regulated by the orders of the
governor - these entered into some of the minutest matt-
ãrs of domestic 1ife, and gradually became so familiar
to the inhabitants, that iñstances are to be found of
domestic quarrels being referred to the fountain head of
authority...a government situated like that of New South
l,Iales, necessaiily became patriachal... 2-

The GOvernor t S enormous PoT¡7er Over the procreative re-

sources of society lras syrnb'olically condensed and codified

"Prerogative Rule
Vol.50, L964, 3, p.161;

1 E. Campbell
1823", RAHS,
Early Consti trrtional Devel

in l{ew South V'la
A. C.V.

n Austra lia

les, f788-
l,felbourne,
, P.6.

Forbes to Horton, 6 March 1828, Chief Justice Torbes
Private Letters to R.I^I. Horton, ML 41819, p.95.

2.
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in that poriTer over the life and deaËh of the condernned crim-

inal which the Governor exercised through his ability to

grant Reprieves. Through an administrative division of

labour with the judiciary, Ëhe Governor r,tTas no¡ ordinarily

perceived as directly responsible for an execuLion, even

though he headed the judicial-political system that produced

the verdict and even though he had to give his consent fot

any execution.l' Only in extraordinarily violent or socially

threatening crimes did the Governor publicly intervene as a

spokesman for society's values and right to exist undistur¡e¿?'

Instead of containing as a regular feature of his position

the production of death sentences, the Governor tended to ex-

ploit more publicly the power to forgive, to save the prison-

er!s life by connmuting his death sentence to life imprisonment.

One of the first por^rers removed from the Governors direct

conËrol soon after the establishment of an Executive Cor.:ncil

in December 1825 was the power to recoilrmend repriet"" .3' I^lith

the appointment of others to advise and assume responsibility

for the government of society, so hrere they aLso incorporated

into the responsibility for deciding the life and death issues

of the scaffold. Despite the existence of an Executive

Council, reprives r^rere still presented in the N.S"i,ü" press as

the prerogative of the Governor.

1. McMinn, op.cit., p"2. "The Kilg himself con
that rugged task he leaves to his courts of
greaÈ operation of his sceptre is mercy"; B
Commentaries, Vol. IV, pp" 396'397 "

denms no man;
J
1
ustice: the
ackstone,

See M. Roe, "Colonial Society in Embryo", HSANZ, 7, No,26,
May L956, p.154; Australian, 9 March L826; Sydney

2

Gazette , 26 Nlarch 1803.

3. AusLralian, 5 August L826.
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Some idea of the commitmenE and importance of reprieves

to the N.S.!ü. state can be gained from the following figures:

Between September 1800 and August 1806, Governor King re-

prieved 34 prisoners out of 55 sentenced to death.l' Bigge

reported that beËween October 1816 and the end of 1820 out

of a totaL of 111 sentenced to death, only 59 were carried
eout.t' Under Governor Brisbane's administraËion the use of

the reprieve increased dramatically with only 29 prisoners

being executed out of a total of L52 capitally convicted bet-

r,reen L822 and 1824.3' As we will see in chapter eight, one

of the accusations against Governor Darling's administration

\^tas the absence of sufficient humanitarian sentiments as ev-

idenced in an increase in executiorr".4'

Þühat is noËiceable about the reprieve was its calculat-

edness. Nearly all the reprieves reported in the Press came

at the last possible moment, ât that Point in time when Ëhe

prisoner had arrived at the place of execution, had ascended

the cart to be driven off at the scaffold, and was awaiting

with repentance the moment of death itself. This lvas no

accident, it should not be seen as the system frantically res-

ponding at the last moment to a forgotÈen oversight. It was

designed to maximise the creation of a terror of crime in the

minds of the audience and the prisoner, whilst economising on

l. Roe, op.cit., p.151.
2. Bigge, Report, YoL.2, p.14.
3. Figures taken from "Abstract of Returns as to Tria1s..."

enclosed in Brisbane to Bathurst, 28 January 1825, HRA,
Vo1.XI, p.479.

4. Former Attorney General Bannister claimed that executions
increased from an average of 10 per annum in the period
1800-L825 to almost 30 in 1829 aà¿ to 40 in 1830;^
S. Bannister,
the Colonial O

On Abolishin
Cê... , p.

Trans ortation and Reformi
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the actual use of violence. Many reprieved prisoners coll-

apsed into conrnrlsions, in a sense symbolically reproducing

the execution withôut undergoing it.1'

Jillet again ascended Ëhe carü, and after he had been
delivered over to the executioner, his Reprieve was re-
ceived, and published by the Provost Marshall. Convulsed
with unspeakable joy and gratiËude, for so unexpected an
extension of mercy, he fe1l motionless, and for some
moments continued- in a state of insensibility; when he
recovered, he was taken back to his confinement.

Sydney Gazette, 17 April 1803"

By leaving the reprieve till the last possible moment,

Èire Governor emerged nuch more directly and dramatically as

the preserver of life, a s¡rmbol of bor:nty and grace. The

Governor l^ras not generally presenËed as a source of destructive
energy, it was not his revenge Ëhat was inflicted upon the body

of the prisoner. rnsLead, he was often presented as thaË dis-
cretionary authority whose compassion and humanity stood between

Ëhe law and the people such as t'to soften the rigour of the

general Law" "2' The Briti-sh constitutional lawyer, Blackstone,

regarded the reprieve as inseparable from the justificaËion of
monarchical power.

This is indeed one of_ the_great_advantages of monarchy in
general, above any other form of government; that thêre
is a magi-strate,-who has it in his power to exËend mercy,
wherever he thinks it is deserved: .".to him therefore
Ëhe people look up as the fountain of nothing but bounty
and grace; and these repeated acts of goodness, coming
iurmediately from his own hand, endear the sovereign to
his subjects, and contribute more than anything tõ root
in their hearts that filial affection, and perðonal
loyalty, which are the sure establishment oÍ a prince. 3.

The Governor of N.S.lù. $ras more than simpllr a position
in the judici.al-political system. He was also the personified

See also S dne Gazette , 6 August 1804.
Blackstone, Conrnentaries, Vo1.IV, p. 396.
Ibid., pp" 396-397 

"

I
2

3
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form of this judicial-political sysËem as a whole, its exemplary

centre. Power was concePtualised as flowing out from him to

more specialised posiËions within the state aPParatus" The

characterisaËion of the Governor's power as benevolent, there-

fore, rùas also a characterisation of the nature of Èhe power of

the sËate in general"

These symbolic qualities of benevolence and mercy r,rere

further validated by the Governor acting as Patron for charity

organisaËions, Iike Èhe Benevolent Society and NaËive Instit-

ution, which received large donations from him personally and

also through the Crown. These qualities also gained wider

circul.ation'by the Governor!s more numerous acts of reducing

the sentences of well-behaved prisoners through the granting

of Absolute Pardons, Conditional Pardons and Tickets-of-L".rr"1'

Other charitable acts included reducing that portion of a

criminal's sentence which required his ears to be nailed to
2the pilloryi" or using the Kingrs Birthday to reduce various

other forms of punishment"3'

The Gpvernor's qualities of benevolence, mercy, pity and

compassion rnrere also used to characterise the power of God"

There was a very strong analogy operating between the figure

of the Governor and the figure of God, that worked by ascrib-

ing to them similar emotional dispositions. The Sydnev

Gazette, 22 January 1824, referred and spoke of the mercy of

1" "A ticket-of-Ieave is a gracious act of Royal clemency
conrnunicated to one of His Majestyls liege subjects through
His Representative the Governor in Chief, who in the exer-
cise oi so noble a prerogative deliberates with care and
attention"" Monitor, I September L826.

2. See S dne zette , 5 April, 5 JuIy 1807.

3. Clark, History, Vol..1, pp.202-203.
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"Heaven's King"; on the 24 YLarctr 1828 it spoke of the "merc-

iful, nây God-like, act of sparing life".1' A religious

tracÈ circulating in N"S.W" claimed that Lhe "King's heart

is in the hand of the Lotd".Z'

In short, the reprieve furthered the fusion of sacred

and secular notions of power, So that the latter rltras viewed

as an extension of the foimer. The result of this ideological

process was not so much to transform the Governor into God, aS

to present the qualities of the sacred as being realised here

on earth through the person and PohTer of the Governor. This

deification process, I would argue, lcas fascilitated by Ëhe

Reprieve transforming the Govelnor into a symbol of trans-

cendental order" The rePrieve was in effect t'the power of
)

suspending the lawstto'o Through it the Governor hTas more

than simply the apex of a rational lega1 system he transcended

its decisions.

In the reprieve the requirements of society and the legal

system rnTere partly being suspended to satisfy the personal

sentiments of the Governor" V'lhat T¡ras implicit in this was the

subordination of society to the will of the monarch. But it'

rúas not just this that was being symbolised. For the monarch

became, through the reprieve, also a representa¡ive of society

against the severity of the 1aw. He and the people tempor-

arily united against the coercive necessities of the legal

1. See also Sydney Gazette, 2 October 1806, 25 September 1808,
"Lines written on rny Birthday".
Anon. , Relative Duties , P.1.2

3 Iùilliam Paley
"prerogative p
lie. tñe King]
privilege of too
hands, or to tho
Orr.cit., p.535,

argued
O\^7ef O

. The

that it was necessary to confine the
f pardon to the Chief

r of sus endin
oõ a nature to ec tte to many

he state";se of any inferior officer in t

I{agis trate
the laws i-s a

(my emphasis); see also p.30.
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system. The Governor at this point entered into a more imm-

ediate relaËionship with society, Do longer did the legal

system mediate their relationship, it had become suspended,

such Èhat men could see the superior ernotional virtues of those

who ruled them. If the execution faltered and the prisoner

was seen to suffer too much then a mercy dash might be made

to the Governor" There was an implicit r¡nderstanding bet-

ween- the crowd and the authori ties that the prisoner should

not be made to suffer unnecessarily" This view was held not

only by convicts, but also by more respectable specËaLotr"1'

In the case of Samuel, where the r:ope had failed three times

to hold his weight, the dne Gazette 2 October 1803,

reports t'all that beheld were also moved at his protracted

sufferings"..Compassion could no longer bear restraint;

winged with humanity, the Provost Marshall sped to HIS EXCELL-

EI{CY's presence, in which the success of his mission overcame

him; a Reprieve r¡ras announced!'. Such accidents as this

created some uneasiness amongst stectators, especially if the

prisoner simultaneously proclaimed his innocence till the 
"nd.2'

The religious construction of the execution into a moment of

truth made all pronouncements of innocence problemaÈic for the
a

authoritieso'' In the case of Samuel his continual claims

of innocence and the continual breaking of the rope led the aud-

ience to suspect the presence of some form of divine intervent-

ion. At such moments the meanings of executions began to escape

."."the rope which had been tied around Smithrs neck br-oke,
and the unfortunate man fell to the ground, and was mqch
bruised and shaken by the fall-" ". Such an accident of
course created very strong feelings of compassion, not only
among the distant crowd on the Rocks, but also on the most
respèctable spectators in the Gaol Yard" . " ", Eli-tor.,
27 March L828.
See also Executive Council Minute Books, 17 February 1826,
N. S.!ü. Archives, Ileel 2436, pp.17-1ii.
Sydney Gazette, 3 March 1805.

1

2

3
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the control of authorities and posed the potenLial of subverË-

ing their authority. By reprieving Samuel the authorities

!{ere able to regain control over this context of meaning

and to undermine the spread of the idea that God stood

opposed to the actions of authority. The same problem of a

control of public meanings also emerged if the prisoner be-

haved too penitently, excessive audience syrnpathy for the

prisoner threatened to Èurn the audience against the

judiciary, it also prevented them severing their ties with

criminality. Part of the argument for lenient punishments

\,r7as Precisely to break these bonds of sympathy'

A similar process to that described by Douglas Hay, with

respect to reprieves in England, can also be discerned in

N.S"!ü", This concerns the extent to which an emerging prop-

ertied class of landovrners and merchants may have been able

to ideologically strengthen their private paternalistic rel-

ationships over their servants through their use of a sysËem

of patronage and personal infLuence to obtain reprieves and

also reduced prisoner sentences"l" The Sydney GazeEEe ,L6
February 1811, reports the court as recormending a prisoner

to be reprieved on accounË of "the favourable report that had

been made of his former conduct by respectable witnessesrr.

In a letter the caPitally convicted prisoner, John How, wrote

Èo his former master, Charles Thorsky Senior, whom he robbed,

appealing to his "influencerr and employing a language of def-

erence and submission to t'so just a Mastertt;

. Perkins,
pp.50-55.

1 Hay, op.cit., pp.40-49; see also H.J
of MoGñ-English Society f780-1880,

The Origins



To Charles Thorsky Sen" Esq"

Sir,

161.

Sydney Gaol,
8 September L826"

I have the honour of informing you that I am now under the
awful Sentence of Death in Ëhe Cells of this Gaol, being
found Guilty aË the Supreme Court for the Robbing of your
House, and now Sir as I am confident that you would not
take any lleasure in the Death of an unfortr¡nate Being,
who now- cönfesses his enormous Crime, and is now lameñting
that he ever wronged so just a Master, and as the unhappy
Man who now addreõses you considers that you alone can be
Èhe means of saving his Life, and for which I emplore and
beg of you for the sake and mercy of our heavenly Father
thãt you will use your influence in his behalf wíth His
Excellency the Governor to bestoÌ^r on me that great Gift
of sparinâ my Life; and as the appointed timã is not yet
made known I hope you will condescend to be as expeditious
as you may think Proper and may God in his infinite Good-
ness grant you everlasting Felicity in the l,Iorld to come.

I am Sir,
Your Unfortunate Servant
John How 1.

The Sydney Gazette, 31 August 1806,' provides an example

of that benevolent discretion which prosecutors might choose

to exercise. In sentencing a prisoner to death, the Judge

Advocate asked him to recall Ëhat he had only recently es-

caped punishment for a similar outrage because of the charit-

able sentiments held by that individual who might have become

his prosecutor. Likewise the Court, through its refusal to

impose the full weight of the law and through its ability to

determine the value of goods stolen also held some dÍscretion-

ary por^7er over whether a crime was to be a capital office or

not. Thus the Sydney Gazette , 31 August 1806, reported that

"from a hr:man exercise of its poT^/ers and in consideration of

his extreme contrition", the Court has found the prisoner

guilty of stealing to the value of four shillings and ten
2,pence.'' Through such measures the God-like act of sparing

life was extended to other class members.

1" From Therry, Rev. John Joseph, General Correspondence, 1826,
ML, 1810/6 LY Reel 718"

2" See the case of
Gazette, 28 Sep
ffir-y-TgZí for th

James Driver and James Curren in the
tember 1806; see also Sydney Gazette,
e case of 9 livestock steãIèrs.

SydneyaT-
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(c) CONCLUSTON

I began this chapter with a general discussion of the

ideological operations of crime literaËure in the N"S.I^I. Pregs.

By emphasising and concentrating on the often horrific details

of crimes themselves and the judges condermation of them, the

press sought to distance the criminal from society and humanity.

It attempted to draw the rest of the population into a sense

of outrage against criminality; and to moralise this population

into severing its own ties with criminality. The distinction

between the criminal.classes and v,rorking classes hTas very blurred

during this period and nowhere more so than in N.S.I^1.. News-

paper crime Stories can be seen as atter'.pt to break up the

close ties between these t\^lo groups, to Chrístianise and to

draw the working class inLo bourgeoi, oot*".1'

As cereupnial dramas the trial and the execution affirmed

and made public the values of the dominant class. Their formal

pageantry, their oratorical displêIS, their construction of

Ëhe criminal as a symbol of irreclaimable unsatísfiable desires,

were all atterpts to draw the audience into comnon feelings of

public outrage at his unwillingness to regulate his egotistical

tendencies for the benefit of society" The public orderliness

of the execution as a political-religious ritual was juxtaposed

and in opposition to the private disorder frornwhich the prisoner',s

crime emanated. However, as the execution Progressed it lost

much of its officiating character. It was no longer simply an

assertion of the dorninance of the fornal public domain. Increas-

ingly, it became a psychological drama which investigated and

1. Much of this is indebted to Foucault, POwer/Knowledge, p'41
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asserted the dominance of private e:<perience and individual

judgement. This was the meaning of its introspective qualities;

Ëhrough such enforced self-reflexivity the bourgeoisie was

able to incorporate the prisoner into an atomised view of

society in which everyone hTas freely responsible for his o!ürr

lífe circumstances. lthat the execution and the trial repres-

ented was Ëhe personification of class pornrer and the class

struggle. By emphasising the subjective dispositions of the

Governor and the Judge as compared to the criminal, the press

hTas able to maintain and circulate that atomised view of the

class struggle which was ideologically constituted as crime.

The Reprieve further demonstrated the importance of the

public display of the private person of the authorities for

the legitimation of social order. The most public figure in
N.S.tü. society was the Governor. Almost his every movement

rÁras reported in detail: his meetings with aborigines and his

annual dinner invitation to them; his giving out of school

books to children; his visits to the orphan school and other

charity societies; his balls and supPers; his coming and go-

Íngs from Sydney. His person was further celebrated on Royal

Birthdays. The death of royalty would lead the Sydney Gazette

to drape its pages in a sombre black border. It is this public

ceremonious aspect of the N.S.I^1. state that the scaffold sym-

bolised. Rather than denoting an "impersonal and unemotive"

state order, as Sturma argues, the ritualised aspect of the

execution denoted the ceremonious degradation of the pris-

onert s person or the celebraLion of the Governort s paternal-
1istic merCy.'' Either way the focus r^7as not on impersonal

machinery, but on personalities.

1 M. Sturma,
1838", PB,

"Public Executions and the Ritual of Deach,
No.15, April L973, p.6.
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During the execution both the Governor's and the pris-

onerrs person assumed often sublime proportions; __qh.! is, as-

pects of heroic grandeur. "I use the word sublime here in its
contefiporary meaníng, of any action or quality which results

in aestheËic effect through the exploration and contemplation

of greatrr""r.l' The Governor assumed sublime proportions by

manifesting eiÈher the vengeful qualities of the deity or,

more often his divine benevolent attribuËes. The prisoner

could assume proportions of grandeur through the intensity and

sincerity of his struggle to be rer¡nited with God. However,'

he could also inversely manifest his grandeur in his defiance

of sacred and secular authority. Here the prisoner manifested

the sublime qualities inherent in human evil, namely the power

of man to unmake himself, to freely imprison himself in a

world of his own making. The aesthetic aspect of executions

and of much rhorriblet crime literature comes from its explor-

ations of the sublime aspects of these human qualities. Crime

liËerature dealt with the disproportions, with the excesses of

hunan nature, hTith its magnifications. IË explored human

nature in its exËremities, at those points at which it began

to assurTre an ltothernessrt, which r^7as nevertheless its secret

identity. Ttre Governor and the condermed criminal are the

two fantastic personages of this system. The former blendíng

'with the sacred personal otherness of God; the latter cort-

taining the possibility of blending with the cruel, unfeeling

barbarity of the cr:nning savage. In a sense, what execution

reports articulated was an ideology where individualism was

greatest at the extremities of society: at its apex, Uut also

in its subterranean depths.

J. Beattie,
pp.605-655,

Dissertations Moral and Critical, (1783),1
especially, pp.6L2, 2L2-2L3.
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As we have seen, during the execution, the horror which

the audience saw and read was noE siurply one of external

apparatuses muËilating and disfiguring the bodyrs gestures,

but more that of the shuddering horror of mental self-torture.

In the next chapter, I will investigate the role of the fauril-y

in N.S.I{. as a means of giving the experience of guilt a

wider circulation Èhan the climactic emotional moments of the

execution. The breach of familial duËies and dependencies

constituted a new ideological means for circulating Ëhe

spectacle of self-irnprisoned, punishing guilt. To leave the

sanctuary of the household was to enÈer that amalgamated world

of unrestrained, superficial pleasure and self-punishment,

which underlay the portrayal of all transgressions. As I will

show, Èhe family became the discursive site for articulating

a whole range of ideologícal practices which had as their
aim Ëhe hegemoníc incorporation of the lower classes into

bourgeois culture. The family became the new means of chaining

individuals to their identitíes such that each transgression

beyond its boundaries became also a transgression against oneself.

It was through the creation of social identities, beyond which

to trespâss rdas to enter a world of self-punishing guilt, thaÈ

the press sought to produce an artificial identification of

interest beËween society and the rrnaturalttegoism of the

individual.
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CHAPTER THREE

DOMESTICITY AND ORDER: TIIE ROLE OF THE FA}4ILY IN THE

CULTURAL PRODUCTION OF DISCIPLINED PRODUCBRS Ai'{-D

DI SCIPLINED CONSI.]MERS

ilIt is the Press that impels people to be honest,
virËuous, just, sober, industrious, affectionate,
grateful, loyal, and in every degree noble. The
Þress is 1,ike unto a f ire, or indeed it may be
more justly assimilated to the sun, whích bestows
heat and light to that speck in the universe upon
which we are placed.

Sydney Gazerte, 29 February L828.
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(A) INTRODUCTION: THE PHII-AT{THROPIC ROLE OF THE PRESS

IN PROMOTING THE FAMILY IN N.S.tr{.

In Ëhe previous chapter I analysed execution reports as

part of the process whereby the press produced and circulated

schemata for Èhe interpretation and structuring of experience.

Even the spontaneous acÈs of symbolic protest which emerged

on the scaffold rüere fitted rapidly into conceptual structures

which bolstered the authorityrs position. From a class per-

spective, N.q.!,1- newspaPers represented the means whereby the

mechanisms for producing tnass culture hTere undergoing a

process of cenËralisation and increasingly being taken ouÈ of

the ttsubversivet' hands of the working cla"s.1' In this chap-

ter and the nexÈ I will analyse ideological processes which

helped to render this centralisation of knowLedge more eff-

ective. In particular I will focus on how the press sought

to atomise the working class into familial units, isolated

and sealed off from each oËher; and in doing so helped to

render individuals increasingly dependent on the press and

other central pedagogic insÈitutions f,or their information.

N.S.lü" colonial newspapers, like Ëheir British counter-

parts, regarded themselves primarily as pedagogic instruments

for the efficient and rational organisation of nature and

society. They sahr themselves as one of the new technological

means for producing a scientÍfic and Christian social order"

ical point concerning the centralis-1. This general theoret
ation of the rnechani
alism has been made
and T. Adorno and l'f.
rnent, pp.I2l-L22 

"

sms for produc culËure under eapit-rng
eGeK" Marx, rman ldeolov

Ho
p"67;b

rkheimer,
Th

a ect cs an l_ ten-
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Their reporting of executions and other violent punishments

lrras part of this ideology. However, from the very beginning

of the Sydney GazeEte, neT¡rs papers lrere major proponents of

less violent pedagogic measures. The family was both one of

these measures, as well as the focus for the many others

sponsored by the press. This chapter is not concerned with

the historical formation of farnil-ial units i.n colonial. N.S.W.,

though it cannot totally ignore this issue. Instead it is
more concerned with the discursive strategies which took the

family as an object of political knowledge concerned with
solving the problem of order. In particular, hromenrs alloc- 

I

ated marital role as Ëhe socialisers of the nexÈ generation

gave the problem of conlrolling their sexuality and moraLity

a sense of urgency. Part of this chapterrs concern will- be

to explore women as the foci of a moral discourse which con-

strucEed them as the bearers of bourgeois vaLues inside the

private space of the family.

Before taking up such specific issues and others, I want

to briefly outline some of the general discursive features of

the domain of moral-politics within which the press situated

itself . For the N.S.l^I. press sar^r itself as a central part of

a philanthropic endeavour, aimed at preventing crime by pol-

icing and publicly censuring that hedonistic culture of crim-

inality it ofËen associated with the immorality of the lower

class"".l' The writer "Mentor" articulated this concerrì. when

he stated that the task of "human redemption", of reforming

On prevention being better than punishment, see Sydney
Gazette, l0 MaY 1817.

I
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the manners of the lower and unenl-ightened part of mankind,

was best achieved by publishing the penalties inflicted for

drr¡nkenness, profane cursing, swearing and neglecting to go

to church on Sunday; something which the Sydney Gazette had

done from its inception. ItMentort' also pointed out that

penalties for such offences went to infor:ners; and that Ëhe

Sydney Gazette , which was then published on Sundays r¡ras more

like1y to be read by the lower orders Ëhan the gible.l' The

Monitor, 6 January L827, similarly recommended its o!ün Pages

to sinners, who did not attend Church on Sunday, believing

them.equal to Blair's Sermons and not far behind Pilgrimrs

Progress. The press üras thus a supra-religíous and supra-

legal form of policing" On the 10 July T827, the Monitor

spoke of the press! rrgreat and legitimate end, nametr-y, the

being a terror to public evil-doers, whom the law cannon reach,

and the praise of them that do well, whom the law does noÈ

sufficiently rewardrr.

The press can also be seen as part of the panopticon

vision, whereby men hTere to be rend_ered moral through being

continually watched"2' Along with the philanthropic societ-

íes, the press constructed society into a vast pedagogic

space; a space for supervising and controlling individuals

through surveill.ance and the threat of public exposure and

censure 
"

"..if the press is not to expose vice, in whatever fank
or whatever sex it is to be found, how can the press
perform its most noble and valuable function - that
function without which all else that it does or can do,
would be a dead leÈter - the preservation of the public
morals " 3"

Sydney Gazette, 31 July 1808, "Mentor""
Foucau1t, Power f lGrowledge , pp.16I-162"

1

2

3 ied the above quote from
its own principles 

"

The Australian, 28 June 1827, cop
a Loñ6@ as a statement of-
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The press I policing of public morals was part of a

larger discursive formation within which nehTsPaPers became

the centralised means of surveying the whole social body in

detail to develop its producËive potenËiaL. t'lhat we find

in the early Sydney Gazette was a concern r^rith such everday

details as the need to cover wells at night, making chirmreys

out of bricks in order to avoid household fires, not throwíng

glass ouË into the street.l' Another example, \^7as the art-

icle of a celebrated French Political economi-st, who reported

the incident of how a small latch, ItTorth not even three pence,

allowed a pig to escape which caused a small famiLy a loss of
1forty cror^ms.'' These, at first sight, trivial concerns re-

presented the emergence of a centralised gaze concerned with

systematically organising the minute details of social life,
so as to D revent those disasters which hindered the real-

isation of the utilitarian ideal of the maximum happiness.

The scrutinising of the family as an instrument of moral

socialisation was an important part of this discursive form-

aËion. Here I agree with FoucaulL that "there is a whole

hístory to be written about...the utilitarian rationalisation

of detail in moral accountability and political control".3'
In this chapter I approach the family as an object of

knowledge and power from this perspective.

Crimes r^7ere presented frequently as having their origins

in a rupture of familial relations. This hTas.because, âs

SteÈhen Knight says (discussing contemPoxary English crime

Sydney Gazette, 26 l{.arch, 18 December 1803, 11 November
1804 "Sensibil itas tt

Sydney Gazette , 23 August L822.

1

2

3 Foucault, Disci line and Punishment , p. 139.
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fiction), crime was not viewed as an exotic plague that

attacked society from the outside, but as a disease which

greür from inside society. rrThe heart of the social body is

the family...The family mirrors not only the corporate Peace,

but the social order."l' The condeurred prisonerrs dying

speech would often begin by narrating his life of crime, hís

period of moral wandering, with his deParture from the famitV?'

hêoo.lamented that he could no more indulge a
ever beholding

vince o
his ancient parents more: he

Lhe pro lyvania to be that of his nativitY;
but that vicis induced him to quit his home and
afterr¿ards giving aloose to vice, r¡Ias apprehen

,
de dhe

and convicted ín Great Br itain and from thence trans-
ported hither in the Coromande

,
1"

25 Novenber 1804.Svdney Gazette

The press rnlas constantly concerned with the social, moral

and economic health of the farnily unit, with all that threat-

ened it. The most tthorriblett and t'atrociousrt crimes it re-

ported, vrere often murders committed against the family, and

especially by family t"tb.t".3' Such, for example, r^7as the

case the S dne Gazette 4 March 1820, reported of a husband,

who with a wood axe, ttlike a butcher going to slaughtert',

murdered his wife, six children and two servants. This con-

cern with bloody murders, in which the family self-destructs,

can be seen as an extension of other ner^rsPaper reports in

which the family was threatened by its own members: as in

in Crime Fiction,

hope of
declared

f Penys
situde

1

2

S. Knight
also P. P
S¡noIlett

Form and ldeol
u son,

,
a
(

gr e t
p.1l; see

y"; in Toþias
.66-78.

"Impelled by insubordinate principles and a thirst for
sensual pleasures, they quitted their parents home - rushed
into disãipated company fell headlong into every species of
enormity -- and became êarly victims of the wholesome laws of
their côuntry." The Sydney Gazette, 29 June L824, "The
Friendly Visitant".

ed.) G.S. Roussea and P.G. Bouce, PP

3 For other examples,
4 March L820,

see the Sydney Gazette 1 February 1817,
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the case of the drr¡nken or gambling husband or in Ëhe case

of the wife who cannot resist the solicitations of other

men. But more than examples of newspaPers examination of

the details of intra-familial horror, what all these art-

icles symbolised was the problematic nature of establishing

the fanily in colonial N.S.!ü..

As one might expecË, the difficulty of establishing the

family in N.S"W. r^ras partly a product of the shortage of

r^romen. Contemporaries believed that this situation exacer-

bated crime and disorder in the colony: when Reverend Cowper

complained to Bigge about the too f,ew number of T,tlomen in

N.S.I^I., he stated "that from the want of the happiness, or

domesÈic attachment, that arises from the narríage state,

the convicts are induced to pursue various modes of dissip-

aËion that lead Èo evil""l' The underlying, implicit notion

in this statement and many other exPressions of a like order

appears to have been a view of the family as a structure

which bounded and gave direction to the freedom and the pass-

ions of the i-ndividual. To exisË outside it, or to escape

or attack iÈ, like all escapes from obligation in this society,

\^7as to exist outside of all restraint, It was, ultimately,

liable to open up a world of anarchy, a world of infinite

possibilities, which threateneð the social order as well as

the sanity and survival of the transgressor" This Ëheme,

which ran through articles dealing with capitally convicted

and escaped criminals, qras also present in articles dealing

with Seductions and Breach of Promise. After providing a

brief history of familial relations in N"S"W,, I will examine

seduction articles as part of a concern with the escape of

l. Cowper to Bigge,
Evidence to the

23 January 1821-,
Bieee Reports , Vol

in J. Ritchie, The
.1, p.150.
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r^romen from farnilial restraínt" I will then Èurn to articles
dealing with gauùling and drr:nkenness; these more often

dealt wíth the escape of men from fanilial restraint. The

cortlon fate of such men and r4Tomen rilas often death. The mess-

age r^7as that ouEside the family there could be no separate

life of illicit pleasure for its members. The family in the

N.S.I^1. press rras the ideal site for the maximum realisation
of happiness. The historical roots of modern consumer society,

with its pri.vatised and atomised forms of consumption can

therefote be traced to early articles dealing with the family

in the N. S .!ü. press .

The emergence of the modern family, âs Donzelot has

poinEed out with respect Ëo France and dton" with respect

to England, was partly the process of increasingly construct-

ing it into a suitable pedagogic space for both adults and

children.l' In the N.S.W. press, the importance of an educ-

ative family emerged alongside the penal systemr s inability

to reproduce its donination over its inmates with the passage

of time, leË alone over that of their children. By 1805,

convicts constituted onLy 29 pex cent of N.S.lü. total popul-

ation, or 2,077 individuals out of a total of 7 ,064. This

percentáge hras to increase to 38.2 per cent in f819 and 46.4

per cenL in 1828.2' Nevertheless, in absolute terms, those

outside the penal system increased progressively in number:

by 1828 they nr:mbered 15,159 free adults above the age of L2,

1 J" Donzelot,
32, 76, 42-4

The Policing of Farnilies,
7; L. Stone The Family,

especially pp"20,
Sex and Marriage i

England. 1500-1800, pp"
679-680 

"

,
7 -9, L4O-t42, 433-435, 666-669,

A"M. Grocott,
pp "285-286.

n

2 Convicts, Clergymen and Churches , Appendix 1,
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almost half of them r,.lere ex-convicts. 1

As a result ner¡ù non-violent modalities of por^Ier had to be

developed and deployed. The writer Cestria, in the Sydney

Gazette , 23 December 1824, Put the argument as follows:

"A government of force may preserve order in every case, whích

that force can reach; that is to say, Inrhere subjects are dec-

idedly immoral or slaves; but a Sovernmen¡ of Persuasion is the

only moral or free government". The family was seen as such a

persuasive mechanism. It was asked to continue the task of

reformation where the penal system's discipline ended; to

reproduce thoSe asPects of bourgeois culture which the penal

system sought to inculcate - morality, thrift, abstinence,

and industry.

The faurily was seen as an j-mportant mechanism in the cult-

ural production of a working class. It was a means of ensuring

bourgeois hegemony, through the incorporation of a free work-

ing class into an instiËution, where they hTere asked to reprod-

uce the ideological conditions for ensuring their ovrn self-

subjugation. The family, thus, f¡7as part of a notion of a

self-policing civil society" J.B. Hirst has summed up the

underlying theme of Governnent administration as: ttMore

marriages would make the colony more rmoralr, which meant in

part they would create ner^r centres of order and responsibility;

wives would obey their husbands and husband would provide for

their children."2' To this it might also be added the idea

that wives r^rere to act as Ëhe silent policing conscience of

1. N.S.I,J. Colonial Secretary Returns of the Colony, L828,
l{. S.I^I. Archives Reel 41257 .

2. Hirst, op. ciË." , p.79 .
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Ëheir husbands and that children wourd do Ëhe same for their
'l

parents. -'

Donzelot has analysed similar processes in France at
about the same time. rn a criticism of Freudian notions of
social control, Donzelot argues that: rrThe procedures of
social control depend much more on the complex of intra-
familial relationships than on its comprexesr'. Donzelot does

not treat the existence of autonomous intra-familial relations
organised around the nuclear family as a natural phenomena

buË instead as a political product of a whole series of tech-
nical discourses and institutional interventions. rn accord-

ance with the general thrust of Donzelotrs position, r want to
argue that the family was one of the major social units whereby

the governmcnt of society was becouring increasingly decent-

ralised, dispersed through the social body. New decentral-

ised sËructures of conËrol were necessary to control a pop-

ulation which existed outside of the authoritarian hierarchy

of the penal systern. This chapter will analyse the internal
structure of familial relations from this perspective;

whilst the next chapter will analyse how the family legitim-
ated the creation of a whole range of philanthropic endeavours,

both public and private, which had as their object the better
policing of society through the policing of the family.

This concludes the inÈroductory portion of this chapter,

in the next section I will deal with the encouragement given

by the government and the press Ëo the establishment of the

farnily in N. S .W. 
"

1. See pp.206-2L3, 297.
2" Donzelot, op.cit", P"83

1
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(¡) THE FAI"IILY AND PROBLEMS IN THE CIILTI]RAL REPRODUCTION

OF A I,ABOUR FORCE

Transportation in practice operated as a form of perm-

anent banishment; it relocated Britainfs unemployed poor

to peripheral colonies where they Worked for the rrConnon

Goodt'. Recognising it was not legally possible to prevent

ex-convicts returning, Grenville told Governor Phillip:
as there is little reason to hope that any of that des-
ðription will apply themselves to habits 9r pyrsuits of
honäst industry,- it will be extremetl desirable that
every reasonabiä in¿utgence should be held out to them
with'a view to inducin[ them to remain in New South l'lales,
and that it should be áistinctly understood that no steps
are likely to be taken by Government for facilitating
their return. 1.

Grenville also recontrnended that the Government grant land,

tools and even support ex-convict setËlers for a limited time,
?

so as to further encourage Pellnanent settlement.-' Collins

wrote Ëhat the governmenL settled ex-convicts on farms and

acted as a market for their produce so as to provide them

with tta comfortable independence for the winter of their own

lives and the summer of their progeny".3' Between 1788 and

L82L 1,226 ex-convicts received a government land grant.4'

A single ex-convict male was eligible to a minimum of 30

acres. The additionaL 20 acres which was given for a wife

and 10 acres for each child can be seen as incentives to

marriage and propagation. Conditional Pardons in which the

rernaining prisoner's sentence \^7as remitted, provided he re-

mained in N.S.l{. for that period, I^7as another means of keeping

Grenville to Phillip, 19 February L79I, HRA, Vo1.1, p"2I7.
rbid..
Collins, gI.c:!!.. , Vol.1, P.386.

1

2

3

4 B.H. Fletcher, Landed Enterprise and Penal SocietY , p.222.
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ex-convicts in N.S.I^1..1' Marriage and children can be seen

as another. Revealingly, convict women in the first fleet

had been allowed to bring out their children.2" On landing

at Port Jackson, Phillip recolmlended marriage to ex-convicts

telling them if they did so they would receive government

favours . 
3'

In April 179L, Governor Phillip prohibited married ex-

convicts from leaving the colony without providing for Èheir

dependents.4' This was ostensibly done to prevent their

dependents becoming a burden on the state. But can settle-

ment motives be excl-uded from this decision? The convicts

appear to have perceived it in these terms. For only 9

marriages hTere performed in the next eighteen months. This

compares to the 56 marriã3e, involving one-third of the con-

vict hlomen, which had been performed in the first year of
5

Ehe colony."'

Before the First Fleetts departure, Phillip's instruct-

ions suggested that native hlomen could voluntarily be taken

from any islands his ships should happen to call. He did noÈ

carry out this suggestiorr.6' His first despath from the Home

Secretary urged the necessity "for the promotion of matrinomial

connextions between the unmarried people - a measure which

In 1820 out of a population of 23,939 there l^lere 962 N.S.!ü.
inhabitants with äoirditional pardons, about 4 per cent of
the population, Bigge, RePort, Vol.3, p.80; see also Bigge,
Report, Vol.1, p.LZO.

1

2. E. o'Brien, The Foundation of Australia (L786- 1800 ), p,284"

3

4

5

6

![hite, gp'c:!.¡q.. , p.114.
HRNSI^I, Vol.l, Part 2, p.485.
Helen Heney, Australiar s Founding Mothers,
op. cit. , p. 70.

See HRNSIJ, Vol.1, Part 2, pp"52, 53, 90"

p " 35; Grocott,
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must tend to the improvement of their morals and is indis-

putably necessary to securing the general peace and happiness

of the seËtlement".l' Prior to the Second Fleet's departure,

orders ürere implemented which permitted the free wives of con-

victs, including de facto wives, to come out to l{.S.W.. The

government encouraged this form of female emigration by re-

leasing well-behaved male convicts from private and public

labour into the custody of their arrived ,porrr.".3' After

1816, Ehe wives and children of well-behaved convicts r^7ere

carried out at government "*p"rr"".4' 
Governor Macquarie en-

couraged marriage by giving narried individuals, able to

support themselves, tickets-of-leave.5' He also allowed marr-

ied, well-behaved male conwicts to sleep outside the convict

barracks when they v/ere completed in 1819.6' These convicts

.rìrere allowed to work on Friday and Saturday for themselves so

as to support their families.

Encoded in these sËate practices 1^7as the notíon of

the family as " ,r.tr-rt"l and prirnary bond of sociality which

the state should ideally promote and noË tear asunder" Prior

to the 1820ts, the convicts regarded it as natural and a law

of the land that they should be assigned to their free spouses.

So much so, that Ëhe Svdney Gazette. 14 May L827, reflecËing

the increased penal discipline of the Late 1820's, had to

r^rarn convicts that marriage did not automatically release them

from their masËers; nor I^lere they to regard themselves as

1" Grenville to Phillip, HRNSI^I, Vol"l, Part 2, p.252"
2" Heney, ôp.cit., PP"50-51.
3" Hirst, op.cit., P.80.

4" rbid.; Sydney Gazette 25 January I82?-, "Public Notices".

5" Bigge,Report, Vol"1, pp.20, 104, 342.

6" Ibid., p"205"
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free men once they had been assigned to their wives as r¡ras

the custom.

The Opposition Press reacËed angrily to the increased

difficulty which prisoners experienced after the Bigge Report,

and especially under Governor Darling's administration, in
being assigned Ëo their "porr""r1' They criticised rhe new

policy which gave the penal system's aim of reformation through

work, solitude and discipline priority over the family. The

Monitor, 3 February L827, argued that the state had no right
to violate that site at which society was grafted on to the

natural passions of man. The AusËralian , 5 September 1827,

criticised the new prohibition of marriage beEween convicts as

a measure which would prevent their reformation and increase

concubinage. rt was greatly surprised "that the colonial Gov-

ernment should...interpose their authority in what may strictly
and properly be termed family arrangements". rn general, the

opposition Press juxtaposed the rights of farnilies to unity,
happiness and privacy as a check upon the encroaching power of
Ëhe state.2' The private space of the family was emphasised

as a means of developing alternative sources of pedagogic pov/er

to those of a violent, coercive state. such notions were not

totally new to the late 1820rs; they merely gained a radical
politícal significance in the struggles which emerged beËween

a free press and an authoritarian state. For one to under-

stand the implicatíons of this struggle it is necessary to look

at the early history of these notions of the family as an aut-
onomous space with a jurisdicËion and efficacy of its o\^7n.

I. Monitor, 16 March, 23 August L827.
2. Monitor, 9 March 1827, see also pp.395-396.
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From the beginning, the N.s.trJ. state was faced with a

convict population which resisted penal labour. Col-lins

reports that escaped convicts when questioned on why they

had fled into the woods I'said they wanted nothing more than

to live free from labour". In the early years the threat of

Aborigine attacks hTas used actively by the authorities and

the sydney Gazette to convince convicts of the benefits of

accepting their subjugation. It often being impressed upon

convicts that stragglers lÀ7ere more likely to become victims "

Straggling \^las considered t'desertion from public labour".1"

Controlling the labour of ex-convicts, as opposed to con-

victs, r^7as perhaps even more problematic for the state.

Collins, in August 1792, I^7rote that in existing outside of a

penal context, êx-convicts I^7ere existing outside of relation-

ships of "restraint and dependence".

Having emerged from the condition of convicts and,got
rid oi the iestrainË which l^las necessarily imposed on
them while under subjection, many of them seemed to
have forgotÈen that they r,trere still amenable to the
regulatiõns of the colony, and_appeared-to have shaken
ofÍ with the yoke of bondage all restraint and dependence
whatsoever. rr 2 

"

I^Iriting in May L796, Collins states that: "Daily experience

proved that these people whose sentences of transportation

had expired were greater evils than the convicts themselves".

They r,vere believed to be responsible for every theft.3' One

solution to their troublesome presence outside the penal

structures of social control was that of calling upon them

"to declare their intentions respecting their future mode of

1. Collins , op. cit. , VoI. 1, pp. l86, 195 ; Tench, op . cit. ,

p.39: Sv6õGazette, 10 , 24 June 1804, 3 March 1805,
b uri"tt@"r 1309.

Collins, gP_.c.!q. , P.229 .'

Ibid. , p.474; see also Evidenc
in-llinutes of Evidence before t

2

3 e of Thomas De la Condarnine
he Select Connnittee on

Secondarv Punishments , (1831).
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living". Those who wished Ëo provide for themselves \^lere

to receive a certificate of freedom and to report weekly

for whoin and in what manner they hTere enployed.1"

The morality of the faurily, constituted through the aegis

of the state and its ideological apþaratuses, rdas also seen

as an important instrument for controlling a working class

existing ouÈside of the penal system's coercions. The private

space of domesËicity, with all its intimate obligations and

dependencies, I{as seen to have sufficient moral force to compel

the labourer into the market place. I'The new ties and new

duties thus called into play being the likeliest of all poss-

ible inciÈemenÈs to produce amendment by irnpelling to labour

and industry, ín order to cherish and more effectually fulfill
Ëhem. t'2' The inËegration of the ex-convict into the workforce

would be guaranteed by the internal structure of the family.

Dundas, in a letter to the Acting Governor accompanying an

early shipment of women convicts, described their significance

to the state in these terms:

None of the females exceeds 40 years of age [reprofluctive
age J , and there can be no doutt that they wifi ¡e the
means by intermarriage of rendering the man more diligent
and laborious, and with greater satisfaction to themselves,
as the object of their labour will Ëhereby be increased
and enhanced" 3.

It was not only Ëhe labour of men that the marriage bond

r47as seen to be capable of tapping. G"H" Harmnersly claimed

that when a \,voman simply lives with a man, so she was dependent

upon his arbitrary pov¡er" His abiliry to dismiss her at .his
will and the fact that she had "no permanent interest in Ëhe

1. Collins, op.cit., Vol.1, p.229.

2. Cunningham, op.cit., p.323.
3. Dundas to Grose, 1 February L794, HRA, p.464, Vo1.l.
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property which their joint exertions might acquire" meant that

she had no "motive to Industry and Frugality"" Instead, she rvas

"under Ëhe strongesÈ Temptations to Extravagance, Idleness and

unfaithfulness". MaËrimony would reduce these evi-ls "by giving

the wor¡an and her children a comrnon Interest in Ëhe Property

of the man. She would then know that she had a legal clairn

to a Share in the Fruits of their mutual labour, and that

consideration would stimulate her Industry, encite her Frugality;

and attach her to her Husband, as to guard her against the

InsinuaËions of the Seducer".l' Here, the stability of the

family unit was seen to lie in its possession of conmon prop-

erty" Thus, the Sydney Gazette , 2 AprÍ-l 1803, also urged

unmarried youths to work hard and save so as to accumulate

enough properËy to ensure a happy marriage"

Marriage is honourable: and the married state, when
entered into with prudence, and continued with-discretion,
is of aI1 conditions of life the most happy; but to
bring a wife home before we have made próvlsion, by our
industry and prudence, for her and our children, or to
choose a wife who has not, by attention and economy on
yer part, proved herself fit to menage a family, is ex-
tremely imprudent and improvident. Let, therefore, the
young prepare themselves for the marriage staÈe, by
treasuring up all the surplus of their youthful earnings,
and_they wilr marry with confidence and live together in
comfort Syd4e , 2 April 1803.

Familial property lras advocaËed because it placed the

individual within a social context in which he appeared as the

master of his own destiny. The regulation and incentive for

his own productive endeavours would accordingly proceed from

inside him. By making the act of consumption more meaningful,

so did the family provide production with a greater incentive

to exertion. In doing so, the family rvas that site where Eood \

habits hrere formed.

t. G.H. Hannners'Iey, t'A Few Observations on the Situation of
Female Convicts in t{.S.id." (undated but possibly written
before f808) in Miscellaneous manuscripts LB20-T894, luIL,
A657.
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I,lhere a cottager possessed any prop erty, when he has a
garden, a pig, or a cord, his advantage is to be estimated,
not merely by the pecr-rniary profit produced, buË by the
superíor tone of industry and economy which he acquires.
In the insÈance, which I- have menËioned of James Bramfgrove
and his fanily the prospecË of increased comfort, and of
improved means of subsistence, gave an incentive and
pl-easure Ëo all their l-abour and exertÍons, during Èhe
late harvest. Perhaps it may be needless to observe that
habits of applicatioñ and good conduct when once acquired
and enjoyed, continue in al-most every instance, Ëhrough
life, a blessing to the possessor... 1.

The possession of familial properËy was seen to give self-
interest a rational and bounded form. It made egoism a

productive raEher than destructive force; for familial
property integrated individuals into the possessive indiv-
idualísm of capitalism.

Let us do good to ourselves at home, and we shall become
happy in our own habitations; and learn that it is a ,true saying, that 'God helps those who help themselves. a'

Through property, the Monitor, 6 April L827, claimed one

acquired not simply "the feelings of a citizen" but that of a

soldier. It went on to suggest Ehat in place of the "enormous

expense of 500 idle soldiers", Lord Bathurst should creaÈe

1000 more ticketmen and 500 ¡nore emancípists" Similarly, the

Australian , 3 October l828,argued that: "Give any man, be he

rÌever so debauched in principle, and lost to sense of shame,

some stake in society worth contending for, his very interest
to preserve r... will involuntarily urge him Lo respecË Ëhose

laws of civil society made betwixt roan and man, for the legit-
imate securing of person and properËy." In general, the Opp-

osition Press asserted the greater reformative influence of
free institutions, lj-ke property and marriage, over those of
the statets penal system.

1. S dne Gazette 5 March 1803 "Report of the Society for
e t ngt tion and Increasing the Comforts of the

Poor. tt

2. S GazetLe il 1803 "Repor ts of the Societv for
e T

Poortt.
ng

2
ons and Increas ing the Comforts of the
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A criteria often used Èo prove that ex-convicts had

become morally rer:nited with other men (and hence had a

right to parÈicipate in politics) rüas that they r^rere nor^l

fathers of independenË families" The emancipist Edward Eagar

in a letter to Bathurst, 6 November 1822, put the argument

as follows:

The Emancipated Colonists of New South l,Iale-s" ".comPrisethree thouiand and thirty nine families".'from having
been a burden on Ëhe Public, and a nuisance to Society;
he becomes the Father of a Family; lives by his o!ün
Industry; and conEributes his proporËion to the increase
of public wealth and prosperity - This I call reform, at
least, political refoim, ând if the Manfs outward conduct
be Industrious, if he brings up his Famitr-y in Industrious
habits , if he disËurb not the Peace or Property of Society,
I cannot see the proprietry of denying that such a man is
leformed because he does not carry his lde4s of Religion
[referring to Methodist, evangeliêal ideas] quite as-far
as others. l.

Likervise, Ëhe Austral-ian 17 November L825, argued that

emancipists hTere morally reformed because they r^rere now bringing

up children in the path of virtue: "Yes , reared them in moral

and religious prínciples, educated Ëhem wíth the anxieties of

fond and fatherly affection, with all the zeaL of sincere

Christians".2' Cunningham, in his book, pointed to the many

fine families transported women convicts had reared as triumphant

proof of their moral regeneration.3" These convicÈs r^7ere seen

to have broken the transmission of that culture of dissipatíon -

and idleness which was seen to consËitute one of the major

causes of crime.

I

2

3

Eagar to Bathurst,.6 Novemb
to the Bigge ReporËs, Vo1.2

Ritchie, The Evidence

See also Australian , 6 June L827, "Homot'.

er 1822, J.
, p2.L5.

P Cunningham, Two Years in New South I,rlales (1827) , p.326.
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I will conclude this section, ,by pointing out that what

Eagar's letter also reveals was the r'amily being given

partly precedence over religion as the criterion of moral

reform. In a similar vein, the writer "An Emigrantil asked:

"of what avail to the great mass of our population are

churches and bibles, whennine-tenthsof them cannot marry?"1"

The successful carrying out of familial duties was incr'eas-

ingly being constructed into a nel^7 secular universalism.

Moreover, iË denoted the conrnon social partaking of moral

sentiments in a society characterised by religious relativism,

where people explicitly denied religion or belonged to a

variety of religions. Thus the writer ItObservatorrr wrote:

"IL maLters not to me whether a man be a Church man, a Pres-

byterian, a Methodist, or a Roman Catholic, so long as he

is a good parent, a dutiful son, and valuable member of
,

socieËytt.'' Such views denote the emergence of the success-

ful private citizen as Ëhe democratic criteria of public

success. Through the democratic private space of the family

all citizens l^rere given a chance to share in pubLic acclaim

or censure. This.theme will be returned to and further i11-

ustraËed when I discuss sedtrction trials.3" Before doing so,

I wi1l, i¡1 the next section, explore in greater detail the

position and significance of $lomen in colonial N.S.l^1..

. Australian, 13 Januaty L825, "An Emigrant".
Sydney Gazet'te

1

2

3 See pp.2L7-2I8.
13 April L827, I'Observatorrr.
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(c) NEI^ISPAPERS AND PROBLEMS IN REPRODUCING THE FAMILY

(i) The Avoidance of Marria in N.S.I^1. by both Men

and trlomen

Despite the encouragement and exhortations of early

Governors and the Sydney Gazette , most contemporaríes claimed

that prior to Macquariets arrival rnarriage r^7as not viewed in

the same moral light. Collins r^rrote that some First Fleet

convicts who married in anticipation "that the married people

would meet with various little comforts and privileges that

rnzere denied to ihose in a single staËe, on not finding these

exþectations realised...actually applied to be restored to

their former condition".l' I^Iilliam Cox, answering an official
questionnaire circulated by l,facquarie, replied: "fe\nr marr-

iages took place pri-or to 1810, this system began to extend

in l8ll, and has increased progressively, to the present

period. It is now as r:nusual for persons to cohabit publicly

together (particularly with the Native born youth of the

Colony) without being married as in England".2' Reverend

Cowper held a similar viewpoint; he, however sar^r a great

deal more concubinage in Sydney than elsewhere.3' The stat-

istics which Governor Bligh sent to Banks showed that on the

Lztin of August 1806, out of a total of 1,430 women, only 395

were married; out of 1,365 children beLonging Èo convict

r^romen only 339 belonged to married convict women. This meant

that out of a population of 1 ,832 children , L,025 T^7ere i11- \

\
egitimate. The 587 married and unmarried convict women i

I
2

Collins, op. cit. , Vo1. l, p. 14.

Answer by VJ. Cox to "Queries Submitted for Answer to the
Magistra'tes and Clergymen of New.South llales", Macquarie's
Letters to Earl Bathurst, 15 January 1820, M:L., MSS 4800-1.

3 Evidence of Rev. Mr. Cowper,
p. 3350.

23 January I82L, B.T. Box 8,
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accounted for 1,365 or 95 Per cent of the colony's children:

Most children born up until ]1BzL ulere íllegitimate.2'

1

These sËatistics indicate N.S.tt. society r^ras perceived

by many early convicts as a marginal place where the sphere

of "normal" contractual relationships r.'/as suspended" Collins

reports thaË the early convicts generally believed marriages

contracted in N.S.!ü. r^rere not bindiog.3' The large nurnber

of de facto relationships in N.S"W, can be viewed as a form

of resisEance to the indirect rule of the state through mart'

iage and the staEers enforcement of the contractual oblig-

aEions which marriage irnplied.

By avoiding marriage, individuals nere perhaps avoiding

the concept of permanent settlement in N.S.I^i.. lJ.S.I^I. rüas

not viewed by many of the early convicts as a place of settle-

ment, though it often became orr..4' Hanrnersley complained

about the restless nature of young men who had finished their

sentences; how they hrere anxious to leave the colony and often

signed on as crewmen to ships calling at Sydney. He argued:

l"Iatrimony would give theq an Interest in the C-olony
and conciliate tñeir minds; the executive authority
would be sanctioned in prohibiting a married man from
leaving his Faurily a buiden upon the public hence a
oå" ããüf ¿ not quit the Country r:nless- he Ëooli his wife
and chilóren with him. 5.

1" Captain BIi
3, ML, A8

gh
5.

and N"S.I,ü" 1806-1811, Bank Papers, YoL.22,

. Greenwood, AusÈ alia: A Social and Political Hist

.4L.
" Collins, op.cit", P.131.
. Phillip to Grenville, 5 November 1791, HRA, Vol"1, p"270.

. Hanrnersley, oP.cit., PP.8-9"
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One needed the consenË of one's spouse before one could leave

N.S.Vü". To take him or her along riras more expensive, but

often not practicable since an individual might be returning

to an existing spouse in Britaín. This perhaps also accounts

for why early Governors, officers and soldiers also chose to

cohabit rather than marry convict ro*"rr.1' For them like
others, early N.S.!t. \^ras a place for making money quickly

with which one returned ho*e.21

Other reasons contribuÈing to the low marriage rate can

be suggested: Catholics, in the early years, often had only

access to Church of England ministers; masters would often

not give this permission for convicts to marry;' and the high

cost (between four and six pounds) of a marriage license which

needed the Governors t formal permission (ttris was needed in

the case of free persons who wished to dispense with banns

and in the case of marriage involvj-ng convicts).3' Sturma's

argument that station masters preferred labourers without

marriage does not exPl-ain why a greater Portion of the concub-

inage was located in SYdneY.4'

1

2

Heney, op.cit., pp.44-45, 57, L67, L72, 2L3-

Though discussing the reason for the lack of regard for rel-
igioã, Mansfiel<iis following-argurnent could also be applied
tõ maíriâBe, which was viervð¿ as a sacred engagement. "The
love of money, which prevaded [sic.] all classes in this
society, was an obstacle to Ëhe_propogation of Divine
truth.-'The separation from their native land, and the
natural wish i-n all whose coming to this country was
either voluntary or compulsory, to return provided with
the good things of life, made this passion the first
objeãt of all; but-where this money mania existed, relig-
ion could not hold a place". Sydney Gazette, 24 March
L826,''LectureSonPräctica1DffiquarieStreet
Chapel".
C"H" Currey "The Laws of l"larriagg alq Divorce in New South
tJales (178i]-1858)", RAHS, Vol " 4t., 1955, p.102.

"Eye of the
1788-1852",

3

4 Beholder: the Stereotype of Ï^lomen
Labour History, Vol.34, P.9; see

M. Sturma,
Convicts,
evidence of CowPer, P.187.
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Putting Èheir children into the orphan llouse was perhaps

another way htomen and men atËempted to escaPe from the struct-

ures of dependency which the family created' 'Itre Feurale orphan

School, established by Governor King, housed not so much child-

ren without parents, as illegitimate children whose parents

dísowned them. Governor Bligh attributed the large nr:mbers of

orphans to the fathers having left the colony either as sailors'

soldiers or freed prisonerr.l' In evidence to Bigge on the 23

Januarylszl,ReverendcoWperstatedthatthegreaternumberof

female orphans had one parent.2' The state rùas forced to ass-

umeresponsibilityforthesechildren,cowperstated,because

of the poverty and innnotality of their parents.3' gver 40% of

the colony's 958 children were classified in the 1800 muster as

orphans.4' A contributing factor to the large s¡ate involvemenË

in the earl-y upbringing of chiLdren was the fact that settlers

rarel-y took feroale convicts wiËh children. Ttrey and their

children rùerre sent to the government financed Fernale Facto ry .5'

Ùlichael sturma has criticised both L.L. Robson and Anne

Sr¡rmers for attributing the Low rate of marriage to, âs Robinson

says, the fact that male convicts t'must have known that a con-

vj-cts wonan was r:nlikely to make a satisfactory partner" ' 
6'

Stu:ma argues that the practice of cohabitingwas coumon'arõngst'

the English working c,lass and was siryly transferred to
1

N.S"I,J..7' He has also criticised Robson for Ëreating Ëhe avoid-

Evidence of Bligh in Report of select conmittee on Trans-
portation, L812, P.33.

1.

Evidence of Rev. M. CowPer, B'T' Box 8, pp.3353-3354.

-ry-.
. Kiñg to Port1anl, 9 sãpiem¡er 1800, IIRA, Vo1'II' p'535

(enclosure 1).
. Bigge, Report, Vol.l, P.20.
. Stuma, 9Èj¡q. , p.8, cf , PP.3.

' @' PP'3'8'

2

3

4
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6
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ance of merriage from the exclusive standpoint of the male,

seeing him as the only historical agent: t'Robson overlooks

the possibility Ëhat $romen r^rere less than enchanted with pris-
1

oners" . 
t' Bigge rePorts, that some convict r^7o¡ren, who

married in order Èo escape the increased discipline of the new

Female Factory, lefË Ëheir husbands the very next d^y.2' 0n1-y

one-third of the convict lvomen transPorted to N.S.W. before

1820 had married by 1825.3' This was in a population which

contained about four men to every 1^7olnan. As late as L828,

Lhe Census showed that N.S.I^1. adult population above the age

oi. 12, contained 6,051 females compared to 24,776 rnales.

The Monitor, 4 February 1828, claimed such disproportions

Ied women Ëo undervalue chastity and to neI^lly married couples

often acquiring "a troup of suitors at their heels".4'

. ".so utrch attention from the other sex turns the woments
headsr âs might be expecËed, where the cormonest prostiËute
is looked upõn as a príze by someone or other. Dr" Cunn-
inghan justly observes, thaË concubinâBê, and even Pro-
stitution, is in this Colony no bar to marriage. And we
know this to be true" trrle agree Ëhat unchastity does not
degrade lüomen here as iL does in England. I{e could point
out several women, now the decent well-behaved wives of
respectable settlers up Country, whose l,e¡lgings Ín Sydney
werè for several years, Ëhe har¡rt of such gentlemen as
chose Ëo visit them. Monitor, 4th February 1828.

Contemporaries claimed thaË hTomen r,tlere conscious of their

value in this largely rnale socf-ety and were actively playing

off one man against another, to their own benefit. The

writer, "An Emigranttt claimed:
Concubines i-n New South ltrales are never such for want of
a husband - Young úlomen o
of persons in a senior ra
ious settlers. And where
men in their ohTn situation
not like Èo tie themselves

Ibid. , p.B.
Bigge, Report, Vol.1, P.73.
Robson, op.cit., P.141.

I
2

3

4 See also Australian , L4 February L827, Nel'r South !'Iales - No.Vr'.
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a dozen swains all tready to take them the moment they
elope from their first choice.

Australian, 13 January 1825, "An Emigrant".

By avoiding marriage, rÁromen might also have been actively av-

oiding vesting a monopoly over their labour and person, both sex-

ual and non-sexual, in the hands of men. The Sydney Gazette, 23

October 1803, reported the case of a husband who sold his wife

for a pxize pig and six bushels of wheat. On the 14 September

1811, it reported the sale of a wife with a rope around her neck

for 16 Por:nds and some cloth. Bill Beatty in Tales of 01C Aust-

ralia gives other examples: of one rnan selling his wife fot 20

sheep and a gallon of rum, another for 50 sheep, and another for

5 Por-mds and a gallon of t,rm.l' It would be easy to dismiss

such cases as the product of the mental abberrations of the part-

icipants. But it could 'be argued that they explored the logical

possíbilities of a culture, in which the master-convict relation-

ship was a property relationship and to some extent synonymous

with the husband-wife relationship. Men had property rights in

Ëhe labour of their wives, just as they did in that of their

corrvictr.2' l{as not Ëhe husband in covertly selling his wif e,

not exPressing that same asymmetrical proPerty relationship

which allowed masters to covertly sell the labour of their

convict servants?3'

By avoiding marriage, I^7omen in the specific cultural con-

text of N.S.W., might also have been avoiding an institution

which reproduced that aspect of the penal system whereby men

gained exclusive monopoty rights in'their Person and Iabour"

Certainly, N.S.I^1. provided many women with opportunities to
B. Beatty, TaIesofOldA tralia , pp. 56-57 .I

2

3

L. Holcombe,
ially pp.26-2

trrlives dPr ert , pp.3-4, I8-36, see esPec-

For evidence of
masters, see C.
Sydney Gazette

the covert hiring out of convicts by their
H. Curry, Sir Francis Forbes, p.L37;
5 August ffirs", 24 JuLy

t ancl General Orders".1813 "Governmen
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assert their economic independence from men. Trade was one
1means;'' prostitution another. As the Monitor, 9 March 1"827

puË it: ttThe native girls of the lower orders might all be

concubines to men above their rank if they liked. And many of

them whose parents neither attend Church ,rot M.rr, nor meeting-

house, do like to live in splendid vice".

Prostitution also allowed women to avoid the disciplinary

structures of work, with íts detailed supervision of time.

Through the markeÈ economy they could assêrt their mastership

over their o!ûn person. It is because, under the cultuçe of

capitalism, one owns oneself that one has a right to sell
oners labour. A major contemporary criticisrn of prostitution

r^7as the alleged independence it gave lrromen which deprived

society of their .scarce productive labour by offering them a

better material lifestyle. An early writer, ttCensor", in the

Sydney GazetLe , 5 May 1804, criticised a \^rornan eurployed as a

fish vendor, who gave up her employnent to become a prosËitute

out of a "romantic anticipation of superior benefits'r. The

Sydney GazeLte , 19 October 1806, itself felt the need to hit

out at this emerging economic independence of women, whereby

f'the abandoned female...who by a long continued series of im-

proprieties have so far improved their condition as to be poss-

essed of a tenementr!. Here these rtromen were socialising new

arrivals of their or^7n sex, t'r^rho but for the temptation bestrehr-

ed in their path rnight gradually have been led into virtucus

habits: and have respected industry as the great and only

source of real comfort and contentmentr'. Similarly, the writer

Heney, op.cit., pp.110-111. About four per cent of the
spirit licenses issued betiueen June and November 1830 \nlent
tò women, a totat of nine. This was during a period when
the free wives of convicts found it difficult to obtain such
licenses; R. Teale (ed. ) , Colonial Eve: Sources on hlomen

1"

in Australia L7B8-L9L4, p.52.
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"Sylvanus", Sydnev Gazette , 14 JuIy L825, spoke about "mis-

tresses of a certain description and character, whose houses

are the resort of sailors, soldiers and travellersr'. He

claimed Ëhat some of these ladies applíed to the factory os-

tensibly for a servanË, but, in fact, for another helper in

their trade. The Sydney Gazette, 20 May 1820, went so far as

Ëo criticise I'mothers willing to sacrifice their daughter to

a vile and selfish interestedness", that is prostitution. Ït

criticised those |tkept rtromen, who feeling a rePugnance at

having any'female honester than themselves abouË them, assail

their inbred chastity by silk shoes and left-off suits; so

Ehat the little creature, who had no original prospect super-

ior to that of earning an honest livelihood by her servitude,

is by degrees drawn into corruption and debasementrt.

The ideal good hroman tdas a wife who looked afLer her

five domestic cares "her husband, her children, her servants,

her house, and her o$rn person".l" "Naturerr, a writer in the

Australian, 17 January L827, argued, I'intended women to be -

mothers of. familiesff" The same writer argued that the poss-

ibility of pregnancy precluded women from all rnajor public

positions, no matter how rational they h7ere" Here Inroments

biology was being used to t'naturaliset' and hence legitimate

social relations which confined women to the private domain"

This ideological thrust was also supported by moral tales

which narrated how women l^/ere destroyed in their adulLerous

adventures beyond the household as a domain of pleasure and

obedience. Thus, for example, the Sydnêy Gazette, 2 June 1825,

I

1. Sydnev Gazette 6 January L825, "A Friendly Visitant" 
"
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narrated the case cif a man who murdered his wife for having

adulterous intercourse with another man. The implication

of the way Ëhis artlcle was structured was that Èhe husband's

violence to his wife had been aggravated by her insolent ass-

ertion of public independence, when she told him that "he knew

she had been coûtmon both before and since he marríed her, and

Èhat she would be so to any man she pleasedtt. Similarly, the

Sydney Gazette, 2 Jánuary L822, described the case of. a I^ToIIlan

who escaped from her husbandt s jurisdiction into a life of

illicit pleasure and was destroyed" The Sydney Gazette jusÈ-

ified her murder as Godrs punishment of sin. 1

IË is said that she absconded from her husband's pro-
tection; became miserably inebrÍated; and the crime
of aduliery Ìüas the same nigtrt followed-uP Þy that of
murder: Ió noË this a single exampLe of God's vengeance
upon drunkards and adulterers?

Sydney Gazette, 2 JanuarY I'822.

The significance of sexual inurorality, including pros-

titution, emerges from the threat it poses to the distinction

between the public and the private, whereby women are to be

confined to the private domain whilst men assl[ne guardianship

and control of public life. ProstituÈion as the cormnercial-

isation of sex is the bringing of the private domain into the

public arena. It does this by bringing a domain which should

be under ühe jurisdiction of personal and private sentiment'

especially the emotion of love, into the jurisdiction of that

rational calculus implied by public money transactions. In 
:

short, prostitution breaks that code and organisational prin- i

For other
and Murder

les see Monitor, 24 December 1827, "JealousyI
Result of Adulter v

Ga February 1828, I'Fatal
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ciple whereby vtomen are equated with Ëhe home and, as lrrTe

shall see later, with private emotional life.

(ii¡ The Shortase of I^Iomen in lil.S.W. and Problems in
Establishine a Moral Order

Apart from blaming prostitution and promiscuity on the

shortage of women, contemPoraries often blamed a great deal

of criure on men competing to buy the favours of women. lfomen

w.ere often implicated as receivers of stolen goods in court

trials and were often accused as such in the dying speeches

of condenrred prison.rs.l' Loose rntomen, Hanrmtersley claimed,

rendered Ëhe property of all in N.S.IÂI. r:nsafe.

They have always some infatuated Admirers at Conrnand,
who will risque their lives Ëo gratify their wishes 

"Their influence make sentinels on their Posts neglect
their duty; Constables steal the Property they are
appoínted to guard; and domestic Servants betray their
Trust and rob their Masters o 2o

Governor Hunter', in L796, claimed that the women convicts hTere

"at the bottom of every infamous transaction in the colony"

and went so far as to request that no more should be sent out.

He claimed that they r^rere worse than men and sPenË their whole

time nursing infants.3' Governor Macquarie also claimed that

the female convicts "are frequently concerned i-n the most dread-

ful acts of atrocLEy" "4"

The shortage of women rnade government assigned female

housekeepers highly valued - despite difficulties in getting

1. Collins, op"cit. , Vol.1, p"47; Hamrnersley, 92.c.i.!" , pp" 3-4,
2.. Hauu-nersley, .op, ci t. , p.5.
3" Hunter to Duke of Portland, 1B November 1796, HRNSI,ü, Vol.3,

p 
" 182.

4" M"H" Ellis, Lachlan Macquarie , p" 130.
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them Ëo work and complaints of undisciplined behaviour, which

$ras also partly a product of their scarcity. l' Assigned

female convicts often T/tere a means of satisfying the sexual

desires of the wealthier settlers who could more readily qual-
t

ify for them.'" Through their female convict house-servants

or more accuraËely mis.tresses, the officers retailed spirits

and other goods to the resË of the populatiorr"3" The ex-

convicË artist, Thomas l,Iatling, in a leËter to his aunt, blamed

the example set by the early civil and military officers for

immorality in N"S.hI.. He stated t'there is scarce a man without

his mistress the high class first exhibit it; and Èhe 1ow to

do them justice faithfully copy it."4" flanrnersley also crit-

ici-sed high government officials for'providing a tacit off-

icial sanction Eo concubinage.5"

Ensign Bond provides a description of how official

access to newly arrived convict r¡romen had by 1808 reached

such proportions that women, in fact, had become official

symbols codifying the hierarchical relationships between men:-

The commissioned officers then come on board, and as they
stand upon deck, select such females as are most agree-
able in'their person; who generally, upon such occasions,

The Monitor, 19 Novembe! L827 ásked "llhat then is to be
done-Çi-ú-an ..fnsolent, Lazy, Iâlolnan, strong and active, who
being well fed and well clôthed (wages_ given here to a Con-
vict woman are 7 Pounds a year) nevertheless refuses to
work? and who when chided Îor her misconduct, gives her
mistress two words for one, snaPping her fingers in her
face, and reproaching her withr-l'thy don't yõ9.send me to
the î.actory?' I'm determined I'11 not stay - Irll go to
the factory."
Hammersley, op.cit., P.5"
Heney, op.cit., P.110.

1

2

3

4

5

. T. tr'latling, Lette
Aunt in D T êS, e

s from an Exile at Bota

Hammersley, op.cit., P.6

ess, pp.
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endeavour to set themselves off to the best advantage.
In this stage some have been known to live for years, and
Ëo have borne children. The non-coûûnissíoned officers
then are perrnitted to select for themsel-ves; the privaËes
next; and lastly, tho.se convicÈs, who, having been in the
country a considerable time, and have realised some proP-
erty, are enabled Ëo procure the goverrrorrs pe:rnission to
takê to themselves a iemale conviõt. Ttre remainder, who
are noË thus chosen, are brought on shore, aqd have snall
huts assigned them; buË, through the wanË of some_ regular
euployment, are generally conce.rned in every artifice and
villainy which' is committed. 1. .t, ! , .._

in Lhe 1820's, ít appears that having a ¡nistress TiTas.very

much a status syrnbol for wealthy men. Thus, the Sydney GìazdtLe.

14 April L825, spoke of "gen.1!!emen' ' who |tinsist on mistresses

instead of wives, and not just simply one but two or threer'.

The Sydney GazeEte sarcastically called on these gentlemen to

petition the government for more convict rtTomen to satisfy

"Ëheir libidinous gratificaËion'r and so as to also prevent the

spread of destructive principles among the native born lasses.
ttPhilo Umbrae", in the Sydney GazeËte 25 August 1825, charged

some magisÈrates with having tttwo or three r¡nfortunate women

in their keeping'!. He claimed that this sort of inrnorality was

"one of Èhe most coúmpn sins of the Colony".

Upon Maequarie's arrival in N.S.ll., T.hI. Palmer warned him

that the practice of allowing inhabitants to pick convict vTomen

at Ëheir pleasure from newly arrived ships was t'rendering the

whole colony little better than an extensive brothel-'r. He es-

timaËed that there were I,000 illegitimate children as a result

of such practice".2' Harrnersley complained that whilst a 1ow

population and high Iùages allowed an increase in population to

be considered as primary, still he believed there T^ras a necess-

ity for all parts of the connnunity to contribute to production,

1 Ensign G. Bond, A Biief Account of the Co of Port
Jackson New Sout s , quote umes,

r t v s ot Rieid , p.33.
2" T.I,ü" Palmer to Macquarie, 4 NIay 1809, HRNSI'ü, Vol.7, p"120.
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particularly the female convicLs. Haunnersley echoed the

criticism of earlier Governors that female convicts idly

spent their time bearing and nursing infants.I'

Macquarie stated to Viscount Castlereach that he intended

to stop the indiscriminate giving out of female convicts.

This he claimed had led "to great depravity of manners and

most vicious habi-ts among the lower orders of the people".2'

In 1813 he ordered that no female convict be assigned unless

her future master was married and had his wife living with

him.3' on Eaking office, Macquarie condernned the custom of

living together outside of wedlock, "so very prevalent among

Ëhe lower classestrn âS a "scandal to Religion, to Decency and

to all Go-od Government". He would extend to them "neither

Favor nor Patronagett. He pointed out that a de facto rel-

ationship "confers no valid title upon Ëhe lüoman to the Goods

and Effects of such Person, in case he should die".4' The

Sydney Gazette, 10 March 1810, followed up this staËement

with the supposedly "trueil story of Clorinda. She believed

a character once blighted by indiscretion was to remain for-

ever irretrievable and chose to live in an unmarried state

with Alexander. He died leaving her with five children and

no title to their proPerty, which an Uncle from overseas

arrived to claim. The "i11-fated orphans", who were ejected

from their home, r^7ere presented as the "conttÍnasious out-

casts of a licentious passion" and were called on to speak

against their parentst immorality.

Governor Macquarie's policy had some effect, for 500 of

the 732 marriages performed over a twenty year period at Parr-

1. Hammersley, op.cit., PP.18-19;
ember T796, HRNSId, Vol.3, P " 182.

Hunter to Portland, 18 Nov-

2" Macquarie to Castlereach, 30 April 1810, HRNSW, Vol.7, p.340"
3" Sydnev GazeLte , 24 July 1813, "Government and General Orders".
4" Sydney Gazette, 3 March 1810.
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amatta occurred in the last 10 years of his rule.1' Cowper

claimed in the Sydney Gazette, 10 November L82L, Ëhat in the

first year of Governor Macquarie I s rul-e 187 marriages lvere

solermrised in Sydney.2' In 1815 the nunrber of illegitimate

children at Sydney, Parramatta, Liverpool, I{indsor and Rich-

mondwas a low 58; in 1820 the number dropped to 46.3'This

vras significant, given that Ëhe population increased during

this period. Nevertheless, Commissioner Bigge claimed that

though the nurnber of marriages increased r:nder Macquarie they

had not done so at the same rate as the free populatiorr.4'

The average number of rnarriages in the beginning of Macquarie's

rule for the years statistics are available, 1811, I8L2 and

1815, was I4g.5' By the end of Macquarie.'s rule this had in-

creased only slowly to 166 in 1819"6" Under Brisbane, the

number increased more dramatical-Ly to 239 in 1825; under

Darling Èhey rose to 33g in L830.7'

Some of the incentive to marriage, I believe, can be

tributed to the press and the ideological war which it

waged against concubinage. The Sydnêy Gazette, L4 April L825,

pioclaimed that love without marriage r^ras not love but licent-

iousness and lust. It was thus part of that realm of passions

against which society struggled for its survival. On the 20

l. E1lis, Macquarie, p.489.

2. Grocott, op.cit., P"74"
3. "A Return of the i.iumber of illegi-Èimate children born within

the Territory of New South !,lales from the 1 January 1815
to the 31 Deôember 1820", Bigge Appendix, Vo1"130 B"T. Box 13,
p.893.

4. Bigge, Report, Vol.3, P.80,
5. Grocott, cp.c.i.!.", p"74"
6. Bigge, Report, Vol"3, p.80"

7. R. Mansfield, An Anal
for the Year 1 p.

t ical View of the Census of N.S.i^I.
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May 1820, the Sydnêy'Gazette criticised the practice of men

first living with a I^ToIIBn bearing his children and only later

marrying her, in the following terl4s:

dLy incl-ined.".they

have acted to prev-

and the Australian

d

As a means of creating more stable farnily gnits N"S.Vü"

nevrspapers Ttanted the government to encourage the emigration

of f,ree r,tTomen from Britain.tr' They also wanted more rnTomen to

be transported to N. S.W. . The Sydney GazeËte claimed thaË

Ehe discovery Lhat ttwhere i¿omen are wicke

are far more infamous than the menf' might
I

ent their transportation.'' The Monitor

criticised British penal reformers, !üilberforce Bennet, Buxton

and ELízabeth Fry for wanting to keep hTomen prisoners in

BritÍsh penitentíaries instead of transporting them.3" They

called on goveïnments both in Britain and N.S.lü. to release

for marriage those incarcerated in total instltutions, arguing

that marriagä would reform them where all else failed. Indeed,

the opposition nel^rsPapers often assigned a greater reformative

.Australian , 31 October L827.

Svdnev Gazette. 28 April L825.
I
2

3 " Ilonitor, 15 December L826, 19 November LB27;
ffirszo.

Australian,
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influence to Èhe family than to total institutions under the

jurisdiction of clergymen. On Èhe 21 April L825, the Aust-

ralian attacked Èhe local government and those "relígious man-

iacst' that "attempt to convince us that twenty-four abandoned

wretches in the Factory, support the Holy Gospel of God - the

Divine Doctrines of the revealed religion of Heaven, better

than nineteen married rùomen respectfully and usefully settled

'in the colony; - or, by what dismal cant will they teach others

that the votaries of incontinence and crime crowded within the

wall of that receptacle of sin, uphold and extend moral feel-

ing betÈer than reformed offenders dispersed over the countryrr.

The Australian, 31 May L826, repeated its claim that the family,

r-rnlike total institutions, avoided congregating ËogeËher large

nr:mbers of men and women "under one roof to learn of each

other, by intercomnr¡nicaËions, all the dissolute propensities

which disgrace the worst of them". It further criticised the

shortage of woman convicLs for having forced rnen to be employ-

ed in domestic duties which should have been reserved for
1.I¡IOmen. -

The Monitor, 6 January 1827, blamed the rape of an Abor-

iginal r^7oman Seven or eight t'ruffianst' on "the most admirable"

British GoVernmentrs system of sending out one r¡loman for every

10 men. The Monitor, citing Colquhounr s estimates of three-

quarters of a million more r^7omen in England than rnen, argued

this encouraged prostitution and licentiousness. It further

argued, that if one-fifth of the 50,000 prostitutes that Col-

quhoun estimated were in London \,üere transported to N.s.lü. it

I. Australian, 31 May L826.
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"would make more comforts to virtue than the preaching of ten

thousand Archdeacons, or the endowment of the remainíng moiety

of our land in another education Corporate Body".

I,le will be bold enough to assert, that if the streets of
London 1nrere cleared évery night of prostituËes, and the
conrenÈs 

-ãttippãã off to Ñew South wä1es aqd plrgced under
proper reguläiions, the annihilation of the vilest crimes
änd tfre iñcrease of marriage would inurediately be the
consequence in New South WãIes. Prostitutes are better*
than rio women at all, for there are thousands of -guilty
females in England who would rejoic-e to give up their
r¿retched mode-of life to obtain husbands "

Monitor, 6 JanuarY L827.

Ministers of religion in N"S.I^I; proflroted marriage by

often turning a blind eye to the fact thaÈ individuals being

married by them still had wives in Britain.l' Such practices

T^rere encouraged by the press, with the Mohitôr, 1 SepÈember

L826, criticising those clergymen who refused to marry Persons

in the colony when they had wives and husbands in England who

could and would not come out to the Colony. The Aus'tralian,

21 July 1825, felË such members of the lower classes should
t

be allowed to Live quietly in de facto relationships.'' It

felt thís practice would be socially beneficial provided it

did not extend into the upper classes and thereby gain some

legitimacy. It would be "infinitely better than a loose and

precaríous and promíscuous intercourse, or that solitary vice

which will not bear contenplationr'. P. Cunningham in his

book Two Years in New SouÈh trIales (L827 ) recommended that

women be divorced on transportation so they could marry in
a

N.S.!ü.:' The convicts themselves had already developed cult-

1. See Evidence of Marsden, 27 December 1820, Bigge, W.!.,
Appendix, B.T. Box B, P.3431.

2. The Sydney Gazette, 28 April L825, strongly criticised
the AusËralian f,or this view.

3. Cunningham, op.cit., p.352.
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ural devices for dealing With such problems. Cormni.ssioner

Bigge reported that many convicÈs believed that "capital- con-

viction, followed by sentences of death, afte:rnrards commuted

to Ëransportation for life, operated as a dissolution of the

marriage contract".1'

The press I continual concern with the number of marriages

and females in N.S.W. exPressed in part the dominant classt

concern with a shortage of labour. Something which character-

ised most of the earl-y history of colonial N.S.!ü., buÈ r,¡hich

r,tras seen to become especially acute in the 1820rs, when im-

ported capital from Britain came in on a larger sca-le. The

Australian, 9 March 1827, procl-aimed that "the great evil in

this colony is the want of popuLationrr. An Old Emigrant Sett--

ler in the S dne Gazette , 15 May 1823, criticised Malthusr

population theory. He was supPorted in this by the Aust-

ralian, 19 Jr¡ne 1829, whích declared that "the r:nnatural doc-

trines and asËute arguments of Mal-thus do not suit New South

trla1es; however they may aPply to overpopulated France".2'

The Australian $renÈ on to mix old mercantilist notions of

wealth with the new popularist notions of sovereinty to supp-

ort its argument, stating that: 'rthe people are the nerves

of the state. They courprise its strength, its wealth, its

dignityrr. The Australian criticised the government for not

giving out enough land and "other ready inducementsf', âs a

means of encouraging marriage and the growth of the popul-

aËi-on. These it argued had recently been given out only to

"the favourite flock...where it least of all was actually

Bigge, Report, Vo1.1, p.105.1

2 For critiques of Malthus' population
Sydney Gazette, 15 May L823, "An 01d

theory, see also
Emigrant Settler".
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1wanting".À' The writer ttAn Emigrant" also criticised the

shortage of women in N.S.lü. and claimed every hToman in N.S.!ü.

had I0 suitors. He argued thaË the cause of crime in

England was excessive popul-ation and that penitentiaries

did not solve the crime problem. Even if Ëhey trained the

prisoner in a trade, the ex-Prisoner would only take the

job of another, who wouJ-d in turn be reduced Ëo poverËy and

crime. TransPortaËion was the onLy solution, especialLy the

transportation of women, to Blitain's crime problems whilst

also improving morality in the Coloty.2'

Having dealt with the press t and government concern with

establishing the fam:i1y, in the next section I wiLl analyse

more closely the ideological construction of women and dom-

estic life as reformative influences.

1. Australian 19 June L829.
13 January 1825, ttAn EmigranEtr.2. Australian
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(o) WOMEN HI]MANITARIANISM AND DOMESTICITY

It is misleading for Anne Sunmers to say that rffrom l-788

r¡ntil Èhe 1840ts almost all women lilere categorised as whores

or 'damred whores' - as Lt' Ralph C1ark called them".l" Nor

is it correct to state ËÏrat ltwíthin this penal col-ony, lvomen

rilere assigned only one main funcLion. They l¡tere there prim-

arily as objects of sexual gratification.ttZ' Anne Surmners

believes that the God! s police stereotype notion of r^romen did

not become significant till the 1840'r.3" !{hereas I would

argue it existed and was important from the very beginning of

N.S.Í{.. I believe Anne Suuuners does not do justice to the

full range of ideological Processes occurring in colonial

N.S.!ü., especial-ly with respect to the moral role of women

and marriage in controLling the twin evils of ignorance and

desire.

It is true that there rvas a strand of thought and pract-

ice which treated women simply as a means of servicing the

sexual desires of the men. One could point to the "rnrhore's

camp" established by Phillip, to Èhe private assignment of

female conv:Í-cts and to the marine $romen as early exampl.".4'

The Monitor, 13 September L827, argued that N.S.!ü. would ben-

efit mosÈ f,rom the importation of t'virtuous rnroment', but seeing

they would not come out, 'rconvict r^romen will be gladly re-

ceived; for they would introduce a better sort of immorality

at least, than that what exists in our excessive male popul-

ation, Iiving in ruffian gangs withoút any female intercourse

A" Suuurers, ed llhores and God's Police p "267 "Danm

" Ibid" , p"268.

" Ibid. , P"zL.
. Heney, op.cit.,pp"19, 34'35; J" Cobley,

p"67.

I
2

3

4 Sydney Cove !188,
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whatever"" The implication here is that prostitution and

illicit intercourse between the opposite sexes $tas better

than homosexuality. 0n the 19 Noveurber 1827, Ëhe Monitor

rùrote: ttin a society where convicts are compelled to work

and live Èogether by night and by day in hordes, wê consider

the addition of a female, to the number of those who subsist

even by prostitution, favourable to public moralsrt" 0n the

9 Jrme 1826,' the MoniËor asked Lhe rhetorical question:

"Is it not better for society that we should be troubled with

an unmarried childless prostitute, than $7ith the same person

bringing up children and training up her daughters to be pro-

stitutes before they can even have any inclination to un-

chastity?" Such arguments justified the professional prom-

iscuity of some vlomen as the means of containing the spread

of licentiousness. Indeed the professional promiscuity of

some hromen would serve to Protect the chastity and virtue of

others. Thus, the Mohitôr, L9 Noverber L827, claimed that

"by shutting up Ëhe convict l^lomen in the FacËory, lest they

should turn prostitutes or concubines, we add to the teûIPt-

ations by which our free Anglo-Australian femaLe youth, of

the lower orders, are daily and hourly beset in a colony,

where the sexes are naturally disproportiónedr'"1"

Historians have paid so much attention to the whore

stereotype that they have large1-y ignored or downplayed the

significance of those ideological constructions of gender

I. See also S dn Gazette , L4 August L825, oD p.198.
Former Attorney General Bannister claimed that in L825
200 g irls between e of 3 months and ll years old
Ìrere violated; S"

the ag
Banni ster, On Abolishin Trans rtation

and Reformin the Colonial O ce p. or cases
ants see Sydney Gazette,o t era

20 YIay 18
p
0
eo
4, 13 June l-812.

1 January,
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relations in early N"S.l^I", which assigned a reformative role

to. women. Part of the importance marriage assurned in N.S.l^1"

lay in the perception of women as being able Lo provide a

check to the vicious propensiÈies of the male, whilsË marr-

iage saved her from her own freedom"

The r¡nion of the sexes has, in all countries, tended
towards what may be denominated, a softening of the
asperities of sôcíety, whereas a distinct separaÈion
has invariably tended to render the males savage, and
Ëhe females abandoned" 1"

Comrissioner Bigge stated the Reverend Marsden's opinion to be

"thaË marriage, even in New South Irlales operates as a corrective

of vicious propensíties; and that in that point of view is to be

ercouraged, by giving as early permission as Possible to the

wives of convicts to follow their husbands to the colony, to

prevent the latter from forming connections there".2"

The Opposition Press used the notion of r¡romen as a civil-

ising and missioning influence to criticise the increased

penal discipline which energed after the Bigge Report. To

cut men off from female society, to herd them by night and

day in gangs, the Monitor argued, \^7as to degenerate them "into

a species of wild beast, but cursed with intellect to do mis-

chief".3' trIomen hTere thus a domesticating influence in all

senses of the word - not only in the sense of producing a love

of home, but also in the sense of bringing r:nder human control

animal characteristics. This domesticating quality of women

and more generally, of family fife, r^7as often the reason

given for assigning convicts to rural settlers. "Dispersed

among the farmãrs, and domiciled in farmers' houses, there

1. J. Henderson, Observations on the Colonies of Ner¡ South
I,rlales (f832) , P.18.

2. Bigge, Report, Vo1.I, p.104.
3. Monitor, 4 February 1828.
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r^rould be some little chance of their picking up a few habits

of virtue, such as indusÈry, decorum, orderly manners, sob-
1riety".^' In homes, convicts would also discover those intim-

ate emotional ties from which they would learn to feel sympathy

for others. In the charities of domestic life convicts would

discover their sensibilities.2' Accordingly, the Monitor, 15

December L826, referred to marriage as "a principle in naËure,

which in its sympathies between a man and a wife, and between

them and their offspring, God has ordained shall humanise and

domicile wretched cut-throats and burglarists".

!,lomen rüere often presented as symbols of humanitarianism

inside the space of the family. It r^ras no accident that the

l'irst Report of the Auxiliary Bible Society of N.S.W", in

1817, hoped "that, Ifolnan may rise to her just elevation and

legitimate influence".3" The writer ttSelectortt, at the end

of a poem titl-ed "Conjugal Felicity", stated the happiness

of the marríage state T^7as not to be found t'hzhere a monstrous

disparity is found Èo exist, but, wlierever the union has been

formed in unison (in equality¡tt"4'

The new humanitarianism of the age rÀlas especially dir-

ected towards rrornen. Criticisms of wife bashing can be

for¡nd as early as the Sydney Gazerte, 17 July 1803" The

Sydney Gazet--t'e , 30 April 1829, stated that it was in the

dark ages that hTomen vlere thought of as a "subordinate rank

" Monitor, 23 March 1827, see also 9 March, 24 July L827 "

" Monitor, 23 March L827 "

. Sydney Gaze.l_Ee 15 March 1817.

1

2

3

4 . Sydney Giazette, L2 December 1817.
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in the scale of society". For this reason they vrere ofËen

then punished more severely than men. It gave the example

of the previous criminal classificaüion of a wifers murdering

her husband as Petit treason, whereby she was punished by

being burned at the stake. HumanÍtarianism, it was argued,

had resulted in the woman being strangled before the fire

rltras lit and in the recent abolition of Ëhis form of punish-

ment. It had also resulted in the abolition of the flogging

of women. The Sydney Gazelte further called for an end

also to displaying hTomen in public stocks and for a greater

use of solitary confinement. Though many of the colony's

rnromen were ttdegraded" and "írreclaimable", still the Sydney

Gazette claimed it could "never witness without regret, the

spectacle thaÈ is everyday exhibited of rnlomen being consigned

to the stocks, and exposed, in some seasons, Èo the full

power of an almost insupportable, heat, for four, and some-

times six hours". Whilst acknowledging the necessity for

larvs and punishments, the Sydney Gazette questioned the human-

ity of some laws regarding "that part of creation which forms

the chief pleasure and solace and comfort of human existence

- womantt. IË believed that men could not but be affected by

the sight of suffering of that being to whom they owed their

exisËence and that vromen ought to be viewed with sympathy and

accordingly punished less than men. Under similar humanitarian

motives, the Sydney Gazette, 8 December 1825, criticised feed-

ing the worst behaved women prisoners in the Factory bread and

!¡ater and asked they be given their tea and sugar. l{omen, I

would argue, Ì¡rere the focus of these humanitarian Bttitudes

because they vrere expected to become the bearers of them.
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A woman was expected to be the cusÈodian of her husband's

morals, his external conscience. Ilowe's tr'leekly Commercial

Express , 25 July 1825, presented the follov¡ing case of the

hardened gaurbler who was also the father of a family.

The mother of his children, lovely in her tears strives
with tender assiduiËies, to restoie his health, and with
it to restore hís temperence, his love of home, ,and Èhe
long-lost charr¡s of dórnestic l-ife. She pursues hím,
witñ her kindness and her entreatises, to his haturts of
vice; she rerninds hin of his children; , she tell-s hiut
of tÉeir virtues , of their sorrolüs, of their lñIants ; and
she abjures him,-by the love of God, to rePeqt and_return.
Vain aitempt...- The brute has_lo feeling- 1eft... Return
disconsolate mother in thy dwelling, and be submissive;
thou shalt become a widow and thy children fatherless.
Further efforts will be useless - the reformation of thy
partner is imPossible.

The newspapers of N.S.W. are ful1 of such melancholic

tales. Often the woman dies of a broken heart or the rest

of the family are destroyed either morally or physically"

Such, for example, r^tas the fate of poor Jane and her three

children in the poem "The Progress of Intemperancett.l' Con-

tained in this poem was also Ëhe notion that a \À7oman should

remain silently submissive to her husband despite his drunk-

enness and violence towards her. It was his destruction of

her which would in the end destroy hin.

To some extent, the woman's capacity to soften '.the male's

harsher characteristics arose from the contagious influence

of her own subjective disposition and constiËution - one prim-

arily of gentleness and delicacy. The Sydney Gazette pub-

lished the view that r^7omen r^rere "gifted by nature with sens-

ibility far more ref ned and acute than nan can ever fed-" .2'
As a synÍbol of sensibility she was also a s¡rmbol of morality

I. Sydnev Gazett.e 11 January lBl-7.
i3 July LB27 "Confessions of an Old2. Sadney GLzeïule,

Bachelor".
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inside the space of the family" She was prone to weeping. 1.

There was an inËeresting ideologícal process occurring

here" In the previous Ëwo chapters, I have shown how the hier-
archical relationship between the bodyrs vulgar passions and

the refined intellectual emotions of sensibility, which formed

the basis of morality, hras a metaphor for class relations.

Here it operaLed as a metaphor for relations between men

and women. trIomen sËood in relationship to men in the same

way that Èhe upper classes stood in relationship to the

lower classes" l,lomen rdere, in effect, symbols of the sources

of bourgeoisie morality inside the space of the family.

hleeping was both a measure of the woman's humanity and

morality; but also her weapon in her becoming the conscience

of her husband"

Married hTomen weep to conquer. Tears are the most
potent arms of matrimonial- warfare. If a gruff husband
has abused his wife, she weeps, and he relents and
promises beËter behaviour" How many men have gone to
bed in wrath, and risen in the morning quite subdued
with tears and a curtain l-ecture?

Sydney Gazette, 5 Septeurber L828, r'trleepingtt"

The notion of vromen as superior moral beings, through

sensibility, however, did not deny or desEroy the relation-

ship of obedience they owed to husbands or fathers. Indeed,

husbands in one moral tract rnrere presented as reproducing

Ctrnningham, referring to female convicts, complained that
he had been "most scientifically duped at Sydney by one
of these rnreeperstt, whom he sarcastically referred to as
"this parã-goã-of sensibilityt' " Cunningham \áras pointing
out the dangers of officials entrusting their decisions
simply to humanitarianism, which without reason, often
fell a vicËim to the artful preys of others" This was a
common theme through which the dominant class justified

1

their authoritarianism. Cunningham, op. cit., p.322.
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over their families that pol^¡er which Christ exercised over

the Church.l'

For Ehe head of every man is Ghrist; and the head of
Ehe woman ís the man.- The man is noË of the woman,
buÈ the üroman of the man" Neither was Èhe man created
for the woman, but the wOman fOr the man. . , . the v¡oman
ir connnanded !o be under obedience; not to teach, not
to usurp authority over !h9-nry, bu!-to-be in silence
wiÈh ali subjectiôn; and if they will learn anyËhing,
leÈ them ask-their husbands at home. 2.

trrle are now in a position to explore, in the next section,

this relationship between sensibility and Patriarchal auth-

ority. How sensibility in fact made I^7omen vulnerable, how

r,ìtomen who moved outside of the control of their husbands and

fathers became emôtionally and intellectually unStable. These

are some of the themes that \dere Pressed in the journalistic

literature, of the early eighteenth century in N.S.Id.. In

this ne$Tspaper literature, the very thing which made l^lomen

moral beings, the grounding of morality in the noble feelings

of the body, in sensibility, IÁlas also what made them vulner-

able and thus also dependent on mal-e authority"

1. Anon. ,

2. rbid.,
Relative Duties

P.23.
, P.22.
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ß

(E) SEDUCTIONS AND THE E}{ERGENCE OF Æ{ IDEOLOGY OF

NON-CAP ABILITY .I{IÎH RESPECT TO }IOMEN

THE SEDUCER

Marki. how he comes,
üIith stealthy steP, upon his destined PreY,
The praise of virtue on his pallid lips._
Tt¡e love of vice displayed in every deed.

lJithin those portals innocence once I"y,
Heedless of all the torture that awaits
The issue of his crime; nor does he cease,
'TiII the fuII harvest of his crime is reaprd,
And maiden modesty lies trod to earth.
Like the dark weed, r:npleasant Eo eye -

Australian, 10 July L829.

Ihe seduction was always of a female, I have not come

across any case of a lf,omân accused of seducing another womant s

husband. A nr¡sber of reasons could be forwarded for the

popularity in N.S.!il. of seduction articLes which referred for

the most part to acts of se'&¡ction in Britain. I rvould argue

that seduction articles articulated the problernåtic nature of

establishing the faraily in l{.S.I'1.; the competition which was

taking place between men for the favours of women; and the

proninence of sex outside of marriage. Many of the articles

involved the seduction of youtg sTomen and girls by older men.

In the case of a colonial seduction reported by the Sydney

gazette, 30 December L824, the girl was 15.1' Such arËicles

reflected, I believe, the tension emerging out of the unequal

L. For articles involving young vlomen, see Sydney Gazette,
29 llarc}:. L827.
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di-stribution of the sexes in N.S.l^I., which forced older men

to courË the female youth born in the colony. In evidence

to Bigge, 23 January L82L, l{illiam Bland stated that there

rüere in N.S.!ü. very frequent insËances of the seduction of

young females.l' Many of the seducers in Èhe press reports

of trials r^rere miliÈary officers and it is Èempting to

suggest that these trials rnight have reflected some of the

Lension between ex-convict Parents and the military bachelors

who had previously been their overlords. One writer in the

dne Gazet--1--e, 23 Septembet L824, spoke about the evj-l which

existed in the colonyts lowns whereby poor female orphans

r^rere "exposed in the tender years of youth to the seductions

of the affluent and the licentiousness of the military".

Other reasons for the frequency of seduction trials will be

suggested throughout this section

Generally, what was rePorted in the Press hTas the court

case and its verdict which resulted, if successful, in the

payurent of compensation by the seducer to the father or husband

of the daughter or wife seduced. The comPensation payment Taras

for loss of service, that is the man's property rights in the

Ìfoman's labour, for damages done to his and the farnily's honour

and reputation, as well as to his Peace of mind" If there was

any resulting child, money might also be awarded for its upkeep"

Juries rnight also take into account any mental torment the woman

might have endured as a consequence of the seduction. This was

especially the casé in trials for Breach of Promise. Compen-

sation payments also took into account the need to deter future

offenders, thus damages \¡Jere sometimes determined by the wealth

1" Ritchie, Evidence, Vol.1, p"145"
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of the seducer" There was also the damage done to society,

for the seduction attacked the family as an instance of that

basic social contract upon which society was built"
The learned Judge, with his wonted eloquence, dwelt upon
the enormous evil of the crime of seduction; not only
as a violation of the first r-nc1 les of ChrisËiani

as Dê, curse o soc c act,
and the blo Ë upon mo c sa on.

Sydney Gazet.te, 31 May L826, (my emphasis).

As the above article implies, the seduction also attacked a

sacred bond. Thus the Sydnery GazeEte, 31 May L826, reported

the se<iucer as having "carried off his victim from the house

of God".

Compensation payments could often be quite high, between

tr^/o and three thousand pounds" Generally, the higher the

social circLes from which the seduced I^toman was drawn then

the higher the resulting compensation Payments" This was

partly because the resulting scandal was al-l the greater, for

the upper class hToman was much more a symbol of morality Èhan

lower class vtomen, who !üere questioned much more closely with

respect to their virtue and virginity. IË was also partly

because the higher classes rüere seen to have more refined and

delicate sensibilities and for this reason their disappoint-

Inents were all the greater" Thus, in order to obtain lower

compensation, one defendantts lawyer in a case of Breach of

Promise referred to the lowly status of the seduced hToman:

Lhose actions address themselves very_Tuch to_ the
slruario;-il life, the habits and feêlings of the Parties;
and it is quite erroneous to take it for-granted- that they
ãiã to U" óo*pettsated in the same measu¡e when they -occur
in-ttt" hr:srble walk of life, where they want th-at refine-
*ä"i an¿-ããficacy of feelii'rg which Ueigr.re to-those who

;ã;¿ ín a-higher'sphere, anã wþo9e fee_liñgs from their
ãáucation anã habits, render their feelings more acute
under a mental and moral suffering or disappointment.

Sydney-Gazette,- 4 February 1828 
"
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Not everyone agreed with the last speakerts views. Poor

families containing a seduced vüoman would make claims to res-

pectability equal to that of more wealthy families in order to

obtain higher compensation. Seduction articles came to artic-

ulate attacks upon the aspirations of working class families to

to share in that specJ-fic ideology of moral respectability and

virEue, which surrounded and governed the integration of tire

bourgeois farnitr-y into the public sphere. In a trial reported

in the Sydney Gazette, 8 February 1828, the Plaintiff's lawyer

argued that though his client "Idas a clergyman of the Church of

England... [wno] nta brought up a large family on a very mod-

erate income...the plaintiff was not therefore the less entitled

Ëo a compensaËion for the shame and disgrace brought upon his

faurily by the defendenË". Here's another example from the

Sydney Gazette , 9 March lB27:

s in a low rank in life t"
t having stated Lhat, he
ted to state that he was in
ed hin upon a level with the
m - the plaintiff was poss-

essed of honour; he followed the business of a ticket
porter of this city, andunlesshis character r^7as r.:nblem-
ished and most respectable, it would be impossible for
him to retain that situationu

Sydney Gazette, 29 lularch 18u.

lthat the above articles also illustrate vüas the emer¡¡e-nce

of egalitarian notions of the family. The family, as long as it

was moral, deserved to be compensated equally no matter what its

staLion in life. So long as it adequately supervised itself,

then it deserved recognition and support from the state against

the threat to its r:nity and moral integrity posed by the seducer.

Though the plaintiff in this case I^74s, a person in a humble
situãtion o-f life...he had done his duty-well by the child,
but his peace, his honour, had been sacrificed- Sydney Gazette, 29 Y[arc}:^ l-827 .
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The seduction vras seen Èo cut across class relations, "a11 dis-
tinctions of family or fortune, or rank or situaËion hrere en-

tirely to be. lost sight of".1' seduction trials demonstrated

the couuriËment of the British constitution to preserving priv-
ate life. The honour of the family was upheld against that
species of egotistical pride which was seen Ëo lead seducers

to boast of their triumphs.

An important consequence arose from the courtrs concern

with establishing the a¡nount of compensation to be awarded

on the basis of the damages done to the woman's character

and the respecÈability of her husband and faurily. this meant

thaË inscribed within the trial of the defendant Ëhere was also

another investigatory process going on. This was concerned

less with wheËher the offence occurred and the guilt of the def-

endant, and more with the correctness of the farnilial relations

from which the seduced wornan was dr^o^.Z' the seduction trial
nade public the private space of the family; it was a way of

investigating and judging whaË it was abouË this sPace, the

organisation of its obligations, which made it susceptible to

an attack.

Mr. lüilliams in mitigation of damage s, said the plaintiff

the rest of the
negligent in P

faurily were in
e:miËting his daugh ter to be up afterhras

bed, and it was clear from
the da terr s account, that she rüas not so trnshaken in
Pr]-ncr
large

ugh
Ples as to render the father rs loss deserving of
damages. [.lury only gave 70 por:nds damages l

Sydney Gazelte, 8 Februaxy 1828.

The trial was therefore to sone extent a mechanism by which the

state r^7as ablé to legitimately intervene right into the very

heart of this domestic space, not only to pass judgement on its

dne Gazett..e 31 May l-826.I

2 "The character of the father certainly did not aPpear in the
clearest point of vie¡r; hi" conduct at Bahia was highly
iãþiette""iUt., therefore the injury to his feelings and to
hi; conduct, could not be very great"; Austra!þn,
8 February 1828o
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operations, but a]so, in doing so, to objectify and codify its

social relationships; and thus to give these social relation-

ships a conceptual form outside of their own innnediacy. The

trial, in particular, became a

extenË the father or husband fu

of sealing off the family from potenÈially dangerous situations.

The conduct of the plaintiff to his wife was not quite
the thing - he had not Èaken that due care of her chastity
and conduct which it was incumbent on him, in a place
where she was held up to so much tenrptation. IË was not
quite the thing for the wife going to bed when the husband
rises it was a bad state of society.- It was not the
thing for married people to act like the heavenly bodies
in their rising and seÈting. The plaintiff should have
acted more discreet
to bed with him and
'Looking so modesL
'his fences open and
in, and enjoy the t

Australiân

In Èhe case of the seduction of a daughter, the extent Èo

which a mother fulfilled her proËective duties'in the absence

of a husband was also relevant. In one case only 60 poundt (

darnages r¡las awarded; the crucial evidence which destroyed

the family's claims to respectability came out during the quesË-

ioning of the daughter.

Defense Lawyer: I{here did it happen?

!,Ii-tness: ThaE's not a prudent question.

Defense Lawyer¡ I am afraid it is prudent; tell
me wl ere it happened.

A Pause

lyt he ought to have Ëaken his moon
ñot have ãuffered her to sit up-ãll-one -

all the while.' The plaintiff had left
unprotected for stray cattle to enÈer

empting things the gods provided them.
, 26 August 1826.

Mr. Justice HoIroYd:

trrlitness:

Defense Lawyer:

lrlitnes s :

Answer Ëhe question.

IÈ happened at my moËher's

llhen used he to visit you on these
frieirdly and close terms?

It was in September; he used to
come in the evening, and stay till
eleven o'clock. My mo ther was there;
he never stayed af ter she Ì^/ent to

1. Howe's Vleekl Conmrercial

bed

ss t 26 Septembet 1825.

1.
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The Ërial was also a way of investigating Ëhe moral char-

acter of the seduced vronan. The seduction had to be comp-

letely out of character if high damages were to be awarded.

Thus one defense lawyer took up the strategy of arguing Èhat

"no one ever became very base all at once - it was done by

steps, and Ëherefore it was not probable thaÈ Mrs. I^lebb had

descended by one step onlyt'.I' This lawyer sought Ëo under-

mine the underlying paradignmatic structure of seduction

trials by substituting a notion of progressive, cumulative evil,

(a notion I investigated in the last chapter on executions).

One of the important indications of the r¡/omants moral

character rÀras the way she answered questions, whether in the

course of doing so she deviated from the ideal of a modest

retiring vroman, who could be easiLy ernbarrassed. The readi-

ness with which a hTornan blushed was taken as an indication of
2.her moral virtue. The Sydney Gazette, 29 Nlarch L827,

reports one defendant's lawyer as putting "iË to the Jury

whether they had ever witnessed a young female in her sit'

uation recicing such a narrative of her distresses with more

composure or cakmess, adapting her questions, and then ad-

justing her words to the particular object of the inquiry".

tr{trat disturbed this lawyer was that the seduced hToman chose

not to be emoËional, she chose to present the seduction in

a detached rational form" He r^74s, I believe, irnplying that
such a woman, a woman lacking in emotional sensibility, could'

not conceivably be moral. This was perhaps more clearly
brough t out in the Australian , 30 Decenber L829, where a def-

endant's lawyer sought to reduce damages by using the follor¿-

ing argument:

1. Sydney Gazette 20 April L827.
2. "Lovely is the

beauty cheeks";
and the Tear".

blush, that breaks
Sydney Gazette, L

for female hTrongs, oD
ApriL L824, "The Blush
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Iùtrat evidence was there to support his claim for redress
- the testimony of a girl who had given her evidence in
that box with a degree of hardihood and effrontery,
seldom, he believed, wiËnessed in any court. She had
undergone a scrutinizing examination, without eliciting
a blush - she had gíven her testimony in a manner that
could only have arisen from the good tutorage she had
receíved. She evinced a boldness which she should not
have been able, though used Ëo courts of law, to have
maintained in such a situation.

Australian , 30 December L824"

Such examples of controlledness undermined the very

noËion of seduction, that is the presenÈation of women as the

sensitive vulnerable victims of their affections " The extenÈ

of a seduced \^romanrs mental and emotional suffering partly

determined the sLze of the compensation payment because it

denoted the strength of her moral fibre.l' That is, it de-

noted the extent to which the seduction r,'ras a violaËion of

her own moral constitution, âs well as of her physical bound-

aries. The sexual violation of the woman ouËside of marriage

T/ùas largely often a violation of all thaË which morally re-

strained and regulated her. For this reason her seduction

often led her to insanity and suicide. Suicide, incidentally,

was viewed as an act of insan ¡ry.2' trIhat the seduction re-

presented, I would argue, vras the release of the woman from

discipline, such that her body with its passions gained prim-

acy over her social obligaËions to her parents or husband"

No doubt, the seduction represented a eritique of woments

autonomy and an assertion of parental and husband control over

T^romen. Such a view, however, should also take into account the

I "The contamination of urind, where marriage did not heal the
sore, always followed the loss of virtue, was owing to the
defendant, the first seducer";
1828.

Sydney Gazette , 8 February

i

2. For seductions resulting it_ guicide, see Sydney Gazette,
B January L824, 6 Februafy L827; M,nitor, 19 November-
L827; Howe's trfeel<ly Connnercial Express L9 September lB25 

"



way the family in N.S.!ü., like the fanily in Britain, :::
being ideologically constructed, through the notion of romantic \
love, around the bourgeois values of freedom. As an article ' 

\

entitled I'Feminine Conquest" in the Australian , 1 May 1828,

Put it:

No one, not even a parent, can tell what character will
render a lady happy, but herself. 0n herself, oD her-
self alone, then, must and ought to resÈ the responsib-
ility of her choice¡..I am convinced that the parent
who officiously interposes stands answerable Èo God,
his child, and his conscience, in a degree of respons-
ibleness most fearful and tremendous.

In the British literature of this period the notion of roman-

Ëic love was partly a political critique of an aristocratic

system organised around land, as Ëhis was seen to manifest

itself in an emphasÍs on arranged marriages.l' N.S.I4I. nehTs-

paper articles on romantic love, though not a critique of a

landed aristocracy, r^rere nevertheless a critique of an old

tyrannical order.2' They contained stories of how old faËhers

and mothers who refused to a1low their children to marry often

ended up destroying their children. Such was the story of the

?oem "First Love" in the Sydney Gazette, 23 May 1818. Here

both lovers died because a father prevented his son from marry-

ing a poor shepherdess. No doubt part of the implicit view

of this article was that in transcending class, so also did

love destroy its participants. However, the critique was

more of the patriachal father than of the participants. For

the father lived out the rest of his life in guilt and with

the dread "lest his God should withhold that mercy denied to

his child". Inlhat this poem also asserted was the notion of

love as a natural prison against which it was useless for
fathers Ëo interfere.

Brown, op.cit., pp.99-100, L47, 159.

For the role of British affective tragedy in subverting an
aristocratic order ideologically organised around notions
of hierarchy and the heroic see Brown, op.cit., pp.69-101.

1

2
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No force a first love can restrain;rTis entwinrd with the life like the breath:
The soul it enslaves - and its chain

Can only be broken by deaËh.

Sydney Gazei'te , 23 May 1818, "First Love".

The Monitor, 2I January 1828, also gave an example of the abuse

of parental authority in forcing a marriage. This was the case

of a mother, who on her death-bed extracted a promise from her

daughter to marry a man she did not love. The daughter ful-
filled her promise, but committed suicide the day after,
beiore the marriage could be consunrnated..

The presentation of romantic love was often one of spont-

aneous freedom. The Sydney GazetEe, 13 0ctober L82L, presented

the story of a bride who at the alt-,ax suddenly changed her mind

because she had just seen a man she fancied more. To save time

and expense, the bridegroom wenË ahead and married one of the

bridesmaids. 4L1 lived happily ever after. Love was an

assertion of intuition rather than r"""on.1' It was also part

of that irrational realm of the passions onwhich society through

marriage was grafted. The S dne GazetEe , 13 July L827, pub-

lished criticisms of those who conceived of love purely in
platonic terms: "Prey, let us ask, does a young gentleman,

when pressing his lips to those of his mistress, think for an

i-nstant of the beauÈies of her mind? Far from it; mind is

well enough in its wây, but for heaven's sake, let it not mon-

opolise a11". Part of the fascination with love in the press

r^ras a concern with how it violated and threatened the categories

of sociality. Such was the case of that "deuce of a white man",

who "wretchedly disannu{led] tns nature as to fa1l in love r,¡ith

a ridiculous native jin". The Sydney Gazette, I March 1817,

thought that this rvas "unaccountable, and scarcely practicable

1" Australian 1 May L829 "Feminine Conquest".
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to belief itselfr', It confÍrmed the idea that love "is a

mania that transcends all others, and musË forever hold its

predominancy at the tip top of the page of h¡naciesr"

Love and Madness o o "are too intima blended inteLy
doubinnr¡nerable ins tances to admit a t of Ëheir

a1liance. Sydn GazeLte 2 December 1804.ey

seduction trials aTe discursive sites for exploring this

realm of irrational freedom in which lust and love continually

transcend and break up the marriage bond" Hourever, though the

woman.is seduced, it is not she who is presented as a lustful

being,ratheritistheman;sheiswooedbyhirnandassuch
she is more the passive recipienË of his desires' The lover' in

cont,empoTary literature, was partly, as Paulson says, "A tempt-

ing symbol of freedom".l' But he was also a symbol of love out-

side rnarriage as captivity. In a sense the seducËion vlas partly

a statement that freedom outside of a structure becomes

captivity.
From that moment ['th. ruin of the unforÈr-¡nate -girl "]
Itt" influence of her seducer over her became unbor.¡nded.
she saw nothing but him in the world. s-he forgot all
that was due Eo herself , he= fanily and socie-Ëy....
Shortly after Èhis M. de F. [her fatherJ oven¡helmed
rvith ,oriãri-*l-ãttgni"t, died - Madam ¿ä f .-, - [her moËherJ

ròon afrer fe1l siõk, and llowed him to the
grave. Those dreadful vis ad no effect in re-
ãalling to-ttãtr"lf the inf r1. She was still
in love ãna--pf."sed with r he dig4,- at tåe age

of. 22 - ã "iätim 
of the ba st cold blooded

seductioi, "til.fiãr-tta.titt 
he death of her father

and mother.
Australian 6 July L827.

Tied up with the seduction I,fas a whole noËion of womants

sexuality, fot it r,ras she who Was constructed as Vulnerabl-e,

who became a victim of her Passions and the rational schemes

of *en.2. Many articles dealt with the theme of the

1

2

Paulson, op.cit., P.66.
The theme of women as victims was rominent in contemporaryP

Iliterature; see P.M. SPacks, Imag ning a Self. P. 65.
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older mature mal-e seducing the younger innocent vÍonan whO,

though out of childhood physically, $7as not yet fully mentally

ready to deal with the artifice of the world. Thus the sed-

ucer uright be referred to as a t'designing villaint'.1' The

Sydne Y Gazette. 31 May L826, spoke of "the art of the veteran

seducer". Marsden, irr a sernon preached on the 17 July 1818,

claimed that:

the artful and unprincipled seducer who wa¡rtonly stabs
ye peace of farnilles at an incurable wound, and imperio_usly
i¡oaèts of the triumphs he has made over Innocence and Virtue
musË be nr:nrbered amõngst the wicked" 2.

The British contemporary philosopher Paley said: "The seducer

practices the same strategems to draw a lrroman's person into his

pohrer, that a sv¡indler does, to get Possession of your goods or
2

money".'' In short, the seducer was a symboL of rational evil,

who would arouse the irnagination and passions of the I^loman to

the point at which she lost control over herself,"

In a short time he acquired a complete mastery o_ver the
mind of I'fademoiselle F.. " by a correspondence of the most
mysËical and romantic nature, filled with the most glowing
aira nign-flowing expressions of attachment, accou¡lEs of
the peisecutionõ of secret enemies, nocÈurnal visits, and
mystèrious messagês, relative Ëo the P_assions-existing
bêtween him and Mademoisell-e F.." in fine, all that species
of romantic juglery calculated to s\^ray a weak mind and
ardent imagination.

Australian, 6 July L827 (my emphasis ) .

The seduction attacked the family at its nost vulnerable,

but also at its most moral source - the woman. Through her

sexuality, Lhe women Ìüas the ultimate embodiment of sensibility
and because of Ëhis, morality. But it was also her sensibility

1. Sydnev Gazette, 6 February L827.

2. Marsden Papers, Vol.8, p.44 (my emphasis).

3. I^I. Paley, The Pr nci les of }4oral and Philos hical Phil-
s \¡tayS Cont anosophy,

irred by
P. c ve
the man; the pun ishment and infamy are bo

by the woman. These are the pri-nciples of
8
Europe tt

Letters of Love llarrLa and Adulte 9), p.64

comm-
rne

from
quoted(17

, p.153.n ac e seo P,A tarian Family
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which made her rnrlnerable to the artifice of the seducer.

. . .h7e shall contend that the very excess of the poor
girl_'s Ëenderness is the condennraËion of her seducer,
who by the most odious artifices, caused her love to
become bewilderment, and her passion delirium.

Australian, 6 .Iuly LB27 
"

Following Brissenden, r would argue, that seduction articles
l.rere partly philosophical erçloraËions into the relationship
of sensibility to Reason in the construcËion of a moral being.

sensibilíty withouË Reason made one naive to the evil schemes

of others; this was a statement about the corruption of moral

innocence by Reason and of a morality without Reason as vul-
nerable" rn the case of the seducer the philosophical state-
ment hTas that Reason without sensibility, without feelings
for others, could never be moraliay.l'

Another explanation can now be proposed for the frequency

of seduction articles in N.s.trü.. They can perhaps be partly

attributed to their construction of women as victims, and,

therefore, to some extent, as morally neutral, as not respons-

ible for their fall which, in the case of N.s.I^I. women had red.

to their exile. John l{ichol stated that though he heard female

convicts "boast of the crimes and murders conuritted by them

and their accomplices; but the far greäter number r^7ere harm-

less unfortunaLe creatures, the victims of the basest seductiorl'.
He said he would not trouble the reader I'with their histories
as told by themselves,,.2' One only wishes he had, for he

implies that l.Iomen convicts usêd notions of seduction and vic-
timage to construct autobiographical accounts of thems.l-r"" "3'
Reid, in his book describing his voyage out to N"S.Ví" and the

1" R"F. Brissenden, "La Philosophie dans le boudoir; or A
Young Ladyrs Entrance into the Inlorld", in Studies in Eight
eenth Ce.ttury Cnlture., YoL.2, ed. by H.E. @
r33 "

C. Grant, The Life and Adventures of John Nicol Mariner , P.34.2"

3. The Remarkable. . .suffering of" . .Elizabeth ïtratson" . .rvho was
seduced...and transported to Botany Bay. F365/ 1A1-2.
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conditions of female prisoners, alSo feLt the need to add at

the end a section on seduction, which he blamed as one of the

primary sources ttin the development of vicious principles in

some of its most powerful and mischievous ramifications".l'

He blamed seductions by men on the reason fòr women becoming

prostitutes and falling ínto a life of crirne.2' By being con-

sÈituted as not responsible fot their fal1, $Tolnen hTere also

being consÈructed as reclaimable; their previous life hist- ,"

ories could Lherefore be erased such thaË they could emerge

as symbols of moral order in N.S"!ü". Their transgressions

T^rere not wilful and thus a reflection and indictment of their

inner selves " Cunningham thought that thê offences of women

should be viewed "more with an eye to pity than of anger, and

reforn rather Ëhan punishment should be our-objecË" because,

he argued, Ëhe women "are almost invariably led astray by the
,, 3"men".

I do not deny the pervasiveness of the view of women con-

victs as morally reprehensible. But this view was not Ëhe

only discursive strategy the upper classes employed to domin-

ate \^7omen and to make them into objects of knowledge. Sed- i

uction trials hTere major discursive sites for articulating an

alternative conception of women wiËhin an ideology of non-

culpability. Cunningham believed, for exautple, that N. S .l^1.

r^7orflen r^/ere ttcertainly more abandoned in their expressions when

excitedttthan the men, but, he went on to state,ttthis prob-

ably arises not so much from their greater profligacy of dis-

position, as from Èheir having less controul [sic.] over

1. T. Reid, T\'ro V a s to New South trrlales and Van Dieman's
Land, p. v.

2. Ibid., p.370.
3. Cunningham, oP. cit. , P -323.

4. Ibíd. , pp. 315-316.
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their passions and their tonguest'.4' l,lomen here lvere pres-

ented, not as the embodiments of evil emerging out of freedom,

but as prisoners of themselves; they lacked that measure of

control over themselves which would allow them to be fully

free and rational creatures"

Such a view no doubt promoted the confinement of women in

public institutions rr:n by philanthropists, and their confine-

ment to the private sPace of the family r¡nder their husbands'

or parentst care, To escaPe frorn the family was, for the rvomen,

to be threatened by insaniÈy and suicide. I{haË seduction

articles represented parLly were warnings against the prom-

iscuous lifestyle Pursued by I¡romen in l{.S.trtl.. They hTere lùarn-

ings that Ëhere r,trere no safe domains outside of the family for

them; Ëhat the outside lover rather than being a tempting

synrbol of freedom r^ras a synbol of capÈivity" He represented

part of an illusory innaginative sPace within which the woman

risked losing her sanity, moral identity and life.

In the nexË section, the emphasis will shift to invest-

igating how the escaPe of husbands from familial restraint

threatened their mental well being and the survival of the

family. As in this section, I have found it profitable to

explore the ideological construction of the family at those

points at which it failed to control and contain its mernbers "

Here more than elsewhere, Ëhe role of the family in the ordering

of society was contemplated and explicated. The emphasis of

tire next section will be Èhe imPortance of the family for

structuring the act of consurnption and for privatising the

pursuit of pleasure. The cultural production of a working

class involves not just the production of labourer:s but also

of consumers.
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(F) THE POTICING OF P AND TIiE ROLE OF FAI,fILY

IN THE PUK*SUIT OF RATIONAL HAP?INESS

I begin this section with a number of portraits of men

who denied familial dependencies. Ttrese portraits are of con-

Ëemporary stereotypes: the first being the miser, the second,

the bachelor, Ehe third, the drunkard, and the fourth, the

gambler. After which I explore in greater detail the ideo-

logical construction of familial relations and identity in the

pres s .

I noted at the beginning of this chapÈer that a man

working for his family was a symbol of ordered sociality

because he was a symbol of altruism, of man subsuming and

identifying his self-interest with the interest of others.l'

The opposite archetype to Ëhis was the egoism of the miser;

for he was an exanple of unrestrained asceticism thaË denied

familial dependencies in orderto foster the goal of egoistic

accumulation. Such was the miser, Thonas Clark, reported in

the Sydney Gazette, 4 December 1819. He was a labour r-ng man

with savings which amounted.to between 800 and 1000 Pounds.

He lived alone and when he died, a poor old sister inherited

all his property. He had been suffering for years from a

painful gall bladder, which he avoided treating because of the

cost. I'lhen he did treat it the cost of the operation embittered

the remaining years of his life. He threatened to imprison an

old woman who charitably looked after hin whilst he was sick

because she could noÈ account for tlrro pence out of tr^ro shill-

l. See pp.182-I85.
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ings she had received. Though recovering from his operation,

Thomas Clark was found one morning ttlying almost stiff with

cold, and unable to move himselff'. He died a few days after.

His death \Átas a consequence of his refusal to buy coals or to

use the bed clothes Èhe doctor made him purchase for his

oPeration.

On the 24 Octobex L8L2, the Sydney Gazette pres ented

another biographical port-rait of the miser and spoke of

this case as providing t'the most perfect drawing that nature

has ever given to the world". This was an examPle of an in-

dividual who had died in an obscure lodging in Dublin. He

had originally belonged to ilthe low and labourious condition

of a journeyman coopertt, but had managed to accumulate savings

of 300,000 Pounds. IIe viewed the whole world and all his

social relationships only vrith an eye to money"

A woman he considered only an encumberance on
property, and therefore he could never be_prev
to ä¿mit one into his confidence. His wife wa
funds, and his children guineas; and no Paren
paid more deference or care to the comfortsof

The evening çlior to his death his friends sent him to a phys-

ician, to which he didn't object till he thought of the fee.

Upon which he bid the doctorr s fee down from eight to six and

a half Guineas, claiming he was a strong man who could cure-

himself. At his death he gave his money to a rich lrlest Tndian

family claiming that his oÌ^rn numerous relations lvere not "in

his opinion, qualified, for want of experience in the manage-

ment of money to nurse his wealth". I,rIhat the miser connotes

is the unproductiveness of property without family; of irraË-

ional aquisitative desire which has only itself as its own ob-

ject. In both of these moral tales these acquisitive desires

t

a man of
ailed upon
s the public
t or husband
his family.
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threaten the lives of the individuals involved as they bargain

with doc¡ors and their health. No doubt, the miser is an ex-

ample of the fetishisation of money. But he is also an att-

empt to explore Ëhe anti-social character of self-contained

egoism which, in rejecting Ì^7omen and children, rejects feelings

of sensibility. The miser's exclusive concern with rational

calculation represents the mathematisation of reality through

money carried to iUs ultimate, anti-social extremities. He

explores that realm within which the privaÈe no longer has a

public function. Instead it has gained a self-contained aut-

onomy of its o!ün, becoming the pure exPression of individual-

ism articulated and measured not by other men' but through

the anonymity conferred bY money.

The Sydney Gazette , 13 JuIy 1827, published more critic-

ism of that 'rde¡estable anomalyt', the confirmed old bachelor,

who has "steadily adhered to his selfish principle of living

alone, heedless of the charms of women, untouched by the

spells of home, r:naffected by the sight of children:". Unlike

the austere working class miser, the bachelor was mOre of

a wealthy dandy. Rather than rePresenting the soliEary private

pursuit of asceticism, he represenËed Ëhe solitary pursuit of

external pleasure. llhen threatened with love culninating in

marriage, the Bachelor decides to leave his beloved women for

about six years and writes: "Change of place, change of scene'

change of society - how much does it efface impressions once

the most deeply stamped on the heartlil Upon returning to his

beloved, Ellen, the bachelor is surprised to see she has gro!ìln

f.at, her skin was not as soft and fair as previously and he was

uncertain whether her darker hair was an improvemenL. His

awareness of her external faults contrasts sharply with his
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lack of awareness of his ohm external and internal short-

comings. The bachelor was spoken of as being deaf to the

call of nature and as having violated its first law:

ttincrease and multiplyr'. He also violated the need for

man to provide himself with a successor. As such, the

bachelor was seen to cut himself off from the greaË family

of man:

...he the bachelor dwells aparÈ from human nature
an anchorite in thought; a solitary in Ëhe midst of
society...like Loganl he is the last of his race, and
the same tomb which closes over his ashes, closes but
once and forever over his mernory.

Sydney Gazette, 13 JuIy L827,
"Confessions o f an Old Bachelor".

Speaking of marriage, Ehe Sydhey Gãzette, 6 ìfarch 1824,

published the view "thaE it is the most usêful state in which

the hr.rman being can be placed; and consequenttr-y that, in

which most honôur may be brought to God"r! It argued thaË those

who lived a life of celibacy "lived a cgmparatively useless

life; and died, âs Ëhey should, unregretted".

In another autobiography satirising the bachelor, the

Sydney GazeBte presented the story of a wealthy individual

who was totally irnurersed in his own self-image. His narciss-

istic qualities led him to downplay his own faults and to

readily excuse them a\^ray; it also led him to concentrate

and emphasise the faults of others and the outside world as

a means of elevating and maintaining his own self-conception.

As he gets older and faËter the bachelor blamed the bad air
at Paddington for his inability to play crickeË; he also
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blamed his tailor for his inability to fit into his o1d

clothes, and blamed his old clothes for shrinking. He

also thoughtthe "young men novr-a-days - much too small

in the waist". Getting rid of his old tailor, he acquired

a new tailor in Bond Street claiming t'Some of these fellows

make a man look ten years younger. Not that that was the

treason". As his hair became thinner, he remarked "Counted

eighteen bald heads in the Pit at the Opera. So nruch the

betÈer - the more the merrierrr. He noticed a few grey hairs

in his whiskers, ttall owing to carelessness in manufactory

of shaving soap". This bachelorts emphasis on his oürït

appearantial aspects and on the superficial aspects of every-

day public life was juxËaposed againsË the way he lacked an

introspecËive self-consciousness. In short, the implicit
neaning of this article was that in being removed from the

private domain of the faurily so r^ras the bachelor removed

from self-truth.1'

Alongside these articles on the miserable life of men who

refused women in favour of a solitary existence, srere arËicles

1. Sydney Gazette , 4 M.arch L824, "The Bachelor's Thermometer"
s trrleekly Express).(From Fleming'
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abouË men, who despite being fathers of families, nevertheless

denied their families by pursuing individualist forms of self-

gratification outside Ëhe home. Th.ese articles were often a

description of the destruction of a farnily through the absence

of a suitable þatriach, as in the case of Gabriel Mason,

who because of his drunkenness stopped being an elder in his

church. His wife died in the prime of her life because of

the hardship he inflicted on her. The Monitor, 30 March L829,

under the title "Anatomy of Drunkennessr! provides us with the

following description of what happened to the rest of Gabriel

Mason's family.

His oldest son, unable, in pride and shame, to lift up
his eyes at kirk or market, went avtay to the_city, and
enlisted into a regiment about to embark on foreign
service. His tv¡o éisters went to take farewell of him,
but never returned; one, having died of a fever in the
infirmary, just as if she had been.a PauPer;, a-nd the
oËher - Îor-the sight of sin, and sorrow, and shame, and
suffering, is ruinous to the soul - gave hefself up, in
her beauty, an easy prey Èo a desËroyer, and is no\nr at
peace. The rest of the farnily dropt dq* one by one out
of sight, into inferior situations in far-off places...

Monitor, 30 March 1829
Effiy of Drr:nkennesst'.

To be involved in sensuality outside the home was to

deny obligations to the family. The writer, "Amicus", in the

Sydney Gazette, 23 October 1819, thought "it too obvious to

need any illtrstrationrr that "those who are deepest sr¡nk in

sensuality and vice are the farthest removed from kindred

affection of whatever kind it may be"" Moreover, to be lost

to feelings of domestic attachment was to be lost to all

feelings of sensibility. It was to enter an internal world

of self-gratification which had no reference Ëo the outside

world and the feelings of others. It was to enter a world

of the living dead. Thus the compulsive family gambler was
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spoken of as having no heart. "The club with which he herds \

would meet, though the place of rendezvous vlere the chamber of

the dying; they would meet, though it were an aPartment in the

charnel-house" Not even the death of kindred can effect the

gambler. He would play uPon his brOÈherrs coffin - he would

play upon his fatherIs sepulchre."1'

The opposite to these unfeeling individuals l^7ere those art-

icles which dealt with men and vromen morally redeemed by discov-

ering notions of moral sensibility, through familial love. The

Sydney GazetEe, 20 October 182L, rePorted how the female prison

philanthropist, ELj,zabei-h Fry, upon entering an English prison,

asked and obtained permission to gather the chil-dren together in

a religious school inside the prison. t'The female prisoners, in

spite of their profligate and vicious habits, joyfully embraced

the opportunity of ameliorating the condition of their children"

Much was already effected by restoring these hTomen to the first

sentiment of nature; namely, maternal affection." Similarly,

the capiËaIly convicted prisoner l-n the Sydney Gazette, 24

September 1809, who uPon hearing the death sentence "shrieked

aloud and fell upon his knees ínploiing pity", who "repeatedly

called Heaven to Protect his wretched family" was seen to be

"not quiÈe so callous to Èhe natural feelings of humanity as

to hear urmoved a doom which was to separate him forever from

his r¡nhappy offsPringl"

I. Howe's I,IeekIy Conrnercial Express 25 July L825.
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The family was seen to be the natural basis of society

and consequently the source of its strongesË social and moral

feelings. "The ties of children, those strong links which

chain us so firmly to our nature."l' One of the strongest

instincts to which the family tied the indívidual was self-

interest: "So ought men to love their wives; even as their

own bodies; he that loveth his wife loveËh himself. For no

man ever yet hated his orun flesh, but nourisheth and cherisheth

it, even as the Lord the Church".2' To attack the family,

especially one's ordn, r^ras to separate oneself from the

natural affective basis of humanity. The inrplicit meaning

of many articles ¡,ras ofËen that in destroying their family,

so parents r¿ere also destroying Ëhemselves. They became alien-

ated from themselves, which uras expressed by them entering a

r'rorld of unrestrained self-punishment.

The loose enjoyment they once delighted in become insiped,
and the noblest creaËure of creation sinks into a hateful
opinion of himself " Unfortr:nately, howevern convicÈion
seldom finds its way into the mind r¡ntil affliction lays
it open to the horrors of repentence and remorse.
. ".depravity ereets her standard in the mind, distress
impends over all that are dependent on the a
pale infirmity brings Ëo an untimely conclus
of miseries heightened and embittered with r

ggr
l_on
egr

essor, and
a series

et,"" 3.

This Ëheme was also evidence in the Sydney Gazette's , L4 June

1807, account of the first woman in N.S.W. who was believed

to have killed her own child. She contracted an illness and

died, before she could be executed. However, her death was

seen to result more from the power of her conscience, which

would not let her rest, till she was put to rest.

I 13 July 1827 "Confessions of an 01d

2. Anon., Rel-ative Duties , P.2L'

3. Sydney Gazette, L9 July 1803, "Censor".
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Many melancholy tales of farnilial self-destruction were

often attempts to explore how the guilt of the father, in

destroying his wife and children, further confirmed him in his

vice, ultimately also destroying him. He became a victim of
his own egoistic desires. The drunken husband begins to drink

more in order to escape his pr.rnishing conscience. Here con-

science, the source of redempËion and salvation, was being

presented as Èhe source of further sin and irreclaimability.

The drr¡nken husband was:

testimony of
anily is not
uarded agains
eneath a load

A
f
(t
Þ
b

weakness, which even the welfare of a
able to contend with, nor a relaps etobe
t by Èhe reproo fs of a conscience labouri

of which it can onl e s e
CL ose an excess t at must a t

cËion. ze te une
er S my emphasis).

Repeated here rrrere those notions we explored in the last

chapter: of man as a prisoner of himself and the source of his

own wilful destruction; of man who escapes from structure, in

Ëhis case the family, and ín doing so increases his irration-

alness. Thus, the writer ttAn Old Emigrant Settleril spoke of

Lhe entry of the drr:nken husband into his household as being

"marked by the guilty ferocity of the wretch who is conscious

of having robbed his offspringl"l" Here, the unthinking father,

like the condemned prisoner, I¡/as seen to e:<press within his

own person the disorder he introduced into society: "hlhen he

reflects that he is himself the spring and very source of mis-

fortr.me to those dependent on his labour, he becomes impatient,

his brain inflames, ,, and all his meditations are rash, impetuous,

and ungovernable."2' The spectacle here being the paradox of
egoism which cannot, live with itself.

I. Sydnev Gazette , 6 l,farch 1823 "An Old Emigrant Settler".
2. Sydney Gazette, 30 October 1803.
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In such articles the interiority of the household and the

interiority of the deviant family member's mind \^rere equated;

one mirrored the disorder of the other. Often in this dis-

course the public domain was constituted as the futile realm

for escaping onets conscience.

From the sweet and peaceful fire-side of harmonious and
happy affections an{ PurPoses; from the household
seläirity of a satisfied conscience, and of a blameless
life, it is forced abroad to seek, without success, to
slake its thirst for happiness in streets and taverns,
in routs and riots.

Sydney Gazette , 29 July lB24 "Cestria".

Much of the discourse of the press, as should be obvious

by now, riüas organised around the manufacture of guilt. In

these psychological t'Macbethianf t dramas, Peace of mind was to

be ensured by fulfilling familial obligations. The writer

"Amicus" spoke of the sober, industrious and moral family as

a llttle conrnunity where each mernber was conscious of its duty

"and rvith the regularity of an unimpaired machine performs the

daily task allotted with a cheerfulness arising out of that

greatest of all pleasures an aPproving mind". In contrast to

this, "Amicus" also gave the example of the immoral family

where violence, born out of an aÈtempt to escaPe from guilt,

rÀ7as the norm.

The man and the !üolnan, feeling a mutual discontent,
conscious that they are always neglecting their duty to
their children. ooÉtrê agitated by a peevishness of
Ëerrper, which, upon the slightest occasion, kindl-es
inËo impetuosity, and then some direful consequence
ensues " Sydney Gazette , L4 October f815.

I want to

It was part of
interiority of

and happiness,

outside world.

family was for

explore this last theme in greater detail.

a discursive strategy which juxtaposed the

the family, as a self-contained zone of truth
against the corrupting sénsuous pleasure of the

As the poem "Conjugal Felicity" put it, the

its ,members a site of "guiltless pleasure",
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where: I'Their hearts, their fortunes and their beings blendt'"

The poem asked the rhetorical question: "l'lhat is the world to

them, its pomp, íts pleasure, and íts nonsense alllt'1' In the

outside world, wants assumed a superficial character; but also

an unbor:nded form. Hence Ëhe continual porËrayal- of the Drunkard

and the Gambler (the trilo outside public figures of habitual, un-

satisfiable desire) as the opponents of familial life. This

theme was also evidencecl in a story in the Sydney Gazette of

13 November 1B0B about two parents, whose vanit;r or imagin-

ative engagement in external appearances led to the destruction

of their prosperity. The Sydney Gazette, in this moral tale,

makes the point that "home had no longer any attracÈion left; it

r..ras remote from gaiety - an impediment that could only be relieved

by frequent visits to the busy to\,lrn". In leaving the family

as Ëhe site of consrfirptionr these tT^Io parents rrrere seen to enter

a site of infinite consunption which mirrored their own egoisrn.

Their wardrobe was of course the leading object of atËenÈ-
ion; the hgrrble dress of industry was thrown aside for
someËhing more genteel; the rugged hamlet that long,had
shelËereä them from the vicissitudes of heat and cold, r^Ias

now neglect
turrent alr
the hr-rrrble

despised, and, in
cupied the site;

imagination a lofty
contentment hâd left

ed and
eadyoc

11in r^tant followed I^7ant and the ati-t-
ca _o t as rovo some nevT S res.

v ey zette er 1808'
(my emphasis).

Such articles \^rere pat:t of a broader concern with priv-

atising the pursuit of happiness. In part this involved con-

structing the family into an emotional refuge'from the wor}d.

If the family was also a moral sPace, a space of spiritual re-

juvenation, it gained this ethical equality from being a sanct-

uary based on sensibility, oD affections, rather than reason.

1. Sydney Gazette, L2 December 1818, "Conjugal FeIicity"'
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In the happy fanily all is order and harmony, union and
love. As there is no motive, so there is no effort to
form a separate interest; joys and sorrows are shared
among all the kindred members; and the safe celestial
bond of pure affection encircles and consolidates the
whoIe. Sydney Gazette, I July 1824,

"TFE isitant".

To use Christopher Lasch's phrase the family was a "haven in

a heartless world".1' Its private rituals and intimacies would

provide i-ts members with innocent pleasures.2 " The farnily

would thrrs be partly isolated and rendered impervious to the

nore morally corrupting forms of public entertainnent.

ent. sociêty, and cares
eater and purer source
roughly debased, than

27 AprlL L827, "Ne\nr South
XIII'"

The pleasures felt in their innoc
for their free welfare, form a 8r
of delight to him that is not tño
any pot-house could ever afford.

Australian,
trùales - No,

Individuals were increasingly being asked by the Press, phil-

anthropists and the state to seek their pleasures and fulfill-

ment in the privaLe space of domesticity. The Sydney GazeEEe

2 ÃprLL 1803, published the statement that 'lhe who does not

make his family comfortable will hinself never be happy at home;

and he who is noÈ happy at home, will never be happy anywhere".3

I

2

C. Lasch,
"The Famil
Vol.35, 19

Haven in a Heartless llorld
yasa ven a ess

especially pp.xix, 5;
Iüor1d", Salmagundi,

3

76 pp .42-44 "

The innocent pleasures of family life Ì,rrere narrated ín the
following picture of a father and his children: "After dinner
he is in-his glory; the nursery bell is then r9ng, and down
comes his troop of young ones with their round laugÞing faces-

In a fer'¡ minutes they have all arranged themselves in
order; the glasses of wine are distributed with a due aËt'
ention to senioritY, and the Y
generally the favourite) is su
[nee. to tweek his nose vüith h
in túe calf of his leg (which,
hr¡nour, is highlY gratifYing) ,
be unfórtunatã enough to- weãr one, head-foremost at her
brother John. !üe ourselves can ProPerly appreciate those
peculiar blessings, inasmuch as we have been thrice married,'3?u.*:'.åå 

E*åå,i't å 3fi 5'iËÏÎ E.ËË,i' 5ïåå å"'åå,l?o.p"T Í3 "iii'
lïzi , "Confessioäs of an old Bachelor ".
This article was an extract "From the Reports of the Society
for Bettering the Condition and Increasing the Comforts of
the Poor".
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The writer "The Friendly Visitor", Sydney Gazette, 1 Juiy L824,

sirnilarly argued that: "a community is made up of families

and individuals, and if happiness exisËs at all, it must be

domestic and personalrr.

The press, concern with happy families was largely directed

tor¡ards changing the expenditure of the labouring classes, to

move their forms of expenditure al'{ay from public acts of shared

consumption, ofÈen regar:ded as dissipation, to more þriva¡e

forms of consumption within which the rvorking class would bear

the cosE of reproducing their labour po$7er. Thus, Lhe rvriter

"The FriendlY Visitant", SYdnev GazetLe, 6 JanuarY L825,

criticised those wives in the Colony who ate "the bread of idle-

ness by spending their time visiting public houses and grog

shops; where Lhe little money which should be laid out in

feeding, clothing and educating their children, is spent in

the purchase of strong drink". NewspaPers larnented the fact

Ëhat high vTages in N.S"!J. could not be productively confined

to the private sphere because of the shortage of women' The

Ptonitor, 4 February 1828, PUt the argument as follows: "in

suih a land Ëherefore, where the labouring population cannot,

for rvant of wives, continue their species, high hTages are of

no service with regarð, to public ProsPerity by iriproving the

rnorals and increasing the numbers of people". This was because

,'the addition of wages, instead of being by our Emigrant

labourers expended in raising and educating children, is

spent by them in debauchery". Similarly an argurûent in the

Australian , 27 AprLl L827 sËated that "Single individuals

who have only their oI^7n !¡ants to provide f or, will squander

the overplus of their earnings in Ëhe low debauchery, which

the married couple, who have the cares of a family uPon Lheir

shoulders, are necessitat.ed to apply to their subsistence."
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Íhe problem was one of rendering the act of consumPtion

productive, by making the working class bear the cost for re-

producing its sPecies"

Not all artícles on the family lùere direcËed Ëoward con-

trolling íts outside public exPenditures. The Press fronr its

very early origins was actively seeking Ëo internally construct

the family into a rational unit of consurption" Apart from

êriticisms of garnbling, drinking and idle wives who smoked

Ëobacco, this involved a whole series of domestic hints, which

at first sight look trivial.l' Instances of such hints are

comments critical of poor families for having too many peËs,

particularly dogr;2' recommending that they purchase a pig

to fatten up;3: that they boil instead of roast their meat,

malcing soup with the remaining broth;4' thaË they bake bread

using the bran in the flour.5' The press v7as, in short, con-

cerned with diffusing a "science of nutrition" into the family

- the principles of whi-ch the Sydney Gazette, 8 February 1817,

stated as being "Lhe means of obtaining the greatest quantity

of nourishment from the smallest quantity of provisions" or

Ëhe "means to be adapted for increasing the quantity of food".6'

Historically, the general ideological thrust of all these sorts

of recommendations has been to promote the professionalisation

of parenthood and in particulat of' motherhood.

Gazette, 6 JanuarY L825, "The FriendlY Visitant seett.
t1. S

3.

23 gnitor lt

2 sydney Gazetre, 26 March, 2- April 1803, 29 April 1804.

a so

Ga ette,
oc ty or

Comfortsoft

e tte, 11 De cember 1803, "Inquisitive Obs ervertt;

5 March 1803 'rExtract from the Report of the
ering the Condition and Increasing the
Poortt.
2 April 1803, 16 August 1817 "An Inhabitant""

ett
he

4
5

6

Sydney GazeEt-e,
Sydney GazeEte, L2 June 1803"

See also Sydney Gazette, 15 February, 22 February (Letter
by ilcivic-tf8F
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l,ltrat Ëhese recormendations also rePresented was the pro-

gressiverationalisationofeverydaylife,asutilitarianide.
ology!üasPer:¡neatingandreorganisingawholerangeofsocial

practices, including leisure time. They represent an attemPt

to culturally incorPorate the working class into the dominant

structures of capitalisur by organising production and consumption

in Ëhe household along the lines of capitalist princÍples of

economic rationality. The construction of the fauril-y into the

site for the maximum realisation of happiness implied the

introducËion of a calculus, which accorded relative weightings

to consumables and which, in doing so, structured and organ-

ised the act of consumption. The faurily became accordíngly

Ëhe site for the pursuit of rational happiness" This, as I^7e

have seen elsewhere, I,üas also dependent partly on its ability

to privatise its joys and consumptions'

I,Ihereas, prevÍously, I examined the threats posed to the

survival of the fanily by the írraËional pursuit of happiness

outside iËs domestic boundaries, I want to nohT examine briefly

those arËicles dealing with the Eheme of Èhreats to the family

whichopenedupitsdoorsËooutsiders.Suchafamilywas
spoken of as destr-oying its domestic Peace by making itself

the site for illicit, promiscuous consr.urption" The writer

t'Veritas!t, Sydn ey Gazette , 3 June 1804, stated that t'possessed

of industry r,,7ithouË economY, the ends of labour are perverted".

"Veritas,, vras "surrounded by neighbours of the inferior order".

In one family, the husband was indus¡rious and the rvife was att-

entive to her familial duties and four young children" I'BuL

Ëhey are apt alasl after an unremitting assiduity of many

weeks, in a single gust of intemperance to reduce their families

to a condiLion little above actual lvant"" This was brought
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about by them "having called in friends to Partake of ËheÍr

improvident hospitality, or rather to bear testimony of their

fo1ly and extravagance, who less destitute of indifference to

the wants of a family, than themselves, neglect to repay the

liberality at the expense of its comfortst', The seducer was

ofÈen presented as being able to disrupt and even destroy the

familyts unity because, as a close friend of the husband or

father, he enjoyed free access'to the house, often dining there:

only he ended up consuuring more than he ate" The Sydney Gazette

20 April L827, published a court case in which the plaintiff's
lawyer said: "lie could not imagine any character more truly
dispicable than that of a shameless adulterer, who meanly stole
to the fireside of his neighbour, drinking his wine, and robbing

him of his domestic peacerr. The seducer, "foregeÇful of his

honour and duty, invaded the sanctuary of the plaintiff's home"l'

Some articles dealing with atrocious murders explored the theme

of the family which was partly destroyed as a consequence of it
allowing strangers 'to reside within its wa1l ""2"

!,ltrat such articles expressed rl'as a concern with seal-

ing off the family from the outside world" Similarly, the

writer "Candidus" stated that !rit, must have frequently come

under your observation, that the peace of families has been

di-sturbed by friends, whon I compare in my plain r^rays to wolves

in sheep!s clothing, meddling and intermeddling between Ëhe

3.master and the mistresstt. The Sydney Gazette , 13 March L823,

felt the need to speak ouË against those individuals who "from
motives of enrryr, jealousy, or hatred" eurployed their time in

I Sydney Gazette, 31 May L826.
2 January 1Bl9 "Horrible Atrocity (From a
26 lî,ay LB29 "Murder".
5 l"larch f 809 "Candidus".

2. Sydney Gazette,
Paris-Pãper) ";
Sydney GazetLe3
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"prying inËo all the minutiae of domestic occurrencesrt. The

writer "A Friend of the 'Ì4aster of the Rollst" objected in the

Svdnev GazeEte , L2 May L825 , to the Australian publÍshing a

domestic squabble bet!,teen a tradesman and his wife, which had

gone Ëo court,

The concern wÍth sealing off Ëhe family from outside

disruptive influenees \^las also Part of a concern with regul-

ating the public meeting places of the poor" Thus Governor

Macquarie atËemPted to encourage narriage and Ëo protect Lhe

fanily by regulating the hours and nu¡rber of places selling

liquor late at night.l" He attacked those public sites at'

which the lower classes were seen to produce a popular hedon-

istic culture, often assoeiated with criminality. Many public

houses, the writer f'Admonitortt argued in Ëhe Sydney Gazette,

22 Ja¡¡uaty 1824, were t'liËtle better than places of rendezvous

for vagabonds, prosti¡utes and drr-lnkards, and the nurseríes of

every species of vicett" trAdminitorrt corrylained about |tthe

great nr.mber of such persons congregated together aÈ these

temples of licentious and r¡nhallowed pleasure".

I'ie are someti-mes filled with horror when wê hear of the
extravagant
heathen cel

and obscene ceremonies, with which the poor
ebrate Lhe achievements of theír dieties; but

how can we atulate oursefves on our moral superioritYcongr
whils celebrate theover them, t multitudes

IncarnaËion of the Son of God ed every other
pub lic festiv al app

es of
ointed by by assemblíng

at these hous general resort, for the so le purpose
of indulging in the most profane and disgusting excesses ?

Svdney GazeBLe 22 January L824, ttAdmonitortt.

The Monitor, 9 March L827, however, sought to bolster the family

against these corruptíng haunts, by suggestíng the liberalising

of licensing laws. It argued Ëhat the attemP¿ I'to Prevent the

amongst us
, and inde
our Church

1. Sydney Gazette, 24 February 1810.
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conmon peoP le from congregating togethert' would be more effect-

ua1ly fulfilled by the legislature allowing all shopkeepers to

sell the seÈtler liquor.
After taking a comfortable glass or Èwo at the counter,
to excite his domestic remembrances and affecEions, he
would spend the rernainder in calico, print"..soap, candles,
Ëea and sugar" But now he is conpelled to go to a regular
drinking house. Here (if it be winter) is a lively crack-
ling fire,..pipes, bacon, and newsPapers...a smiling
hostess...Jack and Tom, whom he hasn't seen for so many
years. ".the thoughtless men sit down to rise no more that
day.

On this point see also the Sydney Gazette, 24 Ìfarch L826
''LectureSonPractica1uivi@rieStreetChape1'';
23 August IlJ22, "Bardo-Narrong".

The writer rrAn 01d Eurigrant SeËËlerrr in the Sydney GazetEe

13 Septernber L822, .stated that Þo great T^7as the need to pre-

venË the lower orders from congregating together, that if the

authorities could r:nderÈake the General MusÈer withouË calling
Ëhe people Ëogether then'Ëhey would be bound to do so" This

wriÈer equated |tall public specËacles, shows, and sports , ât
which great asseurblages of people attendfr, with the corruption

of Christianity by heathenism which had occurred in carnivals

and holidays fron Constantine to the present day. He found his
I'convict labourers disatisfied and idle on race day. The village
rrTas in uproar; and drunkedness and fighting prevailed at night;
horrible oaths, and language ingenious for its danrrable impiety

were the order of the day". "An O1d Emigrant Settler" saw all
promiscuous asseuiblages of the people as bringing out the fallen
depraverJ nature of rn*rr.1' Crowds corrupted man. More import-

antly, he stated that: "God has divided mankind, as depraved

creatues, into families; he has prevented large associations

by the institutions of marriage; and by forbidding the inter-
marriage of near relations, has destroyed clanships and feuds".

I
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Here, once again, the peace and well being of society were

equaÈed vTith the isolaËing qualities of familial life - its

almost penitentiary qualities .

For similar moral-political reasons the writer "Censoria",

Sydney GazetEe, 9 December L824, criËicised proposals to est-

ablish drama on a more regular footing in the Colony" He

claimed that it "loosens the strongest family ties, and fre-
quently dissevers them forever"" He would only supPort the

stage if it could be shown that it:

". "confirms young men in decent, and yogng lüomen in modest
behaviouri- | if the stage will lessen the prevalenge of
seduction, and leave on-an affectionate mother in honour-
abLe possession of her daughtel, and the husband of his
wife - if it will cause one seducer Èo relent, and br_ing
the seduced a repentent Èo her Parents as the wife of her
betrayer Monttor:,' 9 lfarch 1827 .

This concern with Èhe policing of pleasure, this concern

with breaking up the social and cultural domains within which

working class soLidarities might be formed, hTas partly an

attempt to render the act of consumption and leisure time

'rational'. Newspapers tvere actively engaged in educative

proposals seel<ing to employ the spâce of unproductive leisure.l'

Reading especially was a r^7ay of productively confining the

settler to his home " The writer "tr{e11-tr{isher" advocated Sunday

Schools, for by educating the child r'trIould not the family that

is now divided and scattered up and down, fot the want of some-

thing to engage the attention of its members, be thus drawn

together, and uniting in a litEle well disposed circle, Pass

their evenings cordially, happily - instead of profanely miser-

able'.'. The S dne Gazette 15 March 1817, published the first

Report of the Auxiliary Bible Society, which stated, in Part'

1. See fol example, Sydney Gazette, 22 ll.ay 1808.
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that "the lonely settler who can read...will now find a means

of cqllecting his little household about his fireside. -.Instead

of roaming from farm to farm to visit neighbours after his day's

labour, and to converse with those who had as little to enter-

tain him as he had to enterËain himself". This theme of relig-

ious literature morally unifying the family was also evidenced

in the Sydney Gazette's publication of a speech by British

evangelíst reformer trrlilliam I'lilberforce, who asked his audience

to:
take a single copy of the-scriptures, follow ít into the
iiiif. dweiline 'iä which it is- delivered and see those
who have not eñjoyed the benefits of instructi-on, with
which a bor¡nteoüs'Providence has favoured us, hanging

"p""--ttt"-tði¿t-oi 
tt,-tth and mercy-that are-there recorded

fãi ttt" consolation of the sorrowful, and for easing the
ã"ifiy hearr of irs pangg. Then we behold them with a

óeep leeting of conPunctigt,
dieã for sinners, of a HolY
change of their natures, whi
begins to warm Ëheir hearts;
engaging in one cornmon Prayer. . "

Sydney Gazette , 20 Nfay L820 , "Fifteenth AnniversafT
¡iUte Society continuedr'.of the British and Foreign

The ideological significance given by the press, schools,

and philanthropic societies to religion will be investigated

further in the next chapter" Before turning to a sunmary

conclusion of this chapter, I would like to make the point

that the concern with isolating individuals into familial units

courplemented that concern which sought to make individuals

dependent on the printed word for their information, whether

this took the form of religious literature or ne\^tsPapers.
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In this chapter I explored the family as an object of

discourse, how it fitted into the general pedagogic role of

the N.S.I^I. press. The tacit idea running through most news-

paper articles on the family was a view of it as a natural

social unit beyond which to trespass lilas Ëo enËer a world of

irrational pleasures and violent illegalÍties" The family

vras seen as an instrument for ensuring the beËter policing of

a free society; it would prevent crime by confirming its

members in habits of J-ndustry and by confining their acts of

consumption to those private forms they could afford.

I started off by analysing how newsPaPer treatment of

Ehe family supported the statets concern with using the family

to keep ex-convicts in N.S.Wi and to ensure they kept working

afËer their departure frorn the penal- system. The private sPace

of domesticity was seen to have sufficient moral force to compel

the labourer into the market place. Thus, the N.S.!ü" Press

campaigned for the emigration of women to N"S"I^I, and for the

release of female inmates from British and N.S.trrl. total ínstit-

utions. Part of the interest in women also emerged out of a

view of them as Ëhe bearers of a civilising influence on the

more brutal characteristic of men. Familial life would dom-

esticate men and integrate them into a moral order. The ac-

quisition of familial property hTas especially seen as a sign

of moral reform and of a cor¡nritment to rational activity. In-

creasingly, the successful carrying out of familial duties was

being constructed into a neI^7 secular form of universalism; it

denoted the cormnon partaking of moral sentiments in a culture

characterised by religíous relativism. The successful private

citizen was emerging as a nernT democratic criteria of public
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success.

Part of the importance the family assumed in the N"S.I{"

press was derived from the difficulties the authorities had

in establishing marriage as an instrumenË of normalisation,

that is for incorporating the working class into bourgeois

norms. I argued that r^romen in particular r^rere avoiding plac-

ing a monopoly over their labour and person, both sexual and

non-sexual, in the hands of men. Prostitution was seen to give

hromen a domain of independence outside of men and work. The

press sa\^r her natural place as in the home. Her biological

role as the bearer of children was used to naturalise her ex-

clusion from the public sphere. This ideological thrust rn/as

supported by moral tales which narrated how women, who ventured

beyond the household, as a domain of pLeasure and obedience,

r{ere destroyed.

Seduction articles rnrere a variation of this same idea:

tfrey r^rere a statement of the dangers of insanity and suicide

which awaited those r^/omen who ventured sexually outside the

patriarchal control of Ëheír fathers orhusbands. The very

thing whi.ch made hTomen an extension of the sources of bourgeois

morality, their sensibilities, also made them vulnerable to

the rational artifice of outside men. Seduction articles art-
iculated men's rational dominance over ttromen" The seducer

would employ calculated and rationaL schemes to arouse and

control the imagination and passions of the T^7omen to the-point
at which she lost control over herself and any regard for her

faurily. Contained in these articles rüere also statements that
only vromen who were passive could be moral-. The courtroom scene

also supported the stereotype of virtuous women as inactive
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deferential beings, more creatures of bodily emotions that

of articulate rational speech. Seduction.trials also became

rfays of investigating and judging what it was about the parË-

icular nature of a family's internal relations which made it

susceptible to outside attack.

In the last secËion of this chapter I explored further

the ideoLogical formulation of the fanil-y as an emotional

sanctuary, which would guarantee its members Peace of mind,

so long as they remained within its boundaries and defended 
i

'l

those bor.:ndaries from outsiders. Here I concentrated mostly ort

arËicles dealing with men, whose public pursuits of pleasure'

threatened the farnily. The irnplicit meaning of many of these

articles was thaL in destroying their famiLies, So men l^7ere

also psychological-]y destroying themseLves. Ttre'naÈural'

egoiSm of individuals and the wider interesË of society were

artificially equated through the notion that peace of mind was

only to be for:nd inside the intimacies and riËuals of family

life. The faurilyts private consuûtptíons and joys would hope-

fully protecË its members from the more corrupting forms of

pleasure that rdere associated with the unrestrained sensuality

of public places. The family was thus nore than an ideological

device for promoting and ensuring the maintenance of a discip-

lined free labourer. It was also one of the means of. discip-
lining and atomising the act of consumption, in fact it was

pêrt of a concern with privatising the pursuit of pleasure.

In the next chapter we will move from the policing ro.le of

families over its meuibers to the policing of families by in-
stitutions and the press.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PHILAT{THROPY. STATE EDUCATION AND THE FA¡,IILY
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(A) IMRODUCTION:

254.

PHILANTHROPY Ai{D THE BUREAUCRATISATION

OF GUILT

Like the previous chapter, this chapter is also concerned

with the family as Part of the cultural formation of a working

c1ass. However, iË focuses on the discursive strategies which

took the family as an obj ect of political knowledge concerned

with solving the problem of order through institutional means.

Much of the progressive bureaucratisation of state-class por^ter

in N.S.!ü., that is its progressive confinement to institutional

contexts subject to formal rules, derived its justification and

intervening power by focusing on the family and especially its

problems. This chapter will document how Ëhe family became the

means for proliferating wider institutional structures devoted

to instituËionally appropriating thaË same socialisation role,

which the press also wished to allocate Èo the family. As we

sar,v in the previous chapËer, the family was one of the mech-

anisms in N.S.tl. for accomplishing a more effective and less

centralised moral supervÍsion of individuals" However, it was

also the ideological means for facilitating the creation of

more public institutions, mainly concerned with the family's

welfare, and with ensuring that Lhe family exercised an eff-

ective moral supervision over its members"

The approach I adopt treats the statements which contemP-

oraries made about the morality of the lower orders, not liter-
ally, but ideologically; not simply as description, but as the

means for producing a particular kind of power structure. Anne

Summers was the first to criticise historians for taking the

continual exposure of the failure of the family and, in partic-

ular, the moral critiques of women by contemporaries as simply
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l:descriptive.-' She argues these critiques weie coming from 
I

men and represented the ideological means, through the whore

stereotype, of producing l{omen as a subjugated group to whom

men could have re4dy sexual """""".2' More recently, Michael

Sturma has criticised Anne Surnurers I all-inclusive maLe con-

spiracy theory by pointing out Èhat the critiques of women's

morality s¡ere coming from the upper classes and represented

their value judgernent of nornal r,rrorking class sexual relationr"3"

As such, I would argue, these critiques vTere Part of the means

by which ouËside state and private pol.icing agencies, including

the press, vlere able to justify the centralised gaze they vlere

increasingly subjecting the family to, as wèll as the prolif-

eration of a whole series of modern pedagogic institutions and

discourses around the family. Here, I am wholly in agreement

wiËh DonzeloËrs point that "the celebrated crisis of the family

setting the stage for its liberatioDtt, should be seen not so

much as a threat to the existing social order but "as a condition

of possibility of that orders emergencert.4'

Under the patronage of the State, the Press and the wealthy,

the following instituËions were established.

Fena1e Orphan School

Fernale Factory'

Free Public Charity Schools

Lunatic Asylun

Sturma, 9¡.c!!., p.3.
Summers , Ei!.. , p. 286.

Sturma, op. cit. , pp. 3, 4, 7 .

Donzelot, op"cit", pP.7-8.

1801

1804

1809- 10

1811

1

2

3

4
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Sydney HosPital 181I

N.S.!'i. Benevolent Society 1813 (begr:n privately
1809)

Black l{ative Institution 1815

Auxiliary Bible SocietY LSLT

Male OrPhan School 18f9

Convict Barracks 1819

I'Iesleyan AuxiliarY Missionary
Society L820

Wesleyan Sr.rndaY Schools 1821

Sydney Institution L822

Sydney Bethel Union SocietY L822

Australian Religious Tract
Society - 1823

Female School of IndustrY L826

Female FriendlY SocietY LB26

Sydney DisPensarY LB26

Society for Promoting Christian
Knowleãge L826

I only intend to provide a brief institutional history of

these societies. This work has already been well done by

historians.l' I am more interested in the pedagogic ideology

which gnderpinned their praxis insofar as this manifested the

general pedagogic role v¡hich t e press assigned to all instit-

uËions. These philanthropic socieÈies represent the emergence

of a growing sense of collective responsibility for society

amongst N.S.!'1.'s dominant class. They also rePresent the

socialisation of cultural reproduction.

D. peyser, "A Study of !Þg H1?t9ry oÍ trüe-lfare l.Iork in sydney
from iZgg till about 1900", RAHS, vol.xxv, L939, Part rr,
oo.B9-128; M. Horsburgh, "Go nev-
äient Society", RAHS, Vol.63, P.77-
93; E. lüind.shuttle, "DisciPl
Social Control: The Female S

1826-L847", Labour History, v -L4;
E. !,lindshuttE-5ñ-eñ-ããã th an-
thropy" in ed'
by R. Kennedy, pp.10-31; R. Cage, "The Origins of Poor
Reli-ef in New South !'Iales",

I

Vol.20, No.2, pp.153-169.
Australian Economic History,
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In newspapers, these philanthropic societies published

their meetings, rules, resolutions and reports as well as

lists of donations, with all the competitive status implic-

ations involved in publicly stating the amor¡nt each individual

contributed. As a rule the Governor headed the list with the

largest privaËe subscription. Even large donations from the

Treasury hrere presented as coming from his person. This helped

Ëo reinforce those syÌnbols of personal benevolence and munif-

icence with which the Reprieve had acted to cloalc state por"=.1'

tr'Ie have an infant population, to whom the benevolence of
the Governor has extended itself in a very superior
degree; and in whose favour the heart of the philanLhrop-
ist has shed its brightest rays.

dne Gazette 23 December 1819.

The involvemenË of prominent government officials, wealthy

landowners and merchants in N.S.l^I. philanthropic societies

further helped to couch state and class por^Ier in a personal

paternalistic idiom. However what these philanthropic soc-

ieties also represented was the progressive bureaucratisation

of class por^rer, its confinement and application to institutional

conLexts, where it could be subj ecÈ to rules designed to render

it more efficienË and less arbitrary. These philanthropic soc-

ieties represented also partly the increasing specialisation

of knowledge and power with respect to the socialisation pro-

cess in N.S.W.. Each of them carved out its own special social

niche within which to operate. Their common concern with re-

forming Ëhe morals and disciplining the poor can be seen as

In its 1820 Annual Report, for example the Committee of the
N"S"lü" Benevolent Society resolved unanimously: I'that His
Excellency the Governor, in condescending to preside at this
Meeting, renews his claim to the sincere respect and grateful
acknowledgements of the Society, as thus affording the high
testimonial of His Excellencyts continued approbaÈion of the
Societyr s proceedings, and evincing the undimÍnished influence
of thosê benevolent sentiments which have characterised as
strongly His Excellency's private conduct, as his public
administration. "

I
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part of a process of fragmenËing che working class by intro-

ducing and emphasising moral distinctions and divisions l^7ith-

in their ranks.

One of the main measures of societyts moral progress r^Ias

taken to be the nr¡nrber and size of its philanthropic organis-

ations: "let it be borne in mind, that the public instiË-

utions of a country tend much to the elucidation of its char-
1acter".'' The philanthropic endeavours of England were taken

as a model for the achievement of a normal society. England

r^ras referred to as "that land of innumerable institutions".2'

In the late 1820's, the demand for civil rights was articulated

partly by pointing to the normalness and nnorality of N.S.Iü.

as indicated by all its diverse philanthropic societies and
2

meetings.'' These philanthropic endeavours occurred within

the conËext of an ideological process whereby the process of

moral salvaËion r^ras increasingly being constructed into a cum-

ulative historical process.

It must be borne in mind, that all vast designs have ever
been brought about by small and almost iurperceptible means;
in proof of which we shall merely cite one instance, vLz
the preaching of the Gospe - by a few illiterate fishermenl

Sydney Gazette, 6 December L822"

Here salvation r^/as not s imply identif ied with the radical

conversion of individuals buÈ also with the more gradual instit-

utional salvation of the nation" This in Ëurn was indicated

and measured partly by the removal of the necessity for employ-

ing state violence. Governor Macquarie, who improved the in-

stituLions of education, religion, and marriage in the "olony,4'
1. From the Third

pensary (1831);
Report of the Conmittee of the Sydney Dis-

see also Sydney Gazette, 1 September L82L"
2. N. S.W. Benevolent Society, Annual Report, 1-82I , P"9"
3. Monitor , 22 ñovember 1-827 

"

4. Ì4acquarie Èo Catlereagh, 30 April 1810, HRA, Vol.VII,
pp.249-250, 252, 278-279.



also recoûmended magistrates avoid the use of corpot", ÍrÏi"n-
menË and that their maxirmrm punishment be only 50 lashes " 

1'

Howe' s l,leekly Cournercial Express argued: "I,le have the means

to punish crime; but let it be our glory, our boast, our am-

bition, as a rising sËate, thaË we have the efficient instit-

utions to prevent it""2'

This emphasis on institutional mechanisms of social

control occurred alongside an equal emphasis on producing

self-disciplined, autonomous, moral individuals. As the

AusLralian, 2l July 1825 put it: "A thorough protection

against frailties, must proceed from within - from principles

inculcated in early life". The aim of philanthropic soc-

ieties in N.S.lü. can be seen as the formation of individual

subjectivityinsuchahTayEhatthestatecouldeconomiseon

the increasing embarrassment it was feeling over the violent

expenditure of state energy" This embarrassmenË evidenced

itself in Governor llacquarie's order that magistrates not in-

flict more than fifty lashes and in the establishment of a

rreadmill at Sydney in 1823.3' As I shall show in Chapter

Ten, the use of corporal punishment became a rnajor subject of

political controversy in the late 1820's Oppositio,, Pres"'4'

The ultlmate desire in the press T,fas to form individuals

who would police themselves more perfectly than the sEate vTas

capable of doing" The Australian , 31 May L826, argued thac

the diffusion of a sense of morality. throughout society was

essential in a conrnercial nation like N.S.InI..5' This rva.s to

Sydney Gazette 10 September 1814.

Howe 's !treekl Commercial ress, 4 July L825, see also
une

3i Hirst, op.cit., P.63; Ellis, Macquarie, pp.223, 324-325,

1

2

4.'See for examples of criticisms in the Sydney Gazgtte,
15August1828,Cf.PP.537.538,543-5w5.5-559.

5. See also Sydney Gazette, 24 JuIy L824, "The Friendly
Visitant"
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prevent t'the numerous impositions which the most efficient

of municipal laws cannot provide againstr'" A religious educ-

ation was seen to accomplish this by instilling within indiv-

iduals an omniscient, self-regulative gaze. Thus, the writer

'rAmicus" urged people to send theír servants to church: ItThis

will render the property of their employers, as well as others

rnore secure than locks and bolts; for the fear of God is

better security than the fear of man. There may be hrays of

evading the laws of man; but the law of God is a perfect law,

and therefore cannot be evaded".l' Similarly, Howe's .Vteekly

Conrnercial Express, 25 July L825, viewed the problem of social

order as one of producing a conscience which would represent

an inEernalisation of Godt s omniscienË relationship to sin.

It argued "that, the mere operation of law is perfectly inad-

equate to a radical transformation of morals"; and that crime

itself had to be made inherently hateful through "the implan-

ation of principles to which it stands diametrically opposed".

This could only be done, Howe's lleekl Conrner 1E ress

argued, through a religious education in the penal system.

Convince the culprit that he is amenable to a tribunal
infinitely higher than th
he is undêr the PerPetual
things are Pervious, and
is staked on'his Present
furnished him witÎr a moniËor whose frowns will be more
rerrible-di; ittã prison and the gibbett, and whose dic-

. tates wifi l" ¡morãl efficacous than all the mandates of
human authoritY.

Howe's hTeekl Conmercial E ress,
u v

This internalisation of a religious omniscient gazè can be seen

ás an alternative way of realising the panopticon dream of

perpetual moral surveillance"

1 Sydney Gazette 23 October 1819, "Amicus".
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Using a general theoretical argumenË of Agnes He1ler, I

would maintain that the emphasis on conscience, oD the self-

policing individual, who had internalised notions of omni-

scient guilt, T,¡as the necessary cgunterPart of a "free"

commercial society, but more especially of a society character-

ised by structural differentiation, in which the number of

specialised contexts which an individual may enter is rel-

atively large.I' Heller has argued that in such a situation

detail-ed rules of conduct cannot be made to govern all possible

social contexts. Instead, there is an importance placed on the

pracËical ability of individuals able to apply generalised

norms, which they have internalised, on the basis of viewing

Situations as analogous to each other. The govelnment of

social situations here proceeds not from the prescriPtive rules

of a detailed code which an. individual is obliged to foll-ow,

buË from the generalised application of norms. Such a sit-

uation, she argues fosters the growth of practical reason, it

is the necessary counterPart to a stress on the autonomous

decision making conscience; that is, to a society which

demands self-policing individuals but which does not at the

same time wish to legal]y govern in detail all real*"'2'

l,lhereas more homogeneous societies or ones characterised

by strict hierarchy alre organised around spectacles of shame;

more differentiated societies are organised around more intro-

verted forms of violence taking the form of guilt. In place of

the condenrration of the crowd is substituted self-condemnation?'

A. Heller, "The Power of Shame",
Vol.6, L982, P.2L6.
Ibid. , -pp.216,22I"
Ibid. .

1

2

3

Dialectical AnthropologY
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I would argue that the expanding Presence of religion in N.S.tr{.,

as evidenced in the increased number of philanthropic societies

and churches, reflected the growing complexity of N.S.I^l' soc-

iety and a need for more individualising forms of Povler. As

I have shown and as I will further show, religion was the

bearer of, a whole índividualising technology of Power organ-

ised around self-scrutiny. IË e>rplored and unearthed hidden

mental realms, forms of secret self-truths, and in doing so

sought to construct a particular experience of subjectivity'

In this chapter I want to explore some of the institutional

sites which became the bearers of this form of moral subjug-

ation, which took the fo:-r of forcing individuals to proclaim

and become al^Iare of their innermost truths. In brief , in-

scribed in Ehe process of rnoral salvation hTas a political aPP-

aratus.

It is no wonder that Governor Macquarie in 1810 ordered

all public houses to be closed at the Lime of divine service
1.

and prohibited all work on the sabbath,-' In l-814 Macquarie

sought to enforce the order that masters take their convict

servants Lo Divine Service every Sunday if they lived within

5 miles of a Church.2' Some masters continued to evade these

regulations, but this is not important for my argument" I am

not concerned with the efficacy of these and other philanËhropic

endeavours,but with the ideological structures which underpinned

their formulation. The regulations ordering staEe convicts to

Church on Sundays helped to fuse together notions of secular

and sacred po\^7er; as did the government order requiring the

clergy to announce ne1ü goverûnent regulations in their Church"

No doubt, the faet that the clergy I^Iere paid by the Sovernment,

Sydney Gazette, 28 January, 4 FebruarY lul0.
l0 September 1814, 16 October, 6 November

1

2 Sydney Gazette,
1823.
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å..è
occupied government positions, such as being rnagistrates,

further fused together the realms of politics and religion' 1

In fact, politics does not exist as a separate secular

realm of discourse prior to the removal of censorship. The

first issue of the Sydney Gazette sËated that its colunns

would not be open for political conËrove rsy.2 ' I,rlhat does

exist is a form of moral politics itt thifh to attack religion

r^7as to gndermine the power of the state.3'Th.r, the Sydney

Gazetle, 15 Septembet I82L, criticised private settlers for

offering money to employ their oI^ln servants and government

convicts on Sr:ndays. The self ishness of these settlers , the

Sydney Gazette argued, undermined the religious foundations

of the legal system's authoritY.

Surely, the man who craves-protection and-justice from
the läw, should as far as his power extends-, maintain
sacred ánd inviolate the for:ndations upon which those
very laws are gror:nded.. "Can moral habits Þe exp-ected
to äpring fortñ from the wilful, determined, and constanË
infräctiõn of religious tents, upon the_ due performance
of which alone, depend our present comfort and external
happines s ?

Sydney Gazette , 15 September LBzl.

In the next section, I v¡ill analgse in closer detail how

philanthropy sought to constitute individual subjectivity in

a way which politically strengthened the reproduction of class

relationsin a capitalist society.

. Grocott, op.cit., pp.116, 225-235, 237-239.
Sydney Gazett e. 5 }{arch 1803.

Likewise one speaker sPoke in
ence which was due to the sacr
the respect which ought invari
the conètituted authorities" ;

"Loyal l{eeting at Blackheath".

1

2

3 one breath about "the rever-
ed principles of religion and
ably to be maintained towards

Sydney Gazette, 2 June LBZL,
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(B) PHILANTHROPY AND THE POLTCII{G OF MORALS

At the level of providing sus¡enance, the state in early

N.S.!{" played a prominent welfare role. In 1802, lt supported

2,627 individuals whilst 3,273 lived wholly on Ëheir own

labour. In 1807, out of a population of 7,L62 only 4,820

wholly supported themsel.res.1' Despite this public assistance,

colonial N.S.l^1. Possessed no state institutions for the con-

finement and regulation of the adult Poor. It possessed no

Poor Laws" Instead the state came to rely on private phil-

anthropic societies which it increasingly subsidis ed?" Even

its orun institutions such as the Female Factory and the Orphan

Schools r^rere run in part on an honorary basis by private indiv-

iduals as well as by paid public ,.t.rt.rar.3'

Both the censored and uncensored Sydney GazeXEe justified

the absence of full state responsibility for the relief of the

poor. In 1817, the Sydney Gazetbe printed articles critical of

the pedagogic effects of the British Poor Law system which was

accused of cultivating habits of idleness and of producing crime.

The healthy labourer is
employment, beeause, wh
industry, he is taught
and property of others.

less active in the search for
en no longer fed by his o!ün
that he can prey on the industr

Sydney GazetEe, 23 August 18
v
L7

The Poor Law system was blamed for "the spirit of rapacity

which it has substituted for that of industry, in the breasts

of a once elevated and independent race of nen, the domestie

views of the British peasant have been corrupted at their

source, until the contagion has touched the very vital prin'

Peyser, ![:!i-!., p.99.
Ibid., p.L24; Cage, op.cit.,pp.I60-L62, Table 2.

Peyser, 9p.c:llq. , p.92 
"

1

2

3
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ciples wíth which providence entwines the order of political

societyt'. This same article advocated that free relief be

provided only to the young, Èhe sick, Ëhe aged and those who

could not provide for themselves; all others should be made

to work for their upkeep. This would increase the nationrs

productive potential, whilst also acting ttto preser:ve the

fr:ndamentaL virtue of a civilised community, by naking each

man depend upon his own labour".l' As late as 1828, the 9yd¡ey

Gazette was arguing that the state could not produce much in

the way of positive good, but could siûp1y prevent the occ-

urrence of evi1. This meant that people r^7ere not to be de-

pendent on Èhe state, but the state on Ëhe peopLe.2'

The first organised form of private charity to the poor

1nTas started by a group of individuals in Sydney ín 1809.3' This

group in May 1813 formed themselves ínto the New South Tüales

Society for Promoting Christian Ibowledge and Benevolence in

these Territories and the Neighbouring Islands. This society

i-n 1818 became the New South lüales Benevolent Society. The

first rule of the Benevolent Society was t'to relieve the poor,

the distressed, the aged and the infirm, and thereby to dis-

countenance as much as possible mendicity and vagrancy, and to

encourage industrious habits among the indigent poor".4' Sorne

of the society's charity was directed to helping farnilies

become economically autonomous units. In its L820 Report, âD

example was given of. a poor family man who had a wife and four

children and whose health was not good. He rented a boat and

Sydney Gazette;I
2

3

4

Sydney Gazette
Cage, op. cit. ,

GazetteS

16 August 1817.

4 July L828"
p. 157.

30 }4ay 1818, published the Rules and Regul-
enevolent Society of N. S "Iü. .ta

dne
o t e
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wheelbarrow for 11 shillings and 6 pence a week. The Society

donated both items and was pleased to have relieved him from

the burden of poverty such that he would be able to support

hirnself pennanently on his ovrn ProPerty and laboot,1" The L824

Report claimed that a man, who in the previous year had been

provided rlrith a boat, had nol^/ repaid the sr¡m and was t'no longer

a burden to society". The L824 Report also gave the case of a

.rnore recenL boat donation.2' DonaËions of horses arrd tools

r^rere also part of the Societyrs concern with diffusing the

notion of an independent poor who knew the moral value of work?'

It appears that the Society vTas not so much interested

in rernoving poverty as in symbolically exploiting it .,-'or class

purposes. In its LB?L Annual Report, the Benevolent Society of

N.S.t{. claimed that the Scriptures declared "that the poor

shall never cease out of the land, to the end that lre may

never want a stimulus to emulate the bright example of the

Redeemer".4' In its prevíous year Report the Society con-

cluded with the saying "that it is more blessed to give tharr

to receive".5' The Sydney Gazetle justified keeping phil-

anthropy in private hands on the pedagogic grounds that govern'

ment support for paupers would destroy Ëhe need to keep alive

in the conurunity feelings of compassion and humanity. It

would also destroy "that reciprocity of good feeli-ng rvhich it

is politic to cherish between rich and poor".6'

Peyser, op.ciÈ., p.111.
N.S.ü1. Benevolent Society , Annual Report, L824,

I
2

3

4

5

6

l{. S .I^1. Benevolent Society ,
Peyser, Ui.!.. , pp.11l-112
ltl. S.W. Benevolent Society,

Annual Report, 1826,

Annual Report , L82L,

p. 14.
p. 15;

p. 16.
p.20"N. S.I{. Benevolent Society, Annual Report, LB20 ,

Sydney Gazette, 6 July L827, 27 October L829.
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Beiween 1813 and 1818, the Benevolent Society relieved

a total of 618 cases or 1,075 individuals at a cost of 981

Pounds.l' The Society provided them with food rather than

money, though it would occasionally pay for rent. Most of

the recipienÈs were aged and sick, \^Iith the aVerage age being

65.2' The Society justified its combination of physical and

spiritual assistance, something which characterised nearly

all philanthropic Projects both in Britain and N"S.!ü", oD the

gror:nds that "the strongest argument to conVince a man, vrhen

you reprove him for his wickedness, that you do it out of.

kindness to his soul, is by manifesting your regard for his

bodily comforts".3' Here the sickness of the body became an

external symbol pointing to a more profound, internal moral

degeneration. The needs of the body could be metaphorically

exploited and attributed Ëo unsatisfied spiritual needs ' From

the threshold of death, like the reprieved prisoner, the sick

and the aged would emerge spiritually reborn with new found

moral conviction.
For, when the body is-- bowed down with disease, and the

"piiii t rr*¡f"¿ by' aff licçign, then. admonition and ex-
hortation are 

-rãäeived with attention, and often with
;ñ[i;i""ã"; -ãnd in such circunstances, tþe-mild is
¡ou;a to be deeplv impres""u.ilåt[å:;.iffåiÍËtr3'?;"-

il consequences, even in
and many are the resolves
asons, ôf henceforth be-

coming more useful of society, and living as creatures
ió;*.ã for eternity" 4'

Despite the aged and sick nature of much of its clientele,

the 1820 Report claimed that of the 43 cases receiving weekly

relief from the Benevolent Society, 13 had families, roughly

B.T. Box 13, Vol "L27, P.608.
N. S.i,I. Benevolent SocietY, Annual Report L32L, p.14.
Op.cit., p.15.

1

2

3

4 i{. S "\^I. Benevolent SocietY, Annual Report , 1820, pp. ll-12.
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'ln
one-thifd.-' Ttre Soci,etY r^las'able to assume a tutelage re1-

ationship over these families, that is engage in a policing

of faurilies. The Societyrs L820 Report gave the case of a

paralytic nan, with four children, whose wife had "dissipated
habits and obnoxious conduct". ItThe rule adopted by the Conrn-

ittee of iuunediately striking off, for Ëhe time being, âny pen-

sioner who is seen in a state of drunkenness, with the watchful-

ness that is kept upon the conduct of the pensioner, has been

so beneficial to this poor hroman"""in restoring her to more

moral and peaceable habits, so that she is become more useful

to her family, and a better member of Societyrr. After narrat-

ing this case, the Cournittee called for information on any

other cases of inrnorality, or disorderly conduct to be brought

to it, they would suffer the same suspension of aLd"2"

All clients to the Society had to be recontrnended by a

Subscriber. The L820 Report describes how they in turn had

to apply to the Visitor who supervised one of the 6 districts
Sydney was divided i-nto; if this !,ras not possible the sub-

scriber was to apply to the nearest visitor for the relief

of his c1ient.3'Ui"itors were-to go to a client's placeof residence

where they queried the househo-ld'on its needs but also on:

4. Lltrether any in the dwelling can read?
5" Tf they have Bible, Testament, or Prayer Book?
6. lfhether they regularly attend PubIic l^iorship, except

when prevented by Sickness, and if they labour by an
honest subsistence?

7 " !üLrether they and their children (if any) carefully
observe the Lord's Day, doing no manner of work therein.

8. trrlhether their children (if any) are taught to read;
are insructed, in the principles of Christianity;
so that they may learn to fear God, to honour the King,
and to labour truly to get their own living, that they
may do their duty in that state of life into which it
shall please God to call them. 4.

N. S.VJ.

N.S.!ü.

t
2

3

4

Ibid. , p.L7 .

IbÍd. , pp .16-I7; see also Sydney Gazette , 30 January f823.
1820 , p.4.
1821 , p .23.

Benevolent Society, Annual Report,
Benevolent Society , Annual Report
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"

The Society in its L82L Report revised its rules so as

to atrlow individuals, who were not wealthy, but who had time

to spare to become members. This would allow it to expand

and properly maintain its visits to its pensioner clients 
"

Moreover, the socieÈy believed that ttpersons moving in the

lower rank of life may be useful to detect imposition, as

being better acquainted with the real necessities of the poor.. 
"

Many persons are too apt to judge the cases of others by their
ovrn; but this is not, at all times, the proper standard; it
is only so in comparison to the circumstances in which the

individual may have been placedt'"1'

To ensure an effective policing system, the Benevolent

Societyrs reports often emphasised the channelling of charity
Ëhrough their organisation"2' rn the press, this was supported

by critiques of private charity as encouraging idleness and

dissipation amongst the poor. The writer "Amicus" argued that:

"Lt is this combination of gifËs, and Ëhe forming them into
a fund that can al-one render permanent the ends of charity,
and guard every populous town from the nuisance of wandering

unprovided pauperstt. ttPrivate charityrt, he claimed, "encouraged

individuals to loiter and wander from house to house". "Amicus"

raised the need for an Asylum, as a means of taking these in-
dividuals off the street, and as t'a necessary act of self-
preservation to a public"" 3'

1" Ibid", pp"9-f0.
2" N. S.Id. Benevolent SocietY, Annual Report, L822,

e GazeEEe, L7 October 18f8; see also N.S.I{. Benevol-
p. 10.

3.
oc etY 

'
ua Re rt , 1823, p"10.
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The 1821 Report speaks of the Society's Asylum being open

for the reception of persons and the government providing th9

building, furniture and utensils.l' The Rules of the Asylum

required inmates to rise and go to bed at a fixed time, to

pray together rnorning and evening; to fold their beds every
rand

morning l-l; take the bed clothes out in the sun twice a week.

Iitro healthy person \^7as to lie on the bed in day-time, of smoke

in the bedroom at all. Cleanliness of room and personal attire

\,rrere to be continously enforced" Similar disciplinary temporal

regimes l^rere to apply to eating meals during various parts of

the day. Inmates from the Asylum had to obtain permission

from the Cormnittee before Ëhey could leave to make visits to

town, etc., except for attending Sunday public worship. All

those admitted v/ere Ëo be given employment suitable to their
2.

condition, and be rer¡arded on the basis of work performed.

By L822, 13 men, 18 women and 5 children were received into

the asylum; 6 men and 4 l^romen either absconded or left"

The SocieËyts Reports complained about the lack of work and

the need for inmates to be engaged in it" To counter notions

of the Society encouraging-idleness, the Committee asked p6tt-

ential donors to visit the Asylum to see the economy and

correct usage of funds.3' '

The Asylum allowed the Benevolent society to further

police its clientele. llhen it became suspicious ,of the use

to which Henry Cullen was putting the supplies it provided,

it refused to give him any more till he became an inmate of

1. N.S.lü. Benevolent Society,4nnual Report,
N.S.I^i. Benevolent SocietY,

2. N. S.I^I. Benevolent Society,
MñGT-Report,
Annual Report,

1821, p
1820, p
1822, p

.26;

.L4.

3. Sydney Gazette, 30 January L823;
@

See also Sydney Gazette,
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the Asylgm. After initially refusing, Henry Cullen was

forced to accePt an inmate status. He only stayed two months

because "his vagrants habits could not be indulged int'. The

aged and blind Benjamin Goulburn was refused the relief he

applied for on account of his vagrant habits. He was offered

relief as an i-nmate of Ëhe asylum. IIe also only lasted 2 nonths '

Robert trlilliams was another case, he escaped twice from the

asylun and was once expelled f'for idle and disorderly conduct".

On accounÈ of his "being in the streeËs aS a vagrant", he was

reported by the Society to the police and gaoled. llhen he was

discharged from gaol, he was readmitted to the asylum, but he

again left complaining of a bad back and being nade to pick

oakum, 1'

In September 1820 the N"S.W. Benevolent Society escab-

lished a Female Committee, whose sole object rvas che relíef

of poor Dlarried tríomen during their confinement: I'the duties

of this Cormrittee shall be to unite Christian Instruction,
2.

and Advice ¡'rith temporal Relief". The Female Committee

would provide "the deserving and virtuous poor" with "all the

sympathy and relief which female tenderness and commisseration

can administer".3' The Society in its L82I Report conrnented

on the successes of the Ladies Committee. In I months they had

relieved -6 cases and in all the cases the women had returned all

clothing articles lent to them. The Committee believed that

this was indicative of the poorts appreciation of the attentions

of their superiors; and that N"S.Ïü" lvould reap the same be-nefits

l. N.S.!ü. Benevolent Society, Annual Report, L824, PP.1f-13.
2. Sydney Gazet.te, 23 September 1820.

3. N.S.tr{. Benevolent Society, Annual Report, L820, pp.L2-L3.
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as England where "the same attenÈions have been found to

produce economical, domestic, and cleanly habits with decorum,

and respectful members". 1'

After the BenevolenË Society the next najor private
philanthropic project was the Auxiliary Bible Society est-

ablished in 1 8L7.2' According to Supreme Court Judge Field,

part of the justification for its establishment was the belief
that the distribution of the Bible would counter pauperism

and dissipation.3' This Society was formed in March l8f7

from credit supplied by the British and Foreign Bible Society

of London. Between the tíme of its beginning and August LB}L

this Society distributed I ,51-4 bibles and 1 ,974 testaments.

During this period it had also raised L,2L0 por:nds in sub-

scriptions of which 1,040 por:nds rvent to paying off debts to

the British parent ,o"i.ty.4' By 1830 the Society had

Branches at Port l{acquarie, Maitland, Castlereach, lllindsor,

Liverpool, Parramatta, Campbelltornrn and Sydney. It had dis-

tributed since its incepÈion 3,287 bibles and 3 ,487 testaments.5

The literature \Áras distributed mainly to inmaËes of prisons,

hospitals and poor persons.

In its first report the Society justified its formation

on the basis of a census it had conducted whereby every

dwelling and room in Sydney vras supposedly visited. It found

that of the 920 dwellings it visited, containing 3 ,734 persons,

N.S.!ü. Benevolent Society, Annua 1 Reoort , L82L, p.11.
Sydney Gazette , B, 15 March 1817, 9 May 1818.

, 18 August 1B2I; {r¡Eqelaan Magazine,Sydney Gazette
September 1-BT1-,

rbid..
pp. I54-155.

I
2

3

4.
5. N. S.I^1. Auxiliary Bible Society, Fourteenth Report,

p.7 .
1830,
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surprisingLy 2,429 could read. 0f the latter three-fifths

ürere without a bible.1' The Society concluded "if that be

the case in Sydney, what must be the dreadful and deplorable

sLate of. darkness of the people in the more remote Parts of

the Colony and Dependencies".2' The Society asked each member

"according to his rank and influence, zealously to recommend

the perusal of the Sacred Scriptures to all his friends,

neighbours and acquainEances".3' The Reverend Carvosso of

the !üesleyan Missionary Society claimed at an annual meeting

of the Society "that God only could put it into the hearts

of the rich thus to benefit the souls of the poor". Another

speaker at the same meeting supported this couching of class

power within a religious aura. He claimed "it was heavenly

sight to see the Princes and Nobles of. the earth, Governor

and Judges, standing foremost in the great cause of Christian-

ity and the Bible".4'

In its first report the Bible Society attempted to enlist

the support of lower class members. Though the Poor could not

materially benefit each other, they could spiritually, it was

claimed, by providing each other with Bibles"5' In the Bible

Èhe poor would find "that consolation which the world could

not give".6' This theme of religion as an opium for the masses

nTas also disseminated by -N" S.I^1. ne\^7sPape t" "7'

1

2

3

4

5

N.S.!ü. Auxiliary Bible Society,
31,33.
Ibid., p.4.
N. S.Iü. Auxiliary Bible Society,

First Report, LBL7, PP . /+,

Second Report
Sydney Gazetxe , L6 August 1822.

.I,ü. Auxiliary Bible Society,
endix, p.7 .

.i^I. Auxiliary Bible Society,

First Report, 1817,

Second Report, 1818, p. B.

l8f8, p. 8

N.S
App

T{. S6.
7. See also Sydney Gazette, llr October 1815, "Amicus".
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The great and essential comfort of the PgoTr_and Partic-
ulariy in old age and in sickness, is RELIGION" In labour
and fâtigue, in-sorrow and anxiety, it- i.s most cornforting
ro the afflicred mind to look up with habitual hope
and gratitude Ëo THAT BEING, _whose tender mercy, is over
all ñis works. IL is by confidence in his wisdorn and

failing happiness hereafter,
vered to us in his Divine
t the rugged Path of life can
of man õe made straight, and

the rough places Plain.
Sydney Gazette, 26 June 1803, "From the Reports

for Bettering the Condition and
Comforts of the Poort'.

of the Society
Increasing the

The Bible was Presented as a way of escaping from sinful

imprisonment. It .wou1d provide "that heavenly liberty which

makes them [the poor] free Índeed; which releases them from

the bondage of Satan, and converts them inLo the children of
1

God". '' Along similar ideological li-nes, the Sydney Gazette,

1 April 1824, reported a speech by Charles Phillip to the

seventh annual meeting of the London Auxiliary Bible Society,

1819. Phillip referred to religion as "the great motmd raised

by the Almighty for the protection of humanity - it stands

between you and the lava of human passionst'"

The importance of disseminaËing religious information

r^ras partly for the political purposes it served. A¡nicus in

the Sydney GazetEe, 23 October 1819, claimed it was the spread

of religious knowledge among the labouring classes that had

prevented the outbreak of open rebellion in England despite

current severe economic problems. The Sydney Gazette, 19

August L826, commenting on the successful education of the

poor in England, pointed to "the essential necessity of educ-

ating the poor, in order to prevent them from being rnisled

I. N. S.I^1. Auxiliary Bible Society,
Appendix, p.6.

First Report, 18L7,



the Reverend Reddall narrated the "true" moral tale of Robert

Paine. Prior to his death he was in great bodily suffering

which was I'augrnenËed by the horrors of mind to which he was

subject', but which he strove to conceal in order to support

his former fallacious doctrinesrr. Paine, like the condenmed

criminal, vTas reported in his last days to be gripped by a

compulsion to confess and r:nveil himself , which arose out of

"the enormity of his guilt"" During his last days he was

looked after by a r^rotnan "of great benevolencett.

by designing demagogues".

belltown Bible Association,
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At a meeting in N.S.l^f. of the Camp-

reported by the Australian Nlag,azLnq

had ever seen a
ason?" She was
t add to the
fox a reply, she
exclaimed, in

eal feelings,
ent on earth,

One day" ".he inquired of the lady if _she
book hã publishéd, called "The Age of Re
reluctant to ansrver him, fearing it migh
trouble of his mind; but being pressed
said she had. Paine, grasping her hand,
uch accents as truly demonstrated his rs

I e Madam if ever the DeVil had an

t. Australian Masazine
See
20

dne Gazetiue,
v s

iament", 24 June 180
People", 30 December
15 June 1816.

s aü7 co ess orl , rürung
usË ing into eterï.L ty, nee ds nosËepp

eak ttsP o the hearts of those, who,

1 August f821, Vol. l, p.17.
1 April f804. "From a London Paper",
esty's Most Gracious Speech to Parl-
4 "Mr. Sheridan's Address to his
1804, 24 March 1805, 24 February,

amt man
lips of a man
comment - may
unfortunately
imbibed the rì

t e
j
i
for themselves and their dependents, have

ame ideas. 1.

The censored Sydney Gazette is full of articles narrating the

violent excesses and tyranny of the French Revolution, whilst

also glorifying the liberties and economic prosperity bestowed

by the British constitution. These articles generally just-

ified keeping political power in a monarchical-aristocratic

state and pointed to the dangers which emerged from a usurp-

ation of power by those to r','hom it v¡as foreign.2'

2
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the Sydney GazeËEeBetween 13 May 1820 and 25 JulY 1820,

published exËracts from the Fífteenth Anniversary Report of

the British and Foreign Bible Society. The general thrust of

these articles rnras that the Bible \^ras a means of cementing

rich and poor into one joint solidarity by producing colTmon

sentiments in individuals. In its first rePort the N.S.I^1"

Bible Society also arÈiculated this egalitarian view of the

Bible. It argued that the fallen nature of rnan meant that all

men, no matter what their station in life, \^lere dependent on

Lhe Bible.

Men of all ranks and situations in society stand in equal
need of this blessed volume, the unhappy object confined
to his ce1l, and doomed to die, can derive no consol-
ation from ány other source, under the awfulprospect of
a speedy and ïiolent death, but the exceeding greaL and
preèious promises of the Gospel;, the weallhy lalguishing
þatient iñ the hospital is consoled and refreshed with
the living r,.ratef s; and the monarch, when all the evils
and anxieties of his government are ended, and his heart
and flesh fail, is compelled to fly for comfort and safeËy
to the everlasting covenant which God hath made with his
Son, Jesus Christl on the behalf of fallen man... 2.

In 1823 the Bible society gained an alL1r with the estab-

lishment of the Australian Religious Tract Society. It rvas

concerned with "the circulation of small books and tracts,

containing scriptual sentiments, expressed in plain and

familiar language"" Its literature hTas designed to "incul-
cate evangelic sentiments".3' Subscribers received free books

to the value of three-quarters of their annual subscription,

which was a minimum of five shillings " They could also Pur-

chase books four times the value of Ëheir subscription. The

See also Sydney Gazette, 14 October 1815, "Amicus".
N.S.W. Auxiliary Bible Society, First Report, 1817, p

Sydney Gazette, 9 October 1823.

I
2

3

8
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Society distributed books amongst the Poor, in prisons and

hospitals. In its fourth report it stated how it gave l-it-

erature to a gentleman travelling several hr¡ndred miles in-

land to be distributed freely "among Ëhe stockmen, shepherds,

and isolated settlers".1' Tracts !ùere also handed out to

female convict in the Factory and children going Èo Sunday
tSchool.'' The nr¡nber of tracts and books distributed in

1826 was stated to be 16,139. This made a total of 78,96L

tracts and books since the Societyts beginrrirrg.3' In its
LB29 Report, the Socíety claimed t.o have distributed I22,040

pieces of literature.

The Tract Society's literature emphasised the individ-

ual's responsibility for his own condition. In its fourth

report the Society summed up its general ideological position

when claiming that it was of the opinion that its literature:

cannot be read, or attentively heard, without producing
truly seriõñFreflections, well--ãfculated to improve the
life, and to Eenovate the heart of nan. These little works
are, generally, compositíons both scriptual and entertain-
irg; -also convincing and consol-atitg._ They se! forth, Itpoþular and lively expressions man's fallen condition and
loèt estate, and his perfect recovery to the Divine like-
ness and heavenly inheritance, through the merits and
mediation of the Lord Jesus. 4.

Like the Bible Society's literature, these tracts were

concerned with alienating the individual from himself, with

making him both fallen but also divine" The dissemination

of this ideological polarity into individuals was also the

. Australian Religious Tract Society, Fourth Report , LB27 , p.7

. Ibid. , pp .7-8

. rbid..

1

2

3

4 Australian Religious Tract SocieLy, Fourth Report, L827, p.9.
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introduction of a process of subjugation, whereby the indiv-

idual was called upon to monitor and subdue his own psycho-

logical processes. The ideological effect of this emphasis

on self-alienation lùas often the individualisation of class

relations; alt social resentmenËs lúere transformed into the

interiority of psychological struggles. :

...Ëo conceive ill-will at one who has attacked none of
our rights, nor done us any igjurl, sole|I-because he is
nore prospérous than we arä, ié a- disposition altogether
unnatürall it suits not the hr¡man constitution and
partakes more of the rancour of an eviL !litit-"

Sydney Gazette, 6 l4arch L824 
"

So far I have examined the pedagogic strategies directed

at adults. In the next section I analyse the ideological

structures which underpinned the concern with educating child-

ren. This was also partly directed at reshaPing the moral

fibre of their parents.



(c) SÎATE EDUCATION AND PROBLEMS IN THE REPRODUCTION 279.

OF CULTURE THROUGH TITE FA}ÍILY

In the previous chapter I criticised an exclusive

acceptance of the view of women as whores. In further

opposition to Anne Summers, I would argue Lhat the Damned l{hore

stereotype should not be placed by the analyst in opposition

to the God's Police stereotyPe. Instead iË should be seen as

the means whereby hromen could be constructed into God's Police

or have thaÈ role appropriated from thern by the State" It was

the framework of interpretation within which a series of burea-

cratic pedagogic sÈrategies could be mounËed. As Hirst points

out, t'the lives of convict women rrTere much more closely con-

trolled than those of men".1' A female factory was established

in 1804, whilst the convicÈ barracks for men did not oPen tiIl

1819. Similarly, the Female Orphan School was established in

IB0I, whilst the I'fale Orphan School did not open until 1819.

The Darmred Llhore stereotype aided the early N.S.InI"'s

state's concern with removing female children away from their

mothers. How else would they be formed into God's Police?

Certäinly not by their parents. Harmnersley, after pointing out

that mosË r^/omen in the colony I^rere unmarried and living as pro-

stitutes claimed that unrnarried mothers r^rere reproducing a crim-

inal culture: "the females as they grovr up become prostitutes,

and the boys live in idleness and thefts".2' Governor King who

established the Female Orphan School wanted to "withdraw them

[female chíldren] fro* the vicious examples of their abandoned
â

parentstt.J" He saw the Female Orphan School aS "the only step

that could ensure some change in the manners of the next

1. Hirst, op.cit., p.56.
2. Hanrnersley, op.cit., P.6.
3. King to the Secretaries of the Treasury, 7 J_uly-1800,_HRA,

vollfr , p "524; see also Collins , 9P. cit. , -Vol:1, p.55;
Marsden to hliiberforce, 1799, 6 Fe6ila'if 1800, B.T. Box 49
I'lissionary Papers, Vo1.1, pp.75-76, 78-79.
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't

generatiorl" "'' l{arsden also believed firmly that "if the

young girls are only taken care and kept from vice the colony

will prosper as it will be the principal aeans of checking the
2"growth of national sinst'. Tlre Sydney Gazeiule, L9 January

L826, after pointing out that the Female Orphan School afforded

support and tuition to 120 orphans, asked its readers to pat-

ronise the institution and "to consider it in its ulterior
consequences, ês a nursery for our servants - the partners of

our Colonial Youth - and the mothers of our future operative

classes"" In short, vüonen became Ëhe historical bearers of

the moral salvation of the nation.

N.S.!ü. ner^rspapers hrere concerned with women because it
was on them "it chiefly devolved to form the mind of the child".
The writer t'Amicus", who made this po int in the S Gazei-|ue

23 October 1819, also criticised the lack of female attendance

at church: "the Bible teaches us that they who know not God

are without natural affection"" One first of all had to educ-

ate Ëhe educator before she could educate the child.3' This

was perhaps why in September L820 the N.S.l^1. Benevolent Society

established a female committee, whose sole object was to re-

lieve pregnant, poor, married women and "to unite Christian

Instruction and Advice with temporal Relief".4'

In the press, a materialist view of man, as the product

of his life experiences, helped to construct parents as educ-

ators. The emphasis was on the moral importance of gaining

I

2

Governor King to Under-Secretary King, 21 August 1801,
HRNSI/ü, Vol " 4, pp "499
Samuel Ma?sden to John Stokes, 8 October-1814, -iD Some

Private Correspondence of the Rev. Samuel Marsden and
Family, !.7_94-1814f -(ed.) 9. Mackanness, P.53.

3

4

See also Australian terl Journal , July
Female E uca on , espec a v p"
op.cit", p"11"
Sydney Gazette, 23 September LB?-O 

"

1828, "on
Henderson,-2r7;
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Icontrol over the first sensations reaching the child.

...upon the first impressions
course of inclination in a ri

maËerially depend the
er age.
y 1806, "Censoria".Sydney GazetEe ,13Ju

p
1

The Sydney Gazette , B January 1804, wanted parents to take a

recent donation by Governor King to "Nelson's Academy" as an

indicaÈion of their own responsibility to society in bringing

up their children. By a1-1 appearances, these exhortations had

some effect" The Reverend Cartwright in evidence to Bigge

claimed that convicts were eager to educate their children,

whatever their own crim""''

The concern with an educative mother T^ras partly a concern

with sealing-off the child from ouÈside, uncontrollable

influences, especially those posed by the play-friends of the

child. It was not only the collective world of adults that

hras tnder attack but also the play-l,vorld of ehildren.

If then the mother takes no Èrouble to form the mind of
the child, how then is it to be formed. By their play-
fellows - and the consequence is, too often, that the
child becomes accustorned to wickedness as soon as it can
crawl from under Ëhe eye of the mother; thus drunkedness
is a familiar object, and blasphemy is acquired by rote.

Sydney Gazette , 23 October 1819, "Amicus".

"Amicus" lvent on to criticise parents, who at no expense to

themselves, deprived their children of an education, which

reduced them to the mental level of Aborigines in their wildest

state. The writer "A Friendly Monitor", who also criticised

the want of a good example amongst Parents, also demanded that

parents find "less dangerous amusements" for their children

that those which encouraged gambling and had no resPect fot
3 GazetXe, 2L August 1808, warnedthe Sabbath. ' The Sydney

1. See also Sydney Gazette, 6 JuIy f806, "A Friendly Monitor";
22 Januarffiitor".

2. Ritchi-e, Evidence, Vol. 1, p. f 5 7.

3. S Gazette, 6 July 1806, "A Frienclly Monitor"; see
servertt.a so ette, 8 May 1803, "An Inquisitive Ob
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parents of the dangerous criminal- consequences of allowing

their children to play "chuck farthing" which it argued closely

resembled gambling. The writer trllell Wisher", who supported

the establishment of Sunday Schools, argued that they had first

been established in England by Robert Raikes in 1783 as a means

of controlling the leisure time of lower class children employed

in manufacturing. Raikes had formed the opinion, (through

his frequenË visits to prisons, where he found the majority

of inmates could not read, ) that ignorance vías the greatest

cause of crime.l'

Sunday Schools for N"S.üü. had been initially Proposed by

!'Amicus" partly to take the children off the streets, but also

because he was unwilling to allow the family to undertake the

task of educating its own children.

Thís suppo sed that children are not taught anything at
home; but the probability is, that in very many instances
they
as in

acquire as much evil 'bY hab it, and by rote, ãt home,
the street; for too manY Parents are accustomed Ëo

teach their children to blasPheme Godt s holy name.
Sydney Gazette 14 October 1815, ttAmicustt.

Paradoxically , ãt the same time that nel^Tspapers asserted the

reformative influences of family life upon adults, they were

also proposing and demanding the exPansion of educative facil-

ities, in order to morally protect the yor:ng from the corrupt-

ing influences and inadequate supervision of their parents.2'

The Australian , 21 July L825, advocacy of educational instit-

utions was based on- the statement that:
!'Ihile children are not only unprotected by parental
solicitude, but actually offered up as a sacrifice to
pollution Èo satisfy the mercinary- rapacity- of parents;
i^rtrite, indeed, parents themselves live on the meretricious
earning of their daughters, we need not wonder at the
mass oi iniquity wiÈh which the Colony is afflicted,

1 dne Gazette
S ee

815, "hÏe1l trtrisher"; see also
ress, 4 July L825, colonial

28 October l-
Conrnercia1

2

er¡7 O sPrn s oo

On this theme outside the press, see Marsden to l{acquarie
(enclosure 1) in Macquarie to Bathurst, 15 May 1818, IIP.A,
Vol. IX, p .779; Collins , op. cit. , YoL.2, p. 51.
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The Australian went on to argue Ëhat education would remove

"the disinclination to marriage", which it regarded as a

great check upon N.S.ü1.'s population.

The Sydney Ga,z,et,te, 2 October 1819, sought to make Parents

feel guilty about depriving their children of an educatío.r.l'

It argued that the burns, scalds, drowniîgs, kicks from horses

and all Èhe frequent childhood accidents it reported l¡ere due

to mothers allowing their children to wander in the streets,

instead of sending the-rn to school. Schools were Presented as

a rfay of relieving the mother of Ëhe care and anxiety of exer-

cising surveillance over her own children. This theme was taken

up in the Sydnev Gazette , L6 December 1824, by Richard HiIl,

who had just started an Infant School for 60 children between

the ages of 18 months to 4 years. It was designed, he stated,

to "relieve mothers during a considerable part of the day, from

the care and anxiety of their infants when beginning to 1-isp;

as well as during that time relieving the little ones from the

danger of drowning, in wells, which all too often happens. And

even at a less age than two years to comnence storing their

minds with sacred truths in an amusing manner; thus preoccupy-

ing the ground to prevent the growth of noxious weeds".

The writer "Amicus" in the Sydney Gazette, 10 Jr:ne L824,

stated thaË though parents hTere "the natural guardians of

their off spring", whilst the clergy and .schoolmasters r^Iere their

officia-l instructors, r^re should neverÈheless think of the whole

1. Parents vrere often made to feel gui
sins of their children, see S

lty for the likely future
Gazette, l5 March I817.
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present generation "as collectively the parent of that which

shall succeed it". J. Henderson made the underlying assumptions

here more explicit, when he said that though according to the

first law of nature man r^las the protector of his o!ün child,

this did.not apply to a civil and free society, but was only

Èhe case in a sovereign state. He argued that ltthe government

itself is Èhe real Protector, and the father is responsible to

it for his conduct towards his child.."if a nan, therefore, is

turable to educate or ri-ng up his children, so as to become

useful members of society, it becomes the duty of the govern-

ment, or Ëhe holder of the soil, to do so on his account".l'

Henderson also argued that if it was accepted Lhat the govern-

ment had a duty to increase the wealth and prosperity of the

nation then it followed that Èhe government Possessed a guardian

role not sirnply with resPect to the body of the infant, but

also with respect to his mind.2' The irrplicit structure of

the above argumenËr^ras that it identified the increasing concern

with education, as the control and shaping of the mind, with an

emerging sense of nationalism.

This educative ideology tr-inked the moral and economic

fuÈure of N.S.!ü. to the moral and intellectual development of

the individual. As the writer the "Friendly Visitant" put it:

"IÈ has long been discovered that it is righteousness alone

which exalteth a nation: nor¡l national righteousness consists

entirely in the upright conduct of the individual member of

the corrnunity". 3'

1. Henderson, op.cit., P.33.
2. Ibid. , p.87.
3. Sydney Gazette, 1 July L824, see also 24 Ylarci;. L826,

I Divinity, in l{acquarie Street"Lectures on Pract lca
Chapel", 19 August L826.
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Contained in this educative ideology !üere the assumptions

of utilitarian in'¿ividualism, which equated the welfare of the

nation as a whole with the aggregate welfare of each índividual.

Thus making the development of the individual a coLlective moral

responsibility.

Public property is nothing else than the extensive diff-
usion of private property; and that which raises our
individual above his fellows, is equally calculated to
elevate a whole community in the scale of national im-
portance. The British Empire ordes her greatness not so
nruch to physical superiority as to superior mental and
moral cultivation" tr'le are now laying the foundations of
what will probably become a rnight Empire; and i! is lot
us to ensure its real prosperity and happiness, by dilig-
entty improving the materials of which it will be con-
structed.

Sydney Gazette, 10 June 1824, "Amicus".

The consequence of this form of nationalism was that it gave

rise Lo an emirhasis on educating the poor.l' After the Female

Orphan School, the next major state educative initiative \^lere

the free public charity schools. One was already oPerating

at Parramatta, when Governor Macquarie arrived. He established

another at Sydney.2" Public charity schools hTere to teach the

rising generation dutifulness and obedience to lttheir parenÈs

and superiors".3' In the process of enlisting their children,

the poor hTere also subjected to sun¡eillance. They had to

state in writing before the chaplain "their Names, Places of

Abode, and Occupation, stating whether Married or Unmarried".4'

The children aËtending government schools hTere required to

attend Sunday Schools "for catechtical exercises, spiritual

reading, and other lessons suited to their age and progress".

1. Australian erl Journal, April 1828, p.114; Sydney
ette,

. Macquarie to castleragh, 30 April 1810, HRNSIII, Vol.7, p.338.

.Sy dney Gazette
2

3

4 rbid. .

, 10 March 1810.
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Between 200 and 300 children were by 1810 attending Sunday

Schools as a result,1'

In 1820 the colonial government spent 20% of. j-ts expend-

Íture on education.2' In L825 expenditure on Public Schools

and charities amor:nted to 49,390 dollars of Colonial

Revenue.3" In 1828, Archdeacon ScotÈ claimed there were 29

Government Prirnary Schools in N"S.W., they admitted children

r¡nder lO free. He complained that only 1,000 of the colony's

6,000 children regularly attended, witn the inhabitants pre-

ferring to send their children to schools run privately by

ex-convicts "or to have convicts assigned to Ëeach their child-
4"ren at double the exPense". The Australian uarterl Journal

January 1828, however, claimed that once the number of infants

under three years of age \^lere deducted from the total I'then a

larger proportion will aPPear to be in course of tuition than

in Ëhe moËher countryt'.5' No doubt, the Archdeaconts and the

clergyrs alliance with the moral ascendency cause, which Perm-

anenËIy condemned tne bulk of N.S"!lf. Parents, led to part of

the r:npopularity of the school system they managed" Ì4any

wealthy emancipists preferred to send their children to private

ex-convict school tèachers such as Dr. Hall-or.rr.6'

. Sydney Gazette , 26 June 1823, "Parens""

" M"H. ElIis, Lachlan Macquarie, p"442.
Monitor, 6 December L827.

Archdeacon Scott to Archdeacon Haurilton, 27 August L828,
Scott's Thomas Letter Book, YoL.2, ML,'4851" Aus tralian

uóted the Ar

1
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3

4

terl
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which 862 re
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with L79L books
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Journal 1 7828,
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tended. The Third Report of the Dis-
Society for PromoÈing Christian

claimed that in 1828 there r^rere 32 schoo 1s
and 1111 students in actual attendance,

op.cit., Appendix 6, p.24.
5. The Australian uarterl Journal January 1828 claimed that

e I^Ieïe young persons o had or rnrere being educ-
, meaning that over 50% or the colony's youth \,vere or

had received some form of education.
Bigge, Report, Vo1.l, p"l0lr.
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Part of the concern Ín N.S.!'i. with educating the child

rüas that of creating him as an i-ns Ërument of moral inter-

vention into the family. The writer t'I,lell hlisher", who ad-

vocated the esËablishment of Sunday Schools, also pointed out:

"that the benefits dervied from them were not confined to the

children alone; but thaË whole families participated in

Ëheir advantagesf'. The uneducated father, who could not read,

would learn the tenets of religion and the percepts of moral-

ity from listening to his child t..d"1' Likewise, the Aux-

iliary Bible Society justified the establishment of a Juvenile

Bible Institution in Sydney on the gror-urds that:

Paren¡s are often induced to relinquish Sabbath-breaking,
profane swearing, and other srnful and destructive habits,
in consequence of attending to those portions of holy writ
which their children read at home, while comrnitting
Scriptures to menory. 2.

To some e-xtent, the child was also being constructed as the

conscience of his parents. The S Gaze te , 30 May L820,

certainly felt that "there are youths in the Colony that will

not put up with tne infamy of mothers, and the seduction of

men who call Ëhemselves gentlemen". It went on to give the

example of a son who "entertained a suspicion regarding his

orrnn mother, he much lamented the misf,ortune of his family in

the suspicions he could not do otherwise than entertain as

related to a little sister.. "He one day however, caught the

intruder, and both the decoyer and mother suffered alike; for

the incensed youth beat them both almost to munnny - the youths

of the Colony can norlrr protect their sisters; and unless they

fínd them utterly abandoned and unvtorthy of interference, they

do sott"

1. Sydney Gazette, 28 October l-8I5, "tr^lell l,lisher".
N. S.hI. Auxiliary Bible Society,
pp.7-8; in point of fact this

Fourteenth Re rt
argument vsas cop e

, 1930,
d .,--rom a

2.

report of the Committee of the London Hibernian Societv.
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(D) EDUCATION, SOCIAL HIERARCHY AND POLITICAL STABILITY

A frequenc meËapnor i-n the press T,{as equating the govern-

ment of society with the government of the mind.1' "trrlithout

Government, [*.rr] became a barbarian and a savage".'' ,n"t"
was especially an emphasis on non-corporal forms of pedagogic

control; on discipline, regularity and methodl' The Sydney

Gazette, 24 June 1820, criticised "an active school master"

who recently died in Spain and "who for 50 years had super-

intended a large institution with old fashioned severity...

in the course of his exertions, he had given 911,500 canings,

125,000 floggings, 209,000 custodes, 136 tips with the ruler,

and 22,700 Ëasks to sec by heart...How vast the quantity of

human misery inflicted by a single perverse educatorl But we

are growing nore humanen and the rod, the spectre of pedagogue,

yields to more rational and cordial treatment".4'

In the t'Outline of InstrucLions" given by the Ladies

Society for the Education of the Female Poor, the teacher was

ordered to enforce discipline "by strictness, rather than by

Severi-tyr'. For the f irst offence Ëhe child should be kindly

admonished priva_tely. It being believed that "the tenderness

shown for her character may induce her Eo have greater regard

for it herself". Only after this should the child be publicLy

admonished Itwhile the whole school is fixed in silent attention".

Upon this failing the irreclairnable girl should be expelled "in

such a manner as to leave a lasting impression on the other

1. S e Gazette , 24 July L824, "The Frien<11y Visitant" ancl
es tr a August L826.

?. Sydney Gazette, 2 June L82L, "Loyal Meeting at Blackheath""
3. See S dne Gazette, 6 l{ovember 1803, "Incognitor"; Howe t s

5, colonial review of
rspr-n s oo

4. See also Sydney Gazette, 8 June L824n "Cruelty of a School-

ItIeek ornr$erc d ress, 4 July I82

lllastertt.
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Scholarsrr. r ' rF The Australian Quarterlv Journal , when review-

ing the management of the School of Industry, praised "the

benefit arising from the practice of placing a child, found

guilty of a fault, in a conspicuous part of the room having

the nature of it painted on the wall s".2' These hTere ess-

entially neI^7 techniques for producing shame and guilt without

torture- punishment without Pain.

The writer "Incognito", 24 November 1810, discussing an

ideal educator he had in his youËh, stated that his rewards

and punishments rnzere only praise and censure "which he dis-

pensed with so strict a regard to equity, âs to place his

impartiality beyond suspicion". He organised his scholars

into hierarchical classes and combined the teaching of moral

maxims w,ith his censures. His school was in effect a model of

impartial bureaucratic equality: "He had no favourites whatever

ín the school; the circumstances and condition of the parent

occasioned no difference in the treatment of the scholar, but

Ëo all he was equally diligent, equally indulgent, and equally

just in every part of his deportment".3'This l¡ureaucratic equ- 't"

ality which these pupils stood before their teacher was partly

a metaphorical extension of the equality of men before the om-

+
rÞ

2. Australian Quarterlv Journal

1. "Ladies Society f.or the Education and Emplgygen
Female Poor: ôutline of Instructions...l828" P

3P10, pp.7-8, 11.

toft
.L.M.F

he

, April 1828, p.205.

3 Demands for
vrere also da
teachers by
L824, Ietter

the bureaucra
scilitated by
a board, see

isation of the education s
demands for the licensing

t
S

s by "Scaevola
dne Gazette 25 March, 8 April
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niscient gaze of God. "Incognito", speaking of his school

teacher claimed:

I well remember if'I rvas at any time conscious of meriting
his displeasure, a single glanôe from his cormnanding eye
pierced-me to the verY centre.

As partly indicated above, there was an increasing emphasis

in the education system on the use of rewards, largely symbolic,

to fascilitate the process of learning. Governors of N.S.!ü.

vrere reported in the press as handing out medals or books to

meriLorious scholars.l' Many of the proposals for developing

an efficienÈ education system not using corPoral punishments

emphasised the need to classify and separate, to construct hier-

archies of rank which would stimulate emulation and competition.

...Ëhe pupil...shou1d be- placed in that class whÍch he
approacheät nearest, as by this method of subdividing
thã scholars into cl-asses good order and regularity are
easily maintained, much time is gained to the preceptor,
and emulation st

SYdneY
imulaËes to industry.
Gazette. 6 November 1803 , ttlncognitott 

"

The above plan bears a striking resemblance to reform measures

being advocated and implemented in the penal system. On

the 9 June L826, the Monitor supported the recent reorgan-

isation of the Female Factory into three hierarchically

graded clas""r3' Such pedagogic structures, I would argue,

\Á/ere designed to ideologically PrePare students and inmates

for the competitive individualism of capitalism. The Pros-

pectus of the Agricultural Society stated that:

Comp
wilI

etition and reward (calt it emulation or pride if you
) are necessary (human nature teaches us) to excite

this spirit; ând, when once roused, personal interest
and profit !üi11 easily keep it alive.

Sydney Gazette 24 Apri'L L823.

1 See also Sydney Gazette, 23 August 1822; 27 December L822"

B Decernber L82,5.2-. See also S¡rclney Gazette,
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"An.Inquisitive Observer", in the Svdnev Gazgtte, 8 May

1803, applied this conpeÈitive ideology to teachers. He

justified the Government's practice in the early years of not

assuning the full cost for schools, other than the Female Orphan

School, on the basis: "it was necessary that the teachers

should by their assiduity and personal merit, solicit and main-

tain a preference, and that on the success of their exertions

should depend Ëheir annual income". Competition for pupils

between School masters, such as occurred in Sydney, he argued

allowed parents to rate the .relative merits of teachers.

The concern thaÈ education.should teach the value of corn-

petition was really a concern that it teach the poor the value

of sËriving. Education should not challenge hierarchy by being

seen to provide a source of social urobility. It should not

create a spirit of discontent by disseminating the notion that

the occupants in positions of power and respectability in the

existing social structure were onLy arbitrarily there. The

Sydney Gazette, 2 lftay L829, sought to courter this suspicion

by arguing that in England "it v¡as once the fashion to treat

it [education] with derision. It was contended, that to teach

the children of the poor to read and write, was to unfit them

for the subordinate staÈions which they nere destined to fill,

inspiring them with an impatience of the restraints irnposed by

the laws of civil subordination, and with a restless ambiËion

afËer something higher than their proPer level". This had l-ed

the higher classes to oppose the establishment of Sunday Schools

and the National School System. This had all changed nol^l, the

Sydney Gazette argued, even lhe British aristocracy t'had at

length been convinced that to educate the poor was not only to
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better their con.iition, but to fit them for a nore faithful

*1

discharge of thcir various üuties""''

The School of Industry in its fourth Annual Report (L830)

felt the need to reassure "some persons rvho doubt the utility

of a general educaÈion and who imagine mischief may arise from

enlightening the lower order of society, because a spirit of

discontent is apt to be aroused in the mind". It told them

Ëhat it was only the species of knowle dge which rras conmnunic-

ated that produced such effects. Their aim was "to train the

mind while it is ductile - form the character rvhile it is yet

unformed - and thus to"..make them [the children] serviceable

in the spheresof life in which they are like1y to move". This

organisation chose an interesting and cynical means of acc-

omplishing this, namely to convince the children "that the

lowest departments of labour may be rendered honourable by

industry and uprightnesS, and that the highest sËations of

life must be debased by vice and crime".2'

The underlying class disruptions that education posed was

the reason why the emphasis'rwas on' providing the pooi with a

moral education or religious educaLion. The fiist public

school r.ras managed on the Laiasterian Plan, "only Bibles and

Testarnent,s r^rere used"J' The writer "Friendly Visitant",
Sydney Gazette, l5 July L824, advocated intellectual knowle dge

for a few and religious knowledge for the rest" Along these

1ines, the Australian, 22 December 1825 argued that: "o ".it

l_. See also Sydney Gazette, 12 June 1823; on opposition in
Britain tffi of the aasses, see Furniss,
op. cit. , p. 148 -L49 .

The Sydney Gazette also printed th_e argum_ent tþ?t poverty
Tras m of unhappiness but rather this rüas more
a consequence of wealth and the desire for it; Sydney
Gazette, Z7 tlovernber 1819, "The Girdle".

+

2

3. Evidence of Thomas Borvden, 22 January L82L; Ritchie,
Evidence, VoI.l, p.159"
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is not high wrought education that is wanted; it is not prof-

iciency in the learned languages that is a matter of the first
imporËance, but, simply, as much instruction as serves to

guard the mind from error, and to answer all the ordinary

purposes of an ordinary station in life'-'. trlhen the Male

Orphan School was opened in 1819 its rules stated that the

education of the boys was to be t'only in view of their present

condition in Life, and future Destination; namely as I'fechanics,

Farmers, S.ervants and Labourerst',

In opposition to demands for a more academically oriented

education system, Èhe writer, ttA Subscriber" argued thac

the colony did not need a more "finished education" or

"a Ëheoretical knowledge of the circle of the sciences". He

did not rvish to appear not Ëo support improvements in education,

but he was "decidedly against our youEh becoming a restless

race of scribblers"" He believed this would create "an army

of political triflers" inferior to the practical men, the

butchers and the bakers, of the colony. "A Subscriber" assoc-

iated a literate education with the cultivation of dandísh

traits¡ "Scented soap, kid gloves, and other equally super-

fluous articles would then be in greater demand than plough-

shares, brough hooks, or felling axesfr. IIe wenL on to describe

the contenËs of the more practical education system which he

favoured in preference to "superficial literary attainments".

Iuloralising and religion, based around an explicit and clear

account of the fear of God, he believed, was best adapted to

rendering Lhe youth useful in an improving society.l' Con-

tained in the above articles are perhaps the ideological

origins of rnuch of the anti-intellectualisms which characterise

1. Sydney Gazette, 6 March L824, "A Subscriber"; see also
29 January 1824, l-etter to the Editor.Sydney Gazette,
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Australian society and which often takes the form of an em-

phasis on pragmatic knowledg.. l'

So far I have shown Ëhat very early in N.S.üI. rs history

there emerged a quite explicit concern that education serve

the purpose of reproducing class relations. However, the

educaEion system also operated to naturalise class differences.

It did Èhis by providing the appearance that the hierarchy of

social positions, which education qualified individuals for,

proceeded from inequalities in the mental faculties of indiv-

iduals. Here, nature rather than society was seen as re-

sponsible for the differences in intellectual capaciti"".''
It is not necessary that all men should be equally
learned; i-ndeed it is impossible it should be so,
for nature has herself prohibited it by varying their
capacities' sydney Gaze:ci'e, L4 october 1815, "Amicus".

The result of this discursive strategy r^ras to give social diff-
erences the sernblance of proceeding from the non-political

realm of nature.

I

2

Related to this in t
osing the suPeriorit
actions and examPle
rhetoric or PrecePt,

he moral domain is an enrp?rasis on oPP-
y of v¡orks, Ëhat is practical moral
J-

to an-ããfusive concern with moral
see Sydney Gazette, 4 August l-BLO'

"Answer to the Query Continued by" [by "A Friend to
Civilisation" ].
See also,sydney Gazette, 6 November f803, "Incognito".
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(E) CONCLUSION

Like the previous chapter, this chapter analysed the

class strategies employed as part of the cul-tural construction

of a working class by those discourses which consËructed the

family as in a state of moral crisis. In particular, this

chapter explored the conceptual forms within which those dis-

courses demanded the expansion and proliferation of the nr¡r¡ber

of instiÈutional sites from which staËe-class pedagogic Power

could be exercised. The emergence of philanthropic and ped-

agogic instituËions in N.S.!ü. rePresented the increasingly

bureaucratisation and professionalisation of state-class povrer.

Their emergence in N.S.l^1. also denoted the increasing social-

isation of cultural reproduction; whilsÈ the rrultiplication

of these pedagogic instiÈutions rePresented the increasing

specialisation of knowledge and power with respect to the

hegemonic process.

lhrough theír ideological practices,, N. S.lù. pedagogic

institutions and newspapers sought Ëo morally coercè Èhe work-

ing class into severing i-ts ties with criminality, such Èhat

it would increasingly be incorporated inÈo bourgeois norms.

Part of this involved manufacËuring and circulating the spect-

acle of self-imprisoned, pr:nishing guilt to supplement (and

increasingly in place of) the spectacular display of state

violence. A free society was seen to require noË simpl-y a

repressÍon of evil habits but self-disciplined, autonomous,

moral beings. Part of the production of such beings was seen

to reside in instilling in individuals notions of perpetual

moral surveillance. The press assigned this roLe partly to

itself. However, it was also seen as being best accomplished
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through a religious education which convinced individuals that

they rüere under the perpetual onmiscient gaze of God as He

manifested His presence in their conscience.

I argued that part of the importance in producing self-
policing individuals emerged not simpLy from the requirements

of a free society; but, more especÍally, from an increasingly

complex society in which the specialised contexts of meanings

individuals could enter was mulËiplying. Detailed rules could

not be made to govern all the minor and diverse forms of poss-

ible infringement; instead, through notions of disciplined

self-surveillance, the onus was placed on the practical ability
of individuals to police themselves. Guilt and the infliction
of inÈroverted forms of violence were a crucial part of the

construction of such individuals. Ihough individuals could

escape the punishment of authorities, they hrere presented as

not being able to escape punishment in the next world, nor the

unrelenting punishment of their conscienc-e.

In the Sydney Gazetxe notions of moral self-sufficienc v

\^rere equated with economic self-sufficiency. The policing of

society was seen to reside not in the expansion of government

welfare, as in the creation of an independent working class

which lived off its own labour. The philanthropic societies

organised the distribution of charity with this end in mind.

Indeed, philanthropic societies sa\^7 i-t as their task to cent-

ralise the control of the distribution of private charity so

as to ensure only the needy and the moral received it. The

institutÍonalisation of charity was justified as an attack on

idleness supported through indiscriminate forms of private
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charity based on individual judgement.

The personification of class Poliler was not completely

obliterated by the emergence of new bureaucraËic pedagogic

instituËions. Indeed, the economic supPort and participation

which the wealËhy provided to philanthropic organisations

helped to couch state-class PoT¡¡er in a benevolent paternalisÈic

idiom; it helped give the semblance of welfare and goodness

proceeding from the personal ernotional sentiments which God

had placed in the hearts of the upPer classes ' Part of the

justificatj-on for the philanthropic circulation of religious

information was a belief that in the bible the poor would find

that spiritual consolation which the physical world denied Lo

their bodies. Religl-on was seen to reduce political discon-

tent by reconciling the working class to their station in life.

By asserting the bible, and religion in general, as a source of

collective sentiments, class relations and divisions could in

part be obscured. Paradoxically, religion al-so acted to in-

dividualise class relations; it was part of that broader

discursive sLrategy which translated social resentments into

the ideological form of misplaced or distorted forms of sub-

jectivity. Discontent had its origins not in an external

social organisation, but in the interiority of the deformed

workings of psychological processes.

After having initially concentrated on pedagogic strat-

egies directed at adults, towards the end of this chapter I

focus on those which came Ëo be direcÈed at children. The

construction of a moral crisis around the family legitimated

the private and public pedagogic surveillance of children.

Schools r^¡ere part of a middle-class concern witn breaking up

the unsupervised play-world of working class children.
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Childrents leisure time ought to be spent in less dangerous

forms of amusements, not in games which were viewed as

analogous to gambling, oI in activities which did not rec-

ognise the sombre significance of Sunday" Schools were

also offered up as a means of reLieving mothers of the care

and danger in supervising their own children, Mothers vlere

made to feel guilt about leaving their children to play on

their own in a dangerous, corrupting, outside world, insËead

of sending them to the wholsesome, disciplined, SüPervísed

moral spaces run by ever vigilant teachers. The collective

welfare of the nation was seen to reside in the moral education

of the Iiung. Accordingly, parents l{ere denied sole jurisdict-

ion over their children; in a free or civil society, it was

claimed, that the government !ìras the real guardian of the child.

Though the educaËion of the poor üras especially seen as

urgent, there was also a concern that education not produce

excessive mobility or creaËe those social ambitions, which

r^re saw in Chapter T\ao as being held responsible for criminality.

The emphasis on a religious education for the poor was seen to

alleviate these anxíeties. Noticeable in many articles is a

critique of theoretical knowledge and an assertion of the

virtues of practícal knowledge' The valorisation of practical

knowledge and the perception of the subversive nature of theor-

etical knowledge is still with us today and constitutes part

of the irnderlying anxiety which our capitalist society has of

revolutionary political discourse. In the period I am looking

ât, this anxiety ofLen took the form of a critique of imagin-

ation, of a theoretical mind which existed independent from

the existing nature ot the world and which contemplated alt-

ernative possibilities to it.
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In the first volume, I explored the historical development

of capitalism as this was shaped by an ideological discourse

concerned with the cultural construction of a working class.

I began by analysing how such pedagogic processes came to be

inscríbed in the late eighÈeenth century British penal system

and the demands of its reformers. The increasing concern that
pr:nÍshment take on non-corporal forms was part of the broader

development of a whole series of philanthropic interventions

which r^rere concerrred less with violent repression and more

with devetoping strategies for ideologically incorporating the

Iower classes into bourgeois society and culture. There was

an increasing demand that the Judicial-penal system assume a

pedagogic role organised around disciplinary regimes and in-
creased Surveillance; its bloody publÍc rituals and spectacles

r,'rere accused of sanctioning and teaching Ëhe lower classes to

use violence. In place of violent, monetary spectacl-es, re-
formers emphasised the reformative value of discipline, work

and solitude. Discipline and ascetic regimes would internalise
within criminals those notions of order, regularity and re-
straint which they r^rere seen not to possess. It was hoped that
these regimes would lead to the fornation of disciplined habits

of work, but also Ëo disciplined habits of consurnption. Part

of the meaning of the new, asceÈic, penal rituaLs was that of

asserting the dominance of reason over Èhe undisciplined body

and its r¡nreflective, egotistical desires and passions. So1-

itary confinement especially promoted such ends. It was aLso

the means by which sections of the dominant class could efface

Ëhe increasing embarrassment they r'i7ere feeling over the in-

fliction of violent corporal punishments - prisoners l^lere in-

creasingly asked to non-corporally punish themselves through

introverted forms of violence,
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NeW materialist theories of man, which saT^7 man as a prod-

uct of his e:<periences, promoted the emergence and expansion

of such total institutionary practices. The ÈoÈal institution

offered the pedagogic drean of complete control over the ex-

periences of inmates. The development of non-corporal- punish-

ments. reflected the process whereby Èotal institutions came

increasingly under the eontrol and influence of expanding sec-

ular knowledge professions - especially that great Preserver

of the body, medicine" Moral and medical concerns were fre-

quently equated, such that punishmenË took on the medical- att-

ributes of a curative intervention, which aimed to heal Ëhe

moral degeneration of individuals, but also a growing gangrene

in the social body. Reform vüas directed not simply at indiv-

iduals, but also at society and its institutions. The latter

rTere held increasingly responsible for the physical and moral

corruption of individuals, who, it was increasingly believed,

íf isolated from external corrupting social influences and

thrown in upon their own inËeríority, could find the path of

moral truËh"

ParL of the attack on violent punishments emerged out of

their increasing indentification with the excesses of a mon-

archical state. The penal system hTas one of the first domains

within which scientific theories of man began to play a role

in reshaping Ehe deployment of state-class Pol^7er. Underpinning

the demand for certain and consistent punishment which üras non-

arbitrary and non-violent l'ras the emerging science of psych-

ology. Associationalist psychology argued that weaker, more

frequent and more certain representations of punishment were

more effective than violent, momentary and arbitrary spectacles.

A relationship of certainty would fuse the ideas of crime and
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punishment more effectively than a relationship of severity"

The demand for ceftainty in the reaLm of puníshment was part

of the use of a scientific ideol-ogy to legitimise demands for

the bureaucratisation of the state, that is for a state whose

porlrer would be systematic, evenly distributed and which would

appear to be above a1l non-arbitrary. In the Penal system this

bureaucraEisation Process took the form of a critique of royal

reprieves, a demand that Ëhe sËate assume direct supervision of

prisons and that it appoint outside inspectors to police ltrard-

ens. Punishment should reflect Èhe functionings of an abstract

impartial lega1 system and not the arbitrary will of any indiv-

idual, whether he be Ehe monarch or a prison warden.

In the second chapter, I examined the assumptions under-

pinning the cultural construction of criminality and pr:nishment

in colonial N.S.Iü.. I analysed crime literature from the pers-

pective of representing a contemporary philosophical explor-

ation of cerËain possibilities of human existence. Through

the ideological definition and construction of outsiders, of

transgressors, âD emerging bourgeoisie was able to give con-

ceptual form to the articulaLion of state-class por^7er in N.S.Inl..

Crime literature r^las one of the discourses through which this

bourgeoisie mapped out its or^7n concepËion of what coftstituted

subjective normality and the kind of society it wanted.

The prisonerrs crime attacked not simply the distribution

of property, but also the realisation of economic progress

through moral progress. He was often presented as a symbol of

unproductive egoísm, which rejected the possibilities society

offered for self-realisation. His escapes from work T^Iere often

presented as the source of his entraPpment in undisciplined,
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habitual desire. Through such discursive presentations, crime

acquired an individual-ised form: it emerged not from social

circuutsÈances but from a free subjective choice between good

and evil. The construction of individuals as prisoners of

corrupt subjective dispositions justified the necessity for

external forms of authoríty to contain their undisciplined

egoism. Indeed, the cl-ass struggle often assumed the ideo-

logical form of a struggle between reason and the passions.

The state r^7as identified with reason, whilst the lower orders

r^rere equated with the vulgar passions of the body and with

undisciplined consumpLion. The lower classes T¡rere also cult-

urally constructed as creatures of impulse, of the momentary,

whilst state violence was seen as an attenrPt to create temp-

oral beings, who could remember past puni-shments and their

future potential to exisE for them. Pr¡nishment became part of

an attempt to create a calculative human being, one who could

adequately weigh up the short term benefits of crime versus

the long term costs of being caught and pr:nished. In short,

in Chapter T\uo, I explored how terror r^ras created and mediated

by culture; especially how it gained its meaning within a

particular cultural construction of the self.

tr{hereas a strong ideology of hierarchy in N.S.}I. emphas-

ised interdependence, the criminal represented the opposite

- self-contained egoism: a species of lawless independence

associated with the piratical state, whereby the individual

asserted himself as compl-etely autonornous and as being able to

live off himself. Crime disturbed the social hierarchy by

having its origins in ambitious individuals who denied their
allotted social positions by aspiring to a lifestyle above
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their status. Executions as shameful events \ùere a restoration

of hierarchy. The execution, by attacking the individualrs

control of his body, represented society denying the individual

the right to control the emergence of his identity in public,

his right to appropriaËe roles or an outhlard self not his ohtn,

that is his right to seLf-definition. In Ëhe executionrs final

moments, society used the undisciplined dancing of the body at

the end of a rope to point to the true dísordered self from

which the prisoner's crime originated"

ihe trial preceeding the execuËion also provided an opP-

ortr:nity for symbolically asserting and re-establishing hier-

archy. Through a cult of melancholia, the authorities artic-

ulaEed not only a reluctance to use violence, but also the

superiority of the feelings which forured the basis of their

norality and their place in so-ciety. An ideology of sensib-

ility allowed an emerging bourgeoisie to grorrnd their moral

authority in nature - in the feelings of the body" Moral truths

now no longer came exclusively from outside of man, buË were

part of his material constitution" The concept of sensibility

helped to provide class relations in N.S"I^1. with a personal

paternalistic form. It allowed the authorities to ground

their hierarchical status in society in that moral authority

embodied in Ëhe feelings of their own bodies. Sensibility,

like reason, vlas what God gave man so as to govern his passions;

it was His gift of order to man through nature. Perhaps the

key implicit ideological tendency was that which metaphoric-

ally presented social hierarchy in terms of that internal Psy-

chological hierarchy which was needed to be a moral being.

The ordering of society \,üas equated and dependent on the order-

ing of personality.
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This metaphorical process r¡ras often exPressed during the

last climac¡ic moments of executions when a repentent prisoner

night take and express within his o!ün personality the disorder

he inlroduced into society. He often enËered a silent world

of suffering introspection which sometimes climaxed in the con-

vulsions of the horror of self-realisation. The scaffold be-

came a site for expressing noË simply the inescapability of

sacred and secular justice, but also of the por^Ier of conscience.

In the third and fourth chapter I explored the role of
Ëhe family and philanthropy in disseminaËing the notion of an

ouniscient conscience - how this was seen to be part of a well-
disciplined, connnercial society organised aror¡nd self-policing

individuals. In Chapter Three, I concentrated on how the

breach of familial duties and obligations became in the press

part of the further aestheticisaËion of subjective terror.
Stories of individuals rvho existed outside of their families

r^rere used to give the spectacle of self-imprisoned punishing

guilt a wider circulation than the climactic moments of the

execution" To leave the family was to enter a world of self-

alienation. The family was constituted as the source of true

identity" The well being of its interior space Ì^ras equated

with the well-being of the subjective :i-nteriority of its

members. To leave the family, to transgress its boundaries,
.tdas to leave a sanctuary of mental peace and to enter a world

within which the individual lost his identity in the super-

ficial, ephemeral world of the senses.

Articles containing these kinds of discursive strategies

vrere concerned with fragmenting the working class into isolated
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assume a privatised form. This process of atomisation was

complementary to other Processes which sought to render the

rdorking class dependent on central.ised institutions for their

information. N"S"!ü. nev7spapers used their almosË monopolistic

control over the distribution of publ-ic knowledge to articulate

philanthropic attacks on that col-lective hedonistic culture

associated with criminality and the promiscuous intimacy of

the lower orders. The family as an object of discourse in

N"S"W. emerged in a conLext where the reproduction of a moral

order was problematic: nev/ Persuasive mechanisms hlere needed

to reproduce the reformative goals of work, discipline and

isolation on those leaving the penal system" The family was

increasingly seen as part of this decentralisaËion of power in

a free society; it was a structure capable of developing an

alternative source of pedagogic poürer Ëo those of a violent,

coercive state and even to those of the sËate's total instit-

utions.

I,lomen in particular were constructed as the bearers of

moral order" I believe that part of the reason for the in-

creased humanitarianism shown to women over men emerged from

them being expected to become the bearers of a humanitarian

influence. trlomen hTere symbols of sensíbility, as such, they

reproduced the sources of bourgeois morality. l{omen stood as

a civilising influence to men in much the same I^7ay as the

upper classes stood t.o Lhe lower classes. l'Iives hTere asked

to assume the role of an external conscience" Her passivity

and vulnerableness would provide a point of contrast that

might lead the brutal and unfeeling husband to reflect upon

his lack of humanity" she was a symbol of guilt: often the
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violence she suffered was seen to emerge from her husbandts

desperate attempts to obliterate that moment of self-reflection

which she represented.

However , ãt the same time as rdomen r^7ere being constructed

as symbols of moral order, in seduction articles, they T¡lere

also constructed as in need of rational guidanee, of the pat-

riarchal care of their fathers or husbands. In seduction art-

icles, r^romen rnrere constructed within an ideology of non-

culpability, they rnrere victims of an inner determinism they

could not control. Such an ideology on non-culpability was

important in N.S.ü1. where most r¡romen had been transported for

some offence. This ideology allowed hTomen to be constructed

as moral figures, their past crimes could be attributed to the

designs of men and noL only to women voluntarily choosing bet-

$reen good and evil. ln short, in Chapter Three, I analysed

ideological construction of the family as a siËe of psycholog-

j-cal and social order by analysing those articles dealing with

the fail-ure of the family to contain its members.

Chapter Four dealt with the expansion and consolidation

of those pedagogic forms of social control which \^lere increas-

ingly deemed expedient for the government of a more I'free"

and t'capitalist" society" It dealt essentially with the in-

creasing socialisation of the cultural reproduction of a work-

ing class. The crisis of the family was shown to have been a

means of proliferating the so-called tthelping professions", who

had as.their object the better policing of the poor, the sick

and the you:tg. The defence of the helpless provided the taLLy-

ing cry for the deployment of new 'hegemonic structures. Phil-

anthropy, bible societies and schools can be seen as represent-
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ing the increasingly professionalisation of class pol^/er, \^iith

the expansion of bureaucratic management into the realm of the

social.

The religious emphasis of these pedagogic institutions

denoted their concern with the shaping of ttdispositionr'; with

creating a subjective aesthetic attitude of self-alienation

which continually involved a struggle for self-knowledge as

the means of self-realisation" A1I forms of transgression,

despite their class context, I^7ere centralised in the attitude

of having sinned against God. Such a centralisation and per-

sonification of the concept of transgression was instrumental,

I believe, in the legitimation of a secular Pornrer structure,

which codified all lega1 injunctions as Proceeding from the

central legal figure of the Governor. He, for all intentional

purposes, vras the source of Law in N.S.!ü", occupying in effect

the position of God in the religious realm. Iühat I am arguing

is that the centralisation and personification of religious

por^rer was analogous to, and legitirnated, the centralisaËion

and personification of political power in N"S.Ïü" "

The diffusion of a technology of individualisation amongst

the lower orders initially complemented that individualisation

of political por{er which took place at the apex of society

through the personification of the state in the figure of the

Governor. At the risk of anticipating too much, I show in

later chapËers how the increasing diffusion and demand for more

individualising forms of por^/er became in the press a demaird for

the removal of the figure of the Governor and a demand for the

expansion of a more formal bureaucratic apparatus as the basis

of the government of society" Increasingly, the development
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and diffusion of new pedagogic technologies of power r^rere

rendering the figure of the Governor obsolete, in so far as

he was bor:nd up with the terror of the scaffold, âs a secular

manifesLation of, the fear of God or His personal discretional

pohrer. The realisaÈion of bureaucratic, non-corporeal, ped-

agogic strategies l\ras seen in the Press to be increasingly

bor:nd up wÍth the emergence of a democratic rather than a

monarchical state.

In the second volume, I will concentrate on the period

after censorship when the philanthroPic process in the press

became direcÈed towards state agencies, demanding their ex-

pansion and bureaucratisation. This process rdas bound up rvith

the emergence of certain democratic capitalist interests.

The firsË.chapter of the second volume will begin by document-

ing the emergence of capitalism in N.S.!'I. and the process of
its specialisation" After rvhich I will turn Ëo examine how

these divisions came to be expressed initially in the press

through a concern with the philanthropisatíon of the economy.

The welfare of families and their democratic minimurn right

to a certain amount of happiness became the focus of a pol-

itical discourse concerned with the distributi-on of wealth

between various sectors of the economy. In this discourse

there was a concern that economic Povler assume a certain

anonymity which would be the guarantee of its impartiality.

There was an emerging critique of economic nonopoly as a

manifestation of personal economic por,ter.

l'tith the end of censorship, there emerged an increasing

demand for the philanthropisation of the political system.

It became criticised increasingly for its centraLised arbit-
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rary personal nature which was viel¡ed as breeding violence.

There was a 
.demand that politfcal po-wer assume a cerËain

raËional anon¡fmiËy, that it reslde noË in a Person, but in an

apparaËus capable of e).Pressing Ëhe coll-ective will of the

people and their diverse lnteresËs. This in turn \úas bound

up with the scientificisation ofpolitics and the privatis-

ation of religious morality.

*
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(A) rNTROpUCrroN

In this chapÈer I outline tire emergence of domestic

capital in I{.S.I^I. and its dependence on the state for its

procêsóes of capitaL accunulation. This dependent relation-

ship was maintained Èhroughout much of early colonial N.S.lil.'s

history. It gnderlay nany of the social and political

sÈruggles which dominated newspaper discourse during the

1820's. In this chapLer I account for the early origin of

these ideological sËruggles by analysing their emergence out

of transformations in the initial form which relations of

production assr¡med in N.S.lü.. These relations shifted from

being based exclusively on soldiers and convicts to relations

based increasingly on capitalists employing convicts and

r,rage-labourers, often side by side" I,üith the passage of

time, the social composition of capitalism in N.S.!ü. r,rTas also

gradual]y transfornied. It became more fragmented, as a

result of Èhe specialisation of capital between agriculture

and trade; and as other socially distinct groups \^Iere added

to the initial group of landowning officers, groups such as

wealthy ex-convicÈs and British free-settlers. Between these

groups emerged conËroversies and conflicts, which \^7ere nearly

all concerned with what role the state should play in re-

producing class relations.
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(B) THE PENAL CONTEXT OF N.S.!ü. AND THE EMERGENCE OF AN

CAPITALIST SECTOR

Unlike previous British colonisation projects which T^7ere

begun as privaËe ventures, N.S.!,1. was a government initiative.

IE was noË founded, like the American colonies, by large

chartered companies pursuing profits.l' Not untl1 1824, with

Ëhe Australian Agricultural Company, did a major British

company enter the colony seeking profits in land" Most of

the imported capital which was invested in land, prior to

1830, \^ras of a private indiVidualistic form. In the 1830's

British banks llere established in N.S"!ü"; they helped

finance the pastoral boom.2'

Instead of a creation of private capital, the initial

colonisation of N.S.Vü. occurred in a context where Britarn

rÁras competing with other European pol{eTs for overseas colon-
t

ies.J' During Ëhis period, Britain's own state administration

was undergoing a process of centralisation, with prisons

moving from local and privaËe concerns inËo those of the

nation state. The result was that the penal system became

partly an extension of national mercantilist "orr""trt".4'

1. D.K. Fieldhouse,
and N.B. Nairn,
pp.9-29 .

"British Colonial Policy"
Economic Growth of AusÈra1

G.J. Abbott,
l-a 1788-1812

2. S. J. Butlin, Founda tions of the Australian Ì4oneta
1788-1851 p.

3. Those stressing the col
overseas trade motives
ment in Australia", Tas
K.M. DaLlas , L952,

sfem

sation of N.S.lü. on the basis of
lude K.M. Dallas, "First Settle-
ian llistorical Ass'ociation

,seea so s os s o

oni
inc
man

" Swan,
ires of

To Bot
a

see a
e ent L6

r
Penal Colonies; R.A
H" ¡-orber, Riva1

so
00- 1800

Chapter 3 , PP.

4. This general point has been made by Rusche and Kirchheimer,
op. cit. , Pp" 68-69.
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As a state initiative, the initÍal social relations

whicir the first Governor had to create a self-supPorting

colony consisted almost exclusively of those betvreen convicts

and soldiers. These nilitary relationships were judged by a

succession of early Governors, and later on by the Bigge

Report, to be a costly and inefficient means of appropriating

labour. tr^lhilst the soldier and the convict both v¡orlced for

the Crown, the soldier had no real inËerest in the duration

and quality of convict labour. Phillip, Ilunter, as lvell as

the military officers who ruled N.S.I/ü. in the intervening

years (L7g2-g5) ¡vhen there \^7as no Governor, wanted to subsis-

tute for the statets appropriation of convict labour more

private forms, based on'what they regarded as the organis-

ational virLue of pursuits involving self-inÈerest. There

\^ras also a concern with reducing the Crownrs administrative

costs by transferring the long term cost of feeding and

clothing convicts to free settlers willing to take them off

the Crown's hands.l'

l,hillip continually asked the colonial office to send out

free set¡lers.2' He pointed out that government supervision

of convicts required the prior establishment of' a costly mil-

itary infrastructure which included stores, barracks and

houses. Settlers rvould operate under no such ôonstraints,

they would move readily into neI^7 areas ' bringing them under

cultivation in a shorter pefiod of time than the government

â
could.3' Propertied free settlers would also, Phillip be'

lieved, provide a labour markeË for ex-convicts; thereby

1 Phillip to Grenville, 17 Ju
Grose to Dundas, 9 JanuarY
I{unter to Portland, 25 Octo
Hr:nter to Portland, 28 APri

2. B"H. Fletcher, Landed EnterPrÍs eand Penal SocietY , p.16 .

3. Phirlip ro Grenvitle, L7 June L790, HRA, Vol"l, pp.180-181.
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ensuring ex-convicts remained in N.S.l^1. and hTere separated

from the morally contagious influence of the Crown's convicts.

The stater s difficulties in approPriaÈing convict labour

eperged very early in N.S.I^I.. The officers of the firsË

marine detachrnent deemed it as not in keeping rtith their duty,

let alone their sense of respecËability, to supervise govern-

ment employed convicts" They and laÈer officers, however,

had no such qualms in employing and supervising privately any

convicts which might be assigned to them.2' A continual com-

plaint of early Governors l.las the lack of "respectable" in-

dividuals able to supervise convicts employed in public ag-

riculture or public works.3' Often, the Crownts convicts

were supervised by individuals drawn from their oron rarrks.4'

Even soldiers of the N.S.lü. Corps !ì/ere recruited from convict
.5ranKs.

Early N.S.I^I. failed to atËract significant numbers of

free wealthy setËlers. By the time of Governor Hunterts de-

parture in 1800, twelve years after the colony I^Ias first

settled, only eight married men hrith their families and

three single men had arrived. Between 1800 and 1806, during

Governor King's rule, only 290 persons arrived of whom 76

rÀrere rnen, 85 wonen and 130 children.6' Very few of these

early free settlers brought any significant amount of capital

1. Phillip to Grenville, 5 November L79L, ibid., p.270.
2. Phillip to Sydney, 16 May 1788, ibid., pp.34-55.
3. Fletcher, op . cit " , pp " 101 , L29'L30; see also p. 335 ;

Bigge, Repõ,?ilol.I, P"154.
4. Phillip to Sydney, 15 May 1788, HRA, Vol.I, p.15; Collins,

op.cit., p"33.
5" Collins, op"cit., p"455"
6. Figures f

Australia

1

rom R.ts" Iladgwick,
, p.19.

Immigration into Eastern
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hrith them. 1

Increasingly, the N.s.I^r'. state looked to its own ranks

for that private class of individuals who would be interested

in the profitable employment of convict labour. In L789, the

Colonial Office gave Phillip pernission to grant land Lo non-

cornmissioned officers.2' In 1791 and in laÈe I7g2, prior to

his departure, Phíllip asked the colonial office whether he

could and. should make land grants to Cro\^n Off icers; 3' he had

already assigned them 51 convicts to farm land temPorarfLy'4'

This permission was received in early i-7g3.5' Part of the

British governmentts motive in settling soldiers was to secure

the Colonyts "protection and defensett both from external and

internal threats.6'

At the time of Phillipts departure, in December L792,

the government T¡/as the major grain producer, farrning 1,014

acres or 70.9 percent of the area sollÏl. By the arrival of

Hunter, in L/g5, this had declined to 340 acres or L2.5 per-

cent of the aljea ro*rr.7' In the inËervening period the colony

vras ruled by the military' officers, Grose and Paterson. They

seË about dismantling public agriculture, whilsË at the same

tíme granting free land and convicts to f,ellow offi""t'.8'

1 On the poor quality of the early settlers see Hunter to
King, 3-0 Rpril L796, HRA, vol. r, p . 565 .

2. Grenville to Phillip, 22 August 1789, ibid.,
3" Phillip to Grenville, -24-November 

L7?L,. ibid'
Philliþ to Dundas, 4 October 1792, ibid. , PP'

4" Phillip to' Grenville, 4 October L792, ibid',

p.L24.
, PP"35,
383- 384.

316;

p. 384.

5

6

7

B

T.M. Perry, Australia's First Frontier,
Fletcher, op.cit., P.13.
Ibid. , p.28, table 1,

Ibid., p"29.

p .48.
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Governor Hr.mter conÈinued much the same policy.l' By the

time of Hunter's departure in 1800, 39 military and civil

officers owned L4,584 acres, iD addition to L,528 cultivated

acres of land and 6 ,295 head of stock.2'

The officer's initial interest in agriculture declined

and they, like many other large landowners, began to increas-

ingly move into the ntore I'respectable" occupation of pastor-

alism.3' In 1804 the officers owned about tr^7o-thirds of the

colony's privately ïvned sheep and cattl".4' By 1808, ês a

result of resignations from the N.S.lü. Corps and íncreased

competition from free settlers and ex-convicts, the officersr

ownershÍp of private'livestock declined to L8.2 percent.5'

Large landowners invested in livestock so as to provide meat

to an expanding private local market and in anticipation of

future government purch"".r.6' Sheep ÌÀ7ere initially kept

mainly for meat rather Ëhan wool.7' In 1808 the government

began to make small purchases of meat from settlers. These

purchases expanded greatly lrnder Macquarie: between l8f0 and

1820 the government purchased almost 10 million pounds of

meat from settlers.S' In L82L meat sales to the government

1. Governor Kíng reduced the number of government mainLained
convicts asslgned to the officers from 250 to 58; Fletcher,
op.cit. , p.67.

2. rbid. , P.66.
3. G.L. Abbott "Governor King's Administrationil in Abbott and

Nairne, op.ciË., pp.170, L73; B.H. Fletcher "Agriculture",
Abbott añãTã:irne, oÞ . iit. , 1 . 199 .

4. Fletcher, J.anded Enterprisg, p.65,--Table 6; see -alsoG.L. Abbot@dustry" in Abbott and Nairne,
op. cit. , p.223.

5. Fletcher, "Agriculture", p. 199.

6. Ibid., pp.223, 235-236.

7. Abbott, op.cit., PP.220, 24I.
8. Fletcher, Landed linterpris e , Appendix 9 , p.237 "
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accounted for Ë90,000, almost seven times the value of ex-

ported r¡Ioo1. 1

It was the small ex-convict farmer who remaíned in Ëhe

more labour intensive and less profitable grain market.2'

The absence of livestock on their properties deprived many

of them of manure d led to Progressiv ]-y Lower yields

forcing many off thgir properti.".3' Often these Poorer

settlers had no storage facilities and were forced to sell

their grain aÈ harvest times when Prices I^7ere lot./*' tr'lhen

r¡nable to obtain access to a full government Store, they

would se1l their grain to Sydney traders who would store

and sell the grain at more favourable prices.5' I,Jith the

growth of urban centres, many small farmers becane market

gardeners supplying t'fruits, pigs, poultry and other second-

rate substantials, which the wealthy free settlers will not

condescend to rear".6'

The N.S.l^I. sËate initially consciously subsidised the

emergence of an officer-capitalist class, providing it I^7ith

? significant portion of its capital. The officers, like all

later free settlers, received larger plots of land than ex-

convicts. Phillip's second instructions allowed free settlers

a minimum of 100 acres more than ex-convict settlers. Larger

J. Ritchie, Pr:nishment and Profit p "290.
Bigge, Report, VoI.1, P.140.
rbid. .

Bigge, Report, Vol.3, P-23.
Evidence of Cordeux, Ritchie,
Fl-etcher, 9p.cft., P.193.

6" Cunningharn, op.cit., P.274,

t
2

3

4

5 EVidence, VoI.1, Pp.96'97 ;
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land holdings also meant greater entitlemenE to convict

labourers. During their own rule and most of Hurtter's, the

officers received convicts clothed and fed at the Crownl s

expense. This was much to the annoyance of the British Gov-

ernmenË, whose distance from the colony made it powerless to

stop such cost1Y Practices.I'

Grose, Paterson and Governor Hunter Ëransformed the

state from a producer of grain into a consumer of what the

officers produced. They saT^7 the state, in this remote penal

colony, âs needing to provide settlers with a guaranteed

market for their prodrrce.2' Accordingly, they transferred

the control of state resources (land, cotlvicts, tools, live-

stock) at no expense to the officers, hrho Ëhen produced the

farming products which the state purchased in order to feed

the convicts employed by the officers. As a result large

sums of money vtere transferred from the British Treasury to

the officers. This allowed the officers to purchase land

and livestock from other settlers and to engage in trade.3'

In 1800 the officers sold the Cormnissariate Store one-third

of the grain it purcha"ed.4' In the same year the officers

received all Ehe Ë3,652 worth of Treasury Bills drawn in

favour of residents in N.S.!ü". Between 1800 and 1806 in-

clusive the officers received h10,729 or to just over 30

percent of the Treasury Bills drawn in favour of N.S.l^].

. 5.resl-oentrs.

1. Dundas to Grose, 31 Jr:ne L793, HRA, Vol.I, p.443; _Portland
to Hunter, B June L796, 11 August 1796, ibid. , .Pp.572, 580;
see also A.G.L. Shaw "Labour" in Abbott and Nairne, op. cit. ,

p.1I1.
2. Iiunter to Portland, 25 October L795, IIRA, Vol.1, p.533.

3 . Fletcher , 9p . d!. , PP .64'70 , 72 .

4. Ibid., P.80, Table 9.

5. Abbott, 'lGovernor King' s Administration" , p. 164, Table 1.
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One reason for the more efficient aPpropriation of con-

vic¡ labour within the private sector lay in its ready access

to imported trade items such as spirits, tobacco, tea and

1
sugar. t" Hunter claimed these luxury items provided "a strong

stimulus to industry, because the more a man l-abours the more

of those comforts which he is desirous of having he will be

able Ëo afford hirnself". Hunter called on the British gov-

eïnmenÈ to ship out directly, and thus more cheaply, luxury

items f or the N. S.I^I. governmentf s use. This , he argued,

would not represent careless expenditure, because the result-

ing increased labour would more than compens a1e.2' Governor

Hunter's argument implies that part of the underlying ration-

aIe behínd the state incorporating a capitalist sector into

the penal system was the recognition that the more efficient

appropriation of convict labour, using revrards, could not be

as readily r:ndertaken by the Crown without it contradicting

its penal goals of economy, deterence and reformatiorr.3' The

arvkwardness of the Crown's position was hightened by the facË

Ëhat labourers "preferred receiving liquor for labour, to

every other article of provisions or clothing that could be

offered them".4'

The officers hTere Ehe first major traders in the colony.

Ihey I^7ere accused by many contemporaries of possessing a mon-

opoly v¡hich allowed them to charge mark-ups of between 200

1 For the extensive use of rewards by private masters to
appropriate convict labour, see: Butlin, op.ciE., P.19;
nïi¿eirce of Rev. Robert Cartwright, B.T.; Bo-x Ã, VoL.27,
p.5307; Bigge, Report, Vo1.l, P.76.

2. Hr:nter to Portland, 20 August L796,
See also Hunter to King, 4 June L79

HRA, Vol. l,
B, HRA, Vol.

p. 5e 3-594;
, p. 155.

p
II

3

4

See Shaw, ConVicts , P.73.
Collins , op. cit. , Vol. 1, p .260 , cf. p.450 '
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and even 1000 p.rc"nt.1' Lord Hobart Prevented Governor

King regulating the prices which private merchants could

charge for imporLs: "Îhe commerce carried on by individuals

must be open and lxlrestrained, and the authority of Govern-

rnent mus! by no means be interposedtt.2' The British govern-

ment, however, felt no need to veto local legislation which

controlled the wages paid to free labourers and to convicts

hTorking on their own time. 3'

' One of the officer's main sources of wealth was imported

spirits, which early Governors lsere r:nable and of ten unwíll-

ing to stop, given the fact that their military subordinates

organised the trade.4'
To oppose its fspiritsl ¡"ing landed, mY !qfa, will be
vain on my pari,- for the want of proper officers to
execute s!c?r orãers as I rnay occasion to give. 5"

Bligh was the first Governor to try seriously to control the

circulation of spirits, he was soon overthron*.6' Inlatered-

down rum r,tras too profitable. Through it Crown officers

and also ex-convict traders acquired the grain, livesLock

and farms of smaller settlers.T' Many free hTage labourers

r^rere paid with spirits.S' Rum importers who were also farrners,

such as the officers, hTere able to use the enormous differ-

ence between the wholesale and retail price of spirits to

reduce their effective labour costs. Prior to Bligh and

The Pr sent Picture of Ìi.S.Iü. 18111. D.D. Munn,
Hunter to ort arc t

), pp.6B-69;
pp . 135- 146 ;

" 440-446 .

p. 39.

II, p " 436.

ilunter to Portland, I February 1800, ibid., pp

2. HobarË to King, 24 February 1803, HRA, Vo1.IV,

3. Shaw, op.cit., PP.72-73.
4. Butlin, 9p.cft., P.19.
5. Hunter to Portland, 15 January 1800, HRA, Vol.
6. H.V. Evatt, Rurn Rebellion; I{" H. Ellis ,

pp.285-287 .

7 " Fletcher, Landed Enterprise,
8. BuElin, op.cit., pp.2L-23.

pP.97-98"

John Macarthur,
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Macquarie, the demand and acceptability of run meant that

iË became partly a substitute for money, it became almost

a medium of exchange in its own right.l'

The officer's early trading dominance received official

recognition in 1798 when Governor Hr¡nter Save them the ex-

clusive right to purchase from foreign ship's calling at

Sydney on behalf of the rest of the corruinunity. This \^7as

supposed to prevent overseas traders exploiting competition

betrhreen Sydney merchant".2' Prior to this the officers

trading dominance emerged from thern being the only initial

group in the colony with the required wealth, respectability

and contacts abroad to organise trade. They also hTere the

only initial group with suffi-cient access to the foreign

exchange necessary for overseas trade.3' The officers hTere

in charge of funds in England for paying Èheir subordinates.

They therefore had access to sterling and could purchase

speculative cargoes Ëo send out to N.S.I^1..4' Their subord-

inates hrere often paid in kind or with promissory notes.5'

The officers, as prominent landholders, I^lere able to gain

further access to foreign exchange by selling grain to the

N.S.!I. government. The store receipts they received in

reÈurn for their grain l^7ere periodically consolidated into

British Treasury Bills.6' By trading and extending credit

to small rural settlers supplying the government store, the

1. Ibid., pp "22-23.
2" D.R. i{ainsworth, "Trade within the Colonyt', Abbott and

Nairne, ôÞ.cit., pp"27L-272"

3. Butlin, op.cit., PP.44, 55.

4" Ibid., pp.33-36; HainsygTlh, ôÞ"cit", p.269 " Hainsworth
estimates that betv¡een L792 and January 1800, the officers
invested Ë51,315 from paynaster bills to purchase imports,
D. R" Hainsworth, Builders and Adventurers , pp.9-11"

5. Butlin, op. cit. , PP. 34 , 54.

6. Ibid., pP.4-5, 31-33; Hainsworth, "Trade", p"269 '
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officers, like all other future Eraders, were also able to

gain access to more store receipts and Treasury Bills. llhen

these srnall farmers failed to pay their land fell into the

hands of traders. The Ëwo Pa)rmasters of the N,S.I^I. Corps,

ltilliam Cox and Macarthur hTere at the turn of the nineteenth

century the largest purchasers of land in the coIony.l"

Access to foreign exchange was irnportant because N.S"I/ü"

did not have an internal currency acceptable to overseas

merchants. l{o money had been brought out in the first fleet?

Moreover, the relative absence of a significant reliable

export in early N.S.I^I. led the value of imports to exceed

the value of exports" The N"S.lü. economy as a whole did not

earn foreign exchange but lvas continuously exporting any

which did find its way into the colony.

Given the unfavourable balance of trade, Èhe colony's

internal counnercial transactions had to be done in a separate

medir¡m of exchange, known as "currency" which had only local
.,

acceptançe.'' A significant part of "currency", especially

in the earl-y years, r^tere promissory notes.4' These \^/ere iss-

ued by individuals, often on prinEed forms to prevent forgery.

Claims to respectability and properÈy T¡rere used as guarantees

of an ability to pay. Prominent individuals who issued prom-

issory Trotes functioned as private bankers. They r^7ere virt-

ually able Lo print their ordn money.5' Promissory notes also

fascilitated the ability of individuals to engaged in over-

I A. G .L. Shaw, "NeTn7 South lrlales 1788- 1810" , RAHS , Vol . 5 7 ,
ParL 2, June L97L, p.L02"
Butlin, op.cit., p.L2.
Ibid. , pp.5, 65.
Ibid., pp.I3, 18, 26-30, 65.
Ibid., p.65.

2.

3.
4"

5"
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Seas Èrade. Promissory notes could be exchanged for store

receipts and any overseas currency in N.S.Vü. at a rate of

discor¡nt which varied from between 25% to 40"/".L'

In 1819 the Bank of N.S.!ü. was established. It issued

its o$tn notes; as such it involved many traders combining

together to create a more centralised means of creating money

and Èo exchange "curïency" for foreign exchange. Some indiV-

iduals resisted the new "monopolyt' and conËinued to issue

their orün notes. These individuals however, declined in
2-numDer.

llne point to noÈe so far is that due to imports contin-

ually exceeding exports, government exPenditure (whether in

the form of Èhe foreign exchange provided by paymaster re-

ceipts or by store receipts) was a major determinant of the

amount of imports coming into N.S.!ü.. The one early major

industry which helped reduce an exclusive reliance by mer-

chants on government expenditure hlere maritirne adVenËures

associaËed with the neighbouring ttOcean frontier". By trading

wi-th Pacific Islands for pork and sandalwood, through whaling

and sealing, export income was generated by merchants to

f inance iûporËs into N. S .Id. . 3' 'However, the development of

a shipping industry in N.s.I^1. r^7as hindered by legislation

designed to protect the Easy India Company, whi-ch had a mon-

opoly over trade with India till f813 and over trade with

China up until 1833.4' From the outset, the Company had opposed

Ibid. , p.67 .

Ibid., pp.9, 67-68"
G. J. Abbott, "Economic Growth" in Abbott and Nairne,
op. git. , p. 148.

I
2

3

4 D.R. Hainsworth, The Sydney Traders, p.13.
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Ëhe settlement of N.S.!ü. on Ehe grounds it would create Èhe

basis for a rival trading empire in the regior,.l' To remove

some of the East India Companyrs fears, local Sovernors hTere

ordered to prevent the building of colonial ships able to

reach Europe or Asia.2' T¡ L79l Phillip ordered that no boat

longer than 14 feet be built without a Permit.3' Up unttl
1820 no ship smaller than 350 tons ¡sas allowed to trade bet-

rùeen the United Kingdom and the colorry.4' Ïhis disadvantaged

the smaller, locally built and owned ships.

1. Ibid., pp.13-f4.
2. Ibid., pp.14, 116 Footnote 3.

3. Ibid., p.116.
4. Sydney Gazette, 12 February 1820; Melbourne, 9P:cft

pp.62-63.
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(c) THE ECONOMIC EMERGENC E OF N,IANCIPISTS AND THE

BEGINNING OF THE SPECIALISATION OF CAPITAL

The officers were not the only individuals moving inÈo

the opportr¡nities for profit. Under the officersr patronage

emerged a group of ex-convict traders who iniËially acted as

reËailers of the officerrs imported goods. The officers

assumed the more respectable role of wholesalers.l' Eman-

cipist traders vlere often accused by contemporaries of having

macie their money by retailing spirits to convicts and the
.,

poor.'' By 1800, êx-convict traders like Simeon Lord, hlalter

Nichols, Thomas Reiby, Andrew Thompson, Henry Kable and James

Undenrood had accumulated sufficient capital to challenge the

officerts trading monopoly, some by establishing themselves
)

as importers.'' The collapse of the officerrs monopoly was

further facilitated when Governor King, in 1800, ended their

exclusive right to purchase cargoes from foreign ships calling

at Sydney.4' AbouË the same time, more free settlers arrived

in Sydney. Throughout the rvhole history of early N.S.W. many

free settlers brought their capital out in the form of trade
5_goods.'' Some of these adventurers remained in trade, others

usecl their profits to invest i-n land.6' Aparp from these one-

off speculators, there vlere also more professional arrivals

who acted as agents for overseas merchant houses. The first

to arrive was Robert Campbell in 1795. He was an agent for

1. Hainsworth, "Trade" , p.270; lü.C. Iüentworth, A Statistical
Historical and Political Descri ion of the

a ES , P.
The Present Picture of New S

et grr'o .c t pp.

e\^7

2

3

4

5

6

D. D. Mann ,
pp.69-70;

rh ales lBl_l

Hainsworth, op. cit. , p.27L.
Ibid. , p.270.
Butlin, op.cit., p.67; Bigge, Report, Vol.3, pp.37-38.
See p .4L3.
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an Indian Trading ComParrY.
1

Ir was during the l{acquarie decade (1810-1820) that

trade becarne increasingly a professional activity engaged

in less by part-time speculators and more by pernnanent bus-

ines" horrru".2' Part of the professionalisation of trade

involved the removal of government officials from cormnercial

activities. Many military and civil officers who had been

active traders r^rere recalled to face charges or to give evid-

ence in Britain at trials dealing with the overthrow of Gov-

ernor Bligh. Their recall improved the position of other

traders, including ex-convict traders.3' N.S.W. traders

also received a boost from government measures designed to

more clearly separate the public and private domains, such

that government officials would not again feel called uPon

to intervene in politics in defense of their own private

self-interests. Upon assuming office Macquarie ended the

pracËice of issuing land to military offi""tr.4' In 1816

the government prohibited its civil anå militaTy officers

from engaging in trade.5' rn 1818, Mccquarie, with the per-

mission of Lord Bathurst, ended the practice of issuing land

grants to civil officers.6' Macquarie told Lord Bathurst

Èhat land grants led civil officers to neglect their official

duties and to resist government economy measures designed to

reduce the price of grain and meat. civil officers and their

Steven, cP.c:L!., P.L23-
Ibid. , p. I84;
il¿nev Traders,

Flainsworth, op. cit. , p .283; Hainsworth,
pp. 106-109.

Hainsworth, Sy dnev Traders , P.98.
Fletcher, op. cit. , P .L26.
Sydney Gazette , 17 August 1816.

1

2

3

4

5

6 Fletcher, op.cit", p.L28; Bigge, Report, Vol'3, P'36'
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favourites gained preferential access to the government stores.

Instead of being supporters of the government, civil officers,

"in lheir character of landed proprietors with extensive herds

and flocks, form a strong party in the colony to the prejudice

of the Crown".l'

The economic position of ex-convicts was further boosted

by Macquarie's large public buildings progra^.2' Kitchen

provides some estimate of the scale of Macquarie!s works prog-

ram in his claim that Ëhe General Hospital alone cost Ë140,000

ro build.3' Iie also claimed that between 1810 and 1820 the

government employed a total of 33,888 convicts (though not

all at one time) aÈ an estimated cost to Ehe government Of

t,847,200. A further h75,657 was also spent by the government

on public works from the police fr¡nd.4' Many ex-convict

skilled tradesmen benefitted from the building activity. Many

convicËs came fiom a manufacturing background.5' This proved

useful in the domestic industries which emerged Ëo supply

building materials..6' The difficulties which ex-convicts

experienced in acquiring land ofËen led Ëhem to invest any

capital they had in manufacturing.T' In evidence to Bigge,

Kitchen stated: "that to be concerned in the conducting of

the Public lrlorks of this Colony is the same thing as to be

1. ì{acquarie Èo Bathurst, 13 l{ay 18f7, IIRA, Vol.IX, p.394;
FleÈcher, op. cit., P.1-27 .

J. D.
VoI. 1

An Historical and Statistical Account of N.S.W.,
, p.29¿.

Kitchen to Blgge, 29 January 1821, B"T. Box 26, Vo1.133,
p.5946.

Ritchie, Evidence , VoL.2, p.148 .

2

3

Lang,
, L834

4. rbid.,
5. M.J.E.

p.130.

p.5969;
Steven, "Enterprise" in Abbott and l{airne, op.cit.,

Hainsworth, Builders and Adventurers , pp. 150-161.

Ibid. ; G. J. R. linge, Industrial Awakenin , p.87 ;

6

7
Ãustralian, 3 February L827,
l"iõrlñg-GronicIe .

artic e cop ed from the
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raised from indigence to opulencett. Many of Ëhese individuals,

Kitchen claimed, hlere corrupE and through this means ex-

convicts came to possess the most substantial and best

private buitdings. He was referring to the buildings owned

by Nichols, Gandall, Rouse and Fitzgerald.l'

Apart from public vtorks there was also a gteaL deal of

private building going on during the Macquarie period. Bigge

pointed out that there were in the towns of Sydney, Parramatta

and Inlindsor 59 stone , 22L brick and 773 wood houses owned by

private individuals. He further pointed out that most of

the stone and brick houses l^7ere owned by ex-convict retail

traders and publicarr".2' Some of the wealth which flowed to

urban emancipists r^Ias channelled into rural properties. Bigge

estimated emancipists had by 1820 purchased more land than

they vrere granted; 50,884 acres I,üere purchased out of the

83,502 acres which emancipists collecLively heldJ" In evidence

to Bigge, the Surveyor General accused the capitalists of Syd-

ney (a euphemism for emancipisËs) of buying up the farms of

snall settlers before the 5 year period during which land

grants oughË not to be soldÍ' Urban emancipist traders did not

receive large land grants and could only acquire large land-

hotdings by extending credit to existing landhol-d"t".5' Just

over 54 percent of the total land purchased by emancipists

in 1820 l{7as purchased by ex-convicts residing in the disLrict

1. Kitchen to BLgge,29 January I82L, B.T. Box 26, Vol.l33,
p.5944.

2

3

4

5

. Bigge, Report, Vol.3, p.42; see also Ritchie,
YoL.2, p.265 .

. Bigge, Report, Vol. 3, pp. 34-35.

. Ritchie, Evidence, Vol.I, pp "72-73 "

. Bigge, Report, Vol"1, pp.L4L-T42"

Evidence
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1of Sydney.t' The largest emancipist landholder r^7as the

urban trader Samuel Terry who had purchased 17,000 acres

of the 19,000 acres treld.2' Bigge and the exclusionist

Archibald Betl made the point that although emancipists

often possessed large rural estates: "Èhey are not gener-

ally occupiers of it, nor do they Live on their esÈates, or

can they be considered as practical farmers".3' Ttr"y lÁ7ere

often absentee landlords. Emancipists often chose to stock

their properties with cattle rather than sheep, perhaps

because the breeding and production of fine wool for export

rüas more time consuming and something which could not be

optimumly r:ndertaken from Sydney.4'

The emergence of ex-convict traders, tradesmen, and

manufacturers, as well as the immigration of free merchants

like Robert Campbell, rePresents the beginning of the sPec-

ialisation of capital in N.S.!ü.. There was an increasing

separation of mercantile from landed capitaL and urban from

rural capital. In L8L2 Hannibal Macarthur r4rrote to his uncle,

John Macarthur, (both of whom had in the early years of N.S.lü.

been extensively engaged in trade and had helped to develop

N.S.trù. ts wool industry), that: t'the business of a merchant

is so incompatible with that of a Farmer that one or the

other musL be given up". He regarded himself more suited

l. Figures taken from "A list of persons residing_ in the
District of Sydney who have been convicts and have become
landholders, including those persons on ticket-of-leave,
OcÈober 1820", 8.1. Box 24, Vol.123, p.5160.

2. rbid..
3. Evidence of Lieut. Archibald 8e11, 27 November 1819,

Ritchie,
p.265;

G.L. Abbott, The Pastoral e,

Evidence, Vo1.1, p.89; Ritchie, Evidence,
Bilgge, Report, Vol. l, p .L42 "

Fletcher, op.ciÇ., pp.28-29 ;

p.46; nUbóETÎrre Pastoral

YoL "2,

4

o .c it. , p.239 .

Industry" in A ott an rne,
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to the role of farmer; this also appeared to be the more

Iikely source of future profit".l' The seParation of

commercial from landed interests was facilitated during

the 1820's when many ne\4l pastoralisÈs began selling their

wool directly to local merchant houses. Previously, grohTers

of fine \dool had consigned their wool to English agents who

sold it on their behalf.2' Under the old system pastoralists

had to finance both the shipment and marketing of their wool

in England and might not receive any income for up to three

years. By contrast many of the nel^7er settlers and some of

the older settlers, in the 1820's, chose to sell Èheir v¡ool

directly to merchants in N.S.l'i., who with their creditors,

then bore the cost of providing pastoralists !üith more

iumrediate returns for their wool and in effect, helped

finance the pastoral boom.3'

I want to emphasise the point that I am describing

tendencies. A complete and radical separation of landed and

coumercial interests \^Ias unrealisable so long as merchants

depended on agricultural produce for foreign exchange to

purchase imports. By investing in land, merchants, through

the sale of meat and grain to the government or the export

of wool overseas, gained direct access to foreign exchange"

The 1828 Census lists nine merchants with holdings larger

than 5,000 acres and 20 merchants with holdings between

1,000 and 5,000 acres"

H.H. Macarthur to John Macarthur, 18 November L8I2,
Macarthur Papers, Vól-.5, ML, A2901, p"26; see also
Hainsworth, Sydney Traders,

1

2

3

p. 101.

Pastoralism anilCa

Bigge, Report, Vol-.3, p.53.
G.J. Abbott, The Pastoral Age,

pp.
South llales , Part II",
42"

p.57; P"D. McMichael,
italist Deve ment (Phd. Thes is ) ,

r o Industry in New
BAH VoL.2, February 1962, pp.3L-32,
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The fact that many Èraders invesÈed in land should not

lead us Ëo deny the growing seParation of landed from conrn-

ercial pursuits. The 1828 Census lÍsts 26 merchants out of

a total 62 merchants as possessing no land. A further two

merchants had less than 100 acres and another five merchants

had between 500 and 1,000 acres. The point being that by

1828 almost half the merchants had nö major interest in Land.

lfore revealing, only nine merchanÈs in the 1828 Census had

more than 1,000 sheep; two other merchants l^7ere listed as

having sheep, one had 350, the other 116. The AusËralian,

26 AugusË L826, referred to the relative absence of direct

mercantile invesËment in exPort oriented landed pursuits.

It saw this as aggravaËing a conrnercial crisis partly brought

about by a shortage of forèign exchange.

Some few, and only some few merchants, had the prudence
and foreËhought Èo limit their transactions within mod-
eration, and-to employ, without endangering at the same
time the success of their mercantile affairs, a Portion
of their means in agricultural pursuits, and in growir,tg
produce for exportation. These, and these alone, will
have a chance to escaPe the very consequences of a
sertous crlsas. Aus tralian , 26 August 1826.

The relationship of opposition ner^/spapers to particular

sectors of the economy will be explored in later chapters.

In the next secËion I want to deal with the political ramif-

ications surrounding the emergence of urban and emancipist

capital prior to the end of censorship.
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(D) IDEOLOG ICAI CONFLICT AT.{D IN REPRODUCING

A I,ABOIIR FORCE

Phillip's keen interest in free settlers was partly from

Ëhe standpoint that they would fill government positions and

become the moral representatives of state poÌ^7er vis-a-vis

the convicÈs.

...the first settlers, I think every possible encourage-
ment should be given. In Ëhem I should have sorÌlê Iê-
source; and amõngst them Proper people_might be found
to act in different capacities, at little or no exPense
to Government, for as the number of convicts and others
increase civii magistrates &c. will be necessary" 1.

The early absence of free settlers had trvo major consequences.

Firstly, the early N.S.!ü. state in its uPper echelons took on

a military complexion, as military officers hTere appointed to

magisterial positions and to act as jurors " Early Governors

complained to the Colonial Office abouL this blurring of civil

and miliËary functions, if anything, because it partly under-

mined their ovûl personal po\À7er by placing the administration

of justice in the hands of military subordinates who often

had vested interests opposed to Ëhe Crown'".2' Secondly, the

state hlas forced to integrate convicts and ex-convicts into

the lower echellons.of iLs administration, such as in.the role

of clerks and policemen. Ttie flrst Judge Advocate, Colliirs,

regretted tnat none but convicts ¿'fill many of those offices

Ëo which free people alone should have been appointed".3' It

rnras not until Macquariets time (f810-20) that ex-convicts

would be appointed to high public posts such as magistrates.

a

a

1

2

Phillip to Grenvilte, l7 July L7-90 r HM,- Vo1.!r 
-P 

.L?9;
see alèo Phillip to Grenville, 28 September 1788, ibid.,
p.74; Phillip to Grenville, 30 October 1788, ibid., p.95.

In the early years there was a strong conflict between the
military anâ the Governor's attempts, to create a Police
and civíl administration that would be independent of the
military, see Melbourne, op.cit., PP.14-15; trfhitfield,
op.cit., pp.13, L4.

3 Collins, op. cit. , Vol. I , P.44
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l.

The previous'"Govi:rnor, in "iid.tt.. to the Select Cornmittee

on Transportation, 1812, stated that he only appointed mag-

iStrates from t'the most puret' clasS of persons and would

never have selecÈed those from convict origin.l'

Macquarie's appointment of ex-convicts to prominent pub-

lic positions reduced his administrationr s reliance on mil-

itary and ex-military officers?" Prior to his Governorship

the officers had demonstrated their conrnitment to the pursuit

of their own private self-interest by overthrowing Governor

Bligh. Many of N.S.!,1.'s civil officers returned to England

to give evidence at trials emerging out of the rebellion,

this led l4acquarie to appoint outsiders, like the emancipists,

to prominent state positions.3' Isaac Nicholls was appointed

postmaster; Redfern became Surgeon General; Andrew Thompson,

Simeon Lord and Reverend Henry Fu1ton became Magistrates;

Hutchinson r,tlas appointed Principal Superintendent; Greenway

$ras the architect in charge of many public Projects, whilst

Richard Fitzgerald was Agricultural Superintendent. 4'

All this aroiì.sed the opposition of free settlers,.mil-

ltary officers, and the Reverend San-uel Marsden; the more

so because the Governor invited emancipists to dine at his

table and to official functions where they lt7ere forced to

socialise with them"5' Marsdents irrnediate reaction \^Ias to

1. Evidence of Bligh to Select Conunittee on Transportation
LBL?, p.34.
Colonel Fouveaux pointed out to l{acquarie the political
advantages to be
his administrati
Lachlan Macquari
El1is , John Ì4acarthur, p.404.
Shaw, op. cit. , PP. B6-88.

2
gained from appointing ex-convicts in

on; ì{onitor, 28 L(,ay I82L; M.H. El1is,
e, p.N-

3

4

5 oppositi-on see Ritchie
Ilis, Lachlan Macquarie

For examples of this
Vol.I, p.90; Ì4.H. E

224-227 .
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refuse to sit as a magistrate on a Bench including ex-

convicts.l' He wrote home to Bathurst, the Arcbishop of

Canterbury and the evangelist reformer hlÍlberforce crit-
icising Macquarie's policy and appealing for nelp.2' Others

figuring prominently in opposition Ëo Macquarie's policy in-

cluded the Macarthur family, who could appeal to an extensive

patronage nethtork in England.3' Macquarie in 1817, complained

to Bathurst that many military officers, who had played a

prominent role in the overthrow of Bligh, had been allowed to

return to N.S.lù. in a private capacity and were now actively
engaged in opposition to him. He also accused the

Crown's servants of having throughout the colonyts whole

history "at all Ëimes attempted a most indecent and insubord-

inate interference with the Governors of this Colony by oPp-

osing their measures here, and by writing home false and
tt

malignant representations".-' Many of the wealthy land-

holders of N.S.ll. continued to be drawn from an officer

class. Some \âtere retired N.S.W. government officials. Many

ner,{ settlers from Britain r^lere retired military officers. As

such wealthy free settlers were often united through a connnon

cultural tradition emphasising military honour and the cere-

monial display of rigid social hierarchy. This partly acc-

ounts for the solidarity of those opposed to the expanding

wealth and influence of emancipists.

1. Ellis, op. cit. , p.227 .

2. Ibid., pp.227-228.
3" A" AËkinson, "The British Ïlhigs and the Rum Rebellion",

RAHS, Vol,66, Part 2, 1980, pp.73-90.
4. Macquarie to Bathurst, I December 1817, HM, Vo1"IX,

pp "496-497 "
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I4acquarie, as early as 1813, claimed "many of the

Free Settlers (if not all) would prefer (if it were left to

their choice) never to admit persons who had been convicts

to any situation of Equality with themselves".l' However,

he regarded N.S.I^I. as a convict coultry and tòld both Hann-

ibal Macarthur (his opponent) and Lord Bathurst (his sup-

erior) that those who were too Proud or whose feelings \^7ere

too delicaËe should either leave or not come out to N.S.I^I. 
"

He warned llannibal l"lacarthur t'to avoid a Party which is

existing among some of Èhe old school'r, telling him that tfif

any Man, even the Lt. Governor was to set himself up in opp-

osition to any of his public measures he would ship him off,

in the first vessel leaving the colony eiÈher for India or
,)

Englandt'.''

The British government r,'Tas also concerned about Mac-

quarie's appointment of ex-convicts to prominent public posts;

iL was also concerned with the high cost of his public works

program, and with whether N.,S.W. was becoming too civilised

to fr:nction effectively as a penal colony. In 1819 Cormniss-

ioner Bigge was appointed to investigate these isrrr"".3' He

sided vrith the exclusionists and reconrnended no more convicts
,

be appointed to prominent public posts.+' Bigge recognised

that no reduction in British Treasury costs could be achieved

so long as domestic agriculture was dependent upon government

1. Macquarie to Bathurst, 28 June f813, HRA, Vol.vii,
pp.775-776.

2. Quoted in Etlis, ôp.:cit., P.443.
3. Bigge, Report, VoI.3, P.18; Bigge to Bathurst, 20 Nov-

ember f8ÐB'. t. Box 26, Vol .142, pp. 3218- 3220; sêê also
Bigge's speech in the Sydney Gazette, 9 October f819.

4. Bigge, Report, Vo1"1, pp.14B, L74-I75"
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expenditure Ëo purchase mea! and grain and as long as commerce

depended on government exPenditure to provide some of the
1

foreign exchange for purchasing imports.-' His soluLion was

to encourage agricultural and mercantile capital to escaPe

the limitatÍons of a small domestic rnarket, not by depending

upon access to British Treasury Bills, but by producing for

an export market.2' He reconmended that the duty on N'S'lü'

wool imported into Britain be reduced to Id. per Pound' N'S'!ü'

wool would thus gain an advantage over wool from Europe,

which would continue to receive a duty of six pence Per porrta?

This policy laid the basis for the rapid expansion of past-

oral capital in N.S.I^I. ín the 1820f s" The advantage to

Britain was the production of a colonial export which did

not compete l,lith Ëhe product of her own soil, but which helped

to render BriÈish manufacturing independent of t'foreign" t',Pp-

lies for its rarnT materials.4'

Bigge further recoutrnended that no free settler coming

out to N.S.W. be granted land unless he possessed a minimum

of Ë500. The sLze of a settlerrs grant T¡las made to depend

on the sLze of the capital he brought out. Public works

were to be scaled down, with the governmentrs convicts, Part-

icularly the valuable skilled convicts, being given to the

large pastoralists. lüealthy pastoralists r¡Iere to receive

P.50. Macarthur pointed out toI
of. agricultural ca ital on governmentp

9carthur
Some E

to Bigge, I December LBZL, in
arly Records of Ëhe Macarthurs

of Camden , pp .349-355.
2. Bigge, Report, Vo1.3, P.64.
3. Ker, op. cit. , PP.31,33.
4. Bigge, Report, Vol.1, P.161.
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preference ov_er smal'l rural settlers and over urban settlers

in the allocation of convicts.l' Bigge accepted Macarthur's

argument about the reformative value of the solitude associated

with rural pursuits. Convicts in the hands of pastoralists

rrere more likely to undergo that suffering form of introspect-

ion on which lasting reformation was increasingly seen to rest?'

wealthy settlers would also be able to provide those material

rewards which would encourage convicts to work.3"

Other arguments given to Bigge supporting the allocation

of convicts to pastoralists included Archibald Bel1's novel

argument that: "the constant employment'r of agricultural

occupatÍons "while it serves Lo PromoÈe health produces a

degree of fatigue which induces to retirement for rest at

night, and thus so far disinclines to the toil of prowling

about for ph:nder".4' hlilliam Howe argued ËhaË by being

allocated to respectable families convicts would be removed

from sources of temptation, would be provided with good

models to imitate, would be supervised in Sreater detail

and, through the judicious use of rewards and punishments,

the well disposed would .orro-.eqrruntly "separate themselves

from the more profligate".5f

Bigge was concerned with finding a way of tightening

up prison discipline in N.S.!{. so as to make the colony an

effective deterrent to the masses back in Britairr.6' He

1. Bigge Report, Vol.3, p.148; Vol.1, pp.157, 158, 159, 16I.

2. A.G.L. Shaw, "Labour" in Abbott and Nairne, op. cit. ,
pp.115-116.

3. Ibid., p.115; Bigge, Report, Vol.1, p.76.
4. Archibald BeIl to Bigge, B.T., Box 21, p.3633; See also

Bigge, ReÞorE, Vol.1, p.186.
5. llilliarn Howe to Bigge, 22/I/2L, B.T. Box 26, p.5822-3.
6. This theme will be taken up again on pp.429-430,
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recoÍtrnended that convicts no longer be paid a lvage, and that

the ration of convicts in the barracks which Macquarie had

increased to one and a iralf rations be reduc"d.l' Newly

arrived convicts T¡/ere to be worked in ga"ngs clearing land

for Èhe new pastoralists so as to initiate them into hard
tlabour.'' Bigge also criticised the privileges which educ-

ated ex-convicts received and their rapid entrance into good

positions such as teachers, clerks and traders. IIe regarded

this as desÈructive "of those distinctions between the free

and the convict classes, that l^lere the essential character-

istic of the early discipline of the colony".3' To further

prevent the appearance of eguality and to maintain the dis-

tinction between the free and the convict classes, Bigge

reconunended a tightening uP of tickets-of-leave such thaË

they would no longer be given freely to just arrived convicts

who could support themse1v"r.4'

Bigge criticised government land grants to ex-convicts

and reconmrended Ëhat they be only given to ex-convicts with

capital or some skill. He recofltrnended that none of the nerv

land :i-n the interior be given to ex-convicts, instead they

should be settled on small plots of land, not exceeding ten

acres, around towns. This was not entirely feasible since

most of Ëhis valuable land was already in private hands.

Part of the reason for making it more difficult for ex-

convicts to become landowners l^7as a concern that they should

Hirst, op.cit. , pp.46, 47.
Bigge, Report, Vo1.I, p.159.
Ibid., pp.103:104.

Ibid. , p.L25.

1

2

3

4



ttbecome resident labourers, rather than setËlersrl 1
342.
In

1819, 808 emancipists and 49 ticket-of-Ieave holders farmed

an average of 43 acres, this meant that almost 17 percent of

the male ex-convict populaLion was noÈ wholly dependent on

Ehe sale of their labour.2'

The criticism that Macquarie unduly favoured smalI ex-

convict settlers is misplaced. Indeed under Macquarie's

government land poticy moved almost wholly away from the

settlement of small settlers. After 1Bl3 migrants coming out

to N.S.vü. hrere required to possess Ë500 capital, with the

size of land grants being made to depend upon the capital

they brought in; free passage to emigrants vras also abol-

ished.3' In I8C4, there were 592 grants under 200 acres

and they accounLed for 48.6 percent of the total Area. In

the period 1812-1820, there r¡lere only 39 land grants given

under 2OO acres and they accounLed for 3.5 percent of the

area granted. Macquarie focused mostly on giving away

middle-s|zed properËies of between 200 and 1,000 acres.

Vlhereas in 1804 these nr¡nbered 25 and accounted for almost

20 percenË of the total aTea, Macquarie gave away 174 land

grants in this group, which accounted for over 50 percent of

the total area granted. The number of large land grants

above 1,000 acres also increased in absolute terms under

Macquarie. Iiowever they did not increase at the same raÈe

as middle-sized land grants" Land grants over 1,000 acres

rose from occupy.ing 3I.5 percent of the total area in 1804

1. Bigge, Report, Vo1.1, P.L73.
2. A.G.L. Shaw, "Labour" in Abbott and Nairn, gP.c.i!..,
3. Fletcher, op.cit.,PP.17, 130; K.h7. Robinson, !ll'¿nflrl

Abbott andMñ, op.cit., p.100; Madgrvick, op.cit.,

p. r05.
IN
P.37 .
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to 45.8 percent of the total area granted between 1-812 and

1820.1' As we shall see in Chapter Eight, Macquarie would

be glorified in the Opposition Press for sponsoring the

creation of a middle class rather Èhan aristocracy. His

patronage of emancipists was directed not towards the small

and poor rural emancipist settlers, but towards those he

believed capable of forming a stable middle class.

Many exclusionists, in their evidence to Bigge used

moral and penal concerns to criticise government land grants

to ex-convicts, which acted to deprive them of access to free

labour. Ox}ey, for example, acl<nowledged some degree of

success amongst these small settlers, but claimed most "as

soon as tney acquire a little ProPerty they return to the

to\^rns and chiefly to Sydney where they find more profitable

employment in reËailing merchandise and spiritous liquors".

Oxley sËressed that the acquisition of property T¡ras unstable

in the hands of small ex-convict settlers and that they \^7ere

not industrious, "buË addicted to drunkenness and prefer a

licentious and unsettled life to Ëhe attention requisite for

the proper cultivaËion of their landstt.2'

trühat offended Bigge and the exclusionists were the opp-

ortunities to mobility offered by the new colony. These dis-

rupted the "normal" reproduction of class relations in which

convicts should ideally have become hrage-labourers. I would

argue that the emancipist-exclusionist conflict and the Bigge

Report arose out of the inability of the penal system to.

reproduce the dominance of a particular SrouP - the free

I
2

Statistics from Robinson,
Ritchie, Evidence, Vol.1,

op.cir., pp.72-74.
p.74.
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settlers - across time. The only way the penal system could

reproduce itself over time was by importing ne\^7 convicts or

by reconvicting those already in N.S.W.. However, this did

not allow the penal system to reProduce relations of sub-

ordination and domination with resPect to those leaving the

penal system. By giving convicts land too freely., I'Íarsden

argued, Macquarie reduced the supply of labourers and had

induced I'that class Eo consider themselves as masters vrho

should be servants".l' Eagar claimed that every member of

the Macarthur family "h7ere the avowed advocates of keeping

the emancipated colonists for ever in state of degradation,

vassalage and bondage to the emigrants. It has been the well

known opinion of the Macarthur Family, or as they are more

properly called in the colony !The Macarthur Faction', that

emancipists should never rise to any higher condition than

that of labourer, or at most tenants to the emigrants".2'

Macquarie argued that by appointing ex-convicts to gov-

ernment posts he was simply resloring individuals to their

place in society and encouraging reformation. In opposition

to this, Bigge argued that Macquarie was not returning indiv-

iduals to Eheir former status in life, but elevating them to

positions well above those Ëhey held prior to their conviction

and in doing so Macquarie was threatening Ëhe natural rank of
a

society.J' This was also why Darling never invited them to

dine at his table.4' Marsden argued that Macquarie attempted

1. Marsden to Bigge, 27 December 1820, Ritchie, Evidence,
Vo1.2, p.117.

2. Eagar to Bathurst, 6 November 1822, Ritchie,
YoL.2, p.2L4-2L5 .

Evidence,

3. Bigge Report, Vol.l, PP.l47-155.
4. Darling to Goderich, 2I June L832, Colonial Office, Misc-

ellaneõus Letters i{ " S.!ü. L832, M"L. , Ã2L46, p " 104.
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"to raise one class of the cormnunity and to lower the other;

so as to bring bond and free more upon one coûtrnon level". To

achieve this, Marsden argued: I'he [UacquarieJ would not only

have the established laws, customs, and opinions of Society

to alter; but to change the inherent principles of mankind,

which no poT¡rer on earth can Possibly dott.l' Bigge argued

that iÈ urighË be true that few of the free settlers lived up

to the governments exPectations, few came out with Property,

"yet it should always have been remembered by Governor }Íac-

quarie, that they lrrere the magistrates of the colony; that

it was through their means...that the control of convicts,

the punishment of their offences, the moral ascendency was to

be rnaintainedt' .2.' Even before Bigge t s appointment, BathursË

expressed concern that Ëhe appointment of an ex-convict to

the posiËion of magistrate would reduce |tthe respect and

deference whrch ought to be pai.d to his decisionl'?' What

Macquariers elevaÈion of conVicts to govelnment positions

threatened were those notions of moral purity and hierarchy

which legitimated the incorporation of a capitalist class

into the penal system.

The exclusionists struggle to reproduce Ëheir dominance

outside the penal system, using an ideology which emphasised

moral purity, Tlras an explicit attempt to construct N.S.l^1.

into a "caste societytt.4' "The term pure merinos, a design-

1. S. I{arsden,
1826) , pp.3-

An Ansrver. . . to Governor Mac uarie, (Pamphlet

2. Bigge, Report, Vol.1, P.147-148.
3. Bathurst to l4acquarie, 3 February 1814, HM, Vol.viii,

pp.134-135.
4. The exclusionist J. Ìrludie ín his book The Felony of N.S.W.,

p.6 explicitly referred to the different soõIãl groups in
N. S.!ü. as castes.
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ation given to sheep \,ùhere there is no cross bl-ood in the

flocks, was applied to mark a class who were not only free

and unconvicted, but who could boast of having no collateral

relationship or distant affinity wiËh those in whose escut-

cheon there was a blot. These pure merinos formed the t op-

most round in the social laddertt.l'

These moral distinctions hTere also applied to the child-

ren of the respective groups: "it was painful to witness the

averted eye and the unr¿elcome shrug of Ëhe shoulders that the

young and blameless relations of the strictly-excluded class

had to encounÈer on appearing, as if they hrere intruders, at

places of entertainment".2' A monetary metaphor was used to

characterise the relationship between these two grouPs of

children; with the children of emancipisËs knot¡n as t'curr-

encyt', the local form of money, and those of the exclusion-

ists as t'sterling". To understand the power of this metaphor,

we need to remernber that currency circulated at a depreciated

value in relationship to sterLing. I{entworth argued that:

"the "oar"r, 
aim of these men is Èo convert the ignominy of

the great body of the people into an hereditary deformity.

They would hand it down from father to son, and raise an

eternal barrier of separation between their offspring, and

the offspring of the unfortunate convictt'.3'

The Sydney Gazette and the Opposition Press always re-

acted angrily to suggestions that the morality of the curr-

1. R. Therry
South Inlal

, Reminiscences of Thirty Years Residence in New
es and Victoria

2

3

rbid..
tJentworth, op.cit., p.348.

p.58.
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ency lads was similar to that indicated by their parents

previous crimi.nal career. Conrnenting on a N.S.!ü. writer in

the Edinburgh Review, the Sydney Gazette , 4 l"farch L824,

claimed he would "mercilessly visit the iniquiti-es of the

fathers gnto the third and fourth generation; nay to all
posterity::... !'Ihy should man be less merciful than his

Maker? God does not literally visit the iniquities of the

fathers upon the third and fourth generation - wiLness Abel

and Enochl"

Recently, Hirst has differenËiated a convict society

from a slave society in terms of the abiliÈy of the latter

to reproduce relations of domination alongside relations of

biological reproduction: ttit was the maintenance of perpet-

ual bondage from generation to generation which character-

ised the sl-ave societies and gave them their peculiar and

acute problems of controlling a subject peopLetr. I agree

with this point, but Hirst then goes innmediately on to make

a statement which is totally erroneous: ttthe rulers of New

South l,lales never faced problems of this order and there \^las

no parallel in the colony to the ideologies whích justified

the oppression of the slaves"(my emphasis)l' Firstly, I

believe llirsLr s statement completely ignores the way the

legal sysËem in N.S.I^1. functioned as an ideological device

for the constitution of class relations. Secondly, I believe

Hirst ignores the way the moral ascendency ideology was

directed towards giving a permanence to those asynmetrical

por^zer relations which the legal system established bul- was

incapable of reproducing, both with respect to those leaving

the penal sys¡em and with respe.ct to their children"

I. Hirst, op. cit. , P .82.
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(E) CONCLUSTON

To say that exclusionist opPosition to the rising social

and economic wealth of emancipists was simply the product of

prejudice is too simplistic. It leads one to ignore, firstly,

the specific organisation of the rehetoric within which what

passed for prejudice was being exPressed and, secondly, the

class context within which prejudice was formulated and oper-

ated as a political device" !ühat passed for prejudice in the

social context of colonial t{.S.!ü. rePresented partly the phen-

omenal form within which two socially distinct sectors of cap-

italism, urban versus rural or cormnercial versus pastorai

struggled for the control of the state. The idea of a moral

ascendency of a tainted class hTas the ideological means by

which the exclusionist sought to justify the exclusion of

emancipist capital from state positions of po$ler, including

juries, the magistracy and legislative houses. In doing so,

the exclusionists sought a monopoly over those state instru-

mentalities important to processes of capital- accumulation.

There had always been in British pena1. theory a strong

element of anti-urbanism, which exclusionist pastoraltsts

like Macarthur and Marsden picked up and conveyed to Bigge

as a critique of existing state policies.l' These had de-

prived them of convict labour, particularly skilled convict

-4:\

1. Macarthur claimed to Bigge that rural pursuits vTere better
"calculated to lead to the correction of vicious habits
I,rlhen men are engaged in rural occupations their 4ty" are
chiefly spent iñ solitude - they have much time for re-
flectión änd self-examination, and they are less tempted
to the perpetration of crimes, than when herde4 together,
in townó, ãmidst a mass of disorders and vices". Mac-
arthur's reply to Biggers circular, 7 F*=y?\y 182_L, 8.T.,
Box 27, p.630-9-10; see also Evidence of fiIilliam Howe to
Bigge , 22 January 1821, B.T. Box 26, p.5821'2; Evidence
of Archibald Betl to Bigge, B.T. Box 21, p.3633; Rev.
Marsden in Ritchie, Evidence, Vol.II, p.92;
J. MacarÈhur, New South Inlales

See also
State and

Future Prospects , PP. ,
Its Presen
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Iabour which was useful- in the consËruction of urban publíc
1_buildings.'' After the Bigge Report, âD element of anti-

urbanism became official government policy, providing the

state rvith the ideological means for asse1ting a ne\¡r sym-

biotic relationship with capital. The new Governor, Brisbane,

was instructed that convict labour hras not to be so much for

the benefit of the colonists, but direcËed more towards the

realisation of penal goals. These could be best achieved

by removing convicts "from the Towns, wheie no Precautionary

measure can prevent the conÈagion arising from evil assoc-

iation and connections".2'

Prior to Brisbaners arrival, much of the anti-urban anti-

emancipist opposition to Maequariers administration rltlas fo:-

ussed on Principal Superintendent, lüilliam HuËchinson. He

üras an ex-convict and free settler magistrates were dependent

on him for convicts, which they in turn distributed in the

countryside. The exclusionist, Pastoral-ist, Robert Lowe, com-

plained to Bigge that Hutchinson distributed Ëhe best convicts

to those in Sydney, r:nder the Superintendentrs patronage, in

preference and at the expense of setËlers in the countryside.3

Country magistrates like Howe, Nicholas Bayly, Hannibal Mac-

arthur, John Jamison wanted more direct control- over the sel-

ection of convicts sent to them. It was only when Hutchinson,

Eagar claimed, refused to give these magistrates preference

over others, that they stopped cournunicating with him on the

1. Bigge, Report, Vol.I, pp.18-19.
2. Bathurst to Brisbane, 30 May 1823, HRA, Vo1.XI, p.55.
3. Evidence of Lowe, Ritchie, EVidence

also Bigge, Report, VoI.1, p.IB.
YoL.2, p. 50; See
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grounds he had previously been a convict.l' The emancipist-

exclusionist distinction here was in effect the ideological

means by which rural capital voiced its opposition to urban

capital.

A shortage of labour, parËicularly skilled convict labour,

üras a recurring feature of early N.S.!ü.. In the countryside,

the magistraÈes, who \^rere large PasËoralists, controlled Èhe

distribution of convi"ts.2' There is every reason to believe

they used their posiÈions to favour large settlers over smal1

settlers and above all free settlers over ex-convict settlers.

Though the distribution was supposed to be made by lot, Mars-

den for one, ttconsidered it to be a degradation to the honest

part of society to be put on the same level- with that class

that had been convicts, he allowed the former to seJ-ect in

the firsÈ place, such men as would answer their purPose, and

then the settlers, who had been convicts Í¿ere allowed to draw

lots for the remainder".3' this was at the time when, the

emancipist Eagar claimed, the di-stribution of convicts bet-

r¡r7een emancipists and free settlers was one of the most import-

ant issues in the colony. He conplained that Poor free sett-

lers were often allocated convicts whom they could not employ

and whom they then hired out to emancipisËs not able to obtain

convicts.4' From figures given by Eagar to Bathurst, which

would have been inclined to overstate the emancipists case,

r^7e can calculate that ín L822 emancipists employers had on

average one and a half convicts each while free settler em-

1. Eagar to Bathurst, 6 November 1822, ibid. , p.239-240.
2. Bigge, Report, Vol.1, pp.18-19.

3. Bigge, Report, VoI.l, P.f8.
4. Eagar to Bathurst, 12 Novembet !822, B"T. Box 28, PP.6899-

6900, c"f . 6864-6865 -
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ployers had assigned to them approximately 28 convicts.l'

Eagar, describing the early history of the emancipists-

exclusionist controversy, argued Ëhat emancipists were often

turned ahray from the government store and forced to sell, êt

reduced prices, their grain and pigs to an Emigrant Magis-

trate or an Emigrant Deputy Connrissioner who then sold it to

the government. The early civil and military officers, he

claimed, also prevented emancipists from becoming importers

by not allowing them to purchase directly from ships " They

rvanËed the emancipist to become f'labourers and at the most

tenants Ëne retail trad.ers under the Ernigrantst'.2' In the

1830's l,Iilliam l,Iilliam would reproduce this argument when he

claimed the real reason why the exclusionists opposed Mac-

quariers lenient attiËude to enancipists, ês evidenced in
366 Free Pardons, 1,365 Conditional Pardons, and 2,319

Tickets-of-Leave, r^ras not because he Èhrew upon the colony

a numerous body of tainted men, but because he released a

group of men who were able ttto compete with those who claim

an eternal superiority or precedence over thern in every

station in life". Opposition to Macquarie arose not because

the moral character of emancipists threatened society, but

from the increased. competition in trade.3'

All these issues will be explored further in Chapter

Eight, when we deal with the period afÈer censorship. I have

1. Figures from Eagar to Bathurst, 6 November L822, J. Ritchie,
Evidence, YoL.2, pp.2L2-2L3.

2 Eagar to Bathurst, 12 November 1822, Bigge,
tsox 28, pp.690I-6902"

Appendix

3. Iüilliam lüil1iams, Party Politics Exposed...
pp.20-2L 

"

(1833),

8.T.,
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in this ConcLusion sought to outline briefl-y their'hisÈory

within the changing sociaL structure of N.S"W.. In the next

chapter I want to deal with the period just prior to the end

of eensorship when the first pubLic political conflicË re-

voLving around economic issued first emerged in Ëhe N.S.Ï{.

press. Wtrat wiLl concern ure will be the ideological strucËure

of this economic controversy.
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355.(A) TNTROpUCTION

In Novernber 1821 the new governor, Thomas Brisbane,

arrived in N.S.I{.. Under hLs adml-nistration the form and

content of t'l.S.lü. rs nelvspaper discourse changed" In early

LB22 Brisbane relaxed state controls on what could be dis-

cussed in the Sydney Gazette, though he did not remove cèn-

sorship officially till the publication of the Australian

in October 1824. I wÍlI refer to the Sydney Gazette during

intervening period of time as the "liberalised" Sydney Gazette.

The Sydnev Gazette , 6 December 1822, surmned up its new pos-

ition with the statèment that it was now t'r¡nder no unnecessary

resÈraint or r:ndue influencer'. This however did not mean it

would publish any article, since it believed that loyalty and

liberty had to go together if the problem of anarchy was to
1be avoided. ' On the 6 November L823, the Sydney Gazette

further clarified its new editorial position, when it claimed

that freedom of the press meant publishing articles only from

writers possessing tvro essential criteria: ttsome portion of

respectabilíty and some degree of competencef'. These two

criteria, synonymous with property (or power) and education,

would have effectively excluded the working class from dir-

ectly politically expressing itself in the "liberalised"
Sydney Gazette.

Indeed, what you have in the liberalised Sldney Gaz-qtte,

and later in the Opposition Press, \^ras the increasing approp-

riation in t{.S.Id. of working class grievances and conflicts

by middle class political agitators. This chapter wishes to

investigate the initial ideological sLructure of this process;

1. See pp.534-535, 538, 573-574, 586.
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especially the way the economic rights of the subjugated poor

became gradually a vray of reshaping state por^rer along ner.r

democratic lines.

In the liberalised Sydney Giazette there eme iged for the

first time public press criticism of government policies. The

whole debate revolved around ner^r governrrent cost-cutting

measures. Many of the economic disagreements would continue

into the uncensored period o,f newspaper discourse and, indeed,

into our own modern period. these early economic disagree-

ments in the liberalised Sydrrey Gazette antici pated a more

extended and bitter political debate, which was to emerge

with the end of censorship. Their importance lies in that

they reveal the underlying the progressive social organis-

ation of competing fractions of capital in N.S.!I. into opp-

osing political factions, which held different views concern-

ing the distribution and producËion of wealth.1'

lrltrat this liberalised period also marked was the emerg-

ence of economics as a critical social- science concerned with

the technical means the st-ate should be pursuing for achiev-

ing the greatest happiness for the greaLest nurnber. It marked

the increasing process by which, to use a phrase of Engels,

"economics took on a philanthropic character".2' In this
discourse Lhe perfection of society was not located any longer

1. In this thesis I use the word fraction to refer o special-
through
faction

ised components of capital which gain ir unit

through
ces, cuts
nvolvement.

2. F. Engels, "Outline of a Critique of Political Economy" in

their relationship to the mode of production. B
I refer to those corporate groups whose identity
the mediation of political and ideological pract
across the specialised nature of their economic

t
v
v
,
i
]-

Appendix to l(. lfarx,
ot L844, p.L6z.
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simply in the moral make-up ef individuals, but in society'

Indeed society, through the management of the econoflY, be-

came responsibLe for the moral make-up of individuals '

To some exËent the notion of social resPonsibility did

exist prior to this period of liberalisation. Indeed, it

r^/as inscribed as an ideological moment of the reformative

side of the penal system; it r¡nderpinned state supPort to

ne\^7 ex-convicts and emigrant settlers; it also underlalr

Staterelieftosettlersintimesofcrises,suchasthe
1

Hawkesbury floods of 1806.r' hlhen in 1798 Conrnissioners

Marsden and Arden reported on the plight of small settlers,

whereby of the 73 settlers Phillip settled only 21 remained,

they blamed not the setËlers but their circumstances'2'

Though Ëhe theme of social responsibility received some ack-

nowledgement in the correspondences betl^leen government off-

icials and in government policy, it received no such major

acknowledgemenË in the public economic discourse of the cen-

sored SvdneY Gazette. Indeed, the Sydney Gazette attributed

the Hawkesbury floods to God's vengeance upon the sinfulness

of the inhabitants; 3 {;

trlhaÈ dominated the censored dne Gazette was a viewS

which attributed economic wealth and progress to the personal

munificence of the GovernoÏ. He was generally presented as

a symbol of plentitude. The other side of this discourse

blamed the poverty of individual settlers not on government

neasures, but on the morality of the índividuals afflicted'

l. Peyser, oP.cit., P.99'
2. Robinson, gPj-cit-, P'71'
3. Sydney Gazette, 6 APrit f806'
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If, therefore, we are poor (in the rigid sense of the
tera), wê cannot allow that it is a conseqgglce of bad
GoverñmenÈ, nor of the increase of our famil-ies but of
a criminal neglect of virtue, and a high relish for
those vices wñich are not less destructive of the morals,
than they are prejudicial to Ëhe physical and poLiËi9?1
strength- of the péople. Sydnêy Gazette, 4 August l-81-5.

In Ëhe liberalised Sydney Gazette many writers began to

move a!ìray from this position. Economics was Èransformed in-

creasingly into a public discourse concerned with the polit-

ical mobilisation of the masses aror.md new philanthropic

notions. These no longer held the rnasses accounLable only

for theír plight, but blamed their plight increasingly on

social circumstances as these came to be assigned to the

responsibility of the state.
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(B) rHE CHANGIÌ¡G STRUCTURE OF ECOT.IOMIC DISCOURSE IN THE

''LIBERAIISED'' SYD}TEY GAZETTE

Prior to Brisbanets arrival, economic discourse in the

Sydney G'azeLte consisted primaril-y of applying science to the

production process. The Sydney Gazette saw its task as one

of circulating knowledge of new discoveries and opportr¡niËies

to the agriculturalisË and trader: such as suggesting to them

nerù crops and fruits, the value of whaling and wool, the

virtue of using a plough, how to preserve potatoes. The whole

concePtion of wealth was one of crmrulative addition to the

production process and the improvemenË through science of

existing' techniques . 1.

This changed significantly under Brisbane, with the dis-

tribution of wealth within socie Èy becoming the dominant

Ëheme. The economÍc di-scussions which emerged in the liber-

alised Sydney Gazette evidenced s Ërong rivalry and resentmenË

between agriculture and cormnerce. The allocation of resources,

especially state resources, betr^reen these two sectors became

a contentious issue. In particular, there emerged a strong

critique of merchant, financial and manufacturing capital:

with one group of writers taking up the theoretical position

of the physiocrats in England by arguing that agriculture !4las

Èhe main, if not the sole, source of wealth in a counLry; all

other forms being parasitically derived.2' Agriculture v/as

partly here presented as tþ" source of a stable hierarchical

social structure which would guarantee that those at the top

deserved to be there and r'¡ere the most moral of all available

men

1, See Sydney Gazette, 26 March, 3 JuIy 1803, 16 December 1804,
13 Jãnuary, 28 JuIy 1805, l0 August 1806.

2 See pp "36L-362, 366, 376-377 "
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the breeding of cattle, has
fr¡nd of wealth in all count-
e caLlings have met with
y wise and beneficient maxims- from ttre grazier and husband-
ranks (esteemed as such bY
with the necessaries, but
S dn GazeEte 14 June 1822.

Opposing these writers l{ere another group, who pointed

out thaË the agriculturalist was dependent on the merchant's

crediÈ for his prosperity and luxury items. These writers

argued that the merchant did more Ëhan circulate wealth pro-

duced by agriculture; that the merchantrs profit was a sep-

arate addition to societyls collective wealth.l' The Sydney

Gazelte published both points of view, though I believe Ít

tended to side more with the physiocrats. As we shall see

shortly, many other writers supportive of the merchants cause

also thought 
"o 

,2'

At the centre of this debate, over the relative economic

advantages to be gained from agriculture or comrnerce, \^7ere a

nr¡sber of government austerity measures. Brisbane was ordered

to reduce Macquarie's large public works program and to all-

ocate the Crown's convicts to large pastoralists. He further

reduced government expenditure by reducing .the price of grain

from l0 shillings Ëo 8, and the price of meat from 5d. per

pound to 4d.. Brisbaners administration also substituted

Spanish Dollars for Treasury Notes in paying for all local

1 See pp "373-37a; see also P.406.

2 In the S dne Gazette , 1 JuIy L824, "Scaevolat' felt the
need to po
erce to the colonyt s

nt out e
p
contribution made by those in conrn-
rogress. This, he claimed, had not

been sufficiently done by the Sydney Gazette"
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produce and the wages of iËs staff. A1I government financial
transactions vrere to be reckoned in Spanish Dollars, which

were regarded as t'currency" and thus circulated at 20 percent

below the value of sterling.l' By substituting Spanish DolI-

ars for Treasury Bills, the colonial government immediately

reduced the administrative cost of tl.S.l'1. to the British
Treasury by 20 percent.

"Mercator" began the economic debate on the 17 May 1822.

He criticised the flucËuating value of Treasury Bilts in

relation to a bushel of rvheat. He believed such fluctuations
to be detrimental to indusEry and commerce and for this reason

supported the introduction of Spanish Do1lars, arguing that:
t'the only check is a fair metallic eurrency; for the ounce

of silver or go1d, however it may change in nominaf price,

changes less in intrinsic value than any oËher species of
properLy, and is current throughout the worldr'. He also supp-

orted the government reducing the nr¡nber of Treasury Bi1ls as

a measure which would "have effect of stimulating enterprise

in improving our domestic resources both to diminish our

dependence on other countries, and to íncrease our poürers of

rêmitting manufactured returnsrr. On the 7 June L822

trl,lercator" \,rras attacked by an anonymous writer, vrho argued

that the colonyts ultimate object should be to adhere to the

mother countryrs policy of supplying its colonies tfwith manu-

factured articles, and to receive in return the staples of

1 The writer "Democritusf', in the Sydney Gãzette,
L822, argued that the complaint was not over the
ation of the dollar, but over "the government co

5 July
import-

mpell- ing
Hethe

comP
ublic to buy this merchandise at its own pricet'
ained that the instrinsic value of the dollar was

P
I

4s.2d. yet the public was forced to buy it at 5 shillings.
On this point see al-so S.J. Butlin, Foundations of the
Australian Monetary System 1788-185f , pp. I43-150.
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raw produce of the soilrr. This writer cast disparaging

remarks on the notion of N.S.V'1. e:<porÈing manufactured goods.

He argued that the exports necessary to pay for irrports

should be of an agricultural kind l-ike hemp, flax and tob-

acco. ttMercatorrf r^ras further criticised for wanting N.S.I^1.

to jrrrrp ahead of the agricultural stage, when all schooL boys

knew that all societies needed to go Ëhrough different pro-

gressive stages: I. The Hunter; 2. The Shepherd; 3. The

Agricultural; and 4. The State of Manufacturers, Arts and

1.Commerce. I'I.fercaËort' rep lied in the Sydney Gazette ,L9
July 1822, to these critícisms stating that his use of the

word "manufactureil was inaccurate and that he neither expected

nor wished to see in the colony a population of nanufacturers.

Such views supported the British and local government

attenpts to stifle Ëhe energence of a manufacturing industry

in N.S.W.. Bigge in his report pointed out the dangerous

competítive consequences to Britain of a colonial manufact-

uring industry. Apart from Ëhreatening Britainr s overseas

markets, the colonyrs dependence on the mother country for
its supplies would also be reduced. Consequently Bigge re-

conmended the assignment of convicts into the countryside,

recognising it would hurt urban tradesmen and manufacturing.2'

1 The early run urrAustral-is Inco
wanted to
colonyt" y

Pto
1att,

encourage
outh" The

this debate can
e Gazette

man ac

be found in a letLer by
26 July 1817. He

or the enployment of the
20
t

writer t'AtË custt, Gazette
September 1817, responded to his letter c
manufacturing was dependent on agriculture for its rar^7 mat-
erials and if noË this led to the ruinous irrportation of
rar^r materi-als. ttAtticust' believed: history demonstrated "that
the extension of agriculture has in every state, colony, or
kingdom, occupied the first ttention of its inhabitants";
that the colony's population r^/as too small to sustain a
manufacturing class; and that apaËt from wool the colony
produced no single item which could be manufactured for
export.

2. Bigge, Report, Vol.1, p.158.
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Apart from setÈlers supplying grain and meat to the

government, some of the other main losers from the govern-

mentts 'cost-cutting measures r¡Jere merchants. In the last

12 months, the writer rrlfercatorrr in the Sydney GazeEte, L9

July L822, cl-aimed no sËore receipts had been issued aË

Sydney. The government had paid for its provisions someËimes

in Treasury Bi1ls but mostly in Bank notes. The only money

issued by the government that could be transformed into

British Bills "hrere made aË the out-stations". Even then

the amount of dollars paid did not exceed Ë5,000. An address

to Governor Brisbane claimed Ëhat as a resuLt of the intro-

duction of Spanish Dollars: the merchants access to foreign

exchange would be reduced by 20 percent; the scarcity of

Treasury Bills would push up the cost of imported goods, as

merchants were forced to offer greater di-scor:nts for Treasury

Bills; and that the rising cost of imported goods would push

up the price of labour.1' This Address Ì¡ras supported by many

other writers in the Sydney Gazet[e, one of whom, "An 01d

Emigrant Settler", claimed that alL in all Èhe poor settlersr

income would be reduced by 30 percent.2' Another loser r¿as

the Bank of N.S.trü. which, under Macquarie, had an arrangement

whereby it could exchange its notes for Treasury Bills. Thus

the Bank could obtain as much sterling as it needed simply

by issuing its own notes which circulated not at the de-

preciated value of loca1 "currency" but on a par with sterling.

ThÍs petition was published in the SydheÏ Gazette, 30
August L822.

ant

L

2 Svdney Gazette , 20 September L822, llAt Old Emigr
ffi also the letters by t'A Colonistrl
Gazette, 27 February, 8 May, 24 July L823.

in Sydhey
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Ttre Bank of N.S.W., in fact, received a 20 percent subsidy

from the state and since it was comprised mainly of enan-

cipists and merchant shareholders, so did they.l'

Governor Brisbane replied to the Address by criticising
the previous arrangement between the Bank of N.S.W. and the

government. It had resulted in an over-issuing of paper-money

by the Bank whÍch had reduced the value of the pound and

Ëhereby increased the number of Treasury BilIs the government

needed to pay for its cormritments. Brisbane claimed that a

Bank note could only purchase 16 shillings of sil-ver, yêL the

public was forced to Ërade in iÈ for the value of 20 shill-
ings; the Bank of N.S.[I. had depreciated the currency and

everyonets income by 20 percent and, if allowed to continue,

would ruin the coLony.z'

Brisbane furÈher argued that: "Paper, to be perfect as

a circulating medium, must be on a par with gold or the silver

iË promises to pay. To this end it is essential, however,

that the issues of that paper should be placed under some

other control than the fluctuating discretion of a few Bank

Proprietorstt. trlhat Brisbane emphasised was the importance

of taking economic power, especially the control over the

value of money, out of Èhe arbitrary hands of a few individ-

uals by placing it in the hands of an anonymous medium of

exchañge, where the value of money hras determined by the

silver in the dollars. It would be all too easy to criticise

the government's view of gold and silver remaining relatively

Butlin, op. cit. , p.145; EIlis,
Sydney Gazette, 30 August L822,

Lachlan Macquarie, pp.42L-2.1

2 "His Excellencyf s Replyrr.
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constant in value; and oPponents of ttre government did.l'

But what this ignores was the emergence of an ideology which

emphasised the virtues of anonymity, which asserted the im-

portance for the public welfare of placing socÍal power in

impersonal mechanisms. In later chapters we will see ho\n7,

!üith the end of censorship, Èhis demand moved from the real-m

of economics into the realm of politics.

Brisbane was supported by many other writers equally

critical of the ttfictiÈiousrr value of the Bank of N.S.!'I.'s

notes. In general, these writers argued Lhat the colonyrs

real trading problem was not reduced government expenditure,

but imports exceeding exports. The rising value of Treasury

Bills and imports T¡Ias attributed to merchants coÍIpeting for

Treasury Bil1s to fund their excessive imports. The Bank of

N.S.lt. rlTas criticised for issuing too many of its notes in

order to purchase the fewer remaining Treasury notes. It

vras too much to expect the Comrnissariat to transform Bank

notes into Treasury Bil-ls so as to governmentally fund the

excessive irrports of merchants.2'

The Sydney Gazette, 28 Jr:ne L822, had originally opposed

Ehe Dollar Standard because of the damage it night do to the

Bank of N.S.!t.. 0n 6 December 1822, it changed its mind and

stated that it was the bounden duty of all inhabitants to

support the government by which they were Protected and supP-

orted. Those who opposed the Dollar Standard, the:Sydney

Gazette believed, consisted of three sorts: (1) those who

1

2

sydney Gazette, 31 lfay L822, "Continuation of the Reply to
ffiseptemuär 1822, "An olc Emigrant Settler"
Sydney Gazette , L4 June L822 (Anonymous writer); 28 June
iãffi-ffiscriber"; 24 July 1823; L4 June L824 "Anon-
ymous writer"; See also Butiin, cP=.cft., pp-145-146,
Footnote 1l on P .L46.
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had no regard for Old England and the national debt she was

suffering under i (2) those who enjoyed "opposing the powers

which God has placed over themfr; and (3) those who tired of

mercantile speculation intended to leave Ëhe colony with as

much sterli-ng as possible"

On the 27 September L822, the Sydney GazetLe published

a letter from ftA ColonisLr'. He supported the inLroduction

of Spanish Dollars, arguing that none would suffer excepÈ

"the merchant will not be able Eo realise the immense the

shameful profits, which many of them have hither to done;

aggrandising themselves at the expense of the ?eal Colonists,

the cultivators of the land; for al'I others can only be con-

s_idered drones, who fatten on the labours of the agricultur-

alists". This writer pointed-out that íË "has been the re-

proach of Englishmen to be called a nation of shopkeepers".

He argued that government measures which disadvantages "the

real settler, the occupier of the landrt, hTent unnoticed,

whilsË those which affecËed shopkeepers led to dreadful out-

cries "and Ëhe whole vocabulary of 'oppression and ruin' re-

sound, from shop to shop, with the uËmost anxiety of alarm

and apprehensionr'. He thanked the government for its en-

lightened policy of seeking to "alleviate the real oppression

which the seËtler has so long undergone from the mercenary

and overbearing trader". Similarly the writer, "A Subscriber",

blamed the indebted state of Ianded settlers on the ready

abíIity of individuals to manufacture paper currency "f.ar

exceeding the vrants of the colony".1'

1 Sydney Gazette 13 September L822, "A Subscriber".
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(c) ECONOI4ICS AND THE POLITICISATION OF THE POOR

The defense of the oppressed emerged as a dominant pol-

itical idiom in the r'liberalisedil Sydney Gazette and espec-

ially in the uncensored Opposition Press. I'tre saw in the first

chapter, that this idiom was already playing a promínent ideo-

logical role in introducing reforms into the British penal

system. Here the rights of defenceless prisoners to Iife, to

shelter, food, clothing and vüarmth - their judico-medical

rights - became a $ray of transforming the conceptual-isation

of state power from a personal paternalistic idiom into that

of a liberal, humanist, bureaucratic idiom. !ilhat occurred

in N.S.W., during the 1820's, r^ras the gradual diffusion and

application of this discursive strategy to other areas of

social life marked by confrontation or a perceived arbitrary

use of pohTer. Struggles emerged, especially with the end of
censorship, to liberate individuals from despotism, religious

and social bigotry, racism, ignorance and poverty. These

struggles to free individuals from r:nholy forms of determin'

ism, as in the case of the defense of the family, became a

means of proliferating institutional sËructures, especially

those of the state. It lvas being called forth constantly to
assume responsibility for the management of society and the

economy; to use its pedagogic and economic influence to re-

move Ehose sources of disquiet in society which prevented

the maximum realisation of happiness.

This section analyses the way the rights of poor and

middle class f,amilies to a livelihood was becoming, in the

liberalis ed Sydney Giazette , part of these discursive stral
egies. The focus of discourse in the liberalised Sydney
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GazeÈte was on questioning Ëhe distribution of wealth bet-

ween agricul-ture and coûrnerce in class terns, whether it

either exacerbated or mitigated the developmenË of class

inequal-ities. For example, rrAn 01d SettLeril criticised the

lack of buyers for the wheat of agricultural-isËs, such as

himself , by blaiming the merchants who were r:nwilling to

build flour mills so long as they could import flour. He

poinËed to Mr. Cooper, who lvas building a new distillery,

as the only merchant willing to take the setËlerrs grain.

This writer argued that the colony wouLd only begin to prosper

when a few more merchants gave uP their selfish T,rays and

undertook similar domestic manufacËuring ventures. This how-

ever was r¡nlikely whilst they could obtain more from one ship

than from the two or three year operation of a nill or distill-

ery. ttAn Old Settler" implied such practices represented a con-

spiracy by merchanËs to deprive the poor of their income.

Contained in this writerf s argunents r,irere also embryonic

socialist notions, which identified J.abour as the source of

all profit and wealth, whilst accordingly demanding a just

and equal remr:nerati-on for the poor.

The interest or comfort of us, Poor settl-ers, is_not
studied; so that our money caIL be screwed out of us, thaË
is all ihese áitittt"tested merchants requíre" The way the
ããrãtã"rs of Sydney assist the poor settler is by taking.
iiã* Ài* z0 Póí;ãr'fói " chest ðf Éea that cost 3 Poundsl
...There is no wonder, then, that these men of money
despise us poor setËlers, êD
the interest of those who at
greaÈ houses, kqeP large ret
ãblishments, and ro11 along
The merchant sits very comPo
iãckoning on his 50 and 75 per cents, whi-le us , poor
animals of settlers, are ealning a lõaf for our wives and
families by the sweat of our brow.

Sydney Gazette, 9 December L824, "An OId Settlerl'.

The ultimate reference point around which this economic

debate came to gravitate rnras the ability of poor and middle
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class families to sun¡ive as moraL and social units. t'An

OId Ernigrant Settlerr', who was opposed to the government I s

policies, argued thaÈ in exact proportion as prices Ì^tere low

so would the Sydney pubs be full of graín grorlers searching

for their fulfilment outside the home, whilst the peace of the

domestic household would be correspondingly disrupËed.

The settlert s wife and children will in vain Look through
the i11-shaped window of their little dwelling for his
return from market at the accustomed hour... they shal1
at lengËh hear the wretched husband at a distance shouting
the song of drr¡nkenness, and his entry into his cot shal1
be marked by the guilty ferocity of the wretch who is
conscious of having robbed his own offspringl reproaches
will be generated on both sides, and the domestic fireside
will be converted into Ëhe place of fiends.

Sydney Gazette , 6 I'farch L823, "An Old Emigrant Settler".

Here the civilising process Iüas partly seen to lie in the

acquisition of hourely comforts" The family which was well off

was able to domesticate its inhabitants. On the other hand,

poverty rùas seen to brutalise individuals and to tear the

farnily asr¡rder. Thus "An Old Emigrant Settlerr', who criËic-

ised low governmenE prices also wanted the government Lo tax

very moderately the domestic necessities consumed by the poor.

He argued tnat the work of Colquhoun and the Report of the

House of Conrnon's Conurittee on Mendacity proved Èhat poverty

was the cause of t'debasement and demoraLisation, the certain

effects of poverty without hoperr. He warned that poverty in

N.S.I¡I. r^ras leading settlers to live a l-ife below that of

English gypsies, that their minds and those of their chíldren

r^7ere rrfast degenerating towards Ëhe brutality of the Aborig-

ines". The savage state of the Aborigines, this writer
claimed, hras not noble but barbarous; what distinguished and

aggravaËed the condition of the poor settler, r^ras that they,

unlike the Aborigines, T¡rere conscious of their "1ost, fallen
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and degraded statê,' 1.

In opposition to the governmentls economy measures, a

concern emerged in the liberalised Sydney GazeËËe, and later

in the Opposition Press, with using the rights of families

to a livelihood to shape state taxation in such a T¡ray that it

equa.lly affected rich and poor in proportion to thei:c incomes.

This principle of equity r:nderpinned criticisms of fLat-rate

Èaxes , such as custom duties . rrAn Old Emigrant Settlerrr, who

criticised the inequalities of a Eaxation system based on

custom duties, argued that whereas one of say 10 percent

sinply deprived the country squire of his hounds, it at the

same time deprived t'the mechanicrs wife, or the children of
a bankerrs clerk, of a winterrs blanket; oE, of a portion of
the fuel of their peaceful winterfs fire; or, of the butter

and sugar with which heretofore Ëhey used, ât tea, Eo regale

themselvesrr. I'An old Emigrant settlerrt queried the equitable-

ness and reasonableness of this Eystem. He also rasied, in
the press, for the first time, the political question of "if
country squires and princely merchants ü/ere not members of
Parliament, would such equitable statutes ...ever pass in the

Lower House?" The latter question, though not strictly app-

licable to N.S.W., nevertheless, cryptically raised the

question of the suitability of confining political power ex-

clusively to the wealthy" "An OId Emigrant Settler", however,

went on Ëo deny some of the innuendo of poliËical radicalness

contained in his argument, by claiming he did not wish to

elevate inferior men into the House of Assembly, that he was

much Ëoo fond of an aristocracy for that. In effect, he was

primarily arguing for a democratic living standard.

1 Sydney Gazette, 6 NIarch 1823, "An Old Emigrant Settler".
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Every citizen has a îight to Ëhe necessities of life when
orheis are Living voffi-luously. The rich havg a righ¡ to
their luxuries oãty whän the poor are provided with their
necessities; for, as all governmegt qnd law are for the
benefit of úhe many, and nõt for the few, and as (agcord-
ing Èo Paley) all iight o-f property is- for:nded on the
laõs of the- land; therefore the poor have not onLy a

but, in case of employment
a right tg Þ" fed gratis.
s $rere original-ly founded

s.t'An Old Emigrant Settlerr'.

The s ame wriEer r^¡ent on to criticise the Edinburgh Review

and Malthus' "no-poor-rate systemrt, as being against that fund-

arnental axiom of morals and legislation basedon sympathy, whích

required one to do to others as one would have done to oneself"

He criticised the present economy of the goveÏnment as "extrav-

agance in disguise" which would turn N.S.!ü" from a rising king-

dom into a place of secondary punishment, that is "a second

Coal River on a vast scalett" This would be achieved by des-

Ëroying the economic prosperity of the family:
. " "another harvest, oE tr^lo at most, will bring them our
pockets as low as he himself can desire. I,Ihat little we
Îrave then left, we shal1 expend in rum; the more naked
our children, ùhe greater will be our despair; the rage of
intoxÍcation will adequaÈely deteriorate and brutalise the
Colony; so thaÈ we should be no longer considered a rising
Kingdom...but a second Coal River on a vast scale"
Sydney GazetLe, 15 May 1823, :'An Old Ernigrant Settler".

Underlying Ehese argunents rüas the newly espoused idea

that poverty hTas the cause, rather than the effect, of imm-

orality. A nevl economic determinist view of society emerged'

in which the stagets policing role, of preventing crime, came

to be used increasingly Ëo praise or to question the state's

management of the economy, âS this was seen to mitigate or to

exacerbate economic divisions within society. Thus, I'An OId

Settler of the Middle Classf' opposed the new Sovernmentrs

economy measures on the ground they would increase poverty and
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consequently crime. He thought the convict barracks at

Sydney, ParramatÈa and !,lindsor should be treated as t'a pol-

itical baromeËer, by which government may aLways safely reg-

ulate the price of our grain and anirnal food. lühen these

asylums are nearly empty, our worthy Chief may venture to

lower the price of produce;... But, if after the first or

second reduction of prices, the penitentiaries gradually begin

to fí11, let it be a warning to elevate them to their old

standard. No test can be more infallible of the impolicy of

continueing the depreciaËed prices."1' In a later letter,

the same writer claimed that the introduction of Spanish

Dollars would increase immoraliEy, theft and murders: "Our

criminal courts wÍll be doubly filled with r:nhappy culpriËs

and the colonial police expenses will be much increase d".2'

This writer also complained that the reduced price of eight

shillings per bushel he received from Ëhe governmenË for his

graín was unacceptable to his creditors, whom he had agreed

to pay in sterling. Furthennore, he could only sell 30

bushels of wheat to the government instead of a customary 400,

whilst at the same time, the government had purchased foreign

American flour, thus depriving settlers of a market and mer-

chants of Treasury Bills. Instead of being in a position of

financiat independence, srhere he supported six or eight pris-

oners, he and his eldest son would have to become labourers

so as:

to obtain a living for a wife fast declining in years,
and the younger branches of the family, who in the event
of an unforseen accident happening to me, will have no
recourse, but to make application to Governor for relief,
or to the BenevolenË Society, as well as being exposed to

1 lydney Gazette, 31 May L822, "An 01d Settler of the Middle
CIass " .

Syiqey Gazetxe, 7 June L522, "Ar1 Old Settler of the Middle2
CIas s t' .
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ften caused
, 7 Jr-rre L822,

ß

alL the mlseries, all t
by poverty and desPair.
"An- Old Settler of the

In the same article, "An 01d Eurigrant Settler of the Middle

Class'¡, claimed thaE the introduction of Spanish Dollars would

ruin "very many of the small setËlers, and those of that class

who like myself may now be styled the middle society, numbers

of whom have, hereËofore, fondly anticipated the prospects of

being somewhat independentrt. On 16 August 1822, "The Old

Settler of the Middle Classtt repeated his claim thaË governmenf

economi c policies were destroying ttan aspiring middle class";

settlers r,rere being forced to sell their wheat at below cost; to

slaughter their female cattle, often just befo:æ calving; and

Lo irretrievably mortgage their farms. This led to: "despair,

idleness and dissipation and all their consequent miseries " " "

In fact, ¡{r. Editor, I fear v¡e are fast approaching to a state

of only two classes of Soci-ety, the rich and the Poor. llhen

the wealthy man will have the high minded gratification" 'of
obtaining that the prospecË of being rivalled, by an aspiríng

uriddle class , musË be removing far beyond any chance of success

during his life-time"r' 1

There r,"a "ir"y, 
exisËed in the N"s.I^¡. press a sense of

syrpathy with the poor. hlh¿;t I^Ias neI^T about the early 1820rs

r^ras that this came to be increasingly transforrred into a sense

of class and political solidarity" The discussion was partly

one of the rights of the Poor to the necessities of life, but

also one of their right to luxury goods, to happiness. Here

the ernphasis hTas no longer simply on production, instead

Adam Srnith was praised for having demonstrated rrthat con-

sumption is the great secret of wealth".2' tle may feel some

1. Svdnev Gazette, 16 August L822, "The O1d Settler of the
ffi

2. Sydney Gazette, 15 May 1823, ''An old Emigrant Settler''"
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cynicism about this debate,"fot those who supported the rights

of the poor toiiuxury items, particularly spirits ' uTere also

concerned about the ability of merchants to import these items'

given the new governmentf s economy drive' For example' :'An

old Emigrant settler", who supported the Bank of N.s.I^I' and

opposed the new Dollar system, also denied that Lhis had re-

sultedinEoomanyiurportsintoN"S"W..Heclaimedthata

family in N.s.!t. could only get one out of every three coÛm-

odities it might want, and that every town in the back rvoods

of !üestern America, with a similar population to sydneyrs,

had five times, if not more accurately, 20 times the stock of

those at Syaney.l' In a later letter, the same writer argued

that: "the people of New south !üales will never be reformed

of rheir inebriety until they also [fit" the Americans] can

afford to drink a pint per family per day". In America, where

the duty on spirits $7as one pence Per gallon, more spirits

\¡7ere drunk, yêt the people were more sober than in England

because they could afford to regularly, Yêt moderately, drink

in their o*n ho*e".2'

ilA Colonistt' responded to this argument, by asking the

following questioir of ''An o].d Emigrant Settler'':

Is it for some over-gourg
field, who trembles lest
furthår fattening uPon th
ering the Emigral.t \*s so
accurately described?

s"d;åY-G;;;;¿¿, 8 Mav 1823' "A colonist"'

ThegeneralargumentofthoseopPosingthemerchantsand

supporting the governmentts economy measures \^7as that excess-

ive imports were used to bring in excessive amounts of drink

which was Ëhe source of arl crime. They argued that the poor

1"

2"

SvdneY Gazette , 20 SePtembet L822, "An 01

, 6 March L823, "Aû Old Emi

d Ernigrant SettLertto

grant Settler".
Sydnev GazexEe
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in N.S.ül. could only enjoy the luxury of a glass of grog when

the poor of England could afford to be fed. The Latter argu-

ment, hor,'rever, did not deny the principle of an egalitarian

minimum standard of l-iving, but saw it in international terms.

The writer "A Colonisttt accused Ëhe cold, cal-culating, seLf-

ínterested merchant of being the only individual- who couLd

eontemplate the following British picture of distress with

calrrtess and complacencY".

But look at home England I Can the peasant there fínd the
means to obtain where-with to produce intoxication suff-
icient to stirrulate him to drr¡nken song, âûd dance? Look
at him,
contempl
of his w
absolute

starving on the nake
ating the miserable
ant, who perhaps has
exhaustionl Look a

d floor of his desolated hut,
remains of the forlorn'parËner
jusÈ g iven up her spirit with

t his expi babes, endeav-
d in deat from

r].ng
colourrng Èo dral'r support from the bosom,

which the poor innocent's last s ly is now withhe
,h

1 d for-
ever:

UPP
L82Sydney Gazette, I Mav 3

The reply of "An Old Emigrant SetÈlerrr Ëo this argumenE r^ras

that the còlonists would be only too happy to alleviate the

burdens of England if they could. This, hovrever, could be best

achieved through Ëheir e*ploy*.nt of convicts, which in turn

\ùas dependent on the governmentrs price for their produce" Any

aLtempt by the government to reduce its costs aË the settlerf s

e)<pense would only be short term and add to the governmentrs

costs i-n the long run. This writer I^lent on to argue that

agriculture lrras "the only source of wealth in a cor:ntry des-

titute of mines by nature, and of fisheries for want of cap-

ital to conductt'; and that the government must be careful

to pt"".t.r" the fountain of wealth. He concluded:

The greater the prices which government gives for coLonial
prodúce in our piesent infantile state,-the greater will
Ëe our demand fór convict labour; the less will be the
amount of the bills, at least in the long run, which will-
have to be drawn by'our Cormnissary on the Treasury; -thegreater will be thê reformation of the convi-cts' and,
ãbove all, the greater will be the virtue of the rising
generation"
Sydney Gazette, 31 May L823, "An Old Emigrant Settler".
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The SydneV Gazêtte , 13 February L823, claimed criticisms

of the swiËch to dollars on behalf of poor agricultural sett-

lers were in reality coming from I'the hungry shopkeeper who

is proryted thereto by the vulturine merchant, whose only aim

is to make the former the instru[enË of ruining the settlerr'.

On the 27 February L823, "A Colonist" supported the Sydney

Gazette, it had t'most ably erçosed the real wolf who is threat-

ening the sheepfold"..the class of individuals who you have

well designated 'hr:ngry shopkeepers', acting uPon the impulse

of ' vulturine merchanËs I ".

"A Colonist" praised the fact that instead of a quarter

of a rnillion pounds being drawn from the British Treasury and

Britain's starving millions, only Ë40,000 would be drawn this

year. He claimed that the resulting reduced trade had re-

sulted in "much fewer mortgages and warrants of attorney

taken than formerly by the hr:ngry shopkeeper, from the improv-

idenE settler". Reduced government expenditure saved the land

settler from the t"hungry vultures r, who aLone have fattened

by the prodigality with which bills on England were until

lately drarnrn. " Claims of mischiefs resulting from the govern-

ment's measures r,.rere "in reality nothing, but a phantom, a

ghost conjured up by the avaricious trader for his own base

mercenary purposes". The dollar system by pushing up the

price of rum, would save the settler from himself . t'A Colon-

ist" further.believed that the Bank of N.S.!'1.'s charter should

be ended so that these men would have to rely on their own

resources and so that the colony would be stimulated to find

an export. In the meantime, the colony should consume only

coloniaL produce and avoid unnecessary foreign articles.
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rtA CoLonistil thought the greatest evil which had even

fallen upon the Colony was the establishment of the Bank of

N.S.lü." This had allowed the hungry shopkeper and vul-turine

merchant to carry out their trade of discount uPon discount,

using faLse capital and at the expense of the indebted settler
whose land they acquired"l' "A Colonist" argued that all
statesmen regarded banks in small connrunities as injurious.

He wanted the government to stop Ëhe sysËem of Bill discounting

or to heavily control it, to prevent traders dealing in false

capital:

If instead of trading discounts, êD establishment was
formed for the assistance of agriculturalÍsts, upon
equitable terms, such a one would ansvter Èhe most useful
ptirposes; for it prevents the settler being subjected
to the vulÈurine claw; his ready penny" ".

Svdney Gazette, 8 May L823, "A Colonist". 2.

on the 6 March L823'the sydney Gazette reported that some

individuals had conplained about the letter by "A colonist" in
its 27 February L823 issue and "have insisted that we ought to
take it upon.ourselves to reject all matter Èhat may be off-
ensiver'. The Sydney GazêËËe responded that some individuals

seemed to prefer slavery to freedorn and in reality wanted tta

hampered press...that will either please all or say nothing.

To be sure iË is no small matter to aEtack an army of shop-

keepers or merchants, but it is pure ignorance to say that it
is our faultr'. The Sydney Gazette tried , to some extent, to
distance itself from the backlash "A colonistts" letter had

created by arguing that its task was to print alL l_etters

coolly wriÈten whether it agreed with their opinions or not.

1 Sydney Gazette 27 February 1823, t'A Colonist".t

2. r'A Colonist" repeated his claims that the Bank of N.S !t
9;!"9 .lyeys been a public evil in the Sydney Gazefte,

July L823.
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On the 24 ApríL L823, the Sv4ney Gazette reported receiv-
ing a letter threatening the life of its printer, Robert Howe.

The convict school Èeacher Lawrence Halloran, who educated the

children of wealthy Sydney inhabitants and emancipists was con-

vicËed along with another convict Thomas trrlilliaur Parr.1' In

the court tríal it was sËated that the letËer !'ras seen either
prior to being sent or after by many prominent emancipists and

traders, such as James Underwood, Samual Terry, Michael Hayes

and James Hankínson. In the resulting trial for libel it was

reported another press râras on its way out to the colony.2'

In its 1 July L824 issue, the Sydney Gazette discussed

rumours of the establishment of an Opposition Press in the

colony. IÈ believed the colony r^ras not ripe for removing

éensorship and that Ëhe prosperity of N.S.I4I. needed no such

aid, especially since the government in the last 3 years had

progressively relaxed leEters to the press. The Sydney

Gazette stated iË would never allow its coluuns to be opened

up to anyËhing contained in an opposition journal, thus denying

it an effecÈive opposition role. The Sydney Gazette then r^rent

on Ëo identífy those whom it wôuld be refusing Ëo open an

avenue Èo in its colunnrs, implying that it was opposed to Èhese

groups and that they T,rere behind the establishment of a rival

Paper.
!'le have no objection to hail and assisË a professional
man in the pursuit of honest industry, but we have no
notion, after 22 years hard service, tQ enter the bits
with milkmen and dealers, millers and merchants, horse
jockies and inn-keepers &c &c. lle are by no means angry,
but more armrsed with such i motley group, as all trades
must live.

Bigge reports that D. Halloran was preferred by the wealthy
inhabitants of Sydney over the government school; Bigge,
Report, Vol.I, p.104. The l{onitor, 26 ÌIay T826 reports
that Simeon Lord sent his children to Dr. Halloran's School
since 1819.

I

2. Sydney Gazette 24 AprLL L823.
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(D) CONCLUSION

The iuportance of Lhe period L822 tifl the end of cen-

sorship in October 1824 was the way the legitimation of the

sËate came .to be for¡nded on Íts problernaËic management of the

econouy. Previously, this relationship $ras unproblematic in
the press, with the eurphasis being on improvements in morality

being the source of economic advancemerr-t" As r^re have seen,

this relaÈionship was reversed in emphasis in the riberalised
Sydney GazetËe , with writers arguing that poverty \^ras the

source of iumorality and crime. Ideologically, the economy

was increasingly receiving prioriËy in the determinaËion of
social and cultural factors. Social welfare Ëheories con-

cerned with the moral unity of the fauriry unit, increasingly
became concerned with it as a unÍt of happiness and consr¡rrPt-

ion which the state had to minimumly ensure. State inter-
vention in socieËy'became increasingly predicated and located

in an ioeology which emphasised that the state shouLd govern

through Ëhe economy.l"

I now taise the speculative question of wheËher Èhere was

not someËhing about economícs which allowed the N.S.I/ü. state

to initially provide Èhis as the forr¡¡ir within which criticisms
of itself could be r:ndertaken. hlas it perhaps not the facÈ

that economics r^ras the most axiomaùised of arl the embryonic

social discourses and made the most pretensions to a science?

By allowing criticisms to be voiced in this ner^r rational
medir¡m was Ëhe staËe being really disadvantaged or rnras it not

showing itself to exist in relationship to a socratic dialogue

1. Much of the above has been inspired by D. Meuret "political
Economy and the Legitimation of the state: A Detour via
the Eighteenth Century", Ideology and Consciousness,
No.9, trlintdr , lr98l-2 

"
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which was contrilruting to the .progressive rationalisation of

society? The writer "Mercator", who began the economic debate

in the Sydney Gazet-r--e, 17 May L822, started off his discussion

with the statement that: "Perhaps a ne\,rsPaper can seldom be

more usefully or legitimately employed, than by giving publici-

ty to such discussions, properly conducted. Truth is best

elicited by comparison of opposite opinionrr.

No doubt the emergence of economics in the press, as the

technical science concerned with providing the greatest happ-

iness for Èhe greatest number, marked partly the popularis-

ation of this technical enterprise. However, this economic

discourse also represented the increasing construction of the

art of governmenË into a scientific, technological enterprise.

The economy was linked ideologically to certain social and

moral results which in turn constituted a "political barometeril

for measuring the scientific effectiveness of the state!s

interventions in the economic domain.

Underlying this government through the economy I^ras a

philanthropic concerrr with ah eçritable minimum standard of

Iiving. Previously, economic discourse in the Sydney Gazette

was dominated by a concern with disseminating new discoveries,

¡rith suggesting new products and methods to'add to the cumul-

ative stock of existing industry. This notion of economic

progress did not disappeãr but in the liberalised Sydney

Gazette formed the premise for a ner^r economic discourse con-

cerned with the relative distribution of resources for the

most efficient economic results. A conflict emerged between

various secËors of society all defending the democratic rights

of families to unity and comforts as a means of defending

their or¡m sectional interests.
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In Ëhe next chapter, I deal- with Èhis discourse in Lhe

uncensored press. The popularist political mobilisaËion of

opposition to the state on economic issues.was built upon

and reflected divisions vrithin the dominant class of N.S,tr''I."

I begin Èhe chapter with a general introductory statement of

the pOsiËion of the uncensored press in N.S.[I. socie¡y. I

Ëhen er<amine its role in articulating an ideology of personaL

liberty and freedom which reflected the general interest of

capital in freeing human nature from state repression and

interference. After which I analyse how the Bigge Report and

ne\Àr goyernmenË policies hTere seen to disadvantage the urban

manufacÈr:ring and petty bourgeois sector of the economy in

favour of large scale inEernational capital. The distribution

of land and convict labour and the issue of taxation \^/ere used

in the press to unite a whole series of social groups into a

political force opposed to the exclusionisËs and the crol^7n.

This opposition increasingly took on a political demand for

democratic representaÈion and some form of political indep-

endence.
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CIIAPTER EIGHT

THE EIIERGENCE OF A FREE PRESS AND ITS ROLE

IN MAKING THE. STATE 'RESPON S IBLE FOR THE

PROGRES STVE RATIOÌ.IAL ISATION OF ECONOMIC AI{D

SOCIAI LIFE
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY AND POSITION

OF THB PRESS IN COLONIAL N.S.I^I. SOCIEÎY DURING THE 1B2O'S

The Australian's publication on the 14 October L824

ended the period of ner^TspaPer censorship. Its editors,

Doctor llardell and trI.C. tr{entworth, did not ask Governor Bris-

banets pe::rrission to begÍn publícatiorr.1" Nor I^7ere they leg-

ally requÍred; English law only required that a nevlspaper's

printing press be registered with a magis trate.2" Being

an independent nevrspaper, Brisbane and the Crownts law off-
icers believed the Governor did not have the power to regulate

its contents without going to the Legislative Council, which

ltTas as yet not operating. Brisbane Èherefore thought ttit

most expedient to try the experiment of Ëhe freedom of the

press"" 0n application from its printer, Brisbane also stopped

censorr_ng the Sydney Gazette so as noË to competitively dis-

advantage it.3' Additional factors which rnight also have in-

fluenced Brisbane was Ëhat: (1) there was already an indep-

endent ner^rspaper being printed in Tasrnania; (2) the L823

N.S.!t. Act, which separated the jurisdiction of N.S.Vü. from

that of Tasmania, also required the Chief Justice of the

Supreme CourË to declare that côlonial laws did not as far as

practicable contradict those of England, where Government

censorship was prohibited; and (3) the removal of censorship

also occurred at a time when the British government T¡ras in-

troducing more liberal-democratic institutions into N. S.!ü. .

The 1823 N.S.!ü. Act established a Legislative Cor:ncil to

advise the Governor; a Supreme Court wiËh the power to veto

any government legislation was also established as a further

1. Brisbane to BathursË, 12 January 1825, HRA, VoI.XI, pp.470-
47L.

2. J.M. !üicks "Aspects
tüarde1l", ADHS, VoI

3" op. cit. .

the Colonial Career of Robert
1-97 , p.6 

"

of
"16,
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check upon Ëhe Governor; and trial- by jury in civil cases

rüas also introduced provided it r{as agreed upon by both

parties. A free press Iilas another experiment in this gradual

introduction of English political institutions.

The AusÈralian claimed irrnediate success and to have

sold out its first issue at 625 copies,l' more than half its
sales r^7ere in Sydney" 2' the Sydney Gazgtte, 10 october L825,

claimed a circulation of. 576

on the 25 December 18f9, ã c

Ëurbed by the competition of

GazetËers editor published b

(6 years earlier it had claimed,

irculation of less than 300). Dis-

its rival, in L825 the Sydney

riefly another neürspaper, Howets

for the purpose of stearing a

e to politics, between the Sydney
? Partly an attempt to under-

lJeek Conrnercial rES S

niddle course, with referenc

Gazette and the Australiant'.

lt
,

mine its rival's r:nique political positi-on, the new newspaper

was perhaps more of an attempt to capËure the support of

coumercial groups which the Australian, as $re will see, r^ras

apt at cultivating and which, as r^re have seen, the Sydney

Gaze te I¡ras apt at alienating. Howers llleekly Cornrnercial

Express ended the same year it began; with its editor choos-

ing instead to pub lish the Sydney Gazette twice instead of

once a week.4' In May L826, the Mohitor joined the ranks of

opposition ner^rsp"p"tr.5' It was printed by E.S. Hall, who

1. Australian, 6 October 1825; see also Austral-ian 13 Oct-
ober L825.

2. Australian 13 October 1825 listed the areas where it was
sold. This list shows that 333 copies r^¡ere sol-d in Sydney
out of a total of 651 copies.
Sydney Gazette , 24 May 1828.
rbid..
The Monitor was owned ori ginally by E.S. HalL and A. Hill.

3

4

5
OrL 2
shar

March I
e of the

827, the Monitôr noted that Hill had sold his
partnership to Hall.
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had come out to the colony in 1811 with a reconrnendations

from llilberforce. HaIl had been active in philanthropy in

Britain and later in N.S.W.}' 0n 1l Jr¡ne L826, the Monitor

claimed that in its Ëhird íssue it had reached almost 400

subscribers. In April L827 Ëhe Gleaner began publication,

but its life was to be less successful, lasting only five

monËhs. It was printed weekly by L.H. Hal-loran and Arthur

HiIl and had a circulation of 200"2'

In this thesis I concentrate on the Australian and the

Monitor, the two longest surviving opposition papers, as the

main exponents of Ëhe dominant ideol-ogical tendencies within
which opposition to State policies was formulated.

This chapter does not documenË the chronological- progress

of legislative issues and conflicts in N.S.tr{. colonial history.

Like the rest of the thesis it is not an exercise in constit-

uËional history. Instead it explores issues from the point

of view of their revealing Èhe changing ideological framework

within which Ëhe state was becoming politicised. l,lhat the

emergence of a free press represented was the emergence of a

new political organisation outside of the state for mobilising

popular agitation against Ëhe state.

. . .without the aid of the gentlemen of the press, it
becornes a maÈter of physical iurpossibility to give any
publicity to conplaint or remonstrance. 3.

Though uncensored, the Sydney Gazette agreed with Hannibal

Macarthur's description that it still was "the Organ and the

1 J.A. Ferguson, "Edward Smith HalI and the rlnlonitor!ft,
RAHS, Vol .L7, 1930, pp.L66-L67,169-1-70.

2. Clark, History, Vo1"2, p. 164"

3. Sydney Gazette , 24 July 1824, copied from the Asiatic
Joúrhal, 23 October L823, titled "Mr"
Indian Press""

Buckingham and the
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Journal of the Government":

we r:nhesitantingly avow, that we think it a duty, from
which we shall never swerve, to protect and forr^rard the
interests of Government at every oPPortunity. " "

Svdney Gazette , 22 September 1825.

The Sydney Gazette claimed that iËs was a free and loyal all-
egiance to the Crown and denied tnat the governmenË directed

it on what it should print.l' No doubt the approximate Ë150

revenue Ëhe uncensored Sydney Gazette received for the print-
ing of Government Gazettes and Public Advertisements helped

Èo make up its al1egian"".2" Previously, this was done free

in return for Lhe use of the government's printing equipment

which, with the removal of censorship, r^ras sold to the Sydney

Gazette allowing Ít a semblance of independ"rr"".3' Not until
L832 did tne government print its own Gazette and finally sep-

arated the state from the press. The Australian and the

Monitor printed government noÈices and adverËisements for
the benefit of their readers, but at no cost to the government.

They questioned the governmentrs need to pay the Sydney Gazette

for the printing of that which they did for nothing and often

called the Sydney Gazette "the paid official". This was not

entirely inappropriaÈe, for even the Colonial Secretary,

Murray, directed Governor Darling to use government financial
pressure to control what Èhe Sydney GazeEEe printed.4:

Adapting Adorno and Horkheimer!s general thesis in Dial-

ectic of En lishtenment , I would argue that the end of censor-

ship in N.S.lü. marks an intensification of the process where-

1. Sydrrey Gaze'tte, 11 April L829.
2. Murray to Darling, 27 August L829, HRA,

3. Sydney GazeËte, 14 October L824.
Vol.XV, pp.148-L49 

"

4. Murray to Darling,27 August L829, HRA, Vo1.XV, pp.I48-L49.
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by culture !ìras being transformed into a conrrodity.I' Opp-

osition neT¡rspapers, as autonomous institutional entities
dependent on private capital and adverËÍsing, often became

culturar vehicres for interest groups other than those of the

state. For example, the Australian was originally owned and

rr-rn by two lawyers, Ì'IenËworËh and l,Iardell. !'lentworth's legal

Papers show he was very prominent in disputes between traders?'

The Sydney Gazette, 3l March 1825, criticised Ëhis combining

of the duties of editor with those of barrister in the small

cournr¡rity of N.S.I^I.. This it argued was destructive of the

liberty of the pfess, "iË being impossible but that the Publ-ic,

or the Client will meet with tokens of partiality - there is
no intermediate line of conduct to pursuerr. Siur-ilarly, the

writer ttThemachu" accused the Australiants editors of using

their paper to pervert the cause of justice by giving r:nfair
publicity to trials in which they T¡7ere to represent the case
'?of a party."'

!üentworth Ln L826 sold his share of the. Australian to

llardell. rn L828 the Australian was again sold in eight equal

shares of Ë450 each. All but one of the nevr proprietors was

an auctioneer. As such they stopped advertising in the rival
independent newspaper the Monitor, forcing Èhis ner^Tspaper to

move from being pubLished twice a week to once a week.4' prior

to this the Australian had defended auctioneers against new

government regulations which required them to purchase a

1. T. Adorno and M. Horkheimer, Diâlectic of Enliehtenment
see especially pp.xi-ii.

2. ülentworth's Family Papers, Accor,nt Book LB25-L827 , M.L",

^759lCY 
Reel 70L.

3. Sydney Gazette, 24 February L825, ttThemachu".

4. Australian Quarterly Journal, .Iuly 1828, p.242; Monitor,
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license and to pAy a one and a half PercenÈ tax on all their

sales.1'

On average, the newspaPers of N.S.I^I. carried between 70

and 80 advertisements.2' The Ëype of pressure that ner^rspapers

rnight come under from commerciaL advertisers r^7as evidenced by

Howers trleekly Commercial Express , 23 May 1825. In bold type

it wrote that because of last week's leading article in the

Syfuey Gazette on spirit and tobacco duties, a certain mer-

chant house was discontinuing its advertisements in and sub-

s criptions to the Sydney Gazette.

The Reverend J.D. Lang accused the colonial press of

being r:nder the control of publicans closely associated

through their crientelle with the criminal clasr.r"3" Many

of the publicans had also been convicts themselves " The 1828

Census, which was taken af ter the licensing laws I,rere tight-

ened up in LS26 and which made iË more difficult for ticltet-

of-leave men and ex-convicts to become publicans, lists out

of 131 publicans, tavern keepers, and inn keepers, 67 of

these as being previously ex-con'victs, 46 as having arrived

as free, settlers; and 19 as born in the colony. The latter

would have been made up largely of the children of ex-convicts.

Given that the average circulation of newspapers in 1825 was

between 550 and 650, the customership provided both directly,

and indirectly through their clientele, by public houses

would haye been significant, especially in urban centres,

where ne!üspapers sold half their issu.".4'

. Australian , 1l July L827.

. Cr¡rningham, op. cit. , p.243.
An Hi storical and Statistical Account of New

I
2

3 " J"D. Lang,
South l{ales o pp.

4" The Monitor, 6 October LB26 claimed that in
272 Err-5ffibers, the Australia? 289 and the

Sydney
SvdneY

26L; E.A. Webby, Literature and the Readi Public in

ir had
Gazette

Australia 1800-18 o , P" un s t es S
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For as every public house has a tap; and as every tap
must have ner^7spaper, the swallowers of the vile and
villanous stutf that is sold in these har¡nts of diss-
ipation must have something equally worthless in the
shape ot literature to swallow along with it" 1.

Lang, in fact, accused tne publicans of constituting in N.S.I^1.

the fourth estate.2' He accused the opposition Press of having

a vested interest in continually defending the rights and priv-

ileges of this powerful group" Taxes on spirits provided two-

thirds of tne locally raised government revenue and underlay

much of the antagonism between the government and the Oppos-

ition Press.3'

!ühat was distinctive about this period of colonial hist-
ory, as R.B. Idalker has pointed out, vtastfthat colonial con-

servatives had no ner^rspaper in which to propogate their views"l'

Not r:ntil the pub lication of the Sydney Morning Herald did the

Tories and exclusi,onist pastoralists of N.S.W. gain a public

rnouthpiece. Prior to this , aLL colonial l{.S.1^1. ne\Árspapers

supported, if not Vfhig political principles, then the cause

of, emancipists as they struggled for juridicial and social

equality with free setËlers. One qualification needs to be

made, however, namely, that the ability of the S dn Gazette

to support the emancipists was partly restricted by their

criticisms of existing government policies, which the Sydney

Gazette was pledged to defend" The British government at the

time was also Tory, thus making it difficult for the Sydney

Gazette to support the governmentrs Tory line whilst not also

appearing to favour the exclusionist!s conservative, hierar-

chical, political ideology. The Australian, 12 January L826,

I. Lang, op.cit.,
2. Ibid. , p.237 .

3. Ibid., p"238;
t826 

"

p.238.

see also Aústralian

4 " l'Ialker, op . cit. , p .1I .

2 February, 30 March
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referred to the Sydney Gazette as the rrslavish pressrr, which

"by supporting the monsÈrocities of the Conrnissioner, lent a

helping hand to the exclusionisË facËionr'. Due to the rel-
ative absence of a major public medium for propogating the

exclusionists views, I have had to partly rely on their priv-

ate correspondences and the books Ëhey published in the 1830's

to give the reader an idea of the contents of the ideological

position which ne\^/sPapers \¡r7ere reacting against.

The egalitarian ideology which a1l- N.S"l^I" Papers artic-

ulated against Lhe exclusionj-sts can partly be accounted for

in terms of the close relationship between the N"S"!ü. press

and ex-convicts" George Howe, the first editor of the Sydney

Gazette was a former convict and upon his death in 1821 he

was replaced by his son, Robert" llhen he died in L829 he was

replaced by R. Mansfield who married Robert Howers wife. I'J.C.

lüentworthts mother had been a convict, and his father was sus-

pected of coming to N"S.Vü. to avoid a charge of highway robbery"

The Monitor claimed its methodism led it to feel sympathy for

the convict cause" Hall in his early years in N"S"I^I" had been

in conmercial partnership with emancipist Simon Lord.l' In

evidence before the Select Cournittee on Secondary Punishments

in 1831, James Busby claimed that though there r,trere no longer

any ex-convict nehTspaper editors, the fact that ex-convicts

formed the bulk of the population meant that "there cannoL

be the least doubt that the prejudices of Ëhis class aTe flatt-

ered by the editors of the papers merely to procure a sale for

their papers".2' Alan Atkinson analysing the death notices

appearing in the Australian in 1838 argues that these suggest

that even at this late date "the Australian had yet to free

Ferguson, op.cit., p.168.
Report of the Select Comrnittee on Secondary Punishments,

1

2
Parliamentar Pa ers , 1831, p.81.
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itself from the ex-convict and urban small-trading inËerest

with which it had always been linked, as the main organ of the

ernancipist party". 1'

It was noE only f.or a domestic audienóe Ëhat the N.S.!1.

press hrrote its colunns, but also for a British audience. The

Monitor, 22 Septeurber 1826, claimed it sent its journal to 20

ernrninent members of parliament; they íncluded Sir M. Ridley,

Mr. Drenman, Mr. Bright, Sir James MacinÈosh and Mr" Brougham"2'

The opposition press I^las extremely conscious of itself as

informing British ministers and the British Opposition parties

of colonial grievances. This perhaps explains partly why you

have the increasing incorporation of British political rhetoric

revolving around the l^Ihig-Tory disÈinction into N.S.I^1. ne\^7s-

paper discourse.

The end of censorship marks a period when the discourse of

the colonial press vras no longer dírected exclusively towards

a British Tory government, but towards British public opinion.

There was an increasing aPpeal to ideological principles att'

iculating struggles in Britai-n for bringing about change in

N.S.W.. Many of the proposals for social reform which \^7ere

initially partly responsible for beginning transportation to

N.S.W. were gaining wider pol-itical acceptance in Britain and

culminated in the Noveuiber 1830 defeat of the Tory Government.

The Opposition Press partly saw itself as providing ammunition

from the colony for these parliamentary reformers whilst also

expecting supporË from them. The success of this strategy paid

off when the new I'Ihig government in March 1831 appointed llhig-

Liberal Governor Bourke, much to the. .disgust of exclusionists"

1. A. Atkinson, "A Slice of the Sydney Pressrr,
Bush 1838 , No. 1, May T978, p.93 

"

2. See Ferguson, op.cit., p.18f.

Push from the
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(B) TIÌE OPPOSTÏION PRESS AND A FREE DEMoCRATTC MARKET pr,ACE

The Opposition Press' general political-economic pos-

ition lay in defending and progogating Adam Smith's free

market philosophy, which soughË to protect capitalrs general

interest in the free pursuit of self-interest from government

interference and regulations. A major concern \^ras to take

the control- of economic enËerprises out of the state's hands

and to disperse economic decision-making por,ver Ëo individuals.

They, it claimed, hrere the Ërue sources of knowledge about

their own welfare and of societyts since society!s happiness

hTas sirnply the sunrnation of their own.

The public interest, consists of the aggrega,te of indiv-
idual interests. Arbitrary GovernmenËs sêY, that they
are the best Judges of individual prosperity. ButEe

ãy, that Ëhe individuals themselves arffie
f their own þrosperity. Hence, free Govern-
meddling, officious interference with in-
let them alone as much as possible.

Monitor, 13 AugusE 1827.

Thus, the Austr lian 13 September L826, criticised ner^r gov-

ernment regulations which required one quarter of the estim-

ated value of al-l newly granted land to be spent on its im-

provement within seven y".r..1' The Monítor , 28 July L826,

called on the N.S.!ü. government "to adopt the English prin-
ciples of letting mankind do as they please, so long as they

do not break the peace and immediately injure their neigh-

bours".2' The collective inËerest rüas presenËed as being fur-
thered through the individualistic pursuit of self-interest,
which the government should encourage and not fetter. This

theme, in its most systematic materialist form, !r7as concerned

with constructing a science of government around the pursuit
of happiness.

1. See also Australian, 31 March 1825.
2" See also Monitor, 2I July L826, ItExtracts f,rom the V,iork of

M" Garnier continued,'.

Governments s
best judges o
ments avoid a
dividuals and
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These discursive strategies acËed partly to popularise

processes of capital accumulation by presenting Èhe systematic

economic pursuit of self-interest as identical with the more

general pursuit of happiness. !ühat these discursive strat-

egies also did was to naturalise Processes of capital accum-

ulation by rnaking them aPPear to be a naËural psychological

manifestation of the human condition. Moreover, ín Èhe Qpp-

osiLion Press Ëhe free pursuit of self-interest, the natural

rights of individuals to property and happiness, became I^lays

of defining and circumscribing state pol^ler. In the Opposition

Press, property became nature resisting the state"

0f this one truth, government may be assured that there
is in human nature a principle of rebound which will
heave beneath oPPression whatever shape it may assume.
Men will not Eamely allow themselves to be trod down to
the earth if they can by any struggle rise up again.
Second only to the love of existence itself, that first
instinct of the entire animal creation is our anxíety
for the preservation of our ProP erty.

16 December L824. I.Australian

The emphasis no\^r r^ras not on founding the power of the

staÈe on the repression of human nature, conceived of an inher-

ently evil and unbor:nded; but on the scientific management of

nature, of certain inherent human desires which had a right to

independ"rr"".2' The free realisation of desire as inherently

good becarne part of a popularisÈ dÍscourse concerned with

criticising the po\^rer of a sÈate, vlhose absolutist tendencies

were conceived of to be corrupting and despotic to the extent

that they prevented individual self-fulfilment. In the Opp-

osition Press, increasingly the state, rather than the indiv-

idual, became the source of evil in society. lrlhen the gov-

See a lso Aùstral-ian 31 March L825.
of oppression
an lrinherentOn the impossibility weighing down or destroy-

ing Itindependencert as principle of man"; see

1

2

Australian 20 January LB27 (Letter by 20 native born youth).
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ernment decided to deprive tickeË-of-leave holders of the

possibility of holding liquor licenses, it was criticised in

the following terms, as having prevented freedom and divers-

Lty, the free realisation of desire.

If a prisoner be worthy of receiving a ticket-of-leave,
he is worthy of applying his indulgence Ín the mosË
profitable manner to hirnself and his family; and no
natter whether he desire to turn publican or ploughman,
so long as he don't return sinner, he has the claims not
to be thwarted in that desire.

Australian, 10 Februa ry 1821.

Part of the popularisation of self-interest organised

around property r^/as the capitalist Opposition Press concern

with championing Ëhe autonomy of the private farnily and the

consunnation of the sexuaL desires it embodied. I discussed

in the third chapter how the Opposition Press juxtaposed the

family against the encroaehing power of the state, how it sahl

the family as a more effective instrunent of reformation than

the staters total institutions, even when inmates r^rere under

religious guardianship, like the Female Factory. !ühen we look

aË the structure of thís rhetoric iÈ was partly one of the

dangers of repressed desires. Instead of repression function-

ing as the means of legiÈimising Ëhe state, it was seen as a

criÈique of the state, âs the source of sudden outburst of
violence. The outbreak of a srna1l insurrection in 1827 at
Norfolk. rsrand led the Gleaner to warn the authorities of the:

Ineffably shocking consequences, inseparable from an ass-
ociation of men of u:rbridled, sensual passions, excluded
from all intercourse with the other sex...if this brutal
arrangement prevent the commission of natural vices, it
plants the germs of an unnatural- and infinitely more
abominable and enormous crime. 1.

Similarly, the Monitor, 3 February L827, complained about the

non-assignment of prisoners to their wives in the following

1. Quoted in Cumes, op"cit., p.90.
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terms:

discipline and obedience are, w9 admit to be enforced -
but bêware in enforcing them, of ouËraging the laws of
nature and the instincts of our kind. Power can do much
- buË rre never saw the exercise thereof prosPer, and
accomplish its legitirnate end, when the strongest passions
of the humans breast T^rere to be desËroyed in the process.

This concern with liberating desire from oppression was a con-

cern with the autonomy of private life, Inrith protecting the

bor¡ndaries of civil society.from sËate inÈervention. It was

a concern r"tith giving autonomy to ne!'r decentralised structures

of social control - the family and private property in the

free market place" These I,rere presented as more competitive

and effective alternaÈives to direct state intervention. In

effect, the concern r^rith liberating human nature r^ras a concern

with naturalising the operations of capital, but also of state

interventions which vrere to be reorganised to ensure the op-

timr:m realisation of hr:man nature in civil society.

Accordingly, the Opposition Press criÈicised government

economic involvement, especially in the role of rival prod-

,r".r.1' It favoured public works being performed by tender.2

The emancipist Edward Eager had also recomrnended this to
3Bigge "
" The Australian , 23 Septeriber L826, supporting the

tender system, argued that the colony would be enriched to

Èhe extent that "useful mechanics and private capitalistsrl

r,rere able to enrich themsel-ves. It also believed the private

tendering system to be a much more efficient use of public

money and convict tabor,rt.4' Many state activities vlere de-

L. Monitor , 23 Nlarc}:. 1827 .

2. See Austral-ian, 23 S eptember L826i 23 Ju1y, 3 October 1828.
See also E.S" Hall, The State of New South l{ales in December
1830 (183r) , pp"10-1

3 Evidence of Edward Eagar, L9 October 1817, Ritchie,
YoL"2, p"23"

4" See Australian 23 September L826, 23 July 1828"

Evidence
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signed to reduce government expenses either directly by supp-

lying its needs or suppl-ying the income for this " Criticis-
ing Ehese, the AustraLian, 16 February 1826, argued: "It is

for the general happiness that governments are formed,...and

it is tolerably evident that happiness cannot be promoted by

entering into a competition with individual inËerests, or by

abridging the profits of Lhe agriculturalist and the merchant".

It opposed the governmentrs sale of wool and agriculturâl
produce from iÈs farm: "those huge establishments " . .which

tend seriously to repress the energies and neutralise the
tindusÈry of the communityt'. The Australian, 2L April L825

r^ras also critical of the colonists being forced to support

prisoners in government esËablishments growing wheat, maíze

and tobacco, which competed with that gro$rn by colonists.

Now that it had provêd that Ëobacco would thrive in N.S.W.,

the government was asked to leave Ëhe field to private spec-

ulators.
..,to him let the profits exclusively gravitate. Grôvl
flax - cultivate the grap
into discoveries, and if
the refuse population of
some consideraËion for th

Austral

e - make wine -- lead the people
they [the people]must maintain
the mother country, give them
eir e:<penditure.
ian, 21 April L825.

In general, the Opposition Press wanted government to be

a site of experimental knowledge and research, exploring the

profitable possíbilities which private capÍtal could later

undertake. The staters role r^ras not to comPete, but to comp-

lenent the activities of private capital; to undertake or

subsidise those unprofitable research activities the private

sector r^ras unwilling to invest in, buË which might be necessary

for its future growth.2' In effect the state was being called

to socialise the costs of production, whilst privatising profitç.

1. Australian 16 February L826"

2- See Australian- 2L April L825"
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The Opposition Press' free enterprise notions vrere, thus,

only in some respects concerned with reducing the state's man-

agement or role in economic activities. Indeed, Ëhe Opposition

Press $ras continually pronroting the expansion of state involve-

ment in society and the economy through its ever increasing

demands for new social, economic and political infrastructures.
Thus the Gleaner, 2 June L827, praised government arrangemenËs

for the establishment of an inland postal service; its nevr

pl-an for lighting Sydney's streets; and went on to point to
another much needed object of public utility, a good fresh !,rater

supply to Sydney.. The Australian , after having.originally
proposed that the new postal system be subconËracted out, for
the sake of efficiency, changed its mind.l' On the 4 July LB2B,

it acknowledged that it was only proper "that all post offices

be under the governmenËts controlrr. The Australian, 9 January

LB2B, even advocated the government lending money for encourag-

ing the further development of a whaling indusËry. The Monitor,

2L July L826, printed an article which argued the task of gov-

ernment was to create a national market: "by forming safe and

convenient roads, by Ëhe circulation of stirling coin, and by

securing the faithful fulfilment of contracts." This article

argued that labour productivity was in "proportion to the

number of exchanges which can be made, and Ëo the ease and

read.iness with which these can take place""2"

As Marx has pointed out, such demands by capital for state

involvement in society do not represent a denial of the principle
of egoism" They represent an aLtempt to create the conditíons

within which it can be successfully and maximumly pursued.

1. See Austral-!¡41, 22 AprIL L826"
2" Monigor, .ãl--JTLy 1826, "Extracts rom the trrrork of M.contrnued". Garnier
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Security is Ëhe supreme social conception of bourgeois
society, the conception of the police, the Ídea that
society as a whole only exists to guarantee to each of
its members the maintenance of his person, his rights
and his property. By the conception of security bourgeoís
society does not raise itself above its egoism. Secuiity
is rather the confirmation of its egoism. 1,

The concept of security here used by Marx, I interpreË to

refer not simply to protection against violence, but to all
forms of social, political and economic security which capital
may deem necessary for the proÈection of processes of capital
accumulation,

In another context, Marx has also pointed out thaË hist-
orically in Europe demands by the bourgeoisie for a free mar-

ket were made prinarily with respeçt to the champíoning of
ttfreedom of competition inside the nation".2' This situation
r^7as very much the case in N.S.I^I.. For the one major area the

0pposition Press wanËed to structure state involvement in the

economy, so as to defend the interests of domestic capital,
$ras through duËies. criticised vigorously were duties on

goods being exported from N.S.!ü., such as cedar.3. The Opp-

osiËion Press r^ras more favourable towards duties on iuported
goods if they would faciLlitate the establishment of imporË

substitution industries .

.. "inasmuch as the roads,
colony ought to be paid b
able they should be paid
which least affected the

. enterpffi Monitor, 28 July L826"

In particular, the Opposition Press promoted the creaËion

of a colonial distillation industry. BeEv¡een 1826 and 1828

K" Marx, t'The Jewish Question", in Karl Marx Early !,lritings,
translated and edited by T.B. Bottomore, pp"25-26"
K. Marx and F. Engels, The German ldeology , p"81"

bridges, police, &c. of the
y the colonists, it was reason-
by a principle of taxation
for¡ntains of industry and

I

2

3 Monitor , 28 July L826, 23 l4arch, 19 June LB27 
"
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inclusive, there was produced in the coLony 49,2L9 gallons of

spirits , 4L7,842 gallons r^7ere imported.I' A larger colonial

distillation industry would reduce the amor:nt of foreign

exchange exported as payment for imported spirits, whilst

also increasing denand for Iocally produced graín"2 " The

Monitor, 28 July L826, believed agriculture could be best

encouraged by placing no taxes on col-onial spirits or at most

a tax of a penny a gallon" To encourage colonial brewing it
also advocaËed taxes on English beer and foreign wines. The

Monitor further criticised state regulations, which it attrib-
uted to BÍgge, the faction and spirit iurporters, for preventing

the development of more decentralised, low cost forms of dis-

tillation. Regulations had tied up this form of capital in
expensive sites which increased its risks.3'

The problem of how much state proteetion should be given

to domestic import substitution industries acted partLy to sep-

arate the Monitor from the Australianrs economic policies. The

Monitôr adopted a more international, free market philosophy,

arguing that duties on imported goods should not exceed the

value of the taxes on similar locally produced goods " This

would ensure the mosË rational use of capital and labour in

the colony. The Monitor claimed excessive duties v¡ou1d diverÈ

the attention of young capitalists alray from indigenous areas

of enterprise such as wool, beef and mutton inÈo "unnat,ural

effortst' producing goods not suiËed to ftthe nature of the

country and the habits and character of the population".4"

It believed the most patriotic employment of capital lay not

Sydney GeneTal .TTpde Lisr, 30 July L829"
Howef s trrreekl-y Cormnercial- Express , 9 May 1825.

" Monitor,

1

2

3

4

9 March 1827 
"

22 December L826, see also Monitor, 20 January IB27 
"

Monitor
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in producing manufactured colonial goods, which r,rere. simply

"apish imitations of, or substitutions for English goods",

but in producing and exporting rarÀr materials for British
manufacturing; such as hemp, flax, skins and wool"l' On

the 5 November L827, the MoniËor criticised a recent letter
pub lished in the AustralÍan by the Chamber of Conmerce, which

advocated the establish¡nent of import substitution industries.
The Monítor believed this would kill all trade and thus all
trafficking in intelligence and civilisation. It believed

the colony should concentrate on producing exports and viewed

wool and fishing as the two most important, though skins, hides,

f1ax, tobacco and timber should also be considered. Its general

argurnent rüas that the most efficienE. use of capital lay in its
specialised use. For this reason the Monitor also objected to
duties on wheat imporËed from Tasmania and wanted free trade to
operate between the two colonies. This would allow capital to
Ëake advantage of the differences in climate. More importantly,

the Monit'or saw the geographical specialisation of capital
taking place through free trade as part of the naturalisation
of capitalism;

...free trade makes way for nature to do her part; and
a1wã@uses Ëhings tô be done in the most nätural as
rvell as
man the
which he
namely,
laws whi

heap
sof

Free trade gives to everythe c est manner.
right nature; those benefits in fact for
bargained, and which he has a ttorigh

tuat
enJ oy;
AllÈhe natural advanta of his si

an upon êê, are ust ín their
principlês. . .

Monitor, 9 August L827.

The Monitor was not completely opposed to domestic manufacturers,

but believed they should be "strictly confined to domestic ones,

such as soap, candles, leaÈher, salt, shoes, furniture, beer,

spirits, pottery, cooperage, shipbuilding and wheelwright's
hrork". It considered the following forms of domestic manufacture

1. See also Monitor , 28 July 1826.
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rrhats, blankets , cloth, ropes , and sails , êD impolitic enploy-

ment of capital and labour in so young a country as thistt.l'
In general, the Monitor favoured import duties on agricultural
products which could be grown in N.S.!ü.,2" though even here it
objected to high duties especially on imporËed tobacco and

?_1,spiriËs.-' This, it argued pushed up the price of labour.-'

The only area the Mohitor consistently favoured high duties

rdas on imported luxury goods, believing that the burden of

taxaËion should fall on the rich and not the poo::.5' "Taxes,

to be jusË and equal, should be laid on things which affect
6all the King ts subjects in proportion to their meanst'. " Grog

and tobacco the Monitor regarded as necessities in Australia.

In contrast to this, the Sydney Gazette, 13 August 1827,

praised Ëaxation on popular consumPtion ítems as a means of

increasing the industry of the poor.

The Australian opposed Ëhe more world-wide free trade

system advocated by the Monitor" 0n the 15 May L829 it
voiced fears about whaË iË saw as the increasing incorporation

of an inËernational free trade philosophy into British foreign

policy. It wanted Britain to confine free trade to its o\^rn

colonies. Thus, the Australian suggested that Britain encour-

age tobacco growing in its colonies by placing duties and re-

stricting the importation into Britain of non-colonial tobacco.

Britain was accused of economically supporting the growth of

rival nations, such as America, at Èhe exPense of the favour-

able culÈivation of economic ties within its colonies, "her

1" Monitor,
2. Monitor,
3. MoniLor,

20 January L827 
"

9 March LB27 
"

20 January, B November 1827, 4 February 1828;
Sydney Gazette, 11 February 1828.

15 June L827.

28 July L826, 9 March, 8 June 1827 
"

8 September L826 "
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natural offspring". In 1825 the British government had re-

moved the unfair advanEage N"S.lü. wool had over European wool
Iby equalising the tarriffs on both" ' The Australian argued

that insËead of Brítain structuring íts relaËions to its
colonies with the view primarily of keeping Ëhem in a position

of overt political dependence, it should cultivate more subtle

and effective relations of economic dependence. Instead of
denying i-ts colonies free institutions and in doing so main-

taining inefficient political control over them through a

local monarchical representaÈive, Britain wouLd be better off
using the efficient persuasive motive of sel-f-interest to bind

the colony of N.S.W. in a relationship of economic dependency

calculated to thwart Ëhe growth of a radical independence

movemenL.

Slavish and arbitrary institutions in a British Colony,
never fai'l to beget weakness, and inspire disgust; but
INTEREST is the adamanÈine chain which links society to-
gether all over the world. tr'Iere it ten times more populous,
wealthy and powerful than it is, and, as Tte trust New
South trlales will and must be before many years, still the
strong tie of INTEREST would hold this Colony Ëo the Mother
Country, and so long as New South lüales possessed the free
institutions of Great Britain - so long as profitable conn-
ection $rere encouraged beËween both Colonies, who would
burst such sacred bonds with the sword of democratic zeaL?

Australian, 15 May 1829.

I^Ihat should be noted was the way self-interest emerged increas-
ingly in the press into a principl'e of government, ideologically
structuring not simply the role of the colonial state in N"s.W",

but aiso the ideal role the British state should adopt in inter-
national relations. No doubt this increased influence of sètt-
interest in political discourse manifests the influence of
capitarism in the N"s.I^¡. press. However, it also marks the
rise of a ne$7 political notion of man, of the state being

1. Ker, op"cit., Part II, p.33,
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founded not on the repression of human weaknesses, but built
upon an exploitation of the biases and prejudices of human

naËure.

Following !'leber, wê can further argue that the Opposition

Press was partly seeking Ëhe more effective rfrationalisation

of action " ín the sphere of economics, by substiÈuting the

predictable pursuit of self-interest fór authoritarian or

conmand direction in the distribution of resources, As Vleber

points out:

One of the most importaut aspecËs of the process of
'rationaLisation' of acËion is the substituting for
the rxrthinking accepËance of ancient custom, deliberate
adaptation to siËuations in terms of self-interesÈ. 1"

In this section we looked at how Ëhe Opposition Press

articulated the general interesË of capital via the siate.
In the next secËion, I wish to continue this theme buË paying

attention to how the changing structure of capital in N.S.W.,

sponsored by government policies, acted to politicise certain
groups and the press.

l. M. trleber, The Theory of Social and Economic Oreanisation p.123.
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(c) THE OPPOSITION PRESS DEFENCE OF COMMERCE

In the prevíous chapter we analysed how, in the ímmediate

post-Macquarie perÍod, there emerged in Ëhe liberalised Sydney

Gazette a critique of merchanË-manufacturing capital on be-

half of small landholders. This was replied to in the same

paper by an equally vigorous defense of the right of comrnercial

capital to exist in N.S.!ü.. However, the really vigorous de-

fense of the merchant's right to profit, in opposition to land-

ed interests and to Ehe state, did noË come till the removal

of censorship.

The Monitor, 28 July L826, argued that N.S"I^7. Governors

continually sought to repress the development of conmerce in

the colony because they saw it as contradicting its penal char-

acter. Thís had not occurred, the Monitor argued, in the

American colonies which had been for¡nded by merchant f irms.

Here "the governors were not like the governors of these colon-

ies, jealous of every attempt to extend conrnerce, lest the con-

victs should run away and turn bushrangers". Up until the time

of Governor Brisbane, comnerce, the Monitor claimed, had been

effectively stifled by duties on the export of raw materials

as well as by exhorbitant shipping and port fees 
"

On the L4 and 2l of JuIy L826, the Monitor published a

reviêw article on the political-economic philosophy of M.

Garnier. He atËacked the view of agriculture as the sole

source of wealth and praised Adarn Smith for discovering "that
the universal agent in the creation of wealth is labourtt.l'

l. Monitor 14 Jul
ier,of M. Garn

y L826, rrExtract from Ëhe late popular work
on Political Economy'r 

"
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Such an argument,, in effect, amounËed to a political defense

of commerce and manufacturing. Garnierts argument was that
whereas the possibility of improving land was finite, deter-

mined by its physical characËeristics, the possibility of

improving labour porrer r,vas infinite, deÈermined by human

intellect. The implication being Ëhat the manufacturing

posrer of labour was the true source of future wealth in
modern society,l'-

Other examples illustrating the Opposition Press' support

of conrnercial capital in its struggle with rural capital in-
clude the Australian's , L4 Septeurber L827, questioning of the

value of growing sugar in Èhe colony. Thís woul-d have de-

prived merchants of the profit gained from importing sugar,

as well as of the profiÈ accruing from exporting an equiv:

alent iËem to pay for the sugar imporÈed. By reducing these

Er^ro sources of trading profit, so would the.merchantls cap-

acity to purchase goods from other commr:nity groups be also

reduced. The Australian further concluded that it was r:ni-

versally known that agricultural countries r^rere poor "whilst
cournercial nations must be richt'. All policies, therefore,

which adversely affected commerce had ruinous consequences.

the writer "Pro Bono Publicorr defended cournerce in more per-

sonal terms, attacking Governor Darling's administration as

one of patronage and favouritism:

He [Governor Darling] must. ".cut ar,ray eYgry-il1íberal
feeiing towards MERCHAI{TS and SHOPKEEPERS, for it is,
by thoðe peopLe Èhat the Colony must-advance,- as well
aä by AGRicuiru-ner,rSTS or GRAZTERS. Tq gain the vox
popuii, no glaring distinctions should be rnade nor any
Ëæm of favouritism pursued.

Aus tra 1 ian , 2 8 l{o vemb er LBZB
nProTõ-nlPublico" .

1. Monitor, 2I Ju
continued tt

Ly 1826, "Extracts from the !trork of M. Garnier
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In support of the merchants, the Opposition Press strongly

criticised the expenditure cut-backs of Governors Brisbane and

Darling and their attenpt to increase local taxes so as to

transfer the administrative cost of N.S.W. frorn Britain to the

colonists. The new taxes took the form mainly of custom

duties, which pushed up the cost of imported goods to the

trading cornmr:nity.1' Land taxes in 1832 amor:rtted to only

Ê13,682, most of tt.e t,L22,833 Ín governmenÈ revenue came from

custom duties.2' Treasr:ry bills c.ontinued in the 1820's to be

important for purchasing imports.3' The greater reliance on

local taxes reduced the merchantrs ac.cess to foreign exchange.

As the Monitor, 22 December 1826 put it: "the Couurissary v¡as

in effect a foreign customer - in effect an exporter".4' The

Monitor, 28 May 1828, explained Macquarie's popularity over

Governor Darling's by discounting authoritarian style of govern-

ment as the cause. .Instead it referred to their different
economic policies.

Our Government has certainly all along been a military
despotisn; and General- Ifacquarie,exercised r¡nlimited
po!¡er - a power more arbitrary indeed than Governor Darling
is invested with. But Macquarie raísed few taxes - drew
most iiberally every year on the British Treasury - bought
the Settler's produce at high prices - gave them estates
catËle to graze on them - and servants vfctualled from the
Crown to plough them.

Referring to the foreign exchênge provided by the government ex-

penditure needed to feed, clothe and enploy convicts on public

works, the }fonitor, 14 July L826, asserted that "Macquarie knew

the sterling value of these fellows ". It further argued that

Opposition to duties can be for:nd in AUstralian, 27 Sept-
eurber, 18, 22 Novenber 1826 , 24 OctobETSF
H. King, Richard Bourke , p.178.
Chief Justice Forbes to R.hI. Horton, 24 March 1825, 26 NIay,
Forbes Papers, M.L. , 41819, pp. 3,' 40 .

1

2

3

4 Se
19

e also Australian, 10 May, 27 Septembex L8267
April W

Gleaner,
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government convicts at Sydney rrcost the mother country nothing,

so long as the colony of New South l^lales was thereby being

advanced in capacity to buy and pay for English Manufacturest.'.

The Monitor, 30 June L826, also called on Ëhe British

government to include non-monetary social benefits in its acc-

ounting procedures. Post-Macquarie economic austerity measures

rüere criticised for ignoring the repeatedly conternporary proven

fact that transportation to N"S"!ü" was a cheaper punishment

than keeping prisoners in English penitentiaries and hulks.

Even if the expense slere the same, the Mohitor further argued,

courmon sense showed Britain had an interest in reducing the

l.rorst part of a labouring population consisting of 10 million

unemployed" Not only did "transporËation convert roguish manu-

facturers into wealthy consumers, i.e. customerstr, but also

had "that other still greater benefit, ttateiy, the purification

of society by the removal of that inflarmnatory portion, whose

presence is so great an incr¡nbrance to an old couununity, and

so great a prof it to a nernr onett"

The Monitor, 12 June 1827, observed that it did not really
matter whether Governor Darlingrs austerity aeasures initiated
with him or cane from Britain. Since it knew that ttMacquarie

exercised an unlimited discretion in putËing in force the orders

he received. Ì{acquarie would write back and tell first Lord

Liverpool and then Lord Bathurst, that their orders \^rere fraught

with danger, and craving them to send him fresh ones suggested

by himself, and in the meantime jogged on in the old track.rr

The l4onitor expected Governor Darling to adopt similar sta1l-

ing tactics to subvert policies from the mother country which

$rere detrirnental to domestic capital in N.S.üI.. On the 6
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January L827, the MoniÈôr, criticised urilitary Governors in
general on the grounds that being removed from the people,

so could they be stingy wíth government expenditure.

From his old habits too, he becomes a niggard with the
it from the people, and keeps it
his prinary object being the

1e?- oh nol to keep his situation
as1 as he can - and the 1ess money he draws from

t ger will be friends with the cabinet.
Monitor , 6 January 1827,

public money; wrings
safely in Ëhe chest:
happiness of the peop

Government expenditure to finance imports became even more

important after L826, when a 3 year drought began. This com-

bined with low wool prices and reduced capital inflow, from

fewer settlers, to produce a crisis in the mercantile counnunity

in Ëhe late 1820's. Further aggravating the conunercial crisis
üras government selling of livestock and land to pay for 1ocal

expenses. This further reduced the nr¡rrber of British Treasury

girrs drarrr" 1"

the Opposition Press believed Ëhe governmentrs austerity
measures r{rere against both the interests of mother cor:ntry and

N.S.W. since it checked the growth and prosperity of. the new

colony it also postponed the time when the co1-ony could become

financially independent from Britain. The Australian 26 NIay

L825, rnrent so far as to suggest there was a deliberate policy

to prevent the economic and, hence, political growth of the

colony, so as to maintain the conËrol of the mother country

over N.S.vü. for as long as possible.

1. Ker, op.cit., Part II, pp.38-39. For discussions by con-
tempora-les of the stump and its causes see: Letter of
the Chamber of Commerce to Governor Darling, 15 August
1826, Executive Cor¡ncil - Ap
Archives, Reel 4/L438, Vol.1

pendix to Minutes , N. S.I^i.
, pp.L36-L37; President of

the Bank of N.S.!ü. to Governor, 15 December .l-828, ibid",
Reel 41L439 YoL.2, pp.185-186; Address of Sir Johñ-
Jamison to Agricultural Society in Sydney Gazette, 7 April
L82B; Austr'alian, 30 May L828, L0 Wctober
LB27 " ForiþpõEtion to- government land selling see
Monitor, 22 December L826; Australian, 22 August 1828"



It would appear to be
internal strength and
nust necessarily mili
Else whence happens i
neutralise<i in their
advances to wealth by
system of Government?

41_0.

a maxim with all States that the
improvemenÈ of their Colonies

tate with their own interests 
"t that Colonies are constantlY

industry, and checked in their
the coercions of inaPProPriaËe
Australian, 26 YIay 1-825.

The opposition Press, which suPported the emancipists,

reacted angrily to government expenditure cutbacks" A very

large cross-section of the urban emancipist ttclasst': its
merchants and shopkeepers; its tradesmen and unskilled

labourers had become wealthy from Macquarie's large public

works progr.r.1' Large emancípist landholders, who stocked

mostly caËtle to supply the government with meat, and the

many small emancipist farmers, who counted on a government

market to take their grain, vlere also dependent on governrnent

expenditure.

Macarthur, in his evídence to Bigge, pointed out this high

degree of economic dependence by emancipists on staËe expend-

iture" He predícted partly the outbursÈ which was to occur in
the Opposition Press,r when the new Governors after Macquarie

sought to reduce the cost of N.S.lü. to the British Treasury.
In our present state Governor Macquariers distinguished
convicË friends are the majority and their voices pre-
ponderate in every public question - they depend altogether
upon the continuance of the government e>çenditure and
when that becomes seriously dinrinished they will be in-
volved together in 4 mass of ruin and bankruptcy - and
their abuse and clamou¡ against the organs of such a
change whenever it does take place, and take place iË must
(unless it be intended the Colony shall subtract Millions
instead of hundreds of Ëhousands- of pounds of the public
wealth) will be of course outrageous. 2.

I. See Lang, op.cit., pp.f36-137.
2. J. Macar

Onslow,
p. 38.

thur to Son, 20 February
Some Early Records of th

See also pp.331-331.
IB20 in S. Macarthur

e Macarthurs of London,
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Later supporters of the exclusionists cause, Iike P. Cr¡nn-

ingham and J.D. Lang, implied, likewise, that the emancipist

had done nothing to improve the colony. That their boasted

wealth was built on British moneyr "whÍch their favourite

Governor deaLt for among them with a rdasteful lavishnesstt aE

the expense of the rfover-taxed, over-tithed, over-vrrought

population of Great Britaint'.1' Lang r^rent on to argue that

the emancipist used this income not to produce new wealth, by

building houses and culËivating 1and, but to purchase at low

prices the houses and lands of poorer emancipists. He claimed

iË was not r¡nti1 the arrival of free settlers that this system

of exploitation was ended and the vast resources of the colony

TJìrere tapped by men of enterp=ise.2' They Èur-ned the attention
of the colony from a concern with government expenditure, he

claimed, to one of a search for markets.3' In the next sec-

tions of the thesis I want to deal with the ideological con-

sequences of this increasing intrusion of free migrants into
N.S.lü..

1. Lang, . cit. , p.292, cf.141.
The Lon on azLne
l-n s up

reviewing P. Cunningham's book Two Years
hlr argument as being that: "tñ@rof New South Wales seems to have aócrued
individuals on a large, if not r^rasteful

p
f
art o the capital
rom the profits of

gbvernment expenditure; and there T¡tas, ãt least in the early
tirnes of the sel-tlenent, such a scarcity of not only capital,
but of intelligence and honesty, that moderate portions of.
these qualities enabled the convicts to amass fortunes " They
have, in fact, we believe, if not the greatest land poss-
essións, Ëhe greatest pa=ú of the wealãh of the colony".
This review was published by the Australian, 11 January 1828,
which also severely criticised its arguments 

"

2" Lang, op.iit", p"29L"

3" Lang, op.cit", pp"29L-292"
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(p) THE REI.ATIVE DISPLACEMENT OF EMANCIPIST CAPITAL BY

THAT OF FRXE SETTLERS

Along with reduced public works and Crown expenditure,

Bigge also recomnended the British government only encourage

the emigration of wealthy free settlers to N.S.tr{.. They

would prowide private capital for employing convict labour

released from public works and any future convicts Britain
uright Ëransport. Free land and convicË labour at cost, as

well as a promising British wool export market, hTere enough

to tempt many middle-class Englishmen !o N.S.lü.. Figures

compiled in 1830, show the nr:rrbers leaving the United Kingdour

for New South l,Iales and Van Dieman's Land increased from 320

in L82l to an annual average of 733 for the years L822-L824.

In Ls25, Lhe numbers dropped to 485.L' Under Darling's ad-

ministration, between 1-826 and 1830, the annual average r^ras

t930.-' Many of the latter new migrants r^rere ex-army and navy

officers. Governors l^tere advised to give them priority over

oÈher settlers.3'

The increased presence of Free Settlers in the colony

affecEed the relative social and economic posiÈion of eman-

cípists and was partly responsible for politicising them and

the press against government polici"r.4' As the Monitor,

1 September L826, pointed out, êx-convicts had only been able

to move into positions of wealth and influence through the

relative absence of free settlers in the early years and through

I. Madgwick, op. cit. , p.49 .

2. rbid, , p.54.
3. Bathurst to Darling, I October 1826, HRA,

4, J"M" !üard, James Macarthuf , p.31"
Vo1"XII, p"593.



government land grants to them. Both of these conditions no

longer existed in N.S"!ü, after the Bigge Report. lfhilst it

is true that most convict land grants were smal1 and often

quickly so1d, it should also be remembered that they vlere

often sold to hrealthier ex-convicts. From the sale of their

land, less well-off ex-convicts received small amor:nts of

capital, which could be invested in trade or in some other

rnray Ëo establish themselves in the more preferred urban en-

vironment.

It was also in urban areas that many free settlers T¡lere

making their presence felt. Not all of them became pastoral-

ists or large rural landowners. Many, who did not Possess

enough capital and could not qualify for land grants, became

merchanËs, shopkeepers, bakers, and even retailers of p"tfrrt".1"

In evidence to the Select Coumittee on Secondary Pr:nishment,

one witness, tr{alker, argued that "Èhe various professions and

respectable callings in life are so filled by free emigrants,

that there is not Ëhe same opening for the emancipists to rise

Ëo wealth and influence as Lhere was formerly". This speaker

also stated he knew of no instance "of an emancipist having

acquired influencè or property since the arrival of General

Darling" and that existing wealthy emancipists were so from
t

former days.''

413 "

2. Minutes of Evidence before

1. Madgwick, 9p.cit., pp.58'59;,_Darling to Hay, f6 December
LBz6, HRÁ,îõffiií,' þp. 165-i6s ; Dariing ro Óoderich,
10 October 1827, HRA, VoI.xiii, pp.53I-533.

Punishments t83f , pp.72-73.
Select Cormnittee on SecondarY
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!,lalker!s evidence is supported by the 1828 Census " Of

the individuals lisÈed in the 1828 Census as merchants and who

arrived in the colony prior to 182I, five r^7ere ex-convicts as

against ten who r^rere free settlers. 0n the other hand, out of

those who arrived after LE?L, not one ex-convict r^ras able to
become a merchanË, whilst 33 free settlers r^rere able to estab-

lish themseLves as merchants. The same relative displacement

of ex-convicts by free settlers was also going on in smaller

cournercial ventures. For example, in the period prior to L82L,

the 1828 Census lists 66 individuals from an ex-convict back-

ground as having arrived and who were able to establish them-

selves as shopkeepers and dealers compared to 13 free settlers;
on the other hand, for those arriving after L82L, the Census

lists only four ex-convicts as having been abtre to Èecome

shopkeepers and dealers, compared Ëo 16 free setËlers.

Table 1 was compiled from information in the 1828 Census

and shows in aggregate form the nr:rrber of individuals in
various commercial and professional occupations accord.ing to

their daËe and condition of arrival. From the table it can

be inferred that the really najor expansion of emancipist cap-

ital, in terms of the number of individuals involved, took

place between 1810 and 1820 r:nder Macquarief s administration.

During that period, of the total occupations listed in the

table, L73 ex-convicts compared to 35 free settlers entered

Èhe colony. 0n the other hand, between L821 and 1828 only 22

ex-convicts compared to 141 free settlers entered the colony

and were able to establish themselves in Ëhe occupations

listed in the table. Of the total of those l-isted in the

IB28 Census, in the various occupations Table I contains,

nearly 92"3 percent of those with an ex-convict background
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had arrived prior to 1821, whilst for free settlers the

figure was 30.7 Percent. This implies that the growth of

emancipist capital, in terms of the numbers of individuals

involved, beËween 1821 and 1828 l,rras only of the order of

eight percent, whilst for free settlers the expansíon was

closer to 70 percent.l'

In interpreting these figures some allowance has to be made
f,or the fact that many convicts arriving between IB2I and
1828 would not have served their full sentence. However,
abouË hal-f the convicts transported were transported for
sentences of seven years and after three years well behaved
convicts r,rTere elligible for tickets-of-leave and could
sÈart up their own business. Many convicts aLso had served
part of their sentence in Britain and on the voyage out to
N.S.I^I.. I{hat Table L aLso showed is that it was not just
Iength of servitude which deterrnined occupational- mobiLity.
Ex-convicts listed in Table 1 who had arrived before 1810
nu¡nber only 78, whilst those who had arrived between 1810
and 1821 number 173. This supports the point that it was
in the Macquarie period that ex-convicts made rapid social
and economic progress.

1
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32

9

9

6

10

883

7

11

4

44

5319

16

15 7

28 5

30 3

26

35L73

34

3I
19 8

L4

8

2878

Brewer 23I23

Schoolmaster
& Teacher

Shopkeeper

Publican

Baker

Butcher

TOTAL

TABLE 1 (CONT I D)

0ccupation
listed Ín
L828 Census

Before 1810
Ex- Came
convicts Free

Came to New South l¡Iales
1810-1820 L82L-L824

Ex- Came Ex- Came
convicts Free convicts Free

GRAND TOTAL

L825-L828
Ex- Came
convÍcts Free

477

r
.H\¡
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Emancipist trading capital reached perhaps its most org-

anised form in the Bank of N.Sold., where they and their lib-

eral supporËers gained increasing influ"rr"".1' The appoint-

ment of Dr. Douglass as a director in 1826, Charles Macarthur

argued, was obtained through the influence of the convict

faction.2' Afl the newspaper editors of N.S"l{., such as trüenÈ-

worth, Hall and Robert Howe, apart from supporting the eman-

cipists, ratere all prominent shareholders and participants in

the Bank of N. S.l,l. 's af fairs. 3' Robert Howe, however, would

laËer become an opponenË when the Bank of N"S"!ü. refused at

the end of LB27 to accept his private promissory notes.4'

l,Ihen the Aus tralian neI^7s paper wâs sold to eight auctioneers '

one of them, John Paul, had been the fourËh most indebted

individual to the Bank of N.S"W., having borrowed from it

$50,443 against a deposit of $14,076.5'

The Bank of N.S.I^1. mainly engaged in discounËing, that

is converting "currencyt' into Treasury Notes and Sterling.

It was thus more a bank for facilitating trade rather than

providing mortgages " 
6' A¡ Inquiry in L826 for:nd the merchants

Robert Cooper, Raine and Ramsy and Robert Cambell between them

1

2

Butlin, oprcit., PP"1I0-I13, 119-120;
9 January 1828.
c. Macarthur to P.P. King, 3 october L826, King Papers,
Vol-.1, M.L., AL976, PP.436,442.

Bank of New South l^lales, Vo1.1, Pp.53, 70-7I, 83,
BB.

Sydney Gazette

3. Holder,

4. Butlin, @. , pp .204-206 , see also footnote 10I .

5. Alexander Mcleay, William Lithgow, StuarË Ryrie to Darling,
ït-Ii;t-iàzø,-r,iLåutive Councill Aipendix to Minutes, Vol. l,
N.S.Iü" Archíves, 4/L348, P.51

6. Butlin, @Ë:, pp. L26--L28; , Figures. from Butlin's book
show rhar ffgårft'ði Ñ.S.W. betõeen 1817 and 1820 in-
clusive ¿i"äð"ãi"¿ ¡Zgg,62L of bilts and notes; whereas
for the same period it only leant out Ë34,050 in mortgages"
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ovred the Bank ç249,046. Very few of the Bank's large share-

holders hrere fully paid up: "on a Money Capital of less

than $50,000 the present Directors of the Bank have thought

proper to extend their Discounts, and issue notes of upwards

of $565,000 or more than ten times the amount of money capital

actually advanced by themtt.l' For the same sum of less than

$50,000 the proprietor had aecess and controL of deposits

which reached a peak of $¡99,726 on the 13 Ì4arch L826, after
which they declined to ç282,793 on the 10 May 1826.2' The

Bank of N"S.!ü" started out paying a divident of 12 percent,

in 1826 it paid the extraordinary dividend of 53à percent.3'

By 1828 this had deelined to 12 percent again.4'

The Bank's high profits aroused.the enry and opposition

of free settrers opposed to emancipists and their liberal supp-

orters.5' under John Macarthurrs leadership the Bank of AusË-

ralia opened its office in July L826. EmancipisËs were êx-

cluded from participating in its affairs.6' John Macarthur

Junior wroËe to his faËher that t'the establishment of the new

Bank will, DO doubt be a curb upon the convicË facËiont'.7'

charles Macarthur thought it would soon overthrow the old
Bank.8'

1. Alexander Mcleay, trrlirliaur Litþgo-lr, stuart Ryrie to Darling,
12 l{.ay L826, Executive Cot¡nciL Minutes, Appêndix, Vol.1,
pp.49-51, N.S.Vü. Archives 41L438, p.57,-cn. pp.49-50.

2

3

4

Ibid. , p.57.
Butlin, oÞ. cit. , p. 195.

President of the Bank of N.S.!ü. to Governor Darling,
December 1828, Executive Council Minutes, Appendix,
N. S.l4I. Archives Reel 4/L439, p.186.
Cunningham, op.cit., p
3 October l8fl-ffing Þ

.232; Macarthur, C. to P.P. Kin
apers, Vol.1, M.L., AL976, pp.43

15
Vo1-"2,

g
6

,
-4

5

6

7

I

Cunningham, op.cit., p"232"
John Macarthur Junior to his father, 18 July L826,
Macarthur Papers, p " 353.
C. Macarthur Ëo P.P. King, 30 October L826, King Papers,
VoI"1, ML, AL976, p"442"

37.
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So far I have dealt with the emergence in the press of
two major forms of conflict that between randed capital and

corlrnerce and that between emancipists and exclusionists.

These tvro forms of conflict to some extent became fused to-
gether in a struggle between the Bank of N.s.Iü. and the Bank

of Australia. The press claimed Ëhat the Bank of N.S.!1" re-
presenËed the interests of emancipists and those of the trad-
ing cormnr-urity;l' it was also referred to as the people,s

Bank.2' The Bank of Australia, oo the other hand, it was

claimed, represented the interests of pastoralists and ex-

clusionists.3' It tended to lend more of its ,money out in
morËgages Ëo land o"rr.r",4' and was accused by the press of
being part of the exclusionist search for landed monopoly.5"

rn twelve months, roans from the Bank of Australia increased

from Ë33,505 in March 1827 to È62,404.6" As late as June rB30

the Bank of I{.S.W. had only Ë36,828 of loans.T'

Some historians have seen Èhe conflict bet$reen emancip-

ists and exclusionists as a conflict between merchant and

pastoral c"pit"l.8'As we have seen in Chapter Seven, it was

often phrased in these terms. rn chapter six r preferred

to use the terms urban versus rural and cornrnerce versus past-

oralism to express this ccjnfrict.9' The use of these words

1. Monitor, 9 March L827 
"

2" Monitor, 20 January, 9 March L827 
"

3. Monitor, 9 March 1827.

4" Monitor, I September 1826.

" Australian , 16 March, 15 April L826 "

. Butlin, op.cit., pp.203-204"

" Ibid., p.227" It was nor rill rhe 1830's rhar banks played
a larger role in financing the pastoral boom: in 1g36 the
Bank of N.s.!ü. loans amounted to h222,787, whilst those of
the Bank of Australia r^rere h208,340; ibid., pp.227-228.

. Dow, . op. cit: r ^p. 158; IIolder, op. cit. , p. 109; Mc}{ichael ,op.cit., p.I38.

. See pp.348-350.

5

6

7

I

9
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ltras designed to express some doubts I had about seeing mer-

chants as representative of the entire urban-commercial sector,

which was also deeply divided. A nunrber of reasons underpin

my doubts about identifying mercantile capital with emancipist

capital. Firstly, the exclusionist Bank of Australia, though

accused of lending too much money for land mortgages, vras also

extensively engaged in discountirrg.l' Merchants used both

banks as a means for facilitating their trading ventures.2'

Secondly, many merchants and not just pastoralÍsts founded the

Bank of Australia. Possibly ten merchants obtained shares in

the new bank:3' many of them were ínvolved in exporting wool.

They included Alexander Berry, Edward tr{oolstonecraft, Robert

Campbell, Alexander Riley, Richard Jones and Thomas Icely.4'

Referring, I believe to the importation of new free sett-

lers and to the courpetition between the two Banks, the Monitor,

27 January L827, claimed that the "old faction. rnras being

joined by a "nernr faction" which it defined as "the harbouring

in men's bosoms of principles hostil-e to the interests of the

people i.e. emancipists of this colony'" The Australian,

1 December L825, clarified who it regarded as the members of

the "oligarchical tribe"; they consisted not only of the

Macarthur family, but also included t'all who are on the waÈch

and catch for woolfreight, and for family-custom, and such

other things as the worshippers of dollars are on the look

out for". As I pointed out in chapter six, merchants in the

LBhO's played a greater role in financing pastoralists.5' The

1

2

Butlin, op.cir., pp.204, 589 (table lb), 594 (table 3b).
See Evidence of Macarthur and !{oolstonecraft to the Exec-
utive Council, 7 December 1828, Executive Council Minute
Book , p.268.
Butlin, op.cit., p.196.
Dow, op. cit " , p.158; Butlin, oÞ " cit " , p. 196 

"

See p.333.

3.
4"

5"
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export of wool tinked significant sections of merchant cap-

ital to large-sca1e pastoral capiËal and this was reflected

in the membership of the Bank of Australia.

Contemporaries, like Chief Justice Forbes'wife in her

memoirs, help perpetuate the exaggera.Ëion that the prejudice

against emancipists rÁras in reality a prejudice against trade

by exclusionists.l" Such views, however, dontt stand up to

close scrutiny because many merchants r^¡ere in fact free sett-

lers and exclusionists. As }ÍargareË Stephen points out, prior

to 1820 emancipist traders T^rere joined by ttrespectablerf

wealthy free settlers with English connections, these included

Irlalker, Jones, Riley, Alexander Berry and Edward lrloolsËone-

crafË and Robert Jenkírrr.2' Discussing the late 1820's ,

Therry describes how: ttsome young men...of good English fam-

ilies, with the advantage of a University education, and some

of mercantile training in London, with capital of their oT¡rn,

arrived about this time, and rpushed from their stoolsr Lhe

inferior agents of LÍverpool and London Houses. Up to this
time (1829) couurnercial business in Sydney consisted almost

exclusively of mere agency transactions.tt3' We must be care-

ful not to accept as descriptive the ideological divisions
within which much of the conflict going on in N.S.W. assumed

a political existence. Emancipists in their political speeches

called themselves merchants because of the connotations of
higher respectability it contained than the more derogatory

1 The Sydnev S cene 1788-A. Birch and D.S. MacMillan (eds.),
L960, pp.46-47 .

SÈeven, i.Ë.., p.284.2

R. Therry,
South trIales

Reminiscences of Thirt3
cfor , P.

Years Residence in New
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Iabel of shopk""p.r""1' However, Bigge claimed that at the

time of his report ,that out of L2 independent imporËers only

thrée r{ere ex-convicts and that the bulk of ex-convicËs in

counnerce r^7ere retailer 
" 
.2' The 1828 Census confirms this

trend: out of 66 merchants it listed 5I as having come free;

on the other hand, the Census listed 55 ex-convict dealers

compared with five who had come free.

It would be more accurate to characterise the class basis

of the conflict between emancipists and exclusionists as a

conflict between a bourgeoisie and a petty bourgeoisie. Engels

describes this distinction in the following terms:

e emerges from the petty
t of world tra<ie and large-
nying free competition añd

:re petty bourgeoisie repres-
entS in lan<i and coastal trade, handicrafts, manufacture
based on,handl¡ork 

- 
branches of industry which operatewithina limited area, require little capital, Éaveì sl'ow iurn-

gyer- and give rise to only local ànd sluggish competition.
The bourgeoisie represents world trade, Éñe direcl exchangeof products of all- regions, trade in money, large facEory
industry- Þa-sed on the use of .machinery 

- 
branches of prod-uction which dennand the greatest possíble area, tlie-gréãÈ--

est possible capital and the quickest possibre turnoúer,
and give rise to . universal and . stor,my êompetition. . The
petty bourgeois represents lOcal
interests. 3.

, the bourgeois general

Exclusionists, in N"S"tü" tended to form the bourgeoisie,

in Ëhe sense, Ëhat they represented the increasing incorporation

of N.S.!ü. into the international world economy" Most of the cap-

ital of the new free seËtlers was bropght out by them from Britain.

"In status conscious Sydney merchants with stores ranked higher
than those who kept shopå., The former, who included such
people as Richard Jones, RoberË Campbell and Alexander Berry,
al-igned themselves politicaLLy with the excLusionist, conserv-
ative group; organisations like the Library and the Agríc-
ultural society $rere their preservet'. G. Abbott and G. Little,

I

The Respectable Sydney ÌrÍerchan t, p.36.
2

3

Bigge, Reþort, Vol.3, p.62; Ritchie, EVidehce, yoL,2, p.265.
Engels, The Constitutional tion in Ge MECI{

7 5-9I, quote
VI,

e1s onPP"
Law , p.227 

"

a an un rx andEn
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They hrere attracted to N.S.lt. by the prosPect of producing

wool for the British market and were granted large portions of

Crown land and convicts according to their capital for Ehis

purpose. In cornmerce they dominated international trade. The

emanciþists, on the oËher hand, I would argue, represented

more a petty bourgeoisie, wiËh the majority of its members,

who were noË labourers, being involved in small-scale manu-

facturing, commerce, agriculture and in skilled occupatiorr".l'

It is not simply the scale of capítal which for Engels repres-

ents a criteria for defining a PetËy bourgeoisie and in N.S.W.

one has very wealthy emancipists capitalists like Samuel

Terry, trrlilliam Hutchinson, Thomas Hyndes, Isaac I'lilliams,

Simeon Lord and Robert Cooper.2' The other criteria Engels

gives is whether this capital is of an indigenous origin, dir-

ected towards local markets. Such hTas very much the case not

only for the smaller emancipists, but also for the richer ones,

who on their large landed estates kept not so much sheep for

exporting wool, but cattle for providing meat to the domestic

market. The wealthier emancipists aLso made their moneJ/ from

lending locally to less well-off settlers and from manufactur-

ing enterprises, such as distillaÈion, timber, iron mongering,

blanket and hat making for the local market.

In Ëhe N.S.!ü. press, evidence of this conflict between a

bourgeoisie and a petty bourgeoisie can be found in the Sydney

Gazette in early L824; where, for the first time, emerge

1 "Our emancipisË body...forms the most useful and enterpris-
ing porËion of our community, all the disti_Ileries, nearly
all the breweries, and the great portion of the mi11s and
various manufacturies, being owned by Lhem", Cunningham,
op. cit. , p.252
Some of these names and their respective annual incorne can
be found in "Lists of Emancipists and Expirys on the Special
Jury List", Francis Forbes Papers: Trial by Jury, W, A74L,
P.77 .

2
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articles referring to conflicts within Ëhe mercantile conmun-

ity, rath,er than between merchants and landed settlers, âs
'l

previously.-" The writer "A Citizen of Ëhe trrlorld" perhaps

reveals most about this conflict when he characterised the

merchants of New South üIal-es as ftso many hungry wolves ready

to swallow one another uptt.z' He was referring to, and re:

greÈted the fact that, nå.ny of the nevr younger merchants

wanted Eo "crush the first adventurers in traderr. He attrib-
uted the lack of liberality and sense of solidarity amongst

N.S.hl" merchants to them being |tcomposed of an heterogenous

mixture of the gentleman and the shopkeeper - not sufficiently
in manner for the former, and a betwixt and between sorÈ of
thing of the latter". This writer went on to hope that the

youth of wealthy seÈtlers night be educated commercially so as

Ëo produce a class of AustraLian mer"harrts.3' Quite clearly

here we have the distinction between ner^7 and o1d merchants,

between large merchants and shopkeepers, and between imported

versus national capital.

By pointing out that the emancipists constituted primar-

ily a peqty bourgeoisie we shoul-d noË ignore that many free

settlers hrere also joining the ranks of the petty bourgeoisie

and were in fact becoming aligned against the exclusionists.

This is evidenced partly in the Monitor's discussion of the

aristocratic pretensions of the newly created Chamber of
Conrnerce Committee, which the Monitor complained was ,r'raised
up on unpopular and narrow principl-esrt and against the interest

Sydney Gazette ftMonitor", 4 March ttA Settlêrtt,
, 1 July t'Scaevola", L824"10 June "Joseph Unden^roo

, 22 J anuaty
drt

I

2

3

Sydney Gazette,
rbid. .

L7 Jr:ne 1824 rrA Citizen of the trlorld" 
"
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"

of the p"opl". l' The MoniËôr, 3 February L827, claimed that

the political feud created between emancipists and emigrants

by Judge FieLd I'cannoË any longer be the cause of the want of

harmony among the merchants of Sydneyr', because all those in

the Chamber of Co¡runerce were emigrants. If they avoided each

other now it was not because of their disLike of the company

of rich emancipists but of each other. The Chamber of Connnerce

had been started by the free settler merchanÈs trIoolstonecraft,

Sparks, Brown and H. James.2' It was referred to by one writer

as the stronghold of ttSydney Tory Merchantst'.3' The },fonitor,

5 lilovember L827, along similar li-nes, accused the Chamber of

containing too many magistrates with close links to the govern-

ment.

It was noË only in commerce that ex-conwicts were being

displaced, but increasing also at the level of tradesmen and

labourers, though the main working class irmigration did not

begin till the 1830'".4' J.D. Lang criticised those statistics

which showed that Sydneyrs populaËion between 1825 and 1828

had remained constant at I0,774 persons. He claimed from per-

sonal knowledge that there had been a great deal of immigration

from ttthe industrious classestt.5" Discussing the immigration

of ScoËtish mechanics into N.S.I^i. in 1831, J.D. Lang claimed

it provoked strong opposition and resentment from ex-convict

tradesmen, who ral-lied in support of Macquarie's supposedly

Monitor, 13 April L827, L September 1826.
Monitor ,. 28 July L826.

Monitor , 2l December L827 t'An Old Handt'.
T.A. Coghlan, Labour and Industry in Australia
Lang, op. cit. , pp.280-281.

1

2

3

4

5

, pp .198-I99.
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frequently heard statement that: "This country r^7as established

for the reformation of convicts; free people had no right to

come to ittt. Lang goes on to state that the Scottish working

class immigranËs hrere regularly abused in pubLic in the follow-
ing terms: ttThese are the broody emigrants who came to take

the country from us".l' In other words, the emigration of cap-

iÈal and labour ínto N,S.I^I. in the form of free seËtlers was

creating the basis for the emergence of a collective sense of
nationalism in N.S.!ü", which was partly articulated through

the emancipist-exclusionisË opposition, thaÈ is through the

penal categories of moral contagion, moral hierarchy and re-
formation. rn effect state hegemony provided the political
categories for the articulation of class struggles.

Aggravating emancipist and press opposition to the govern-

rnent hras the post-Bigge ReporË policy of gradually replacing

ex-convicts with free settlers in government admini.stration.

Brisbane began the implementation of this policy, however, he

confined its operaËion primariry to Ëhe upper echelons of ad-

ministration.2' trrlhat partly accounts for the greater host-
ility shown towards Darlingr s administration hTas that he

applied this policy to the lower echelons of state brr.re"cracy?'

The !'inviting to resign"; or the discharging by hook or
by crook from our public offices, no matter how long and
faithfui their services, all those clerks who came to
the Colony some ten, twenty', or thirty years ago in bond-
âgê, marks a strong line of distinction between the admin-
istration of Governor Darlíng and Brisbane in this most
important respect.

Monitor, 19 June L827.

1. J.D. Lang, ation and the Scotch l"Iechanics of 1831
(187?), pP.4-

2. Clark, op.cit., Vol.2, p.34.
3. For Press opposition to the removal of ex-convicts from the

public service see also Australian, 11 May L827;
10, 26 l{ay L827

Gleaner
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The Monitor, 1-5 June L827, complained about the dismissal of
James Hardy Vaux frorn Ëhe position of clerk he had held for
seven years. This was seen to attack the whole notion of
pardon and the possíbility of a full restoraËion back into
society. Moreover, the Monitor claimed that this went agai-nst

the fact thaÈ N.S.W" \,ras a counËry original-ly given to eman-

cipists by the laws, it was rrhis city of refuge".

Having provided a brief history of the changing socíal

composition of capiÈal in N.S.1'1. and the responses it provoked,

in the next sections of this chapter I examine other measures

arising out of post-Bigge Report policies, which continued to

disadvanÈage urban and emancipist capital. Firstly I look at

the issue of convict labour and iEs distribution and then turn

Ëo the issue of land granL distribution. The primary focus

will be noÈ on the history of these economic measures - this
has already been mapped out by others - but on emergence of
an egalitarian popularist ideology.
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(E) URBAN CENTRES AND THE ISSUE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF

COIWICT AND TREE' T.ABOUR

In a speech to the House of Conrmons introducing the N.S.üI.

BilI, lüi11iam Horton claimed that frtransportation to New South

lrlales had lost so much of its character and terror, that pre-

vious Èo the report of Cournissioner Bigge, and the present

bill, it was almost decided to send no fuËure convicts there"l'
There was a felt need by the government to ensure that trans-

portation to N.S.!ü. r^ras seen by the British masses as a punish-

ment and not as an advantage. N.S.ll" rtras to be no longer a

I'Newgate joker'. To accourplish this, the penal system would be

increasingly bureaueratised so that punishment would be certain
yet I'unattended witn unnecessary severitytr. Three new penal

settlements hTere Ëo be established, one of which included the

recolonisation of Norfolk Island. Here the worst offenders

would be sent to form a self-sufficient colony based on tfa

system of severe and painful privation, together with the nec-

essity for labour".2' It was further intended tó separate

N.S.tü. convicts as much as possible from the local population.

Any money the convicts uríght bring into N..S.tü. was in fdture

to be Ëaken from them parËly to prevent them acquiring illicit
goods, but also "to prevent their acquiring that compound char-

acter of convict and colonist, which has been so much the prac-

tice of late". HorËon did not think penitentiaries suitable
for a. young country like N.s.l^1. and indeed saw transportation

to N.S.IJ. as avoiding many of the criticisms then being lev-
elled at English penitentiaries.3' other recontrnendations of
Bigge, which.hiere opposed by the Opposition Press, included

working all prisoners on their arrival in N"S.tü" in chain

Sydney Gazette 22 January 1824"t1

2

3

Australian 19 March 1825 
"

Sydnev Gazette, 22 January 1824"
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gangs clearing land for pastoralists and making Ëickets-of-

leave and pardons subject to fixed rules and harder to obtain.

This renewed emphasis on punishmenL was seen by some in N"S"!t.

to be destroying the reformative side of penal theory.

One of Bigge's major recoÍtrnendaËions, which promoted local
opposition to Governors replacing Macquarie, üras the relative
movemenË of convict labour from urban Èo rural ar"rr.l' Mac-

quariets large public workst progranrne kept large nunbers of
convicts in sydney, indeed nearly 51 percent of the convicts

Ehe Crown employed on public works were in Sydney. In L8Z0

this meanË L,524 convicts out of 3,275"2" The Monitor , L6

March L827, published figures whích estimated that on the 1

January'L827 Ëhere r^rere only 1,096 convicts in Sydney out of
a total- of 4,068 in government empl-o¡rment. This reductíon r^ras

significant given that the totaL nr¡¡rber of convicts in N.S.I,ü.

increased from 10,873 in 1820 to Ll ,O4g in Lg27.3.

Many of Macquariets urban convicts, despite the openings of
the convict barracks in 1819, had to find their own lodgíngs

after working for the government and. thus needed private ernploy-

ment to pay for these lodgings. Even the convict barrackts men

hTere allowed Ëo work for Sydney inhabitants every Saturday. Such

practices benefited the shopkeepers, manufacturers, and public-
ans of Sydney, many of whom r^rere emancipists. The convicts pro-

vided customership and also a source of labour. since emancip-

ists owned many of sydneyrs public and private houses, they

would have benefited from any convict demand for lodgings 
"

I

2

3

Brisbane t
Australian

o Bathurst, 28 April L823, HRA Vo1"XI,
, 30 March 1826 "Government Noticer'"

pp.7B-79;

G"J. Abbott "Government lr/orks and Services" in Abbott and
Nairne, op"cit., p.319.
Figures from Clark, Documents , p"406"
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The Sydney Gazette supported the government's distribution
of convicts into the countryside. It argued: "there will be

no peace in society till every householder resolutely banishes

the fiend anarchy from within his drøe1Ling".1' On the other

hand, the Gleaner, like the Australian , believed a better
ordered society would result from assigning convicts to urban

households. Here they would be rrr:nder the constant observ-

ation of tneir employers, and the surr¿eillance of a vigilant
poli-cert, something which, it argued, vras not possible in rural
areas, where crimes were often overlooked and proliferated be-

cause of the distance and cost involved to the settler in ob-

Ëaining red=ess?' In an early article, the Gleaner approached

from a different angle the accusation that new GovernmenE penal

policies hTere counter-productive and conËributing to increased

crime. It criticised Courrissioner Biggers system of !'Ëhe like
treatment of all classes of prisoners, oD their arrival in this
Colony, and their indiscriminative association, and banishment

from Èhe Metropolis, with the exception of Ëhose, retained in

Government service""3" Bigge's system did try to introduce

individualising distínctions inÈo the act of puníshment in
N.S.trü.. Hence he recommended Ëhe establishment of road gangs

and penal settlements for difficult prisonersl' However, even

these punishments had in connon a rural element and because of

SydneV Gazette 3 February L823"

4 AugusÈ L827; see also Australian 20 March L827 "

4. AparË from helping new free settlers, the clearing and burn-
ing of trees and the removal of their roots by chain gangs
had certain desirable individualising penal consequences "Bigge argued Èhat it separated convicts, fascilitated their
supervision and, moreover, allowed Èheir punishment to be
quantified and tailored to an individualrs physical condition
and crimes. Likewise, Bigge argued that the assignment of
convicts Ëo free settlers should be based primarily on I'the
degrees of their crimes, âs well as to their capacity for
labour", Bigge, Report, Vol"1, pp"103, L57, 159.

I
2

3 9 June L827.
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"this Biggers system r^ras seen to be "amercing all crimes in a

like penalty". The Gleaner criticised Bigge's system on the

grounds that ttit violates every principle of retributive
justice; it generates despair; and paLpably tempts to the
coumission of greater and more Lucrative offences by equal-
ising the punishment of a11""1.

The penitentiary principles of iricreased moral surveill-
ance, dispersion and hierarchicar classification and punish-

menÈ, which Bigge had used to legitimate the assignment of
convicts into rurar areas, rÀrere now used to legitimate their
allocation to urban areas. This demonstrates the malleability
of concepts: though they may occur in coded and organised

forms, this does not determine their use, which is above all
a question of politics, of strategic advantage. Wtrat iË also

demonstrates, hornrever, vras the hegemonic role which penal cat-
egories continued to exercise in the consËruction of critical
discourse. The interests of urban capital had to be partly
phrased within the language of penal theory to consËitute an

effective critÍque.

The Gleaher was not in principle opposed to moving pris-
oners into the countryside, but wanËed exemptions to protect
"artisans, manufacturers and private families in sydney" from

inconvenierrc..2' !ühereas in 1828 there vrTere in the colony as

a whole r34 free individuals to each 100 convicts, in sydney

the competition amongst free individuai-s for convicts hTas

gre'ater wLtjn 222 free individuars for each 100 convicts " 
3'

1. Gleaner, 9 Jr:ne LB27 
"

2" Gleaner, 26 lulay 1827; see also 4 August, 9 June Lg27 
"

3" R" Mansfield, An Anal
Year 1841 ,Pp"r7, 4L.

ytical View of the Census for the
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The Gleaner, 4 August L827, argued that the scarcity of Sydney

servants and tradesmen which resulted from government policies

had ttencouraged tAmericant insolence ín servants". Employers

rüere often forced to submit to their demands ttand even serious

outrages" because of the extreme difficulty of gaining replace-

ments. It went so far as to argue that the relative movernent

of convicts into the countryside amounted in effect to a t'Tax

on male labour !t'

I'Iithin the urban context the competition for convict serv-

ants created resentment beËween the private commercial classes

and the military and civil officers, who received convicts as

part remuneration for official duties. The Monitor, 23 March

L827, argued that General Darling could not be praised or cen-

sured for assigning convicts to settlers in the countryside

rather than those in town, since this order came from Britain.

However, the Monitor wanted convicts distributed to Sydney

inhabiËants in a more equitable I^ray which did not favour the

civil and militaxy officers"

It was not only convicts who were being moved into the

cor:ntryside, but also tickeË-of-1eave men. The ticket-of-leave
was first introduced by Governor King. It allowed a convict

to find work and thus not be supported by the government.

Under Macquarie, ticket-of-leave men hTere free to work where

they liked and, given a free choice, many of Ëhem preferred an

urban context, much to the annoyance of landholders.I' Under

Brfsbane, however, they were confined to certain districts and

1. See Sydney Gazette, 20 April L826 "From a Correspondent";
Lang , Iiis torical , p.154.
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and r¡nder Darling to one specific district. The Monitor,

24 February L827, regarded the latter legislation as favour-

ing "the old pure Merinostt, and as a species of "genuine

Botany Bay cunning...worthy of our AusËralian magistracy

which invented iLrr. The latter vlere accused of wanting to

reduce the bargainÍng power of Ëicket men and thus the r^rages

they could charge. The Monitor favoured greater mobility for
labour, and supported this with the argr:ment that most of the

fencing work was done by ticket men who needed to travel.

To confine them therefore, to one particular district, is
to deliver them into the hands of the gentry of that
district; and the said gentry to our per-onal. knowledge
will nicK Èhe poor fellows out of their v/ages by all sorts
of chìilõã-nery. Moniror, 24 February LgZ7.

Between 18f3 and 1820,Macquarie gave out 1,655 tickets-of-

leave, of which 450 went to convicEs who- did not qualify in

that Èhey had not been 3 years in N.S.11."1" In the post-

Macquarie period, tickeË holders hTere deprived of their right

to have convict servants assigned to them;2' relatively fewer

r^rere also given out; many were cancelled; convicts were made

to wait a fixed period before they could apPly; and had to

have spent a specified time with any one masËer as an indic-

ation of their good behaviour" The Monitor 24 February L827,

looking over the ticket-of-leave regulations published by Mac-

quarie, 9 January 1813, by Brisbane, 15 November L822, and

r:nder Darling, 1 January L827, observed: ttthat as the Colony

grol,Ts older the governmeùt gror^7s less merciful and benignant.

Every change is in prejudice of the sweet attribute of mercy".

Table 2 summarises the conditions of servitude under which

various grades of prisoners were liable to apply for ticket-

Shawr "Labourr', p"tr-I3.
This occurred Ln 1826; Coghlan, op.cit., p.110.

1

2



of-leave under different adminisErations.

Table 2

Number of Years
Prisoner was
Transported For

7 Year Men

14 Year Men

Men Transported
for Life

llacquarie

3
years

3
years

3
years

Brisbane

4 Years with
1 Master

6 Years with
2 Masters

8 Years with
3 Masters
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Darling

4 Years with
1 }.fas Èer or
5 Years with
2 Masters,

6 Years with
I Master or
I Years with
2 Masters or
10 Years with
3 Masters.

8 Years v¡ith
1 Master or
10 Years with
2 Masters or
12 Years with
3 Masters.

Number of Years Prisoners Had To Serve
Be ave

What the new regulations represented was not just in-
creased penal severity, buË also the greater bureaucratisation

of the penal system in N"S.!ü.. Increasingly, formal rules

vrere being used to determine the eligÍbility of prisoners for
tickets-of-leave, as well as pardons. These regulations to
some extent limited the discretionary power of the Governor

to pardon - as such Ëhey r¡rere seen to be Part of the secular-

isation of the state, the removal of the divine quality of

mercy as an instrunent of legitimation" This was especially

evidenced j-n a leËter sent by a convict to the Monitor, 27

August 1827, titled "An Unfortunate Liferr'" The writer ex-

pressed his dismay at Darlingts new ticket regulations, he

claimed that he along with "30 out of 50 lifers who came Lo

this counËry 5 to 10 years back, will never get ticketsrr"

He pleaded with the Monitor:
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Honoured Sir, be pleased to let me and the other lifers
know what rúe are to do, if we are not to have any liberty;
I hope God AlmighËy will in his infinite goodness, take
us all out of this cruel world, a world unfit for us poor
convicts to live in, now the first of the divine attributes,
mercy, -has lgft it - and may r^re be found worthy of
mercy from him, who shows mercy for all.
Monitor, 27 AugusL L827, "An Unfortrrnate tifer".

The opposition Press wanted to return to Macquariers more

favourable treatment of prisorrers. l' The Monitor, 19 May LB26

praised Macquarie for removing "the jailor-like habits" of all
previous administrations until his time" He substituted "the
decent term of prisoner...for the degrading one of êonvict".
He allowed prisoners the right to claim trages, which the Monitor

wanted restored, whether in the form of money or clothes or
other comforts. rn contrast to this, the Monitor, 13 January

L827, accused Darringrs administration of using flimsy excuses

to cancel tickets-of-leave. It cl-aimed that three out of four

tickets-of-leave cancelled r:nder Darling's administration "have

been so done for immoralities and improprieËies not cognisable

by lawfr. On the I September L826, the Monitor even objected

to a ticket man being deprived of his privilege for verbally
abusing a constable. He should have been punished by tread

rnill or solitary confinement, but not by having "the King's

provisional pardonrt taken from hirn.

.By reducing the number of ticket-of-leave holders, the

state \^/as tightening its hold on the economic structure of

N.S.Iiü. to the disadvantage of urban cenLres, where most ticket

men preferred to work, and to the advantage of pastoralists.

The Monitor, 15 December 1826, identified grazíers, made up

mainly of magistrates and civil officers, as the main pressure

I. For the Australianrs point of view see 14 June,
L926.

11 November
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group in the colony resisting the granting of more tickets-of-
leave and pardons to the convict population" This had to be

resisted, the Monitor argued, by impressing upon the government

"a strong sense of humaniËy, and a patient consideration of
Èhose profound principles of political economy which reveal

the urtimate expedient of liberal measuresrt. The association

together of hr:manitarianism and economic and political liberal-
ism was a recurring feature of the Opposition Press.

Thus, the l,Ionitor, 14 July 1828, in an article praising

Governor Ì4acquarie's administration, argued Ëhat he "vras profuse

with his ticket-of-leave, thus supplying the settlers with free

labour as well as with bond", In an earlier arÈicle, the

MoniLor, 24 February L827, condemned the new ticket-of-leave
regulaËions as having "contracted the Ëerms of freedom" and
I'as being perniciously and wantonly arbitrary. They are

judgement, untempered with a sufficient degree of mercy".

Not only was the new policy unpopular but bad, the Monitor

argued, .for free labour was twice as productive as bond; and

moreover voluntary labour was always accompanied with better
morals than the labour of slavery""I'

Let the governor always remember, that a sober, industrious
Inan, will do more work as a free man, than as a prisoner...
so tickets-of-leave, rightly administered, will pros er the

826 
"

colony more than bond-services. Monitor , 7 June
P
1

The Monitor, strangely enough, like the Sydney Gazette,

was also for moral reasons in favour of assigning convicts in-

creasingl¡r to the countrys i.de.2' This was because it supported

the greater use of free and ticket-of-leave labour in urban

areas" It believed the government should rrhire for itself only

1. Monitor, 24 February L827;
L826.

see also Australian 14 July

E. S. Ha11, The State of2. Monitor, 24 July, 1827; see also
New South !'lales in December 1830, (183r) , pp.I2-L4) .
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free mechanics".l' on 23 Plarch L827, it argued rural convict

assignment would push up the price of urban free labour and

would allow these mostly married individuals "to bring up

their families with greater decency". IÈ claimed that ticket
men in Ëhe countryside were persecuted by the magistrates and

that tttheir persons will be much safer under our Sydney magis-

tratesr'. It also believed that the expense of hiring free

and ticket labourers would be more easily born by the free

tohms-people, and that moreover, "the morals of the to\^ns will
be thereby promoted; because ticket and free labourers, as

being more connronly married men, are better able to withstand

the teuptations of the tornms than convictsfr.

The Australian , 11 I'{ay L827, criticised new disciplinary
measures as being designed to close off from convicts "the most

obvious and legitimate means of obtaining support for themselves

and families"" It listed the new prohibition as: "Free l^romen,

the wives of prisoners at penal settlements shall not keep shops;

and industrious ticket-of-leave men shall not hold public houses,

and emancipaËed men shall not obtain a foot of land in the

territoryrr" The new ticket-of-leave regulations, the Aust-

ralian argued, were creating disquiet in the prison population

by not holding out enough incentives for refo r^"2' Ticket-of-

leave holders, it believed, should be free to become public"rrr,3"

so did the Monitor, 3 February 1827, which accused Sydney mag-

istrates of giving preference to "the Pure Ì4erino publicans"

in allocating the last liquor licenses" The Australian ,11
November 1826, also criticised the new regulations, which made

tickets-of-leave depend on Ëhe length of servitude with one

. Monitor, 24 JuIy L827.

. AusLralian 3 January L827.

I
2

3 . Australian, 4 March 1826, L0 March L827.
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master and arjued that there wére many bad masters and Ehat

servants r^rere not always responsible for their leaving places

of employment. IË complained that an ernployer would be able

to take advantage of the legislation to deny tickets-of-leave

to good convicts and that the effect of the new regulation \^ras

Ëhat it made Ëhe employer into "a tyranttt. 1'

In Chapter Ten the Ëicket-of-leave issue will be returned

to as part of a broader analysis of how it was part of the

Opposition Press ! critique of a penal system r'vhich resorted

to punishment raÈher than rewards for the reformation of man.

In this chapter, I have shov¡n how the tickeË-of-leave issue

r^7as part of a discourse which promoted small property ownership

and a freer labour market for the benefit or urban areas. These

areas saw themselves disadvantaged by the relative movement of

convicts into the countryside. In the next section I turn to

Lhe issue of land.

1. See also Monitor, 7 June L826.
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(F) LAND AS THE FOCUS OF CoNFLICTTNG POLTTTCAL PHTLOSoPHTES

(i) Exclusionist View of the Necessi for a Landed Aristocr

The exclusionists, Macarthur and Marsden, both warned

Bigge to establish an aristocratic class of landed free seLt-

lers to head off what they sar47 as the revolutionary tendencies

of the emancipisË cause. Marsden warned that the emancipists

ríere dangerous, powerful men, lacking in moral principle yet

possessing "Numbers, Influence and Riches, which is Power in a

certain sense"; that their delegates Eagar and Redfern would

soon be talking about resisting England; and that "the best

part of the Community are no\^7 too poor, and too weak to con-

tend with the unprinciples part""1' Along these lines, the

Australian quoted Macarthur as criticising Governor Macquariefs

small land grants policy on the gror:nds it would keep N.S.l^i.

poor and wretched and ttrear up a turbulent and immoral demo-

cracy like that of America, which will in the end overËurn the

governflìent, and for¡nd a licentious republic on its ruins".2'

Macarthur had also warned Bigge there rl'ras no time to be lost,

that what was needed in the colony were British free settlers

with capital and not needy adventurers rvho tended to side with

the emancipists t democratic demands 
"

Adventurers without Capital retard al1 improvemenL, and
as they sink deeper into poverty and disËress swell the
mass oi discontent, become most furious democrats and
attribute the misery into which they plunged not to their
own idleness or want of discretion but to the errors of
Government and the oppression of the wealthy. 3.

1. I'larsden to Bigge, I0 March L821, 8.T., Box 27, YoL.L27,
pp.635B-6359"

2. Australian , 3 }{arch 1825 "Ner'r South irlales", copied from
the Morning Chronicle"

3. J. Macarthur to Bigge, 19 December L82L, in S. lfacarthur
Onslow, Some Earl
p.351.

Records of the Macarthurs of Camden,
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Similarly Marsden complained to Bigge that Ëhe political cause

of the emancipists woul-d gain in strength as they T¡/ere joined

by ttneedy unprincipled setËIers...from moÈives of private

interests". l'

In effect, the exclusionists provided Bigge and the

British government lüith a socíal eng-ineering proposal for man-

ipulating N.S.tr{.'s social struture so as to head off the growth

of independence and democratic colonial political movements.

The latter, Macarthur claimed, had gro!ún and become more organ-

ised r:nder Macquariets rule. Macarthurf s solution to them was

Èhe emigration fron Britain of between 40 and 50 free settlers

who would be given a minimum of 10,000 acres. Such a landed

body, he argued, would quickly become wealthy, forming an aris-

tocracy, and in doing so would look to the governmenL for pro-

tection from the democratic multitude who ttwould look upon

their large possessions with envy, and upon the proprietors

with hatrèd".2' I4lith typical Machiavellian cr-mning, Macarthur

wanted to exacerbate class divisions within N"S.!ü. so that the

lower sections would find themselves totally subordinate to an

aristocratic class which would look to the local state and

Britain for support in protecting its property in the ensuing

intensified class struggle.

.Underlying the exclusionist's social policy was the idea

that an aristocracy marked, and was responsible for, the pro-

gress from savagery to civilised life. Hierarchy in all its

varÍous forms was seen to contain those discriminations nec-

I
2 "349, c. f 

"ebruary L82
see also Macarthur topp " 346-355;

1, i Ritchie, Evidence , Yol- "2, pp.
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essary for any rational civilisation. This view was held

even in the Opposition Press by writers who opposed the es-

tablishmenË of an oligarchy; hierarchy was identified with

the generalised necessity for society Eo possess assymetrical

social distinctions as the basis of order.

A virËua1 ari.stocracy will exist in all kingdoms, even in
reþÏElffi, however pure " But an oligarchy is an artif icial
thing, the result of origi-nal conquest" Rich and learned
men to the poor and Ígnoran! - grey hairs to the young -
parents to their children - masters to their servants
these are all natural aristocracies which exist in every
nation and'tribe under Heaven - they decrease in strength
as you recede fron a civilised to a savage life" Among
the New Zealanderrs aristocracy holds but little - among
the tribes of New Holland, the nost ignorant and destitute
people in Ëhe world, it exísts in the weakest degree.

Australian, 17 ¡larch L825, "A¡:ì. Emigrant".

Even supporters of the emancipist case in Britain used the

eraergence of an "aristocracy" and r,riddle class t9 justif¡l the

normality of N.S.I^I. and, hence, its right to an extension of
1civil rights. -'

In N.S"I'I" a "wealthy and high-minded Aristocracy" r^ras

presented by exclusionist supporters as being necessary to

maintain the morality of more subordinate groups, who lacked

adequate self-guidance and needed others to provide a stable

model for action: ttl{hen rnre see no-one around us that we

consider better than ourseLves, and whose censure or esteem

rÁre are heedless about, wê are apt to fall into a carelessness

not only of our personal appearances, but a remissness of our

moral duties, if our principles are not steadfastly honourable,

or fixed by strong religious sentiments".2' trrlithout an aris-

ech of Mr. Bright to the House of Commons
the Australian , 19 March 1825.

I'Ne\nr South Inlalesfr, copied from2. Australian 3 March L825,

1. See the spe
reported by

the Morning Chron icle.
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Èocracy N.S.ll. wöuld be threaÈened with.collective moral

debasemenË. An aristocracy Ì{as presented as the unifying
moral force of a society rfformed of all kinds of discordent

materials, both with respect to political and religious op-

inions t' . 
I'

ültrat emancipists political dernands threatened society

with was a moral homogeneity prernised on the collapse of all
moral distinctions.

Liberty - say they - perfect liberty - perfect equality
are necessary to the welfare of the Colony - and to bring
this about T¡Ie must first confound all received principles
of right and wrong and raise convicted infamy to the same
level as unblemished reputation. 2.

Likewise, Ilannibal Macarthur claimed that the appointment of
ex-convicts to juries and the judiciary would not improve

N.S.W. society by providing convicts rvith an incentive to

reform, but would insËead rrdegrade the respectable portion

of the coumunity and produce a general debasement throughout
2the Colonyt'."' Bigge, many years after his report, continued

to believe that the rremigration of numbers", as suggested by

John Macarthur, rnras not sufficient to morally purify N.S.l^1.

society and that it was al$_necessary to give chè more res-

pectable settlers greater iafluence, by allowing them only

"to fill the high and influential situations in N.S.l{.t'; "by

exalting those who are pure, or by Discouraging & Discounten-

ancing the licentious & the corruptt'.4.' rn short, emancipists

lacked within Ëheir personalities that rigid morar hierarchy

rbid..
James Macarthur to brother John, 9 June L827, Macarthur
Papers, Vo1.35, p.36.
Macarthur, oÞ.cit., p.84.
J.T. Bigge to James Macarthur, 12 December T827, Macarthur
Papers, YoL.26, pp.18-19; see also Bigge, Report, Vol.1,
p. 155.

I
2

3

4
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which ought Ëo be reflected in the organisation of social and

political institutions; they threatened to reduce N.S"W" to

the undifferentiated sameness of the savage.

Emancipists as symbols or moral disorder, threaËened

aristocratic society with a brutal social egalitarian ethos.

This point r^ras forcefully nade by the following exclusionist

writer and though he downplayed the political significance of
the egalitarianism that emancipists r^rere the bearers of ,

other writers did not"

Equality is the via sacra It is noË the equality of
the laws, b
all, nor is
juries, bec

ecause these are adminis Lered impartiallyto
it the equal r ight of sitting on criminal-

ause the emigrants themselves do not enjoy
this, nor can it be the equal right to the magistracy
Èhey claim of the legislature, because the government can
do this whenever it is satisfied individuals are to be
found among them sufficiently respectable for such offices;
nor is thaÈ species of equaliËy they long for, so popuLar
during the late French Revolution, where the individuals
who had unfortunately attained Ëhe dangerous distínction
of being aristocratically higher by a head, than the
cormon herd of his fellow citizens, forthwith undet:\^renE
the republican crop, in order to reduce him Ëo the proper
democratic level; but it is that species of spartan
equality insisted on by Lycurgus and now insisted on by
our liberty-loving emanicipists, the equal right of
slobbering up their black broth at the same tabler-êD-
gulfing tñeii hearry Hanbury cheek by jowl, and while
blowing their evening cloud, enjoying the proud privileges
of spitting in the same dish. "
Australian , 20 April L827, "Ne\nr South I^Iales - No. XII".

In contrast to the perceived vulgar, spartan egalitarianism

of convict culture, the allegiance of wealthy emigrant capital
to the colonial sLate authoriÈies and their desire to be an ex-

tension of state hegemonic influence lvas expressed culturally

through their reproduction and imiËation of the more genteel

aristocratic aspects of British culture" This was significant
seeing that it was unlikely that many of them hTere from the

British aristocracy. rn the press this British cultural trad-
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ition was satirised for its dandish, if not homosexual, qual-
ities.l' This adoption of British symbols of class domination

r,üas evidenced in an exclusionist writert s discussion of how

the monotonous and sol-itary nature of life in N.S.hI. r^ras giving
way to more varied forms of entertainment as a result of "Ëhe
recent importation of respectable settlers, and increase of
the higher class of government civilians". This writer spoke

of women dressing up more fanciLy, of more balls, dinners and

other convivialities; he however regretted the lack of a

public barlroom and theatre. More importantly, he spoke of
how the landholders at Bathurst "in imítation of their northy
old English compeersf' had formed the Bathurst H'nt with the
aim of hunting the native dog.2.

The distinguishing uniform
black velvet trirnrnings, wiinscription "BathursË H,¡nt
ered in gold upon the coll
tox hounds of the best Eng
ground has been obtained, -
supper room. 3.

In contrast Èo the exclusive fellowship of the above forms

of landed entertainment, the Monitor, g June Lg27, pointed to
the political significance of more popular forms of recreation.
Though, "as rigid morarists", the Monitor often opposed these,
it was nevertheress willing to acknowledge them as a ,substit-
ute for baser vices". rt argued that the great authority of
political theories justified them as means of blurring class
distincËions 

"

s of races, balls, theatres,g the aristocracy and the
ey tend to abaËe the haughti-r are made to feel themselves
; and thaË feeling generates

9x9*ey,,9azette, 9 _Octob-gr_ l-B23 "Fanny Flirt", 30 Ocroberr8z3--"BeEsey Bandicoot", 15 January [az+ "Fanáy riiri';.
. Australian

I

2

3 rbid" 
"

10 February L827 "Ner¿ South trfales - No. IV" 
"
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in them a veneration for their superiors, while they see
them once a year condescend as it were to a species of
equality Uonitor, I June L827 

"

I will now turn to analysing the discursive strategies

whereby the press formuLated its opposition to the aristoc-
rati-c culture of gentility which rtras emerging around land.

(ii) Oppositi,on to a Landed Aristocracy

Opposing the exclusive establishment of lande<1 aristoc-
racy, opposition nehrspapers wanted the government to allocate
small parcels of land on an extended scale to ex-con',¡ictsrl'
poor free settlers2' and to the colonial born youth.3' They

argued that political stability rested on the energence and

growth of a propertied middLe class, a yeomanry; and that by

giving ouÈ large parcels of l-and to foreigners, in seeking to

construct only a landed aristocracy, the government rvas creat-
ing those exLremes in wealth on which political disorder flour-
ished. As the Australian , 3 Ìiarch 1825, put it: political
stability existed "rvhen the various orders of society insens-

ibly blend together, and the extremes of wealth and Droperty

are connected by imperceptible gradations" " Referring to the

exclusionists attempt to establish an aristocracy in N.S.I^l.,

the Australian argued:

The only_effect an aristocracy in N"S"üI", or indeed in any
other Colony, would be to raise up a servile and degraded
population - a timorous and turbulent mob - at one Èime
crouching under the cro!ùns of their proud and worthless
masters, ãt another time joining in some scheme of assin-
ation to rid themselves of their oppressors 

"

1" The Australian,
2" The AusËralian,

11 May L827 "

31 March L825, 13 Septerrber, 6 Decernber 1826.
L9 January 1826.3. The Australian,
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England had originally tried to impose on America "both parsons

and placemen, who would have grovrn into Bishops and titled aris-
Èocratsr', but America had resisted and as a result r^ras nohT rich
and powerful" The Australian further argued that all distinct-
ions and inequalities which do not emerge "as Ëhe natural result
of industry and judicious errployment of capitalr', r^rere destruct-
ive to the prosperity of a new colony. rt claimed that "the
Drones of our society. . . the great people with trifling pen-

sions", vrere inundating the colony. rt satirised claims that

the establishment of a wearthy aristocracy would improve the

moral fibre of the colony: ttto porish public manners, teach

us to pull off our hats to our superiorg, and to pay more att-
ention to our personal appearan""t{' The Monitor , z0 January

1827, identified the middle classes of society as its most

moral.

Mechanics, shop-keepers, domestic manufacturers andlittle settlers of New south ltalesl understand, that
ir yogT classes dwell chiefly the domestic virtue",frugality, temperance, chastity, and piety! Impress it- on your own minds and on those of your children, that
histo-ry proves. . . that whenever the liberties of a counËry
have been soId., they have been sold by the nobility and -

gentry, never by you, the peoplel
Monitor, 20 January LB27 

"

The writer, "An Emigranttr, argued that history and the last
30 years of modern experience disproved the claim "attributing
all morality to an aristocracy, and recomirending it chiefly as

an e¡rgine of colonial moral reformationil. The English nobility
had not always been the most moral in Europe; their morality was

not the cause but the effect of the people gradually paying

more atËention to religion. The Colonyrs morals r^rere more

likely to be increased ttby the increase of sunday schools, ben-

evolenË societies, bibre societies, &c &c than by the sudden

1. Australian 3 March, L825.
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creation of a 'high minded aÍistocracy,,,.1, It was through
the uredium of bureaucratic pedagogic institutions, rather
than Ëhe deveropment of personal aristocratic porùer, that
morality was to be spread.

rn general, the press cast disparaging remarks on the
notion of an exemplary moral centre, as this was seen to under-
ly exclusionist demands for the permanent estabrishment of a

titled aristocracy in N.s.I^I.. The morar and social pedigree
of this landed aristocracy r^/as often questioned. The sydney

Gazette, 2l April 1828, pointed out that many of these "prim-
eval aristocratsr', from the N.s.I^I. corps and the 102nd Regiment,

r^rere in the earry years of the colony "comnon retailers of
haberdashery, as well as notorious grog-sellers,.. fwnol
contrived to susËain and perpetuate their aristocratic pride
and serf-importance, by retailing yards of calico, measr:ring

inches of tobacco, and serving out quarterns of well-dashed
rum". They provided the convicts and sordiers r,with the nec-
ecessaries and luxuries of life to the tune from 4 to g00

percent!" The writer "An Emigrant" also craimed that through
such means military and civil officers acquired their rand,
sheep and cattle from the poorer marine and convict settlersS.
The role of these "old handst' in overthrowing Bligh was also
continually referred to in the presr.3' The Monitor, 17 Feb-

ruary 1827, went so far as Lo refer to them as ,disturbers

of every governmentrt.

The Sydney Gazette 13 January L825, observed. that "the
colony, nohr a days, is deruged with gentremen and esquires,,,

. Australian, 24 March 1825, "An Emigrant".

. Australian 31 uarch 1825 "An Emigrant".
1

2

3 S dne Gazette 15 February 1828.
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very few of whose titles rüere based on inheritance, birËþ, "or

some other powerful recommendation". The Sydney Gazette com-

plained that it always understood I'that there lilere no hopes of

any member of a poor man's family aËtainíng the dignity of a

gentleman before the third or fourth generation". The Gleaher,

L7 Ì4ay L827, asked "who-pray-are these Demi-GenETy, these mock

nobles, who are thus playing rhígh life below staírsr, and aff-

ecting to condeut an association with opulent, and respect-

able citizens, tbecause tl"t had once fallent". It observed

that they r^re.re no longer made up old settlers and old prejud-

ices born out of "those days, when two classes only existed

in our commr:nity... Oh: no - these squeamish recusants, are

not of the number of old settlers, they are more recent im-

portations, lured to our shores by the scent of convict go1d,

by the anticipation of enriching Lhemselves by convict labour,

- by the sr¡reat, and the blood of the unforËunateï. N.S.I^I.

nehrspapers complained that these genËlemen had no hesitation

in trading with the same emancipists whom Ëhey opposed being

placed on equal political and personal footing with themselve"l

0' yes;- they will do the Emancipists the honour to
consume the fruits of their rhonest industry', their tea,
sugar, wines & on a credit 'ad Groecas Calendar'; but,
to be couptd with them in a Jury-Box - to incur personal
converse, and contact,
contamination, abominat

arj- Gradu would be degradation,

G1eaner, 17 May L827.

Such criticisms, as the above, evidence the emergence of

an ideology of social egalitarianism, which recognised only

the talent of individual industry and exertion. In effect,

what was emerging in opposition to British free settlers, and

1. See S dne Gazette , 18 November L824; Governor Bourke
s lml ar ypo nt to the se

on

paradox of free settlers
only too ready to be commer y involved with emancipists
yet refusing to sit with them in a jury-box: Bourke to
Goderich, 19 March 1832n HRA, Vol.16, p.564.

eming
ciall
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the "old", hiera¡chial, aristocratic order they represented,

was an ideology of egalitarianism premised on the competitive

individualism of capital-ism. This egalitarian ideology was

not so much in opposition to the development of a hierarchical
socie.ty, but wanted an aristocracy of merit rather than an

aristocracy based on privilege or inheritance.

Governor Macquariers favourable emancipist policy made

him perhaps the first most powerful advocate of the position"
Ritchie has aptly summed up Macquarie as holding the belief

"that industry and applicaËion shourd be rewarded by promotion

and accl-aim", whilst arso believing ttthat subordination was

the only basis wtrich might promote happiness and ordert'.1"

Likewise, emancipist Eagar, in a letter to Bathurst, proclaimed

"that there shóuld be subordination of Rank is natural and

just". This meant that a convict t'should give the most un-

questionabre testimony of his reformation, good conduct and

character, before he is restored to Rank in society.. "but hav-

ing redeemed his character and entitred himself to jusË con-

sideration, iE is too much to have continual reference to un-

happy circumstancês""2" rn short, this egalitarian ideorogy

stressed the redeen'rability of man, that his rank in society

should be the result of personal effort and not social as-

cription. Thus the Gleaner, 26 May L827, wanted the govern-

ment to be fair in its appointment to public offices 'rby open-

ing them to a fair competiËion of merits and abilities, and by

no longer confining eligibility, to one particular caste,.

The tendency of this ideology was to individualise class
relations by providing them with the semblance of being

1. Ritchie, Evidence, Vo1.I, p.199.
2. Eagar to Bathurst, 12 November L822, B.T. Box 28, p.69L2.
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the r:nequar realisa¡ion of the inherenË psychological differ-
ences Godly naÈure had placed in individuals. The egalitarian-
ism of this ideology lay in its asstrmption that all individuals
ought to be equally free to realise their inherent different
abilities. This ideology denied the rnoral relevance of private
familial circumstances, property, or even life history for
the public or political being of the individual. personar

insignia was to have no public political relevance. However,

as lfarx points out, the demand for fornal public equality in
capitalist society does not remove or destroy class relation-
ships but makes their reproduction a product of civil society. l"

The private, especially as the source of individual differences
in wearth and aptitude, becomes the domain for the depolitic-
ised reproduction of cl-ass relationships.

r have moved avray somewhat from the issue of land and

new migrants, to which r will return in the next section. How-

ever, r have done so only to point out cerLain major ideolog-
ical tendencies inscribed in these issues. r have sought to
point out that urban ner¡rspapers rather than constituting a

radical press which deni-ed class rerationships, in fact, sought

to ground them ideologically in a form of competitive indiv-
idualism which effectively blurs and deporiticises the reprod-
uction of class relationships" This ideorogical tendency,

which naturalises class relationships by rnaking them an ex-

pression of individual aptitude, culturally dominates the con-

struction of class relationships in our o\^rn time. Moreover,

this ideology of competitive individualism, apart from coming

from discursive sites which favoured the freeing up of capital
and labour, rÀ7as also linked to an historical form of Australian

1- l'{arx, "Je\dish Question" in Bottomore, op.cit., pp.zg-30.
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nationalism. As a convicÈ colony, established as a land of
opportr.rrity for Ëhe reformation of the fallen, N"S.!ü. r^ras juxt-
aposed against the artificiality of British hierarchical soc-
iety, which stunted and prevented the development of manfs

inherent psychological quarities. rn effect, the opposiËion
Press appropriated many of the critiques of the artificialiËy
of an aristocratic culture which were articulated by the pol-

itically aspiring British middle cl-asses at the time, but gave

these a nationalistic edge.1'Th"i= ability to do this was

partry dependent and determined by the landed settlers in
N.s.!ü. irnitating British aristocratic cul-ture as the means of
establishing their cultural hegemony over other classes.

This theme will be continued partly in Ëhe next section,
where r also examine discursive strategies in the press which

attempted to turn ress-well-off British emigrants against the

more organised and wealthier forms of British capital coming

into N"s.I^1., as well as against the wealthy indigenous landed

bourgeoisie who hrere seen to be aligned with the latter.

1. For these critiques in Britain see J. S ekora, Luxury: The
ce t in hlestern Tho t Eden to Smo l1ett , pp. r07,
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(G) THE MoBIL ISATION OF OPPOSITION TO LARGE.SCALE LANDED

CAPITAL AND T'IEALT}TY FREE SETTLERS

As r have shown, the opposition press opposed rarge land
grants to free settlers; but especially large land grants to
corporatiorrs.l' The Monitor, r3 september Lgz7, criticised
private stock companies, such as a recently proposed one for
growing sugar at Port Macquarie, by arguing that t'the lands

of the colonies ought to be reserved exclusively for individ-
ual emigrants". Likewise, the granting of one seventh of new

land grants to the church and school corporation provoked

strong hostility against the Anglican church.2' The Monitor

argued that England:
has laid the foundation of a mighty pohrer, which Lf.
suffered to acquire strength in proportion to its sub-
structure, wil] annihilaLe every interest and every
slay i.n the Colony. _ Tþ. Clergy will reign trimphanr
the tyrants alike of the peoplã: and the õonstitirted
Authorities - their possessions and their wealth will
serve to crush on the one hand, enslave on the other;
and New South trrlales from Þ"1ng a pfosperous and rising
Colony, will sink into a Priest-ridden, nerveless
Conmrunity I

Monitor, 6 June L826. 3.

Three weeks later the Monitor complained about how government

policies were leading to the creation of "a kind of holy
aristocracy, very different from the ungodly pure Merino

oligarchists, who in the old facËion and the new faction,

wish to reign alike over Governor and people". The Australian
3 January L827, criticised the clergy for seeking material
wearth and power; and claimed that: "Harf the schisms in
religion have proceeded from the avarice of the priesthood".

The granting of one million acres

ultural Company was similarly opposed.

. Australian, 29 August f828.

. l{onitor, 20, 27 January, 6 June LB27;
December L826.

to the Australian Agric-

The latterrs land grant
I
2

3. Monitor, 27 Janua ry L827.

Australian 30
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required it to invest one pound per acre and to take L,2oo
convicts off the governments hands. The Australian Agricultural
company became a symbol of excessive and wasteful land grants
to foreigners, which lrere not in the interest of the colony.
Opposition also emerged because those appointed to the Conmittee

advising and managing the company's colonial affairs T^rere

mainly exclusionists. They included the Rev. Archdeacon Scott,
captain King, James and Hannibal Macarthur, and James Bov,rman"

Through the company, the exclusionists, especially the l4acar-

thur famiry, gained further influence and powerful friends in
England, for combating the convict faction.l' The sydney Gazett e,

4 November L824, stated the Company's British directors included:
The Attorney G-eneral, the solicitor General, the Hon.H"G. Bennet, Mr. Broughan, l{r. Iiume and 25 óther dis-tinguished Members of parlianenÈ - tþ" Governor, DeputyGovernor and e_ight Directors of the Bank of EngÍand- -the chairman, Deputy chairman and five Directois of theEast rndia comp-any - besides_many of the most wealthy
and eminent Bankers and Merchanti of the Metropolis.

The company r^ras viewed in the opposition press as a pol-
itical instrumentr2' "as an engine for augmenting family
influence, as a means of facilitating political manoeuvres,

and as an easy mode of enriching subordinates and dependents',.3"

The fact that the company did not import any livestock meant

that its extensive purchases in N.S.trü. could be used to create

personal relationships of obligations and patron"g".4'

It would appear that criticisms of large land grants r^rere

coming from the urban petty bourgeoisi,e. The writer 'A,r res-
ponded to criËicisms of the Australian Agricultural company by

1. John Macarthur to (Father) John Macarthur, 12 June L925,
Macarthur Papers, Vol.15, pp.300-301.

2" See Monitor, 19 June LB27 "

3. Australian 2 August L826"
4" See the Australian , 3 March, 13 April, 25 April, 4 Ì{ay L827 

"
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another hrriter by seeking to expose his real motives, which
rlrere namely him having placed his independence of mind and

liberty 'tin the hands of butchers, bakers, tailors, and shoe-

makers".l' Not all those of the lattei crass who opposed

government policies were emancipists. Darling, writing ín 1926,

complained there was a whole class of recently arrived shop-

keepers who. knew nothing about agriculture and yet who hoped

to get land, ttToo nany of this class come out", Darling
complained, many of them bringing out their capital in trade
goods they obtained on credit. They became alienated from
his administration because of their failure to receive land
whilst oËhers did.2.

Though always opposed to the Australian Agricultural Comp-

âry, the Ì.{onitor initially supported the emigration of wealthy

free settlers to N.S.!ü.. However, in September L827, it
changed its mind and joined the Australian in jointly arguing

that what N.S.W. needed was labour and not more capital, for
the latter did not increase the sr.m total of production in the

colony but instead gave everything a fictitious .rulrr..3' The

Opposition ne\^rspapers rtanted the government to reverse its

poticies and to make land grants to settlers of limited means

so as to encourage the emigration to N.S.I^I. of labourers and

mechanics. The effect of the Australian Agricultural Company

T¡ras 'to increase competition for labour, both convict and free;

the relief it offered the Colony, the Australian claimed , ttis

I Sydney Gazeiute, 18 l¡larch L824, "4".
2. R. Darling to lrl. H"y, 16 December

Missing Despatches from Governors
M.L. , AL265-4.

1826,
of N.

Transcri
s.trü. , I82

sof
T832,

tp
3

3. Monitor, f3 September L827.
4. ÌIonitor, 4 February, 26 AprlL L828; Australian, 18 Nov-

õiffiFf824, 3I Marãñ LB25-, 6 Decemb erf]-;ßÆây L827 .
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the relief which a master tradesman experiences on loosing

capital workmen". l'

rln the 12 April L826, Ëhe Australian c laimed that the

company was part of a selfish exclusionist plot to sacrifice
the nation, "to throw the resources of the colony into the

hands of English capitalisËs". The exclusionist pastoralists
sold Ëhe company much of the stock it needed to begin its op-

erations. It was complained that the Company would monopolise

the future profits of the Colony, shipping these back to England

as dividends rather than investing them in the colony. By sell-
ing the company stock, the colonists hTere "abandoning the true
sources of wealth to st,rangers, and laying the foundation for
exhausËing the colony of its riches"?' The opposition press

also complained about the Australian Agricultural company's

exclusive access to Newcastle "o"1.3' This meant, argued the

Australian , 29 July L827, that: I'Coal, in place of becoming

a source of profit, will prove an additionar and a constantly

active means of draining money from the colony". Dividends

would have to be paid in British curreocy, as such they threat-
ened the colonyrs ability to purchase imports. The future of
the colony r^ras asserted to be that of rreland: t'the people of
rreland have always been kept in a state of poverty and dis-
tress, owing to the great Land Proprietors spending their in-
coEres in England".4'

Along these lines the Monitor criticised the Church and

School Corporation claiming it would create a parasitical holy

. Australian

. Australian
I
2

3

4

4 l{.ay LB27 , L2 April L826.
12 April L826 

"

. Monitor, 28 July L826; Aus tralian,

. Australian 2 Augus t 1,826 .

26 April 1826.
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aristocracy'who, upon retiring to England, would drain the

colony of its wealth.

They [ecclesíastics] "=" not a jot more to be feared in
a political view than the AgriculËural Corporation. The
rents drawn by the Agricultural Company will be sent to
London. Those of the Church Company, too, will be sent
to London, to pay our Archdeacon when he retired from this
vineyard. I,lonjlqor, 27 Jaw¿ary 1827.

one complaint about the importation of too much capital
rnras that it was pushing up prices, t'putting it beyond the means

of the poorer class of settlers to gain a subsistence, oï
create a little store, by the purchase and breed of a small

IsÈock". The Aus alian 24 November L825, claimed that the

rising price of merino sheep was preventing "the rearing of
sheep becoming gr:adually diffused" and that a new monopoly

was rising up "and confining hTithin its own circle a consid-

erable portion of those profits which disseminated among the

small emancipist farmersrr.

rn general, opposition ner^rspapers exploited the economic

and social divisions within the landed community: they played

on the distinction between emancipist and exclusionist which

ráras part of the broader distinction bethreen large-scale im-

proted capital and small-sca1e domestic capital. In particular,
they tried to fuse the interests of srnall emancipist farmers

with those of new free settlers who were experiencing diff-
iculties because of the price of establishing themselves on

2.farms. Thus, the Monitor , 26 AprlL L828, argued thar be-

cause Merino ehres had risen from 30 shill-ings to É30 and the

same could be said for other livestock as well as land, this

1. Australian 12 April L826.
2" See Austral-ian 30 I,Iay, 6 June 1828.
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had rrenËailed ruin on nervconers. Their fortr¡ne of one thous-
and pounds capitaL...bought nothingr'. The only persons who

benefited from the introduction of capital, the Monitor

claimed, r,rere the "rich old handstt whose properËy acquired
a greater value.

lJhen the price of livestock became depressed after rï2g,
the Australian, 6 Jr.me 1828, chose the occasion to argue thaÈ

the greaÈ sÈockhol-ders had no right to complain for they had

obtained their land free and that even at low prices they T^/ere

still making profits. This is contrasted wiËh the posiËion

of new seËtlers who had been forced to purchase stock at ex-

horbitant prices and who, because of difficulties in being a1l-
ocated land, had either to purchase or renË land if they T¡rere

not to miss the ,."rorr"1' The only benefactors from the prev-
ious inflationary situation $/ere asserted to be those inter-
ested parties who, on the incorporation of AustraLian Agric-
ultural company, "conËrived by artifice and finesse to double,

and Èreb1e, and quadruple the then existing prices,,.2.

Governor Darling attributed his r:npopularity partly to
the Ì{oniËorrs endeavour to persuade those who cannoË obtain
land as much and as many convicts as they wish, that they are

treated with harshness and injustice by the Government,,.3.

This'was despite the government having set up a Land Board

"to relieve itself frorn the imputation of partiarityr'. with
respect to the distribution of convicts and land to settlers.

1. See also Australian 14 September, 24 Ocrober L927.
2. Australian , 6 June 1828.
3. Darling to Goderich, 2l June L832, c.o. l"liscerraneousletters N. S . t47. L832, pp . 99- 100, M. L " A2L46 .
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Darling bel-ieved that opposition to hirn came from the poorer
free settlers who despite their limited resources wanted a
large land grant. He accused many of them of engaging in
Itthe grossest impositions" by borrowing money for a day or
tv¡o whilst appearing before the Land Board. The failure of
their farns Darling aËtributed to the drought and to their
having borrowed money at high interest rates.1.

Let us look at some more examples of how the press was

mobilising this sector.of public opinion.2. The Monitor,
22 November L827, blamed the Australian Agricultural company

and the church corporation for the difficulty new settlers
r^/ere having in being allocated land. The Mon'itor , L7 February
L827, wanted to know reasons why Governor Darlingrs adminis-
tration gave freery rfconvicts to the rich ord hands, permitt-
ing poor struggling Johnny-nehrcomers to go without servants
at a11". The government it is true, the Monitor claimed, had

reduced the number of its convicts in the Barracks from 1700

to 500 by aLlocating them to settlers. But it had done this
by letting "out to the old hands of the colony, (the rich old
emigrants of Governor Kingrs time) gangs of. 20 men each to
clear their estaËes, and make those richer who were already
too richrr. They had picked all the best of the Barrack con-

victs to be assigned to themselves, leaving to the new emi-
grants the "hak,, lame, blind, daft, (as scotch say) imbecile,
in short all possible sorts of useless wretchestt. The Monitor,
pleaded f,or "equity, humanity and cournonsenset, and asked "who

ought to be compelled to pay the high hTages of free labour -

1. Ibid. ; H. King,
2. See atso Monitor,

Richard Bourke , p "L46.
1 September 1826 

"
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such men as our councilmen Mr. McArËhur and Mr. Throsby? or
newly arrived emigranËs?" Referring also to the distribution
of convicts, Ëhe AusËralian, 2 February Lg26, complained that:
I'The wearth and infl-uence of some of the setËlers have occ-

asioned disÈinctions and an inequality in the judicious dis-
tribution, to the great prejudice of the people at rarge".
The Australian also cri-ticised new regulations which required
small settlers wanËing convicts to apply firstry for a cert-
ificate to a Magistrate, clergyman, or three landhotders. This,
the Australian argued, would reduce the. settler "to a state of
vassalage and subserviencytt.

He thefsettler] must think as a great landholder thinks.
He must submit as his captive. He must surrender his
independence of mind; otherwise he will not be deenned
capable of maintaining the number of servants that he
may apply for...these regulations.. ¡êrê well calculated
Ëo stock the farms of the great people; they are well
calculated to suit the Agricultural Company, who, by
their large herds...will-always have a ðfaiir for' more
servants, however nany they may have.

Australian , 2 February L826.

The Monitor accused the government of readity giving
land grants to its civil officers, who already had surplus
acres, whilst new free settlers r^/ere forced to wait.1. Along

these lines, the Australiân, 27 ApríL Lg27, accused govern-

ment officials of having Large landholdings themselves and

thus "an interest in advancing the value of land by augmenting

the difficulries of obraining itf'. The Australian was res-
ponding to proposals Eo se1l crown land and to charge quit
renË for it. rt believed a better way of increasing the value
of land would be through the encouragement of emigration by

making land more readily available to the lower order".2. The

1. Monitor 17 February, 31 Decemb er L827 .

20 JuIy L827, 29 August 1828.2. See also Australian
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Monitor, B september L826, arso criticised the proposed rand

Ëax on all new land grants as a policy which would only in-
crease the val-ue of rfoLd settlerrr estates. These settlers
would not have to pay the tax and because they had arrived
first, and, therefore, had their far:ns closer to market, they
would have an unfair advantage and be abre to r_ndersell the
nehrcomers.

A further consequence of the emigration of wealthy free
settlers was to encourage the emergence of a sense of egal-
itarian nationalism amongst the colonial born youth, for whom

the same ready access to land and convicts did not exist.
Charles Darwin r¡rrote about his visit to N.S"l^1. in 1g36, that:
"There is much jealousy betweein the children of the rich eman-

cipist and the free settlers; the former being pleased to
consider honest men as interlopers.t,l' rn evidence before
the select conrnittee on secondary pr:nishments 1931, Thomas de

la condamine claimed that much of the demand for trial by jury
and civir rights though coming both from free settlers and

emancipists came principally from "rshat is ca1led the currency,
that is, natives born of European parentst'.2. The AusËrarian
19 January 1826, believed the colonyrs youth possessed suff-
icient wealth and the numbers to irnprove the country and that
Ëhey possessed the added advantage of not being "strangers to
the climate and the system of agriculture which ought to be

adoptedf r.

The_p-eople who are born in the colony, are the people who
will beautify- and improve the colony" rt is frõm them we
mgst expect that attention to not only changing the face
of nature, but adorning the spot which surrõunãs their
dwelling. rt is to them we aie to look for the neat farm-

1 A. Birch and D.S. McÌ{illan,
P.73.

The Sydney Scene 1788-L960,

2. Minutes of Evidence before select committee on secondary
Punishments 1831 , p.73.
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house, and fenced paddock; the yeanan!s dwellings, and
the squires mansion with parks and planÈations...

The Australianrin the same issue.,printed an address to Governor

Darling threatening dangerous consequences, if that spírit of

discontent amongst the presenË generation were not extinguished.

It being pointed out thaË the Colonyls youth, not having been

brought up in Britain, did not have the same conunítment of

absolute loyalty to the mother country as their parents " The

native youth, it was claimed, rnrere not interested in "the pat-

ronage of office", but were distressed to find "grants of land,

which they consider their o!ün as it r^rere by natural inheritance",
being given to strangers without the means of improving it.
The address concluded that the native born youths wanted in
future to be treated equally with emigrants and to enjoy the

civil rights of free men which the British ConstituËion granted"

On the 20 January L827, the Austrâlian printed a letter by 20

native born youth who believed Ëhe soil to be "their birth-rieht
their legititrate inhéfitancel" They complained about present
policy, which was "to relinquish to schools - to churches - to
rlevianÈhan! companies, and monopolising families, the pleasarit
possessions of the best land in Ëhe colony, and the advantage

of priority of selection". The Austral_ian in the same issue
supported the native born youths with the following forceful
nationalis tic statementf ' .

Emigrants and strangers, and foreigners and capitalists,
and non-c ists, rich and or receive grants of land
I-n Propor o their neans, proportion to their vrants,

apital
tion t Poin

or according Ëo some capricious rule, while the native born
youth are passed over their claims unaLtended to their
equal rights unheeded" Australian 20 January L827.

Apart from land, the other issue native born youth wantecl

equal treatment with free settlers via the state \^ras in the
appointment to the public service. rn 1830 the sydney College
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r^ras established by emancipists and their liberal supporters.
rn an early prospecËus in 1825, when it failed to be estab-
rished, it stated as its goar the education of the chirdren
of sydneyts inhabitants and of the middle class of society.l.
The Sydney collegets firsË annual report proclaimed knowledge

to be poI^ler and that without proper qualif ications the colonyts
youth T^7ere destined ttto move only in the hr¡nble spheres, either
of private or of public lifet'. The unavoidable consequence of
Ëhis was stated to be that'tevery situation of confidence, of
opurence, af respectability, of honour, musL (if merely from

the present unfitness, for want of education of the rising
generation of the Colony to fill them) be occupied successively
by strangers".2'

The editor of the Monitor in a letter wrote that though

he was proud to call himself an Englishman, his children and

nany other native born youth gloried in another name: "To be

Australian is their signal-word, as oppôsed to Emigrants.

Already do they club together, and in bands aË Ëheir harvests
and feasts, challenge and insult the British born". Hall spoke

about how British policy lvould "convert sons into disaffected
rebers".3' This theme of opposition to Britain and the excrus-
ionists Tras very pronounced in the issue of taxation which r
analyse in the next section. As we will see the issue of tax-
ation was part of.a continuing critique of government patron-
age which sustained a parasitical r:nproductive aristocracy.

L. _Halloran, Proposal for a pubric free Grarmnar school,(1825), p.5.-
First Annual Re rt of the Sydney College . .. (1831), p" 6.

1

2

3 enclosure No.1 HaIl to
XV, p"58.

Darling to Murray, 6 July L829,
Murray, L2 }4arch L829, HRA, Vo1
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(H) TÆ(ATION AND THE CRITTQIIE 0F A pAIASTTICAT ARrSrocRAcy

SUSTAII{ED TTIROUGH PATRONAGE

Taxation raised most of the mutterings in the Opposition

Press of an independence movement being formed that might, if
not checked, lead the colonisÈs to violently break their ties
with Britain, such as America had done when Britain tried to

forcibly impose taxes on her.1' The Monitor, 5 November LB2l,

pointed out that the Ë65,000 of taxes raised in N.S.W. r^rere

almost the same size as the taxes in the American colonies

before they revolËed. R. Mansfield has estimated that govern-

ment revenue per head of the free populatíon âlmost doubled

beËween L82I and 1828, rising from Ë2 5s. 5d. to É4 IOs. 8d.2'

Under Governor Darling, taxation increased from Ê64,000 in
LB26 to Ë117,000 in 1831.3:

The Sydney Gazette justified the nel^r taxation measures by

arguing that it was only right that a dependent colony like
N.S.l^1., whose wealth depended on Britain supplying convict

labour, should assume some of Britain's colonial administrat-
ive costs. rt also argued that so rong as Lhe mother country

paid hL20,000 per annum in supporting the colony then N.S.l^1.

could not hope to assume political independence through the

establishment of a local House of Assembiry14'

...our independence will be in exact proportion to the
amount of taxes raised amongst us; for if the Government
.is to be supported by British fr:nds, it is but rational
to suppose that British influence and patronage should
prevail- in our Councils.

Sydney Gazette, 19 October L827.

1. Australian , 9 May IB27; Monitor., 20, 27 January L827 
"

2. Mansfield, oÞ.cit. , p.57.
3. HazeL, oÞ"cit., p.145.
4. See also tydney Gazette,

February, 9 June fS2S.
I0 August, 10 December L827, B, 11
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The Opposition Press argued that if the state was to

raise revenue from the local- population, then it should arso
incorporate the el-ected representatives of that population
into the staËe Ëo advise the state on their needs.l. The

chief Justice of N.s.Id., Forbes, supported this claim. rn
his secret correspondence the British under secretãTy, R.l^1,

Horton, Forbes echoed what he believed Ëo be the unanimous

feeling of the colonists: Ëhat, for the annual sum of Ë60,000

they contributed in taxes, the colonists only received the
personar assurance of the Governor that it would be welr spent.
He went on to say Ëhat in the allocation "of public resources,
our governments have not invariably acted with a view to the
public advantage"; and that without some substitute for self-
taxation the colony wourd remain in a state of poritical agit-
ation.

" ".you must find some means of consulting the payers oftaxes as to the manner of laying them orl - somè äheck
up.ol 

- 
the appropriation - somê audit, to which every 

-

pubric accor:ntant may be brought - some channel thío t

which you will conmr¡nicate your accounts to ih" fããpr.. z.

rn particurar, opposition nehTspapers objected to taxes
raised loca1-1y being spent on "purposes exclusively British;
such as in the erection of barracks for troops and convicts".
They wanted Èhese locar taxes spent on colonial projects in
the building of t'schools, churches, courthouses, and jails,
in making and Ímproving townships, roads, and bridges; in
the maintenance of an effective police; in the judiciar, ecc-
lesiastical, and surveying departments.',3' New remote penal

1. Gleaner, 10 May, 21 July L827; Australian , 29 July L826.
2. Private letters to R.lù. Horton, 6 February rg27, chief

Jus tice Forbes, p. 85-86, M. L. A1g19.
3. Australian

1826.
31 March L825; see also Ar&li"r, 9 February
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settlements, such as at Moreton Bay, rüere also criticised by

the opposition Press, which wanted the money spent closer to
1

headquarters. ^'
the expense of-transportirg_400 uren Ëo port Macquarie,&c. is a dead loss. TheÍr-labour is not r,\rorth, at thásepenal settlements, above a fourth of what it ié in thisold colony. The 

- 
rlead- loss altogether, food, clothing,freight, loss, risk, &c. &c. &c] may be estímated at"50Ë.per man, which, for 400 men, i'f, 20,000Ë. per annum.

Monitor, 1 September L826.

Ministers of relig ion, the AUstralian , 30 December 1826, reports
rdere in future, by an order from Britain, to be paid out of
the colonial Fr:nd and not from the British Treasury. The Aust-
ralian demanded that the power to se]-ect ministers be given to
the people in return for paying their salaries and giving them
one-seventh of Ëhe colonyls 1and.

The Australian, 22 November Lgz6, likened taxes to a form
of political encroachment, a üray of "exacting our submissionr'.
rt was quickly taking over the colony and rcreating the means

of doing without the people's assistance, and the people's
interference, while they are made to pay the piper". Governors
of N.s.tü. hrere accused of seeking to accomplish what the King
of England could never accomplish, independence from the peopL"?.

N"s.trù. nerüspapers acquired a special interest in Ëhe tax-
ation issue when Governor Darling's government in May Lg27

sought to impose a four penny starp duty tax on al-l newspapers.
The chief Jr'rstice vetoed the ÍmpremenÈation of this tax.3.
Nevertheless, the Ëhreat of its implementation further politic-

1" Australian 20 July L827 
"

t

September IA27 opposed the
he grounds that this tax would
ndent of the people,'" For
n to a Land Tax óee Aust="lia.,

3" Melbourne,' op.cit., p.13g.
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duty tax led Ëhe opposition press to increase its identific-
ation with the interests of manufacturing capital:

Next Ëo the wisdom of not taxing colonial indus try - suchas distillation, tanning, soap Ëoiling, ãandle-making,
shoe-makiltg, bread-bakiñg, _&c. would Ë'ä rtrar of noi Eåxingthe man who prints or thè Colonists who reads...

Monitor , 8 June L827.

The opposition Press sought to broaden the conflict between

itself and the governmenË by constructing this conflict as a
conflict between pastoral and manufacturing capital. The

Monitor, 11 May 1827, claimed that the legislative council;
"being composed of men of land and sheep, the Archdeacon him-

self being the shepherd of a flock.. .would never tax their ohrn

property, but prefer other peoplers for this'honourtt. parliament,

the Monitor claimed, had recognised this and for this reason had

given the Chief Justice the power to veto legislation, This was

done to protect "domestic manufacturers in the colony of hats,
leather and newspaperst'" The Monitor had no reason for making

this claim. But this is not important " trrlhat is important is
the rhetorical and political context within which such claims

could be made to circulate as truth" Central to this was the

context of conflict and competition engendered in the press by

Ëhe perceived unequar political representation of pastoral
capital in the Legislative council. For the Monitor and for
the Opposition Press in general, the supreme court hras a site
of justice and equality which could be juxtaposed against a

landed olígarchy seeking to monopolise wealth by directing
taxes aî^ray from rand. The chief Justice was given his power

of veto, the Monitor claimed, because "Ministers wished no

tax to be levied but what was general and equitable - taxes

by which the owners of manors and sheep might be made to pay
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rather more than mechanics and manufacturers - or a poor
1

authorf t. ^'

The struggle agaínst taxation was also phrased in the

Opposition Press as the struggle against an emerging arbitrary,
parasitical aristocracy supported by state patronage through

taxation. Opposition Newspapers r^rere especially opposed to

British ministeriar appointments, oD the basis of Tory patron-

aBê, to N.S"lü. positions. There was especially opposition to
the Archdeacon's modest salary of h2,000 being paid for from

local taxes.2' N.S.W. \das characterised as a t'society. 
".sur-

charged" ".with so large an intermixture of the refuse popul-

ation of the mother country, burdened too with the maintenance

of a set of useless and needy placemen, whose numbers appear

to be daily on the increasefr. The Australian, 16 December

L824, which made this claim, Ì47ent on to say that outsiders
had only one interest, that hras to institute principles of
economy. The Gleaner, 21 July L827, couplained that many app-

ointments r^rere t'litt1e less than sinecures for ministerial
patronage, and that this was incompatible with Ëhe rigid prin-
ciples of economy Britain espoused for N"s"lü. " The writer,

ItMulti, alias Maizerr, who criticised the governmentts economy

measures of which taxation r^7as a part, argued that this "cold-
blooded, unfeeling calculating system, mistaken for economy,

has the effect of wringing from the already impoverished settler
as much as possible, whilst sycophants and useless placemen too

often fatten on their distres"""3' The Australian

1" Monitor, 11 May 1827 
"

2" Monitor, 6 January L826"

3. Australian 15 May L829 "Multi, alias Ìulaíae" 
"

, 9 May L827,
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criticised new cusÈom taxes as the means of providing Ëhe govern-

nent with 'rplenty of patronage" " "p1enÈy of filling ord shoes

with new shoesf'. 0n Ëhe 1 June L827, the Australian followed
uP iËs criËicism with the following comnents on the annual sun

of Ë73,000 froln customs duties:

Here is a Princely-Revenue,_raised-out of the poor andindustrious and ill-used colonistsl Here is a'fine sourceof Corruption - if rüe posse
act corruptlyl.. "and with t' the money ground out of the
lufasters deal with their Sel
in possessfon of uncontroll

Here, patronage, the result of no taxation without represent-
ation, r^7as equated with arbitrary undisciplined personal por^rer.

The Monitor, 17 July L827, warned the colonists that: "taxes
produced taxes They have in them the r f rocreationtt;
that if they hrere not careful, Ëhe sr¡m of Ë80,000 would be

silently increased such that:

the recipi
into poÌver,

ents of those thousands will geË more and more
and the will have Ëhe whóle wealth of the

Colon as we as s r
dre ceive 70 million

st a ear rom r o ct tve
ne urs next

The Monitôr vrent on to argue that such a situation produced

politicar conservatism and prevented all reform" 0n the
27 september 1827, Ëhe Monitor, hearing thaË the new principal
Clerk under the Collector of Customs would receive 400 pounds

a year, carried the latter argutrlent further" rt argued that
taxes in producing a parasitical aristocracy living off the
poverty of the people, also produced the need for an expensive

military force to oppress the people. This not only increased
taxes further but created the need for a larger more expensive
tax collecting bureaucrêcy, which in turn further expanded the
i-nfluence of the crown. rn rater chapters we will analyse
much more closely the critique of military polÁrer and the demand

for democratic institutions which the Opposition press expounded"

AT cra cas art o
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(I) CONCLUSIoN¡ SIJ¡OÍATIOT.I OF THE }4AJOR ECONOMIC CONFLI CTS

IN T{.S.}ü. AND THE POSITIO N OF TTIE GOVERNOR

Historians have otten characterised the conflict between

the press and the state in the late r820ts as a conflict bet-
ween emancipists and exclusionists. More recently }4cMichael,

Holden, and Dow have characterised this as partly between

merchant and pastoral capital.l' r have argued that it was

predominantly a conflict between a bourgeoisie proper linked
increasingly into international trade and a petty bourgeoisie
more dependent on Ëhe formation of a national market which, in
turn, T^ras determined by government expenditure. This approach

has Ëhe virtue of being able to take into account the way the

less wealthy urban and rural settlers of recent British origin
hrere also being drawn by the press into supporting the eman-

cipist cause. rn ter:ns of the economic sËructure of N.s.Ïü.,

the Opposition, Press can be seen as the beginning of an embry-

onic political party seeking to create a plurarist platform
able to incorporate intellectually the disparate economic and

social groups of N.S.l^1. into a cornrnon political movement.

D. l,Iebster, in his article on the changing structure of
ne-hrspaper discourse, has argued that between 1g3g and 1g40

the conceptual divisions and images through which men organ-

ised their relationships to the world changed.2. There was

t'the'gradual phasing out of the old, convict-based terminology
of emancipist/exclusive, pure/stained, trühig/Tory and its re-
placement by a neÌs. terminology of people/aristocracy, classes/

I See p.420 Footnote B.

D. trrlebster, rrTerminolo
1838tt, PB, .september I

2 Fy.t ll-e_gemony and the Sydney press,
981, Nõ.10, pp.3L-46. ' J
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monoporists and even rÂrorkers /capítaLists',.1. rn short, the

ideological categories through which class relationships r^rere

conceived and constituted moved from being based on a prison
terminology to being based on categories more appropriate to
a capitalist economy. r have a nurnber of things to say about

thís argunent. Firstly, the Wtrig /Tory distinction is hardly
a convict based tè:minology. Secondly, as r^7e have seen from

the very end of censorship 'the neür terminology', for articulat-
íng social struggles occupied a prominent place in the field
of newspaper political discourse. rndeed, the two terminolog-
ies were partly transformations of each other. As r show in
tÌre next chapter, eurancipists, as the bulk of the population,
often called themselves the "people'1. Thirdly, the use of this
terminology was partly directed towards the British political
scene where it r,vas akeady in vogue. Fourthly, the use of this
terminology can hardly be equated with the decline of the con-

vict system, for after 1820 the number and percentage of con-

victs in N.s"w. expanded. !{hat it has to be rerated was the
need for less specífic and more generalised categories capable

of articulating the diverse ínterests and components of N"s.l^I",
The struggle against landed exclusive monopoly was capable of
uniting small settlers with urban groups, both of whom were

comprised significanËly of emancipists.

Having covered the major economic conflicts in colonial
I{.S.I^I. history r will conclude ¡sith an analysis of how they
I^lere managed.

between: - (I)

1. Ibid. , p.32.

However, to reiterate, these conflicts are

the interests of the penal system (punishment,
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refonnation and low adurinistrative costs) and the interests
of capital; (2) the state and various factions of capital
(urban versus rura1, emancipiri versus exclusionist, bourg-

eoisie versus petty bourgeoisie) over the distribuÈion of
convicts, land, government positions, the sLze and, nature of
public works, and the issue of taxaËion, when the crown att-
empted Èo transfer the cosÈ of administering N.s.!ü. to the

colonies; and (3) ex-convicts and the crown over its inrnig-

raLion policy. Basically all these conflicts are interrelated
and tied up with the social reproduction and expansion of
capital in its diverse forms. They have as thelr cortrnon elem-

enË the participation of the state as a parËy to the conflict
and the means of resolving it.

Llhat dominates the life of N.s.!ü. and arises out of the

very penal origins of N.s.trrl., is the state: it provides the
political, social, cultural and economic infrastructures- within
which the reproduction and accumulation of capital could be

successfully undertaken. Furthermore, because Ëhe state does

play such a large role in the life of I.l.S.l4I. it becomes

the site not only oÍ. a series of struggles between classes

and class factions, but over the very form which the society
of l{.s.lI. should take. Different factions of capital became

bearers of opposing models for the statefs role in manipulat-

ing I!. S.lü. social structure.

However, these struggles need to be rerated to the hist-
orical form that N.s.I^r. state assumed. rn particular, the
centralisation of power in the figure of the Governor acted
to produce him as an object of contention. significantly all
Governors after Phillip r^/ere recalled because of their struggle
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with various facÈions of capital. In the early years, Ëhe

officer-traders and pas'toralists, who formed the backbone of
the exclusionist faction, r^rere instrumental in recalling the

early Governors up to and including Macquarie.l' rt was Gov-

ernors Brisbane and Darling who encountered the wrath of the

emancipist faction and the Opposition Press. Governor Brisbane

towards the end of his rule became reconciled to Ëhe emancip-

ist cause and encountered the wrath of exclusionists.2' It
hras not the r¡tage labourers or the convicts who produced the

recall of the GoverrÌor, though they waged their own type of
individualistic struggles against the state, but the diverse

interesÈs of capital.

It was out of this conflict between the policies of the

metropolitan British government,, being implemented by Ëhe

Governor, and the interests of capital that the mutterings

of independence from the mother colony emerged in the late

1820's. But Ëhese various threats of independence, of pointing

out to Great Britain and Governors the American Revolution as

an historical example of what can happen when the mother colony

fails to take sufficiently into account the needs of domestic

capital, are just that, merely threats. There was a cement

that bound N.S"I^I. to Great Britain, even though the Crown was

implementing policies such as the raising of local taxes that

r^rere'seen by domestic capital as being against Ëheir interests"

1. The Australian , L6 September L826, offers an interesting
commentary
in the co1

ont he Macarthur faction and how their influence
onial office was such that it alLowed them to

produce the successive recall of Governors.
2. Governor Brisbane came to be revered by emancipists and

liberals in much the same !'ray as Macquarie; see Australian
8 June L827; Clark, History , YoL.Z, p. 59.
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This cement was economic in character: Britain provided dom-

estic capital in N.s.l^I. with a cheap convíct labour force and

through local expenditure by the British Treasury provided a

market for colonial produce and the means of purchasing imports.

Britain also provided N.S.W. with an export markeË for wool,

cedar, fishing products and other goods. This was why an

American revolution could never happen in N"S.W., Do matter

how strong the personal hostilities and the struggles against

policies being implemented by the Governor became.

Though there was a strong relationship of interdependence

that bound the colony to the mother country, the conflicts
between the policies of the metropolitan government and the

varying interests of domestic capital did not just disappear,

but had to find some other political form, apart from an in-
dependence movemenË, to work themselves out. often these

conflicts took on a personified form, they r^rere given the

semblance of being a conflict simply between personalities.
This allowed the structural contradiction betrseen the interests
of the metropolitan gove:r¡ment and the varying interesËs of
domestic capital to be individualised and thus contained. The

Governor implemented the policies of the metropolitan govern-

nent and was expected by domestic capital or i.ts components to
modify these to take into account their interests and, in gen-

eral,. to argue their case to the colonial office. rf the Gov-

ernor overly antagonised these local interesËs by implementing

the policies of the colonial office he was withdrawn and if he

did not implement these policies he was withdrawn anyvüay.
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Patronage hras one means w-hereby a Governor might seek

to reconcile potential opponents to his policies, but often

its use $/as itself divisive. Through his control over the

distribution of land,l' of convicts, particularly skilled
)2.convicts,-' of tne allocation of government posts-'and of

contracËs, the Governor's po$rers of patronage r^rere quite ex-

tensive" But patronage cannot be simply a cohesive factor

for it often occurs within a context of scarce resources in

which different groups are competing for slices of the same

píe. Macquarie's appointment of ex-convicts to positions of

magistrates and his favourable attitude to them only acted to

antagonise the exclusionisË faction, who saw it as challenging

Ëheir position of privif"g"l' On the other hand, the granting

of land and coni¡icts by Darling Ëo the exclusionist faction

and imported capital was attacked by the enancipist press who

saw the Governor as searching around for respectable moral

support within the colony to justify to the colonial office

his r:npopular policies. Patronage within N.S.W", therefore,

though it could be used to win a faction over to the policies

of a Governor often only antagonised the opposing faction, Ehus

1 "trlith regard to the distribution of land and cattle it is
to be remarked that both have been considered in this colony
rather as Ëhe personal gift and favour of the Governor,
than as National prope to be applied to National purposesrty

ial1and distributed impart v." . Evidence of Edward Eagartl

to Bigge, 19 October 1819, Pri.Ëchie, EVidence Yo.I.2, p "23.
2" ""..the assignment of a mechanic has always been considered

the greatest favour that could be bestowed by the Governor,
and it has been granted only to individuals whom he rvishes
to distinguish or oblige, or who could plead the execution
of_some important government undertaking". Bigge, Report,
Vol.1, p. 18.

3" For criticisms of official positions being used by Governors
for purposes of patronage, sèe Australi9.n, 9 May L827, 1 June
1827. "trüe know that appointments to the Magis tracy are
looked upon by Governmèãts as a convenient and a cheap mode

of purchasing adherents"; Australian , 22 June 1827 
"

4" For charges of favouritism against Macquarie, Ritch
Evidence, Vol.1, pp.202, 2L0.

ie,
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leading to furthér personification of the conflict, thaÈ is,
to its centralisation around the fiþure of the Governor. BuË

Ëhis personification of the conflict is also a rúay of managing

it, a hTay of containing Ëhe scope of criticism, of maintain-

ing the fundamental- relationship of N.S.tt. Ëo Great Britain
as r.nproblernatic whilst, at the same time, criticisíng Èhe

Governor for the implementation of policies often not his ov¡n.

In the next chapter I move away from the -politicisation

of economic issues, which has been the focus of this chapter,

and examine in detail the politicar demands of the opposition

Press.
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THE POLITICAL DEMANDS OF THE OPPOSITION PRESS
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(el I\ITRoDuGTIoN.

I,Jith the emergence of an Opposition Press, the discussion

in the liberalised Sydnêry GiazeEte over the best economic policy

for achieving a denocratic living standard developed into a

debate over whether democratic political institutions r^rere

suitable and compatible with the colony!s penal character.

The uncensored Sydney Gazette tended to emphasise the contin-

uation of a penal-milítary form of political domination, often

arguing that the t.Íme llas not yet right for the introduction of

more liberal political institutions.l' On the oLher hand, the

Opposition Press sÈruggled for a more democratic state, wanting

trial by jury and a House of Assembly irmnediaÈely"

I believe Alan Atkinson in a recent article has down-

played the political significance of this democratic movement

by arguing that prior to L827 "discussion hTas meagre".2'

Later in the same articl-e, discussing the formation of the

Australian PaËriotic Association and the meeting of its Dir-

ectors in December 1B35, he argues that: ttThis was the first

time since L827 that the details of constitutional reform had

been broached in public, but they now could hardly be avoided"l'

Such a view, I consider, assigns too much importance to meet-

ings and petitions and underestinates Ehe instrumental role

of túre press in manufacturing a political crisis both before

and after L827 " It also underestimates the scope of the pol-

itical demands in the early unc€nsored press, which was con-

1 S dne Gazette 2 June LB25 
"

2" A. Atkinson, "The Parliament in the Jerusalem tr'larehousê",
PB, Vol.12, 1982, p"76"

3. Ibid., p.86.
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cerned with no less Èhan the staters role in the production of
a social structure. For exauple, I showed in chapter eight

that the press supported native born youths, smal-l emancipist

famers, and free settlers with lirnited capital against the

state and imported capital. The press sa$r itself as struggling

againsË economic monopoly by wanting to diffuse the control of
the economy into the hands of numerous small-scale producers;

ín the realm of agriculture, this involved the production of a

yeomanry rather than a landed aristocracy as the economic back-

bone of the nation. It is difficult to reconcile such demands

by the press with Alan Atkinsonfs claim that popular agitation
prior Ëo L827 was confined to Sydney.l' The printing presses

uright have been, but many of the groups the press sought to

politicise hTere ín the countryside. Though Alan Atkinson

qualifies the latter claim by acknowledging that a number of
large landowners r^rere acËive in the reform movement in the

1820's, he believed their reaL concern to have been mainly

the taxation issue and the spending of colonial funds.2' This

assigns too much imporLance to a search for private motives

and ignores, as I showed in the previous chapter, the way the

taxation issue was ideologically part of a struggLe against

patronage and a military style of government.

I regard it as also incorrect for Alan Atkinson to sugg-

est ihat "it was only in the l830rs that the people in fact
began to think of themselves as extending over space at all,
from a politicaL point of view"3' and that, moreover, it was

this ner^r sense of politicar geography which led in the late

P.76.

P"96"
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1830 t s to the question of itl^lhat kind of parl-iament will- we

have?" being substituted by the larger questions of I'tlhat is
our relationship with the land, what kind of people are vre,

and how are rüe to live in future?ttl' The first question was

always inseparable from the latter larger questions, as even

the briefest examination of the Opposítion Press in the late

half of the 1820's would reveal.

The problem with Atkinsonts analysis I consider emerges

out of his failure to ground sufficiently Èhe early political

debates on the social and economic structure of N.S.lü.. He

sees them primarily as constitutional issues in keeping with

"a conrnunity that hras moving forward steadily, in a well es-

tablished direcËion".2' This is Èo gloss over too much. ï

argue Ëhat Èhe Opposition Press r^ras concerned with how the

distribution of political por¡rer could be best achieved in a

society in which capital- was becoming more fragmented and

special-ised. The political problem r¡üas more than one of "the

mere details of líberty: vras there to be one chamber or two;

who was to vote; who was to be qualified for election".3'

The struggle to democratise the state needs to be related to

a struggle to'bureaucratise the state, as a means for more

rationally achieving the specialised diverse needs of capital

equally.

1. Ibid. , p.98.
2. rbid..
3. rbid..
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(B) DET"ÍOCRATTC DE$,IANDS AIÌD ALLIANCES

Though exclusionists opposed the esËablishment of any

democratic House of Assembly,l' many supported some type of
legislative check upon N.S.W" Governors. Some, lilce John

I{acarthur, had been active in overthrowing Governor Bligh in
1B0B and had appealed to l¡trhig rhetoric, which asserted Èhe

legitimate peoplers right to overthrow a despotic monarch, to

justify the insurrection.2' The experience of Macquariets

appointment of emanicipists Ëo p:iominent public posts, f,o

doubt contributed to exclusionist apprehension about the Gov-

ernor's powers. Hannibal I'{acarthur beLieved Macquarie to

have been equally as arbitrary as Bligh.3' In general, ex-

clusionists had an interest in seeking Legislative protection

and control over the state, rviËhout at the same time opening

up the door to the democratic multitude.4' They favoured a

Legisrative counciL which rvould be independent from the Gov-

ernor but representing I'the property and public opinion of the

free untainted colonists".5' Therefore, they supported. the

establishrnent of a Legislative cor:ncil made up of government

nominated individuals rather than of elected memberr.6' This

Tnlas, the Austral-ian claimed, "because they knew full well,

1. Ellis, John Macarthur , P.470.
2" A. Atkinson, "The British l,'Ihigs and the Rum Rebellion",

RÁIIS, Vo1" 66 , 1980, pp . 7 3-89
3. H.'H. Macarthur to John l{acarthur, 18 t{ove¡nber L822,

Itfacarthur Papers , Vol . 5 , p .28, I"l" L. A290L 
"

4. John Macarthur suggested to Governor Darling that the Exec-
utive Council be increased to nine members, -5 would be
government officers and would include his son-in-larv Dr.
Bowman whilst the other 4 should be landovmers. Darling
however thought that the introduction of Macarthur and ñis
friends would "prove extremely inconvenient to the Govern-
nel!]', Darring to Huskisson, 7 April Lg2B, HM, Vol.xrv,
p .1-21- "

5. Mudie, op.cir", pp.236, 238, 24I, 243"
6 " see for exclusionists legislative reforms the Address toBathurst, enclosed in John Macarthur to I^Iilliam Horton,

t 'f -Trrl rr -l R)6 Cô )ñ1 111u^. M^M"-- ^.: È ô 1
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that they never would be Council men elected by the people.

This is the grand secret of their opposition to representative
't

governmenttt. ^'

in 1B2B the number of males above Ëhe age of twelve was

7503 for ex-convicËs and 4126 for those rvho had come free.

The major portion of the 3503 males above Ëwelve listed as

born in the colony would have been children of emancipists.2'

The exclusionist writer of the article "Ne$r South l'Jales" argued

that the reason why emancipists r^ranted representative legis-

lative institutions and trial by jury was so as to dorninate

free settlers by their numerical superioriay.3' This, ho\nrever,

r^ras not to be the case.

l{ith Governor Darlingrs arrival to NoS"trüo an Executive

Council was established in L825" It consisted of the

Lieutenant Governor, the Chief Justice and the Archdeacon.

The meribers of the Executive Council Túere also members of

the Legislative Council which, in 1825, had three non-official

members appointed - John Macarthur, Charles Throsby and

Robert Campbell. Its members \^rere sworn to secrecy not to

disclose its meetings. The Cor:ncil could not initiate or

veto legislation, they could merely voice and record their

dÍsagreement" The real check Èo the Governorts pohTer lay

in the Chief Justice. He had to validate all new legislation

as being in accordance with the laws of England as far as

local circumstances would allow" The Chief Justice saw him-

self as exercising the por^rers of. a house of review.4' In L828,

l" Australian, 1 December 1.825.

2. liigures frorn the "Returns of the Colony, 1828", N. S.trü.
Archives Reel 4/257.

3" Australian , 3 February 1827, "Neror South llales No. 11".
4- Melbourne^ ob-cit- - oo-1I7-118-
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the British Governnent sÈiIl unwilling to al1ow completely

democratic insËitutions in a penal colony, enlarged the si-ze

of the Legislative Councíl to beËween 10 and 15 members in
order to alLow it to incorporaËe a greater diversity of

1interests.-' The new Council did not contain any emanci-pists,

nor could it initiate 1-egislation; the mosÈ it could do was

to compel the Governor to give his reasons for over-riding its
decisions. The right of the Chief Justice to veto legislation

¿r l.rcr

by withholding his signature hrasd\ removed. The Cor¡ncil could

temporarily over-rule the Chief Justice's decision tilI the

British authorities made a permanent decision.2'

Apart from opposition to the political representation of

emancipists in any legislative house, the exclusionists also

opposed their appointment as jurors. Ì4arsden told Bigge that

no civil rights should be given to ex-convicts, for this would

place the administration of law into the hands of individuals

who lacked principles, thereby reducing the beneficial in-

fluence of free setÈlers. He believed "evi1 comnunicationrr

had already sufficiently corrupted the good manners of the

mass. of the population and of those in high stations.3' Arch-

ibald Bell also told Bigge that ex-convicts should not be all-

owed to sit on Juries because they could not discriminate bet-

ween good and evil. He believed "the present constitution of

the Criminal Court to be as good as possible as Ëhe lmilitaryl
officers who compose it are so perfectly independent and free

from all local interests and prejudice".4' John Macarthur

1. McMinn, op.ci!., p.26; Clark, op.cit., Vol.II, p.132.
2. McMinn, op. cit. , p .26 "

3. Marsden to Bigg , 10 l{arch 182I, B.T " Box 27, YoL.L27,
pp.6359-6360.

4. Ritchie,Ev:!¡!ence, Vol.1, P.93.
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argued that s¡-se¡victs should not act as Jurors because;

"most of these unfortunate individuals cherish the highest

degree of Malignance towards those, who have not suffered
similar degradation with themselves, and nothing affords
them a sincerer gratification than to sink either by contriv-
ance , et carurrries , respectable men to their own leveltt.1'

supporting the general thrust of this ideology, ân anony-

mous exclusionist writer in Ëhe Morning Chronicle argued that
few emancipists had undergone an acËual moral reformation:

theirs was a reformation from "a worldly point bf view". This

was because they regretted their crimes only to the exten¡ that
it effected "their character in society"" A real moral reform-
ation would involve offering up their regrets ttas a matËer of
atonement to their offended Creatorrt.2o

Though Ëhe N,s"!ü" Act did introduce trial by Jury in Lg24,

the names of emancipists were left off the prospective Jury

lists by Ëhe magistrates on the reconurendation of the Attorney
General, Saxe Bannister,3' who poi:rted out to them ,,that in
England a pardoned felon could not siË on a jury.,,4. This

caused àn outcry, especially in the opposition press which

argued that the rights of free British subjects ought to be

tranSferred to all those e'ligible in l{. S.W. .5. Even the

. John Macarthur to Bigge, undated. Ritchie, op.cit., p.159.

. Australian, 27 Ì{arch L827 "Nevr South Wales, No.X".
J. Bannister, Stat ts and Docr:ments Relatin to Proceed-in in l{. S.i^I. an artp.

I
2

3

4" Bannister to R.J. Horton, I February L825, Governors Des-pltches Transcripts of Missing Despätches' 1B23-rs3t,
Nn AL267.

5 " Gleaner, 10 I'lay LB27 .
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Sydney Gazette criticised the fact that the new Jury lists

did not include all those eligible by property to sit.

likened such discriminations to the Indian caste system.

2. Eagar to Bathurst, 6 November L822, Ritchie, Evidence,
p "23I "

3. l4udie, op. cit. , P. 3 "

TI
l"

The jury issue suPPorted the emancipíst Edward Eagar's

earlier eornplaint Èo Bathurst afËer the Bigge Report, that

whilst subordinaËion based on rank was natural, the exclusionists

sought forever to illegally subordinate the political rights of

emancipists to their o!ùn.

I^Iith regàrd to subordination of Rights, it means nothíng
more or less then, that one class shall surrender all
those Rights of person and,property which the law of the
land 

"onEã=" 
upoä them, and- submit to an usurpation of

Rights in the õther Class, which the law does not ack-
nowledge " 2.

J" Mudie, one of the exclusionist theoreticíans in the 1830's

rías more explicit about this. He argued that conviction rendered

forever a man infamous and denied him ful-l citizenship rights.

The ernancipist, he argued, existed only through the nercy of

English law. He had been senÈ ftLo exPiate, uPon the waste of

lvatersrr, to create a new world for a future generation" The

emancipists \^rere outcasts expel1,ed by Britain, their lives

were themselves an indulgence England permitted.3"

The Australian 9 February L826, referring to the exclus-

ionists, questioned r¡hether in reality they cared "about Ernan-

cipist:Jurors, or untainted jurorsrt" Their real concern was

"to have Ëhe seats of jusÈice reduced again to sumnary Lribunals,

1 Sydney GazetLe , lB November 1824.
YoL "2,
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"

and they themselves to have a hand in influencing the decis-

ions, as heretoforet'. Along these line, the writer "A Ban-

ished Man" criticised the bias inherent in a judicial system

where the "expenalist" had his disputes with free settlers
judged by another free settler.l" 0n 30 January L829, the

Australian accused of being pure hypocriÈes those who claimed

emancipists possessed f'a leaning Ëoward the offender, calcul-
ated to thwart the aims of justicer'. It argued that property

interests overrode all other forms of discrinination, creating

a common identity amongst the possessors that welded society

together against alI others"2'

Is the emancipist, vre ask, less likely
follow accurately ,he dictates of SELF

to understand and
-IMEREST, than the

pure exclusionÍsts? and is not Ëhe interest of the one
on the whole, similar to the interest of the other namely

the great shackle that links so ciety Ëo ther 
"AusËralian January L829.

Bigge, in his report, spoke abouË how the bonds of sympathy

which existed between ex-convict masters and their convict

servants, that often made the former unwilling to prosecute

the misdemeanor of their servants, \âras "noË correcLed r¡ntil
r'1they lex-convíctsJ acquire property and a disposition to

improve and augment it".3'

The Monitor also believed that there existed a common

bond of property and self-interest between emancipists and

pastoral exclusionists. It believed this had grown too strong

and had led to rich emancipists loosing their sense of sympathy

and compassion for those now undergoing convict servitude.

1. Australian 3 February L825, "A Banished Manf'.

2" This argument r^ras repeated by Br
14 September 1830, HRA, VoI"XV,
28 February 1832, HRA, Vol"XVI,

3" Bigge, Report, Vol"1, p"76"

t
1the preservation of law and of property?. " " IIITERES is

ge
30

oughton to Darling,
p"775; Bourke to Howick,
pp "543-544 "
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On 15 December L826 iË accused wealthy emancipists and emigrants

of being r:nited in supporting a brutal penal system:

the emigranÈs, and even many of Ëhe emancÍpisËs, are
decÍdedly hostÍle to Ëhe improvemenË of the convicts,
insofar as coercion and perpetual slavery may tend to
reforrn and humanise them.

The l,fonitor, 20 April 1827, claimed that criticisms of its
"protection, advocacy, and apology for Ehe prison population,

had come not sirnply from t'the old faction" or "Fhe new faction"
(referring to recent emigranËs) , but also from some emancipists 

"

On the 7 July L827, the Monitor accused some wealthy emancipists

with being only interested in money at the expense of political
participation to bringing about civil liberties which might

Protect the convicts from Èhe same sorts of arbitrary oppression

they had originally suffered. The Monitor wanted trial by Jury

and the political represenEation of the colonists to protect

the convicts and it accused wealthy emancipists of not being

able "to synpathise wi-th who we know in the same friendless

unprotected state they themselves once were in, liable every

hour to be senL to a penal settlemenE, where the will of the

Comnandant is law".l'

The MoniËor, 15 December 1826, had argued that the interests
of wealthy emancipists like that of ernigranÈs r^ras one of keep-

ing Ëickets-of-leave and pardons to convicts to a minimum, so

that they would not have to pay higher rnrages f.or free labour

on their plantations " They were also accused of having a

coulmon opposition to rnarriage on the gror:nds it would increase

labour costs. However, the Monitor , in Lhe same issue, also

claimed that the political cause of wealthy emancipists, which

rested on them being eligible to sit on juries and have an

1. Monitor, 7 JuIy L827"
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electoral franchise equal with emigrants, meant that the

wealthy ernancipists "cannot refuse to join Èhe philanthropic

portion of our society, by whose influence chiefly thaË lust
of power, which would rivet the chains of the convicts without

hope of aitigation is steadily opposedr'. In other words,

though the economic interests of wealthy eurancipisÈs was

similar to emigrants, with respect to keeping the supply of
free labour from the penal system to a minimr:m, political
reasons, the Monito_r claimed, forced them to support a more

philanthropic popularist ideology. Popularism in its phil-
anthropic form, Tdas a necessarJ/ strategy for incorporating

the lor.,'er classes into the political strategies of a part

icular faction of capital.

The l[onitor tended to argue that the major division in
N.s.I^I. increasingry rnras no longer between emancipists and

exclusionists but between rich and poor, between "the gentle-

men" and ttLhe peoplett.

The difference which now exist are.".lst whether the
people or the gentlemãã-shall legislate for the cõllõny.

Monitor, 3 February L827 
"

On the 20 January L827, the Monitor identified more clearl¡r

the groups it viewed as "TIIE PEOPLE". They consisted of

"Pfechanics, shopkeepers, domestic manufacÈurers and litt1e
settlers" whom it called upon to become conscious of their
t'comparative streng th as a collective bodyl " The fundamental

axiom of British politics, the Monitor claimed, r.,ras that which

invested in them "the virtual sovereignty of the State". It
hTas in their ranks that "real independence" ¡nras to be found:

"for you are too numerous to be bought by governments, and too

humble in rank to be tempted either by the lust of ambition or

the golden dreams of popularityl "
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In the previous chapter I demonstrated how the Monitor

and the Aùstralian articulated the social economic and cult-
ural interests of a petLy bourgeoisie comprised mainly, though

not exclusively, of emancipists. Our concern with the polit-
ical in this chapter, means that we need to recognise that the

emergence of "the peoplett, as a political concepË in the press,

represented an attempt to redefine the terms of political con-

troversy so as Ëo forge a political novement transcending div-
isions created by industry, by tor^rn or country, by social

status and even by wealth. The fact that the term "the people"

does noÈ represent the complete subordination of the emancipist-

emigrant conflict is evidenced by the Monitor's, 20 January

L827, definition: "the gentlemen of New South !,lales are em-

igrants - and tvro-thirds, if not three-fourËhs of the people,

are enancipists and their adult childr entt.

It would be misleading to see Ëhe agitations for Colonial

representation as originating from the working class or as

serving their interest. Bigge, in his reporÈ, claimed that the

bulk of the emancipists possessed no political aspirations,

that this was "the ambition of Ëheir leaders, Mr. Redfern, Mr.

Eagar, Mr. Terry and Mr" trrl" Hutchinsont'.1' Alongside demands

for political representation, wealthy emancipists and their
liberal allies also advocated property qualifications for e1-

ectors and elected. It was the wealthy emancipist, Samual

Terry, in a petition for Trial by Jury and a House of Assembly

in January -L827, who seconded George Blaxlandf s amendment

"that the qualification of Freeholders be left on the same

footing as in England".2' This wourd have meant that onry

1. Bigge, Report, Vol.l, pp.147-I55.
2. Mor-rit_or, 27_.January IB27; see also l,rlentworth, op. cit. ,pT5e- McMinn, op.cit., pp.16-17.
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the wealthy were likely to gain representaÈion in any prop-

osed elected legislatrrt"l' Recorünended property qualifications
for voters would have effectively excluded the poorer sections

of the working class who did not live in houses Ì^rorth Ë10 per

artrr*" 2 
"

Cr:nningham reveals that parË of the division between rich

and poor emancipists v'ras meCiated and constituted through

penal categories. Cunningham satirised Ëhe emancipists by

arguing that Ehey reproduced the same ideology of moral purity

as the exclusionists. He claimed that wealthy ennncipists rel-

igiously excluded from their tables that caste of ex-convicts

who had suffered a criminal conviction in the colorry.3' lrlent-

wroth in his book argued that the latter should not be allowed

Ëo vote in the proposed House of Asseurb1y.4'

Increasingly political debate between the emancipists and

the exclusionists became one over whether property in N"S"!ü.

T¡ras a sufficient criteria of respectability as it was in Eng-

land. I,rILren we look at the nature of contempotary political

rhetoric, what stands out is the idea that somehow social grad-

ations in wealth and por^rer are correlaËed with psychological

gradations in respectability, moral virtue, íntelligence and

industry. The whole ideological framework within which class

relations r^rere being discussed was largely predicated on this
correlation. One cannot understand the documents of this
period unless one is conÈinually aware that statements like the

1. For-prop-erty qualifications in Britain, see-Cannon, op"cit.,
p 

" 36 " The petition which was sent to Britain mentioñË-Eã
figure of 1,000 acres as a requirement for elected legis-
lative members, Sydney Gazette, 27 January L827 

"

2" I{cMinn, 9p"cit", p"23"
3" Cunningham, op " cit., pp "250-25L "

4-" hlentworth, op " cit . , pp , 354- 35 5 .
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rrrespectable section of socieËy" or its "most industrious

section[ are r^rays of talking about the dominant class. It
was precisely the use of this register Ëhat the increasing

wealth of emancipists and their appointments to government

posts r-nder Macquarie disrupted or rendered problematic.

Free settlers and excl.usionists for:nd it more difficult to

use the English criteria of properÈy ohmership to justify

their social and political claims to superiority over the

rest of the population. Indeed, one of their main discursive

strategies became the argurlent that ProPerËy in N.S.W. could

be no indication of character. Janes Macarthur accused the

emancipists of wanting "full participation in civil rights and

political privileges, upon the basis of property a1one, without
1.reference to char êrl and conduct!'. Something which Cunning-

ham also thought absur<í in a penal colony. He thought "char-

acter" should be the major criteria determining access to civil
trights ;o'

This argument aPPears to have gained some accePtance in

England. 0n 24 March L825, the Australian reprinted a speech

given in the House of Assembty by prisoner reformer H"G. Bennet,

who was protesting against ex-convicts being allowed to sit on

Juries " He argued that the Bigge Report had shown that there

vlere only 359 out of 4,876 ex-convicts, "hrho rtrere living in

any respectability upon their means", and that "many of the

most opulent and extensive landholders have obtained their

property by acts of the lowest-swindling upon the poor settlers".

The Australian rejected this argument, arguing that whilst in

the past emancipists might have been the major money lenders,

I J. l{acarthur, op"cit., (1837), p"21 
"

Cunningham, op. cit. , Vo1. 2 , P .247 .2
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this hras no longer the case. Free setËIers Ì^rere also lending

money on land and if emancipisËs r^rere to be denied access to
civil rights on these grounds Èhe same argumenÈ should apply

for freä settlers.1"

Emancipists and Èhe Press took up this language, which

equated gradations in wearth and pov¡er with the subj ective
dispositions of hurnan beings, to argue that emancipists hTere

proportionately respectable and hence also had a right to
hold government positions.2' In the dne Gazette , L4 March

1828, they T¡rere referred to as "that class of colonists whose

principre crime nor^r seems to consist of being pre-eminously

wealthy, and of course proportionably respectable and respected

in society". EmancipisÈs rnranted the sËate to recognise not
sinrply their wealth, but to take their wealth as indicative
of their morar transformation and of hence their rights to
political equality lvith free settrers. This was why many eman-

cipist complaints to British authorities started off with a

statement of their collective wealth.3' rn effect emancipists

supported those notions of democratic individualism which

underlay the reformative aspects of peáa1 theory. Here, work

and labour redeemed the individual and made him moral. prop-

erty acquired through hard work and industry I^Tas presented. as

a sign of reincorporation back into society.4.

The AustraLian, 12 January L826, accused the exclusion-
ists of having "managed to represent themselves as combining

1. Austral IAn 24 l{.arch L825.
L7 November L825"2. Australian

3. "Îhe Humble Petition of the Emancipiated colonists", en-closed in l{acqu.ti: to Bathurst, 22 october LgzL, IIRA, x,p"550; Monitor, l-7, 2L, 24 January Lg2g ',Mr" Eagar,spamphlerfl,
4" Australian Ouar terly Journal July L828, pp.240-242"
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the weaLth of Ëhe colony, while everybody else was either a

degraded being or a poor mantt. Bigge was accused of engaging

in Ëhis conspiracy. Earlier, the emancipist Eagar, in a

letter to Bathurst in L822, had accused Bigge of "artfully"
and I'insidiouslytt underesËimating the relative wealth of em-

ancipists so as t'to lessen the nr¡mbers and thereby the claims

and Interests of the Emancipisted Convictstr. Instead of com-

paring the wealth of emancipists and their chiLdren with that

of Emigrants and their children, Bigge chose to compare the

wealth of adult emancipists against that of the rest of the

population. In doing so Eagar accused Bigge of deLiberately

ignoring the very close economic relationships which existed

between emancipists and their children and of inflating the

wealth of free seLtlers by statistically presenting the wealth

of the emancipisÈ's children as that of free settlers.l'

Emancipists' demands for free legislative institutions
T^7ere also supported by many ttEmigrants of the first respect-

ability, and generally those persons who advocate liberal
opinion". Francis Forbes, who made the last statement pre-

ferred to characterise the emancipist-exclusionist conflict

as in reality one between emigrants and liberals2'^" did the

press, which also referred to the conflict as one betrveen

Tories and !ühigs. King has argued that British free settlers
who, .back in England supported l{hig principles, in N.S.!ü. supp-

orted the emancipist cause, while Tory free settlers supported

the exclusionists.3' Free settlers supporting the emancipists

4eggr to Bathurst, 12 l{ovember L822, BT, Box 28, pp "6957-6860 , 6862.
I'Opinions of Sir Francis Forbes on the two petitions sent
home in 1836" in Forbes Papers: Petitions and Reports,
M.L. , A745, p.113.
King, op. cit. , pp .I52-f53.

1

2

3
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included Janes Jamíson (president of the Agricultural society),
I^I.c. I'lentworth, E"s. Hall, Gregory Blaxrand, Robert campbell

Jr-rnior, the two Justices of the supreme court (Forbes and

Stephen), I^Iilliam Cox, Lawson, Major Druitt, M. Henry.l"
Darling characterisËed those who signed a petition wanting

hÍm removed as Governor as noÈ only seven former convicts
and 11 sons and or relatives of for¡rer convicts, but also as

"2 Attornies, 3 edicors & printers of opposition ner,ìTspapers,

r coach painter - deaf and ctumb, 1 soap boiler, 1 insolvent
Jew Broker, and 2 indivicuals not knowntt.2' cr:nningham also
remarked on the increasing close relations between some em-

igrants and emancipists which he put down to coilrmon commercial

interests.

of late, indeed some free emigrants have been attending
the dinner_ p,arties -of the wealthy emancipists, but, belng
chiefly of _the tradi_ng or borrowing community, private
interest of course forms th€-m:f-incentive- !o- their
conduct. 3.

hlilliam hlilliams put it partly dov¡n ro the small size of the

colony. He believed most emigrants to be "reconciled to social
intercourse with the emancipists, both by mutual obligations,
intermarriage, and the thousand other civilities incident to
a limited society".4' The magistrates Dr. Harris and Lawson,

who suPPorted the emancipist cause were both married to convict
tor"rr. 5 '

t

2"

Tl::" o."T"." ygre partly raken from the Monitor , 20 January
L827, which listed those emigranrs- signñfrletition caliingfor a House of assembly and Èria1 by Jury
R" Darling to Goderich, 2L June 1832, colonial office Misc-
ellaneous Letter N"s.l^I " L832, M.L" MSS A2L46, p.r02. Darling
had also removed 5 names from the rist he sent- claiming theyvrere forgeries; Ibid" 

"

Cunningham, op. cit. , p.252 
"

3

4

5

lüi11ian I^Ii11
to House of
John }{acarthur to his Son,
Vol 

" 
3.

.1I: See also Mr.
ian, 19 March 1825 

"

Bright's speechp
Itra
L6 IIay L821, Macarthur PaDers,
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(C) POLITICAL PLURALISM AND THE CRITI QUE OF PERSONAL

MILITARY POI,üER AND ITS SYSTEM OF PATRONAGE

The OpposiÈion Press favoured a low property franchise

which would not give too much weighting to land thus ensuring

some political representation for emancipists and urban contrn-

ercial interests. The Opposition Press also favoured a large

.House of Assembly. One with fewer than 50 members, the MoniÈor

claimed, would be too liable to influence by the governmentrs

extensive patronage powers, which would result only in mi1-itary

and magistrates being elected:

. . . the Government by its vast influence in having por^rer
to distribute land and convict-servants to those voters
at elections who vote as they wish them, would return all
their own members and then we should be in a pretty mess !
we should then have a Board of 50 tyrants, the creature
of the Governmentl Monitor , 24 February rg27.

The Monitor r^ras not opposed to the political participation of
government officials, but believed that a large House of Ass-

embly would ensure they r,rrere I'met in the House by an adequate

portion of members, chosen by the peoplefr" A House of Assembly

consisting of "thirty tyrants", the Monitor, 15 December 1826

argued, would oppress the convicts and organise taxes ingen-

iously so that they fell not on the higher orders but "exclus-
ively on the middling or lower classes". Numbers, the Monitor,

24 December L827, claimed would ensure both the incorporation

of a diversity of talent and protection from partiality. The

Monitor believed a large House of Assembly would function much

like the free market system where all participants pursuing

their own self-interests also realised the maximum welfare of
society. A large chamber would be a site within which compet-

ing factions of self-interest would confront and balance each

other.
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In the House of Assembly, the selfish Grazi-er will
be met by Ëhe selfish Merchant; and. the selfish Trader
by
fa

the selfish Grazier;
cturers, cedar-cutters

and both by the seLfish manu-
, and all by the ctmning lawyers,
sophe.rs 

"Monitor, 26 June L827 "

and the soi-disanË philo

The Opposition Press' preference was for a House containing

a hundred members" The Monitor believed one with 30 members

would simply lead to the fornation of an oligarchy which would

laËer actively resist further expanding the House of Asseuibly,

since this would destroy their monopoly of power" The l,Ionitor

listed the 30 individuals whom it believed woul-d form the o1-

igarchy, claiming there was not one whom ít would vote for"ll'
In a petition to the House of Comrnons printed in Ëhe Australian ,

27 Januaxy IB27, the petitioners claimed they "would prefer

continuing in thaË degraded condition in which they are, rather
than have an elective legislature created amongst them of such

circunsribed extent as would leave thern the name of 'popular

representation', whilst in reality it delivered them into the

hands of an oppressive and rapacious oligarchyrr"2' The British
government was to do the latter and as late as 1836 Colonists

petitioned the British House of Counnons "that they would

infinitely prefer a recurrence to the old despotic form of
Government, under which the Governor for the time-being, com-

bined the legislature as well as Executive authority in his

oltn person"" They vrere unhappy with the power exclusionists
gai-ned in the existing Legislative Council.3'

1. Monitor, t5 Decenrber L826"
2. See also }4onítor, 29 l{overnber IB27 

"

3" 1836 Petition in response to the Emlgrants petitition,
Forbes Papers: Petitions and ReporÉõ, t{L }4SS A745.
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The exclusionist writer of the article ,,Neh, South trr7a1es,, used

the same argument of undue oppressive infruence only to criticise
the establishment of the proposed elected House of Assembly.
He argued that only in the districts of cumberrand and s¡rdney
hrere there individuals with sufficient r,realth and talent to
devote their tine Ëo legislative issues wi_thout being at the
same time conceïned rsith their ovm private inÈerests. He knerv
of no settler in the larger settlement of Argyre, Bathurst and
Hr:nter River who could do the same (a slight exaggeration),
rndeed he suggested that their voting poner would fatl into
the hands of the corrupt sydney shopkeepers who extended
credit to them.

.".Lhe patriotic
spiriruåus consor å"i3id"f;îi:li:iå,

s, at a moderate
d investments,
ad rwet the tóbacco -would benific-rrake to stand proxies for ifrãi, grocerye momentous occãsions. . .Australiap, 3 February Lg27,

'ffiSüEE'iüates -Ñå1u,,.

Howe t s Coumerc 1 ess 9 NIay 1825, suggested
a House of Assembly courposed harf from individuals chosen by
the Government and half from individuals connected with colonial
distillaËion- By thus protecËing the interesË of the merchant,
Èhe government, Howe claimed, would gain his support. üIhat is
important about Howe's I.teekly Connne rcial Express ! reconrnend-
ation r^7as not its radicalness, but the recognition by the
government prinËer that the problem was one of incorporating
the varied interests of capital into the state" 1.

The general argument in the opposition press hTas that the
increasing complexity of colonial affairs required more than
1 See also Howe's [,Ieekl Commercial E ress L6 l4ay L826.
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the existing half a dozen Legislative cowrcir membersrwho. by

their inËerests and haughtiness, were removed from the people.

tr'lhat the OpposÍtion Press opposed was the influence rshich

landed capital had in the existing Legisl.ative Cor¡ncil. This

T¡ras the significance of the address below which was given to
both Governor Brisbane and Darling. Its emphasis was on num-

bers, oD a state based not on family patronage, but on recon-

ciling and advancing the specialised interests of capital, ês-

pecially those of fishery.

lrle also feel"".the inLeresËs of our trade, arising aswell from the producÈion of the seas and íslands õhich
surround us, as from the soil hre occupy, never have been,
nor never r¡ill be trnderstood in their practical detaíls,
Þy g small number of colonists, howevei eminent they rnaf
be for talents and integrity and even though they should
be elected by the colonists themselves" 'Numbers are no\^l

I

indispensable in the legislature of New Sorffi'les, tocollect Ëhose various data, and that variety of inform-
ation with respecË to our agriculture, commerce, manu-
factures, and revenue, which are essenËial to a sound
and healËhy legislation, particularly in Ëhis colony,
whgrg the legislatr-rre ought Ëo be purged of all party
spirit, private interest, and family jobbing"

Australian, L4 January L826. Z.

I4any emancipisËs, earl-y in the history of N.S.I^I., chose

pursuits involving shipping partly because they were not given

large tracËs of land. They included Andrew Thompson, simeon

Lord, Isaac Nichols, Raby & trüills, Kable & Co., Cooper and

LeW, and Underwood.3' Haj-nsworth claims that of. L27 ship

or¡rners between 1800 and 1821, 57 were definitely ex-convicts

with the figure possibly being as high as 69 " Many of the

other free settlers engaged in shipping were either related

. Monitor, 3 February LB27 
"

. see also "Address to Governor Darling", enclosed in Darl-ing
to Bathurst, 1 February L826, HRA, Vo1"XII, p"145.

1

2

3
op. cit. ,

M. J. E. Steven rr

p.290;
Exports other than trrlool" in Abbott and Nairne,

I"F.J, Bergman "Solomon Levy in Sydney",
964, p.408"RAIIS, VoL.49 , L
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Èo, or in partnership with, êx-convicts.l' Maritime invest-

ment r,ùas especially stimulated by governnient expenditure cut-

backs after Macqùarie, by the drought after L826, and by low

wool prices. All of which forced merchants to find altern-
ative s,ources of foreign exchange.z' J.D. Lang claimed that
Èhe colonial sperm-whale fishing fleet consisted in 1823 of
not more than two ships based at Sydney and that by August

1830 this had increased to 26.3' This shipping inreresr,
along with other sections of capital, to some extent found

itself hindered by new government regulations and charges.4'

lte assure your Excell ency, as a fact which is indisputableas it is imporËant, that New South l,lales from its want ofjudicio
Manufac

us local laws in her Revenue iculture dõñEfrT^c
s s een

e o ,a tan SS
to
especiall
Your Exce

turers and coas s
ecte
degr
s;

oss an vexat ion to an incalculible eeuntil within the last three or four year an
enc ma rest full assured that a Le sla

on e same s eso

v
11

,
d

r can an st an
hapPy contented Peoples.. 

"

ês, can
5.

one eus a

, P .I2;

Though wool exported increased progressivery in quantity
throughout the 1820's their total monetary value fluctuated
greatly, as Table 3 below illustrates"

1. D.R. Hainsworth, Builders and Adventurers , P.7I+.
2. President of the Sydney Chamber of Commerce, HRA, VoL.IZ,

pp.509, 24. c.J. Abbott,
Australiên, 10 May L826.

3. Lang, op. cit. , pp.307-308.
4. Howe's I^Ieeklv Commercia I Express 27 J:une 1825.
5. Address to Governor Darling; in Darling to Bathurst,

1 February L826, HRA, Vo1.XII, p.145.

The Pastoral Age
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Table 3

Quantity and Value of Exoorred N.s.lü. I^lool l-922-r831

L822
L826
t827
1828
L829
1830
1831

Quantity (lbs)
172, 880
552,960
4o7,LL6
834,343

1, oo5 , 333
899,750

1, 401 ,284

The Retr¡rns of Exports (Pounds)

Not Known
48,387 (first recorded total value)
24,306
40,851
63,555
34,907
75,979 1.

In 1830 wool only accounted for Ë35,000 of the total value of

Ë14f ,000 of exports from N.S.W."2' It was not until 1834 that

the value of exporËed wool exceeded the value of exported fish-
.)

ery items.'' The writer, t'Monitort', Sydney Gazette, 22 Jan-

uary L824, argued that t'sperm whales are the real merinos of

New South lrlales". The Australian , 28 NIay 1828, thought that:
rrFlocks and herds are well enough in their rday. Extensive

grants of land are, doubtless, good things. Grazing profits

are very EempÈing...but what are they when put in comparison

with the Sper:n Fishing?'r Hal1 in his pamphlet claimed it was

only the rapid expansion of the whale fishery industry which

saved the capital and commerce of N.S.W. from collapse during

the 1820'".4' All in all, the Opposition Press gave a lot of

support to the fishing industry vis-a-vis pastoralism, often

arguing that the colony would benefít if some of the invest-

ment in land and wool was transferred into fishery. The gov-

ernment was praised when in L826 it appointed Robert Campbell,

as a'representative of commercial interest, to the Legislative
Council, though the Opposition Press also thought this was

inadequate and criticised John }{acarthurts appointment.5'

l."Return of lüoo1 Exported from the colony of Ne-r^r south trr7ales",in Agricultural Papers, M"L" MSS 4280, p.77 
"

2" Holden, op.cit., p.105"
3" Ibid., p"106"
4" ErS. Iiall, The State of Neur South Inlales in December 1830,

(1831) , p"

5. Australian , 5 January L826.
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Revealingl;r, the Gleaner, 10 NIay L827, presented the

emancipisÈ cause historically through the metaphor of the

rising bougeoisie, which had to struggre against the fetters
and oppressiveness of a feudal sysËem before it could liberate
the diverse energies of the nation. Early N"s"I4I,, the Gleaner

argued, rÂras like feudal England: "comprised, with few except-

ions, only her Barons, and. their vassals"; Ëhe civil and

milirary officer were the "petty despots" and the convicts

the ttwretched Helotst'.

By degrees, however, a third description of persons
emerged from the latter; persons, who having burst
their legal fetters, tüere enabled to eryloy their
talents, and exertions, previously devoted to the
Public Service, or to the enrichment of their task
asters, to their o!ün personal, and individr¡al advantage"

It was this freeing of self-interest, "enterpriset', which re-
sulted in the present prosperity of the colony. Not on1_y was

the miliËary monopoly ended, but by becoming t'dealers, mer-

chants, ship-ownersrt, emancipists "diverted the stream of
acquisition, which previously flowed in a singLe channel,

into a variety of branchest'.1'

The pluralist model of political porrer articulated by

the Opposition Pressn I would argue, represented, in part,
the means by which the varied interests of emancipist capital
sought political representation. This democratic demand made

its Presence felt through the demand for the incorporation and

production of specialised bodies of knowledge within the state
apparatus - for "the union of wisdom and power"?" This could

be best ensured through an elective legislature, for I'the law

makers must not be archdeacons just arrived, not colonels of

1. Gleaner, 10 l{arch L827 .

2 " Howers I'leekly Commercial ExPress, 16 May L826.
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marching regiments, nor the high officers of Government who

fear to offend his Excellency...whenever they think his prop-

osals injurious, but they ought to be taken from among the

farmersn merchants, shipbuilders and manufacturers, for whose

benefiÈs as a body local laws are intended to operatet'.1.

Along these lines the Monitor, 22 September 1826, argued

that intelligence and integrity should be the qualifications
necessary to become a uragistrate, instead of mere surplus acres,

or sheep and catËle.

The Australian, 10 January L827, initially praised the

establishment of Boards, such as the recent Assignect Servants

Board, which it likened to a House of Assembly. Here the

colonists would be able to provide information on the special-
ised needs of the colony to their foreign rulers, who were

strangers to the colony's interest" These boards represented

part of the progressive bureaucratisation of the state in N.S"lü.

as it sought to move the -control of resources aÌ^/ay from the

personal discretionary power of the Governor" In doing so,

James l4acarthur argued, they partly weakened the power of the
Governor: "one great weakness of our present government is
their having deprived themselves of the patronage and neans

of influence which former administrations derived from the

distribution of Government, nen".2' Similarly, the Sydney

Gazette, 3 Februaiy 1825, claimed that the present and all
future Governors could not follow Macquariets unlimited power

and from this f'will arise the absence of that universal pop-

ularity as regards future Governmenttt.

1. HalI, op.ciL., p.2L, see also Monitor, 2L June 1927.
2" James Macárthur to brother John, 9 June L827, MacarthurPapers, Vo1.35, p"43.
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Darling claimed he established the Land Board, which also

lvas in charge of distributing convicts, in order to relieve

the government "from the imputation of partiality" with respect

to the distribution of convicts.l' The exclusionist wriËer of

the article, "Nernr South !,lales", praised the Land Board as getting

rid of the conflicts engendered by the Governor's discretionary

authority to give or withhold land to favourites or opponents.2"

In effect, the exclusion of emancipists frorn prominent govern-

ment posts placed these Boards uncier the control of exclusionists

and their allies " They r^7ere now able Èo appropriate an ideology

of impartiality to t.gitirnate and mystify the partiality of

their increasing incorporation and control over state resources 
"

As we can see below, these boards came to be criticised by the

Opposition Press for providing unrepresentative and partisan

or interested forms of advice to the Grown.3'

. ".rde hereby do now protest against the further sitting
and operatiôns of thé said knots, clubs-, or boards, part-
icularly where the same are coilPosed of Connrissaries,
ldajors ôt nrigade, Ovmers of Cedar Grounds_, alq lmporters
of-Rr:m and Giñ; because by reason thereof , military dom-
ination, ruinous duties on ra!{ produce, and horrible
excise Laxes on manufactured comodities, the necessaries
of life, are likely to be promoted and enforced, t9 tþ"
greaÈ damage of tfrã people, and of ogr said Lord the King,
ñis Crown, and dignity. Monitor, 10 February 1827 "

tr{hat we notice about the late 1820ts hras the emergence

within Australian society of that modern relationship between

the state and lcnorvledge, in which demands for the fragmentation

and specialisation of knowledge within the state apparatus \^7as

not so much a consequence of processes internal to knowledge,

but more a consequence of the specialisation of capital and the

R. Darling to Goderich, 21 June 1832, C"O. Þliscellaneous
Letters lI. S "I,f . L832 A2L46 

"

2" Australian , 3 February L827, "NeIù South trrlales - No"ll""

1

3. l"Ionitor, 19 June LB27 
"
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demand by these competing factions f,or political representation.

Competing factions of capital claimed political representation

on the basis of their claim Eo a monopoly of knowledge.

o"oin a Ëhriving cou:rtry, where cedar-cutting, ships,
craft, and boât-building; whaling, sealing ãnd skinning;
tobacco, flax and wool growing; distilling, brewing,
soap-boiling, and- tanning; occupy the people; Judges,
Generals, and Archdeacons, make bad l_aw-makers; anã that
master shipwrights, merchants, farmers, and manufacËurers,
understand what laws would suit thern, much better than
the said professional men. ".ooa numerous House would
let in practical farmers, whalers, and manufacturers.

llonitor, 21 June L827"

This ideological strategy served to increasingly secularise
the sËate, identifying it increasingly with the progress of

practical reason as Ëhis was embodied in capital.

The demand for the incorporation of the varied and spec-

ialised interests of capitaL into the sËate in an advisory

capacity was partly Itto correct the encroachmemËs preserved

in more through ignorance than contetrpt of the lannr" " 
1" The

extensive foreign and internal dealings of the colony made

local knowledge necessãTy, Ehe Australian , 23 April L828,

claimed if the legislature was to guarantee the rights of
oËhers. The reason for Governor Darlingrs unpopularity with

Ëhe people, the Monitor, 8 June 1827, claimed, l-ay in "a11 the

odious restrictions on colonial indusËry such as brewing, dis-

tillation, fishing, cedar-cuLting &c.&c.&c.r'. 0n the 2L July

L826, the lulonitor furËher criticised a Legislative Council

"far removed from the habits and details of trade and domesËic

manufacturest'. It was referring to a recent Act of Council

which prohibited individuals from issuing promissory notes

under 20 shillings. It regarded this as an invasion of "the
lawful and laudable customs of a free peoplett"2"

" Australian , 23 April f828.1

2 " See also Gleaner, 4 August L827"
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The early history of N.S.!I. tends to support Engelrs idea

that the growth of state bureaucracy emerges historically with

the growth of domestic capital or a petty bourgeoisie, whose

varied and loca1 interests generate conflicts requiring the

expansion of the state to regulate the growth and reproduction

of capital.
The bureacracy rùas set uP to govern peqty bourgeoisie
and peasant,s. These cl-asses,- di_spersed in small toI^ms
or villagês, with interests which do not reach beyond the
narrowesE fócat bor.rndaries, have necessarily the restricted
horizons corresPonding to their restricted mode of life.
They cannot govèrn a Iarge staÈe, they can have neither the
breàdth of vision nor Èhe k
conflicting interests. An
civilisation when the PetË
ing that the different inËe
in[ertwíned (one need only think of the guilds and con-
flicts). The petty bourgeoisie and the peasants cannot,
Èherefore, do wittrôut a powerful and numerous bureaucracy.
They must let themselves be kepË in leading string-s so as
to escape the greaËest eonfusiqn and not to ruin themselves
with hr¡ndred and thousands of lawsuits. 1o

I believe, with respect to N.S"I^I", wê can dismiss Engelts idea

that Ëhe petty bourgeoisie lacked the breadÈh of vision and

the knowledge to administer a bureaucratic state and for this

reason also has to accept a subordinant Positionwith respecË

to the bureaucracy. The position of the Opposition Press in

N.S.W" rrTas rather one of incorporating the peËty bourgeoisie

into Ëhe bureaucracy, of expanding government so that it was

capable of expressing its numerous specialised in¡erests.

Orre could perhaps also more accurately say that the demand

for an enlarged state bureaucracy in N.S"l4I. coincides not so

much with the growth of conflicts within an exPanding Petty

bourgeoisie, as Engels argues, but also with the emergence

of conflicts between the bourgeoisie proper and the petty

bourgeoisie.

1. The Constitutional Question
in M. Gain and A. Iiunt, Marx

inG MECI^I VI, 75-9L
and s on Law p.229 .
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I'leber has pointed out that the growth of capitalism,

predicated as it is on calculation gives rise to a demand

for a bureaucratic structure which can ensure both stability

and the incorporation of technical knowledge into its admin-

istration of society.I' This incorporation of technical

knowledge into the state, !,Ieber sees as partly necessitated

by domestic capitalts need for proÈecÈion from outside foreign

coupetition and partly by its need for state provided infra-

structur"""2' hÏhat do we notice in the N's'I^l' opposition Press

if not this crÍtíque of the state, that its legislation

by not consulting the wishes oi the peopl-e and taking them

into accounL makes predictabl-e rational econornic behaviour

impossible. I,trhat the press partly demanded was stability of

government, an increasing formalism, whereby fixed rules

would be given preference over the discretionary po\¡rer of the

Governor. The Monitor presented the following criticisms of

the arbíËrary r:nknowledgable state of government in N.S.!I.;

many of these criticisms vrere repeated by the Chief Justice

in his private correspondence with Horton"3'

Instead of allowing every man to distil and brew out of
an iron-pot and a wash-tub, as the Americans are allowed
by their fosËering and paternal Government Eo do, our
Military Rulers have proclaimed laws and imposed burthens,
heavy and grievous to be borne on our industry: and when
under their influence, distilleries of the dimensions of
palaces, fitter by their magniÈude for London and Paris,
than for Sydney, arise, immediately the GovernmenL shifts
its ground - the regulations and duties, (on the faith of
which the Builders with finances strained and credit put
to the rack erected thern) are suddenly altered; the con-'sequence is, all the great distilleries both here and at
Van Diemanrs Land r^rere shut up ere they had well begun to
take handsel - the same by the cultivators of the soil
the same may be observed ôf Tobacco - the same with regard
to the regulations for distributing land and convicts to
new emigrãnts. IIence - hence - not in the idleness of the
people, -is the dilapidation of N.S.trrlalesl

Monitor, 23 March L827

1 . trleber . op. cit . pp . 338- 339 .
2" Ibid.; pTJg:
3" Chief Justice to R.lü" Hor,ton,

Forbes, MSS 41819, p.93.
6 February L827, Chief Justice
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Part of the Press criLicisms of the state in N.S.l^I. lay
in the fact that relations of patronage hTere seen to prevent

the full incorporation of men of knowledge into government.

The British government was criticised on this point as much

as the local governmenÈ. It was clairned by the Australian
13 December L824, Èhat the reason Britain voted to keep N.S.!ü.

in a state of political dependency and thus as a .penal colony

organised along military lines was because it afforded opport-

r:nites of patronage for the mother country. The Monitor,

24 Uiay L9z8)accused the local government of collusion in this
process. It argued it was in "the interesEs of Majors of
Brigade, Military Secretaries and Civil OfficiaLs in general

to represent this colony as a mere penitentiary" because of
the unlimited por^rer of patronage it made available to the

local government" Field, in a letter to Marsden in LB26

referring to British Crown appointments, r{rote that Maclay's

has been the only recent appointment obËained absolutely with-
out favour".l' The historian HazeL King has argued that Tory

patronage r^ras responsible for nearly all N"S.l'1. rs civil servantst

appointments up until 1831"2' Chief Justice Forbes complained

to Horton about the quality of government officiaLs senË ouË

from Britain during Darling's administration" They r^7ere only

too ready to be conrnanded, being hard working and efficient,
but they did have "the spirit to comrnand - to creaËe, collect,
animate, and to embody".3" Forbes also pointed to the dis-

'" appointment colonists experienced in expecting a spirit of
reform from Governor Darling upon his assuming office"

1. B" Field to S" Marsden, 26 July 1826, Marsden Papers,
Vol.1, M.L" p.458.

2" King, op"cit., pp.132-133, T54,
3" Forbes Èo Horton, 22 Marcii. L827,

Horton, M,L" A1819"

L62-L63 
"

Private letters to R"lni.
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How could it be oËherwise? The Governor, his private
secretary, and the colonial secretary, Ëhe real cabinet
of the colony, Iúere not only new to Èhe colony, but
noviates in Èhe office of governing - that is of govern-
ing according to the laws of England.

Forbes also criticised Darling, like the Opposition Press, for

appointing his relatives to government posts. l' The Monitor,

6 January 1827, complained that this had the effect of moving

N.S.lü. bureaucracy ahray from a professional civilian model

toward a military model. It complained:

A nrilitary governor (naturally enough) has nilitary friends,
and takes especial good care, that they have good civil
situations, to which (nine out of ten of Èhen) they are
utterly ínadequate; so depriving many worthy civilians
of the bread of life.

Governor Darling r^ras personally not irnmune from this crit-
icism. The Mohitor, 15 June L827, argued that the Governor Ì¡ras

appointed on the basis of patronage and not on the basis of his

merit. His previous military career r^ras seen to make him inell-
igible for the Governorship. The }4onitor, 6 January LB27,

argued that what the colony needed as a Governor hTas not a

military man, "who has spent all his life in drilling and

being drilled; and whose ideas have never wandered beyond

a barrack square". Rather ltr"S.l,i. needed a civilian Governor,

who had been well educated at university in law. Such a man

would "make the equitable division of the rights of man his
primary object". llhat it is important to note for the time

being was the way law was being equated rvith equality in

the press" On the other hand, military government r\ras seen

to deny the rule of law and of equality vis-a-vis the state
in favour of arbitrary, superficial discipline.

Forbes to Horton, 22 Nlardn L827,
pp.117-L19, M"L., 41819"

I Chief Justice Forbes,
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Habitually accustomed to military regularity - to the
bugle at this hour - to the totto at that; accustomed
as well to obey as to be obeyed, he will consider that
the perfection of ruling consisÈs not in equitable en-
actments - public-spirited liberality - or the equal
distribution (as nuch as possible) of proPerty - not
in rewarding merit; and (though last, noÈ least) in
personal urbanity, but in providing that the marginal
line of a letter be all in a certain, specific, equi-
distant station... Monitqr, 6 January L827.

Part of the criticism of military style of government üras

that of its centralised patriarchal character. Forbes in a

private letter to' Horton, praised Brisbaners administration

precisely for its decentralised form. He argued that in the

last 12 months of Brisbane's rule more than twice as much was

transacted by departments as in the current 15 months of Darl-

ing's rule. "The secret lies in this, Ëhe late government was

entirely one of artments - every principal officer did Lhat

which appeared to him to be most pressingly required by the pub-

lic". Darling's unpopularity arose partly because he began the

task of once again centralising government administration: "the

business of every office, the details of every department were

to be revised, and made to pass in review before the Governor"l'

Darling claimed he did this in order to gain control over

government expenditure and to place some check on the independ-

ent pohTer of departments which he disliked.2' He earned the

dissatisfaction of many principal pubLic officers by abruptly

checking "the assumed independence of their situationst'.3'

Chief Justice Forbes told Horton that the problem in the

colony r^ras not one of reorganising government but creating it.
Governors had so far taken upon thernselves most of the detailed

1. Ibid., pp.115-116.
2" Darling to Hay, 2 February L826, HRA, Vo1"XII, p.149.
3. Ibid.; Rose, op.cit", pp.56-57.
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administration of the Colony: "they made laws, levied taxes,

laid out all the monies, repaired the roads, appointed the con-

stables, door-keepers &c. €*c. and in short descended to the

minutia of counting the stock of the settler". This was all

very well in a small penal colony made up of soldiers and

settlers, but was impossible to conËinue given the existing
scale and increasing complexity of the colony: "Busied rvith

such pursuíËs, the government office has become in the course

of time, so encumbered with details, that it has no time for

the loftier objects of political economy".l'

It i-s quite melancholy to see the Hand of the Chief
Officer ín Ëhe Colony impressed upon every minute
arrangement, and the details of business taken out
of the proper dep

and
artmenfs. A people cannoË shake off

subserviency servile feelÍngs, so long as theY
see ever:y in termediate rank between themselves and
the governor dispossessed of its due share of influence,
and its le timate authority; and so long as they are
Ëaught to lieve, that every frivolous affair and
every aff air of importance musË be referred to, and
approved and settled by ONE MAN.

Australian 13 March L827 "

The Monitor, 3 February L827, similarly criticised the total
personal nature of state pohTer in N.S.Iti.. Government in N.S.l{.,

it argued, exercised such a direct impact and influence on

society, that it rendered the people virtual slaves of their
government. It criticised the minute influence of government

"over all descriptions of colonists, bond or free, rich or

poor, little or big".

As we will see further in the next chapter, such crit-

icisms, though often phrased as demands f.or a reduction in

state por^rer, T¡ì7ere more often a concern with uruLtiplying the

number of centres from which state po\^/er can be exercised"

gi
be

Forbes to Horton, 6 February 1827,
R.Vü. Horton, Chief Justice Forbes,

Private letters to
Al8l9 , p.92.

I
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This is perhaps the profor:nd historical meaning of the demand

for the dispersar of state pohTer. This demand often made its
presence felt as a critique of patronage, which was taken to

be a manifestaËion of excessive personaL centralised power,

and as a demand for impersonal fixed rules before which every-

one hras equal. As the Australian, 24 October L827, put it
referring to land grants: "a preference of grantees should

not take place either on account of personal predilection or

personal oppenencyt'. The point I want to emphasise is that
the emergence of egalitarianism as a popular/i.st ideology in
the press has to be related not to shepherds minding sheep,

but to compeEition for pol-itical poT¡rer between different com-

ponents of capital"

l'{oreover, Ëhis eompetition promoted a demand for the bur-

eaucratisation of the state. The struggle against despotism

and oligarchy provided ernancipists, srnaLl property o\^rners and

certain forms of urban-conrnercial- capital with the political
resources for criticising a State which patronised imported

capital and the exclusionists while systematÌcal1-y excLuding

them from access to the resources controlled by this state
and also from participation in it. trrleber has perceptively

characterised the general tendency of the above processes in
the observation that any attempË to organise the state around

"a spirit of formalistic impersonality", which is essentially
the bureaucratíc form, will at the same Ëime promote a spirit
of equality. !'leber also points out that "every process of
sociar levelling creates a favourable situation for the dev-

elopment of bureaucracy; f.or it tends to eliminate cl_ass

priviLeges, which include the appropriation of means of admin-
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istration and the appropriation of authority as well as the

occupation of offices on an honorary basis or as an avocation

by virtue of weaLth".1' I have sought to ground I{eberts

dialecticaL rel-ationship between egalitarianism and bureau-

cracy to divisions created within the dominant cl_ass by the

increasing specialisation of capital and their r.urequal pol-
itical access to the sËate.

M

P

1 . hleber, The Thêory of Social and EcohônÍiê Orgahisation,
.340
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(D) CoNCLUSIoN

This chapter has examined how the changing social struct-
ure of N.S"I^1. made it increasingly ideoLogically difficult for
Governors to rule on the basis of personal poÌ,\rer and patronage.

New ideoLogical forms hrere needed and demanded if Èhe state
r^ras to be a site for producing mass consensus. As we have

seen there rnrere increasing demands for the incorporation of
conflicts between dominant class factions within the instit-
utional materiality of the state. The pluralist model of
sËate po\^rer being demanded was that of the need to achieve

working compromises between competing factions of self-interest"
rn this conËext, the role of the Governor became increasingly
problematic as the very centralised personal nature of the state
hTas seen to exacerbate divisions beËr^reen factions of capital
and gave rise to criticisms of arbitrariness and partiality"
state officials \^rere partly arnrare of the need for new tools of
legitimation" Indeed, I have argued that the increasing bureau-

cratisation of the state and the increasi.ng decentralisation

of state porrer r^rere partly underpinned by these ideological
requirements" For example, the Svdnev Gazette 25 August L825,

claimed that the colony'had not really benefited from a Legis-
lative Cor:ncil; the only benefit it could see r^7as that of
"relieving the Governor in Chief of that ponderous responsibility
under which he previously staggered". Though not really remov-

ing effective political power from the hands of the Governor,

the Legislative council can be seen as an attempt to spread

the sphere of state responsibilities ahray from the Governor

and the metropolitan government through the incorporation of
local interests. The establishment of the Land Board was
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Íntended to have similar ideological effects. However, as r
have shown, the seLective incorporation of "free settlers"
only into these institutions, along with the magisËracy and

triar by jüTT, only acted to surror¡ld staËe patronage with a

mystifying ideology of iurparÈia1.ity which the opposition press

continuall-y sought to unmask. rn the next chapter r look in
closer detail at other discursive forms articulating the

critique of the centralised and personalised form which po1-

itical potver in N.S.W. assuned.
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CHAPTER TEN

TIIE RESTRUCTT]RING OF POLITICAL

DISCOURSE AND THE EMERGENCE

OF A CRITIOUE OF STATE VIOLENCE

...the art of legislation consists notin sweeping laws - buË in laws adapted
to nen and things - laws which are ful1
of excepEions - laws which encourage ihe
industrious and discourage the idle.
Sweeping. military-líke laws are generally
iryolitic, opressive, vexatious, and
demoralising.

Monitor, 20 January L827.
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(A) INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines further the changing structure of
political discourse in N.S.1ü. with Ëhe liberalisation and

removal of censorship. Ttre politics of paÈronage and personal

influence, which I parËly analysed in the last chapter, came

to be increasingly criticised and displaced by the politics
of public opinion. A new consensus style of politics emerged

which glorified freedom of the press as a means of puÈting

an end Lo that secret, clandestine form of personal politics
which was associated with exclusionist, landed magistrates

and their influence. Personal power would increasingly be

accused of being an irrationaL por^rer, âD undisciplined por^/er

which resulted in tyranny and bloody excesses. There was a

growing identification of the politics of patronage with
nilitary despotism and, moreover, with a por^rer structure

which situated itself at the level of the brutal punishment

of the body. As we shall- see, this critique of personal power

and the consensual meanings which the press was generating

around the issue led to measures being taken to control the

Press.

These measures r^rere unsuccessful. In the N.S.I^I. press

the issue of illegal punishments exercised by exclusionist
magistraËes conËinued to provide a focus for articulating a

sËruggle against that authoritarian violent style of govern-

ment which was associated with N.S.!rl.'s past history prior/
to Macquarie. The exclusionist symbolised the continued

existence of this past r^/ithin the present. They, the tsigge

Report and Governor Darling's tightening up of convict dis-
cÍpline, threatened to reassert this o1d despotic order.
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The truth of this imagery is not as important as the way

the defense of convicts from tyranny, oppression, starvation

and flogging became a struggle to bureaucratise the penal

system and to move sËate-class por¡,/er into a legal structure
of fixed rules in place of a strucËure predicated on personal

discreËion. Ttre concern with protecting convicts from their
masterrs tyranny represented partl-y an atterpt to limit the

po!'rer of exclusionist landholders. trndeed, the Monitor, 23

March L827, used the oppression exercised by exclusionist
pastoral magistraÈes as an argument for assigning convicts

to Sydney.

But this humanitarian assertion of the rights of the

oppressed arso represented an attempt to assert the autonomy

of the legal system from Ëhe penal system. Previously they

rùere more closely fused together. Increasing legal rights,
based on an abstract humanitarian view of man, vrere asserted

in the press as the basis of stable legitimate government.

This asserÈion of the autonomy of the lega1 system vras partry
a reflection of that auËonomy from the penal system which

class rerations in the urban context r,rTere partly acquiring"
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(B) THE NET,ü POLITICS OF A FREE PRESS AND GOVERNMENT

ATTEMPTS TO CONTROL THE POLITICTSATION OF THE MASSES

IÈ lrras perhaps no accident that the relaxation of press

censorship occurred at the beginning of 1822 at a time when

ner^7 unpopular government measures hrere being inËroduced.

There emerged with the freeing up o.f discourse a safety

valve view of the press. It was perhaps a way of controlling,

what one rvriter termed, "a sullen and contumelious tempert' or

the spread of "a spirit of murmuring and discord through the

cournunity" "1' The Australian , 2 July f828, described its oT¡rn

beginning as one of removing the repression of built-up dis-

content, which might have suddenly unleashed itself as a

violent revolutionary fervor :

Men seemed to breath [sic] a purer air, and gave utterance
to their thoughts with a candor and a bluntness of express-
ion likely to be far less mischievous in effect than when
those sentimenËs were smooËhed down and smothered, and
never likely to burst forth, but on startling emergency,
with the suddenness and destructiveness of a volcanic
eruption.

This safety valve view of the press supported the notion of
ner^rspapers as an expression of public feeling, as Lhe "mirrors

which reflect the state of societcy""2' The Monitor , 24 Vkay

1828, argued that the press did not cause or create public

discontent but allayed it and that:

llhen a coiltrnunity becomes exceedingly agitated by some
obnoxious measure of Government, ihe Piess, by þivingvent to the public feeling, carries off the paroxysm.
Stifled animosity is much more dangerous, than when it
can find a legitimate medir:n through which men can expend
their passion without public danger.

The liberalisation of newspaper discourse can perhaps be

seen as a hTay of buying off more radical political discontent.

I lfd¡ey Gazette, 6 February L823, "An Old Emigrant Settler";
, 20 Febiuary 1828; Ãu'srralian,

31 March rent".
2. Australian 17 October L827.
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The very fact that the government allowed criticism of itself

was used by the Sydney Gazette Eo continually justify the pol-

itical organisation of the colony as one based on liberty and

rational freedom. In the Sydney Gazette freedom of the Press

confirmed the symbolic typfication of the Governor as a symbol

of bor¡nty and plentitude; it was "one of the noblest gif ts
our Governor had to bestow".l' Freedom of the press rnras re-

ferred to as "an acL of grace that renders illustriously pre-

eminent the name of BrisbaÍle".2' Here, freedom of the press

vras presenËed not as an Ínherent right of the people, but

became the means of legitimising a state centralised around

the notion of an exemplary moral personage.

For the Sydney Gazette a free press provided greater opp-

orÈrrnities through open debate of vanquishing t'the enemies

of past and present AdminisËrations" who would othe::vrise have

"murmured in secret, and again fanned the flame of rebellion"?'
An uncensored press allowed it to more fully defend the Auth-

orities and Lo give greater publicity to their benevolent

motives. The Sydney Gazette even thought a free press would

have prevented Governor Blights overthror.4' The Opposition

Press also argued that good government could not be r:ndermined

by criticism, but only strengthed.5'

In the .liberalised press discontents moved partly from

the private uncontrolled realms of whisper, gossip and secret

Sydney Gazette1

2

3

4

5

Sydney Gazette
8 May L823, "A C

28 October L824.
6-January 1826; see also Sydney Gazette,
olonis t" .

Sydney Gazette, 20 February L828;@2s. see also dne

dne Gazett.e , 20 February 1828.

" Australian , 20 June L827, cop ied from The Times.

Gazette
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correspondence and were located in a field of visibility sub-

jecË to public scrutiny and judgement. Governor Darling
hTroËe to Under Secretary Hay that "Lhe animosity against the

McA-s [Macarthurs] is, I believe, violent in 'the extreme,

for¡nded in a bel-ief, amounting to conviction in the minds of
the inhabitanËs in general, of the access, which this family
has to your Department, and the means which they thus possess

of insidiously conveying false and injurious impressions of
persons and things. The Putlic Papers are filled wÍth observ-

ations to this effect",1' The Monitor, 28 May 182g, referring
to the political manoeuvres of the 'o1d aristocracy', claimed

that the reason Governor Brisbane and Major Goulburn allowed

a free press rÄras to protect themselves from "the secret stabs

and poisoned arror¡/s of their enemiesr'. similarly the sydney

Gazette, 24 July L825, praised liberty of the press as the

means of dealing the death blow to that secret-channel of
conrnunicating colonial displeasure to the mother country,

which had resulted in the recall of recent Governors. On

another occasi.on, the dne Gazette argued that public serv-

ants had now nothing to fear from the influence of ffthe becret

and mal-evolenÈ quill-driving fraternity".2' rn a simirar vein,

the writer "Mnemon" argued that British ministers wanted a

free press to operate in N.S.Vü. so that they could read open

frank reports in place of which they had previously "preferred
the private, r:nderhanded, self-interásted reports of a party',?'

rn brief, the press justified the removal of censorship as the

means of controlling political maneouvres, especially those of

1

2

Governor Darling to Und
HllA, Vol.XII, pp.83-84;

er Secret
S dn

ary Hay,
Gazette,

10 December L825,
15 February 1828.

ly4ley Gazette, I September, L825.
3. êug tralian, _ 6 January L829, "Phî.emon" ;5 December L828.

see also Australian
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the exclusionists, operating through the hidden channels of
1patronage.-' A new form of politics was emerging, one which

ought not to operate through the secret, clandestine relation-
ships of personal influence and private friendship, but one

based ideally on the open competitive courting of public

opinion.

Newspapers took upon themselves the right to discuss the

pros and cons of any situation, everything r^ras up for sur-

veillance including the very role of surveilLance. NoLhing

that was public was given a right to stand outside their
criticatr Eaze, everything except the Íntimate privacy of
individuals ought to open itself up for inspecti on.2' ïf
there was one thing these central observers loathed it was

public secrecy.

secrecy we like not. secret preparations denote a guil-ty
conscience, and the Government should for the sake oftheir political credit, and Ëheir political character
have done what they resolved upon openly, and not cland-estinely. Australian, 8 June 1827.

singled out for special criticisms r{ere the meetings of the

Legislative council whose members r^7ere required to take an

oath not to reveal their contents"3" Others criticised in-
cluded the Magistracy, especially when the Bench tried to
exclude the Sydney Gaze tte's reporters from its trials.4'
The struggre against secrecy r¡ras seen partly as a struggle

5.against I'petty tyranny". The Australian , 8 July 1826,

I

2

3

4

5

See also Australian, 16 September LB26; Monitor, 3 Dec-
ember, 21TffiFL827, "Ãn Old Hand".
This ideology will be further analysed on pp .604-607 u

. Australian , 18 May L827.

. Sydney Gazette, 16 , 23 July L827.

. Australian , 2 JuLy 1828.
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claimed that publicity to court proceedings protected the

conuunity from rroverbearing magistrates", whilst arso pro-

tecting I'men of character amongst their body, from having

r.rnworthy imputations cast upon them". rn short, this politics
of the gaze was directed towards the removal of arbitrary
violence as an expression of the poritics of unchecked or
undisciplined personal poro"r. 1

This new form of open press politics re,presented not so

much the complete removal of state controls as a reformulation
of the parameters within which state control operated. The

staters granting all social grievances a public outlet in the
press was part of the process of inscribing and containing the

dangers of arl sociaL discontents within the structures of
discourse. As r will show in chapter l\uelve, this process of
seeking to translate all social conflicts into Ehe realm of
discourse has to be understood in the context within which

our culture trTas beginning to develop nel^r power,ful conceptual
techniques for handling and individualising discursive threats.
Those conceptual techniques which came .under. the direct control
of the press will be dealt with in a separate chapter of their
orrrn. rn this chapter r want to examine why the state att-
ernpted to apply the individualising structures of the judicial-
penal system against the press and how the press in turn res-
ponded to these largely unsuccessful attempts by criticising
a state which gave too much scope to individual discretion,

Alongside the emergence of a tfreet discussion of ideas

in the liberalised S dn Gazette , there also emerged a rapid
increase in discussions and reportings of court cases for

1 See Australian
1828

14 October L824, 15, 24 August, 14 November
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libel and sedition. IÈ did not take long for the economic

debates in the liberalísed Sydney Gazette to become accusat-

ions of libel between opposing writ"r".1' These r^rere to be

shortly Joined by more direcË forms of sËate intervention.

Government court actions against nerdspapers proved initially
unsuccessful as juries either refused Ëo convict or to impose

hearry penarties. Governer Darling's government was finally
abre in 1829 to secure the convicËion and ímprisonment of
both Opposition nervspaper editors: the editor of the l{onitor,
HaIl for 15 months and the editor of the Australian , Inlardell,

for 6 months. 2.

Darling had come to N.S.W. weary of exclusionist
influence and trying not to appear aligned with them.3' In
fact Bannister claimed Ëhat "from December LB25 until late in
L826, Governor Darling openly and unjustly took the side of
the emancipists, whom he afterwards unjustly deserted".4'
rnitially, Darling and his brother-in-law Henry Dumaresq,

had friendly Èies with lrlentworth and more especiarly with the

Australian's then on1y editor, trIardell . 
5 ' The Australian was

accused by ühe sydney Gazette, 5 Jury L826, of manoeurring to
secure the government printíng contract so as to become the

government or ministerial newspaper of N.S.I^I". Bannister
'claimed that the reason he was slandered was because he would

1" Sydney Gazette, L4 June
ymous letter)l 9 August
Settler of the Middle Cl
Darling to Twiss, 7 July L829 ,

Rose, op.cit", pp.52-53.
HRA, VoI"XV, p. 70.

S" Bannister, On Abolishin Trans rtation and Reformi
The Colonia1 O ce. ". , P.
J"M" !ùicks, "Aspects of the Colonial Career of RobertI^lardell", ADHS, Vol"16, I973, pp.l0-ll.

.(Anonymous letter), 2 Aug
"Subscriber" , L6 August iÍ
asstt , L822

ust (Anon-
The 01d

2

3

4

5
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not participate "to give pohre r to the Australian ne\^¡s papert'. 1

He claimed that during this period Ëhe Monitor was Ëhe only

real Opposition Pap"r.2" ïn Novembex L826, trtardell received

fron the government a land grant in the Bathurst area.3"

During Ëhis period Darling refused to prosecute the press and

claimed that government official-s had only bèen criticised in
their private capacity, a reference to their alliance vrith

the exclusionists "4'

In early L827, relations between the Australian and the

government broke down when llardell failed to be appointed

AtÈorney General.5" John Pfacarthur cIaímed that trIardell's

application had been supported by the Chief Justice Forbes,

whom he accused of being associated with the convict party 6'

and of being a t'constant slanderer and enemy of the Company

[Austrarian Agriculturar company] and for no other reason

than because they r^7ere taken to be an obstacle to the com-

pretion of his favourite schemes of universal liberty by uni-
versal demorarisation""T' Apart from being unfriendly towards

each other,S'M""rrthur also accused Forbes of dispraying openry

1

2

3

4

S. Bannister,
inss in N.S.W.

Statements and Documents relatin to oceed-
n an p

Bannister, On Abolishine Tr
Curry, op.cit., p.204.

ansportation P. 35.

Rose, op.cit., p"
TransclSE-of li{i
1823-33, ML, AL26

55; Darling to Bathurst, 1 November L826,
ssing Despatches from the Governor of Itr.S.lÂ1.
7-4, pp"153-154; El1is, Macarrhur , p.498.

5. John l{acarthur to son John l{acarthur, 16 l4ay 1827,
Macarthur Papers, VoI. 3.

6" rbid..
7. James l[acarthur to his brother J

Papers, Vol.35, pp.44-4LG (cross

8. Rose, oÞ. cit " , p.51.

ohn.
ed).

9 June 1821, Macarthur
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contempt for the Governor and his brother-in-Iaw.1. He be-

rieved it useless while Forbes was chief Justice Èo bring
libel cases before the court and resigned himself to attacks
upon his charactet.2' James Macarthur accused the other judge

of the supreme court, sÈephen, of being Forbest "toolt,and of
being aligned through Forbes with the convict party, though

he acknowledged. stephen had no direct ties with them.3' Most

of Ëhe upper echelons of the 1egal profession hrere aligned
with the convict party, including the two judges of the

suprerne court and the two best lawyers in the colony (ack-

nowledged as such by James Macarthur), trrlentworËh and l,lardell.
James Macarthur claimed that law in the colony had become

"the refuge of vice".4'

Before Darling arrived in N"s.tr,I., BaÈhurst $7rote to him

exPressing disquiet over the lack of any goverïrmenË regulations
on the N"s"l^I. press. Bathurst thought this to be "highly dang-

erous in a society, of so peculiar a Description,,. However,

he was not in favour of reinstituting press censorship, for
this would make the l-aws of N"s.!ü" "at variance rrrith the spirit
of the law in force in the Mother country"" rnstead Bathurst
pointed out to Darling that even in England the legal system

requiredt (1) that the names of printers, publishers and prop-

rietors be submitted to the stamp office and be printed on

every nehTspaper issue; (2) that the publishers enter into a

bond with the crown and submit two sureties for serving the

1. John Macarthur to John Macarthur Junior, 16 May LBz7,
Macarthur Papers, Vol. 3"

2. ruig..
3. James Macarthur to brother John Macarthur, 9 June Lg27,

Macarthur Papers, Vo1. 35, pp "32-29 (crossed) 
"

4. rbid..
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paymenÈ on a.ny fine for conviction of blasphemy or seditious

libel; (3) ihe newspapers apply annually to the Governor for

a licence, which could be forfeited for any conviction of

blasphemy or seditious libel; and (4) that a starnp duty be

inposed on each ner^rspapôr circulatedl' Darling was initially
reluctant to implement these measures. In April L827, contin-

ued press criticism of his administration and the difficulty of

achieving any conviction of libel whilst the proprietors and

publishers of newspapers hrere protected by legal anonymity

led Darling to implement Bathurst's reconmendations. He came

to agree with John Macarthur's and Archdeacon SeotË's view

that ne$ispaper criticisms of the government hrere exciting a

strong spirit of prisoner discontent.Z"

Chief Justice Forbes became ahTare of BathursË's instruct-
ions in April L826 and wrote to Governor Darling requesting

no proposed tax be placed on the press because it would only

augment the antagonism felt for the government as well as

being injurious to the press whose criticisms he considered
t

to be mild." chief Justice Forbes did not attend the cor:ncir

meeting on 2 May LB27 which imposed a four penny stamp duty on

every ner^Tspaper printed in N"s.!ü". Macarthur claimed that the

Bill was unanimousry passed and that some even agreed with his

doubts that four pence was not sufficient "to prevent the

papers from being bought by the prisoners".4' To cut a long

1" Bathurst to Darling, L2 July 1825, Sir Francis Forbes
Papers on the Liberty of the Press, l{.L., Ã748"

2" Governor Darling to Francis Forbes, L4 April 1827, Sir
Francis Forbes Papers: Liberty of the Press, M.L., A748;
James Macarthur to brother John, 9 June L827, Macarthur
Papers, Vo1"35, pp"39-40.

3" Darling to IIay, 24 l4ay T826, HRA, Vol"xii, p.24.
4. John l4acarthur to son John, l,lacarthur Papers, Vol"3,

27 NIay L827.
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story short, chief Justice Forbes vetoed this part of the leg-
islation on the grounds that the money iÈ raised was far in
excess of its stated aim, namely to pay for the printing of
government advertisements. The Monitor, 11 May Ig27, claimed
the stamp duty would cost it alone annually Ëg00 and would

collectively take Ë3,000 out of the pockets of newspaper prop-
rietors. l'

The l{onitor, 4 r[.ay L827, queried v¡hat the Governor had

to fear from a colonial press where two journals r^rere 4:n by

meËhodists and the other by a lawyer. rt pointed to the
inconsistency in the N.s.I.I. government imposing a starnp duty
on the press when recent nehTs from England showed stre had

dropped her stamp duty I'in order Ëo diffuse political knowledge

among the lorver classesrr. Rulers, th.e Monitor, 15 June 1827,

claimed, taxed the press because they did not r^/ant the peopre

to think about state affairs because this rnight lead to their
questioning their ruler's taxation policies and overgrown sal-
aries. Archdeacon scott, charres Throsby and John }{acarthur

as sheep farmers would never have taxed land, sheep or wool,
the Monitor complain ed"2' rnstead, "the men with large sal-
aries and granËs of thousands of acres of the richest land in
the colony doubtless linew"..that by passing a law which tended

to impoverish the proprietors of Newspapers, they vrourd get
rid of the said Press, more effectualry, than by placing a

censorship upon it".3.

See also Australian
. Monitor

t
2

3. rbid..
, 11 llay IB27 .

9 May 1827.
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The control of what ner^/spapers printed was all the more

important the Sydney Gazette , the exclusionists and the govern-

ment argued, because of the penal nature of the "olorry.l' One

of the reasons the Bigge Report advocated the assignment of
convicts to pastoralists was to keep the separated from each

other. One of the government's criticisms r^7as that the l{.S.W.

press, in particular the l'lonitor or the "convict ner^7sPaper,

rnras becoming the means for creating "a very extensive coûm-

union of sentiment, or r:nity of purpose" amongst convicts

which would not otherwise exist.2'

The safety of New SouËh tr'lales depends on the seParation
and disunion of the convicts, andnoresistance to the
government can be effectual unless it is general; to be
general it must spring from a general conformity of a
õpinion, and a general knowledge of that conformity" J¡

One of the main, ne$r, explicit topics of political dis-

course in the.uncensored press became the art of government

as the expression and control of public opinion. The Sydney

Gazette, 9 June L825, for example, argued it rvas because gov-

ernment was always ttfounded on opinion, not on force" that it

T^ras dangerous to weaken "the reverence which the multitude owe

to authority by speculation that they nay one day be freed

from their duty". The Sydney GazeEte tended to argue that

because "public opinion is the grand controlling power of the

state" it was all the more important that nehTspapers control

what they published. Since they both formed and expressed

public opinion, it was important therefore that they should

1. Sydney Gazette, 5 December
S. Marsden, 13 l{arch L827,
James l{acarthur to brother
Papers , Vol " 35, pp. 39-40;
Forbes, L4 April L827, Sir
of the Press.
S.K" Proctor, "Henry Dumaresq on the Sydney Press in L827",
RAIIS , L97L, Vol.57, p "L76.
Ibid., p.175.

1t128, I'Acasto"; B. Fielcl to
Marsden Papers, Vol.1, pp.461-462;
John, 9 June L827, Macarthur
Governor Darling to Sir Francis
Francis Forbes Papers: Libert¡r

2

3



give "honest, unbiased, and dispassionate opinion on everything

affecting the public weal".1' This meant in practice that
they should pay proper respect and deference to the properLy

constituÈed auËhorities. criticising the use of satire and

irony, the Sydney Gazette argued "the most serious injury"
could only result from causing "Lhe great bulk of the people"

to rejoice "to find their superiors reduced to a level with
themselves". This would produce t'unsubordination to authority
and breaches of the law".2'

rn an age emphasising the personal majesty of individuals,
as the means of articulating pohTer relations between them,

then to satirise the private character of an official was not
simpry to attack hiur personally, but also partly the whole

hierarchical structure of public polrer as this depended on a

personal moral idiom for its articul-ation. Thus Archdeacon

scott claimed that in his criticisms of the N.s.I4I. press he

did "not allude so much to the attacks on public as on private
characterr'. He saw this as "a wicked attempt to sap the

foundation of Society and destroy every beautiful feeling of
Domestic happiness". 3' Exclusionists, such as Archdeacon

scott, with their aristocratic pretensions and their notions

of a moral hierarchy were particularly susceptible to being

undermined through the democratic leverling effects of pers-

onal satire and :'-rony.

The press vras regarded by one writer as the most power-

ful of alr recent human inventions. rts pornrer lay in its

Sydney Gazette,
Sydney GazeEte,

10 July 1829.

, 2 January 1828.

I
2

3
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etter
brother

35,

Archdeacon Scott to T. De Condamine, Scott Thomas
Book, VoL"2, MLi AB51; see also James l4acarthur
John Macarthur, 9 June L827, Macarthur Papers, Vo
pp " 34-36.
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ability to generate consensual meanings through t'the rapid
and ample interchange of sentiment which they afford". In

doing so, it was accused of creating t'above all, a subserv-

iance to public opiniont' which gave periodicals t'a power des-

potic in its character, and (prinarily) r¡nlimited in, its
extent; there is no mystery they cannot penetrate, there is
no concealment Ëhey cannot remove, there is no recess they

cannot enter"" The press, by rendering public officials acc-

or:ntable to public opinion, h/as further accused of exposing

them "to the influence of party spirit, to Èhe temptation of
party applause, and shackles them to the restraint imposed by

party, or even personal prejudice".l'

In its first publication issue, the Australian argued

that its rore was to provide more than "a mere miscellanry of
news or compilation of events". It wanted to f 'become the

medir:n of extensive and general conmr¡nication among all the

meuibers of the corony, thereby concentrating public opinion
and giving a Ëone and a direction to public feeling".2" In
effect, ne\^rspapers functioned in much the same \À7ay as polit-
ical parties now function.and saw themselves as striving to
ideologically r:nite the state with the people. The opposition
Press wished to achieve this by reformulating Ëhe state along

the lines of public op inion while the Sydney Gaze tte sought to
make public opinion ahTare of the true benevolent principles of
the state" Both sLrategies had the effect of seeking to con-

struct that defining characteristic of the nation state in

1. Sydney Gaziette 8 May L823"
2" Australian 14 October L824.
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which the people unite with the state in a collective will

or conscience,

As. Dumont points out, whereas religion is the ideological

r:nifying force in more "traditionalt' societies, in modern soc-

iety it is politics and the state which assumes the role of
merging the consciousness of each individual into a collective

1
conscience. -' Instead of the individr:al discovering the tran-
scendence of his particular perspective through its unity with
thaÈ of other men in the notion of God, it is increasingly the

state and the press which nor^r assume this transcendental role
of r:niting the sentiments and ideas of men in a structure out-

side of themselves. This process or strategy had always been

inherent in the penal sysËem with its coercive pedagogic

rituals and disciplines for producing consent. lthat was dis-

tinctive about the Opposition Press was the renewed vigour

given to the concern with producing consent without recourse

to violence, by using persuasion, the force of arguments, to

unite free men in common political ideas.

l.L Dumont, From Mandeville to Ma fX, p.21.
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(C) CONVICT REBELLION VERSUS MILITARY EXCESSES

The Opposition Press tended to picture ¡nan as rational
and thus having a right to be subject to humanitarian treat-

1
ment. -' On the other hand, those supporting the government

pictured him as a prisoner of momentary habitual impulses.

Dumaresq believed that the great mass of N.S.ll.'s popul-

ation was removed from the discipl-ined, rational opinion form-

ing processes which came from being close to reality and its

external facËs. Instead he saw them as turned more inwards,

closer to the internal reality of their r:ndisciplined bodies.2'

The control of public opinion was presented as being all the

more importanË in a colony where government ruled men who hrere

more governed by their o!ùn passions than by reason or virtue.3'
In short, the governmentts position rested on those old penal

notions we examined in the execution chapter, that government

exists to repress the baser passions of mankind. This meant

that governmenE r^tas necessary as a principle of terror to re-

strain the "favourite, but vicious propensities".4'

trltrat the Sydney Gazette and those writers supportive of

the Government ürere worried about was the iurpact of nehrspapers

on the uneducated classes. They hrere especiall-y seen to be

vulnerable to the influence of a "venal press".5' the Sydney

Gazette originally criticised the proposed establishment of

Opposition Press. IL argued: "Some are opposed enough to

what is equitable; if an unrestrained Press Ì^rere allowed

Australian, 13 July L827.

. Dumaresq,

. rbid. .

. rbid. .

op. cit. , p.L77 .

1

2

3

4

5 Sydney Gazette 23 June L825.
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such folk, they would become outrageous".l' On the 15 May

L823, the S dne Gazette reiterated its criticism of the

proposed free press by arguing that "the Colony is too tender

for so powerful an engine; there are noxious rveeds enough in
the soil without the visitation of additional evils". A Free

Press would be "subversive of sound politicst' since the people

Ì7ere not prepared for it. The sydney Gazette supported the

political maxim of it being juSt "as difficult to make a

slavish people free and wise, as it is to deprive a free people

of their liberty and knowledge".2'

Archdeacon scott argued that the "blasphemous and libell-
ous ner^Tspapers'of N.s"I4I" vrere "written in a style to catch

the vulgar so they are most industriously circulated amongst

the military and Ëhe convict population with no other view

than to excite mutiny and rebelliontt.3' John l,lacarthur

claimed that all the newspapers r^¡ere published by desperate,

shameless, and ill-principled radicals supporting "the convict
interestr'. All those not connected with the convict interest
dreaded the most dangerous consequences from "their operation

upon the coÍ¡nron people". 'rTheir present most apparent effect
is discontent, determined idlenesst', and in rnany cases ínsub-

ordinate and open contempt torvards their nasters and the mag-

istracy.4' James Lfacarthur also accused ilthe liberal or
rather radicar counselt' in the colony of subverting all the

necessary principles needed to maintain "legitimate restraint"

1. S dne Gazette, 2 January L823"
15 May L823.2. Sydney Gazext-e,

3. Archdeacon scott to Bishop of calcutta, 31 July 182g, scott
Thomas Letter Book, YoL.2, M.L., 4851.

4" John.Macarthur to son John, 27 NIay L827, Macarthur papers,
Vol"3, M"L.
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in the colony and of encouraging convicts and ernancipists to

irnitate their spirit of licentiorr"rr"rr.l' The Monitor, 25

August L826, copied the below oath made by John Raine, ov¡ner

of the Darling Mills:

He had reason to believe, that from the matter published
in the Monitor, his servants had become more insubordin-
ate andÏ-ere continually intoxicated, and consequently
their harbourers had evidently become more open in their
transactions.

Underpinning government-exclusionist opposition to the press

vras a wholistic ideology of the body-potitic.2" The writer

"An Australian" in the Monitor, 11 August 1826 accused that
paper's principles of having "the tendency"""to dissolve

societyrt and that by aËtacking the parts comprising the state

body, the press \das in fact undermining the whole structure

of state order.

The Governor is bound to protecÈ the officers of his
Government, inasmuch as they are members of his admin-
istration;- to mutilate one of those meuibers is Índir-

at the Government itself;- as the arm
Èhe body, so are the Mag istrates members

of the governmen t body - destitute of its rienÍb ers the
body would he disabled from performing its natura I
fr:nctions, - so much with an adminis tration the des-
troying or vilifying its necessary functionaries, in-
capacitates and invalidaLes the whole.

Monitor, 11 August L826, "An Australian".

Though the Sydney Gazette often criticised the Opposition

Press' politicisation of the mas""",3' it also sometimes,

(such as in earl-y 1828,) criticised stories of a convict re-
bellion, dismissing them as an exclusionist fabrication. It

1. John Macarthur to brother John, 9 June L827, l4acarthur
Papers, VoI.35, p.38; See also James Macarthur to John
Macarthur, 17 May L827, ibid., p.105.

2. For other claims that the N.S.I^I. press r^ras producing
social disorder, see tr'Ioolstonecraft to A" IlcÏ-eay, 29
September 1830, HRA, Vol"XV, pp "763; Ross to Darling,
3 September 1830, HRA, Vol.XV, p"759.

ectly strik
is a member

an8
of

3. Sydney Gazette , 30 August, 9 September L826"
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justified the press' deservedly ill-treatment of the Macarthur

family who were blamed for the stories: they being its means

of justifying the repression of the press. There appeared,

the Sydney Gazette claimed, to be some who, despite the in-

creasing wealth and respectability of N.S.!ü.'s population,

wanted to return to "the good old times, when despotism, under

the inf luence of iron-bor:nd censorship, swayed the ignorant

oppressed and slavish nultitude"" 1'

The Sydney Gazette , 29 February 1828, argued that instead

of the free state of the colony being responsible for a con-

vict insurrection, it was responsible for the tranquil state

of the colony. llithouË the influence of the free colonists

on Ëhe prison population, the Crown "would at least require

a fourth of the British army to keep the colony in a state of

subjection".2' The Sydney Gazette did noL deny the possibil-

ity of the press abusing its position by publishing unfair

criticisms of individuals" But it advocated a self-policing

system, claiming the public would withdraw their patronage

from any such paper and that this was the. most effective check
3.on the press t excesses. The Sydnev Gazette found paínful

the thought of the reimposition of official censorship and

believed that such a circumstance, by denying opportunities

f,or self-development through literature, $ras analogous to the

repressiveness of the Holy Inquisition.
The
orea

por^rer of the latter is exerted in torturing the corp-
I frame, whilst the influence of a censorship imposes

fetters on the mind, obstructs the growth of literature,
and harrows up every feeling

S

of the soul"
ydney Gazette , 7 March 1828"

1" Sydney Gazeiute , 20 February L828"
2" This argument was repeated in the Sydney Gazette, 7 and 19

March 1828.

3. Sydney Gazette, 20 February, 19 lularch 1828.
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The Sydney Gazetters opposition to convict rebellion
stories did not last long into 182B and it was once again soon

advocating the need for contrors, someËhing which it contin-

ually oscillated beËween. The Monitor r^ras accused of satir-
ising the authorities so as to put "the mob into good humour".

IË was 'referred to as the f rone-eyed monarch of the blind",
whose articles hrere published t'for the amusement of the raga-

muffins in the iron gangs, road parties, and prisoners through-

out the colony".1' rn effect, the sydney Gazette ,nras crit-
icising the new notion of politics as entertainment" The

Sydney Gazette, 3 December 1828, claimed the Monitor was "re-
plate with infamy, falsehood and military insubordination".
something which it claimed was dangerous in a colony which did

not have thé extensive means of defense Britain had. rt would

rather see "the Editor of the Monitor...put down, and the

press itself suppressed, than see weekly scurrility and false-
hood retailed. . . to the utter extinction of all respect for
either King, Country or Lawsf'. trIhereas the Sydney Gazette

had at one sLage dismissed the idea of a convict rebellion as

an exclusionist fabrication, increasingry it came to support

and propogate the idea" Thus the opposi-tion press \^7as

accused of advocating dangerous anarchic principles and of
attempting to transform the "ignorant portion of the commun-

ity into a revolutionary force, by undermining the basis of
state authority through sedition and by exciting the crowd on

the basis of misconceived grievances".2' Chief Justice Forbes

also initially believed that criticisms of magistrates and of

the milit_ary to be disruptive of prison discipline.

Sydney GazeLte 16 and 23 April 1828.

19 December 1828, see also 4 July L929"

1

2 Sydney Gazette,
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risoners,
y "a vigor

s essential to over-
ar^re the prison population. . . trrlritings whích pretend
that the prisoners of the Crown are ill-egally, or harshly
dealt with, are dangerous to the public safety. And eq-
ually so are publications, that undue severity is exer-
cised towards the military, the safeguard of the peace
of society in this convict corrntry. 1.

However, by late L827, Forbes was writing home stating that

Governor Darling's claims, of the press having excited a spirit

of rebellion amongst the prisoners, hTere mistaken" He believed

his presence in Ehe Supreme Court and on the Executive Council

made it impossible for such a spirit of discontent to exist

without his knowledge" He had also been assured by the con-

vict's Superintendent that the prisoners $/ere "as quiet and

well-disposed as they have been for years pastt'.2'

The Monitor, 24 lfiay L828,' proclaimed it to have become

"fashionable in the present administration to kindle the fears

of the timid by cries, 'the wolf ! tfre wolf I ttre convicts I the

convictsl". These the people treated not with alarm but der-

ision, ttseeing it came from a few red-coated placementt, who

dwelt in the Ëo\^7ns where the free people greatly outnumber

the convicts. The Monitor suggested it would have been more

appropriate for the cry to have come from isolated settlers

in the interior and that "Major Gilknan should have hired some

of these to begin the cry of rthe wolf i the wolf I " I^Iith mock

sympathy, the Monitor argued it was unfortr:nate for the Major

that in a recent incident convicts had loyally and valiantly
proEected their rnaster's property and their lone mistress from

1. Forbes to Horton, 4 December L826, Chief Justice Forbes:
Private Letters to R.lI. Horton, ML, 41819, p"62,"

2. Forbes to Horton, 7 October 1827, ibid., p.178; see also
20 September 1827, iþid, p.257 

"
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bushrangers and at much cost to themselves. The Monitor's

narration of this incident ridiculed government and exclusion-

ist's claims of a threatened rebellion.

Unfortrrnately for the I'fajor, in an attack on a farn by
some run-ahray convicts called bushrangers, the servants,
notwithstanding their master rüas from hone, defended their
Lone rnistress and master's property, and engaged the mar-
auders in a deadly encounter. And after a skirmish of
several hours, during which one of the bandits was shot
and one of the faithful convicts had hís arm crushed to
pieces with the butË end of a musket, the whole of the
bushrangers (if one recollects right) surrendered at
discretion. Thus aË Èhe very period our placemen tüere
representing the convicËs to be ready to rise en masse
and massacre Èhe free peopl
striking example of their s

e,
ubordination and

r,rere Èhe forrner
their

g nga
fidelity

to their employersl" Dfonitor, 24 NIay 1828"

Stories of an impending convict rebellion can be related

to the increasing arrival of wealthy free settlers in N.S.!ü.

in the 1820's. The exclusionist-emancipist conflict, the

struggle between democracy and an aristocracy, between l{trig-

liberals and Tories came to be increasingty centred on gaining

the political allegiance of this nel'r group, many of whom had

contacts and influence back in Britain. rn opposition to de-

mands for democratic political rights, the exclusionists

tried to scare free settlers into the belief that a military
style of government r^ras necessary to rraintain the subordination

of convicts. The Australian , 24 January L827, referred to the

convict threaË as Ëhe artful contrivance of t'rigid, cruel dis-
ciplinarians" aimed at wrapping and augmenting 'tthe minds of
all newcomers with imaginary fearsrr.

The opposition Press tried to allay some of these fears.
For example, the Monitor, 12 June T827, dismissed the convicts
as individuals I'r"rho on all late occasions have shown them-

selves the greatest cowards and fools in existence" " The
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Australian, I June L827, argued thaË whilst N.S.I^I. inhabitants

knew that the convicts T¡rere a cowardly lot, "unable as ten

thousand would be to face ten score of bayonetst', this r^ras not

so in Britain. Indeed, it claimed that sÈories of a threatened

convict rebellion were designed more to convince English auth-

orities that the colony was in danger

In opposition to stories of a threatened convict rebell-
ion, the Opposition Press circulated stories stressing the ex-

cessive and violent use of military authority.l' Such stories
\^rere partly a critique of the organisational form of the state

in N"S"I^I" and an attempt to convince free settlers they had

more to fear from the military than the convicts. Thus, the

Australian , 23 July 1828, reported "a most cowardly and dis-
graceful ouËrage...perpetuated by a tumultuary body of

soldiers", who had been issued with what they considered poor

quality bread. The Monitor, 15 December 1826, argued that

Sydney inhabitants r'lere unable to walk in the streets afÈer

9 o'clock, without íncurring insult or physical attack from a

new military patroL. trlhen Ëhe inhabitants conrplained to the

magistrates, they $rere unable to obtain justice since the

soldier's officers were sitting on the Bench. The Monitor

wanted no more officers appointed as magistrates claiming

Ëhat tt\nre are too militaty a Government already".

There appears to have been strong resentment between the

military and the wider population; this was in part a conflict

between emancipists and emigrants. The Sydney Gazette, 24

March L825, reported an incident in which the military with

See Gleaner, 2 June LB27; Australian, 24 March
S .lannary fA26; Sydney GazffilZ[luterch 1825i

TB25;
Monitor,

ary

I
8 November L827, 7 December TB29 "Dreadful Milit
Outrager'"
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Eheir bayonets and the native born youth with their stones

fought a street batÈIe. The Syciney GazetLe larnented that it
had long known of aninosity existing between the colonial-born
youth and the military. It attríbuted the origin of this

resentment to the military abusing Ëhe youth of the colony for
their parents' previous offences. Singled out by the Sydnel

Gazette for specific criticism was that soldier who publicly
pronised "in our streets that he would give five pounds for a

convict's headl". In allocating moral blame for the incident,

the Sydney Gazette argued that it was not of any great conse-

quence that "many of the military either despise, or affect to

despise all prisoners" since no familiarity existed between the

two. Ilowever, the S dne Gazette regarded the extension of this
resenÈment to the colonial born youth as unjustifiable and

praised their resistance to it in the following racisË terms:

it cannoË be expected, by any rational being, thaË such
unnecessary í11-wi11 can be calmly born wíth; indeed,
they would be wretches, of the lowest caste, vrere they
quietly to submit to a species of degradation that would
reduce the Australian beneath the uncultivated Aboriginel

Sydney G'a'zette , 24 March 1825"

Some subtlety is required in dealing rvith these critiques
of military por^rer, because the military, I would argue, T^ras

partly a symbol of that wider rigid hierarchical structure of
authority against which emancipisËs and the press r¡/ere strugg-

ling" Ì4any old exclusionists and new free settlers had been

military men and so were all the Governors of t{.S.hI"" Governor

Darling in fact was a General. Therefore to criticise the

military rnras to simultaneously criticise the class structure
of N.S.W., particularly as this was seen to increasingly

suPport an oligarchy.
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The Opposition Press wanted Ëhe N.S.I^I. government to

take on a less military corrplexion. The Australian , 24 Oct-

ober L824, argued that the original state of the colony, ês

sirply a receptacle for convicts, might have initially just-
ified an I'unnatural couibination of the civil and military
functionstrfor the sake of discipline, but that once the seËt-

lement acquired free settlers it should lose its penal com-

plexion as military authorities became subject to civil por^rer.

Like the Monitor , the Australian criticised the continued
appointment of military officers to the magistracy, arguing

that there r^rere enough free settlers in each disËrict to
assume those fr:nctions. rt wanted to aborish much of the

penal character of the colony "that military ascendency, the

symbols of which meet us at every corner".l' on the 5 January

LB26 it expressed reservations thaË Governor Darling had

ceased to wear the traditional Governorfs coat in favour of
his military coat.

The Austrarian wanted the military in N.s.!ü. to be rike
that in England, namely to be rendered "a protective body,

and placed at the disposal of the civil magis trate,, "2' The

Australiants opposition to the military was strengthened in
February 1825 when its editor, W.C. trlentworth, üras arrested
by a military patrol, and marched off to a military guard

house. Though he was only detained 20 minutes, he was out-
raged by this violation of his "personal libertytt and wanted

to prosecute the individuals involved on behalf of protecting
the rights ot his fellow .itir"rr".3'
1. Ay:Frafian, 28 Ocrober L824; sêê also Ausrralian, 27 tlay

L826.

2. Australian 28 October L824.

3. vtrentworth to Brisbane, 26 February L925, Il.c. hlentworthlegal letter book, l{.L. AL440, pp.22-23.
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In the Sydnev GazetËe , 6 January L825, the writer "A Free

Inhabitant of Newcastle" criticised the use of military voc-

abulary as administraËive terms, especially singled out r^rere

the words "counand" and "headquarËers".1' T\øo weeks later he

was praised by "A Çoal River Emigrant", for poinÈing to "Ëhe

ewil effect of a jumble of civil and military officestt and

for trying to introduce a line of demarcation between the two

as a means of "repelling inroads on his privilegest'. I'A Free

Inhabitant of Newcastlet' received further praise for pointing

out:

that the British freeholders do not allow themselves to
be commanded, and that the station of the Kingrs colours
is not the place to deposit the records of civil pro-
cesses, or the history of the convicted felons of Great
Britain

"A Coal River Emigrant" also denied Èhat the jarring elements

of N. S.I^I. society made military domination neces 
"^ry 

.2'

The Australian , 7 February L827, chose the occasion of

the Sydney Soldier Barracks receiving a ner^7 coat of paint to

voice once agaín the demand for the separation of the military

and civil spheres of tl.S.tr{. society. It complained that the

barracks occupied one of Sydney's best positions which could

be better used by selling the land in allotments for housing

and conrnerce. The military , the Australian further suggested,

should be posted outside of tohms, in fact, distribuLed

throughout the whole colony rather than congregated in one

spot, where they had little to do and where they learnt

"indolent habitsrr. In effect, the principles of penitentiary

practice were here being turned against mi1-itary po\^7er demand-

ing its fragmentation.

See also his previous letter in Sydney Gazette
L824.

I

2 Sydney Gazette , 20 January L825.

December
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Much of the criticism against military poürer r^ras, I

would argue, a metonymic critique of that combination of too

many administrative funcËions in one centre thaÈ was often

levelled at Ëhe Governor. Thus, the Monitor, 7 JuIy L826,

criticised the arbitrary and absolute poT¡rer of Commandant's

at penal settlements, where he became simultaneously "accuser,

judge, jury and executioner". There the legal system assumed

an inverted form, the Monitor claimed, as convicts \^rere forced

to prove themselves not guilty. Such a criticism was partly

a demand for the dispersal and separation of state functions

and an assertion of the impersonaL rule of law in place of a

pot.rer organised around personage.

i.rtaps the most controversial and sustained contempor-

ary critique of the bloody and viorent excesses of personal

porrrer r¡ras the Sudds and Thompson case. Both Governor Darling

and Chief JusËice Forbes acknowledged its polítical importance

for the democratic 
""rr"".lt sudds and rhompson r¡rere trnTo

soldiers believed Ëo have deliberaLery stolen goods so as to
be removed from the army. Governor Darling used his poT^rer to

cornnute sentences, to alter their seven year punishments from

transportation to a penal colony to that of working in a road

gang. Moreover, he ordered the two to attend a miliËary parade

where they tnrere stripped of their mititary uníforms and dressed

in yellow convict clothing. They rÁrere also placed in chains

with spiked iron colLars around their necks. shortry after-
wards Sudds died.

1. Darling, IIRA, Vol.XII , p.75L; Forbes, HRA, Vol.XTI, p.764.
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This caused an outrage in the press which questioned Ëhe

Governor's use of the power of clemency to increase a sentence

and, moreover, the right of Governors to suspend the previous

legal- pro"""".l' For the Opposition Press, the Sudds and

Thompson case rr'ras an example of tyranny, a manifestíon of
the excesses of military authority when it placed individuals

above the law and made them a law unto Ëhemselv"""2' Hist-

orians have tended to concentrate on these spectacular con-

troversies, I have concentrated more on how they formed part

of a broader discursive strategy which was concerned with

tegally codifying a1I social arrangements and freedoms" To

Ëhe extent Ëhat violence was seen as irrational and associaËed

vrith the excesses of personal power, then this struggle for
the rule of 1aw was part of the growing rationalisatÍon of
social life.

The military T4rere perhaps the most visible syrnbol of
coercive personal authority which could be attacked. others

criticised included magistrates and constables " The writer
I'scotus" complained about constables stopping people in the

middle of the night, asking their names and their business

and Ëhreatening to take them to the watchhouse if Ëhey did not

answer" This was Ëoo much for someone who dressed and thought

. AustralÍan, 29 November, 2 December L826"

See Moiritor , 22 December 1826, 30 March 1827 " Other cases
1n which the rule of law was asserted against the Governor's
arbitrary or prerogative power include the cases of Alex-
ander Edwards (alias Lookaye), Amus Crisp, Joseph Furnis,
Peter Tyler, Joh Hogan, Coionial Office,-Ñ.S"vü,'L832
Miscellaneous Letters, pp. 354-356, 372-374, 375-376, 378,
378-380.

1

2
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the Australianof himself as a gentleman. In Ëhe same issue,

supported this writer arguing that: "the very dress of a

person, which can be tolerably well observed, even in .the

darkest nights, ought to be a sufficient passport from molesË-

ation, unleSs something of a doubtful nature is noticed in

his manner or deportment""2'

The wealthy's right to pursue their business r:nhindered

was supported by articles which asserted the protection of the

powerless between whom and oppression stood only the autonomous

rights of civil society. The Monitor, 26 June 1827, argued

that a mechanic ordered to the watch house by a constable with-
out sufficient reason should have knocked "the constable down

for his impertinencerr " T\so days later, Èhe Mgnitor was outraged

to learn that a free servani of Daniel coopers, Robert Hesketh,

had been arrested whilst selling buÈter in the Sydney Market"

The reason for his arrest r^ras that a sol-dierts wife had com-

plained that she had given Hesketh a dollar, which he denied

receiving" He claimed in turn she was trying to cheat him.

The Monitor irnplied that the real reason for the arrest was

noÈ this, for one personrs word was as good as anotherrs"

Rather, the real reason rnTas that when the woman threatened to

take the matter before the officerts of her husbandrs regiment,

Hesketh replied "in the coarse language of the humble ranks of

life, th" did not care a damn more for soldier officers, than

for other folks "'. The Monitor thên proceeded to criticise

the magistraÈe hearing the case, Mr. Dalhunty, who angrily

threatened to teach Hesketh a lesson "for such conduct to a

gentleman". The Monitor argued that such conduct though rude

1. Australian, 2l June L826 "Scotus".
2. Op" cit. .
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r^ras not illegal, and that "l,lr. Dalhunty does noÈ sit in Court

to Èeach the lower orders refinement of speech'r but to impart-

ially administer English law without favour or affection to
rich or poor, oE military officers as against butter-men.

Reportings of these sorÈs of cases increase dramatically

Ëowards the end of the 1820's. They r47ere part of a dÍscursive

struggle against arbitrary por^rer, against excessive personal-

authority, which knew no legal bounds and which threatened

the auËonomy of civil society" They represented part of an

egalitarian demand for the rule of law, for the political

rights of Englishmen to protect the citizens against encroach-

ing coercive state authority. Here law was no longer ident-

ified with the authorities but with the protection of the

oppressed. This is clearly evidenced in Èhe long catalogue

of criticism listed by the Monitor, 22 September 18262-

And what r¡rrere those acts in the dunciation of which The
MoniËor has been Ëaxed with sedition? These are the-aEtsl
TffTõninistering 50 lashes to a man after refusing to
hear evidence in his defence . (?-) Committing anothèr to
jail and subjecting him to the disgrace and inconvenience
of a trial for felony, when the acõused tendered evidence
in exculpation, and by vrh.ich evidence he was ultimately
acquitted. (3) Fining a poor washer-woman ten dollars
for giving hospitality to a convict at half-past eight
in the evening, who on account of his excellent character,
rúas allowed to sleep out of barracks and visit and lodge
where he liked - by which the said v¡asher-woman, in order
to raise the money, r,rras compelled to sell her pig and her
wash-tub, and parìlrr her clothes - the informing constable
receiving the ten dollars then and there, in open court,
but as it is believedly to share wiËh some other person
who shall be nameless" (4) Entering by intirnidation into
Ëhe private house of a shop-keeper in Parrarnatta, and
on finding a number of Catholic convicts peaceabiy sitting
after having come from mass, and where they had written
permfssion to go, (which permission they exhibited instanÈer)
and a nunber of free Protestant christians, natives of the
colony, to whom the masËer of the house had been reading a
chapter in the bib1e, hand-cuffing them as belong, dragging
them in that shameful state to the watch'house... (5) Comm-
itting a free r.'roman to.jail and refusing her bail, who
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aPpeared herself in court with her witnesses, to make acharge against the aocuser for J-grôss ;ssaurt and batteron her person at her masterrs dooi, in Ëhe presence of hernaster, (who stood there ready to give his ävidence),...

To some extent the struggle against arbitrary staËe por^7er

r^7as in parL a sÈruggle against the incorporation of an arist-
ocracy into Ëhe administration of the state. As we will see

shortly, the large landed exclusionists vlere often associated

by the press with Ëhe tyrannical use of viotence, both with
respecË to the hi-story of N.S"tr{. and in Èheir present capacity

as magistrates.l' The critique of exclusionist magistrates

\^ras part of a wider identificaËion of repriessive violence with
aristocraiic monarchical power which, as r^re saw in the first
chapter, r^ras current i.n Britain. The Monitor, 23 March L827,

criticised the execution of 5 convict mutineers who had demon-

strated Ehe superiority of the English race by seeking their
freedom and in the course of doing so had shed no blood. rt
believed Ëhat their lives should have been spared and explained

their execution as resulting from a coercive English penal code

which had been arisLocratically inspired"

. ",the statutes of an overbearing aristocracy, which
would take ments lives for killing a hare, or eating a
turnip out of a field, had caused sentence of death to
be recorded against five men_ who perished l-asç^Monday. " "Monitor, 23 March 1827 

"

The identification of a landed aristocracy with violent
severe punishments \^ras not completely unjustified. The exclus-

ionist writer of the article "Ne\nr South l,Iales" wanted the

1. The Australian 31 March 'rAn Emigrant", 20 October L825;
Monitor 22 December L826"
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power of capital punishment over convicts added to the power

of magistrates. Magistrates arready had the por,rrer to inflict
"corporar punishment, hard labour, iuprisonment, and prolong-

ing of sentence to Lhree yearsft. This writer also wanted the

por^rer to Ínflict r¡nlimited transportation to a penal settle-
ment given to magistrates. He wanted a more frequent use of
hanging and less use of the Reprieve, which he blamed for des-

troying the deterrent effect of punishment by making it un-

certain. 1' He claimed Brisbane's eryhasis on transportation

to a penar colony, as an alternative to executions, hTas pro-
ducing bushranging. He also criticised feelings of pity for
criminals and gave the satiricai_ example of how:

fian at Port Macquarie,
shment for some offence,
eft the skull of the nearesË
at they must hang him now.

some of our l{eeping Billys
serious iurpropriety of

s if villany oughË to be
est course of life, instead
errors of effective punish-menË" 4,usttalian, 31 January- L927,

5-ffiEñ'hlales No,lí'.

The Monitor, 22 December 1826, argued that in every
country magistrates were a legitimate subject of press censure,

but even more so in N.s.l4I. where magistrates were appointed

through the influence of Cornmissioner Bigge and the exclusion-
ists and not on the basis of education. This had resulted,
the Monitor claimed, in magistrates acquiring too much po\^rer

which had led to torture, malpractice and a general abuse of
2.po\^7er" A1r of which would not be corrected r:ntil Juries of

1. See also Australian 27 January L827, "Nernr South trrlales
I{o. xi".

2 tember 1826, argued that in-
land, sheep and cattle as theagistrates, it should also

. elligence and integrity" thenit wourd not have in comnission tñose "r¿hose haãds äru de-filed with the blood of illegal tortureii.
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12 men replaced magistraÈes in determining major judicial dec-

isions" The Parramatta Bench, which included the exclusionists

Hannibal Macarthur and Marsden, T¡ras especiaLly criticised for
practi-sing a system of torture that the Monitor, 22 September

L826, claimed was unknown in the colony til1 Brisbane's arr-
ival" The implication being that it was the rise of exclus-

ionist influence, with the removal of emancipists from the

Bench on Bigge's recormendation, that had led to a corruption

of magisterial povrer. So much, it quipped, for "the boasÈed

improvement in the respectability of our magistracy".

In fact, the Monitor, 22 SepËember L826, cLal-med

Ehe appointment of "the faction to the magisËracy, in lieu

of the friends of the people whom lvfacquarie had promoted to

the post" Tras designed to render the colonists ftleaner, and

consequently more humble". It was designed to subdue the

spirits of the people by reviving thaË "good old moral-making

rate of from one to five hr:ndred lashes"..and.. "those excell-
ent times when the people were nobody, and the civil and ecc-

lesiastical officers r^rere. everybody". Such a situation would

"once more...gladden the hearts of the only honest man in the

Colonyl "

The point I want to emphasise is that violent punishment,

as degradation ceremonies of shame, râtere seen to be fundament-

ally bound up with excessive hierarchy and it was for this
reason that they hrere partly attaclted" The Mohitor, 19 March

L826 argued: "let not lust of distinction and superiority, so

natural to man, cause us to make use of the term discipline,
when in fact our real meaning is, that we should exalt ourselves,
by thrusting our inferiors lower down the scale than is lawful" 

"
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Exclusionists r^rere characterised by one writer in terms of
"that peculiar habit of sevility with which they conducted them-

selves to their betters, and their haughty and over-bearing

demeanor over their inferiors".l' The Monitor, 17 February Lg27,

recoumended to the "o1d handstr that they abandon t'the old pinch-

irg, starving, flogging system and to treat their convicts in
future like Britons and not like Negroes". This would resurt
in them obtaining more cheerful labour from their convicts and

there would be less need for them to complain about not being

able to get ne\^r men. Three weeks later, the Monitor claimed

Ehat some masters showed more feeling for their dogs and horses

than to, assigned convicts who had worked years for Ëhem. Over-

seers of l,lest Indian plantations showed infinitely more affect-
ion to their negroes.

The politícal significance of this emerging sympathy for

convicts is explored further in the next section. This section

has sought to point to the association of excessive violence

with certain hierarchical distinctions such as those based on

a landed aristocracy, the military, and exclusionist magis-

trates " In the next section I examine the theme of egalít-

arianism as Ít was emerging to deny the use of violence"

1. Sydney GazeLte, 16 December 1824, "An Exile of Erinr'"
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(D) EGALITARIANISM AND A I^A.BOUR TTIEORY OF VALUE

Part of the sympathy felt for the convicts emerged out

of a recognition of labour as the source of wealth. A new

sense of guilt developed within sections of N. S.tü. dominant

class abouË having coercively appropriaËed the Life and labour

of fellow human beings. These guilt feelings aesthetically

underpinned much of the OpposiÈion Press I egalitarian polit-

ical ideology. The Monitor, 30 June L826, defined the exclus-

ionists as that ungrateful group "I^/ho though their lands \^rere

tilled and their houses built by the convicts, ever treated

them with harshness and cruelty". On the 20 April L827, it

responded to an article which advocated perpetual hunger for

convicts, by referring to the exclusionists as: t'Ye haters

of the convicts, by who nevertheless you live and have gro\^rn

richl" The Monitor, 20 January 1827, regarded it as un-

christian Lhat Ëhere should be men in N.S.l'i. who "while the

bread they eat and the luxuries they enjoy, and the pomp and

splendour wiËh which they are surrounded, have proceeded from

the labour and sweat of their" " . convict servants should feel

not pity - no regard - no sympathy for these dependents but

on the contrary cherish among themselves a savage contempt

and hatred for Ëhem".f ihis l4bour theory of value was also

used by ar1 the newspapers, including the Sydney Gazette,to
2justify political rights for emancipists. The Australian

20 July L825 lamented the plight of ex-convicts:
As we who have felled the ponderous trees, prepared the
maiden earth for the plough, and made wide ianþes of these
dense woodlands habitable for civilized men...who have
sought escape from the worst of a1I possible deaths, that
inch by inch murderous toil under fiends in human shape
"".to"..nor,lr contribute to the spurious attemPt at olig-
archy.

1" See also Monitor, 1l August 1826"
2" Sv zeXte lB Novernber L824"
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Curran, dÍscussing English nevrspapers at about the same

time, argues that the popularisation of a labour theory of

value allowed the readers of radical papers "to make sense of

the world in a nerü vray...Èhe assertion that the wealth of the

comrunity was created by labour that became a recurrent theme

of the new radicaL press r{as of crucial importance in develop-

ing a corporate class pride and establishing an ideological

base from which to resist urÍddle-class propaganda".l' It is
very problematic whether Ëhe labour theory of value in the

N.S.trü. press !ùas an expression of working class sentiments,

though it certainly must have appealed to them. Perhaps more

significant is the hegemonic role it played. For it acted to

ideologically incorporate the interests of the labouring

classes into a particular faction of capital, whose wealth

rú'as derived not so much from land but more from the inteIl-
ectual and manual labour of urban-manufácturing-conmercial

enterprises. As I poÍnted ouÈ in Chapter Eight, the labour

theory of value was part of the Opposition Press ! defense

of the interests of urban-cournercial capital- against the phys-

iocratic position which viewed land as the source of all
wealth.2' The point I stress here is that the labour theory

of value in N.S.I{. emerged and operated in a context of pol-

itical, social and economic rivalry within the dominant class.

The humanitarian and egalitarian sentiments it supported op-

erated as a popula/ist political critique of pastoralism's

incorporation into the increased discipline of the post-

Bigge penal system.

I J. Curran, t'Îhe Press as an agency of Social Con trol" in
to the

2. See pp .405-406.

from the
ãî, e, P.

News ers Hi to Seventeenth Cen
res ,e
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In Opposition to the haters of convicts, the Monitor,

20 January L827, taught the cortrnon depravity of man since the

fall of Adam. This in itself was not a novel idea, r^rere it
not for the fact that the Monitor fused with it a new social
determinist view of nan. The sympathy felt for the gppressed

partly proceeded from a view of the social causes of actÍon

and that all men in equaL circumstances would have behaved

the same as the convicts. It was only God's will that placed

men in different stations in life:

if one man be better than another, he is so by the
special favour of the Deity, and that in like circum-
stances, hê would have acted as others have acted. . .
if we are saved from misery and disgrace in Ëhis life,
and condennation in Ehe next, it will only be by Lhe
mer'e mercy of God" ' 

Monitor , 20 January rBzT 
"

I{ere the unique individuality of the prisoner in the Christian
ontology of sin wâs fused with an energing new concern with
attributing the source of crime Èo the uniqueness of an in-
dividual's station in life. Circr:nstances, Iife history,
became increasingly Ëhe bear "t 

''óí determinents of individual-
ity as defined by the life one led"

However, underlying this view was also a secular notion

of a homogeneous abstract man, that all men are essentially
the same. This sameness is not simpry the cormnon fallibility
of men since Adam's fal1, but the fact that all men would

have acted the same in the same environmental circumstances.

I would argue that given that all the newspapers which art-
iculated this sympathetic environmental view of man v,rere

lqcaEed in urban commercial areas, held a labour theory of
value and were concerned with freeing up of labour through the

granting of more Ëickets-of-1eave, that this increasingly
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forms of bloody violence as the destruction of Ëhe inner

productive potential of man.

The emergence of a form of production independent of

land and a system of bonded I-abour, aLso creates the conditions,

as Pashukanis points out, for the expansion of the legal

systemts notion of absËract man: t'the genesis of the legal

form should be sought in relations of exchange".I' Pashukanis'

argumenÈ, taken fron llarx, is thaË as labour acquires a comrn-

odity form, and thus an abstract form, then so man becomes

increasingly an abstract juridicial subject, he becomes the

subjective bearer of rights.2'

...the principle of legal subjecËivity (which we take to
means the formal principle of freedom and equality, the
autonomy of the personal-ity, and so forth)...is...a
concretely effective princíple which is embodied in
bourgeois society from the moment it emerges from and
destioys feudal-patrÍarchal society. .. the victory of
this plinciple is not only and not so much an ideological
proceãs (thät is to say a process belonging- entirely -to-the history of ideas, Persuasions and so on) , but rather
is an actual process making human relations into legal
relations, which accompaniès Ëhe development of the economy
based on the conrnodity and on money",. 3.

The relationship of pastoralisrn to urban areas in N.S.I^I.

I would argue, can be seen as analogous to the relationship
of feudalism to bourgeois society, that Pashukanis talks

about with respect to Europe. The newspapers of N"S"I^I" often

themselves made such comparisorr""4' This analogy was constit-
uted through the common opposition between a coÍmercial society

appropriating labour through its free saLe for rewards versus

a more coercive military appropriation of labour through

I
2

3

4

F.B" Pashukanis, Law and Marxism: A General Theory.
C.J, Arthur, "Towards a Materialist Theory of Law",

.7, L976, p"36.Critique , vol
Pashukanis,
See p "502 "

op. cit. , p"40
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violence and despotism. The possession of rights, particul-
arly property rights by labourers with respect to their own

person, is a fr:ndamental legal precondition for the construct-

ion of rüage labourers able to selL Ëhemselves in the markeÈ

place. As Marx put it: rrThis sphere"..T¡rithin rvhose boundaries

the sale and purchase of labour-power goes oD, is in fact a

very Eden of the innate rights of man. There alone rule
Freedom, Equality, Property and Bentham".l'

In Ëerms of the penal system, this increasing dominance

which exchange relations aòquired in N"s.!ü, manifested itself
as a humanitarian concern with convict rights. It was perhaps

because state poürer revealed itself so overtly in relationship
to convicts that a discussion of the rights of convicts vis-a-
vis the state became of necessity a discussion of the broader

rights of subjects in relationship to the state.2'As r intend

to shorv the concern with codifying the minimum rights of con-

victs so as to protect them from abuse and v'l olence r.ras part of
the struggle to bureaucratise the state and to remove the sphere

of uncontrolled personal discretion from state pohrer. This

concern was often phrased as one that state por^rer should not
repress or destroy the sentiments of its subjects but should

be builË upon a knowledge of human nature.

The Monitor 20 April L827, argued that aIl those support-

ing the new increased prison discipline vrere of "the party now

K" IÍarx, Capital, Vo1.1, p.L72"
Ignatieff has made a similar point, but at a more general
level, in his discussion of the British prison system,
namely that: "Ttre appearance of a ne\^r style of authority
within the walls obviously must be linked to changes in
class relations and social tactics outside the wa11s.
Hence a study of prison discipline necessarily becomes
a study, not simply of prisons, but of the moral boundaries
of social authority in a societlr undergoing capitalist
transformation"¡ Ignatieff, op.cit., p.xiii.

1

2
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called 'Ëhe Factionttr.l' It argued that the Parliamentary Act

which gave rise to chain gangs would only ttscare our children,

brutalise our youth, and blast the growth of moral sentiment.

The sighË of human woe and degradation continuall-y before our

eyes, will gradually impress upon our imaginations the feel-
ings of gaolers, and felonise as it were every conception of

our minds - will impede the nask of philosophy, and drag down

the soul aspiring Ëo Heaven, to the abyss of He11".

On the 20 April L827, the Monitor, argued that God had

set limits to human power by creating human nature as He did"

Beyond a certain level pr:nishment produced physical and moral

degradation which defeated its own ends. The Monitor, asserted

"leniency, as the only remedy pointed out by God to man, for the

reformaËion of the wicked, and therefore the only remedy lawful
for man to use'r. Human nature, the Monitor claimed, vras un-

changeable, history had proved this and it was therefore use-

less for men to employ severity and torture to morally reform

individuals.2. Similarly, the Australian , 14 June L826, argued

that governnent should noL be comprised of men who advocated or
used the "bonds of iron" in place of the t'mental or moral bondt'

for controlling convicts. "Mild measures are a thousand fold

more efficacious than a rigorous treatment, however awfully

exercised".

Increased convict discipline raised the question of the

extent to which the staters power should be founded upon

violence. Violence \^ras seen to have an homogenLzing effect"

1. See also Monitor , 28 NIay LB27 (Letter to Sir J" Mackintosh).
2. Monitor, 20 April L827 

"
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It was_accused of brutalising all ments feelings, ofËen re-

ducing them to the connon level of the savage. The writer
rrA Looker-onrt criticised Biggets policy of "barbarising the

convictsn on Ëhe grounds that they would later have Ëo mix
1

with socieÈy.^" Violence was seen to be destroying the ped-

agogiç po\der of the penal system by destroying ments capacity

to engage in subtle moral discriminations,

lrlhat was demanded by the Opposition Press was a discrim-

inating, graduated system of pr-mishment that would be indiv-
idualising, that is capable of taking into account the unique

nature, circumstances and behaviour of those to whom it was

applied" This demand was simultaneously the demand for a

sysËem'of classification, which would render penal praxis more

efficacious by tuning it into the psychological diverse nature

of the material it had to shape.

Vüe shall, therefore, never cease to raise our voice, and
to exert our most earnest remonstrances, against the con-
tinuance of a sysEem, which confor-rnds all diversity, and
distinction of crime, by consigning to hard labour in
chains for minor offences, as well the man of cultivated,
and susceptible mind, and of more refined habits, âs the
brutal unfeeling ruffian, who is callous equally to shame,
and to the rigor of infliction. It is in this " " " that we
condenm the dèfects of our legal Code; and it is for
the remedy of these defects, that we impressively appeal
to the compassion, and to the wisdom of the Colonial Gov-
ernment, fòr a classification of the unfortunate beings,
"..and for a graduated sale of punishment. ".

Gleaner , 26 YIay 1826 
"

The individualising quality of punishment and Pol¡7er in

general was a Benthamite theme, which \^/as part of an egalit-

arian ideology. The Monitor, 9 March 1827, quoted Bentham

in support of its idea that fines should be variable, to take

into accor:nt the social position and wealth of the individual.

1. Monitor, 13 December L827, "A Looker-on".
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Fines should be greater for the wealthy in monetary terms

and less for the poor. In this way they would exercise

equal deËerrenÈ porirer.

lühat the cutbacks on tickets-of-leave, which we discussed

in chapter 8, raised was the issue of the compatibility of
increased penal discipline with the individualising quality
of punishmentl'ro ensure the latter, the opposition press

wanted a greaÈer use of rewards rather than violence in the

appropriation of convict labour. They wanted more tickets-of-
leave and more pardons. The {onitor, 13 August 1927, argued

that convicts should have the power to take masters to court
for not providing them with sufficient rewards for the amount

of work they completed. Human nature based on self-interesË
was here used to demand a just remuneration for individual
effort. The Australian like the Monitor, criticised the Leg-

islative cor¡ncil for passing a resolution whereby a master

could not give his convict a pint of a1e or a glass of
spirits, without incurring a fine of. 25 pounds" The legis-
lation was criticised on the gror:nds that spirits and beer

were used by settlers as incentives to hard labour.2'

The Monitor, 23 August L827, claimed the British govern-

mentrs concern with reducing the standard of living of N.s.Iü"

convicts below that of the English working class.would make

t'the remedy for crime...worse than the diseaset'. Instead of
the poverty of the English conmon people providing justific-

ation for the adoption of more severe measures it provided an

argument in their favour and for the adoption of more lenient
measures. The removal of crime \,üas not to be achieved by

adopting Bigge and his supporters' "plea of rendering trans-

I, Monitor, 7 June L826; Australian 17 November L825.
2" Australian 13 March, 4 May 1827; Monitor, 9 March L827 

"
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portation by extraordinary and unconstitutional severity a

terror to the starving poor of England". Instead, it would

be achieved by a policy which did not tax the necessities of
life but which instead taxed the luxuries and pleasures of the

British aristocracy.l' As discerned in Chapter B, the Oppos-

it:on Press demanded a taxation system which was capable of
taking into account the individual circumstances of individ-
uals by Ëaxing them equally in proportion to their wealth.

The writer "cestria" claimed that because of the drought

the government had reduced the ration of prisoners below that
required to support a labouring man, thus, leading to increas-

ing numbers of convicts escaping to become bushrangers" He

also blamed the arbitrary personal powei of unprincipled over-

seers and inadequate surveirlance by magistrates as another

factor contributing to that increased severity of punishment

which led convicts to escape" "cestria" believed Èhat por^7er

should render itself more uniform in its severity by accommod-

ating itself to the individual. The strong and able should

only be selected to work in clearing parties so that the sick
and weak would noË be accused unnecessarily of shirking. "Brow-

beating, harsh, severe language, only hardens the hardened",

he claimed: "The experience derived from our laboratories,
in tedious solutions, might furnish some principles that
could effectually be applied to render feeling and sensible

the callous mind of many prisoners"" This alÈernative strat-
egy consisted of giving the convicts adequate clothing, good

food "as much as they can eat. " "let a jealous eye be kept on

overseers, never allow them airs of consequence, ãt the ex-

pense of their fellow men; more magisterial surveillance and

I. Monitor, 23 August LB2l.
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better performance of duty by constables would reduce bush-

1ranging".'' In short, the critique of violence coincides

with demands for the emergemce of a bureaucratic structure

which wor¡ld be individualising and rewarding in its effects

while guaranLeeing the rights of prísoners by policing their

supervisors.

In Ëerms of penal theory we need to remember that
Bentharn's Panopticon hTas not simply an architecËurar device

for "economicallyil surveying a number of subjugated individ-
uals simultaneously from one point. rt was also a device for
surveying the surveyors, a device for the efficient mass

administration of society through forms of bureaucratic self-
surveillance" rÈ represenËed the construction of a circular-
feedback information system in which the state monitored its
orvn monitoring and intrusions into the social body" The press

berieved the most efficient form of sÈate monitoring could be

best done by an institution independent from the state.2'

The Opposition Press justifiéd their own criticisms of

the state as one designed to further the rational employment

of power" The exposure of bureaucratic fault, anomalies and

corruption would lead to their correction and the improvement

of society; whilst to suppress the truth would ensure that

power rnTas "perpeÈuated in the least deserving hands".3' The

Monitor, 1l August L826, claimed:

The strength of a Governor of New SouËh lüal-es lies in a
free press. He need not fear the venality of underlings
we rvill keep his administration sound and healthy - and
thereby take a load of care off his shoulders.

1. Sydney Gazette
3Fe

30 December 1824, "Cestria"; see also
bruary, L2 l{ay 1829; Monitor, 6 January

2

3

" Australian 16 July 1828.
20 June L827 (copied frorn the Times)." Australian

,
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Ihe writer "lfnemont', claimed that the English government

viewed ltthe unrestrained operations of the free press in

this Colony, 8s essentially necessary to control acts of

arbitrary por^rer, corruption, public abuse, &c., to which

delegates in authority become actuaËed and encouraged from

a sense of security afforded them where the public voice is
1

restrainedlt. "

At Lhe same time as the press promoËed itself as the ult-
imate externaL inspector of bureaucratic funcËions, it was also

promoting an expansion of the role of surveillance within the

state Èhrough construction of efficienË internal bureaucratic

hierarchies which rendered all subordinate state officials
accountable to a superior" Discussing a recent Gaol's Report,

the Australian , L6 Jr¡ne L825, argued that:

Asa

The delinquencies and irregularities complained of are
principally owing to a toËal want of surveillance in and
over an establishment which requires rnore than almost
any other to be frequently and periodically looked into.
The Gaolers have hitherto had no check upon their actions,
Ehey have not been taught to look up to any persons as
their superiors; but have been left with the entire
management of the Gaol, as if it r¡rere their own house

means of irnproving the efficiency and respectability of

the police force, the Australian , 25 July 1828, supported a

recortrnendation designed to encourage the enrolment of "active
and steady men" in the police force. This recoûmendation was

"to hold ouË to all such men a CERTAIMY of obtaining an

increase of salary, and performent in other hrays in proporÈion

to individual merít and length of service". In brief, the

Australian advocated the creation of an interrlal bureaucratic

hierarchy within the police force with fixed rules designed to

1. Australian 6 January L829.



The Opposition Press could not stand to find any in-
consistencies in State activities. For the Monitor the demand

for consistency was builË into human nature, distinguishing
the savage from civilised man.

consistency of conduct is a most pleasing quality of mind.
Incong,ruous, unsteady, and unequable behaviour, on the
other hand, is proporÈionably discordant. The crangingsof barbarous music are not more grating to a refineã eãr,
than this sorË of conduct in any-men, but especially in
those who by their publíc pretentions, and as teachêrs of
the multitude, lead us to expect and demand of them betterthings. Mo4!rqr, 6 April L827.
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ensure certitude of promotion and reward as the basis for
creating efficient and certain bureaucratic action. The

Austral-ian , 26 NIay L825, advocated trebbling the pay of
constables so as to increase their efficacy.

r would argue that the demanclq by Ëhe opposition Press for
the conceptual systematization of State por,¡er, as well for
its consistent application, can be seen as part of an attempt

to transform the state in N.s.l^I. along bureaucratic rines.
To be principled, that is rule-governed, ât this time rvas to

a rarge extent what vras meant by being rational; it was also

what Max Ì'Ieber sarâr as the key characteristic of those bureau-

cratic structures which derived their legitimacy from raËional
notions. The ability of these bureaucratic structures to
assume the form of rationality is, he argued, dependent on

their abirity to adhere to the legar method; defined as the

systematic and consistent application of general principles
to particular "t""r.1'

one of the characteristics which l¡Ieber sa\^r as allowing
legal-rational'bureaucratic structures to develop around the

1" hleber, op.cit", p"330"
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consistent application of impartial norms ray in the complete

separation of the administrative staff "from ownership of the
means of production or administration". By Èhis l,Ieber meant

partly that.participaÈion in adninistrative office emerges as

a full-time professional career for which individuals receive
a salary" rdeally the official should not view his office or
have the possibility of using hÍs office to generate private
income. There is a complete separation of prÍvaÈe and public
realns, especially with respect to property. social control
in such administrative sËructures operates through the construcË-

ion of a hierarchy of rank based on varying scales of income

where promotion is through length of tenure and merit.l'

An examinatíon of articles in the Opposition Press reveals

precisely this quest for a professionar state bureaucracy in
which the rearms of public and private for its officials are

completely separated. There are, f,or example, to be found

critiques of unpaid magistrates, unpaid Land Board members, of
a judiciary which relies partly on court fees for its income,

and of constables who receive rewards for spying on domestic

privacy, or for in some other way fulfÍlling their duty.2"

Let us run through some of these criticÍsms briefly. Despite

the expense, the Mohitor, 10 January 1827 advocated a salaried
magistracy, for this would resurt in "the indescribable bene-

fits of a pure, discreet, lawful administration of the raw.

It believed this would force the magistrates to adopt a more

professional and responsible approach to their duties, whereas

Ibid., pp.33L-332"
On the 17 FebruaTy L827, the Monitor
of the Land Board for bein
allowed them to f'do business when it
too were able to insist on indermri
the grounds of them being unpaid.
of bias in the handing out of land an

ty
Th

critici
the gr

pleas es
for the
ey T^7efe

dofha
Gazette

sed the members
ounds this
them"; they

ir mistkes on
also accused

ving private
, L9 June L827 

"

I
2

interests to serVe¡ see also dne
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norrr they could always excuse their blunders on the basis that
it v¡as a voluntary activity they did not get paid for.I' The

Monítor, 26 June L827, argued that what distinguished the

unpaid magistrates of Britain from those of N.S.W. T¡ras thaË

the former were already men of fortr:ne whilst the l_atter

were in the process of making their fortr¡ne. This meant it
argued that the N.s.ll. magistrates hTere not as iurpartial
judges for rfthey rdere everyday coming in col-rision with their
fellow-citizens, Everyday they are liable to conceive per-

sonal animosity, being subject with farmers, merchants,

brokers, and shopkeepers, like themselves, to all the little
petty feelings arising from the competition of trade and

occupation". The Australian likewise complained about the

fusion of private interest with magisterial- duties. The

Australian, 16 August L826, comprained about the fact that
an agent of the Australian Agricultural Company at port

stephens was also a magistrate administering justice to the

convicts in the companyrs charge"

pn any lancied dereliction of duty, oD any fancied
beach of contract to himself, he ôomplains where he
is a party concerned, to himself ; he establ_ishes hÍ.s
case; he decides, passes juggenent on his own cases,
avenges by his o!ün sentence his own fancied wrongs,
upon-the -allegeq wrong-doer, punishes as criminals,
counnitted to prison, in his capacity of Magistrate,
those he accuses, in the capacity oi agentl and of'party concerned.

The L823 N"s"Inl" Act ended the practices of judges gaining

personal remuneration from cases or decisions they had to
rake.2' This was supported by the oppositi-on press with the

Monitor, 28 Jury 1828 referring to the prisoners situation
as t'those days of darkness and money oppression"" Con-

stables hor¿ever continued to receive fees for the successful

prosecution of certain cases" The MoIr,itgr, 21 July L826,

1" Monitor, 13 January L827 
"

2" Melbourne, op.cit., p"100"
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referred to this as an inquisitorial system. It criticised
giving t'fines to spies or domestic privacy".I" In short,

the struggle to bureacratise the N"S.I{" state took the form

of a struggle to' separate the private from the publi.c.2'

tr{tren Ëhe sËate failed to do this it was accused of being

not sufficÍently individuarising and discriminating, of homo-

genising and destroying the productive potential of its sub-

jects" Paradoxically, this brutalising quality of the sËate

Ì/üas seen to come from the fact that it was overly individual-
ised in its uppeq echelons. Its irrational homogenising

+\*r
violence and effects came from the fact^ in its upper echelons,

povüer was being overly personified, thaÈ is placed too much

in the arbitrary hands of individuars with private interests.
As we have seen, this struggle to bureaucratise the state

and to remove viólence from the sphere of power coincides

with the emergence of an increasingly abstract view of man

which places the sources of his individuality in his environ-

ment and history. r have argued Ëhat this abstract view of
rnan stas being manufacEured from a nunber of siÈes, from the

Adamic myth of religious discourse, from the new scientific
materialist views of man as a product of his environment and

from a labour theory of value bound up with the cormnodific-

ation of labour. AIl these discourses fostere¿ the bureau-

cratisation and codification of social relationships. In

doing so they saw themselves as promoting structures of indiv-

idualisation" rn short, N.s.Inl. as a prison becomes a place

for studying man so as to contemplate the effectiveness of
the nechanisms which seek to objectify and fabricate his
individuality 

"

l. I{onitor, 1I August LBZ6.
2. see arso sydney Gazette, r July Lg26 (Female Factory) 

"
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(E) Cor{cLUSrON

I began this chapter by describing the safety-valve view

of public discourse which emerged in the uncensored press.

The liberalisation of newspaper discourse occurred at a time

when ner.r unpopular government measures were being introduced

and was perhaps a r^ray of buying off more radical political

discontent. Political discourse moved frorn the private realm

of secret correspondence and personal patronage and became

partly located in the democratic field of public visibility.
Indeed, removal of censorship was often presented as the means

of putting an end or a brake upon a clandestine form of pol-

itics which was often associated with the corrupting despotic

pohTers of an oligarchy or aristocracy. Politics increasingly

became the seduction of public opinion.

The exclusionisLs and the government were worried by the

increasing politicisation of the masses. They believed the

press raras r:nduly exciting the uneducated cLasses, which r^7ere

seen to be more prisoners of their r:ndisciplined bodies than

of their minds. Stories of an impending convict rebel-lion

$rere i-ncreasingly being circulated and were partly directed

towards convincing the increased numbers of influential free

settlers arriving in N.S.!ü. of the necessity for a strong

authoritarian goverrunent. These stories were ridicul-ed by

the Opposition Press and sometimes by the Sydney Gazette"

The Opposition Press pointed to the abuses of power and to

the arbitrary violence associated with undisciplined military
por^rer which existed outside of civilian control" It wanted

no more military officers appointed as magistrates. Bloody

violence was also associated with a landed aristocracy which
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\,üanted to monopolise por,ûer and which emphasised hierarchy and

violent rituals. In part the struggle against violence was a

struggle against the personification of power, against a power

which knew only the arbitrary limits of the psychological dis-

positions of those who wielded it.

In opposition to the hierarchical violence of an aristoc-
racy there emerged a growing feeling of sFnpathy for oppressed

convicts and a championing of their rights. Part of this sym-

pathy for convitts emerged from a labour theory of value as

this articulated the interests of urban-corrnercial-manufactur-

ing groups. Violence was accused of brutalising society, of

having a homogenising effect which reduced the white man to a

level beyond which he could go no further, that of the r:ncult-

ured and r:nfeeling savage. Violence hTas seen to destroy or

go against certain fundamental principles of hr:man nature.

Moreover, there rlras a demand that punishment accormnodate it-
self to the individual nature of the human material it had to

deal with. Correspondingly there was a demand thaË pr:nishment

involve classification and that it be graduated. In short,

that it be capabl-e of individualising. The achievement of

Èhis was seen to rest in a greater use of rewards and in Lhe

development of a bureaucratic structure to police the grad-

uated distribution of rewards and the despotic tendencies of
gaolers. This attempt to free the reformative potential of
individuals from the violence of their supervisors r^7as partly
metaphorical of the atËempt by capital to free itself from a

centralised military povrer structure" It was also part of

a struggle to create new impartial bureaucratic structures

in which the public was clearly separated and contained no

remnants of private interest
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE INCREASII.IG SECULARISATION OF THE STATE

AND THE PRIVATISAÎION OF RELIGION
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(A) CHURCH AND STATE: THE PRIVATISATION OF RELIGION AND

THE RATIONALISATION OF P ITI S IN COLONIAL N.S.Iü. .

A simplistic characterisation of political discourse in

the uncensored press would be of a battle between two compet-

ing models of sovereignty; of how state power should be org-

anised. The government and the Sydney Gazette stressed the

importance of respect for the properly constituted authorities,

where the flow of legitimacy came from the top through the

Governor as the King's representative.l'

The Governor of a Colony, while he continues in office, is
nothing more or less than the Representative of the Sov-
ereiin of that Cor:ntry of which the Co1-ony ccinstitutes an
appendage; in fact the Governor is the King for the time
being, and is entitled to all that respect which is due to
the Monarch himself, as far as respect for power can go"

Sydney GazetEe, 31 October L825"

In return for government protecÈion and its pursuit of

their interesE, the Sydney GazetLe argued it was the duty of

the governed "not to trespass beyond the lines of demarcation,

nor to obtrude on the borders of Authority, which, for the

wisest ends should ever be preserved from the rude invasion

of the mulËitude""2' Anything in the oppodition Press which

reduced respect for the properly constituted authorities was

attacked by the Sydney Gazette as being conducive to the prod-

uction of disorder. According to the Sydney Gazette "1oyalty

and liberty go hand in hand, and the moment a man ceases to be

loyal, that instant his claims to the character of an English-

man [i." his liberties] inevitably vanish".l'

For the importance of respect for King in.maintailing secure
and good g'overnment, see Sydnev Gazette, L4 July, 24 October,
3 December 1828.

2" Sydney Gazette, l0 March 1825; sêe also 6 December L827.

L7 October 1828; see also L9 November3 Sydney Gazette,

1

T827 
"
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Not surprisingly, the Sydney Gazelte 12 NIay 1829, \^Ias

outraged by a recent Monitorts coment Ëhat whilst t'to fear

God is indispensable"".to honour the King is not always our

duty"" It declared this to be a ttdaring contradication of

Holy l,rlritil put out by t'the radical factionfr, who seemed to

"glory in their freedom from the Shackles of RevelaËion, even

more than in Ëheir contempt of civil subordinadion, and the

ancient establishments of the Staterr. The Sydney Gazette

further accused the Monitor of seeking "no higher sanctions

than those of hr:man compact" 
"

The last revealing statement points to a major tendency

in the Sydney Gazette to oppose secularist political trends

and to emphasise the union of Church and State. Like John

Macarthur, the Sydney GazetBe believed that the statements to

"Honour the King" and "Fear God" $rere inseparable.l' The

Opposition Press emphasised their separation. The Monitor,

10 January 1828, went so far as to deny that man should fear

God and emphasised instead the love of God.2' The Sydhey

Gazette was outraged by this:

iüe never heard of repentence being a consequence of love
- hitherto we have always understood, it was the prin-
ciple of fear operating on the mind, that generated re-
pentence. No man ever repented out of love to God, forfthe fear of, Lord is the beginning of wisdom' , and if
it were not for this fear, wê apprehend there rvould be
little hope of ultimate love to the Great Source of our
being". Sydney Gazette, 16 January 1828.

In effect, the Monitor was undermining the religious basis

for exercising state terror. As we saw in the chapter on

executiOns, state ËerrOr I/,74S presented as an extension of

Sydney Gazette, 20 June LB27; Clark, oÞ.cit., Vol.II, p.86.1

2 See also Monitor, 28 January 1828, "M.P.".
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that subjective terror which all men should experience before

their Maker. By emphasising the separation of Church and

State, Ëhe Opposition Press, I consider, attacked the ability
of the state to be an extension of God's terror and made it
more difficult for the Governor to be deified. The separation

of Church and State r^ras necessary if the Opposition Press'

demand for the further bureaucraLisation of the state r,ras to

be successful. The ontological personification of po\4rer which

took place in the figure of God had to be removed from the

state and the figure of the Governor if a state organised

around impersonal and impartial rules was to be established.

The demand for the separation of Church and State re-
presented partly the emergence of divisions within the interl-
ecÈua1 corrnuniÈy of N.s.LI. - between its independent politic-
ians and the largely state-alligned clergy. rncreasingly an

emerging professional political intelligentsia organised

mainly Ëhrough the medium of nerÀrspapers r^ras opposing the

cultural hegemony of church officials in public matters. rn

attacking the perceived al,liance of the church and the Govern-

menË, the opposition Press accused r.ligiorrs men of seeking a

nonopoly over all intellecEual work. This was not entirely
inappropriate, for the Reverend Mansfield cÍaimed that "r^rhere

politics took possession of the heart, religion could not

enter".1' After accusing the Anglican Archdeacon of being

instrunental in the late press gagging acts, the Monitor,

10 JuIy T827, claimed that "history proves, that the clergy
always have a moral aversion of anybody save themselves,

writing and printing their opinions. They have inundated

the world with their polemics. " .while political literature
1" Sydnev Gazeïute , 24 March L826"
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(partly newspapers ) has been specially hated by them". T1,rro

months eariier, the Monitor had noted that clergy from all

denominations no longer attended political meetings. In

particular, it accused the I'lesleyan Church of being "a

Darling Church, a Government Churchtt. Its ministers, Reverend

Horton and Mansfield, Ì,sere also accused of seeking to revive

Ëhe ancient form of Church jurisdiction over politics" Some-

thing which Ëhe Monitor saÌ{ as denying political freedom and

as conËaining within itself the possibility of new, violent
1.aËrocaEles "

As I showed in the previous chapter, excessive hierarch-

ical distinctions were associated with arbitrary violence and

an inability to feel sympathy for the oppressed" The Church's

alliance with the government and the exclusionists led it to

suffer similar accusations. Vlhen the Reverend J.E. Keane of

the Australian Religious Tract Society joined the Archdeacon

in accusing the press of political irresponsibility the l4onitor

complained about political priests"2' Moreover, iE accused

the Reverend Keane of seeking

tofilchtherewardsduetopietyandsympa-thy-,(which
are amon*-itt" finest and most deiicate ôt- tt're human heart)
from the"tiue labourers in hr¡srble lif e, 

- 
qqd þand- them over

to the riãh, -who however carnal and worldly i'. their lives,
eãnãiaffy-iå"ãi.r. from heads of religious- societies the
most unqúalified praise, and the most marked attentions
on such occasions.

Monitor, 24 SePtember 1827.

Tlre l,Ionitor, 19 May L826, also argued that Christian discip-

line, ctrrisLian reformation and Christian rnorals could not be

achieved until the clergy condenrted not simply the wicked

poor but also rich sinners.

. Monitor, 11 I{aY L827 ,

. Moniror, 24 September L827. _The Au9tTalian, 16 June 1825' ffiå"ã nr"it¿. con Scott for cfãImffif_¡5e Press \^7as

1

2

dangerous to ChristianitY.
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The Opposition Press wanted the Church removed from Pol-

itics, from the pubLic sphere, its Legitimate domain was seen

as Ëhe realm of private morals. The Monitor, 26 June L827,

cournenting on the new magisterial lists, praised the exclus-

ion of the clergy from the magisÈracy. So did the Svdnev

GàzeEt.e, it perceived an incongruity in rrPasÈors one day êx.-

horting their flocks to repentence in the pulpit, and the

next d.y, endorsing repentence from the Bench by the visit-

ation of the cat-o-nine-tails".1' In demanding the removal

of the Church into the sphere of private morals, politics,

as a nevr secular domain for the ideological construction of

the public, would undergo a process of fissioning. So long

as the private rnras in order, man ü/as entitled to political

diversity.

But if his private life be
to be impugn-ãf, This is
Churches" -FormerlY, Christ

u of olitics

sound, his politics ought not
the rule of modern Christian
ian Churches constituted them-
and however pure yourprivate
a lühig when the said Churches

selves
life, i you ppene o e

r^7ere of Tory principle - or if you $lere a Tory when the
said Churches hTere of llhig principles, you qlere sure to
be considered a hereÈic --put in prison - and perhaps
burnt alive" But ín modern times, 4t least in Eng1and,
Christian churches confine their spiritual domination to
a nan's private morals - they permit their members to be
either WLigs, Tories, moderate Reformers, or ultra
Reformerstt.

Monitor, 11 May L827.

hlhat this quotation also evidences is the ideological pro-

cess whereby the privatisation of religion was simultaneously

part of the secularisation of politics. As rve shall see in

greater detail in the next chapter, this secularisation of

politics was in part a process of rationalisation. In effect,

1. Sydney Gazette 20 June L827.
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whaÈ hras occurring in the Opposition Press r/üas a tendency to

construct Ëhe public political sphere as the sphere of the

Reason, whilst the private became the sphere of the emotions,

of sensibiliËy. The private vras seen as the siËe of moral

judgement founded on intuition and the heart, whilst the public

became Ëhe site of moral judgetnent founded on Reason, or under-

standing"

PrivaËe morals are easily understood" Public morals
requÍre a conòiderable degree of intellect in order to
apply them righLly. Private morals are so plain that
they are considered a question of the heart" Public
morals are so equivocal and absEãEñãEhey become
a question of the understanding.

re, 11 Nray 1827"

Marx was perhaps the first to point to how the secular-

isation of the state r,ras the process of moving religion from

the public to the private domain. trIhereas I have eurphasised

the polit,i-cal diversity which accompanied this, Marx emphasised

the religious diversity; how religion undergoes a process of

fragmentation into various sects as it becomes a domain of

civil society, the domain of egoism. In part, the multiplic-

ati-on of religíous sects becomes an expression of individual-
ism.

Man emancipa tes himself politically from reli gion by
expelling it from the sphere
private law. Religion is no
ètate, in which mañ behaves,
ffie'd way and in a particu
in cournunity with other men.
civil societv, of the sphere
omnium contrã olnnes " It is
conrnunity, but the essence of
fffi-fragmention of relig
example, already gives it the
private affair 1"

of public law to that of
Ionger the spirit of the
albeit in a specific and

lar sphere, as a species-being,
It becomes the spirit of

of egoism and of the bellum
no Longer the essence õlF-

differentiation.." The
iffirica, for
external form of a stríctly

1 K. Marx,
trIritines

"On the Jer¿ish Question", in KarI Marx: Early
(ed) T.B. Bottomore, p.15.
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trrlhat do we notice in the N.S.I,J" Opposition Press if not the

emergence of a form of relativism which asserts the legitimacy

of diverse religious beliefs? The Monitorn 27 January L827,

praised religious freedom as long as it was ChrisËian freedom.

Singled out for special criticism was the granting of one-

seventh of all nerv land grants to the Church and School Corp-

oration. The Aus tralian , 8 August L827, claimed that this

made the Church of England the national Church of Australia,

whereas it was only a sect. It gave a government subsidy to

one Church at the relative expense of Catholics, Presbyterians,

trIesleyans and Jews. lrlhat was demanded rdas an end of government

paËronage to the Anglican Church and a removaL of religion

from the sphere of public life.1'

The writer "Observatorrf perhaps mosË'clearly evidenced

Ëhis process whereby an emerging ideology of religious rel-
ativism was in effecÈ a demand for the privatisation of rel-
igious beliefs - that their different dogmas be not made a

public subject of rational discussion, but treated as part of

the subjective emotional individualism seen Ëo characterise

the natural man of civil society. "Observator" criticised
N"S"!ü. ministers of religion for "the schismatic dogmas" they

publicly promulgated. He quoted Dr. Sturgessr claim Ëhat

"internal religion is not an object of human cognizance: the

individual is not responsible to any other than the Being to

whom his thoughts or addresses are directed" "2' Religion here

1. Accordingly the catholic priest Therry phrased the problem
as : r'The civil porârer must be neutral and inactive in
reference to the creeds which individuals or sections of
the community may think proper to adopt"; Therry, op.cit.,
p. 143.

2. Sydney Gazette 13 April L824, "0bservator".
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Ìras parË of the sphere of egoism and accordingly outside of

Ëhe normative jurisdiction of the state or other public

fi¡nctionaries.

In the next section I analyse further the secularisation

of the state. HoIü it involved an attack uPon the Governor as

an embodiment of the sacred qualities of omniscience and onrri-

poÈence. These personal qualitíes of God were no longer to

enjoy unquestioned publíc accePËance in the Press as the leg-

itinate idiour of public state power.
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(B) FREEDOM AND THE DEMOCRATISATION OF REASON AND KNOIIILBDGE

IN THE OPPOSITION PRESS.

trn the Sydnev Gazette the separation of the public and

the private was not as prounounced as in the Opposition Press.

As I showed in the chapter on executions, it was in part

through the personality of the Governor that the union of the

Church and State l,ras accomplished. He was the earthly rep-

resentative of Godts transcendental- power and attributes. It
!ìras especially through his personal qualities of Reason, Ben-

evolence and Grace that he deified the State. The Sydney Gazette

tended to give lhe Governor a monopoly over these attributes
or at least to see him as an exemplary centre responsible for
their diffusion throughout socieËy. The Monitor, 15 June L827,

captured accurately Ëhe essence of this ideology which it
was reacting against and which it savr as having its high day

with Macquarie" In this ideology the personage of the King

tended to be Ëhe origin of all public knowledge and morality;

hence the ceremonial character of the N.S.lù. state. His every

gesture was almosË a public statement.

Until General Brisbane arrived, the Governor of this
triarchal" Macquarie gave the tone
and manners... In a few years the

s personal order, and personal example
rictness as it is in Scotland. The
phrases of General and Mrs. Macquarie

Colony was quite pa
to religion, morals
Sabbath, through hi
kept it as great sË
very sentiments and
r¡rtere diluted and ramified for popular use, and their very
nanners and gestures copied and served up in private
society, âs the perfection of grace and eloquence.

Monitor , 15 Jr:ne L827 
"

Though the Sydney Gazette tended to focus ideologically
state por^rer in the figure of the Governor it would be a mistake

to assume that "the people", ês a category for legitimating
state por^rer, \^rere left out of its political discourse. The
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Iatter accusation hTas ofterh ni'åde by Opposition ne\^TspaPers,

*
as

itical supPorters "
The Sydney Gazettefs justification of mon-

archical pohTer nas partly based on presenting the Governor as an

extraordinary individual imbued with enormous Godly capacities

for sympaLhy and benevolence, which meant he was only able to

realise his happiness through the happiness of his pe.opl""1'

The writer, "Cestriar', expressed this view when he declared:

"that the will of God is the foundation of all government";

and that "the Divine Being has conrnitted to the hands of his

delegate, the chief magistrate, to make people haPpy by framing

and dispensing the most equitable la\nzs". This did not mean, he

argued, "thaË millíons I^7ere made to be the slaves of one...for

Èhe source of a magistrate's happiness lies in the conscious-

ness of having promoted thaË of his fel-low man".2' In this

ideology which was also to a lesser extenË articulated by the

Qpposition Press, state power and the will of the people vrere

united through the person of the monarch, particularly his

capacity to experience sympathy for the plight of his subjects"3

"Cestriat' further argued that the threat of despotism could

5

they competed r¿itH the for reader's{and pol-

1

2" Sydney Gazette 23 December L824, r'Cestriarr.

3.

people confi
the more sho
clemency".

"The political happiness of ,eh4r $gvernor depends on the_ haPP-
iness-of the people whorn he hae the iro.nour to govern, whose
happiness is the- result of _those_ lqws whigh rnay b9 enacted
in^Îris adminjstraBion; and "until it. can be proved that Ëhose
at the head of the Executive defight in their own misêrI, and

SydneY Gazette,

d betray the grossest
cofiìrnon nature to
ar,r7s , the obj ect of
sperity of society."
4 AugusË L825.

"His fthe Governor's ] oftly- possible avenue to the hearts of
the GOïERNED is through -thê exercise of the nobler virtues
that dignify human nature_, of genuine m-agnanimily, of ben-
eficienõe, óf justice, of-mercy, and a human and-paternal
regard to the want and necessities - to the moral and int-
elfectual improvement - the welfare and happiness of the

ded to his governmentl The greater his p-o\^7ers,
uld. its use-be tempered by moderation and
Australian, 17 APril L829.
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not be used to cri.ticise a monarchical form of government.

He irrplicitty rejected the Opposition Pressr principle that

po$rer corrupËs and absolute Pohrer corrupts absolutely.l' He

argued that experience and couttnon sense had dernonstrated:

that nations have a1-ways suffered incomparably more from a

multítude of little tyrants than from a single great one;

and have been inanensely more corrupted by a host of evil
examples, than by a solitary pattern of wickedness, however

great and splendid" A wise and good magistrate, so far as

his information exËends will choose none but wise and good

men to aid him in the business of governingtt.2'

"Cestria" also argued that because God had entrusted the

magistrate with "the extensive po\^7er of doing good", this meant

that the magistrate had a discretionary, personal power able to

prevent, redress, relieve and remove both public and individual

wrongs. The virtues of a monarch was that between the legal

system and the people stoqd a set of human qualities capable of

removing those injustices which míght result from a strict and

formal applicaÈion of lega1 categories: t'Benevolence will

wisely temper the rigid application of those laws which are

generally just, but which being applied without clemency are

palpably unjust""3'

The ability of the Sydney Gazette to present the Governort s

policies as reflecting the voice of the people, or being in

their interests, vras somewhat restricted by the fact that the

1" As the Monitor, 16 March 1827 put it: I'all authority will
be despóffi it can."

2" Sydney Gazette

3. rbid,.
, 23 December L824, "Cestriarr.
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Governor, particularly Darling, rüas implementing policies

which rendered him unpopular with the bulk of the population,

that is Èhe emancipists, tr{ithin the context of the conflict
between the interests of the British state and the general

interests of the inhabitants of N.S.I'I., as this came to be

represented by the Opposition press, both the Sydney Gazette

and the Governor found it increasingly more difficult to art-
iculate a picture of the Crown as being represenËaLive of

the people's interesÈs, though this did not prevent them from

Ërying" As a result, the Sy zette sometimes employed

the discursive strategy of arguing that public opinion did not

always recognise what was in the general interest of the colony

or the most rationally consistent course of action to pursue.1"

The Monitor, 17 July 1827, acknowledged this to be so

occasional-ly, but argued it was nevertheless the duty of the

Governor to "yield to the voice of the peopLe, even thor they

should be in error, because Rulers are not the masËers, but

the high and exalted servants of the people. The people are

not servants col-l-ectively - they are on1-y so in their indiv-
idual capacity".

To some extent Èhe justificaùion of monarchical porver in
N"s.'v'i. lay in presenËing Ëhe Governor as a symbol of the trans-
cendental within man. Being removed from the world of interest,
he was not thrust into iËs jarring pursuits which might lead him

to become opposed to other men on the basis of interest. Rather

from "a serene and clear atmosphere, he may calmly attend his
irnportant duties to the subject mulËitude, unannoyed by the

1. S dne Gazette 25 June, L7 October L827.
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storms and clouds thaË hurtle beneath...A Governor should never

exhibit the paIÈry passions, the petty resenÈments of dlvarfish
rt L.

ml_nGs

Along these lines, the r¡riter "CesËriarr warned of the

dangers of democracy by arguing that the problem was not the

inability of men Ëo determi-ne who are virtuous men possessing

the proper qualifications for office. Instead, the problem

lay in their inability to stick to these criteria and not be

swayed by other qualifications, such as party attachment and

personal favouritism:

All these are deplorable prejudices and palpable crimes,' miserably weak, as well as dangerously sinful; fraught
with innumerable evil, not always inrnediate, perhaps, but
always near, certain and dreadfuL.

Sydrrey Gazette , 6 January L825 "Cestria".
Here, once again, surfaces the use of the notion of man as in'

herently fallible to justify tþe concentration of political

por^rer in the hands of a moral few. Though I explored this

notion in the chapter on executions partly under the period

of censorship, it was not really until the liberalisationofthe

press, under Brisbane, thaË the underlying "official" political

theory of the state, prernised on the notion of fallible man,

assumed an overtly political significance. As the Sydney

GazetÈe struggled to deny the legitimacy of criticisms of
government measures, politics emerged as a separate autonomous

realm of discourse concerned with explicating the relationship
of the state to the people. Underlying the Sydn.ey Gazet ters

political discourse rnTas a critique of Liberalism through the

theory of human nature in its unrestrained form as the source

1. Australian, 17 April L829, "Vindex"; this letter was in fact
a critique of the government, but it was an interesting
letter, for it attacked the state within the context of its
o!ün ideology.
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of evil. This meant for the SYdneY Gazette that freedóm was

not "s¡rnonymous with licentiousnesst', that is exempt from every

degree of restraint;1" perfect freedom resulted from the free

submission of the people to the constituted authoritiês.2' llere

Government represenËed the difference between absolute and

rational liberty: namely the regulated, disciplined pursuit

of self-interest. The Sydney Gazette puË the difference bet-

I,TeeÏl absolute and rational liberËy in these Ëerms:

The one is the prolific parent of anarchy, collision,
and strife; the other, of order, unity and peace. The
one is the frantic victim of impulse and of passion,
pursuing, with the daring impetuosity of the untutored
savage, its own exclusive interests, reckless of the
interests of others - unawed by the sceptre of authority,
unchecked by the monitions of conscience: the other is
actuated by principle, and pursues its own interests by
such means only as the laws of God, and the laws of man
declare to be compatible with the interests of others.
Subordination and order are necessary concomitants of
true liberty.

Sydney Gazette, 28 October 1824". 3.

As we saw parly in the chapter on executions, this model

tended to equate absolute liberty with unrestrained egoism

and desires, whilst Ëhe state became the ultimaËe expression

of external rational auËhority"4" The individual in this

model T^ras constructed as the source of irrational evil; his

anarchic tendencies, that is his free unrestrained pursuit

of individualism, justified the need for political structures

to hold society together. In brief, âD ideology of restrained

freedom was articulated by the Sydney Gazette as the basis

for the sLate's relationship to the individual.

1

2

3

4

Sydney Gazette,

Sydney GazelLe,
See also Sydney Gazette
"Government is instituted
injustice of the people";

l-5 January 1824.

24 J:ulry L824, "The Friendly VisitanLrr.
15 January 1824"

in order to restrain the furv and
Sydney Gazette, 9 June 1825 

"
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ear paradoxical, r^rere it notthat the law of the land isthat the fact is well known,

only e
rapaci

stablished to counteract the othe:r^rise boundlessty of man. S dn Gazette 2 January 1823.

The opposition Press opposed this discursive strategy which

constructed the state as the source of all order, whilst
tending to construct the mass of individuals as the site of
an absolute freedom which denied the þossibility of order"
rnstead, it constructed the individual, with hís natural rights
and liberties as the source of social order whilst viewing the
N.s.lü. sÈate, particularly the Governor, âs the site of a

corrupting absolute freedoml'

The Opposition Press objected to any aspersions being

thrown on the t'People". The Australian , 6 October 1825,

argued that Editors of papers hTere free to be censored as

much as possible "but libel not the people - proclaim not

them a horde of slaves - with slavish feelings - slavish
propensiËies - slavish minds". The Monitor , 24 February L927,

objected to the evangelical style of preaching of the Reverend

Mr. Norman who stressed the inherent sinfulness of man. This,
it argued, did not go down well in a land containing reformed

characters. A writer in the sydney Gazette, whom r believe
rdas sympathetic to the emancipisË cause, also objected that:

fulminations from Lhe pulpit are unseemly as well as
uncharitable. Imprecations of direful vengeance are
disgustful, and decidedly opposed to the genuine dictates
of Christianity. A w-Lrolesale condernation of a congreg-
aËion is bigotted and uncanonical. ".4 cheerful man ls
(I presume) more accep table in the sight of the Lord,
Ëhan a morose, gloomy [t. ter of] all mankind. The one
deli gh ts in the happine ss o f his fellow creatures, while
the other l-s on satis fied when he can point out their
failings, and s dom comtemplates, or considers the
good deeds they have done...

Sydnev Gazette l3 April 1824, "Observer"o

For the opposition Press this case symborised those violent
excesses in authority which flowed from the excessive cent-

1y
e1

1.

ralisation of pohrer in individuals " See Monitor , 22 De
ember L826, 30 l,Iarch L827; Australi Ln, 2TEffier LB26
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The Opposition Press grounded the pol^Ier of the state less

in the person of the king and more directly in the attribuËes

of reason and to a lesser degree sensibility and mercy. Ad-

míttedly these rûere also presented often as Godly attributes in

the Opposition Press. But here God assumes an indirect pres-

ence. He justified not the State directly through the Governor,

but gave a universal or absolute significance Ëo human qual-

ities embodied in state practices. I,le should not allow the

religious framework within which the Opposition Press often

couched its discourse to blind us to the process of secular-

isation which was also occurring in it. Here God was still

the ultimate reference point justifying the value of Reason,

Benevolence and Sympathy, but in the Opposition Press, Ëhese

Ì^¡ere conceived to be much more human attributes, fundamental

to the species of man. Thus, the Opposition Press tended to

democratise these values or attributes, to place them within

all members of society, particularl-y white members. They

stressed the democratising aspect in the religious statement

that man r,'Tas made in God's image" The Governor rnras not seen

by them as the supreme source of transcendental reason here

on earth. Indeed the Monitor, I June 1827, claimed that
t'an enlightened, reasoning peopl-e like the English...we11

know their rulers are not a whit wiser than theniselves and

and very often not so wiser"" 0n the 31 December L827, the

Monitor claimed: "Kings are liable to human frailty as those

over whom they bear shrayt'.

In accordance with its tendency to give the Governor a

monopoly over these attributes and to see him as their exem-

plary centre responsible for their diffusion within society,
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19 October 1827, denied thaÈ nosr people

possessed reason.

There never yet existed a government so constituted to
impart universal satisfaction to the most nlxnerous class
of the people; and, for this reason, because the most
numerous class are those least quarified, from intell-
ecËual attainments, to judge of what is mosË conducive
to their ovnr good.

The Sydney Gazette went on to accuse certain writers in the
l{onitor of exploiting "the passions of the ignorant multitude"
with utopian schemes and attacks upon authorities. rn oppos-

ition to this type of argument, the Monitor, L7 July rï2l,
attacked certain "shallow men"..particularly priests" who had

argued "that, it is a proof of cowardice or imbicility in a

Ruler, to succumb Èo the wishes and to value the opinions of
his people"" rt believed "such language really imbecile and

indicative of arrogancet' it was not appropriate "amongst a

sober-minded, intelliþent, reflecting people, like the English".
The Monitor characterised its difference from the sydney

Gazette in these ter:ms:

The loyalty of the Gazette is that of the constitution
before charles ¿¡s F- srhich inculcated the divinerights of Kings - that the peopl-e were made for Monarchs
and not Monarchs for the People.

Monitor, 10 February 1827 
"

The Opposition ner^rspapers r^ranted to discipline state po\,rer

by organising it into a number of independent cenËres rvhich

would competitively act as checks and balances upon each others
political encroachments " This, it was hoped, would prevent

the concenËration of too much por^rer in any one centre or
person. rn this political model, the press appointed itself
as one of the ultimate scrutineers of state encroachments.

rt ernerged to defend the natural and civil rights of citizens
from the state as well as to defend government departments
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from each others encroachrrrents. I

This concern with decentralising state pohrer into a

nuuiber of independent centres and with making the state pol-

itically accountable to the wishes of the people r^ras, as

argued in Chapter 8, Ëhe political expression of that same

ideological thrust which, in the realm of economÍcs, took

the form of a free market philosophy. The concern here was

Iikewise one of taking the control of the economy out of the

state's hands and dispersing this decision-making por^7er to

isolated consurflers and producers who, it was claimed, possessed

the ultimate true knowledge concerning their welfare and happi-

ness. In other words, the decentralisation of both economic

and political pourer r^ras ideologically predicated upon an epis-

temological individualism which constructed the individual as

the site of all social knowledge. At the level of the imp-

lementation of penal theory in N.S.!ü., this epistemological

individualism manifested itself in an increasing concern rvith

suffering introspection, with moving the moment of self-
reflection from Ëhe confessional moment of the execution into
the isolation of rural pursuits where it could be mass produced.

At the level of uncensored nevrspaper discourse, this epistem-

ological individualism manifested itseLf in the emergence of

public opinion. No longer was reason identified mainly lvith

the state. Everyone \^ras given Lhe right to form and give an

opinion on everything : f f Liberty of the press . . . cons tituted

the people as the arbiters and judges of all disputed points

in learning, religion, and governmentt'.2' Similarly, the

1. Australian 3 March LB27; Monitor, 14 July L826"
2. Sydney Gazette , 21 July L825, "Umbra".
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vJriter frlulnemon" considered;

". "the r igh t of every individual to enquire into and
scrutini se the laws and pol icy of the count in which
he lives, indisputable; for the public goo

Ty
d is consulted

by every person who, in an independent mannêf, exercises
the privilege o discussing the measures of the Admin-

,
f.

istration bv whích the laws and the interests of the
people are regulated"

Australian 6 January L829, t'Mnemon".

In the first chapter hre sar¡r how a materialist theory of

man underlay .the growing epistemological individualism of the

time, as the science of psychology sought to grasp the process

of successive associations through which knowledge and ideas

rnrere derived from the senses of an individual. The importance

of deriving knowledge from experience can now be seen as part

of the process by which science was legitimising the democrat-

isation of knowledge. In other words, the emergence of psy-

chology, of deriving knowledge frorn the physical attributes

of individuals, helped to justify a political philosophy which

constituted the Peop1e as the ultimate checks on the arbitrary
and encroaching power of a military monarch. The Australian,

8 February L827, justified its democratic philosophy by

arguing that Ëhe knowledge of the people was a practical

knowledge coming from experience, rather than the theoretical

knowledge of officials based on rrsecond, third and fourth hand

information". To assert the sovereignty of practical knowledge

against that of the monarch vras, within this cultural context,

Ëo asserÈ the sovereignty and autonomy of the perceiving, know-

ing individual. He, rather than the sovereign, emerged in the

Opposition Press as the site of rational order.

Mannheim has aptly summed up this same historical tendency
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in Europe, recognising full well its secularist tendencies,

though, I consider, he totally ignores the fact that reason

and knowledge were also partly presenËed, at least in the

last instance, as divine human attributes,

After the objective ontological unity of the world had
been demolished, the attempt was made to substitute for
it a r:nity imposed by the perceiving subject. In the
place of the medieval-christian objective and ontological
uqity of the world, there emerged the subjective uniËy
of the absolute subject of Ëhe-Enlightenmént - "conscious-
ness in itself". Iiencgforth the world as "riorld" exists
only with reference to the knowing rrrind and the mental
activity of the subject determines the form in which the
world appears. 1.

In brief, the Opposition Press propounded an epistemolog-

ical model of political por^7er which identified the flow of
legitimacy with the people because they T^/ere the sites of a

social knowledge about their own happiness" At the same time

as the press proclaimed that pohTer and knowledge came from the

people, it also proclaimed itself as the voice of the people.

The result was that it claimed a monopoly over the staters

language of legitimacy and a right to censure the state. The

press t s claims to be a vehicle of democratic sentiments evid-

ences itself in competing circulation figures by Opposition

ner^rspapers, with each paper claiming it spoke for a greaLer

portion of the people.2'

The emergence of a free press advocating the rights of
subj ects to form an opinion \^ras part of an emerging v¡ider por-

itical concern with constructing independent subj ects as a
principle of government. This concern v/as often phrased as

1" K" l,lannheim, Ideolo and Uto 1a , P.59 "

2" Australian 6 October L825; dne Gazett e, L7 October T825 
"
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the movement from a government for¡nded on tr{il1 to a government

founded on Reason. Chief Justice Forbes referred to Macarthur

as part of that group of military men "who fancy that New

South l,{ales \ilas never so peaceful, so happy, or so well gov-

erned, ês when IIil1 was iaw, and the last the siri:ple argument

of power". He believed it useless to try to convince otherwise

an individual who from his youth treated "the word of command

as the rule of reason, and the measure of moral action". Such

a man "would never be brought to admit that if his veterans

could be remodelled into active, useful, and independent

members of the sLate, Ëhey would in any degree be improved".l"

The Opposition nehrspapers also saw the problem very much

in these terms of substituting for compulsíon the force of

argurtent and public opinion, Theír struggle to accomplish

this r^ras used to e:çlain why all those in authority possessed

" a sort of instinctive anÈipathy to the presst'.2" They r¡rere

"jealous of opiniontt.3" This hras, the Monitor claimed,

because it "leans upon a species of porÀrer to which reason is
not amenable. ".Functionaries of all nations are incensed at

this: they act by witl and are importuned by argumenL"Í' The

Monitor also argued that the new directions from Lord Bathurst

for a stricter penal system had led the soldier Governor of
l- -ì

N"S.I,J. la reference to DarlingJ, to naturally t'imagine, hence-

forward, that his will and not the l-aws , should be the measure

of discipline; an4 that to talk any longer of the rights of

convicts after such a severe and reiterated instrucËion had

1. Private letters to R.lf " Ilorton , L6 September 1826, Chief
Justice Forbes, M.L. 41819, p.49.

2" Monitor, 16 March L827, article cop ied from The London Times
describing t
rbid..
rbid" 

"

3"

4"

he situation of the press in Hob art.
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been received about them, v¡as almost the same as talking

sedition".l' To a large extent the struggle against military

despotism and the freeing of Reason r^rere rendered coterminous,

in the Opposition Press. Thus, the Australian, 27 AprlL L827,

argued that for miliEary govelnors "the independence of. a

people is hateful the possession of knowledge by the multit-

ude is alarmingt'. Almost tr'.7o Years earlier, the Australían

had referred to the past oppression of the people by the olig-
archists as that "time when the mind of man was depressed -

debased". IË argued that England was only a secondary world

por^rer "while the doctrine of passive obedience prevailed -
while her press r^ras in bonila ge".2' The writer-"Vindex" agreed

with Ëhe general thrust of this argument when he wrote that

though the Opposition Paper might occasionally be "licentious",
'rdoes not the Gazette as strongly incline to that servility
of principle which generaLes the Tory doctrines of non-

resistance and passive obedience, and degrades the human mind

to an aptitude for the TYRANT'5 yg¡g"'3'

Even the SJdney Gazette sometimes equated the freeing of
Reason with freedom from Tyranny. However it used this argu-

ment to justify its own origins and existence. This discursive

strategy !{as utilised for example in its 26 Þ7ay 1828 issue"

The Sydney Gazette began by espousing the r:niversal truth
.thaÈ the human mind improves in exact proportion as literature

becornes diffused throughout society. rt further argued that

"wherever the mind becomes enlightenedil the natural result was

"that the benefits of civil liberty, and legitimate freedom,

. Monitor, 30 lufarch L827 .

. Aqstralian, 6 October 1825.
I
2

3 . Australian , 15 May L826, "Vindex".
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invariably become enrooted, and luxuriate even in the most

apparently r:nauspicious soilrt. Referring to this process in

N.S.üI., it argued Ëhat between the Colonyts coûElencement in

1788 and iÈs own beginning in 1803 the colony suffered from

poverty, the tyranny of some of its rulers, the character of

its population as well as natural catastrophies. A1I of which

meant that N.S"[I" inhabitants vlere not far off from partic-

ipating "in aI1 the horrors of that barbarism which developed

iEself in the ferocity of those savage tribes by whom Lhey

vrere surroundedtt. The p

all this.1'

ublicaÈion of the Sydney Gazette ended

In short, there emerged a series of discursive strategies

which identified Reason with freedom and which saw literature
as part of a struggle agaínsË personal power, against tyranny

and the barbarising effects of violence upon the htrman mind.

Civilisation was seen to depend noL on a coercive government

centred on a personal will but on the ernergence of independent

raËional individuals who would diffuse Èhe governmental process

to all those sites at which knowledge v/as being accumulated.

1. See also Monitor, 22 September 1826"
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(D) COI{CLUSION

Essenti-ally, this chapter has been concerned with the

increasing secularisation of politics in the N.S.trü" press"

In the first section I pointed out how the fusion of staËe

and religion was largely accomplished through the person of

the Governor. The demand for the separation of Church and

State can be seen partly as an aEtack on (1) the stater s

right to be an extension of Godf s terror; and (2) on the

personification of state por^Ier through the ability of the

Governor to take on Godrs sacred personal aspects" Moreover,

I also pointed out thaÈ this secularisation of politics was

in part the privatisation of religion, and that this in turn

involved a form of religious relativism as well as political

p1ura1is.m.

In the second part of the chapter, I analysed attempts

by the Sydney Gazette to transform its monarchical politieal

model into a nore populafist discourse. IË did this by elab-

orating the notion of sympathy, of the monarch discovering

his happiness only through the happiness of his subjects.

Notwithstanding its populariy't tendencies, this model con-

tinued to promote the centralisation of power by tending to

give the Governor a monopoly over certain divine attributes.

The application of this model was also severely limited by

the political context of N.S.I^i. 
"

Often the Sydney Gazette

fell into the strategy of emphasising the fallibility of the

majority of men and the dangers of absolute liberty. !ühereas

i-t emphasised the exempLary presence of Reason in the Governor

and in God, the OpposiËion Press sahT Reason in much more

democratic terms emphasising its human species aspect" This

democratisation of knowledge, whereby the people r^7ere con-
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structed as the bearers of opinion, I argued, underpinned

the Opposition Press' demand for the decentralisation of

political power in N.S.lü.. I also pointed out that the

contemporary scientific construction of the indívidual as

a perceiving and knowing subject to some extent ideologically

supported Ëhe demand for the democratisation of knowledge

and power. Increasingly, ês knowledge became a more subject-

ive phenomena, the individual emerged as the site of order

rather than the Sovereign or God" The individual,'ês Ëhe

site of Reason, was' juxtaposed against a poI^rer structure

emanating from a l,till. This was part of an assertion of the

sovereign autonomy of Reason. In the next chaptèr, I invest-

igate further the ideological forms which the demand for the

rationalisaÈion of politics assumed.
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CHAPTER VE

POLITICS AND THE PRODUCTION OF TRI.NH
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(A) TNTRODUCTIoN

The previous chapters focused mainly on specific potrit-

ical issues in the tmcensored Press: those which expressed

either the general interest of capital or those of its class

fractions and factions in their opPosition to each other or

the state. This chapter focuses on other asPects of this

same political discourse. But it shifts from a consideration

of the socio-political context of the rhetoric to a more dev-

eloped consideration of the common premises underlying the

structure of uncensored political controversy. I,üith the lib-

eralisation of nevlspaper discourse ner^t lüays of legitimising

statements emerged" The very possibility of a press critique

of the state implied the use of new independent sources of

authorisaËion outside the state for providing statements with

a "Ëruth-effect". this chapter investigates further the con-

ceptual sources from which nevrsPapers drew the ideological

strength to proclaim the sovereignty and autonomy of their

own dis 
"or.rtr" 

. 
1'

Here I am paraPhrasing Foucault's discussion of intellect-

"ãf-rã"ðtuïions 
in thã 1,lest, from the Reformation to Nerv-

tã"iã" mãchanics, as giving rise to a_need to discover
;ri'tãi r.s the totn"ttt.l.wheã the tüest first asserted the

";;;;.;t-""á 
sóvereignry of its ohTn rarionaliry";

fð""r"ft'. introduction to G. Canguillen, On the Normal
t

I

and the Pa holoeical , P.xi
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(B) THE RATIONIALISATION OF COMMUNICATION AND THE

SCIENTIFICISATION O}' POLITICS

The end of censorship brought the N.S.lÙ. Press instit-
uÈional autonomy" IË also allowed a nelt ideology of impart-

iality for legitinating neI^Ispaper discourse to publicly emerge.

Impartiality is that quality of mind which ought to be
tenaciously maintained by all political writers. Editors
are politiôa1 critics. And strict justice tov¡ards enemies,
rivals, anci former offenders, however difficult ir may be
to be maintained, is their positive duty, and no apology
can be accepted from them for the least deviation there-
from. An Eãitor should maintaín the calm impartiality of
a Judge on the Bench.

Monitor, 2L December L827, "Ar O1d Hand".

This new ideology \^ras no doubÈ partly the means by which,

under the guise of freedom of speech and objectivity, the Opp-

osition Press could represent the interests of enancipists or

those of small urban and rural capital. However, this nehT

i-deology was also utilised by the Sydney Gazette in support of

the government" This implies that this ideology of impart-

iality was not the ideology of a particular faction Ín N"S.Vü.,

but represented the public emergence of a ne\^r, ,more general

consensus of how statements derived their authority, their

right to be made"

The end of censorship represented perhaps not so much

an increase in what it was publicly possible to speak about

as more importantly a nernT means of controlling knowledge

through a ner,ù ideology of truth. Coinciding with the end of

censorship was a ner^r view of the production of truth which

held that objective knowledge could only be arrived at in
autonomous spaces removed from the real world and its dis-

tortions .1'

l" See also Australian
pp . xi-xii

rterl Journal No"l, L828,
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In truËh, it is only in the calm of the closet, or the
shade of retirement, where the storm of worldly passion
and contention comes softened to the ear like the dis-
tant thr-rnder, where the murmurs of discord and strife
are heard but in echo, that the immutability of truLh,
and our mysterious capacity for its discovery can be
plausibly pronor-rrced.

Sydney Gazette , 1 December L828, "Cecil".
This view of knowledge can be seen as a reformulation of the

same idea governing penitentiary practice, which asserted

that the prisoner r^7as capable of f{nding the truth about him-

seLf and God only in a secluded world removed from the ternpt-

ations and attractions of everyday life.

The new emphasis on the value of knowledge as objective

and impartial is everywhere in evidence in the uncensored

press. Thus the Australian also subtitled itself I'The Indep-

endent trleekly Newspaper". On the 6 October L826, the Aust-

ralian insisted that its statements $rere not market directed:

"in the light of a mercantile speculation it would be perfectly

indifferent to us whether ... circul-ation amounted to five or

ten hundred". The Australian claimed as its purpose the pur-

suit of such altruistic aims as "the political happiness of

the colony, dispensing freedom to the colony, and raising an

indestructible fabric which wil1, in af.ar times, preserve to

the colony all that is valuable to man - his libertiesfr. Sim-

ilarly the Gleaner ,. 26 NIay 1827, challenged the Monitor to

produce any proof "that two of our Nobility are the real supp-

orters of the Gleaner". It argued that its only support came

from one individual "of no party, save that of truth and
1jusËice'r.^' Likewise, the Monitor, 28 July L826, claimed

that its paperhras not published t'merely for bread as Mr.

Robert Howe imagines". All these statements \^rere designed

l" See also Gleaner, 2 June L827 
"
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Ëo support the doctrine of newspapers as disinterested observ-

ers, governed by a scientific impartiality and objectivity.

Even the Sydney Gazette, which continually supported the

government and praised the virtue of loyalty to those in auth-

ority, with the end of censorship, had set about institution-

ally distancing itself from the government" It was established

as a separate corporate entity owning its own printing equip-

ment. It now worked for the government on a contract basis.

Such a development r,.7as necessary if the Sydney Gazette was to

survive in a political cultural context where it had to estab-

lish its supporË of the government as that of an independent

non-partisan decision maket. l'

I^le are said to "write according to order". l.le deny the
imputation, in the widest and absolute manner...The
Government and the Editor of the Sydney Gazette are tT,'ro
distinct parties; and we solemrlv aver that from t
moment of our entering upon the Editor office,down t
the present l0 o'clock on Friday morning, we have never
been either written to, or spoken to, or hinted at, by

he
o

Lhe political

April L829.

any-Government Officer, high or low as to
principles to be esPoused by our pen.

Sydney Gazette, 11

This demand for the removal of discourse from worldly in-

fluence v,ras partly a demand for the removal of discourse from

the world of secular causality. Underlying this was a view

of truth as emerging through freedom. Thus, the Gleaner, 26

May L827, denied that its recent support of the government

rested on t'a servile and indiscriminate support of every Act

of every Governmentt'. Instead, it claimed, it arose from

"a rational exercise of that freedom'of judgement, which is

our natural right". Similarly, the liberalised Sydney Gazette

For other examples of the Sydney Gazette t rying to distanceI
itself from the Governmenl; see Sydney Gazette, l0 May L826"
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used its newly foureded existence as a t'free" press to give

greaEer ideological credence to its support of government

measures by arguing:

!,lhere there is no press, or no shew of freedom allowed
in using it, the people expect to hear no Ëruth through
that channel; but, where the liberty of the press is a
subject of boasting, they may well- expect to hear Èhe
whole truth... 1.

Dickinson has pointed to the political significance of

this ideological process among late eighteenth century

English reformers"

The full potential of human reason however could only
be achieved if men r^rere granted the fullest possible
political liberty. Only a free man could exercise his
reason properly and choose the right course of action.
Further prógress therefore depended uPon men being
granted liberty and so reason Led men to demand political
reforms in order to improve every aspect of human
existence" 2.

The explicit ideology of the Opposition Press r^las to

fuse Ibowledge with Power, to al-l-ow lkrowledge to emerge into

a new position of dominance in society. It sar^r itself as

"one bright guiding beacon, which, through the obscurity of

night, hrarrls, and directs, and lights the mariner securely

over the wastes of a turbulent sea". Indeed, the dominant

metaphor of the press became that of truth as burning light,

as "piercing radiance" dispelling "the murky clouds of pre-

judice and misrepresentation".3' Nothing ought to disrupt

the diffusion of this cleansing light throughout society, for

1 Sydney Gazette, 15 January 1824, copied from Cobbettrs
Political Resister: thoueh the Svdnev Gazette had reserv-
ffitt, it ñeverthffied to the
opinion of this article.

. Dickinson, op.cit., p.202.2

3 Howe's l,'leekly Conmercial Express , 2 t4ay 1825.
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through its truth iË liberated I'innate energiest', particularLy

those of man.

Foucault in The Birth of the Clinic describes the pres-

ence of a similar ideology governing the social reforms im-

plemented by the French Revolution.

The ideological theme that guides all structural reforms
from L789 to Thermidor Year II is that of the sovereign
liberty of truth: the majestic violence of Iight, which
is in itself supreme, brings to an end the bounded, dark
kingdom of privileged knowledge and establishes the unim-
peded empire of the Eaze. 1.

More recently, Foucault has pointed out, that it was especially

"journalism, that capital invention of the nineteenth century,

which made evident all the utopian character of this politics

of the gaze".2' The N"S"!ü. press r^tas no exception. The

not.ion o:E press surveillance improving the moral and material

well-being of society lrras not ne\^r to N"S.V'i., the chapter on

the farnily contains many examples from the censored Sydney

Gazette. But here the all-encompassing gaze of the press

was of an authoritarian kind, it distribuÈed the benefits

of knowledge, moral example and censure from a centralised

state position which held the people in contemPt. hiith the

removal of censorship the press became the moral voice of the

people, it became a democratic gaze and correspondingly a Saze

which had a free right to direct its attention to state in-

strunentalities and their rol-e in promoting the happiness and

well being of society. The new emphasis was on the press as

a free searching luminous Eaze, penetrating into all the dark

recesses of power and not just of society, exposing and diss-

ipating hidden evils in the bright purifying rays of public

truth.

M" Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic1

2 Foucault, ?ower/I(nowledge, p.L62"
, p"39.
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ifying to those who love darkness rather Ëhan light.
Sydney Gazette 6 December 1822.

This renewed emphasis on the omnicienx gaze of the

press rnras symbolically captured in the motif heading Ëhe

front page of the Monitor"

--ì--ì\\\- " "\:-ì.ì"ì )'

It is only by permitting the Press to be liberally con-
ducted, that Truth becomes exhibited in its beauteous
attire; it is the bright orb of day that disperses the
shades of night: and from hence darts forth the eff-
lugence that brings to our often astonished gaze the
hidden things of darkness, by which means the luminacy
of the heavens is naturally rendered sickening and terr-

I
a

t
I

r
(

v

llhat we have in this picture is a landscape dominated

by a giant cycloptic eye" From this central eye proceeds a

field of vision, represented as a set of radiating lines,
that caPture the totality of the world strewn before them

by focusing this world ont,o this eye. This êyê, however,

is divorced from the world, iE sits above the ploughed earth;

I
t

(
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lying also in the background of things it surveys from its
central position a territory on which is to be found a copy

of the Monitor, a set of productive instrumenËs and a sceptre

symbolisÍng legitirnate pohTer. This êye, I would argue, sym-

bolizes in a non-discursive form the same position of the

detached observer, which is articulated discursively by

Cecil r s Let.ter Ëo the Sydney Gazette , 1 December 1828, and

which can be found on page 602. It articulates that new

epistemological position which emerged with the end of cen-

sorship, wherein it was asserEed that knowledge could only

be produced by a contemplative Eaze which stood outside the

social world , above it, and grasped it in its objective tot-
ality. The detached nature of this observing eye, its non-

partiality, is reinforced by the words printed on each side

of this motif "Nothing Extenuate Nor Set Down Aught in lfalicer'.

This eye is no doubt the ttmindrs eye"; it represents the

sovereignty of Reason. However, rde should not forget that a

copy of the Monitor is to be found in the centre of the terr-
itory surveyed. It is spread over a plough and a hoe, partly
touching the tilled soil and existing alongside a vine (the

productive potential of the land?) and the sceptre of power.

üfhat is being surveyed by the Monitorrs eye is its own rel-
ationship to the productive resources of society and to leg-

itimate por^rer. It exists alongside these things yet it also

seeks to stand outside them and grasp their relationship to

each other. Thus, the Monitor is no more than just a de-

Ëached observer, he is also that observer who makes his com-

prehensive objective view of the world felt within this world"
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The view of knowledge as objêctive and impartíal acted

to deny and mystify the role of interest in the sociological
production of knowledge. As I have shown, isolation and

solitude became part of a methodology which linked the prod-

uction of truth to the emergence of autonomous realms of
freedom. This view cor¡ld not emerge into a position of
public prominence before Ëhe end of censorship because of
the intimate relationship between the government and the

Sydney Gazette" This led to the latter being viewed as an

extension of the state. So much so that the Sydney Gazette

8 July L824, in a defence against a libel suit, claimed it
rÁ/as under the apprehension that it was obliged to publish all
that came through the official censor"

Under censorship, the authority of the state and the

authoriËy of statements r^rere tÌ^ro closely related concepts.

Ilence, the significance of the words "Published by Authority",
which the Sydney Gazette had placed on its front page since

its beginning. It was because statements in the Sydney

Gazette r^rere seen to be closely bor:nd up with the authority
of the state, in that the state permitted Èhem to be made

and thus endorsed their circulation, that they r^7ere presented

as authoratative. This ideological process to some extent

continued after the removal of censorship because of the per-

ceived close relationship between the Sydney GazeEte and the

Government. The exclusionists were critical of the legitim-
acy this was seen to confer on the r:ncensored S dn Gazette I s

cri-Ëicisms of themselv.".1' Thus, Marsden in 1825 claimed

l" See also Hannibai iïacarthurrs ietter published in the
Australian , 15 Sep
16 January 1
Judge Stephen to D

Justice Forbes and

82B:
tember lB25; Darling to Goderich,
Encl-osure No.6, Chief Justice Forbes and
arling, enclosure No.7, Darling to Chief
Judge Stephen, I{P.4, Vol"xiii, pp "72L-723"
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to the Attorney General that:

It is the public conviction that the Gazette is published
under the authority of the Crown...which arms it with all
its poison arroÌ^Is. It is the real or apParent_ public
sanction that enables it to wotnd so deeply" I.

Increasingly, Governor Darling felt the need I'to divest the

Svdney G:azette from even the appearance of a Government papert'.

It was he, under pressure from the exclusíonists, who asked
c

that the words "Published by AuthoriËyfr, be dropped.'' As

they hTere from the I0 NIay 1826 issue.

llhat Gouldner has termed a "culture of critical discourse",

(CCD), can be seen as emerging out of a process of separation,

one in which staterflents lüere no longer able to çely unproblem-

atically for their authority on the authority of the speaker"

Indeed, they gained their authority by denying that their

speaker occupied any position of interest in society. As

Gouldner says: "From nor^r on persons and their social positions

must not be visible in their speech. Speech seems to be dis-

embodied, decontextualised and self-groundedt',3' The latter

statement, stressing the increasingly impersonal form which

discourse should ideally assune in our culture, sums up acc-

urately the general ideology of the liberalised Sydney Gazette

and the uncensored press in N"S.I^I. " Such a discursive ideal

represented not only Èhe ideological. distancing of the Press

from the staËe, but also the removal of the self from politics.

1. l,Iarsden to
I{arsden to
L823-L826,
Press, p"11

2

Bannister, 16 SePt
Bathurst, 4 Octobe
ouoted in S.K. Pro
i (unpu¡lished M.A

ember 1825 Enclosure 3;
T, N.
cÈor,

S.I^I" Governor's Despatches
Aspects of the SydneY

" thesisf"
Darling to the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice^Stephen-,_Chief
Justicã Forbes: Private Letter to Colonial 0ffice, lß,
41819, p"295"
A"I,ü. Gouldner, The Future of Intellectuals and The Rise
of the New Class, pp"28-29.

3
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The latter involved an increasing demarcation being drawn

beËween the natural man of civil socieEy and that impartial

universality which Èhe individual should assume in the sphere

of the state and in politics. This demarcatÍon was partly
phrased as the separation of the public and the private in
discourse. Politics in newspaper discourse \^ras to be ideally

a publÍc domain free from private innuendo or personal crit-
LCrSmS.

. . . there is nothing which so distinctly
ness of a cause, and the unskilfulness o
as the wretchedness of personal abuse.

Sydney Gazette, 8 May L823, "A Colonist".

The Monitor, 3 September L827, claimed tnat though N.S.!'1. r^ras

a small society in which it could not but help Ëo "hear of Ëhe

private and domestic failings of our public men", it would

never use such j-nformation to attack or defend itseLf from pol-

itical opponents. In the press, the private, both in its dom-

estic sense but also in the sense of private property,l' con-

stituted a space which ought to be free from the public gaze.

It defined the moral boundaries of public knowledge. Thus, the

Monitor, 10 July L827, cLaimed that the press would only triumph

so long as the Press confines its censures to public
measures and does noË prostitute its PoT¡ler to destroy
Ehejriv-acy of domestic life, nor enter into men's
parlours and counting houses, making every cí-tLzen
shudder, lest he should be the next victim to be bared
to Ëhe public gaze, to be manglèllTnd racked on the
stage of public exposure.

Sirnilarly, the Australian, 25 October 1826, ãTgued that public

opinion would not tolerate those whose Pens invaded t'the Pre-

cincts of private life. " "that sanctuary which should be veiled

from the rude gaze of the public". It believed public opinion

p
f
roves the weak-
its advocate,

1. See also Australian 13 October L825,
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r^rould act as a check upon the excesses of the press when its
"rude gaze" began to break the distinction between the public
and Ëhe privaÈe.

The ideology of newspaper discourse as a set of objective
impartial statements led the press to value a non-personal dis-
cursive form: that criticism should take the form of a crit-
icism of measures and noË of men; that criticism should be

stated in'te::ns of impersonal principles and not personal-itiesl'
ülriters I^rere ideally to recognise I'not their persons, but their
pens - Dot their private actions, buÈ their pubric writingst'.2'
The sydney Gâzette, 31 october Lgzg, perhaps most clearly stated
this depersonalised view of politics as argument.

The law, in its sÈrictest interpreËation, does not prohibit
reasonable controveEsy upon any of the measures of govern-
ment, or the acts of public men, so long as it is conducted
i-n a tone of moderation, which shows that argument is Ëhe
only object; the writer abstaining from terms which are
abusive and passionate, and therein indecorous towards the
gevernment, and offensive to in<iividuals.

Sydney Gazette, 3l October 1829.

The sydney Gazette, 2r Jury L829, claimed that when it
criticised the opposition press it did so not because of their
different views; "but because they Ëransgressed the laws of
honourabre warfarê,- substituting abuse for argument" . .and

personal animosity for political non-conformity". The ratter,
the sydney Gazette claimed, hTas more sedition than constitut-
ional independence. The appropriate language within which diss-
enË should be expressed was thaË "decorous language", which

1."To censure works, not men, i
and accordiñEFa l1 p eils onal
where necessãry to iÏfffi
Australian, 23 January 1829,

s the prerogative of criticism,
censure is here avoided, unless

e some general proposition. "
"Kaine's Elements of Criticism".

2. Sydney Gazette 1 January L829.
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"put it beyond all doubt that it is the policy they attackrr.

this construction of politics into a public domain free from

private emotional abuse represented in part the rationalisation

of potitics as a cóÍlnunication medir¡ur.

!ühat was distinctive about the eu¡ergence of an OpposiËion

Press r.ras the increasing identification of the progress of

Reason and of government, wich the discursive form of a soc-

ratic dialogue between opponents. As the Sydney Gazette ,24
January L829, put it: I'Hurnan intellecË is improved by collision;

human skill and industry are stimulated by competition. ". Any

administration, however wise and upright would be a loser by

the unanimity of the Press, whether that unanimity \^Iere friendly

or hostile". The state came to be seen as rational precisely

to the extent that it existed within the framework of an im-

personal socratic dialogue with its opponents. The very fact

that the state allowed critícism of itself, existed in rel-

ationship to criËicisms, üras used by Sydney Gazette to j us tify
Èhe organisational form of the N.S.lt. state, as one which

sErives towards a rational ordering of its pohTer.

But Ehis division of sentiment is favourable, not only
to the vindication of Ëhe defensible measures of an
Administration, but equally so to Èhe development of
truth, and the enlargement of knowledge, in relatíon
to thä complicated sõíence of .political economy, and to
Lhe dif f icirlt art of good government. lle all knor¡ what

e present cenLury,
reference to these
improvements the
diversi of ublic

more e a ora e research

Sydney Gazette, 24 January L829.

Such arguments no doubt oI^re a lot to evolutionist views of

the survival ot the fittest, of the progress of life through

mighty improvements have, within th
beén made in the Mother Country, in
important questions; and for these
nation is obviously indebted to the
opinion,- inciting, as it did, to
ããffiõfe animated dis cus sion.
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1struggle.^' something which was conËinualry ideorogically

confirmed in the realm of capitalist competi-tion. Marx was
perhaps the first to point to how "the ideas of religious rib_
erty and freedom of conscience merely gave expression to the
slüay of free competition within the domain of knowledgsrr. 2 -

Along Èhese rines, iË can be argued that the view of politics
as the competitive impersonal articulation of ideas was an ex-
pression of that same coryetitiveriupersonal articulation of
market forces which was taking place increasingly in the comm-

ercialised context of N.s"I^I.. James curran has recognised sim-
ilar ideological tendencies, in contemporary liberal British
ne!ùspapers, when referríng to the *self-righting process of
truthil in the "free market place of ideast'.3.

rn the next section, r explore further the sÈructure of
the impartial discourse within which newspapers praced them_
selves as something to be scrutinised and analysed. rn prace
of the private scrutiny of the censor, there emerged the self-
policing censoring of public opinion. Whereas in our time
nehTspapers rarely co nent on each others articles, this was

not the case in the late 1g20rs. The shame of not having
spoken the úruth, of misunderstanding the wíder interests of
society, of not recognising the partiality of oners oürn

presence in discourse, became ner^7 sources of public theatre,
a nevr public scaffold on which to suspend opponents. rn this
process r^'as involved a nerd way of constituting individualism
through the act of transgression which itserf acquired new
meanings.

1. "IË is one of Ëhe laws of .nature tha
and contending bodies shall be coext
speech and action..."; Sydney Gazet

nes
of

2 " Marx, Selected I'Iorks , Vol" l, p "125.
3" Curran, op.cit", p"52"

t conflicting doctri
ensive with liberty
tê, l-9 December 1828
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(c) THE SCIENTIFICISATION OF POLITICS AND THE

IANGUAGE OF THE PASSIONS.

I,üith the removal of censorship, a whole nerü set of

discursive strategies emerged which had as their object to

strip ar^ray the veil of rationality surrounding a poliËical

opponentrs statements by exposing their partiality. These

strategies for deauthorising staÈements, of stripping them

of Èheir legitimacy, arose out of Ëhe same conceptual space

of impartial-ity within which statements gained Ëheir authority.

This section will analyse how the criterion of objective, im-

partial truth, whiclt l^7as Part of the scientificisation of Pol-

itical discourse in the press, I,las also simultaneously a con-

cern with analysing the systematic nature of political repres-

entations.

Before proceeding further I present a somewhat long example

of the discursive form these sÈrategies for subvertiug discourse

assumed. Notvrithstanding the normative view stressing the non-

personal, impartial nature of discourse, what should be noted

was the very personal form which the writer!s criticisms assr¡ned.

In subscrÍbing this article to the public, I am entering
the lisË with you; and whether I stand or fall in the
combat, I shall have discharged a_duty I owe to candour,
justice and truth, in giving the full exposition of your
motives and feelings, in the cowardly attack made upon
the respecÈive subjects you so invidiously strictured.
First, I warn you, how you, in future indulge in bitter-
ness of invective, and unmanly and unwarrentable person-
alities. As a public writer, You, in common with every-
one, have the privilege of exercising fair and temperate
criticism; but when you yield yourself up to a \danton,
uncontrolled and deceptive use of it, you become dangerous
and should be restrained" That the article I am about to
criticise is of that charact,er, the uniform disgusted
feelings of your best readers will best remonstrate. To
what shifts of envy, hatred and desparation must that man
be driven (to appease a malignant and perturbed spirit)
to attack the British munificance, in rewarding a ven-
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erable, honorable and indefatigable efficient officer
of the crown? Your attack upon l"fr. Mcleay (through your
own radical organ, to which no other periodical would
have dared to have given publiciÈy) is alike, weak,
wretched, and unmanly; and your fallaceous exposure of
Captain Dumaresq, LieutenanË Gandamine, Ensign Darling,
and Doctor Gibson, is everything but unmanly and unpartial.
Your profession, Sir, of morality and zeal, f.or Ëhe Church
and the Public l^Ieal, must be strangely warped, and phant-
asmogorized, when you will contunaciously contrive Eo act
in diametrical opposition Èhereto. It is the inward
workings of the heart (maugre that of the tongue) that
produces this anomolous effect; and you will do well to
r-epress them by a l-ess indulgance to so ruinous a passion.
I will afford you the consequence of which, by your so
constant displaying an eruption of the gall that nnoral
mildness awaits the antedoLe of justice to correct.

Sydney Gazette, 5 December 1828 , ttAcustott.

I would argue that long before Freud there was an inter-
pretive method which is revealed in Ëhe discursive conflicts

between N.S.I^1. nevrspapers and which had as its object the

r¡ndermining of discourse at its e:çlicit level by relating

this discourse to what it could not sâI, Ëo what it could not

reveal about itself.l' This method, which in our own time

psychoanalysis has systematised in the concept of the uncon-

cious, \^ras fundamentally reductionist and operaÈed through

the productíon of ambiguity.

If this method attacked discourse in terms of its explicit

meanings, it was able to do so because it discovered another

context of meaning, another presence, existing alongside this

discourse that ought not be revealed by it" This was the

speaker. If the level of explicit meanings .had its authority
subverted by this method it was because it sought to show that

1. This analysis is fr:ndamentalli indebted to P " Ricoeur's
book
I^Tas

prob
betw
the

eud and Philos h
un ta y concerne

lem of anbiguity, with
een different contexts
potential to be transf

in which he argues that Freud
d with cultural symbols and the
how gestures and words mediate
of meaning and in doing so have

ormative.
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the speaker has revealed too much of himself in their prod-

uction and thus had violated Ehat norm of iurpartiality and

objectivity so central to constructing the newspaper as the

site of a rational process. IË was because a newspaper's

staLements could no longer assume the discursive form of a

deEached rationality, because Ëhey had become exPressions of

the speaker's own internal subjective deformaËies, that they

could be dismissed. An opponent's public discourse in this
method only achieved its full meanings to the extent that iE
could be used Ëo reveal a hidden irrational private realm that

\^las seen to have causal prioriËy.1' It was this private realm

of hidden causality thaE came to constítute the new framework

of meaning for interpreting the explicit discourse of an opp-

onent" In short, this process of accounti-ng for the existence

of an opposing discourse in terms of the subjectivity of the

speaker was also a way of irrationalising discourse, of stripp-
ing it of its claims to objectivity.

However, it also represented a way of individualising

dis course "

But, as soon as the fact is understood in the Mother Country,
that the sentiments sedulously propogated in the 0pposition
prints $/ere merely the acrimonious effervescence of one or
two individuals, every respect that might have been enter-
tained for such productions would necessarily be banished
from the reflecting mind"

Sydney Gazette, 7 March 1828.

The process of locating discourse within the subj ectivity of

of the speaker, of seeing this discourse as proceeding from

the speaker's passions, prejudices and self-interest T,üas also

that the Australian and the
governmenET-affiñ to the
prejudices controlled them

ger be persuaded by reason or
arglxnent; Sydney Gazette, L7 December 1828.
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a hray of creating a boundary around Ëhose sÈatements, of

giving Ehose staÈements a locus, or a field of causality no

larger than the individr¡al who hol.ds them. In dolng so this

process relativised political statements and positions" The

grounding of political opposition in a fietd of determinism

attacked and denied that cLaim to reason which emerged out

of freedom.

The misfortune is, that he (the Editor of the Monitor
hTas in early life entrapped into the snares o gg Silt
and being naturally endowed with considerabl e power of
original thinking, and a strong tendenc to des ise thev

1y
h

established order of things, he gradual forme those
p
d

discontented, censorious, and eccentrLc abits which have
now acquired an íncurable inveËeracy and which have been
so long exhibited ín his libellous and seditious ournal.

Sydney GazetËe , 7 YIay 1-82
J
8

In the remaining section of this chapter I continue to

analyse and docr.urent how this relatívisation of discourse pro-

ceeded in the N.S.I^I. press. Its importance as a culËural

phenomena lies in its partly representing a decline ín the

relative dominance of religious onËology as new deterministic

views of man began to emerge and occupy a Steater place in

newspaper articles. The role of psychological determinist

notions of madness in the deauËhorisation process mostly took

tr¡o discursive forms. One related the discourse of an opponent

to r:ndisciplined, uncoirtrolled emotions or passions, that is

to more prímordial forms of psychic energy which existed out-

side of the restraining influences of moral and rational ideas.

The other straËegy operaËed more at the level of intellect,
it viewed the madness evidenced in an opponentrs discourse

as the fixation upon consciousness of one particular idea"

Opponents r¡rere presented as trapped within a particular mono-

tonous sameness which was not in tune with the subtle divers-
ity of the world.
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In place of these largely psychological accounts Ï

concenÈrate on the emergence in the press of a more socio-

logical view of misrePresentation. This was not oPPosed to

the psychological view but an extension of it" The two can

often be found alongside and indiscríminately mixed together

in any one article" If psychology, as a science of mind, hlas

increasingly intruding into political discourse in N"S.li'I", it

was not only as the problem of madness, but also the problem

of ideology: of men who continually and systematically mis-

represent the nature of reality in their discourse because of

the social interests they hold or represent. The word ideology

rnras not used in Ëhe N.S"lü. Press, Yêt, I consider this should

not disqualify us from using it to characterise their concerns

and doubts about their opponents' discourse. These doubts

clearly fitted the definition of ideology which Engels gives 
"

Ideology is a process accomPlíshed by the -so-calledthinkei- consciôusly, indeed, but with a false conscious-
ness. The real motives impell-ing him remain unknown to
him, otherwise it would not be an i-deological process at
all. Hence he imagines false or apparent rnotives. Because
it is a process of-thought he derives both its form and
its content from pure thought, either his o!ùn or that of
his predecessors. He works with mere thogght material
which he accepts without examination as tþe product of
thoughL, he dóes not investj.gate further for a more remote
process independent of thought; indeed its origin seems
obvious to hirn, because as all action is produced through
the medium of thought it also appears to him to be ultim-
ately based upon thought" 1.

Engel's definition of ideology is the same as that given by

Mannheim in his analysis of the historical emergence of the

problem of ideology in r'¡estern culture.
It is only when we more or less consciously seek to dis-
cover Ëhe source of their untruthfulness in a social
factor, that r^re are properly making an ideological inter-
pretation. V'le begin to treaL our adversary's views as
ideologies only when v7e no longer consider them as calc-
ulated lies and when we sense in his total behaviour an
unreliability which Ì^re regard as a function of the social
situation in l¡hich he finds himself.

1" Engelrs Letter to Mehring, 14 JuIy 1895 quoted in Cain and
Hunt, op. cit. , p. I18.

2" Mannheim, op.cit", p.54"
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Unlike the systematic distortions of the madman which pro-

ceed from the overwhelming dominance of particular eccentric

ideas or emoÈions, the distortions of politicians come more

from their unconscious private pursuit of self-interest aE

the level of public truth" trliËhin this conceptual horizon,

political discourse in the uncensored l{.S.1^1. press became a

continual- process of unmasking the subordination of truth to

a will to power or a will to profit. Thus the Australian

6 October L825, referred to the political supporters of the

S dne Gazette as having the private motives of political
influence and ambition, whilst those of the S dn Gazette

r^rere purely economic gain: "l{hile they are inf luenced by

political feeling, he is seeking Èo add a few miserable farth-
ings to the farthing he has got - while they hope to concen-

traËe power and authority within themserves, he hopes to firl
his columrs wiËh advertisemenËsr'. PoliticaL discourse in-
creasingly became the systematic methodícar search for the

hidden partiality of altruistic statements. A scepticism was

introduced and came to dominate poritical discourse in the

press" Let us look at a further example"

In estimating the characters of public writers, and
determining the proportion of credit due to their state-
menËs, oD subjects of a political nature, the in.fluence
under which they may be supposed to labour is of the
very first iurportance to be borne in mind. One of the
principles and rules of judgement in matËers of human
testinony, is to tconsider whether the narrator be

1l as skilful; whether he has
peculiar gain or
c which hñEser

profit by
ts, nor interes t

alsely; or to a represenf-
eal state of th In short,

give
rngs.

whether
report.

Sydney Gazette , 24 November L829 
"

All N.s"I^I" nehTspapers criticised each other for being in
the business of printing not for altruisitic political motives,

there be no occasion of suspicion concerning his
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but for the interested concerns of profit and Por¡rer. The

Sydney Gazette , 4 August 1828, accused all the opposition

journals of not expressing their genuine opinions but those

of a set of paËrons whose customership and influence they

regarded as imporËant. Instead of these papers expressing

public opíni-on, they expressed the privaEe interests of their
proprietors, such "that the very individuals who are objects

of censure today, would be lauded to the skies tomorrorü, if
the tide of interest but flowed the other l,eayt'.

The problem of falsification as the problem of ideology

\^ras still, âs in the case of the condemned criminal, the prob-

lem of egoism. However, it rvas no longer an undisciplined

and unrestrained egoism, but an unlimited egoism situated in

a social s.ituaËion which was being investigated. The problem

here r^ras not egoism which transgressed because it had or knew

no external societal structures; but egoism whose external

societal structures provide it with interests, the pursuit

of which ultimately lead it to Ehreaten sociality. The con-

flict nor^r r¡ras between the interests of a social part and the

interests of society as a whole. The problerr r^tas not now the

part not knowing its place in the whole and thus threatening

social hiearchy; but rather the part, knowing only too well

its place in societyi',i*reatening the existence of the whole

with its own partiality.

The'problem of falsification as the problem of ideology

r^7as the problem of discovering consciousness to be distorted,

as distinct from the o1d problem of discovering man as sinful"

The problem was not one of relating the sources of man's false
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consciousness to a Personal notion of transcendental evil.

Instead society comes Partly to occuPy the place of the devil

as the site of that external transcendental evil which leads

men astray from their inner morality. Society here becomes

partly the source of its own evil, the source of an external

corrupting influence.

Mannheim has argued that one of the general thrusts of

this ideological Process l^7as to |tno longer make individuals

personally responsibLe for the deceptions which we detect in

their utterances".l' This notion of non-culpability was occ-

asionally employed by ner^rspapers as they denied the ratiònality

of each others statements by denying that they emerged out of

freedom. However, what preventecl this notion from coming into

a position of dominance ï7as the penitentiary requirement that

men should be conscious of their faults, it was their sacred

duty to know themselves " trIhereas previously this requiremenË

had led men to interrogaËe and discover their removal from a

knowledge of God, increasingly it led to a demand that men no

longer deceive themselves, that their self-interest was ident-

ical with the collective interests 
"

It is so easy for a man, even when most blinded with
passion when his feelin are most prejudiced, to
persuade
but his

himself that he uninfluenced by anything
duty it is so easy for him to gather from

within, Ëhe false assurances of his acting conscien tious ly,
that we should be apt to susPect him the most, who finds
it necessary to make.a frequent aPPeal to his heart, and
who can only uphold his conduct by the

gs
l-s

he has not ed his conscience, an
does not re him.

avowal, that
his conscience

vague
d thatoutrag

proach

1. Mannheim, op.cit., p.54.

Australian 12 August L826.
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(D) CONCLUSION

In Èhis chapter, I argued that the end of censorship re-

presenËed not siurply Ëhe emergence of nelú topics, its effect

rÂras not simply quanËative. Indeed, certain qualitative

changes took place" There emerged new forms of discourse, but

also new regimes f,or regulating the accepËance and validity of

statements. It was not just sirnply the contents of statements

which changed, but also the rules governing their formation

and acceptance as truth" In short a nerlrT politics of truth

emerged in the field of discourse. Prior Èo Lhis chapter, ilY

concern had been to map out the changing context of power

within which certain kinds of statements emerged and operated.

In this chapter, I explored the changing sÈructure of those

power relations which came Lo circulate within the fiel-d of

statemenËs; how the regime governing Ëhe acceptance or re-
jection of staËements came to be restructured.

Under censorship, statements in the Press derived their

authority by being associated with the sacred-transcendental

qualities of the sËate. trlith the removal of censorship there

emerged a more secular ideology of impartiaLity which emphas-

ised Ëhat truth could only be discovered in autonomous spaces

of freedom removed from a material world of causality governed

by economic inËerests and political and psychological passions.
¡ri,i i'l

As I showed, this i.dea of anonymous impartiality was contin-

uously breached" There emerged a continuous process of scrut-

inising discourse for its private partiality. llhat this pro-

cess represented was the increasing intrusion of the author

into the realm of discourse"
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Previously, nearly all authors in the Press l^Iere anony-

mous, writing under some pseudonyms. In the censored Press,

only Ëhe Governor (and to a lesser extent the Judge Advocate)

assumed the clear right to speak and give unchallenged opin-

ions emanating directly from a clearly identifiable self"

üIith the liberalisaÈíon of censorship, Ëhough most authors

continued to remain anonymous, most of their oPponents r^rere

concerned wiËh docr¡nenting the influence of personal and

private motives and interests in r^rhat was published. Atternpts

lrrere made Èo map ouL the material and causal circumstances

within which to locate the discourse of opponents. l{riters
began to guess the social posi-Ëions of other authors. They

lrere accused of being aligned with merchants, shopkeepers or

pastoralists, of being government officials or aligned with

Ëhe Church" Increasingly, authors lost their cloak of anon-

ymity. They began to emerge as corporal- beings full of ego-

tistical emotions, pâssions, desires and other psychological

processes " Authors $rere increasingly challenged in their right
Ëo speak as the voice of a transcendental, anon5¡mous, impartial

rationality" There was a growíng search and uncovering of the

material motives behind what oËhers spoke. The emergence of

Ëhese authors with private lives was the emergence of strat-
egies of individualisation in the realm of ideas.

The major form that these strategies of individualisation

assr¡med in the press vras through Ëhe notion of discourse as an

er(pression, as the objective exterior representation of. a more

causally fundamental subjective interiority. Discourse became

an objective system of signs to be read so as to reveal a more

authentic source of origin" The interrogation of discourse

became one not so much that of uncovering the truth or fal-sity

of what was said, but that of mapping out the private space of
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subjectivity which the author occupied. Discourse became

increasingly a dialectic between the public and the private and

beÈween Ëhe e:çIicit exteriority of what was said and an ím-

plicit subjective causal interiority. More imporËantly, dis-

course became a struggle to destroy the transcendental anon-

ymity of authors through a discovery of their empirica! social

characteristics and existence. The empirical author emerged

preciàely to the extent ÈhaË writing began to lose its trans-

cendental characËer as it increasingly acquired social mat-

erial conditions of production. The erryirical author was partly

a fr¡nction of Èhe extent to which his discourse Ëransgressed

certain normative consËraints within discourse. To the exËent

that he challenged Church and StaËe or the norms of objectivity
and impartiality, so to that exLent was Ëhe author mapped out

as an empirical social creature.

The point I wish to emphasise is that it was aE a partic-

ular point in Èime that the problem of assigning authorship to

nerüspaper articles emerged. It was in a context where discourse

came to be politicised, that iË was important to tie 1t to an

individual so as to relativise and contain the dangers that

discourse posed. The other nehr strategy of individualisation,

for tying discourse to an author, which I have only briefly

dealt with ÌÍere libel cases. Prior to the end of censorship

they ürere almost non-existent. It was only with the removal

of censorship that it became important to render individuals

morally responsible for whay they said, Ëhat is to apply those

strucÈures of individualisation which were bor¡nd up with the

judicial-political systemr s treatment of criminality. The other

new ideological structure of individualisation was the emerging

science of psychology, it increasingly dominates the application

of state-class power in our own time.
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IË was precisely to the extent that the auËhor posed a

threat Èhat he was individualised. However what is also

noticeable about uncensored newspaper discourse vras that Ëhe

auËhor was not simply Índividualised by his opponents. Indeed,

authors, especially the editors of the Opposition nehrspaper and

in particular the Monitor, began to systematically practice

acts of transgressiort as a means of gainÍng notorieËy and pub-

licity, but also as a means of asserting an auonomous, indep-

endent, non-conformist individuality" In effect such indiv-
iduals began to normalise the process of constructing and ass-

erting oners individuality through Ëhe act of transgression.

Christrs struggle against the corrupt lega1 authorities of his

day became a metaptr.or legitimating the individualrs struggle

agai-nst Ëhose in power in N.S.Iiü. who constructed his words of

truËh as acts of transgression.l" In short, whaÈ we see

emerging in N.S'W. is thaÈ modern emphasis on the construction

of individuality through acts of transgression"

1 Iile, the said Edítor of the Monitor know, thaÈ on account
of our Saviourrs denouncing the Rulers of his day, as
"viperstt; "serpents"; tthlpocritestr; ttdevoureró'of
widowt s housestt; Itrdho for a pretense made long prayer";
&c" &c.. The said Rulers apprehended him, thruét- him into
9"o1, convicted him of treason, scourged him spat in his
face, and put him to death by the hañds of thé contrnon
Executioner - to a death considered viler and more cruel
Ëhan our hanging" The fact therefore is with us, that
Christ was in oppositl-oñJf not to a bad Government, at
least Ëo bad Rulers. So are r^/e""

Monitor, ll May L827 
"
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

CONCLUSION TO THESIS
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This thesis is organised around a paradox namely thaÈ of

exploring how the emergence and circulation of strategies of
individualisation anongst N.S.trl. !s lower orders came to coin-

cide with demands for the deindividualisation of povrer ín the

upper echelons of the social hierarchy" At the same time as

the N.S.I,ü. bougeoisie was developing mechanisms of power capable

of discriminating and adapting Èhemselves to the particular

circumstances of individuals it was also demanding the formal

codificaEion of power mechanisms. There was an increasing

movement of power a\Àlay from an idiom which personified it and

cenËred its organisation in charismatic individuals and a

demand that povrer assume a more anon)rmous legal rational form.

The first volume looked at how the penal system, exec-

utions, reportings of crime and familial dísturbances, phil-

anthropy and education instiLutions'aIl became mechanisms for

aEomising and fragmenting the working class - that is, with
breaking up the sites and solidarities which articulated coll-
ective working class resistance to bourgeois culture. The

second volume analysed how demands for the expansion and in-

creased incorporation of individualising forms of power into

the state r,ras simultaneously a demand for the expansion and

increased bureaucratisation of the sËate. Power resting on

Èhe arbitrary will of an individual was seen to go mad, to be

irrational, to know no boundaries, Ít hTas an hombgenising

violent power for those who were subjected to it, In short,

personal po$/er r,rras seen to be not a discriminating system of
por\7er, that is one which could take into account the unique

circuurstances and conditions of the individuals to whom it was

applied" In place of the brutalising effects of terror, there
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rúas an emphasis on a graduated system of rewards that would

be handed out by individuals encapsulated in a wider bureau-

cratic hierarchy which would supervise and rnonitor their acts

of supervision. The most efficienË pedagogic structures hrere

increasingly seen to reside not in a structure of personal

porüer organised around the punishment of the body, but in non-

corporal bureaucratic strategies where poner would increasingly

undergo a process of formal, abstract codification.

In N.S.!'t., ner^rspaPers played an important role in the

sËruggle to bring about such transformations. They brought

into existence ne\Âr conceptual- fields for po1-iticising society

and the state. Accordingly, N.S.I^1.- ner,rspapers were analysed

as ideological phenomena in their orun right; they did not

simply reflect an external reality. Instead the internal con-

ceptual sÈructures of N.S.I{. newspapers vlere treated as part

of the formation of particular historical contexts " They be-

came a means of bringing about changes in the conceptual forms

through which class hegemony lrTas exercised" New discourses and

new forms of public knowledge concerned with the problem of

order emerged in the.I{nS.lü. press alongside the emergence of

capitalist producers and an increasingly couplex class struct-

ure. These new discourses and the struggles surrounding their
emergence bore a sËriking resemblance and, indeed, reproduced

many of the debates, struggles, and new goals which emerged in
the changing British penal system of the late eighteenth and

early nineÈeenth centuries.

Accordinglf , my treatment of N.S.!ü. ne$rspapers in later

chapters was consistent with and a methodological extension

of my Ëreatment in Chapter One of the British penal system"
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Both r,tTere increasingly becoming part of the cultural prod-

ucLion of a disciplined workforce eapable of accepting the

rhythms and regimes of the capitalist mode of production.

In particular, reflected in the changes affecting the

British penal system r^ras that wider process whereby a scient-
ific understanding of man was emerging and gradually being

incorporated into the formation and legitimation of state-

class hegemonic mechanisms. Processes of rationalisation,

that is the scientific understanding of the world in terms of
economical means-end relationships, r{ere being increasingly

incorporated not simply into indusËry but also into pedagogic

processes" As a result new forms of por^rer !üere emerging rvhich

r^/ere partly hybrids between the manufacturing techniques of

mass production and the new materialist views of man, including

the new science of the individual - psychology. Hence, the

emergence of those modern structures of por^rer which take the

form of a mass production of strategies and techniques of in-
dividualisation. 1'

One of the individualistic forms which processes of
rationalisation assumed in the penal system was that of sub-

jecting the prisoner's body, that realm of irrational passions

and desires, to ordered discipline" New ascetic regimes and

strict routines became part of a new institutional environment

concerned with forming new sets of habits to govern inmates.

criminals $rere seen to be irrational prisoners of the moment-

ãxy, idle, unrefrective pleasures of their bodies" consequent-

ly, they r¿ou1d increasingly be simultaneously punished and

l" D"J"
L25.

Rothman, Conscience and Convenience, pp.5-6,Seealsoffi L2, 43,
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reformed by being subjected to work, enforced solitary re-

flection and to disciplined forms of consumption, which made

rewards depend on good behaviour and personal exertion.

New materialist theories of man which constructed the

individual as a product of his experiences underpinned the

emergence of total institutions, that is institutional attempts

to gain pedagogic control over the total environment of in-

mates. These materialist theories of man v¡ere also part of

a growing crÍtique of the existing social, economic and pol-

itical structures of Britain. Society was increasingly

blamed for the production of disorder. There rt7ere increasing

dernands that it be reformed, that it lose its haphazard and

arbitrary character and that there emerge much more consistent

bureaucraËic, policing forms of power which would be based on

a scientific-mathematical knowledge of human nature and

society. Personal, discretionary por^rer whether in the form

of the monarchical reprieve or that of the corrupt, greedy

warden came to be criticised as a suspension and violation

of the formal, public egaLitarianism of the legal system.

Underpinning a growing concern with the rights of the

poor and powerless \^/as an emerging cult of sensibility which

tended to ground moral notions in the feelings and sensations

of the body. This cult of sensibility, this growing tendency

to base moral notions on sympathy, oD making the feelings of

others one's or^rn, was part of a growing revulsion against

corporal punishments and state terror. Associationalist

psychology helped in Èhis struggle for non-corporal institut-

ional forms of punishment through the argument that weaker but

more consistent punishments rrTere more effective than moment-
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ãty, violent spectacles. Here a scientific view of man was

being used to demand a bureaucratic por.rrer strucËure, one Ín

whÍch porder was exercised not in a haphazard arbitrary form,

but in an even, consisËent, systematic form. Manifested in

Ehe late eighteenth cenEury Penal system ltas that Process

whereby hegemonic mechanisms were beginning to undergo Pro-

cesses of rationalisation and bureaucratisation as a science

of mind was incorporated ínto the governmental- Process.

In later chapters, I explored how N"S.Iü" nev/spaPers came

to embody nany of the above Processes. The increasingly

specialised naËure of N.S.lü. nehTspaPer arËicles helped to

diffuse processes of rationalísation and demands for increased

bureaucratisation into a whole series of specialised discurs-

ive domains, which they helped to isolate and constitute. In

short, the progressive emergence and multiplication of separate

discourses in newspaper col-umns $¡as Part of the growing spec-

ialisation of knowledge and polrrer in an increasingly complex

society. Ilowever, Èhe fuIl significance of such processes can

only be r¡nderstood when contrasted wíth that personification

of state-class porúer which initially dominated political life
in early N. S.I^I. .

In the Second Chapter, I pointed out how crime liter-

aLure and execution reports used violence to personify state-

class pohrer. The creation of a cuLture of terror was predic-

ated upon a particular cultural construction of the self, ês

Ëhis was constituted within certain aesthetic processes which

explored the sublime nature of human qualities. The unrep-

entant condenned prisoner and the Governor (through the

Reprieve) were constitutive of t$ro opposing, extreme possib-
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ilities of human existence" They manifested, in their person,

the greaËness ot those awe-inspiring qualities which came from

totally rejecting or closely approaching the sacred persona of

God. The unrepenËant, defiant, condemned prisoner explored

humanity at those points at which it denied the divine att-

ributes of reason and sensibility; through his jovial contempt

for death and the terrifying ritual apparaËus of the execuËÍon

he approached the r:nfeeling savagery of the Aborogine. on the

other hand, the Goverrìorts reprieve, the judgers paÍnful proc-

lamation of the death senÈence, the judge's speech and tears

to the conden¡red prisoner and his ability to waver the legit-

imate infliction of the appropriate punishment were all means

of sentimentalising power. They r^7ere part of a formal pag'

eantry of power which paradoxically legitimated the personal

and discretionary nature of pol^/er in N.S.I^I". In these formal

public ceremonies of power, social hierarchy was Presented as

reflecting, and as having as its constitutive basis, hier-

archical differences in the ability of individuals to partàke

of the nobler feelings of the body. Through a cult of sens-

ibility class relations r^rere aestheticised, that is they r^7ere

made part of a domain of objectifications for exploring the

sublime and divine nature of human sentimenËs as revealed in

their enormity. The grounding of social hierarchy in sens-

ibility was also part of the naturalisation of class relations,

which \^rere ideotogically constituted as moral differences en-

coded in the feelings of the body"

The repentant condemned prisoner, through the intensity

of the mental anguish he often suffered in these last moments,
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also gave a personal individual meaning to this ceremony.

Throughsong,PÍayel-andejaculaËingspeech,hedisplayeda

world of interiority which in its suffering exPressed the

depth of his transgression and the greatness of the power thaË

now seized him and confronted him with the reality of his own

pasË actions. In these torturous experiential moments the

execution hras more than an informal ritual, in fact ít seemed

to lose much of its officiaL character as it becane a sympath-

etic communion beËween the audience and the prisoner" He

often symbolised the fallible nature of fallen humanity, his

concrete particularity became an exPression of the universal

nature of the human condiÈion.

A rnajor goal of the First chapter was to challenge Adorno

and Horkheimerrs and, more recenÈly, Foucault!s thesis that:

"the bourgeois republics have attacked man's soul, whereas the

monarchies attacked his bodyt'.I' I argued that even on the

scaffold introverted forms of violence were important for the

ceremonial spectacle of the execution. I'that the execution

represented was the r.lnion of Church and State, the approp-

riation and incorporation of pas¡oral pohTer into the state.

Executions represented the initial secular appropriation of

a religious technology for producing moral conversions, and

for constituting subjects as i-ndividuals, which penitentíaries

T¡rere later to further systematise and mass produce. In the

execution's last moments, the criminal was asked to lay seige

Lo his life with words. He often sought to efface the past

dangers of his actions by translating them into discursive

acts of reprenËence. By transforming his life into a first

person narrative, the criminal explored those fractures in

l. Adorno and
Discipline

Horkheimer, op" cit., p "228; Foucault,
, Chapter Onelþþ-.3- 31.
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social obligations which were held responsible for that secret

realm of knowledge and transgression that alienated him from

other men. Often, the criminal ! s union with oËher men hTas

expressed and achieved through discursive acts of self-

effacement in which he freely gave up and painfully shared

his own unique knowledge of evil"

Crime was seen to have its roots in disturbances Ëo the

social hierarchy. It was often seen to originate from ambit-

ious indÍviduals whose imagination led Èhem to Pursue life-

styles beyond their means and al-lotted place in society.

Through.the degradation ritual of the execution, society re-

stored hierarchy. The public shame of an indivÍdual who in

his last moments could not control the disordered gestures of

his body was syurbolic of Ëhats disordered self which the crim-

inal was seen to psychologically embody. In short, social

relations r^tere constructed within the idiom of the psycholog-

ical relations needed to have a coherently ordered personality.

The relation of reason and sensibility to the body was Íconic

with and the ídiom for expressing the relationship of the

state and the upper classes to the lower orders.

Chapter Three analysed how newspaper articles dealing rvith

those who escaped and existed outside of familial obligations

were a means of giving a wider circuLation to the Macbethian

drama of self-imprisoned, punishing guilt. The family was con-

structed as a source of identity, a means of tying individuals

Ëo role types and Ëo the fulfilment of social obligations.

Such articles appealed to the natural egoism of individuals

to discover the peaceable world of altruism inside the family,
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In the press, the family became a mechanism for ftag'

menting and atomising the collective hedonistic world of the

lower classes. It, was a means of breaking up those promis-

cuous, collective, unconËrolled sites within which the working

class reproduced a cuLture which in its spontaneity, jocular-

ity, illicit intimacy and illegallties stood opposed to Ëhe

austere, nelancholic asceticism of the dominant class. In

short, the fanil-y s¡as Part of a discourse which tied the prob-

lem of a public, political order to the problem of a private,

moral order.

The protection of fanÉIial r:nits, of defenceless children

and deserted mothers, $las Ëhe idiom through which Ëhe'press ass-

erted itself as a centralised instrr;ment of moral surveillance.

The family was accorded the ríght Ëo be a private space of free-

dom and intimacy so long as it sealed its borders from outsiders

and kept its members within the boundaries of its shared re-

ciprocities and guiltless pleasures. To transgress those bor:nd-

aries was to oPen the family uP to Ëhe press, to an external

gaze concerned with policing everyday life through public ex-

posure and censure"

The family became parÈ of that broader process whereby

the minute details of everyday life r^leré becoming subj ect to

critical study by centralised bodies of knowledge. The press

1nTas part of this centralisation of public knowledge: an omni-

scient gaze concerned with subjecting nearly all aspects of

everyday life to a utilitarian calculus. Such a Process \^Ias

part of the increasing rationalisation of everyday life" The

smallest uses of time and space, the organisation of social

obligation in their most minutest form, and nearly all unre-
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flective habits of excess rirere questioned so as to weed out

Ëheir haphazard and careless consequences. They must from now

on be part of a process of quantification which sought to max-

imise Ëhe pursuit of happiness by questioning everything ín

terms of its productive potential and social costs. The press

sought to convince its readers that the maximum pursuit of

happiness was Ëhat which assuned a privatised form" The prom-

iscuous, sensuous, egotistical- temptations of outside life vrere

to be relinquished for the more wholesome, sacred, interior
space of the farnily"

In N"S.lü", Lhe farnily represenËed the emergence of new

decentralised mechanisms for policing and ordering everyday

life" It T^ras part of a proliferation of non-violent pedagogic

mechanisms. It was one of a number of new persuasÍve mechan-

isms for ideologicaLly incorporating the working class into
bourgeois norms. Through the family the working class would

reproduce bourgeois hegemony. The family lrras presented as a
domain of rational freedom. It was a means of avoiding idle
habits and those r¡ndisciplined, uncontrolled forms of consumpt-

ion which led to crime with all its accompanying sacred and

secular vengeful qualities. To escape from the family was to

enter a world of transgression in which psychological instab-

ility reflected the disorder introduced into society and the

family.

The family was seen as a set of natural social relations,
it was that poínË at which society discovered its origins and

union with nature. In short, the family was that point at

which nature social-ised man. Perhaps, this was the reason why

the sLate initÍally promoted the family over and above the ped-

agogic por,.rer of its ovün penal practices. Even when the state
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changed its mind on this, Ít had to fíght the Opposition Press

which often assigned a greater reformative influence to the

farnily over and above the sËaters Ëotal ínstitutions, even

when these run by ministers of religion. For Ehe Opposition

Press, the family was a means of checking the expanding brut-

alising pohrer of the state which homogenised individuals by

reducing them to a cormon savagery. In short, the family was

seen by them as a more effective technique of isolation and

reformation; it individualised the applicaËion of reformative

influences.

In particular the family was a space of sensibility, a

site at which moral order was achi-eved partly through the

natural feelings of the body. l{omen especially were the

urost poËent ernbodiments of sensibility. As such they \^rere seen

to operate as a civilising influence on men. They rdere a means

of breaking up male trruffian gangs", those hordes in which men

rnrere made or chose Ëo congregate in. They r^7ere also a domest-

icaËing influence in Ëhe qense of Èaming the wilder, animal

aspects of the male" trrlomen $rere perhaps subject to more off-
icial humanitarian treatment than men partly because, I would.

argue, she was expecEed Ëo become the contagious bearer of

Ëhose values. As embodiments of sensibility, rdomen stood in
relationship to men in the same way that the upper classes

stood to the }ower classes. They reproduced in their bodies

and pe:isons the sources of bourgeois moral authority"

Though women r^7ere acquiring a ner^r for¡nd status in relation-
ship to men, it would be a mistake to see their new found moral

authority as completely displacing patriachal authority" In-
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deed, seduction arËicles constructed T^tomen as the r¡ulnerabLe

victims of those sensibilities which made them moral beings.

She was often the victim of the rational schemes of the sed-

ucer who played upon the naivety of basing actions on íntuition

or feeling. He sometimes played upon the romantic tendencies

of her imagination. Often seduced vlomen, in escaping from the

care of their husbands ancl fathers, hTere presented as entering

an irrational world where they were threatened by insanity and

suicide. Such views can be seen as part of an ideology which

confined 1üomen to the private domain whilst creating men as the

guardÍans of the boundaries of farnilial sPace.

The construction of, the family as in a state of physical

and moral- crisis helped to increase and expand the institut-
ional appropriation of familial socialisation processes. In

Chapter Four, I analysed the discursive strategies which under-

pinned the proliferation and expansion of pedagogic institut-
ions. The private and public participation of members of

N.S.l'I. !s dominant class in these philanthropíc endeavours

helped to consÈruct class relations withín a personalised

idiom. Philanthropic benevolence was a display and codificat-

ion of the superiority of those moral sentiments which sus-

tained and legitirn¿ted their right to rule as a corporate

group of individuals.

However, philanthropic societies, also represented more

Ëhan the couching of state-class por^rer in a paternalistic idiom.

The growing number of these philanthropic societies represented

the emergence of a nehT form of state-class porôrer in N.S"I4I., one

which located itself in an institutional context where fixed
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rules, coûtrnittees, written forms, timetables ruled" Here

staÈe-class power depended not on Ëhe arbíËTary charitable

whim of an individual but on a codified structure of norms.

The cultural formation of a working class was increasingly

being located in bureaucratic sites which tied physical ass-

istance to spirituaL improvement" In these bureaucratic sites

there was a hope that moral supervision would assume a system-

aËic, orniscient presence. Moreover, in these insËitutional
sites a knowledge was being built up not only of individuals

but also of the effective techniques which could be used for
pedagogic incorporation. The specific groups these societies

constructed as being turder their jurisdiction rüas part of the

increasing development of specialised forms of knowledge and

Porüer.

The first volume concentrated on the role of the press

in the cultural consËruction of a working class. In the

second voltme I showed how economic and political conLroversies,

as represented in Ëhe N"S.l^1. press, hTere structured in accord-

ance with a discourse focused upon the accountability of the

state for the moral and material well-being of society. The

moral nanagement of society was being parËly made to reside

in the statets management of the economy. An economic deÈer-

minist model of society emerged, which in parÈ reflected the

interests of capital and their dependence on state expenditure

over which certain fractions of capital wanted more control.
This new form of economic discourse initially took the form

of a debate over the staters distribution of resources between

competing fractions of capital, namely cotnmerce and agriculture"

As this debate progressed, it became transformed into a debate

concerning the distribution of state resources betrveen the rich
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and Èhe poor in N.S"lü., as well as between the Poor in N.S"hI"

and the poor in Britain, In other words, there emerged a dis-

cursive strategy which explicitly politicised the Poor as a

means of resolving eompetition between fractions of capital,

Economic fractions ldere being transformed into political
facÈions.

In this ner^r popularíft discourse the notion of personal

responsibility, of individuals as the source of their or^m

enslavement, gave l,íay to a critique of society and the state

as being responsible for the sinfulness of individuals. En-

coded in this critique of the state ritras a neü7 materialist

view of the self as the product of its social environment.

Instead of locating evil in the anarchic impulses of individ-

uals, there was an increasing emphasis on more secular

causal factors as the source of evil in individuals " Evil

came not so much from within as from the outside. This out-

side corrupting evil did not take a personal form - the

devil - instead it was an impersonal form of evil, located

in such anonymous causal factors as the price of grain, the

circulation and exchange of money, the distribuËion of land

and tickets of leave.

The construction of individuals as products of their

environments led evil to increasingly assume a secular rather

tiran a religious form. Coinciding with this was a greater

emphasis on individuals being inherently good rather than

permanently condernned by their humanity. Correspondingly,

instead of an emphasis on the need to repress the inherent

evil nature of individuals, ttrere was a view that the maximum

amount of good could only be achieved by allorving individuals

to freely realise themselves "
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But as Marx points out the freedom of the individual in

nodern socieÈy is in reality "the recognition of the frenzied

movemenÈ of the cultural and material elements which form the

content of his lifet'.1' These material and cultural forces

have been partly privatised, that is made into an aspect

of civil society - the domain of natural man - of egotistical

man, The modern state establishes itself as the political

guaranËor of this private domain of freedom" Freedom in the

N"S.I^I. press became a struggle to reformulate the state such

that it would guarantee the autonomy of familial life and

private property. The N"S"!ü, press \^las concerned with freeing

the operation of certain forms of capital from state control,

with giving labour greater mobility, and with above all else

giving the press greater ideological mobiLity in terms of the

rhetorical resources available to its persuasive ends.

Such demands found some of their ideological rationale

in an emphasis on the political necessity for acquiring de-

centralised structures of control. There was a demand that

political, economic and cultural influence reside not so

much in a few individuals as in a self-monitoring system of

checks and balances. Personal arbitrary Por^7er, especially

that founded on a system of economic, political and social

patronage, vtas the subject of much attack and rvas accused

of breeding r:ndisciplined, irrational violence.

In effect, Ëhere v/as a struggle to remove the private,

the personal, the individual, from the field of state activity.

This represented an attempt to rationalise both discourse and

1. K" Marx "On the Jewish Question" in Karl Marx Early VJritings
translated and edi ted by T.B. Bottomore, p"29"
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state actÍvities; to create inrpartial abstract norms as the

measure of all political legitímacy. The Opposi¡ion Press

demanded that state power assume the form of legal anonymity"

It was precisely Ëo the extent that power vlas taken as an ex-

pression of personality that it was seen to irrationalise it-

self. Personage !{as now seen as too unstable to provide the

ideological for¡ndations of good sËable government' To the

extent that povTer rtas concentrated in individuals it was crit-

icised:

the character of good government is, that tþe people
desire their secuiity irom the law and not from the' discretion of the governors. " "Monitor, 24 December 1827 

"

The depersonalisation of state pohTer r^7as in effect the demand

for the rule of law, which was also viewed as the perfection

of reason. Law was, of all the ethical discourses at the time,

one of the most axiomatised; the one which could make the

greatest claim Lo representing Ëhe introduction of scientific

ideology into the government of men's affairs.

The ideological struggle against a government by indiv-

iduals extended i-nto the upper most echelons of state activ-

ity, culminating in an ideological struggle around the Governor,

over whether his personal majesty was sufficient justification

for defining the moral truth of state activity. The radical-

ness of this ideological struggle which emerged in the 1820's

hras in opposition to that personification of state Power that

emerged out of the performance of executions and reprieves 
"

The judge's and the Governor's public display of private

sentiments in these final moments r,tras crucial fot the public

legitimation of. a culture of terror; they amounted to a per-

sonification of state po\^/er through the rnetaphorical extension

of Godly personal attributes to secular authorities.
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Indeed Ehrough the Reprieve, Ehe Governor suspended the

previous legal processes which culminaËed in the death sentence"

His humanitarian sentiments, his personal discretion, became

the basis for exercising sÈate Power. He in a sense became a

figure who transcended the legal system. In the 0pposÍtion

Press Ëhe ability of the Governor to transcend and aLter the

punishments of the legal system came to be criticised. The

dangerous nature of this povrer l^7as evidenced in the Sudds

and Thompson case.

The Opposition Press ¡¿anted the ability of individuals

to command made dependent not on their personal majesty or

their personal discretion, but on their office, as this was

defined and mediated by an impersonal legal order. Of course

I do not neglect the obvious fact of the legal constitution

of the Governort s powers. llhat I do assert is that under

censorship, the charismatic element of his Person, which was

largely a metaphorical extension of Godr s personal qualities,

'hras given greater ideological emphasis as a legitimation

instrumenË" On the other hand, with the emergence of an Opp-

osition Press the subjugation of monarchical authority to

that of an impersonal legal system acquired greater ideological

emphasis for the legitimation of the state' In short, there

r^ras a movement frorn charismatic authority to legal-rational

authority as the major ideological frarnework of the state,

though both r^/ere always continuosly present.

The demand for a rational state organised around the

consistent application of impersonal legal norms was an

attempt to bureaucratise the N.S.lü" state; that is to move

it from a system of personal patronage to a structure where
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everyone r^7as equal before impersonal rules. This bureau:

cratisation process \rras fostered by the ideology of impart-

iality which uncensored newspapers were articulating about

their own discourse, in which iË was no longer permissible

to criticise men, but only their measures. A new ideology

about discourse emerged in the uncensored press, moreover

this ideology articulated that I'spirit of formalistic impers-

onality" which ltleber sahT as the defining characteristic of

bureaucratic structures. There T¡/as a demand that men criticise

each other in terms of principles rather than personalities,

that they recognise only each others arguments. This deperson-

alised view of discourse r^ras more conceptually congruent with

a bureaucratic rationality that it was with attempts to per-

òonify staËe por^7er"

The demand for Ëhe rationalisation of state povüer coin-

cided in the press with the rationalisation of politics as a

conmunicaÈive medium for mobilising public opinion. Politics

increasingly emerged as a discourse to be discussed along the

lines of a science using empirical evidence to justify the

axioms of a political platform. The divine origin of the state

and its rulers as we have seen in Ëhe previous chapËer was

increasingly put in question. Newspapers turned increasingly

to Britain, Rome, Greece, hlest Indies, America, Canada, France,

and the savage world of the Aborigines to provide the empirical

evidence for asserting those universal human truths on which

their political philosophies rested. This is not to say that

religion stopped being used as a source for providing these

truths. But it is to assert that new secular sources, denoting

partly the emergence of an anthropological science, \^7ere in-

creasingly being resorted to. Different cultures and different
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historical periods were increasingly used to provide a scien-

tific universalism for political truths. This rationalisation

of politics represented the emergence of a political science

predicaËed on the removal of personality from discourse and on

the increasing introduction of abstract scientific man, man in

his species form,'as the foundation of an ethical science of

government.

In the realm of discourse the new materialist views of the

self expressed themselves as the problem of ideology; that

is as a concern with that hidden or unconscious realm of

oausalíty which led individuals astray from the truth, rvhilst

all along believing themselves to be in it. In place of the

central importance of confessing one!s sins before God, Lhe

press moved to a position in which it became the secular

interrogator of all individuals motives" It claimed a know-

ledge of the history and social position of individuals and

because of this knew the determinanËs of their discourse.

The onrriscient gaze the uncensored press directed at society

r^ras also directed aË individuals, it scrutinised their rights

and credentials to speak the truth. In place of the legal

prohibition of political discourse, that is in place of the

Censor, we have a neI^l means of controlling statements: one

rvhich authorised and deauthorised them by scrutinising the

conditions of their production.

In these concluding lines I would like to express my oI¡ürì.

personal sentiments about the project I have undertaken. I

see myself as having been concerned with the emergence of

modernity in Australian sociely" I was concerned with those

modern \^Iays of articulating knorvledge and po!üer which have
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been increasingly responsible for those structures of domin-

ation within which r/lre are currently imprisoned, I have sought

to argue that the concern with liberating individuals from

coercive and violent power relations has been nothing less

than the progressive reformulation and expansion of structures

ofpower.Thehumanitarianframeworkwithinwhichwecurr-
entlyexisthasbeenpartlyresponsibleforcreatingmodern
bureaucratic and pedagogic forms of power' Rather than modern

bureaucratic PohTer being through its impersonal nature a

denial of the individual, it has íncreasingly become a means

of consËrucËing him. It continually seeks to equalise itself

withrespecttoindividualsbyincorporatingandconstructing
wirhin irself a knowredge of rheir individuality. rt is

against these normalising forurs of individuality Ëhat modern

youth has often revolted'
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